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TREATISE ON AMMUNITION.

CHAPTER I.—GUNPOWDER.

COMPOSITION.—PROPERTIES.—CLASSIFICATION.—VARIOUS DESCRIPTIONS OF

GUNPOWDER AND THEIR USES.

Explosives are mainly usnd for the propulsion of projectiles, or as

disruptive agents. The explosives commonly met with in the

service are (i) gunpowder, which is used both as a propellant and for

disruptive purposes ; (ii) cordite, which at present is only used as a

propellant ; and (iii) gun-cotton, which is used as a disruptive agent.

Explosives which may be -met with in the Service arc given in Misoel-

Chapter IV. laneou*.

Explosives used for the propulsion of projectiles are sometimes

termed " propulsives " or " propellants," and those for disruptive

purposes " dismptives."

Gunpowder for many centuries was the only explosive in general

use, but in recent times many other explosives have been invented.

An account of the manufacture, and action when fired of gunpowder,

can be found in other works.*

Gunpowder is an intimate mechanical mixture of saltpetre,

sulphur, and charcoal. A short account of the properties of these

ingredients will be found at p. 29.

In England, black powder is, and for a long time has been, made

of the ingredients mentioned above in the following proportions :

saltpetre 75 parts, charcoal 15 parts, sulphur 10 parts.

The proportions of Prism1 brown and S.B.C. powders are—

saltpetre 79 parts, charcoal 18 parts, sulphur 3 parts ; and of E.X.E.

powder, saltpetre 77,", parts, charcoal 17|§ parts, and sulphur 5 parts.

In addition from 1*5 to 2-2 per cent, of water is a recognised

ingredient in brown powders.

The charcoals for these powders are composed of sp?cial material

and the preparation of them is confidential.

• "Treatise on Service Explosives, 1900" j " Researches oi Explosives, by

Captain Sir Andrew Noble, K.C.B. (late R.A.), F.K.S., Ac, unci Sir Frederick

Abel, Bart., F.RS., Ac; "Notes on Explosives," by Dr. W. R. Uodgkinson,

F R.S.E., Ac.; Professor Bloxnm's " Chemistry " ; Professor Vivian Lewes'a

" 8ervice Chemistry," ani "The Manufacture of Explosives," bv 0*ca- G.ittuiann,

' c. M.I.C.E., Ac.

(5581) b
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The explosiveness of powder of a given composition can be

modified by varying the charcoal, the amount of moisture, and its

physical condition. The effect of the above variations on fired

powder is discussed in " Treatise on Service Explosives."

Speaking generally, a large grained powder, highly glazed, made

from highly-burnt charcoal, and of high density, other things being

equal, will burn slower and so have less explosiveness than a powder

of opposite characteristics. If, however, the grain be very small as

in mealed powder, the interstices between the grains are not

sufficiently large to allow a free passage of flame, and so a charge of

mealed powder would ignite in one place only and would burn

comparatively slowly.

On the introduction of rifled ordnance, it was found advisable to

use a slower burning powder than that used with S.B. guns. More

work is thrown on a rifled gun than on a S.B. gun of the same

calibre.

A charge of slow-bnrning powder given rise to a lower maximum

pressure than a charge of quick-burning powder, and the pressure is

better sustained throughout the bore, and so for equal velocities with

a projectile of a given weight the slow-burning powder strains the

gun less.

To obtain a slow-burning powder, the density and size of grain

were increased on the introduction of rifled guns, and "K.L.G."

density 17, size ^-inch to ^-incb, superseded " L.G.," size TL-inch to

^-inch. Again, when K.M.L. guns of 7-inch calibre and upwards

were made, " P.," a powder of higher density and larger grain (density

l-75, size $-inch), which burns more slowly and strains the gun less

than " li.L.G.," was adopted.

Then " P.'J," a powder of larger size (about 1'5-inch cubes) was

manufactured for the heavier R.M.L. guns.

, To ensure regularity of burning, moulded or prism powders

were next introduced. These powders are moulded into regular

hexagonal prisms, having a hole running through the centre of each.

Thus not only is. the powder of uniform size, but the pressure of the

gas is better sustained, since as each prism barns, the decrease in

surface- on the outside is to some extent counterbalanced by the

increase of the inside surface of the perforation. It is also probable

that after a certain time the prism breaks up, thus forming additional

surfaces for combustion, nnd consequently for the evolution of

gas- ,

Moulded black powders were first introduced, to be shortly

afterwards superseded by moulded brown powders.

The brown powders have been very satisfactory in that the

pressures they give are moderate, while the velocities arc high, but

they are far from being smokeless. They are more difficult to ignite,

and require a primer of a few prisms of black powder.

For the short bore of the 7-pr., for small arms and machine guns,

and for shrapnel shell with bursting charges in the base, quick-burning

powders are required. Such powders have small grain.

Advantage?. The advantages of gunpowder are :—■

(a) Its rate of combustion is gradual compared with that of many

other explosives ; by altering the proportions of the in

gredients and varying the mechanical processes of manu

facture, its explosiveness can bo modified so as to suit every

description of weapon.

(&) The ingredients are easily produced,

(c) They are comparatively cheap.
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• ^■(J)":,Gttnpdwdfer is, with prop* precautions* safe iff* manufacture,

in store, and in transport; it also keeps well.

Gnnpowder igniteaat'a temperature between' 550° F. and 600? F., i

various conditions tending- to modify the exact temperature. For;

instance, gunpowder made with slack- burnt charcoal' ignite-* at a

lower temperature than gunpowder similar in other respects made

from a highly-burnt charcoal. Mealed powder, again, will ignite

more readily than' the same meal pressed into a prism. Powder

will deteriorate at lower temperatures than that which" causes its
ignition; sulphur begins to vaporise at About 239J F., and water is

given up by pow"der at a still lower temperature. Water being

recognised as a component in the more modern powders, baking such

powders in hot magazines may cause them to give rise to abnormal

pressures in the bore of a gun when fired.

Gunpowder can be exploded by a blow or friction, especially Liability of

when a thin film of powder-dust is nipped between hard surfaces, gunpowder to

or, if it receives a glancing blow, even between wooden surfaces, explode by a

Dr. Dupre has fired gunpowder with a light hammer on stone. In M°y°rby

fact, Dr. Dupre has found that the majority of explosives, spread in nc lon'

a thin layer on a wooden floor, may be exploded by a glancing blow

from a broomstick. This fact forms a clue to most of the precautions

laid down to be taken when dealing with gunpowdor. When they

are carefully observed the risk of ■ an explosion is small. No

departure should be made from the letter or spirit of the regulations

laid down for dealing with explosives. The regulations for magazines

will be found detailed at p. 444.

There have been no conclusive experiments to determine the

amount of friction necessary to explode gunpowder, but there is

abundant evidence showing that gunpowder will ignite by friction

against the walls of rifled shells when fired. The property of

igniting from concussion was made use of in old pattern Palliser

shell ; the powder was found to explode on the impact of the

nnfuzed shell against iron plates. Experiments have shown that

the larger descriptions of gunpowder (Prism, P.1 and P.) can be

exploded by the impact of a bullet having a striking velocity of

rather more than 600 feet per second.

The experimeuts were tried on cartridges exposed, and in various

Service packages. The smaller grained powders were not so exploded

even when the bullet had a much higher striking velocity. Probably

the large grain powders were easily ignited, becanse they presented

more resistance, while with the small grain powders the bullet was

more gradually checked.

A case of brown powder struck by a projectile ignited and burnt

without explosion.

Gunpowder stands climate well. Pure saltpetre is not deliques

cent to any great extent : the glaze and density of powder aid to

preserve it from damp; still, in very damp climates, or in a damp

magazine, it is necessary to keep powder in metal cases, the air being § 2431.

excluded by luting.

Keeping gunpowder in a very damp atmosphere will tend to

separate the ingredients by wetting a portion of the saltpetre, which

on a change of atmospheric conditions may effloresce or be carried

to the surface of the grains by the escaping water vapour causing a

capillary action.

The dryness and proper ventilation of powder magazines arc

therefore points of great importance. The vttles for the veutilatiou

of magazines will be found detailed at p. 449.

(5581) b 2
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Gunpowder should not be allowed to remain in direct contact

with metal, as if there is the least damp (if it be heated) the

saltpetre will attack and corrode the metal, thus spoiling the powder

and damaging its envelope. This effect may be noticed in the earlier

patterns of Snider ammunition in which the brass case was

unprotected from the powder. Again, paper, if of any thickness,

is found to cause powder to deteriorate, as it is given to absorb and

retain damp. This causes part of the saltpetre to be absorb.d into

the paper, which becomes more or less impregnated with it at the

expense of the powder. This difficulty can be overcome by varnish

ing the paper. The paper cylinders contained in certain R.B.L.

cartridges were found to deteriorate the powder until they were

varnished.

There are various descriptions of powder in the Service. A speci-

fi ation guides the manufacture of each description, and governs its

receipt into the Service.

The powders in the Service arc enumerated in the following

list, being classified as shown.

Service gunpowders include all descriptions used for firing

projectiles, whether from cannon or small arms.

Serviceable gunpowders include, in addition, blank and shell

gunpowders.

ClMS.

Designation.

Description.

General. Detail.

I. Service SBC

Prism', brown
„ black

Pi lsm»

E. X.E.
P.« 1. AH new gunpowder.

P. 2. All unused gunpowder, the packages of which have'

S.P. been opened for examination, and which has been

Q.F.' found serviceable. This is to stand first in order for
M.G.' practice purposes.

S. Gunpowder returned into store (including the contentsL.O.
R L.G. of cannon cartridges) which on examination may be

R.L.O." found uninjured.
4. Gunpowder which, after repair, is found fit for service.R.L.G.4

F.G.
B.F.G.
R.F.G."
Pistol
Rifled l'iatol J

11.

III.

Blank Blank LG.
new or re
duced.

1. L.G., R L 0., R.L.O.', In bulk or from broken-down
cannon cartridges, too dusty or broken in grain for
Class I, and which cannot be repaired for the same.

2. Gunpowder, special'y manufactured as blank L.G.

Blank F.G.
new, or re
duced.

1. F.G., R.F.O.. R.F.U.", and pirtol too dusly or broken
in grain for Class I, and which cannot be rcpnred for
the same.

2. Gunpowder, specially manufactured as blank F.G.

Shell Shell P. 1. P. and S.P powder in bulk, or from broken-Sown cart
ridges, too dusty or broken in grain for Class 1, and
which cannot be repaired for the same.

2. Gunpowder specially manufactured as shell P.

Shell Q.F. ...

Shell L.G

Q.F.' powder In bulk, or from Q.F. tartiidges which has

deteriorated, or Is no longer requ'red in Class I.
L.G., B.L Q , K L.G.«, and R L.G.*, in bulk or from

broken-dow n cannon cartridges, too dusty or broken in

Shell F.G. new.
Shell F.G., re
duced.

Q.F. shell, F.G.

grain for Class II.
Gunpowder specially manufactured as shell F.G.

F.G., R.K.G., R F.G.1 and pistol powder, too dusty or
broken in grain for Class II.

Gjnpowder specially manufactured for bursting charges of
3-pr. and 6-pr. Q. F. shells.
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a«M.

Designation.

Duk: Iption.

General. Detail.

IV. Doubtful ... All gunpowder awaiting examination.

v. Condemned... All gunpowder found unlit for any of the above classes, but
available for blasting purpose*, or for sale.

VI. Condemned
t"T extrac
tion.

Gunpowder, obtained from shells and S.A.A. or other cart
ridges or charges which contain their own means of

ignitiin, except Q.F. cartridges, and which is to be
Immediately wetted.

A short notice of each of the above gunpowders follows :—

Moulded Powders.

Prism1 Black.—This powder was introduced in 1881. It is §§3951,4730,

moulded into regular hexagonal prisms "976-inch ± •008-inch in 609!>.

height. The diameter measured over the sides is 1'366 inch ± '008-

inch. In the centre is a circular hole '393-inch in diameter. Its

density is not less than 1'76.

Use.—B.L. guns, 8-inch, Mark VII ; 6-inch Murks IV and

V; R.M.L., 17'72-incb, and 12'5-inch; and primers for Prism1 brown

and S.B.C. cartridges, and for E.X.E. cartridges for 12'5-inch

R.M.L ; 8-inch and 9'2-inch B.L. for gunnery ships.

Prism3.—This was introduced in 1831. The prisms are 2-inah + § §4105,6551.

'03-inch high, and 2'35-inch Hr '03-inch in diameter over tho sides.

The axial perforation is rather more than ^-iuch in diameter, and

each prism weighs a little over half a pound. The minimum density

is 175.

Use.—R.M.L. guns, 17 72-inch and 12'5-inch.

The existing stock of Prism3 gunpowder will be used up as

follows :—

1st.—For N.S. when available, and to be expended in practice,

whenever possible, in the 12'5-inch Mark II R.M.L. gun.

2nd.—for L.S. when available, an 1 to be expended in practice,

whenever possibl", in 17'72-inch, 12'5-inch Mark I, and

12'5-inch Mark II R.M.L. guns, but with the latter for

practice only.

Prism} Brown.—This was introduced in 1884. It is of the same § 4731.

dimensions as Prism1 black. The brown colour is due to slack burnt

charcoal, and its density is not less than 1'8.

Use.—B.L. guns, 12-inch and 9'2-inch Marks I to VII, and 8-inch

Marks III chase-hooped, IV, and VT, and R.M-L., 16-inch.

S.B.C—This was introduced in 1887. Similar in size and §§5392,5410,

appearance to Prism1 brown, except that each prism has a circular H226-

indentation in tho centre of one face as a distinguishing mark ;

some earh' lots have not this mark. The density is not less than

185.

Use.—B.L. guns, 16 25-inch and 13'5-inch and 9'2-inch for

gunnery ships.

EXE.—Introduced in 1887 to supersede P.2, Prism1 black, §§5409,6133,

and Prism' in R.M.L. guns, and as the charge of all 6-inch 6729, £575.

B.L. guns, except Mark V. It is of Prism1 size, and has an

indented ring round the centre perforation on one face as a dis-
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tinguishing mark. It is of a dark slate colour, due to the admixture

of two charcoals in its composition.

Its density is not less than 1-8.

Use.—B.L. gnns, 6-inch, Marks III, chase hooped, IV, and VI ;

R.M.L., 12 5-inch Marks I and II; Q.F., 6-inch ; and B.L. 8-inch and

9-2-inch Marks I to VII for gunnery ships.

The prisms in certain lotR of E.X.E. are too large for the ordinary

6-inch B.L. cartridges. The cases containing these prisms have been

therefore marked " large prisms."

Cubical or Cdt Powders.

§§2103,3327, P. or Pebble.—This powder was introduced in 1871. The grains

3795, 8814, are approximately cubical in form with rounded edges. They pass

4729, 6157. through meshes J-inch in the clear, and are retained on f-inch

meshes. Minimum density P75.

Use.—R.M.L. guns, 12-inch, 35 tons, to 80-pr.

§ § 4>39, 5217, 8.P.—Certain lots of P. which have given good results at proof,*

5826, 5980, are subjected to a further proof, and if satisfactory, are marked S.P.

10896. No more p or g p wiH be made.

Use.—B.L., 5-inch, 4-inch, Q.F. 12-pr. and 4 7-inch and R.M.L.

10-inch on high angle mounting. It may be used instead of P. powder

when the latter is not available.

§ § 3066,3671. -f-2-—This was introduced in 1876. The grains are approximately

cubical, with a length of edge about 1*5 inch. The minimum density

is 1-75.

E.X.E. will ultimately supersede it.

Use.—To utilise the existing stock, charges of P.* have been

§§ 10502, approved for practice on gunnery ships for 6-inch and 5-inch B.L.,

10914. and for 10-inch R.M.L.

§6891. Q.F.1.—This was introduced in 1887. It is similar to the powder

originally supplied for use with the Hotchkiss 6-pr. Q.F. and which

was known as " French CA" The grains are nearly cubical-in shape,

being about ^ inch square by T% inch thick. The minimum density

is 1-75.

Use.—3-pr. and 6-pr. Q.F.

Granulated or Grained Powders.

L.G. {Large Grain).—This is the old cannon powder, and remains

the Service powder for S.B. guns and mortars, the bursters for

shrapnel shell having the bursting charge loose in the head, and as a

substitute in case of emergency in P. mixture for F.G. ; size 8 to 16

mesh.

No more will bo made.

. 2y08 R.L.G.—This was introduced in I860 for the use of the Armstrong

R.B.L. guns. It is retained on a sieve of 8 meshes to the inch,

and passes through a sieve of 4 meshes to the inch. Density

about 1-7.

Use.—R.M.L. guns, 9-pr. to 64-pr. (except 13-pr.) ; R.B.L. guns,

9-pr. to 40-pr.

No more will be made.

§§ 3760,6390. R.L.G.2.-—Introduced in 1878. Size 3 to 6 mesh ; minimum

9509. density, T65.

* Selected Pebble is now manufactured to specification, and lhe manufacture

of Pebble powder has ceased.
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Use.—R.B.L., 9-pr. to 7-incli ; B.M.L., 9-pr., and 12-oz.

charge for 2'5-inch star shell ; R.M.L. howitzers, 8-inch, 6'G.,incb,

and 6"3 inch. Jn L.S. it may be used for any gads for which R.L.G.*

is employed, should the latter not be available. The existing stock

of cartridges filled with R.L.G.'for which R.L.G.'hss been approved,

will be treated as follows :—1st. For N.S., will be replaced as soon aft

R.L.G.1 is available, and used up in gunnery ships. 2nd. For L.S.,

will be used up, future supplies being of R.L.G.1 if available.; if<

not, R.L.GA

R.L.G.*.—This powder was made in India, and there was used for

K.M.L. guns, 25-pr. to 80-pr., and for all S.B. guns. Size. of grain,,

from 2 to 3 mesh. None has been made recently. < .'

R.L.G.*.—Introduced in 1887. Size, 2 to 3 mesh; minimum §§5272,6361,

density, 1-65. . 6*57,7216.

Use.—Q.F. 6-inch for practice on gunnery ships ; R.M.L. guns,

10-inch on high angle mounting, 13-pr. to 64-pr., and 2'5-inch;

6'3-inch R.M.L. howitzer, when existing stock of R.L.Q.2 cartridges

is used up. . . »i. . ■•;

M.G.1.—Introduced in 1882 It is highly glazed and angular in §4175.

shape, and can be pressed into a pellet. Size, 7 to 14 mesh ; minimum

density, 1"75.

Use.—1-inch Nordenfelt gun, and cartridge for 1-ineh aiming

rifle.

F.G. (fine Grain).—Size, 16 to 36 mesh. • §2286.

Use.—S.B. small arms, 7-pr. R.M.L. gun, and for bursting charges

of shrapnel shell having bursting charge in the base.

This powder is no longer made.

R.F.G.—Size, 12 to 20 mesh ; average density, 16. § § |7^f,103'

U*e.—Snider S.A. ammunition, 7-pr. R.M.L. gun, and for burst- '

ing charges of shrapnel shell when F.G. is not available. The manu

facture is discontinued except when required for Suider ammunition.

R.F.G.-.—lutroduced in 1873. Size the same as R. F.G. ; density, § § 2187,3065,

1 72 to l"7o. 5163,6614.

Use.—Martini-Henry S.A. ammunition, machine guns of small-

arm calibre and 1-inch aiming rifle cirtridges; 7-pr. R.M.L.

gnn, and for filling shrapnel shell having the barsting charges in

the base, and for igniters of cartridges.

Piitul.—Size, 44 to 72 mesh.

Use.—Enfield pistols, and for the bursting charges of shrapnel

shell having the charge in the b.ise.

No more of this powder will be made. ■■ - „„.

Rifted Pistol—Size, 20 to 36 mesh ; density, 158 to 165. ' 5

Made from Blank F.G. sittings.

Use.—Enfield and Webley pistols.

The size of P. and granulated powders is determined by the sieve

through which it is passed in manufacture ; the sieves are dis

tinguished according to the number of subdivisions in a linear inch ;

thus an 8- mesh sieve would have 64 holes in a square inch.

Blank Powders.

. *

Blank powders are used for saluting and blank c'wrges, and may;

either be powders reduced in class from " Service," or specially

manufactured as " Blank."

Waltham Abbey Blank L.G. is made from the final sittings of §5108.

Service black powders, the size of grain being from 8 to 16 mesh.
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' Blank L.G. comprises L.G., R.L.G., and R.L.G.3, classed as

" Blank."

Waltham Abbey Blank F.G. is the final sittings of Service black

powders ; the size of grain is 16 to 30 mesh.

Blank F.G. comprises pistol, F.G., R.F.G., and R F.G.', classed as

"Blank."

Blank L.G. is used for all natures of blank cannon cartridges,

for shell filling instead of shell L.G., and when new for shrapnel

shell.

§ 9720. Blank F.G. may be used for all natures of S.A. blank ammunition,

with P. for shell filling, and when new for shrapnel shell.

§ 10498. Blank F.G. New is used as an alternative to R.F.G.5 for the

■ primers or igniters of cordite cartridges.

R.L.G.*, P., Q.F.1, P.2, and moulded powders are not to be placed

in Class II:

Service gunpowders are not to be used for blank or saluting

cartridges when any gunpowder classed under the head of blank is

available.

Shell Powders.

Shell powders are manufactured or selected for shell filling.

§7714, P. Mixture consists of shell P. and shell F.G. It is used for

filling all common, double, and armour-piercing shell for rifled

ordnance except these noted below. In case of emergency Service

L.G. may be used instead of shell F.G.

Shell FG. includes Pistol, F.G., R.F.G., and R.F.G.*, and is used

with P for shell filling and for the bursting charges of 9, 12, and

20-pr. R.B.L. segment shells. Also when new for shrapnel shells.

-§668G. Q-F- Shell F.G. is used for the bursting charges of 6-pr. and 3-pr.

Q.F. shells. It is a specially manufactured powder.

• § § 7714 7715 Shell Q.F. is Q.F.1 selected for shell filling ; it is mixed with F.G.,

10337. ' ' and used for filling 12-pr. Q.F. common shell Mark I. Should P not be

available it may be used with F.G. for filling all natures of comnior,

§85[)7. double, and armour-piercing shell up to and including 6-inch B.L.

and 40-pr. R.M.L. or R.B.L. , except 3-pr. and 6-pr. Q.F.

§8416. Shell L.G. includes L.G., R.L.G., R.L.G.2, and R L.G.4, reduced to

"Shell"; it is used for the bursting charges of 20-pr., 12-pr. and

9-pr. R.B.L. common shell, S.B. common shell, and for bursters of

7-inch and 40-pr. R.B.L. segment shell.

A mixture of R.L.G.3 and R.F.G. is used as the bursting charge

of the 2'5-inch R.M.L. ring shell.

§ §7685,9/20. Service powders, or shell powders specially manufactured as such,

are used for filling shrapnel shell and in future new " Blank F.G."

and " Blank L.G." specially manufactured as such may be used for

filling shrapnel. Blank L.G. will only be used for those with the

burster in the head ; Pistol, F.G., R.F.G., and R.F.G.8 for those with

the bursting charges in the base; L.G. or Pistol, F.G., R.F.G., or

K.F.G.* for those with the burster in the head if a bag is used, and

L.G. if loose in the head. Barrels containing shell F.G. specially

manufactured are marked " Shell F.G., new " ; those containing F.G.

reduced in class "Shell F.G. reduced"; and barrels containing

Blank L.G. or F.G. f-pecially manufactured will be marked, " Blank

L.G., new " or " Blank F.G., new " ; those containing reduced blank,

" Blank L.G. reduced " or "Blank F.G. reduced."

The effect of firing a shell containing a bursting charge of gun

powder is to set back the latter in a hard mnss. The adoption of
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P mixture instead of L.G. for shell filling has increased the destruc

tive effect. This may be partly dne to the greater charge of P.

mixture (a 40-pr. shell holds about 3 lb. of P. mixture or 2 lb. 8 oz.

of L.G.) and to less caking on shock of discharge.

Powders classed as shell powders are generally those foand dus'y

or broken in grain, and not according to specification, and so unfit

for Service powders, but suitable for shell filling.

Failirg shell powders the higher classes of powder may be used,

the only reason for using the inferior powder being to prevent waste.

Gunpowder of Class VI will at once be thoroughly wetted,

and placed in old barrels. When such wetted powder unduly

accumulates it is destroyed by being sunk in deep water.

All grained powder not made up into cartridges is packed in Peking,

barrels, and all made, or re-packed at Purfleet, since January 8th,

1885, is placed in waterproof bags inside the ban-els, which, when so

packed, contain 100 lb. of L.G., R.L.G., or any fine grained powder,

110 lb. of R.L.G.3, R.L.G.4, and Q.F.', and 125 lb. P. or P.'.

Prism powders are packed in special zinc-lined waterproof cases

which always contain 100 lb.

For description of these packages, see Chapter VI.

Loose gunpowder, except P.* ar.d moulded powders, held on charge

by the Royal Artillery, will be placed in sergo bags, each containing

10 lb., and stowed in barrels with waterproof bags, or in metal-lined

cases. See table, p. 467.

Gunpowder, except that which has been wetted, is placed for

purposes of storage and transport in Group I, Division I, and

wetted gunpowder which is treated as an explosive in Group II,

Division II ; s:e p. 443.

Service gunpowder, for convenience for store and issuing purposes,

is divided and marked into lots or brands. These lots consist

generally of 100 packages or more, the contents of which are of

uniform quality. A brand consists of two or more lots blended

together so that the whole brand is of uniform quality.

Examination. ,

Instructions for the Inspection, Ac, of gunpowder will be found

in the Regulations for Army Ordnance Services, 1900.
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CHAPTER II.—GUN-COTTON.

GUN-COTTON.—MANUFACTURE AND PROPERTIES.—ISSUE.—PACKING AND

TRANSPORT OP WET AND DRY GUN-COTTON.—APPARATUS FOR CUTTING.

—DRYING.

While gunpowder is used as a propulsive as well as a disruptive

agent, gun-cotton is almost entirely used in the latter capacity, with

a few trifling exceptions in which its rapidity of ignition and the

comparatively low temperature at which that ignition takes place are

made use of. These various uses will be found in detail below.

A lar^e proportion of the guncotton made is now used in the

manufacture of cordite. (This does not alter the above statement as

to its uses.)

Gun-cotton is chiefly manufactured at Waltham Abbey, but a

considerable amount has been obtained from the trade. The com

position will be best understood by giving a brief sketch of its

manufacture. Fuller details will be found iu "Treatise on Service

Explosives, 1900."*

The best white cotton waste which has been cleaned from grease

by boiling with alkalies, and which should contain not more than

I'l per cent, oily matters, is employed. It may be considered pure

cellulose C4H,„Os. It is picked over to remove foreign substances,

passed through a teasing machine, and dried. It is then steeped for

a short time in the strongest nitric acid not under T50 sp. gi\, to

which three parts by weight of strong sulphuric acid, 1*842 sp. gr.,

have been added, the use of tl.e latter being to take up the water

which results from the action of the nitric acid on the cellulose, and

which, if left unabsorbed, would weaken the strength of the nitric

acid, and thus prevent the proper conversion of the cotton into

true gun-cotton. The cotton, now converted into gun-cotton, is

very thoroughly washed, wrung out, pulped, and boiled, to rid it of

the free acid, which, if left in, even in minute quantities, would not

only be fatal to the keeping qualities of the gun-cotton, but would

make it dangerous to store, owing to its liability to decomposition and

spontaneous combustion. After the washing process alkaline matter

is added, except when required for the manufacture of cordite, aud in

this state it is moulded and pressed into any required form. When

finished it should contain from I to 2 per cent, of alkaline matter.

* Much information will be found iu Bloxnm's " Chemistry," 5th edition, p. 507 ;

Abel's " Investigations and Applications of Explosive Agents, 1871 "i Abel's

" Contributions lo the History of Explosive Agents " (from the Proceedings of the

Koyal Society, No. 150, 1874) ; Thorpe's " Dictionary of Applied Chemistry, 1891,"

Article "Explosives"; "Extracts," Vol. VIII, p. 59, Vol. IX, p. 37, Vol. X,

pp. 28, 179; "Heport of Committee on Storage and Transport of Gun-cotton,

1S72"; "Notes on Explosives," by Dr. W. K. Hodgkinson, F.E.S.E., &c., and

" Treatise on Service Explosives, 1900."
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The following equation shows approximately the formation of

gun-cotton :—

C.H,0, (OH), + 3HNO, = C,H,Oa (NO,), + 3H,0

Cellulose, Nitric acid, Cellulose-trimtrate, Water.

Gan-cotton when dry may ignite at 277° F., it mutt ignite at Bloxam.

400° F. ; its mean igniting point may be taken at abont 340° F.

Gunpowder ignites at abont 560° F. The low igniting point of gun-

cotton is taken advantage of in using loosely twisted strands of it as

additional priming for a special fnze, used with very small charges.

It is used as an primer in the cordite cartridges for B.L. field guns

and howitzers. Gun-cotton is also used in the form of dust, mixed

with mealed powder, for priming for electric tubes, &c.

Gun-cotton varies considerably in its rate of burning, according

to its mechanical condition and mode of firing. If it be merely

washed without being pulped, it retains its original colour and

appearance, and can only be distinguished from ordinary cotton by

the peculiar harsh feel of its fibres. In this state it can be twisted

into strands, woven into fabrics, or treated, in fact, in any way in

which ordinary cotton can be treated. For torpedo and mining

operations it is in our Service pulped, moulded and compressed by

hydraulic power into primers or slabs, which may of course be of any

size or shape required.

When dry gun-cotton, perfectly unconfined, is ignited by a flame, D17 gun-

or by a heated body, it burns quietly and very rapidly with a bright cotton,

yellow flame; if, however, the cotton is confined in a strong case,

even of wood, the action is very different ; it explodes with great

violence, and the strength of the explosion will depend upon

the thickness of the case ; to develop it fully a strong iron case is

required.

Compressed dry gun-cotton may be detonated, even when

unconfined, by the action of various detonating bodies, of which

fulminate of mercury is found the most suitable. It is not very easy

to distinguish between explosion and detonation, but for practical

purposes they may be considered to depend on the degree of rapidity

with which a change of state occurs. In the case of an explosion

the action take* such an appreciable time that the inertia of surround

ing bodies is overcome and projection results. With a detonation

the time is so short that tho inertia only of the very nearest particles

of matter is overcome, and very little projection but much local

disruption results.

Abont 5 grains of fulminate of mercury enclosed in a tube and

ignited in close cjntact with compressed dry gun-cotton produces

detonation, but to guard against any chance of failure, Service

detonators contain from 32 to 37 grains. A description of Service

detonators will be found in Chapter VII.

When the detonation is required to spread from one primer to

others, it is not necessary to have them absolutely in contact; rows

of primers from 30 to 40 feet in length, with internals of from ^ an

inch to 1 inch, have been detonated by a primer at one end, set in

action by a fulminate detonator.

To produce detonation, the guu-cotton must be. in a compressed

form ; loose flocculent gun-cotton cannot be detonated, it is merely

scattered by the detonator. The explanation is that the cohesion

produced by the hydraulic pressure brings tho particles of the

compound close enough to be within range of the detonating wave.

They then respond to, and convey the wave from one part to the

other of the mass.
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Report of

(ommittee on

storage of

gun-cotton.

Ordinary dry gun-cotton contains about 2 per cent, of moisture.

If the moisture amounts to 5 per cont. the gun-cotton can be easily

ignited by a flame, but probably will not detonate with a service

detonator. Dry gun-cotton may be exploded with comparative ease

by percussion, but the explosion is usually very local and confined to

the part struck.

The chemical constitution of gun-cotton is quite unaltered by

immersion in or storage under water, and when dried again the gun-

cotton will possess all its original qualities of easy ignition and

susceptibility to detonation, so long as its mechanical cohesion is not

destroyed.

On this account, gun-cotton in its Service forms cannot be kept

for an indefinite time in a large volume of water, as it becomes dis

integrated, and the loss of its compressed form deprives it of its

susceptibility to detonation. If re-pressed, however, it would regain

its former properties.

Wet gun-cotton in the Service, therefore, contains only about 25

parts of water to 100 parts of dry gun-cotton, which is sufficient to

prevent its ignition, but not enough to cause it to suffer from dis

integration.

Wet gun-cotton may itself be detonated by fulminate if a con

siderable quantity of the latter be used ; or, as is the safest and most

convenient plan iu practice, by detonating a small quantity of dry

gun-cotton in contact, or nearly so, with the wet mass, by means of

an ordinary detonator. One or two half-pound dry primers of gun-

cotton, when thus detonated, will communicate their action to a

large mass of wet gun-cotton. For instance, a charge of gun-cotton

may be suspended in water, entirely unprotected from the latter, and

detonated by means of a dry primer protected in a waterproof case.

Wet gun-cotton is actually more powerful in its effects when

detonated than dry.

It is impossible to ignite wet guncotton by a flume. If a slab of

wet guncotton containing about 15 per cent, of water be pnt on a fire

it will gradually smoulder away as the outer portions in contact with

the fire become dried, but it will not explode.

An experiment carried out in May, 1873, showed that a ton of

wet gun-cotton when exposed to the action of fire in a strongly built

magazine did not explode, but gradually smouldered away as above

described.

It is not known, however, whether large quantities might not

explode if strongly confined and subjected to great heat for a length

of time.

These properties are most important. They allow the gun-

cotton to be stored wet, in which condition it is safe from any

danger of explosion by fire, and it can be re-dried at will for use in

small quantities, or left wet for use in large charges, subject to the

use of a dry primer as above mentioned. This property renders it

the best agent of its class for storage and military purposes ; and is

in marked contrast to the behaviour of dynamite, one of its principal

rivals on the large scale, under similar circumstauces.

When gun-cotton is detonated its action is so very rapid* that no

confinement is required, thus there ceases to be any necessity for

using a strong case for torpedoes, or for tamping mines, and it can be

* The rate at which detonation is transmitted from mass to mass in a row of

toet gun-cotton slabs ranges from 18,000 to 20,000 feet per eecond ; the rale is

slower with dry gun cotton, being abont 17,000 feet.
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used to cut down stockades, Ac, by simply attaching slabs loosely to

the obstacle.

The force of detonated gun-cotton is stated to be at least four " Extracts,"

times that of exploded gunpowder, weight for weight. Vol. IX. p. 38.

The chief products of the explosion of gun-cotton are aqueous

vapour, carbon monoxide, carbonic acid and nitrogen ; the carbon

monoxide is highly dangerous in confined spaces, such as mines, &c,

as it is an active poison and very inflammable.

For this reason gun-cotton is unsuitable for mining purposes in

the L.S., except under special conditions, when the miners are not

required to enter the ground again after the charge is fired.

The chief properties of gun-cotton, as compared with those of

gunpowder, may be summed up as follows :—

(1) Dry gun-cotton can be inflamed at a much lower temperature

than gunpowder.

(2) Dry gun-cotton is more easy to explode by percussion than

gunpowder.

(3) The explosion of gun-cotton is unattended by smoke.

( *•) The action of gnn-cotton is much more rapid than that of

gunpowder. This comparative suddenness of action has

hitherto resisted all attempts to employ gun-cotton

successfully as a propelling agent in other than small

arms.

(5) The metal of a gun or small arm from which gun-cotton is

fired is much less heated than with gunpowder.

(6) Gun-cotton is uninjurad by moisture.

Gun-cotton is used in the Service for torpedo and mine charges, Use.

and for demolitions. Experiments have been carried on from time

♦o time with a view to utilise it in shells.

The forms of gun-cotton employed in the service are given in §§9617,9670.

Table I, p. 460. Priining charges, primers and slabs are desig

nated by letters.

The weight of gun-cotton dry is to be taken as the basis for

demands, except in the case of charges, priming, and primers, torpedo,

which will be issued by number.

Prirr.ers are cylindrical in shape, and the perforations mentioned

in the table are intended to receive the detonators. All 1-oz. and

2-oz. primers issued dry are coated with paraffin in the R.L. to pre

serve them from damp.

Wet Gcn cotton. •

Wet gun-cotton is issned in the forms of slabs or primers packed Issue, trans-

in metal cases or metal-lined boxes, intended equally for transport p^rt, and

and store, or made up in charges for Brennan and Whitehead

torpedoes, and mines, all herniet.cally sealed. cotton.

The closing plates of the cases or metal linings are fitted with a

fcrcw plug, for removal, to al!o-.v the escape of gas that may have

formed, or the re-wetting of the gnn-cotton.

The Milieu, Naval, 72 lb., and the Countrrmines, Naval, 500 lb., Mines,

are now issued filled with slabs, which aro contained in tinned

crpprr cases. Formerly 9-oz. primers only were used in order that

the mines might be unpacked, if necessary, and the gun-cotton used

s?parately.

The charges of Whitehead torpedoes of earlier patterns, both of Whitehead

Fiume and R.L. manufacture, are enclosed in hermetically scaled charges.
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japanned copper cases,* which >fib'in*D"the head of "the torpedo, b«t>

in IV and subsequent Marks the head itself is made of pbosphor-

bronze and contains the charge of wet gun-cotton. All are famished

with a central liole at the point in which the dry primer' is- inserted

when the torpedo is prepared for service. • ■ • •

Brennan ■■ The Bronnan charges are contained in the steel head of the

charges. torpedo.

Packages. The packages are the 50-lb. box, a similar 1Mb. box, and the

half-sized metal-lined case> specially-prepared to take -gun-cotton for

G.S. , and a 16-1 b. box similar to the 15-lb. box, except in dimensions,

for R.A. equipments. (This box has not yet been published in List

of Changes.) The above boxes are for store and transport.

§ 7068. There arc also tho 16^-lb. case for N.S., and a tinned copper box,

to contain eight £-slabs, for siege train, both of which are issued two

in a packing case, and also a tinned copper box, to contain one ^-slab,

for cavalry pioneers, which is issned in a special packing case to

take 16.

§§4660,7192, The Box, gun-cotton, wet, 50 lb., Marks II* and III, wood, with

9015, 10169. copper tinned inner case, is made of deal with elm ends, to each of

which are attached two rope handles by means of cleats. The whole

of the box is painted red. The lid is secured by brass screws, and

has two recesses for labels, and in the centre a G.S. plug, which can

be removed to examine the gun-cotton. Inside the box is an inner

case of tinned copper, which projects slightly over the edge of the

box, and has a handle at each end to facilitate its removal. This

inner case has a hole in the top, the edges of which are strengthened

by a wire soldered to the outside of the flange, aud this hole is closed

by a rectangular plate of the same material, soldered on when the

box is full. In the centre of the closing plate is a small metal screw

plug, which comes immediately under the G.S. plug of the lid, and

can be removed when desired. To prevent danger in soldering on

the plate, the top of the inner case is filled with strips of wood,

painted with Jeffrey's black, and the spare spaces not occupied by

the gnn-cotton are filled up with pieces of wood similarly prepared.

The interior of the copper case is lacquered with the same material.

On the exterior of the box are two labels, one white, giving directions

for examination, and opening the box, and date of packing ; the other

red, giving the nature of slabs or primers packed in the box, the

weight of gun-cotton, and the gross weight. On the inner case is

another label with the weight of tho copper oase, and its contents,

and the limit of increase or decrease in weight, which must not

exceed 2 per cent, of the gun-cotton ; directions for examination and

re-wetting, and the date of packing.

Mark II boxes had an extra securing screw in the centre of each

side of the lid and the hole in the inner case was smaller. Those

Mark II boxes which are converted as above are known as Mark II*,

while new boxes are Mark III.

§ 9615. Box, gun-cotton, wet, 50 lb., Mark IT, | 0 I and lifting band.—To

facilitate the removal of gun-cotton slabs from exist-'ng Mark II

boxe.°, a tinned copper band will be placed round one of the slabs

on the top tier in packing. The words ''and lifting band " have

consequently been added to the nomenclature as above.

It is to be noted that, in all cases where the weight of gun-cotton

• These are gradually becoming obsolete, and will eventuully be withdrawn

from the Service.
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is given independently of the package,- the weight of that material in

a-dry state is intended.

A former pattern .of this box (Mark I) had several circular

perforations- in the sides and- lid with a view of minimising the

resistance in case of an explosion, but it did not satisfy the conditions

of the Explosives Act, and is no longer made. Where such boxes

exist they may still be used for store purposes, but for transport

they require to be enclosed in an outer case.

• Before the introduction of the copper 'inuer case, the same wooden

boxes, lacquered inside with Price's black, were issued for transport

and store of wet gun-cotton, for which purposes they may still be

used; but when returned to Woolwich in the ordinary course they

will not be re-issued.

The Box, gun-cotton, wet, 15 lb., Mark II, is similar in all respects

except size to tho 50-lb. box described above. It contains 13^ lb.

when packed with 1^-lb. slabs, 14 lb. when packed with 2-lb. slabs,

and 15 lb. when packed with 2^-lb. slabs.

The Box, gun-cotton, wet, 16 lb., B.A. Equipment.— This box has

been sealed for service but has not appeared in List of Changes. It is

similar to the 15-lb. box, but slightly larger, holding eight 2-lb. slabs.

Some Cases, powder, metal Uned, half, have been specially pre

pared to take gun-cotton, by making the bottom removable, so that

the metal lining may be taken out and weighed when necessary, and

by inserting in the bung a screw plug which can be taken out to allow

of the escape of gas or to admit of re-wetting. In the wood lid is a

small hole to allow of access to this plug without opening the lid.

An arrow on the bung and another on the exterior of the case denote

when the bung is in the correct position, with the plug under this

hole. The interior of the lining is also coated with Jeffrey's black.

These altered cases are still available for packing gunpowder if

specially required for that purpose, but care must of course be taken

to see that they are thoroughly dry before inserting the powder.

The Bux, gun-cotton, eight \-slabs, for siege train is a rectangnlar

box made of tinned copper to contain eight l-lb. slabs, R. It is painted

black ; the lid is sealed by a tape band shellaced on, and has a loop

at the top but no plug for re-wetting. This box has not appeared in

Lost of Changes. It is issued two in a packing case, painted red.

The Box, gun-cotton, one ^-slab, Mark II, for cavalry pioneers,

is made of tinned copper to contain one 14-oz. slab of gun-cotton, V.

It is closed with a soldered strip similar to fuze cylinders, and it has

a loop on top for lifting, and a screw plug for re- wetting.

It is packed in the Case, packing, gun-cotton, wet, cavalry

pioneerg, which is made of deal with elm ends, dovetailed together,

and the bottom secured with brass screws. To each end are attached

rope handles secured by means of cleats. The interior of the case is

divided into 16 partitions, each to hold one box. The top is secured

by brass screws. It is painted red outside.

Mark I differs from the above in having no screw plug, and it

is closed with a tape band.

Tho Case, gun-cotton, wet, charges, Naval, 16y lb., is the package

in which gun-cotton is issued to the Royal Navy. It is used for out

rigger torpedoes, and for general demolition purposes.

The present pattern, Mark IV, consists of a tin cylinder about

10J inches high, and the same diameter, strengthened by three tinned

iron hoops and painted red.

Two holes pass completely through the cylinder, one in the axis',

the other parallel to it ; the former is for attaching the case to a

i 4145, 4306.

§§3371,4006.

§§4291,4306,

4659, 7448,

10169.

§ 4680.

§§ 7068, 8313.

§ 7068.

Construe! ion.

§ 4360.
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§ 3911.

§ 3820.

§ 3581.

Disposal.

Issue.

§ 7192.

spar, and the other to contain the dry priming charge. The case

is lacquered black inside, and contains 30 0-oz. primers, of which

20 are whole and 10 cut so as to fit closely against the cylinder

intended to contain the dry priming charge. To ensure complete

contact the whole are tightly packed with wooden wedges of suitable

shape.

To prevent all chance of the heat from the soldering iron reaching

the gun-cotton, the case is provided with a false tin bottom having a

flange 0"2 inch deep, which is inserted over the cotton before the

bottom is soldered on. In the other end is a small gun-met il plug,

which can be unscrewed to allow the escape of gas or to re-wet the

explosive.

On the exterior is a label giving the nett and gross weight, with

instructions for periodical examination and re-wetting the gun-cotton ;

and a caution that to be safe in store the case must never be more

than 6 oz. less than the gross weight marked upon it.

These cases are sometimes packed with slabs of wet gun-cotton.

Mark III had an asbestos wad instead of a false tin bottom. This

occasionally led to the accumulation of gas.

Mark II had no strengthening bands and a felt wad.

Mark I was weaker than Mark II, and there were no cut primers,

the interstices between the whole ones being filled up with broken

cotton.

Marks I and II are replaced by Mark IV as opportunities

offer.

Two in a deal box. This box is made of deal with elm ends. It

has the lid and bottom secured with brass screws. It is painted red

outside.

Wet gun-cotton was formerly transported in plain deal boxes, and

stored in tanks holding about 1 ton each, and though this method is

now obsolete, some stations may still have filled tanks.

How issued.

Packing of

dry gun-

cotton.

§ 9617.

Dry Gcn-cotton.

All dry gnn-cotton is at present issued in brass, copper, or tin

cylinders.

A "package" comprises a number of such cylinders packed

together in wooden boxes for convenience in transport and storage.

Dry gun-cotton is packed in the following tin cylinders :—

2i-lb. cylinder for N.S. and submarine mining.

2j-lb. „ (of different dimensions) for submarine

mining.

4-lb.-8-oz. cylinder for submarine mining.

9 2-oz. primers, F, in a cylinder for cavalry pioneers.

5 2-oz. „ „ „ R.E.

8 1-oz. „ H, „ „ equipment disabling

ordnance.

5 1-oz. primers, H, in a cylinder for N.S. and R.E.

These cylinders are lettered from A to J in the same way as

priming charges and primers, and consequently care is necessary to

prevent confusion. On each will be found labels giving instructions

for opening and re-closing, Ac. A description of each, with its

contents, follows.

Dry gun-cotton is a'so issued as priming charges for torpedoes

in copper or tinned brass cylinders as detailed in the table on p. 46').

For the sound rocket, 2-oz. primers are issued five in a tin cylinder.
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Tbe Cylinder, A, was formerly used by cavalry pioneers, and is re- § 9617.

placed by B.

The Cylinder, E, was formerly used by Ft. A. and is withdrawn from § 9617.

the service.

The Cylinder, gun-cotton, primer, J, 2\ lb., empty, is used to contain §5 9617, 4665,

the 2^-lb. charge, and when issued filled, it is scaled as, Gun-cotton, 7451,

dry, charge, priming, C, 2j lb., mentioned in the table on p. 460, for 9S1^

ibe Navy only. It is issned empty to R.E. for submarine mining.

It is a tin cylinder, painted red and made to contain four 9-oz. primers,

banded together with white paper to prevent them adhering to the

lacquer of the cylinder, and prevented from shaking about by a thick

felt wad. It is nsed in the Navy as a priming charge for the lGy-lb.

case.

The two uppermost 9-oz. primers have a wooden pin fitted into one Description,

of the holes to ensure the other holes being in line for the insertion

of the detonator. On the exterior of the case, besides the list of the

contents and instructions for re-closing the case, are directions for

use when nsed as a priming charge for outriggers, &c.

The lid is sealed by a tape band shellaced on.

The Cylinder, gun-cotton, primer, H, is a tin cylinder painted black, §§ 3789, 9617,

and similar to the above, but shorter. It also contains four 9-oz. 9618'

primers, forming the 2^-lb. charge for submarine mining and sealed

as Oun-cotton, dry, charge, priming, B. The primers are banded together

with white paper and prevented from shaking about by a felt wad.

A doubled tape round the primers facilitates their extraction. It is

issned for submarine mining only.

The Cylinder, gun-cotton, primer, G, is a tin cylinder painted §§4744,9617.

black, and made to contain three l-lb.-8-oz. primers, forming the 4-lb.-

8-oz. charge for submarine mining, sealed as Gnn-cotton, dry, charge,

priming, A. These primers are also banded together, steadied by a

felt wad, and have the doubled tape band for extraction. The lid is

sealed by a tape band as nbove, and it is issued for submarine

mining only.

The Cylinder, gun-cotton, primer, B, is the one issued to cavalry §§6018,9617.

pioneers. It is made of tin, painted black, and the lid is fastened by

a bayonet joint and attached to the body by a piece of whipcord to

prevent its being lost. The cylinder is lined with brown paper and

contains nine 2-oz. primers, F. A doubled tape with the bight passed

below the primers and attached underneath to a wooden disc enables

iheni to be withdrawn.

The Cylinder, gun-cotton, primer, J), which is issued for the § 9617.

equipment disabling ordnance is similar to the cylinder for cavalry

pioneers, except in dimensions, and contains eight 1-oz. primers, H.

The Cylinder, gun-cotton, primer, G, is a tin cylinder, painted §§ 4291,0617.

black, and contains five 2-oz. primers, F, for issue to R.E. It is lined

with stout brown paper and the primers can be extracted by the

usual doubled tape, the bight underneath being attached to a paste-

hoard disc. The lid is sealed by a tape band ns in cylinder, J.

The Cylinder, gun-cotton, primer, F, is similar to cylinder, C, but §§ 4291, £617.

smaller, and contains five 1-oz. primers, H. It is issued to the Royal

Navy and R.E.

The cases containing the Gun-cotton, dry, primer, torpedo, D, 6 oz., Torpedo

have in one end a cylindrical recess to take the detonator, and the primers,

ctber is closed by an indiarubber diaphragm between two metal § 9617.

plates, which can be pressed together by means of a sciew. To

prevent the indiarubber disc adhering to the sides of the copper

<'ylinder the edges are covered with paper.

(■-.5?1) c
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Issue.

§ 10158.

Equipment

for disabling

ordnance.

§§ 3457, 3758.

§ 6018.

Apparatus,

cutting, wet

gun-cotton.

§§ 3939, 3413.

§ 3940.

§ 10284.

The cylinders containing tbe Guv-cotton, dry, primers, torpedo, A, B,

and C, of 12f oz. and 1 lb. I oz., are made of tinned brass, and have

at one end a cylindrical projection threaded on the exterior to fit the

pistol, and threaded internally to receive a plate for closing it. This

plate has a recess in the centre to receive the detonator, closed by a

screwed washer; after the gun-cotton is inserted a felt washer is

placed on top and the closing plate screwed in, an indiarubber di*c is

placed in the recess for detonator and secured by the screwed washer,

thus expanding the indiarubber disc and hermetically sealing the

cylinder.

The cylinder containing the Brennan torpedo primer is made of

brass, one end being closed by a brass cap. The top edge of the

cylinder is coated with waterproof (Pettman) cement and the cap

forced on, thus hermetically sealing the cylinder.

These are the cases immediately surrounding the gun-cotton, but

as they themselves require protection in transport, they are generally

packed in wooden boxes which are painted red on the outside, the

numbers in the boxes being as follows :—

2j-lb. Naval charges, C 10 or 20

24-lb. Submarine charges, B .. .. .. ..12

4'i-lb. ,, A. . . ■ . • . •• 4

2-oz. primers for the B.E.. . . . . . . . . . 8

2-08. „ for cavalry pioneers . . . . . . 4

1-oz. „ for the B.E. 16

1-oz. primers for the Naval Service . . .. . . 10

1-oz. „ ,, equipment disabling ordnance as required.

Torpedo primers, A, B, and C . . C* or 12*

D 6forl2t

Brennan torpedo primers . . . . . . . . . . 6

When no special box is provided, the cylinders are packed in any

convenient wooden case.

For the hasty or deliberate disablement of ordnance by means of

gun-cotton certain stores will form part of the war equipment of the

siege train. Full details of them and instructions for their use will

be found at p. 455 et seq.

Somewhat similar equipment will be furnished to cavalry pioneers

for hasty demolition of rails, stockades, &c.

Wet gun-cotton slabs, &c, may be cut into such portions as may

be required by an Apparatus, cutting, wet gun-cotton slabs, issued for the

purpose. It consists of a cast-iron frame which has two uprights, in

each of which is fitted a gun-metal clamping plate, suspended on the

end of a set screw, for holding the gun-cotton slab when in position

for being cut. The saw (resembling an ordinary meat saw) used in

cutting the slab passes between the uprights.

There is a sliding bed of cast iron fitted to hold the gun-cotton

slab, which rests on a wooden block, so as to allow of its being cut in

any part, either parallel to a side, or diagonally. This apparatus is

for submarine mining purposes.

For L.S. purposes a simpler and smaller apparatus is issued to the

R.E. It consists of a rectangular block of wood, with two movable

wooden clamping pieces, which work on four iron screws fitted with

gun-metal fly-nuts and washers. To use it, the wet slab is placed

on the lower block in the required position, and held in place by the

clamping pieces being firmly screwed down on it. The saw works

between the clamping pieces.

» With double-ended pin spanner, Mark II. Mark I is obsolete,

t With screw-driver and extracting bolt.
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An Apparatus, cutting, wet gun-cotton quadrants, is snpplied for § 4200.

Submarine Mining Services. The guillotine cutter is removable,

and a plain knife or circular gouge, of which there are two sizes,

may be used.

Wet gun-cotton may be dried by simple exposure to the air of a Drying

dry room till it ceases to lose weight, or by leaving it in the open gun-cotton,

air in dry weather exposed to the sun and wind. Even without sun

it will dry in about ten days. Of course the actual time taken to dry

any given specimen will depend on climate, state of atmosphere, &c.

The use of artificial heat in evaporating moisture from wet gun-

cotton is strictly prohibited.

Dry gun-cotton for the purpose of storage is classed in Group I, Storage.

Division If, and so may be placed in magazines with other explosives

of its class, and when possible it should be kept under the same

liygrometric precautions as gunpowder, while the temperature should

not exceed 120° F.

Wet gun-cotton, except in mines or countermines, may be placed

in a magazine or explosive store with other explosives of its class,

and is classed in Group I, Division III. Mines or counter-mines,

containing wet gun-cotton only, are classed as Group II, Division II,

and may be placed in stores with other explosives of its class, but not

in magazines.

The several packages, when stored, are to be in distinct stacks, Stacking,

and, as far as the nature of the accommodation of the store will allow,

will be kept a few inches above the floor level. Each description of

box, case, cylinder, &c, will be kept separate.

Cases, cylinders, Ac, of gun-cotton, are not to bo taken out of the

boxes, &c., in which they are packed, the latter being placed as far

as possible on their sides so as to allow the removal of the closing

plugs without unstacking them.

As far as the buildings will admit, each stack of boxes, cases, &c,

is not to be more than 6 feet high. As wide a passage as possible is

to be preserved between adjoining stacks, and between the stacks and

the walls, so that a person may pass round each stack, and to allow

access to the closing plugs.

Pieces of gun-cottou sometimes become detached from discs and Damaged

slabs in handling, packing, and unpacking boxes, and unloading gun-cot;ton-

mines. Small fragments and dust also accumulate in cutting and

shaping slabs in loading mines.

The solid pieces cnt off the slabs in filling mines should be

re-wetted, placed in half metal-lined cases prepared for gun-cotton,

and kept wetted. Thtse should be rt turned for Land Service to the

Principal Ordnance Officer, and for Naval, to the Naval Ordnance

Officer, Royal Arsena', Woolwich, by the first opportunity, unless

they can be used up at the station, for submarine mining and M.B., 204.

practice, in lieu of whole discs and slabs.

Whenever any cases for gun-cotton are emptied, they will, before Empty cbbcs.

being placed in store as empties, be thoroughly washed out, so as to

ensure their being entirely free from any dust or remains of gun-

cotton.

Inspection.

Instructions for the inspection of dry and wet gun-cotton will be

found in the Regulations for Army Ordnance Services, 1900.

(5581) C 2
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CHAPTER III.—CORDITE.

COMPOSITION.—MAXCKACTIRE.— PKOPERTIKS. USE.—PACKIXC.

Cokiute is the smokeless explosive adopted in our Service for pro

pulsive pnrposes.

§§CG32,7i70. It consisls of nitro-glycerine 58 paits, gun-cotton 37 pnrts, and

mineral jelly 5 parts, incorporated together and gelatinised by the

aid of a tolvent, acetone. Its composition for small arms and for all

natures of ordnance is the same, the required rate of combustion

being obtained by varying the diameter of the cord.

A short anconnt of nitro-glycerine will be found in the following

chapter. Mineral jelly, or vaseline, is otie of the products of the

fractional distillation of crude petroleum oil.

Acetone is a colourless, aromatic, and inflammnble liquid which

possesses tho property of dissolving both gun-cotton and nitro

glycerine. It does not form part of the finished product, being driven

off when the cordite is stoved.

The mineral jolly was originally introduced to prevent metallic

fouling in the service magazine rifle. Experience has now shown it

to operate beneficially in regulating the explosiveness of the product,

and in improving its stability under varied climatic conditions'.

It also serves as a lubricant during manufacture.

The process of manufacture is as follows :—

?icu" • * Nitro-glycerine, in the proper proportion, is poured on to dry

' '" gun-cotton, to which no alkali has been added, and tho two are mixed

by hand.

In this condition it is known as cordite paste.

The paste is placed in an incorporating machine, some acetone

being first pound in. The machine is started, and the remainder

of the acetone is added. After kneading for hours, the mineral

jelly is added, and the kneading c( ntinued for a further period of

3^ hours. The mixture, in the condition of a plastic dough, is then

placed in cylindrical moulds. The mould is inserted in a press, and

the cordite is forced through a die with one or more holes. The

<ordito comes through the die in long cord?, and is cut to length and

placed in trays or wound on reels. The cordite is then stoved, at a

temperature of about 100° F., from 3 to 14 days, the time varying

with the size. This operation drives off the acetone or any moisture,

the cordite becomes tougher, and its diameter decreases. Cordite is

then blended.

§ '*s5- All lots of cordite from each manufacturer have consecutive

numbers, irrespective of size, and one or more initial letters to

identify the manufacturer, except Waltham Abbey cordite, which has

only the lot number.

* See " Treatise on Service Explosives, 19 0."
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Finished cordite rjsembles a cord of gatta peivha, and ils colour Appearance,

varies from light to dark brown. It hhonld not look black or

shrivelled, nnd shonld always possess snffieient elasticity to return to

its original f-irtn after slight bending.

Cordite is poisonous. Properties.

Cordite is practically smokeless ; on explosion a very thin vaponr

is produced which is dissipated rapidly. This smokelessness can be

understood from the fact thnt the products of combustion are nearly

fill non-condensible gases and contain no solid products of combustion

which would cause smoke.

For the same muzzle-velocity a smaller charge of cordite than

of gunpowder is require !, owing to the greater amount of gas

produced by it. Cordite is very slow burning compared with

gunpowder, and on this acconnt the maximum pressures are low, and

the pressure on the projectile in the bore is well sustained. This is

also helped by the fact that the gas has no work to do in expelling

solid residue as in the case of gunpowder, and consequently more of

its energy is available for the work of propelling the projectile.

The rate of bnrning of a charge of cordite is affected by the

diameter of the cords ; with equal weights a larger size presents a

superficial area less in proportion to the volume of the charge than

a smaller size, and so, other things being equal, a charge of large

sized cordite barns slower than one of small. Cordite ground small

ignites at about 355° F. ; but charges in a gun are difficult to ignite,

and a " primer" of gun-cotton yarn or fine errain powder is used to

extend the flash from the tube. A stick of cordite burns with a

strong flame; fiied in the open it burns away without explosion,

even when in large quantities.

Experiments have shown that cordite is safe in storage and that

when ignited it will usually burn and will not explode. If, however,

small sized cordite is confined in strong cases and fired, it "will

explode. " Extracts," 1897, p. 60.

Experiments carried out to test its stability and constancy of

composition, have shown that it will keep well in all el i mates.

The nitro-glycerine contained in cordite freezes at a fairly high "Extracts,

temperature (about 40°), and if frozen cordite is suddenly thawed J^|' p' ~£

by being brought into a warm room, a slight amount of exudation _, * ^jtlir^

may be noticed, as a thin oily film of nitro-glycerine on the outside 0f j^^i^g

of the cords, which, however, is reabsorbed after a short time. For f0r cordite,

these reasons it is laid down that the temperature of magazines in

which cordite is stored should not habitually exceed 100° F. (although

experiments have shown that it is capable of standing higher tempera

ture for long periods without injury), nor fall below 45° F., and if

artificial means of heating are resorted to, the temperature should not

be allowed to exceed 60° F.

Cordite in made-up cartridges which may have sweated does not

require any special treatment. When in bulk, if sweating is

observed, it should not be handled nntil it has returned to its

normal state, which it will do by being kept at a temperature not

below 4.V F.

Felt wads or other mass of absorbent material shonld not be left

in actual contact with cordite, as after a prolonged period nitro

glycerine may be absorbed. It is for this reason that all felt wads

in Q.F. ammunition now have glazed board discs on the side next

the cordite.

It suffers if exposed to direct sunlight, but not when enclosed

in either shalloon or silk cloth cartridges. It is therefore ordered



that when being made up into cartridges it should not be so

exposed.

Cordite is not affected in any way by damp or water. If wetted

with fresh water a corJite charge, on emergency, can be fired at

once. Before returning a wetted charge to store, it should be

thoroughly dried in a ventilated building. Cordite wetted with

sea water should be well washed in fresh water and dried before

rc-packiug. Cordite is influenced more by heat than powder, so

that pressure and muzzle-velocity depend on the temperature of

the charge before it is tired. The following table shows the effect of

temperature on some cordite cartridges :—

Gun.
Sorvicj

charge.

Ballistics

speciHcation limits

charge at 80° F.

Correction + or

- for 1° F. above

or below 80° F.

lb. oz.

12-iucli, VIII 167 8 2365—2400 U. 2 25 f.«.

Size 50. <17 0 tons -1 ton.

9-2-inch, VIII .. 63 0 2345—2880 f.s. 2 -0 f.s.

Sine 40. < 17 0 tons
•1 ton.

6-inch Q.F 13 4 2185—2225 f s. 2 -5 f.s.

Size 30. < 16 0 tons. 08 ton.

4 -7-inch Q.F. 5 7 2175 -2210 f.s. 2 -75 f.s.

Size 20. < 15 -5 tons 056 ton.

4-inch Q.F 3 9 2300—2340 f.s. 3f.s.

Size 15. < 15 0 tons '12 ton.

12-pr. 12 cwt. Q.F. 1 15 2220—2260 f.s. 2 5 f.s.

Size 15. < 15 0 tons
•075 ton.

Back Oath.

" Extracts,"

1896, p. 62 ;

1858, p. 123.

Percussion.

Detonation.

" Extracts,"

1895, p. 45.

Atlvantfigci

On the other hand, the amount of moisturo in powder greatly

affects pressure and velocity— it does not do so with cordite.

In some cases, after firing cordite charges to windward, on open

ing the breech a flame has issued. This is caused by the burning up

of the carbonic oxide and hydrogen formed by the explosion, which

take fire at the muzzlo on coming in contact with the air in their

heated condition and burn down the bore. It is not considered

sufficiently serious for special orders in the case of field guns or

howitzers, but with heavy guns the numbers opening the breech

are cautioned against standing immediately in rear of the gun,

or exposing cordite either bare or in a cartridge to the flame.

Cordite of small lengths and small diameter can be fired by per

cussion ; increasing the size diminishes the susceptibility. At short

ranges '303 bullets failed to explode 6-pr. and 4' 7-inch Q.F. c«r-

tridgres ; in some cases the cordite failed to tire. A filled shell bnist

in a limber box among cordite cartridges produced less effect than

when burst aniong powder cartridges; some of the cordite cartridges

were not ignited.

Experiments show that detonation cannot occur in a pun fired

under Service conditioi.B. Cordite lightly confined has been detonated

by using a priming charge of dry gun-cotton and a detonator.

Unsealed vents erode very quickly.

The advantages of cordite over gunpowder are :—

(1) Srnokelessncsp.

(2) Superior ballistic results with smaller charges.
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(3) Reduction of chamber diameter, and so a lighter breech sci'ew.

(4) Recoil of gun less violent.

(5) Absence of foaling.

(6) Not damaged by exposure to moist atmosphere.

Cordite is distinguished as follows :

(a) When made in spesified lengths, by a fraction the numerator Size.

of which represents the diameter in hundredths of an inch §§7279,8536,

of the hole in the die through which the cordite is pressed, 9110.

and the denominator the nominal length of the sticks in

inches.

The nominal length is the nearest whole number of inches above

the maximum length to which the cordite is cut.

(6) When made in indefinite lengths (to be cut as required) by a

number representing the diameter of the die as before.

Specifications for cordite now lay down limits of weight between

which 100 inches of each size must weigh.

For example. Cordite Mark I ^ signifies cordite of present

Service composition, between 11 and 12 inches long, and of a nominal

diameter of -05 inch, the actual diameter is less as the cordite

shrinks after it is squirted through the die, on cartridges, however,

the nominal diameter alone is marked, thus, " Sizo 5."

The sizes of cordite made and the charges for the various guns

will be found in Table II, p. 464.

Cordite has been made in the following nominal lengths : sizes 5

to 10, 12 inches; size 15, 14 inches; size 20, 17 inches; size 30, 24

inches; sizes 40 and 44, 26 inches; and size 50, 17 inches. Size

10 is also made in 7-inch lengths.

Cordite is pressed into hollow cylinders, about four inches long

and one inch internal diameter, and "2 inch, '15 inch, '1 inch, or -05

inch thick. These cylinders ara used to support the Mark III

igniter in the following Q.F. or Q.F.C. cordite cartridges •-

•2 inch cylinder, 6-inch, Marks IV, V, VI, and VII.

•15 „ ., 4 7-inch, „ III, IV, and V. 4-inch Mark II.

■1 „ „ 6 inch, „ I and II, reduced.

•05 „ ,, 12-pr. of 8 and 12 cwt. Full, and reduced ; 4"7

and 4-inch, reduced.

Cage, Cordite, 100 lb., Mark I, C, has been adopted for the Pscking.

transport and storage of cordite. It is a strong deal box, the body §§7394,8497,

beinyr dove-tailed together, and the bottom secured by 16 2-inch brass

screws, with a lid of deal clamped with hard wood, which is secured

by eight gunmetal screws working in nuts let into the side3 and

ends of the case ; at each end is a mahogany cleat for a rope handle.

A strip of fearnought is attached to those portions of the lid, which

come in contact with the case, by copper tacks and shellac. It is

painted stone colour outside and is lined with non-absorbent paper and

unpainted inside. The case was formerly varnished inside with a

mixture of shellac, methylated spirits, and Venetian red.

The first cases were painted black inside ; those which are

varnished have the letter V in black, 2 inches high, painted on the

lid and one end. These cases will be used up, but with paper

linings.

The quantities of the varions sizes of cordite to be packed in this

case are given in the tablp, p. 466. When packed with size f^ two

wooden packing pieces in the form of a stool, are used.

Length.

§§ 7279, 8536,
9110.

Cylinder*.

§§ 8873,

10095

§ 10781.

8868, 8869,

8910, 9030,

9264, 10170,

10160.
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9030, 9264,

10170.

§§ 9030.

10170.

§ 10780.

§§7929,8860, Cafe, Cordite, converted, Mark I\N\ .—A pattern of this case

8368, 8910, nas been sealed to govern the conversion of such Marks III, IV, and

V, 100-lb. powder cases as may be required for use in the storage and

transport of cordite in bulk.

The lining is taken out of the powder case and the lid is prepared

with fearnought, the case painted outside and lined with non-

absorbent paper, the older cases being varnished inside in the same

way as the 100-lb. case. The case was formerly provided with a

packing piece which is now discontinued. This case is for use in the

Navy only. The quantities and sizes of cordite to be packed in it

are given in the table, p. 466.

Case, Cordite, Converted, Mark IT | 0 \ .—This case differs from

Mark 1 by having two sets of grooves cut in the sides, one set

14 inches and the other 17 inches from one end, and by having a

movable deal partition added, for ate in packing cordite of 14 and

17-inch lengths. Both these cases are lined with paper, whether

varnished inside or not. It is intended for both Land and Naval

Services, and the amounts and sizes of cordite to be packed in it are

given in the table, p. 466.

Case, Cordite, 100 lbs., Mark IT | 0 \ , differs from Mark I in dimen

sions, being 'wider, slightly longer and shallower. The amounts of

cordite to be packed in it will be found in the table, p. 4G6.

Cordite cases will be marked on the lid and sides as follows :—

(a) Printed paper label on the front giving designation of case

and directions for closing.

(&) Stencillod with red paint ou the lid : —

1. Mark of cordite.

2. Number of lbs. weight in the case.

3. Place or name of manufacturer.

4. Size of cordite.

5. Month and year of manufacture.

6. Lot number.

7. Tare weight of the case,

(c) Stencilled with red paint on both ends :—

1. Place or name of manufacturer.

2. Mark and size of cordite.

3. Lot number.

4. Number of the case in lot.

Ths following labels are also placed on the cases : —Government

explosives labfl, so placed as to be torn or removed in opening the

case; classification label ; station label. The classification label has-

a red disc printed ou it, in the centre of which is the Number 1, see

p. 444. The label is of blue paper for Land Service, white paper for

Naval Service. The station label is calico, with the monogram of

station printed on it in black. It is placed so as to be torn when the

case is opened.

The small sizes ot cordite, which are not cut to length, are wound

on a drum.

The Drum, cordite, transport, Mark I, and Case, cordite, drum,

Mark I, are used for packing and transport of sizes b and iif.

The drum is a tinned iron cylinder, 8 inches in diameter, and

about 22£ inches long. To each end a tinned iron flanged ring is

secured with copper rivets.

The case is a square deal box, strengthened by wood battens and

provided with cleats and rope handles. On the inside of the top and

§ 10666.
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bottom, four wood corner pieces are secured, which tit over the

flanges of the drum and steady it.

The lid is attached by screws. See table, p. 4C6, for packing.

The Barrel, Special, transporting, Cordite, is used for transporting

cordite, 3f and 3, on drums to India. It is a machine-made barrel of

deal, length 26 inches, diameter of bilge 17 inches, diameter of head

15j inches. The heads are in three, and sometimes four, pieces; the

middle piece is of deal and the cants of oak, on the inside of the head

is screwed, with four 1^-inch iron screws, a conical disc of deal

8| inches diameter; these discs fit in the end of the drums, and

prevent shaking during transport. It is bound with 14 ash hoops,

four on each chime, and three on each quarter. There are two

dowels in bottom end to support the back head.

Cordite for transport and storage is classed as Group I, Storage.

Division I.

In addition to the orders as to temperature, previously mentioned

(on p. 21), the present regulations state that magazines containing

cordite should be dry and under the same hygrometric and other

precautions as powder magazines. Each stack of boxes containing Stacking

cordite should not exceed 11 feet in he'ght. Each particular kind of cases,

cordite will be kept together where practicable.

Stacks of cases will have a clear space left between them and the

walls, to allow of the free circulation of air and prevent injury from

damp. All packages containing cordite should be so stacked, that

at least one end or side is free from contact with other packages, or

with a wall or partition. The interval or space so required need not

exceed three inches.

Inspection, etc.

Instructions for the inspection of cordite will be found in the

Regulations for Army Ordnance Services, 1900.
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CHAPTER IV.—COMBUSTIBLE COMPOUNDS

USED IN LABORATORY COMPOSITIONS,

AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPLOSIVES.

VARIOUS EXPLOSIVES.—INGREDIENTS USED IN LABORATORY COMPOSITIONS.—

METHOD OF MIXING.

Though gunpowder, cordite, and gun-cotton are the substances at.

present employed in the British Service for propulsive and disruptive

purposes, yet there are many others,* chiefly used for destructive

purposes ; of some of these a brief account will be given here.

Tonite or cotton powder is gun-cotton with the addition of a nitrate,

usually barium nitrate. For storage purposes it is classed as

Group I, Division II, and should not be stored in magazines the

temperature of which exceeds 120° F.

Nitro-glycerine is a heavy oily liquid (sp. gr. 1*6), freezing at

about 40° F., and found in many explosive mixtures.

It is produced by the action of nitric acid on glycerine, thus :—

C,H, (OH), + 3HNO, = C3H, (NO,), + 3H.O.

In its manufacture sulphuric acid is added to the nitric acid as in

making gun-cotton.

It is easily exploded by friction, or percussion, and if heated to

about 300° F. it detonates. It can be detonated by means of a Service

detonator. It is one of the ingredients of cordite. In a liquid state

it is inconvenient for use ns an explosive, and so in commerce it is

usually found mixed with other substances. Such mixtures are

termed " dynamites." Dynamites muy be classed in two divisions ;

(i) Those containing an inert base; (ii) those containing a com

bustible or explosive base.

Dynamite No. 1 may be taken as an example of the first class.

It is a brown pasty mass consisting of a siliceous earth, called

" Kieselguhr," inpregnated with about 75 per cent, of nitro-glyceriue.

In actual contact with water, the nitro-glycerine at once separates

from the earth. Like most other nitro-glycerine mixtures it

freezes at about 40° F., and, in its frozen state, is, under ordinary

circumstances, less liable to explosion from detonation or percussion

than when thawed, but more susceptible to explosion by simple

ignition ; and should any of the nitro-glycerine have exuded, the

dynamite cartridges are much more sensitive to explosion by a blow.

Dynamite should not be exposed to the rays 'of the tropical sun. It

can be detonated by a Service detonator. For storage it is classed in

• See the late Lieut.-Colonel Cuadill'ii "Dictionary of Explosives " and

" Treatise on Service Explosives," 1930.
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Group I, Division II, and should not be stored in magazines the

temperature of which exceeds 120° F.

Blasting Gelatine is an example of the second class of dynamites.

It is made by dissolving finely divided gun-cotton in nitro-glycerine,

soluble gun-cotton is the form chiefly employed. The product is a

gelatinous mas*, the colour of houey, and varying in consistency

from a tough leather-like substance to a jelly. It contains 93 to 95

per cent, ol nitro-glycerine, and is a most powerful explosive. It is

practically unaffected by water, and can be detonated by a Service

detonator. It is classed for storage in Group I, Division II, and

should not lie stored in a magazine the temperature of which

exceeds 120° F.

Blasting gelatine is to be stored under water in suitable tanks, in

the perforated boxes containing 45 lb., as received from the makers.

The water in the tanks should be kept clean and changed every

three months. Should any deposit of nitro-glycerine be observed at

the bottom of the tank, a report should be made of the circum

stance.

For transport, the perforated box containing the blasting

gelatine is packed in a zinc-lined wood case, the lid of which is

screwed down on an india-rubber washer to form a water-tight joint.

On receipt, the perforated box should be as soon as possible removed

from the outer case, and placed in water.

Gelignite or gelatine dynamite, is blasting gelatine with the

addition of an absorbing powder, consisting usually of nitrate of

potassium or sodium (about 75 parts), wood meal (24 to 25 parts)

and sometimes, a little soda (1 part). The proportions are about

65 per cent, of blasting gelatine to 35 per cent, of the powder.

Gelignite, which is less violent in its action than blasting gelatine,

is now largely used in commerce. It is classed for storage in

Group I, Division II, under similar conditions to dynamite.

Ballistite is a mixture of nitro-glycerine and nitro-cotton, with or

without the addition of camphor or aniline, and is intended for

use as a propelling agent as for 15-pi\ Q.F. It is classed for storage § 10726.

in Group 1, Division I; the temperature of magazines in which

it is stored should not exceed 120° F.

Picric acid is formed by the action of nitric acid on phenol

(carbolic acid C6H5OH), thus :—■

C6H5OH + 3HN03 = 3H20 + C6H2 (NO,), OH.

It is a yellow substance which can be melted at a temperature

under that at which it decomposes. When confined or melted into a

compact mass it can be detonated. It can be fired by percussion.

With bases it forms picrates, which are more sensitive to percussion

or friction than picric acid, and in some cases the explosive effect is

greater. Lead picrate is peculiarly sensitive. Picrates are capable

of acting as detonators to any picric acid within reach of their

detouative influence. Picric acid and picrates, unmixed or mixed

with other substances, have been used for shell filling, &c.

It is classed for storage in Group I, Division 111, and may be stored § 8838.

in a magazine or store by itself, or with other explosives of its class,

but when placed in a magazine, it must be repacked into powder

barrels with waterproof bags, or 100 lb. powder cases with calico

bags substituted for the linings.

Powder barrels for packing picric acid are marked with a band of

yellow ochre paint, 1-inch wide, round the bilge, and have stencilled,

in yellow ochre pain', on the top end, "To be used for Picric Acid



§ 8456.

§ 8456.

Kxplodcrs,

LydditeShell.

§§8564,8770,
9398, 9679,

9877, 9959,

10148, 10498,

10504, 10747.

only." These barrels are not to be used afterwards for packing any

other explosives.

Lyddite has been introduced, as the Service high explosive for

filling shell. It is picric ncid brought to a dense state by fusion and

poured into the shell where it solidifies. A cavity is left for the

exploder of picric powder by which the detonation of the lyddite

is secured. It has a density of 1 (3 and consequently the same shell

will contain a greater weight of lyddite than of P. mixture. It is

classed for storage with picric acid in Group I, Division III. (For

lyddite shells gee p. 208).

Picric poicder formerly consisted of two parts of ammonium

picrate and three parts of saltpetre, manufactured in very much the

same way as ordinary granulated gunpowder. " Dry mixed " picric

powder has lately been introduced. It ii more certain in its action

and is easier and safer to make. It is a mixture of 43 parts of

ammonium picrate and 57 parts of saltpetre. The two ingredients

are dried, reduced to a very fine state of division and thoroughly

mixed together in the dry state. It is of a bright yellow colour and

when strongly confined is a powerful explosive.

It is used as an exploder for lyddite shells and is < nclosed in a

shalloon bag and wat2rproof paper cylinder in ordei to keep it dry,

which is important.

Exploders of different weights are used in different shells, and in

some cases a primer of 8 drams R.F.G.', or Blank F.G. new, is added.

The following table gives the various exploders in the Service

and the shells with which they arc used :—

Exploders, Lyddite Shell. I Length.

ins.

5-oz. with primer. Mark I 17 5 c

41-oz. with primer. Maikl 101 c

4J-oz. without primer. 14 35 L

Mark I.

4-oz. Murk I • • . U 35 C

3}-ci. Mark I 12 5 c

3i-oz. Mark I . ■ 114 c

3J oz. Murk I 10 7 L

3oz. Mtirk I 9 0 N

In Shalloon Bag and Paper Cylinder.

j B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C. shells formerly

taking 5j-oz. exploder.

! B.L. howitzers 51-inch and above;

B.L., Q.K., or Q.F.C. pun shells,
•■-inch and above, mid B.M.L.

10-incli (except shells formerly

t >king 53-oz or 4-oz. exploders).

B.L., 5-inch howitzer.

Q.F., 4 -7-inch.

B.L.,orB.L.C, 5-inch gun; B.M.L.,

6 -8-inch howitzer.

BX.,9 2-imh; B.L..Q.F , or Q.F.C.

6-mch ; Q F. 47-inch ; B.L.

howitzers, 8-inch, 6-incb, 5-inch

' and R. >i.L. 10-iuch shells formerly

takii>g 4-nz. exploder.

B.L., 3o-pr.

B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C, 4-ii ch.

The exploders of existing shell differ from those mentioned above

and will be replaced by the new ones in the waterproof cylinders.

See table, p. 511.

Issue. These exploders are issued in the shell.-', and also spare to replace

those which are extracted for proof.

§§ 9907, A Box, Exploders, Lyddite, Land, Mark I, has been issued to contain

10026. these spare exploders. The box is made of deal, with e'm ends,

painted yellow; the lid is secured by brass screws working into nuts
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let into the top of the box. It is fitted with a copper-tinned lining

which has a groove formed ronnd the top to receive luting, see p. 73,

into which a copper-tinned lid is pressed so as to make an air-tight

package. Cleats with rope handles are attached to each end of the box.

The box is provided with packing pieces of varnished deal for use

with different sized exploders. Mark II box differs only, in packing

pieces, a felt wad over the exploders also is used.

This box is for L.S. ; the naval box has wire handles.

Picric powder mnst be stored in a magazine with explosives of its Storago.

class ; it is placed in Group I, Division II.

Instructions for the inspection of these exploders are given in the

Army Ordnance Regulations, 1900.

Examination of Picric Acid, Picric Powder, Lyddite, Blasting

Gelatine, and Dynamite.

When there is any lyddite, picric powder, or picric acid in store,

not in shells, samples of them (about 1 lb. of each) should be for

warded annually to the Principal Ordnance Officer or Naval Ordnance

Officer for transmission to the Chief Inspector, Royal Arsenal, for

chemical examination.

Instructions for the examination of Dynamite and Blasting

Gelatine will be found in the Regulations for Army Ordnance

.Services, 1900.

Ingredients used in Laboratory Compositions.

The combustible compositions may be divided into two classes,

those which detonate and those which do not; as an aid to memory

it rnay be remarked that chlorate of potash will be found in tlie

detonating class, and saltpetre in the compositions which do not

detonate.

Sulphur (S) burns at a low temperature (about 500° F.), and gives

out great heat. This is useful in enabling the other ingredients of

the various compositions, of which sulphur forms a part {e.g., gun

powder), to ignite in the first place, and the heat given out by the

burning sulphur increases the rapidity and power of action of the

whole. Sulphur melts at 239° F. This substance is found in all the

burning compositions, and, owing to its property of detonating with

chlorate of potash, in the greater part of the detonating compositions.

Sulphur has been used in the R.L. in two forms, viz., sublimed

sulphur, known generally as " flowers of sulphur," and ground dis

tilled sulphur. A full account of the preparation and properties of

these two forms of the element will be found in the " Treatise on

Service Explosives, 1900," and in Bloxam's " Chemistry." It is

sufficient here to say that the sublimed sulphur consists of spherical

granules composed of insoluble, or electro-positive sulphur, enclosing

soluble, or electro-negative sulphur. The distilled sulphur, on the

other hand, consists almost entirely of the soluble variety which

crystallizes in the form of rhombic octahedra. The use of sublimed

sulphur has been discontinued, on account of the deleterious influences

found to be exerted on some of the compositions of which it formed

« part by free acids which, from the mode of its manufacture, it is

liable to contain. These may be removed by washing, but it has

been found advisable on the whole to make use of ground distilled

sulphur only.

Saltpetre, or Nitrate of Potash, or Nitre (KN03) is used as a source

of oxygen. One cubic inch of saltpetre contains about 207 grains
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weight of available oxygen, equivalent to that contained in about

3,000 cubic inches of air. As most of the laboratory compositions

burn in a more or less confined space, some source of oxygen is indis

pensable. This need is supplied by saltpetre, which is found in all

non -detonating compositions.

Saltpetre is supplied to the R.L. from Waltham Abbey ; a full

account of the process of refining will be found in the " Treatise

on Service Explosives, 1900." The presence of any salts containing

chlorides is carefully provided against, as they would render saltpetre

liable to deliquesce, a fault from which pure saltpetre is comparatively

tree.

Ground saltpetre is used in the R.L. It is supplied in a powder

fine enough to pass through an 80-mesh sieve.

Chlorate of Potash (KC103) contains, weight for weight, more

available oxygen than saltpetre. As, however, it has the property of

detonating on being rubbed or struck when mixed with sulpliur or

sulphide of antimony, it cannot with safety be used in the ordinary

burning compositions. It would manifestly be highly dangerous to

use it instead of saltpetre in gunpowder, for instance. This property,

however, renders it most useful in detonating compositions, in all of

which (except when fulminate of mercury alone is used) it is to be

found. In mixing these compositions, great care is necessary to

avoid accidents from detonation.

Nitrate of Baryta (BaONa05) is used in certain explosive com

pounds, as Tonite, as a source of oxygen. It is also used in the stars

tor star shell and light rocket. It is a white substance and is less

sensitive to atmospheric moisture than saltpetre.

Sulphide of Antimony, or Crude Antimony (SbjSj), like sulphur

detonates with chlorate of potash, and gives a more violent explosion.

It burns with a long flame or flash, which renders it useful in com

positions intended to ignite other bodies at a little distance ; thus it

is used in caps, friction tubes, and in the detonating composition for

fuzes.

Fulminate of Mercury (HgC-.NiOs) is a most dangerous substance

to handle, and should never be dealt with by inexperienced men. It

detonates readily and with great violence on being rubbed or struck.

It will also explode when heated to 360° F., or on being touched with

nilrie or sulphuric acid. It is kept wet till required for use, in which

condition it is harmless. It is prepared by the action of alcohol on a

solution of mercury in nitric acid. The products of its explosion are

metallic mercury, carbonic oxide, and nitrogen. It is used alone in

detonators for gun-cotton, and in company with other ingredients in

cap composition.

Magnesium (Mg) burns with a very brilliant white flame, and is

used in a powdered state in light compositions. It is prepared with

25 per cent, of paraffin to preserve it from oxidation.

Red Orpiment, or Realgar (As2S2), is a sulphide of arsenic. When

used in conjunction with saltpetre it burns with a brilliant white

flame, producing arseniate and sulphate of potash. It is thus very

useful in light compositions.

Turpentine is used as a solvent of rosin. It is an ingredient

of the lacquer used for the interior of shells. It is highly in

flammable.

Methylated Spirit is alcohol, or spirits of wine (CaHjO), of sp. gr.

•83, mixed with 10 per cent, of wood spirit or methylic alcohol

(CH40), the latter being derived from the destructive distillation of

wood. The only object of adding the methylic alcohol is to render
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the mixture nauseous and undrinkable. The spirit is used for

damping detonating compositions, so that they can be handled in

the form of a paste. It evaporates without injuring the compositions,

of ■which it forms no part in their ultimate form. It is used also as

a solvent for shellac.

Charcoal is carbon prepared from wood, and contains more or less

oxygen and hydrogen. The longer the charcoal is burnt in its manu

facture, the more nearly will it approach pure carbon (C). It acts as

fuel in gunpowder, &c, combining with the oxygen of the saltpetre,

and, in the combination induced by ignition, forms a highly heated,

expansive gas. It is used also in rocket composition. It is supplied

to the R.L. in a finely divided state fit for use.

Mealed Powder is largely used in the R.L. in the manufacture of

ammunition. It is ordinary powder reduced to an impalpable dust by

drumming it in a revolving barrel with gun-metal balls, until it will

pass through an 120-meah sieve. The meal from Prism1 brown, used

in fuze compositions, is prepared by breaking the prisms into small

pieces with a wooden mallet, and then crushing them by hand on a

metal slab with a metal roller. The meal so obtained is passed

through an 120-mesh sieve. It ignites readily and barns rapidly,

and is used in fuze composition, quick match, friction tubes, &c.

It causes compositions to burn readily and quickly, and the rate

of burning may to some extent be regulated by the quantity of

mealed powder employed.

Resin or Colophony is the resin obtained from the turpentine or

viscous exudation obtained by incising the bark of various species of

pine trees. The rosin is held in solution in the oil or " spirits " of

turpentine, and is freed from it by distillation. It is used in lacquer

for the interior of shells, Ac, and is run in a melted state into

the interstices between the balls of rifled shrapnel shell to bind

them together.

Shellac, or more correctly shell-lac, as distinguished from stick or

seed lac, is the exudation of certain tropical trees punctured by

an insect. It is a complex rosin. It is largely used dissolved in

methylated spirits of wine, for various varnishes, and also for

damping \arious detonating compositions. The spirit evaporates,

and the shellac, remaining behind, acts as a sort of cement.

Phosphide of Calcium (Ca2Pj) is prepared by passing phosphorus

vapour over red-hot quick-lime. The result is a dark brown mass

with an unpleasant phosphoric odour. It is a mixture of pyrophos

phate of lime and phosphide of calcium. It is used in life-buoy

apparatus (see p. 431) for giving a flame, as, on being brought in

contact with water, it evolves phosphuretted hydrogen (PH3) a gas

which is spontaneously inflammable.*

Method op Mixing Laboratory Compositions.

The leading points to be attended to in making np laborator

compositions are :—

1. Purity of the ingredients used.f

• The mode of production of the phosphurretted hydrogen may be shown by

the following equations :—

(1) 5 Cn2P3 + 10 H„O = 10 CaO + 10 YB, (liquid phosphide of H).

(2) 10 PH..-6 PHj + 2 P..H (solid phosphide of H).

t Samp'es of the ingredients are analysed in the Chemical Department, Hojal

Arsenal, and in the Composition Establishment, R.L.
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2. The proper proportion of each ingredient to be accurately

weighed.

3. The thorough mixing, or incorporation of the ingredients.

In order to ensure the mixing being complete, it is necessary to

have the ingredients in a state of very tine division ; this enables the

different bodies to be brought into close contact with each other, and

thus ensures their acting on one another when inflamed.

Nitrate of baryta and chlorate of potash are reduced to an impal

pable powder by being placed in a revolving barrel along with a

number of gun-metal balls. Sulphide of antimony is pulverised

either in a mill under iron runners when required for tube composi

tion, or in a metal mortar for cap compositions. Sulphur is reduced

to a finely divided state in a special mill. Other substances are sup

plied to the R.L. in a state of fine division. The ingredients are

passed through a very fine sieve* to ensure the powders being suffi

ciently fine.

There are two different methods of mixing burning compositions

commonly used in the R.L., one consists in placing the ingredients in

a revolving barrel with gun-metal balls, and "drumming" them;

this method is used for mixing rocket compositions. The second

consists in placing them in a revolving barrel, fitted up with wooden

arms or fans in the interior, so arranged that when the barrel revolves

in one direction, the fans revolve in the other; this method is used

for mixing mealed powders for fuzo compositions.

While the above methods are being used for what may be called

the burning compusitions, it is found 7ieoessary to adopt another method

for the detonating compositions, which would explode under friction

or pressure.

The ingredients are mixed in a conical silk bag, suspended from

an india-rubber ring inside a leather cylinder, behind a wrought-iron

boiler plate screen. The silk bag contains washers of india-rubber

threaded on strands of silk twist ; a cord connects the bottom of the

bag to the end of a lever pivoted in the top of the screen. The

operator, who is entirely protected by the screen, effects the mixing

by moving the lever up and down, thus agitating the bag. On the

completion of the operation a pin which limits the movement of the

lever is withdrawn, the bag is inverted by pulling down the lever to

its full extent, and the composition falls into a small box placed to

receive it.

The details of the apparatus are shown in Plate I.

Priming composition for electric tubes and detonators, and com

position for stars, are mixed in a similar apparatus, which only differs

in the bag containing india-rubber balls instead of washers.

Rcaidue. When the ingredients are thoroughly incorporated in proper pro

portions with a view to form a large volume of gas on explosion, there

should be little or no solid matter left, as is the case with gun-powder,

but the laboratory burning compositions are, as a rule, required to

burn for a considerable time, and the volume of gas evolved is of no

importance, hence the proportions employed are chosen with a view

to cause them to burn a certain definite time, and there being a

residue of solid matter, or slag, is unimportant.

KpffiilaritT. The most important point aimed at is regularity of burning. By

increasing the density of a composition, its time of burning will be

increased, as there will be more matter to be burned in a given

* In some cases nn 80-meoh, in others an 120-mesli is used.
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volume, therefore, by subjecting the composition to a very heavy

pressure, the time of burning is prolonged.

The pressure is generally applied in the R.L. by means of hydraulio

presses, and in some cases such as war rockets it reaches several tonu

per square inch.

A table of the various compositions used in the R.L. is given on

p. 552, et seq.

Many of the compositions possess the property of burning under Burning

water ; as they do not depend on air for the supply of oxygen, water un(ler WE

will only extinguish them when it comes into sufficient contact with

the burning matter, to reduce its temperature below the point of

combustion. When the composition is enclosed in a case, having

a vent or vents, and a sufficient amount of gas is generated to give

a high pressure when issuing from the vent, the water cannot mako

its way to the composition, which will therefore continue to burn.

This may be illustrated by plunging a wood time fuze, when well

lit, into a bucket of water, it will continue to burn.

(5581)



CHAPTER V.—CARTRIDGES.

GENERAL REMARKS.

c J-
MATERIALS USED. — GRAVIMETRIC DENSITY AND AIR-SPACE. — POSITION

. . , , ■ , OF VENT.—CLASSIFICATION OF CHARGES.

Section 1.—POWDER CARTRIDGES.

MATERIALS.—GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PRISMATIC CARTRIDGES.—R.B.L.

STORES.—BLANK.—MAKING UP AND FILLING.—MASKING.

Section II.—CORDITE CARTRIDGES.

MATERIALS. — GENERAL DESCRIPTION. — MAKING DP AND FILLING. —

MARKING.

Section III.

GAUGES. — COVERS, CARTRIDGE. — l>RILL CARTRIDGES. — ISSUE OF

CARTRIDGES.

This chapter is devoted to the subject of cannon cartridges and is

divided into three sectitns, the first dealing with powder cartridges,

the second with cordite cartridges, and the thiid with drill cartridges

and miscellaneous stores connected with cartridges generally. There

are also a few preliminary remarks on material, shape, Ac. which

apply equally to powder and cordite cartridges.

Cartridges for quick-firing guns, and small-arm and machine

guns are considered in later chapters.

Up to the beginning of the seventeenth century* it appears to

have befn the practice to load guns with loose powder, weighed on

the spot. About that time the custom of enclosing the charge of a

gun in an envelope made its appearance. This envelope is known

as a cartridge and was introduced for safety, rapidity and convenience

of loading.

81>»pe. Powder cartridges, except those for prismatic powder, are

usually of a cylindrical or slightly coned shape, kept in shape by

braid hoops and the end closed by choking. Prismatic powder

cartridges are in the shape of a more or less regular prism with f.at

ends sewn on ; and cordite cartridges are cylindrical or coned, but the

top is closed in a peculiar manner described later.

A good cartridge for service should possess the following qualifi

cations :—

Requisite pro- 1. The material should be strong enough to bear reasonable

perties of knocking about when filled, and to stand the wear and tear

materia] used. of travelling.

• See " Treatise on Ammunition," by the late Col. Sir V. Majendie, K.C.B.,

pp. 128, et teq., for various interesting details connected with the history of, and

the materials used for, cartridges.



2. It should be so close in texture that the powder, even if

slightly dusty, will not readily work its way through, and

yet be permeable to the flash from the tube, &c, intended

to fire it! ^

3. Lastly—and this is of the greatest importance—the material

should consume entirely in the gun when fired ; or, if this

end cannot be obtained, it should leave no smouldering

fragments, or sparks, in the bore.

If much residue is' left in the gun the vent is apt to be choked.

If sparks remain, and the gun is re-loaded almost immediately, a

serious accident will probably occur. Several accidents have thus

occurred, especially when using blank serge cartridges, generally

dne to carelessness in sponging or serving the vent.

These conditions are very well fulfilled by the materials in use in

the Service, i.e., shalloon, serge, and silk cloth.

Samples of all materials received for the manufacture of cartridges

arc tested by the W.D. chemist with a magnifying glass for closeness

of textnre, and chemically for purity of tho material. Any admix

ture of cotton would be most objectionable, as that material has a

tendency to carry fire.

Shalloon was originally introduced because of the lesser thickness

of material in the choke, which is liable to come underneath the vent

when a very small cartridge is used.

It is made entirely of " long " wool and is woven twilled. It is

entirely a worsted fabric prepared like the warp* of a serge. It is

red, and there are two Marks, I and II, Mark II being less glazed

than Mark I, and 36 inches wide. Shalloon is used for both powder

and cordite cartridges, lists of which are given in the sections I and

II.

Serge\ is woven twilled. The warp is made from " long " wool,

which is first combed on a combing machine and then spun into a

worsted thread on a worsted spinning frame. The weft is made

from " short " wool, carded on a carder and afterwards spun on

mules. The warp thread is named " worsted," and the weft thread

named "woollen" by way of distinction. It is superseded by silk

cloth as it is not strong enough for the heavier charges, and, as it is

rather more liable to " hold fire," it is not suitable for blank car

tridges. It baa only been used for powder charges, and the rules

regarding its use will be found in the section on powder cartridges.

Silk Cloth, is made of the refuse silk from the outside of the

cocoons. It is stronger and of closer texture than serge, and is not

so liable to "hold fire" or smoulder. It was originally introduced

on the score of safety for blank charges, as in firing these there is

not so much heat and pressure as when shotted rounds are fired, and

therefore less chance of the cartridge being entirely consumed.

It has superseded serge for powder cartridges and is used for

cordite cartridges except, howitzer and the smaller gun cartridges.

Details will be found in the sections on powder and cordite cartridges.

The silk cloth is steeped in a cold saturated solution of boracic

acid, 5 oz. boracic acid to one gallon of water, and dried at a

temperature not exceeding 120° F. This is to prevent a fungoid

Materials

used.

Chemical test.

Shalloon.

§ 8700.

Sergo.

Silk cloth.

§§1780,1822,
1829, 1868,

2047, 2116,

2633.

§§4460,6317,
A.O. 1888,

cl. 462.

• The warp threads are those running the lcugth of the fabric, the weft threads

those running across.

t Flannel differs from serge in being a Ihin fabric, woren plain, and made

entirely of "short" wools, both warp and weft.

D 2(5581)
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growth forming on the cartridge and consequent rotting, but it does

not preserve the cloth from rotting from any other ctuise.

Silk cloth is divided into three classes, No. 1, 47 inches wide;

No. 2, 54 inches wide ; and No. 3, 40 or 52 inches wide; and rules

for their use will be found in the sections I and II.

Each of these classes is required to possess a minimum strength.

The mode of testing is to place a piece of the cloth, 3 inches wide

and 10 inches long, in the clamps of a testing machine, the clamps

being 6 inches apart. The strain is gradually applied.

Class No. 1 should stand a strain of 150 lb. both warp and weft.

No. 2 „ „ „ 200

No. 3 „ „ „ 300

After issue silk cloth may be tested by cutting a test piece, free

from holes for braids, from the cartridge in the direction of either

warp or weft, 10 inches long, and 1 inch wide (when lengths of 10

inches cannot be obtained, shorter lengths must he used).

Tho test piece will be passed through the ring of a weight made

up to the necessary amount, which it must support when lifted by

the two ends.

The following are the minimum weights the three classes of silk

cloth should lift (1) when new and (2) to be considered serviceable

for use —

Class No. 1, minimum when new 65 lb. ; minimum for use 50 lb.

„ No. 2, , 80 1b.; „ „ „ 70 1b.

„ No. 3, „ „ „ 100 1b.; , 8Ub.

All No. 1 Class silk cloth are sewn with silk sewing, Nos. 2 and 3

Class with silk twist. The silk twist should support a weight of

13 lb., and the sewing silk a weight of 5^ lb.

Silk braid for hooping is made in two widths, 0-35 inch wide and

0"65 inch wide. These braids should support a weight of 28 and

85 lb. respectively. For becketa the siik braid is also made in two

widths, 1"5 inches and 1 inch, which should support a weight of 250

and 160 lb. respectively.

The shape of the cartridge has some effect upon the behaviour of

a charge, very long cartridges, for instance, producing wave

pressures. This tendency may be overcome by igniting the charge

in or near the centre, by means of a tube as in the B.L. 80-pr. full

charge (now obsolete), or by the position of the vent as in R.M.L.

guns. Complications in cartridges such as the long tube of the

B.L. 80-pr. are better avoided.

Jn a M.L. gun the cartridge must be made of a diameter sensibly

lesR than that of the bore of the gun, to ensure easy loading; in a

B.L. gun the same holds good in a lesser degree with the chamber.

The interval between the cartridge and the gnn facilitates the passage

of the flash from the portion of the cartridge first ignited, and thereby

causes more rapid ignition of the entire charge.

The gravimetric density of a charge of powder in the chamber

of a gun is the ratio of its weight to the weight of that volume of

water which would till the space behind the projectile in the gun.

It has been found that when the gravimetric density of a charge

is decreased, the pressures and the velocity of the projectile both

fall off.

When a certain additional quantity of powder is added (keeping

to the same decreased gravimetric density of charge) the velocity of

the projectile becomes as great or greater than before, but the
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maximum pressure in the bore is found to be less than with the

smaller charge of greater gravimetric density.

The gravimetric density of cordite charges is invariably

small.

The allowing to a charge of powder in the bore of a gun a greater

cnliie space than it would occupy if it completely filled the section

of the bore or the chamber, and the projectile were rammed home

hard upon it, is termed air-spacing.

Charges have been " air-spaced " in various ways ; by Methods of

internal hollow cone in the cartridge, as in the 80-pr. B.L. ; by air-spacing,

lengthening the cartridge, as in some of the heavy R.M.L. guns,

or in chambering the gun, as in the 13-pr. R.M.L. In the heaviest

R.M.L. guns the chamber and lengthened cartridge have been

combined with the use of mild and regular powder.

To ensure constant air-space it is, of course, necessary that the

rojectile should be brought up at the same point in ramming

o.ne.

In certain old R.M.L. cartridges, now obsolete, this was obtained Sticks,

by having a stick down the centre of the cartridge, which stopped

the projectile and prevented the cartridge being compressed. Sticks

will be found in the cordite cartridges for use with special case shot

in some of the heavy R.M.L. gnus. In this case the stick is in

tended for a stop as the case shot have no studs (except the 12-o-

inch) and would therefore not be brought up by the rifling. The

stick also give3 the cartridge the necessary rigidity and prevents its

being deformed in loading.

It may be mentioned here that B.L. guns afford much more

facility for rendering a heavy charge manageable than M.L. guns do.

In the case of the latter, whatever the dimensions of the chamber

may be, the diameter of the cartridge must be limited by the

diameter of the bore, as expanding cartridges have not been

found to work well on a large scale, and consequently a heavy charge

is apt to be unduly long. In B.L. guns, on the other hand, the

cartridge is introduced directly into the chamber, and its diameter

is not limited by that of the bore. Consequently much liberty

is given for the regulation of the length and diameter of

cartridge.

In the latest B.L. guns, the great mildness and regularity of the In B.L. guns,

prism brown powder, and the air space due to the central hole in

each prism, have made it practicable to use charges which completely

fill the chamber, and give high velocities with low pressures in the

gun.

" Air space " is measured by the number of cubic inches which Measurement

each lb. of powder in the charge would occupy if the charge were

evenly distributed throughout the space behind the projectile. Prac

tically the solid content of the chamber in cubic inches is divided by

the number of lbs. in the charge.

To form a correct judgment on results obta'ned by experiments

it is necessary to know the gravimetric density or air space allowed

for charge as well as the weight and nature.

The gravimetric density of a charge may be determined by Conversion of

dividmg 27-73, the number of cubic inches filled by 1 lb. of water al"^Jr;,!

at 60° F., by the air space of the charge. density.

Thus one of the charges of the 8-inch B.L. gun was 100 lb. Prism1

black, and the capacity of the powder chamber 3,050 cubic inches.

Hence the air space is 30*5, and by calculation we find the

gravimetric density to be 0'909. Such a charge would be writtou
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An example of a cordite charge will show how low the gravimetric

density is compared to gunpowder.

The charge for the 6-inch B.L. gun, Mark VII, is 20 lb. of cor

dite, size 20, and the capacity cf the cbnniber is 1,715 cubic inches,

giving an air space of 85-75, and gravimetric density of 0'324.

The position of the vent, or the place at which the cartridge is

ignited, influences the rate of explosion of the charge, and conse

quently the muzzle velocity of the projectile and the pressure in the

chamber or strain on the gun. This is most felt when large charges

of violent powder are fired, but to a less extent when small charges

are used, or when slower burning powders are employed. With the

most modern guns, in which slow burning powders are used, and

due regard is paid to air-spacing, the effect is so small that other

advantages gained by igoiting the cartridge by an axial vent more

(ban counterbalance it, and consequently this method of firing has

been adopted in the heaviest R.M.L. and the B.L. guns.

In the old type R.M.L. guns the charge is ignited by a radial

vent striking the cartridge at a distance of four-tenths of its length

from the rear, the position which was found by experiment to give

the highest muzzle velocity with gnns of this class when firing quick

burning powder. The R.M.L. field and siege guns and howitzers

have a radial vent entering the chamber at the rear, so as to permit

the use of reduced charges, and all R.B.L. guns are rear vended

except the side-closing 40-pr., the flash striking the cartridge in the

direction of its axis.

The various charges for guns are classified as follows :—

Charges usid with projectiles are termed " Service charges."

When a gun has two such charges they are termed " Full " and

Seduced " respectively ; if it has only one this is called the " Full"

charge.

Charges specially supplied for saluting are called " Saluting,"

and those for exercise without projectiles " BUiiik " charges.

Saluting or blank charges are invariably made of powder, Blank

L.G. being used.

Full charges are used with B.L. guns for firing all projectiles on ser

vice, and with heavy R.M.L. guns for firing armour-piercing projectiles,

and iu certain cases common and shrapnel shell* and case shot.

" Reduced " charges are used with B.L. guns for firing projectiles

principally for practice, and with heavy R.M.L. guns for firing

projectiles other than armour-piercing ones.

Blank or saluting cartridges are issued for 12-pr. of 6-cwt.,

15-pr., 4-inch, 5-inch, and b'-inch B.L. guns. Blank charges

for B.L. guns or howitzers above 6-inch are obsolete, and no blank

firing will take placo with such guns. Also blank firing from B.L.

guns or howitzers above the 15-pr. and 5-inch respectively is not to

be carried out unless a shotted round has been fired within one month

previously. Blank cartridges are issued for practically all R.MX.

and R.B.L. guns. These are used for saluting from the 7-inch,

80-pr., 64, 25, 16, 13, and 9-pr. and 2 5-inch R.M.L. guns and all

R.B.L. guns. For details tee Tables 8, 9, 10, pp. 476, 477, 478.

Gun charges, both powder and cordite, in the larger natures are

divided into fractions for convenience in handling, and also to allow

; - . 1 -_

* For a list of the common and shrapnel shell that must be fired with reduced

charges, see p. 247. ' '
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reduced charges to be used. This practice was introduced with the

heavier R.M.L. powder cartridges, and has been developed- con

siderably in B.L. charges. '■* ' ' •

Section I. -POWDER CARTRIDGES.

Silk cloth.

The materials tised for powder cartridges are shalloon, serge, »nd

silk cloth. >

Shalloon is used for the smallest cartridges, viz., 6-oz; and 12-oz.

cartridges for the 2'5-inch R.M.L. gnn, 4-oz., 6-oz., and 8-oz. cartridges

for the 7-pr. R.M.L. gnn, details of which will be found in Table 5,

p. 469.

These cartridges are hooped with blue worsted braid, and choked

with silk twist, except the 4-oz. which is choked with worsted.

Serge has been nsed for R.M.L. cartridges up to the 110-lb. charge

for the 12-inch of 35 tons, but is only now nsed for R.B.L. and R.M.L.

charges below 85 lb., which will be nsed np in the L.S. The

present sealed patterns of R.B.L. service cartridges for L.S. are of

serge.

Serge cartridges for R.M.L. gans are choked with worsted and

hooped with bine worsted braid, except some converted ones, hooped

with worsted. For R.B.L. guns they are choked with twine and

hooped "with braid.

The roles for the conversion of serge cartridges will be found in

former editions of this Treatise.

Silk cloth is now nsed for:—

1st.—All cartridges issued to the Navy.

2nd.—For B.L. guns for Land Service.

3rd.—For R.M.L. guns for charges of 85 lb. weight and upwards,

and is superseding serge for charges below 85 lb. weight.

4th.—For the siege train.

5th.—For the reserve store of R.M.L. field and siege artillery. :

6th.—It will be invariably employed for saluting cartridges for

all descriptions of ordnance.

Practically all new cartridges are made of silk cloth. • ■

Class 1 silk cloth is nsed for all powder charges up to 14 lb. § 5817

inclusive.

Class 2 silk cloth is used for powder chirges from 14 lb. to

35 lb., and as strengthening linings for the B.L. 12-inch, Mark III,

cartridge and 16'25-inch cartridge both for Naval Service, and all

13'5-inch cartridges.

Class 3 silk cloth is nsed for powder charges above 85"H>., and

for all prism powder cartridges. This is on account of the sharp

edges and the hardness of the prisms. • * ■ <•>•!•

All silk cloth powder cartridges for rifled guns are hooped with

silk braid, except the 2£-lb. charge for the 8-inch R.M.L. howitzer,

which has no hoops. Silk cloth powder cartridges are choked with

silk twist except the 7-inch and 40-pr. R.B.L. choked with twine

and cartridges for moulded powders which have no chokes.

The hoops are of '35-inch silk braid for cartridges of cut or

granulated powders under 40 lb. weight, and of '65-inch for those of

40 lb. and above, and all prism cartridges.

All cartridges of cubical or granulated powders of 30 lb. and

Materials

S mlloon.

4679, 9509,

§§5360,6339,

9390.

C ioking and

h x>ping.

Serge.

Choking an 1

hooping.

Convereio'.i of

oar-

Choking and

hooping.

§ "567.

Beckets.

53 5680,6090,
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6113, G586, upwards have o lifting beckct of silk cloth, forming a loop about

68*3. 3 inches long above the choke.

Prismatic cartridges have two beckets at each end, sewed across

on each side of the central holes, of silk braid, 1 inch wide for charges

over 12 lb. and under 50 lb., and T5 inches wide for charges of

50 lb. and upwards. Tho 6-inch B.L. 12-lb. E.X.E. cartridge has

its beckets made of the ordinary -6o-inch hooping braid. Some of

the earlier prismatic cartridges had beckets made of strips of No. 3

class silk cloth, turned in at the edges, and these are still found in

the cartridges of the 13'5-inch and 16 25-inch B.L. guns.

As before stated the heavier charges are divided into fractions for

convenience in handling. They are divided as follows:—

' B.L. 5-inch i charges and whole charges.

„ 6-inch and j charges.

„ 8-inch to 13'5-inch \ charges.

„ 16 25-inch \ charges.

B.L. car

tridges.

B.M.L.

cartridges.

Some of the earlier charges for 8-inch and 92-inch will be found

made up in two cartridges.

R.M.L. 6-6-inch

., 9-inch (on high angle mounting)

,, 12'5-inch Mark I gun

,, 9-inch (on high angle mounting)

., 12'5-inch Mark II gun

,, 16-inch

„ 1772-inch

,, 9-inch (on high angle mounting), £ charge.

£ charges.

charges.

10-inc.1i

B.M.L. on

H.A.

mounting.

§9717.

§ 2838.

Cartridges of

Prism

Powder.

§§ 4755,4771.

The smallest charge lired in the 9-inch on high angle mounting is

fj of the full charge.

Tho charges for the 10-inch R.M.L. gun on high angle mounting

are peculiar, consisting of a full charge of '18 lb. S.P. and two

reduced charges of 14 lb. R.L.G.4 and 5 lb. R.L.G.'. The cartridge

for the 44-lb. P. charge (reduced charge for 10-inch R.M.L. gun) is

used for tho 48-lb. S.P. charge, the nomenclature being altered and

tho marking which does not apply being barred out. P. powder may

be used if S.P. is not available. All other charges are made up in

one cartridge.

Cartridges of prism powder are made for B.L. guns, 6-inch, and

higher natures, and for R.M.L. guns, 12'5-inch, and upwards. In

these cartridges the prisms are arranged in regular layers of

the same number in each layer, except tho top, which is some

times incomplete to adjust the weight. When these cartridges

are made of Prism1 brown or S.B.C. powder, the centre prisms in the

top and bottom layers are of black powder, which acts as a primer

and prevents hang fires.

Cartridges of E.X.E. powder also have this primer, except in the

case of the 12-lb. cartridge for the 6-inch B.L. gun.

The 12-inch B.L. 73f-lb. cartridge, owing to its shape, has a primer

of 9 instead of 7 black prisms.

The shape of the filled cartridge is a more or less regular prism,

and there is no choke, the ends of tho cartridge being sewn to the

body. Both ends have a central hole covered with silk netting to

allow th.3 passage of the flame from the tube ; and to prevent the
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escape of powder dust, Ac, from these holes, they ara covered with

shalloon discs, which should be removed before loading.

 

SECTION.

Certain cartridges reqaiie brief description. The S.B.C. car

tridges for the 16'25-ir.ch B.L. gun are fastened t igetbcr when filled

 

ELEVATION.



The 16-inch

nudl7'72-inch

R.M.L. guns.

§§ 4100, 4803.

12'5-inch

Marks I and

II cartridges.

§§5144,5486,
5508, 5713,

6090, 6561.

7659, 9315.

Discs.

Wooden wad

by means of four straps of No. 3 class silk cloth, the lower ends of

u hich are made into loops as shown in the cut.

The 16-inch and 1"'72 R.M.L. guns both take the same weight of

powder, and the cartridges for them were formerly identical : bat that

for the 16-inch is now filled with Prism1 hrown, while that for the

17'72-inch takes blnck powder, Prism1 or Prism2; and the cartridges

which both contain 112$ lb. powder are lettered accordingly.

The 12'5-inch R.M.L. guns, Marks I and II, have had several

charges of prism powders, as well as of cnt powders. At present the

Mark I gun has an 82|-lb. ^ charge of Prism' or Prism8 black for

the L.S. and a 58-lb. E.X.E. ± charge for N.S. The Mark II gun

has a 50-lb. E.X.E. \ charge for both Land and Naval Services, as

well as a 52^-lb. Prism' black \ charge for N.S.

In the Mark II gun there are no stops at the end of the rifling,

and in order to prevent the possibility of the projectile being rammed

beyond the rifling, the cartridges are made up to such a length as will

fill the whole chamber. In order to bring them up to the requisite

length, discs of wood, '3-inch thick, soaked in paraffin and perforated

with numerous holes to admit of the passage of the flame, are placed

between the second and third layers of the 52}-lb. Prism5 cartridge,

and between the fifth and sixth layers of the 50-lb. E.X.E. cartridge.

Four of these cartridges form the full charge, and when three are used

as a rednced charge, a cylindrical wooden wad of the same length is

inserted after the last cartridge, in order to fill up the space.

B.B.L. stores.

§ 148<\

Use.

Packing and

issue.

Stores for use with B.B.I. Cartridges.

Certain special stores are issued in connection with R.B.L. guns,

viz., lubricators, sockets, paper cylinders, and tin cups.

The lubricator, service, consisting of two thin cups of tinned iron

soldered together, containing a mixture of equal parts of tallow and

linseed oil, attached to a wad of felt, backed by millboard (the wad

being. coated with beeswax), is inserted into the cartridge. It is put

On the top of the powder, ju6t above the top hoop in all cases, except

the 40-pr. and 7-inch, which have their lubricators detached to save

room in the magazine.

In the case of inside lubricators, the edge of the millboard wad

is rounded off.

Cartridges carried in the limbers of field batteries have suffered

from grains of powder finding their way up between the edge of the

lubricator and the cartridge. These grains form lumps which wear

the serge through and form holes, through which the powder may

gradually work out. For this reason it is desirable that the lower

edge of the lubricator should be as nearly opposite the upper edge of

the first braid hoop as possible.

The lubricator proper is fastened to the wads by the stalk in the

case of a detached lubricator, and by a copper wire in the case of

inside lubricators, the wire being fastened to the closing disc.

The use of the lubricator is to prevent the guns from hading ; the

cups being crushed by the discharge, the lubricant is squeezed out,

and the wad following wipes and polishes the bore.

Lubricators are generally packed in "cases for Laboratory stores,"

as follows :—

7-inch . . . . . . . . 24 in No. 2 case.

40-pr. . . . . . . . . 48- in No. 3 ,,

20-pr 99 in No. 4 „

12-pr r .. 168 in No. 4 „
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With the 40-pr. and 7-iuch, a socket B.B.L. cartridge of wood is §§1939,2170.

choked into the neck of the cartridge, into which the lubricator

screws. The socket has a groove around its neck, smeared with kit

composition and Spanish brown, by means of which it is securely

fixed in its place. The corresponding cartridges have a running

string in the mouth for choking in the socket for the lubricator.

There are three sizes of Cylinders, Paper, B.B.L. Cartridges, one §§ 792, 5789.

47 inches long, diameter 4'1-inch for the 10-lb. charge, 7-inch R.B.L.,

and one 4'5 inches long, diameter 3"25 inches fur 11-lb. charge of the

7-inch R.B.L., for the 40-pr. and the 5-lb. charge, R.L.G.*, for the

61-pr. R.M.L. gun special, for R.N.R., except at Poole, the other

is 4-5 inches long, and 2"5 inches diameter, and is used for the 20-pr.

R.B.L. ; they a^e necessary to bring the cartridge up to length. The

latter is half-filled with powder, the cylinder is next inserted, sq as

to be in the centre, and then the rest of the charge. One end is

formed by choking up the cylinder' on a former, and closing the

hollow by a paper plug ; the other end has a groove choked into

it, bo as to support a card-board disc, which is glued in. These

cylinders are varnished. The end formed of the cylinder itself is

the strongest, and is placed downwards in the cartridge.

These cylinders are issued separately in vats containing 220 for Issue.

Cylinder for 1-inch 10-/6. Charge.

 

+. i -

the 10-lb. cartridge 7-inch gun, 390 for the 11-lb. cartridge 7-inch

gun, or for the 40-pr., and 700 for the 20-pr. cartridge.

Ife was found necessary to varnish the paper, as otherwise it § 1939.

absorbed moistnre and damaged the powder. Paper is very apt to fsJ?*^

absorb moisture when unvarnished, nnd for this reason it is never

desirable to have it in direct contact with powder.

Tin Cups are used for all R.B.L. guns to prevent any escape of Tin cups,

gas; they have a rim, which is pressed back by the explosion of the §§ 1794,0131,

powder against the sides of the bore, thus preventing the gas from 4*18-

getting behind them. The central hole allows the flash from the tube

or primer to reach the cartridge.

The 40-pr. side closing gun has a tin cup which difiers from that

of the screw gun, by having a long rectangular slot which extends

across the greater part of its diameter.

With R.B.L. guns up to 40-pr. which have copper bushes, tin cups A.C. CI. 197,

are only used for practice and exercise, as the copper withstands the 1871, and 4

escape of gas better than iron, but 7-inch and 40-pr. (side closing) o"dt^^'^'''

guns require them as a service store.

For these two guns, one tin cup per cartridge is to be issued for Issue,

service, and as many as required are to be used at practice.

They are packed in packing cases for Laboratory stores.
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Sahilivg Cartridges.

Blank or saluting charges are invariably enclosed in silk cloth

cartridges, which are filled with Blank L.G. powder.

The saluting cartridges of the B.L. 15-pr. and 12-pr. of G-cwt.

Mark I have a loop of silk braid sewn across the bottom for

withdrawing them from the gun if necessary. The cartridge for the

B.L. 15-pr., Mark I, is pear shaped to prevent it from passing tho

vent which projects slightly into the bore. R.B.L. saluting cart

ridges also have loops across the bottom, of silk twist for 12-pr.

and 9-pr. and silk braid for all others.

§ 10427. The b'ank cartridge for 15-pr. or 12-pr. B.L. except Mark 1 15-pr.

guns is cylindrical.

Manufacture ok Powder Cartridges.

Empty cartridges are issued ready for filling. Should they have

to be made locally, a sample will be obtained from the Royal Arsenal,

Woolwich, which will be strictly adhered to.

All cartridges hooped with braid will be issued with the braids

cut to proper length, tied with a loop at one end, and run into the

empty cartridge. Kitted " twine, choking, bags burster " will be run

into the empty R.B.L. 7-inch and 40-pr. cartridges before issue for

choking on to the wood sockets.

The following detailed instructions for making up are given, but

they must be only taken as a guide since patterns may change, and

the "Magazine Regulations" 1899 direct that a sample cartridge

should be obtained from Woolwich.

Shapes to Cartridges to contain prism powder are made in three pieces, the

which cart- body rectangular, the two ends being cut to the form of the finished

ridges are cut cai.,ridge.

K.M.L. g\;n?. Those for heavy R.M.L. guns are made of two pieces of silk

cloth or serge, one circular which forms the bottom, ono nearly

rectangular which forms the coned body.

Cartridges, however, for the 7-inch, 8-inch, and 9-inch reduced

charges are made of one piece of material shaped as shown in (Fig. 1).

The cartridges for the 6'3-inch howitzer, the 80-pr., 64-pr., 7-pr.,

and 2'5-ineb. guns are of similar construction.

Cartridges for the 8-inch and 6-6-inch R.M.L. howitzers',

and the 6 6-inch, 40-pr., 25-pr., 16-pr., 13-pr., and 9-pr. gnus are

made of two pitces of materia"), one circular for the bottom, and

one rectangular for the cylindrical body.

 

B L. guns. All cartridges of cubical and granulated powders for B.L. gnns

are made cylindrical, of two pieces of material, one circular and oue

rectangular.

A.C. 1S83. 1. The patterns will be strictly adhered to in cutting out.

CI. 153. 2. The cartridges will be cut so that the width of the material

runs in the width of the cartridge.
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3. The cartridges, before being sewn, will bo printed in black

with tho numeral showing pattern, the monogram showing place of

manufacture, nature of gnn, weight of charge, description of powder,

and in cases when applicable \, ], or £ charge, and with lines for

hoops and seams.

The R.B.L. 7-inch and 40-pr. will also be printed with lines for

the choke ; all maiking on cartridges will be done with printer's

ink ; about ^ oz. of ink is sufficient for 100 cartridges of each natnre,

except tbo R.M.L. 17 72-inch, 16-inch, and 12 5-inch, and the B.L.

16'25-ineh and 13-5-inch, which require about f oz. ; the B.L. 12-

inch, 10-inch, 9"2-inch, and 8-inch about \ oz. ; and the 12'5-inch

R.M.L. other than prism, for which about § oz. per 100 is reqnired.

4. All cartridge*, when made by hand, will be made up with the

edges overlapping 1^ inches, and sewn together with three rows of

stitches, with the exception of the following, viz., the R.M.L. 7-pr. and

2'5-inch 1-lb. 10-oz. and 12-oz. cartridges, the edges of which will

overlap 1 inch, and will have two rows of stitches ; and the R.B.L.

12 or 9-pr. exercising and saluting cartridges, (he edges of which

will be simp'y stitched together and turned inwards. Serge cart

ridges, and shalloon, 7-pr. 4oz., will be sewn with worsted ; shalloon

R.M.L. 7-pr. 8 oz., and 2-5-inch 6 oz., and silk cloth cartridges

with sewing silk or twist. All cartridges, when made by machine,

will be made up with the edge overlapping 1-inch, and two rows of

stitching. Cartridges for prism powder will be made up by machine,

with tho edges overlapping 1 inch, with two rows of stitching up

the sides, and two in the bottom, one inside and one out ; the top

and bottom will have a bole cut in the centre about 2'5 inches for

6-inch B.L., find 4 inches in diameter for higher natures. The edge

of the hole will then be turned in and stitched round by machine

with silk sewing for B.L. lU'25-inch, 13'5-inch, and 10-inch, and

R.M.L. 1772-inch, 16.inch, and 12-5-inch 82^ lb., in the others the

edges are not turned in but left raw. Over this hole is securely

fastened a piece of silk twist netting, each cross of the netting being

secured by two stitches by hand. Discs of shalloon, 4-25 inches in

diameter for the 6-inch, 5 inches for the 8-inch B.L. ; 5-5 inches in

diameter fi r 9 2-inch and 10-inch B.L., and 6'5 inches in diameter

for all heavier calibres, will be placed over each hole, and attached

round the ed^e, after filling, by shellac. To the shalloon disc is

sewn, a piece of broad silk braid forming a loop about 1^ inches

long, so that, it may be removed before loading.

5. The B.L. 16-25-inch, 13 5-inch, and 12-inch Mark III* have

an inner lining of No. 2 class silk cloth, and the becketsai e continued

up the sides to give additional strength.

The 16-25-inch has four straps of No. 3 class silk cloth, fastened

longitudinally on the outside, the lower ends of these straps being

made into loops into which the loose ends of the straps of the next

cartridge below it aro fastened to attach them together when filled.

The 13-5-inc.h have specially strengthened ends. Each end con

sists of two pieces of No. 3 class silk cloth, with an additional

circular piece 10 inches in diameter, sewn round the centre, and

further strengthened by four strips doubled to a width of 2 inches,

which ate sewn at right angles to each other on the outside.

6. Braids for hooping, cut to tho proper length, and with loops

tied in one end, will be run into all empty cartridges—except the

• The B.L. 12-inch Mark III cartridge iefor N.8. only. The Mark II, which is

to govern future supplies for L.S., is without the inner lining.
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R.M.L. 8-inch howitzer, 2j-lb., and such cartridges as the R.M.L.

7-inch or 64-pr. when they are ordered to be converted from S.B.

cartridges of similar diameters. Converted cartridges made up from

material obtained by catting up old cartridges will, as a rule, be

made np similarly to cartridges of new material. Braid '65 inch

wide will be used for all charges of 40 lb. and npwards, and all

prism cartridges.

7. Beckets for lifting will be attached to all cartridges of 30 lb.

and npwards, Rnd all prism cartridges. For R.M.L. cubical powder

cartridges they will be made of strips of serge or silk cloth about

2 inches wide, and cut to such a length that the loop may be about

3 inches long, or not more than will reach, when laid down, within

half an inch of the outside of the cartridge when filled : each end of

the becket will be sewn cn the cartridge below the top line of braid,

one end at the seam, the other opposite.

8. The beckets for the prism cartridges for the B.L. 16'25-inch

:ind 13'5-inch are cut 4 inches in width and turned in on each side,

the edges to meet so that they are made 2 inches in width ; two

beckets are then laid flat across the top and bottom, one on each

side of the hole in the centre, and securely sewn by machine with

silk twist. This operation is done before the bottom is sewn in the

cartridge. After the beckets are sewn on the top, the edge of the

top is turned in to the size and shape of the cartridge and then sewn

by machine with silk sewing.

Beckets for prism cartridges, other than the above, are now made

of silk braid, 1£ inches in width for the B.L., 12-inch to 10-inch, and

R.M.L., 1772-inch, 16-incb, 12 5-inch, 82^-lb., 52±-lb., and 50-lb.

E.X.E. cartridges; for the B.L. 9'2-inoh, 8-inch, and 6-inch,

22^-lb. Prism1 black, the braids are 1 inch in width. These beckets

are attached in the usual way.' These braids should support a weight

of 250 lb. and 160 lb. respectively. The 6-inch B.L. 12-lb. cartridge

has beckets of "65-inch braid used for hooping.

9. The Faluting cartridges for R.B.L. guns will be fitted

with a loop across the bottom, by which they will be held when

being placed in the chamber of the gun. The loop for the 12-pr. or

9-pr. will be made of silk twist, all others will be made of silk

braid.

The saluting cartridges for B.L. 15-pr. Mark I and 12-pr. of 6-cwt.

Mark I guns are similarly fitted with a loop of silk braid sewn across

the bottom.

10. Kitted twine will be run into the empty R.B.L. 7-inch and

40-pr. cartridges for choking on to the wood sockets.

Filling Powder Cartridges.

1. In filling cartridges particular care is to be taken that a record

of the powder, with maker's name, lot and dafce of filling is kept in a

book for reference.

2. The following limits of weight for the charge 'will bo allowed

above or below the weight laid down for each nature of cartridge :—

Prism powder . . . . . . . . 1 oz.

P.J 2 „

P. and smaller grain . . . . . . ^ „

3. If it is desired to check the weight of the charge in a filled

cartridge, an allowance must be made for the weight of the empty-

cartridge, which is slightly less than a now one, as some of the

material is cut off after choking. .
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Cartriilges filhd with grained and cubical pmoler.

4. The following stores are required :—

Funnel, cartridge, Mark II, made of copper without a seam. §

Needles, magazine, 4-inch, Mark II, of phosphor-bronze. §§8719, 98fii.

Needles, magazine, 9-inch, Mark I, for putting in braid hoops.

Scissor.', magazine, for cutting off chokes, &c.

Prickers, cartridge, consisting of a phosphor-bronze needle fitted § 7410.

into a wooden handle.

A table in the Magazine Regulations, 18S9, gives the quantities

of silk twist, Ac, required for 100 cartridges of each nature.

5. Care will be taken to see that the cartridges are thoroughly

dry before being filled, and that the instructions for laboratory

operations are adhered to. The proper charge will be carefully

weighed out and inserted in the cartridge by means of the " Funnel,

cartridge."

G. Cartridges will be choked by drawing together the mouth of §§5194,6766.

the cartridge into several plaits with tho 4-inch phosphor-bronze

needle, threaded with three strands of worsted for serge

cartridges, or with two strands of silk twist for silk cloth

cartridge*!, up to 14 lb. inclusive, except K.B.L. serge 20-pr. and

nnder with lubricators, for which twine, choking, three-thread, is

used, and R.B.L. 7-inch and 40-pr. After drawing together the

mouth of the cartridge, three turns will be taken round the plaits,

and the choke thus formed will be further seenred by passing the

needle three times through it, alternately above and below the turns,

thereby stitching down the turns round, the choke at two points

equidistant from each other, a pricker being used to make a hole for

the needle when necessary. Charges above 14 lb., withont beckets

attached, require three strands of silk twist passed round the plaits

three times, and the needle passed through the choke four times,

making three securing stitches. Charges with beckets will have tho

choke first formed, and temporarily secured by taking two turns

round the choke, the beckct drawn tightly in on both sides, then

three turns will be taken round the choke, the needle passed through

the choke and becket five times, making four securing stitches. The

becket should form a loop about 3 inches in length over the choke.

N.B.—As many of the charges for heavy guns cannot be con

veniently weighed in ordinary scales, it is necessary to subdivide them

into convenient portions. The practice in the R.L. is to weigh—

Chargea up to about 22 lb. in one portion.

., of from about 22 lb. to about 60 lb. in two portions.

„ „ 60 „ 100 „ three „

100 „ 130 „ four „

Each portion should be well shaken down before the next one is

put in.

In making up these large cartridges it is advisable also to check

the weights by weighing the finished cartridge on a platform machine,

if there is one available, deducting the previously ascertained weight

of the cartridge, &c, from the gross weight shown by the machine.

7. The cartridges will be made up to their proper lengths and

diameters by means of the hoops, which should be drawn tight so as

to make a firm cartridge.

8. Hooping—

1st. With braid hoops.—Draw the braid through the serga or silk

cloth until the knot of the loop comes home to the serge or silk cloth,

the single end being already passed through the loop from underneath,
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pass the single end to one side of and under the loop, then draw the

hocp tight, and keep it so by placing the forefinger of the left hand

firmly on the loop ; bring the running end between itself and the

loop, and draw tight the single bend thus formed, taking care that the

bend biles on the loop and not on the single end, otherwise the knot

will slip. This is a most important point and men are very apt to

make the bend on the wrong place, unless experienced, or closely

r 

THK BIGHT WAT. TUB WBONO WAT.

watched by experienced men. The sketch makes the difference

plain.

The maintenance of the proper form of the cartridge depends

on the hooping being thus secured.

2nd. With worsted, or silk twist.—After making the last stitch in

choking, the needle will be turned downwards, and carried through

the powder and out at the seam in the line for the front hoop, the
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worsted or silk twist will then be carried tightly round the cartridge

so as to form a hoop, and will be stitched to the cartridge at two or

three points in the same way as the turns at the choke were secured,

and the remainder of the hoops will then be similarly formed.

If the cartridge is not of the proper length, on account of the

powder being denser than usual, it must be brought up to length

by tightening the hoops.

9. The R.B.L. cartridges which have paper cylinders inside,

viz., 7-inch, 40-pr., and 20-pr., will have half the charge inserted, the

paper cylinder will then be placed on the powder in the centre of the

cartridge, the flat side uppermost, and the remainder of the charge

then filled in.

10. The R.B.L. cartridges which have the lubricators outside,

viz., 7-inch and 40-pr., when filled will be choked tightly round

the groove of the wood socket, into which the lubricator is screwed,

the greatest care being taken to fix the socket in the centre of the

cartridge.

11. The R.B.L. cartridges which have the lubricators inside, viz.,

20-pr., 12-pr., and 9-pr., when filled with the proper charge,

will have the lubricator placed inside with the papier mache disc

next the powder, and the cartridge then choked tightly over the top.

The line which is printed on the cartridge for the top hoop should

be close under the papier mache disc, and the hoop drawn very tight,

so as to prevent any grains of powder getting round or over the

fabricator.

12. The R.B.L. 20-pr., 12-pr., or 9-pr. saluting cartridges

have attached to the upper part a bag containing sawdust, which

forms a wad. The upper bag will be turned down, and the lower

bag, or cartridge proper, will be filled with the powder charge, well

shaken down, and then choked, as described in para. 6. The upper

bag will then be brought up, and a portion of sawdust put in and

pressed down with a stick, a portion more of sawdust will then be

put in, pressed down, and so on, proceeding as before, until the wad

is of the proper size; they will then be choked and finished, tyin^

the braids tight, so as to make a firm cartridge

 

(5581) K
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13. The B.L. 15-pr. blank cartridge for Mark 1 gan is conical in

shape, the base being of sufficient diameter to prevent its passing tlie

projecting vent in loading ; it is therefore necessary to k( ep this part

up to the full diameter of the ring gauge, and to make it as fiim

as possible.

A.C. 1884. 14. The cartridges, except for howitzers, after being choked and

hooped, will have the ends of the choke cut to a convenient length,

which should in no case exceed half the diameter of the cartridge ;

the superfluous ends of the hoops will also be cut off.

CI. 212.

Cartridges filled with Prism powder.

15. The following stores are also required :—

§§481S, 5E65, Apparatus, filling cartridges, except for Prism*, to assist untrained

5935' G053' men 'n building UP ^e prisms. It consist* of a zinc envelope open

o'l-'o' 6)43' at both ends, having ns many sides and being of the same length as

7295,' 8785^ finished cartridge. One end of the envelope is closed by a

9295, 9296. detachable wooden bottom, which fits inside it and is secured by

three brass thnmb screws.

For ut-e with the above, a pedestal is required, of less diameter

than the envelope, upon which the apparatus stands.

Needles, magazine, nickel-silver, 1J inches long, for sewing.

16. Cartridges, Prism} Black.—These cartridges are made up as

follows:—The prisms are built up by hand in the Apparatus, using

the correct size for the particular cartridge, which is plttced upon the

pedestal. The envelope is filled with the required number of layers

of prisms, as laid down in List of Changes ; a few vertical cuts

are made in the top edge of the empty cartridge, which is then

drawn downwards over the envelope,* and the screws holding the

wood bottom taken out, and the envelope drawn down from between

the prisms and empty cartridge ; the latter is then held down

tightly over the prisms while the braids are being secured, com

mencing with the bottom hoop, which is then uppermost; the

superfluous ends being afterwards cnt off. The cartridge is then

reversed, and after the wood bottom is taken out it is placed on

the scales, and the necessary prisms removed from the top layer, or

added to it, until the weight of powder is correct ; an empty car

tridge being placed in the scale with the weights to compensate for

the one containing the powder.

In making up cartridges of Prism powder, the top layer should

not contain less than 75 per cent, of the number of prisms in a

complete layer, one or more complete vertical tiers of prisms being

taken, if necessary, to make up the requisite number in the top layer.

The vertical tiers removed should be the outer ones, which will

least alter the shape of the cartridge. With powder of low density,

one or more additional vertical tiers may be inserted, provided

that the maximum diameter laid down for the cartridge be not

exceeded.

The superfluous choke is then cut off to within about 1 inch

of the top layer of prisms, the overlap is turned in and the

edge brought flush with the charge. The top is then ptjewU

on and secured nt a few places, and then oversewn all round

with a nickel-silver needle If inches long threaded with two

strands of silk twisty a pricker being used to make a hole for the

needle when necessary. If the cartridge is lined the lining is cut

• B.L. 16-25-inch, 18'6-inch, and 12-inch Mark III have the inner lining Gr*t

drawn downwards over the envelope.
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and turned in with the body.* The top and bottom of the cartridge

have each a hole in the centre fitted with network, which is covered

over with shalloon patches, stack on with shellac to prevent the

powder dnst from falling into the package.

These cartridges, if necessary, may be made up, by careful

manipulation, without using a zinc envelope by bnilding up the

prisms on a wooden bottom cat to the same shape as the cartridge,

and with skilled men this method will be found more expeditious.

17. Cartridges of Prism} brown and 8. B.C. ■powder are made up in

a similar manner ; bat a primer of Prism1 black powder is inserted at

eich ead of the cartridge to facilitate ignition, the number of prisms

in the primer and their position being laid down in List of Changes.

18. Cartridges of E.X.E. powder are made up in a similar manner;

bnt the 6-inch B.L. 12-lb. charge has no primer of Prism' black

powder inserted at each end to facilitate ignition. The 50-lb.

1'2'5-inch R.M.L. cartridge has also a perforated wood disc between

the fifth and sixth layers of prisms.

In stitching on the top of the C-inch 12-lb. E.X.E. cartridge, care

must be taken that the stitching is on the top, in order not to increase

the diameter, which must be kept as small as possible.

19. Carlri'lges, Prism?.—The required number of prisms will bo

built up in layers on a wooden bottom of the required shape, the-

empty cartridge is then drawn over the whole, and the remaining

operations proceeded with the same as with Prism1, with the exception

of the zinc envelope which is not required for Prism2. The

52J-lb. cartridges for the 12 5-inch R.M.L. Mark II gun have a

wooden disc between the second and third layers of prisms.

Marking Filled Powder Cartridges.

20. Cartridges will be marked with the nature of powder they

contain. If filled with a different nature or weight of powder from

that already marked on the cartridge, the marking should be altered

to agree with the contents. A record of powder used in all car

tridges, with maker's name, lot, and date of filling, will be marked

on the package, and will be kept in a book for reference. The lot

number and the initial of the manufacturer of the powder will also

be stencilled, in printer's ink, on the back of the cartridge containing

prism powder; 3 oz. of ink will suffice for 100 cartridges.

21. All cartridges issued from store filled will have the initial or

monogram of the station at which they are filled stamped on the

bottom end.

22. The cartridges filled by the Royal Artillery will be distin

guished by having no initial letter or monogram stamped on them.

This order does not apply to cartridges filled by working parties of

Royal Artillery for the Army Orduance Department.

In addition cartridges are issued marked with the numeral of the

cartridge, gun for which intended, and the fraction of the charge

when the cartridge does not contain the fnll charge.

23. The following initials and monograms will he used at the §§7050,7235,

several stations mentioned :— 9807, 0853,

10685.

• The following heavy cartridges are cross-stitched over the beckets forfurlhcr

lecurity, viz. :—B.L. 16 25-inch, 13 5-inch, and 12-inch, and R.M.L. 1772-inch and

16-inch. Those having an inner lining hare the bottom of the lining tacked to

the bottom proper, at five or six places round it.

(5581) e 2
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Hume Station*.

Alderney A Gosport G

Aldersbot At Guernsey Gy

Blackness Castle BC Harwich H

Burscough Bh Jersey J

Caterbam Cm Newcastle Nc

Chatbara C Pembroke P

Chattenden Cdx Selby Sy

Chester Cb Sheemess S

Colchester CcR Shorncliffe Shc

Cork Ck Southampton Sn

Cnrragh Ch Tilbury Ty

Devonport D Tipnor T

Dover Dr Upnor U

Dublin Dn Warley Wy

Edinburgh E Waterford Wd

Exeter Ex Weedon Wn

Fleetwood Fd Woolwich W

Fort George FG

Stations Abroad.

Barbadoca Bds Malta M

Bermuda B Mauritius Ms

-Cape Town CT Natal N

Colombo Col Quebec and Montreal Q

Egypt Egt St. Helena StH

•Gibraltar
Gif St. Lucia St L

Halifax, N.S. Hx Sierra Leone SL

Hong Kong HK Simons Bay SE

Jamaica JCA Straits Settlements ss

Kingston, Canada K Trincomalee TBI

Naval Depots.

Aden An Sydney Syd

Bombay Bom Coquimbo Coq

Esquimault Esq Ascension
Aso

Simons Town ST Lodge Hill
LH
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IV.—Finished Cartkidges.

24. All cartridges will be very carefully examined and gauged as

to length and diameter previous to packing.

Instructions for the examination of filled powder cartridges will

be found in the Regulations for Army Ordnance Services, 1900.

Section II.- CORDITE CARTRIDGES.

Cordite cartridges are issued for B.L. guns and howitzers and for

certain R.M.L. guns.

As before mentioned they all require a primer, which, except in

the case of the B.Li. field guns and howitzers, is made of R.E.G.2 ^

powder or Blank E.G. new, enclosed usually in shalloon, or shalloon

and silk cloth bags. The primer for the exceptions consists of gun-

cotton yarn.

The materials used are shalloon and silk cloth.

Shalloon is used for the smallest cartridges, the B.L. 10-pr , 12-pr. Materials,

of 6 cwt. and the 15-pr. guns, and for all B.L. howitzer cartridges

It is also used in the primers of the other cartridges.

Silk cloth is used for all B.L. gun cartridges above the 15-pr., and

for all R.M.L. cordite cartridges. No. I class is used for cartridges

up to the B.L. 5-inch, and No. II class for B.L. 6-inch to 12-inch and

all R.M.L. cordite cartridges, No. Ill class for the B.L. 12-inch,

Marks VIII and IX, and 13"5-inch cartridges.

The heavier cordite cartridges are divided into fractions for

convenience in handling as in the case of powder cartridges.

The fractions are as follows :—

B.L. guns. 6-inch Marks VII and VIII, half charges.

8 „ "

92 „

10 „

12 „

13-5 „ _

R.M.L. guns 12'5-inch . , ,, ,
Marks I and II./half char&es-

. Cordite cartridges are issued filled. Incase they should have to

be made up locally, a sample cartridge or drawing, and detailed

description of the method of manufacture, must be procured from

the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.

An apparatus, cutting cordite, lias been introduced for use in § 10083.

making up cordite cartridges. It consists of an oblong mahogany

board, about 9£ inches wide and 40£ inches long, having a metal

knife working in a fixed pivot near one end. It is provided with a

graduated scale, and is fitted with an adjustable end, which can be

fixed, by means of a winged nut, at any required distance from the

knife, enabling cordite sticks to be cut to any desired length.

The larger cartridges have to be built up carefully and tied of

various places with silk twist, and although a detailed description in

each cartridge to be made up should be obtained as above, a few

notes on the general method of making them up, with a short

description of each cartridge, will be given here. There ia no

apparatus sealed for the purpose of assisting in filling these

cartridges, but certain articles are used in the Royal Arsenal, and a

description of these is given with the cartridges they concern. They

are all more or less rough articles wl:ich could be made up locally as

j-half and quarter charges.
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required. A record of the cordite used in all cartridges, with

maker's name, lot, Or butch, and date of filling, will be kept in a

book for reference.

Cordite cartridges for B.L. guns.

w Cartridje, B.L., 10-/M., G oz. li drams cordite, and 3 oz. 9 drs. for

etar shell, size 5, Mark 1, are himibir to the 12- pr. Mark II cartridge.

§ 831". Cartridge, B.L., 12-pr., 6 not., 12 oz. 7 drs. cordite, size 5, Mark I,

consists of a bnndle of cordite 5f inches long, tied together in three

places with silk twist and inserted in a cylindrical shalloon cartridge,

each end of which is closed by double thickness of shalloon, con

taining 4 drams of fine grain powder as a primer.

§ 10580. The Mark II cartridge differs from Mark I in having a priming

of one dram of guncotton yarn at each end instead of fine grain

powder.

§§ 7597, 831i, Cartridge, B.L., lb-pr., 15J oz. cordite, size b, Marl- I, consists of a

bundle of cordite, 11 inches long, secured in five places by silk twist,

nnd having a primer at each end, consisting of two drams of gun-

cotton yarn, prepared with indiarubber solution to waterproof it,

wound round the buudle, commencing ^ inch from the end. The

Cartridge, B.L., 5-inch, 4 lb. 7\ oz. cordite, size 7£, Mark II \ L \

silk cloth.

Scale J.
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whole is inserted in a shalloon cartridge, choked at one end with silk

twist.

Cartridge, B.L., 4-inch, 3 lb. I oz. cordite, size 5, Mark I, consists of § 7596.

a handle of cordite secured in three places by silk twist and inserted

in a cylindrical silk cloth cartridge, each end of which is closed by a

double thickness of shalloon, cross stitched to form four compart

ments, whic^i are filled with oz. fine grain powder to form a primer.

Cartridge, B.L., 30-pr., 2 lb. 6 oz. cordite, size 10, Mark I, is simihir

to the above.

Cartridge, B.L., 5-inch, 4 lb. 1\ oz. cordite, size 7£, Mark II, is of § 9334.

silk cloth, similar in shape to the 4-inch, but the end of the cartridge

is formed of an inner thickness of silk cloth and an outer one of

ilwljoon, cross-stitched as before, and containing a primer of 1 oz.

fine grain powder. The cartridge is also hooped in three places with

silk braid, the hooping being done in the same manner as for powder

cartridges.

The Mark I cartridge was of silk cloth, of larger diameter at one §§7595,7034.

end, without hoops, and having the primer only at the larger end. 10298.

The weights are the same.

The charge for the 5-iuch B.L.C. gun for naval service consists § 106-33.

of 5 lb. 4 oz cordite, size 10, made np like the A- inch B.L., Mark II,

bat provided with six perforated felt studs at each end, as described

for the 6-inch B.L , Mark VII, p. 58.

The latest patterns of cordite cartridges for B.L. guns, 6-inch to Cartridges for

13'5-inch, inclusive, with a few exceptions to be detailed later, are heavy B.L.

made up on one model, the only difference being in external shape, |c"gg4- gg71

some being cylindrical, others slightly coned. The exceptions are 973^ 9739 '

the cartridges for the B.L. 6-inch Marks VII to X, and the 9-2-inch Eue'p ions.

Marks ]X and X, 12-inch Marks VIII and IX. These will be fully 9740, 9766,'

described later on. 9767, 9805,

The cordite is built up and enclosed in a silk cloth cartridge, open 1^20°-

at the top, hooped in the ordinnry way with silk braid, and having a

silk braid becket across tho bottom.

In addition the heaviest charges have a becket round the cartridge,

near the centre in the half charges and near the top for quarter

charges, and 9 2-inch half charges. All the cartridges except the

6-inch have a becket of silk cord running up through the centre of the § 10298.

charge and forming a loop at the top; the end of this cord is attached

to a silk braid loop which is secured to the inside of the base of the

cartridge, being stitched to two discs of silk oloth, sewn on, one inside

and the other outside the cartridge. This becket is useful for pulling

the cartridge out of the cylinder or case in which it is packed. They

also, except the 6-inch, have a becket at the bottom. The top of the

cartridge is closed by a primer, of fine grain powder, enclosed in a bag,

the inside of which is made of a disc of silk cloth, and the outside

of a larger disc of shalloon. These discs are sewn together by two

concentric rows of stitching, one near the centre and the otuer near

the outer edge. The whole is then cross-stitched so as to form four

compartments, which are filled with the fine grain powder. This

ensures a portion of the powder being always opposite the vent of

the gan, while there is no powder actually over the centre of the

primer. A hole is made through the centre for the cord becket to

pass through, and the outside edge of the shalloon disc is provided

with a draw-string of silk twist. The cartridge is sewn to this

primer and the powder lies in an annular groove formed at the top

of the cordite, as will be detailed below. A mill-board protecting

disc, to the outer side of which a disc of silk cloth is attached by
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glue and sewing, is placed over the primer and very lightly attached

to the cartridge by four stitches. The disc is painted with a red

cross and the word "primed," and is provided with a loop of red

braid on which the words " Tear off " are printed. This disc has »

hole in the centre, through which the cord becket is passed, and the

disc is to be torn off before loading.

Cartridge, B.L., 9'2-inch, 31 lb. 8 oz. cordi/e, size 40, Mark II \ N |

silk cloth, half charge for Mark VIII gun.

SCALE - '/s

-*«N.«I CLASS SILK CLOTH STITCHED TO SHALLOPN.

r Soi FIKE GRAIN POWDER PRIMER
~ STITCHED ACROSS IN * PLACES.

SHALLOON ^ISILK CORD BECKET WITH LOOP

MAXIML'M LENGTH

NOT TO EXCEED

215

NOT LESS THAN 2-0 LONC.

LLBOARD OISC I THICK.STEEPEO IN SHELLAC

^|N«2 CLASS SILK CLOTH ATTACHED!
*JT0 MILLBOARD OISC TO BE

RIPPED OFF BEFORE FIRING

f■ - -""RED BINOINC

<«SILK BRAID 65 WIDE

-«<SILK TWIST

 

"IT 2 CLASS SILK CLOTh

-wSILK BRA(0 LOOP"

TWO SILK CLOTH DISCS

N* 2 CLASS

SILK BRAIO BECKET 1-0 WIDE

9765. x number of these cartridges were made with a disc of silk

.letting, sewn to the cartridge, over the primer, to strengthen it.

This netting is now dispensed with, but no change of Mark is

entailed by this alteration. A cartridge of this design is illustrated

in the woodcut.
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The cartridges for the 6-inch, 12-inch, Marks VIII and IX, and

13-5-inch B.L. are cylindrical ; those for the 8-inch, 9'2-iucb, 10-inch,

and 12-inch, Marks I to VII, are slightly coned.

These cartridges are built np as follows :— Making up

The cordite is cut to the correct length and weighed. A portion cordite

is bandied round the silk cord becket (except for the 6-inch, which car na£e8,

has no becket), which is doubled so that the bight forms a loop at the

top. This bundle is tied in several places with silk twist. Bound

the central bundle, or core, layers of cordite sticks are placed, and also

tied with silk twist. These layers are made of sticks slightly shorter

than the central ones. Outside this, again, comes another layer of

full-length sticks, tied as before, thus forming an annular recess for

the primer, at one end. Elastic bands, which may be made up locally,

are used to keep the different layers in position while they are being

tied. In some cartridges the cordite sticks are too short to reach

from end to end ; in these cases the central core is made of two

bundle!1, butting against each other, and the outer layers are put on

so as to break joint and so form a rigid cartridge. In the coned

cartridges, the primed end is made larger than the other by inserting

layers of short sticks at that end and then putting on the outside

layer as before.

A wooden ring is now placed in the i-ecess at the top of the

charge to prevent displacement of the sticks, and the charge is laid

on its side. The empty cartridge is taken ami a few vertical slits

about two inches deep made round the month. The cartridge is then

turned inside out, and the ends of the cord becket are tied to the

braid-loop on the base of the cartridge by a single bend. The becket

is polled up so as to bring the base of the cartridge tight against the

cordite, opening out the sticks slightly with a pricker or piece of

wood, so that tho knot may go np between them. The charge ia

now placed base upwards upon a pedestal, the top of which is not

greater in diameter than the built-up charge. Two men pull the

cartridge down over the charge, and it is then hooped in the ordinary

way, commencing at the top hoop. The cartridge is next placed base

down upon a table, the wood ring is taken out, and the surplus silk

cloth is cut off to within about one inch of the cordite. The cartridge

is pushed down so as to expose the end of the charge, and the primer

is placed in position, the loop of the becket being pulled through the

hole in the centre. The shalloon projecting beyond the cordite is

turned down, and the running string drawn tight and tied. The

mouth of the cartridge is then pulled up, turned in all round flush

with the edge of the primer, and sewn all round to the shalloon of

the primer, using two strands of silk twist and the lf-inch nickel-

silver needle. The cartridge is then completed by placing the

mill-board and silk cloth disc on the top, the becket passing through

a hole in the centre of it, and attaching it to the cartridge by four

single stitches, at equal distances round the edge.

Some of the earlier patterns had no central cord becket, but the chief

difference lay in the primer, which fitted into a recess at the top of

the charge, but did not extend over the edge of the cordite. A disc

of silk netting was placed over the primer and was sewn all round "Extracts,"

to the edge of the cartridge. There were thus bare ends of cordite 1898, p. 123.

exposed round the edge of the cartridge, which was considered a

possible source of danger from the back flash, which is sometimes

met with in guns firing cordite charges. This danger would of course

be greater after the protecting disc had been torn off.
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§§ 9717, 9766,

9805.

§ 7594.

Composite

cartridgee.

§§ 10238,
10367, 10388,

10593.

§ 9927.

6-inch BX.

Mark VII

and VIII.

§ 10408.

To remedy this, such cartridges will be converted by having a

disc of shalloon placed over the primed end as follows :—

1. Remove the mill-board disc by cutting the four securing

stitches.

2. Place the shalloon disc over the netting, draw the silk -cord

becket (in those cartridges where it exists) through the hole

in the centre of the disc, sew the edge of the shalloon to the

outer edge of the silk cloth cartridge with a double strand

of silk twist, and replace the mill-board disc.

3. Add a * after the numeral on the cartridge, and mark the disc

with the monogram of the station and date of alteration.

The Mark I cartridge for the 6-inch B.L. gun, Marks IV to VI,

is made up in the same manner as the Mark I for the 5-inch B.L.

gun, described before.

A new system of making up cartridges for the heaviest guns is

now adopted. In these cartridges two sizes of cordite are used, a

large size and a small, and the cartridges are known as "composite :

cartridges. They have been introduced for the latest Marks of 9*2-inch

and 12-inch B.L. guns, and for the 13-5-inch B.L. In external appear

ance they do not differ from those described. After tying the central

bundle of large-sized cordite round the silk cord becket, a bundle or

rope of cordite, size 3|, is wound round this core from one end to the

other; the outer layers of large-fized cordite are then built up as

before described. The heavier cartridges have a braid becket round

the outside, stitched to it in four places. See Plate II.

This method of making up enables a larger charge to be fired,

increasing the muzzle velocity, but without any increase in the

chamber-pressure. It has also been found that with this design of

cartridge greater regularity is obtained when using reduced charges

As an instance, the original cartridge for the 12-inch B.L., Mark

VIII, weighed 83 lb. 12 o/.., size 50 cordite, for the half charge, and

41 lb. 14 oz. for the quarter charge. These cartridges have been

replaced by composite cartridges, the half charge now weighing 87 lb.,

made up of 83 lb. 4 oz , size 50, and 3 lb. 12 oz., size 3|.

In the same way the quarter charge weighs 43 lb. 8 oz. ; 41 lb.

10 oz., size 50, and 1 lb. 14 oz., size 3J.

The charge for this gun differs from those hitherto desi-ribed, and

is made up in half charges, which are laced together. Each half

charge consists of 10 lb. cordite, size 20, bundled together and tied

with silk twist. The outer layer of cordite is made of longer sticks

than the remainder, so as to form a recess at one end for the primer.

This bundle has a silk cloth cartridge drawn over it and hooped with

silk braid iu the ordinary way. The edge of the silk-cloth is then

cut off to within an inch of the cordite, and the primer is placed on.

The primer consists of two discs of shalloon sewn together round

the edge and divided, by cross-stiehing, into two compartments, which

are filled with fine grain powder. The primer is sewn to a large silk

cloth ring having a draw-string run round it. The primer is laid on

the top of the cordite and the draw-string pulled in and tiid. The

edge of the silk cloth is now turned in flush with the cordite and

sewn all round to the primer. The silk cloth ring has attached to its

outside six perforated felt studs, which prevent the heated vent axial

of the gun from pressing against the primer.

The bottom of the cartridge is strengthened by a band of silk

braid to keep it from tearing, when the chaiges are laced together.

Two half charges aie placed base to base and laced tightly together

by a piece of silk: braid passed through the end hoops.
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Plate JT.

Cartridge B.L. 12 Inch 87 Lb Cordite Sizes 50 and 3% MarkI !n|

SILK CLOTH , 83 LB.4-02.S1ZE 50. AND 3LB 12 OZ SIZE 3/+, ./a CHARGE MARK yjJL GUN .

Scale Vs.

SHALLOON DISC J

8 E R F.6' POWDER PRIMERSTrTCHED _
ACROSS CENTRE FORMING FOUR COMPARTMENTS

*" CLASS SILK CLOTH STITCHED TO SHALLOON 0EC«v

-—SILK CORK BECKET WITH LOOP NOT LESS THAN 2 0 LOUS

*IU.BOARD DISC I THICK STEEPED IN SHELLAC

•RED BINDING

SILH BRAID BS WIDE

 

JPECiAi. BRAID WCKfl STITCHED
TO BA6 IN FOUR PLACE3

MAXIMUM LENGTH
MOT TO EXCEED

32 5

CORDITE

SIZES 50 AND 33/j

t3—d

 

SIZF. 50 LOT

SIZE 33/4 BATCH

PART ELEVATION.

SKEWING MARKING ON BACK

SPfiOLAL ORA1Q LOOP

TVJO N?3 CLASS OIL-: CLOTH Dli.CS

SPFCIAL BRAID ELCh£T.
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The two halves thus form a convenient whole, primed at both ends.

The cartridge for the 6-inch Marks IX and X consists of 20 lb. § 10409.

size 30 cordite. It is in one whole charge, made up as described for

the ^ charge above, but withont the strengthening band.

Cordite cartridges have been sealed for the following R.M.L. gnis, Cordite cart-

for use with "special" case shot:—9-inch, 10-inoh, 11-inch, and ridges for

12'5-inch ; the 10-iuch and 11 inch are also for use as a service ^•M-1J- SunB

charge. They are made of cordite enclosed in a silk cloth cartridge,

and have a stick down the centre to give rigidity. Each end of the

cartridge is choked round the stick with silk braid. The 9-inch

cartridge has a primer round the centre formed of a double thickne-ss

of silk cloth, divided into six compartments, each of which is filled

with R. F.G.2; while the 10-inch, 11-inch, and 12'5-inch Mark I gun

cartridges have two similar primers, a short distance apart near the

centre. This is to ensure the primer being immediately below the

verit, no matter which end of the cartridge is loaded first. The

12"5-inch Mark II gnn has an axial vent, and therefore the primer is

placed at one end of its cartridge, round the stick and contained in

shalloon.

Cordite cartridges for B.L. howitzers.

The cartridges for B.L. howitzers are all alike, and consist of a

mnshroorn-sliaped core of cordite enclosed in shalloon, upon the stalk of

which three or more rings of cordite are placed. The powder* primer

is contained in the head of the rore, and the rings are attached to the

core by pieces of silk braid, which are stitched to the core and tied

round the rings. The cordite used is small : size 3f for the 5-inch,

5"4-inch, nnd 6-inch of 25 cwt. ; size 5 for the 6-inch of 30 cwt. ; and

size 7^ for the 8-inch. This method of constructing the cartridge

affords a simple and ready means of varying the charge, which is a

necessity for the charges of howitzers. See Plate II [.

The cartridge is made up as follows :—The core is made of a

bundle of cordite, weighed out and tied in two places with silk twist.

This is inserted into a funnel-shaped shalloon bag, and projects

slightly from the end. Round this end is placed a ring of cordite

which forms the mushroom head. This ring is made up in a wooden

block, which has a ring-shaped recess in it and also a hole in tbe

centre.

Eight slots are cut through the rim and projecting centre.

Strands of f-ilk twist are laid in these slots, and are cut in the cmitre

so as to form eight pieces. The cordite is thpn neatly coiled in the

ring on top of these pieces of silk twist, which are then tied round

it. The ring thus formed is placed on the exposed end of the

cordite bundle, and lies in the funnel-shaped part of the bag. This

part of tbe bag is just large enough to extend over the edge of

the ring, and has a draw-string in its edge, which is pulled

tight and tied. Then the primer, consisting of two discs of shalloon,

sewn together by two concentric rings of stitching, tbe space

between being filled with fine grain powder,* is placed over the head

of the core. The outer disc is large enough to completely cover the

head, and hns a draw-string round its edge, which is pulled in

and tied tightly round the stalk of the mushroom-sbaped core.

Each ring is formed of a bundle of cordite, weighed, and

inserted into a shalloon cylinder, open at both ends. The ends of

• The primer for the latest 5-inch and 5'4-inch howitzer cartridges consists of

guncotton in»te»d of gunpowder.
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the cylinder are brought together, turned in and stitched together.

The rings for the 5-iuch and 5'4-inch howitzer cartridges are all of

equal weight, but the fi-inch of 30 cwt. has rings of 2 oz., 4 oz., and

8 oz., and the 6-inch of 25 cwt. rings of 2 oz., 5 oz., and 11 oz.

With rings of different weights, the smallest is placed on the core

first, and in all cases the rings are secured by two pieces of silk

braid, the centre of each piece sewn to the primer. One end of each

braid is broRght up inside the rings and tied to the other end,

which is outside, by a reef knot, thus holding the whole cartridge

together.

Marking Cordite Cartridges.

Cordite cartridges are marked in the same way as powder cartridges',

with nature of cordite, and weight. If filled with a different nature

or weight from that already marked on the cartridge, the marking

should be altered to agree with the contents. The lot number, which

includes the initials of the manufacturer, except when the cordite is

made at Waltham Abbey, will be also steucilled on the back of the

cartridge (see Plates).

Howitzer cartridges have the above information stamped on the

base of the core, and in addition the weight of the core is stamped on

its edge, and each ring is marked with its weight, and the size and

batch number of the cordite in it.

All cordite cartridges have the initial or monogram of the

station where they are filled, marked on the back near the bottom for

gun cartridges, and on the top of the coro for howitzer cartridges.

This monogram is not stamped on by tho Royal Artillery when they

fill cartridges for their own use. The initials and monograms of

stations are given qn p. 52. All cordite cartridges arc carefully

examined, and gauged for length and diameter previous to packing.

Section III.—GAUGES, ETC.

Gauges, Cartridge.

The gauges used with filled cartridges for B.L., R.B.L., and

R.M.L. guns are the " gauge, cartridge, length, universal, Mark II,"

§ 9801. and " gauges, cartridge, ring."

The universal gauge tests the length and may also be used to test

the diameter.

The ring gauges test the diameter and are all " high " gauges,

that is to say, the greatest diameter of the cartridges must pass

through them.

Mark II. The universal gauge has a slip of paper pasted on one side on

§§3307,4910, which is a printed table giving the lengths and diameters of all rifled

9904. cartridges. The edge of the gauge is graduated in inches and tenths.

There is an arrangement for allowing the proper limit of variation of

length to be given.

The paper slip has been corrected up to November, 1899.

The gauge is represented in the cut. It is simply an adaptation

of the sliding callipers, having two movable arms a and b, which can

be placed in position on the main limb on either side of the fixed

stop d

The stop c can be set so as to allow the proper limit, by moving a.

Clamping screws, shown in cut, serve to secure c and b in position.

For gauging The arrangement for giving the variation in length is not now

lengths. U3ed, and the gauge is used as a high gauge, being set at the greatest

length of the cartridge.
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The upper sliding arm should be fixed firmly against the zero

block by clamping the sliding-stop against it. The lower arm is then

placed with its inner edge at a distance from the zero-block equal to

the length of the cartridge, given on the slip, and clamped. It should

be possible to pass the cartridge between the arms.

The gauge can be used in the same manner for testing the For gauging

diameters of cartridges, but the ring gauges provided will be found diameters,

more convenient for this purpose.

Qaugi'i Cartridge, Length, Universal, Mark II | C | .

Wood ; for filled cartridges.

Scale -jV.

-- - 12 35----Hi '• i
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I

Section at A.B.

The Mark I differs from Mark II in having the lengths of various Mark I.

cartridges marked on its side, instead of the paper slip, the edge of §§ 2074,3307.

the gauge is not graduated in inches and tenths.

The so-called brass ring gauges consist of rings of gun-metal, Gauges, car-
■with straight handles ; they are marked on and •near the handle i"dge, rln6-

with the designation and numeral, also the diameter, and the words

" filled cartridge," and further where the gauge doe-3 not apply to
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all the cartridges of a gun, Ac, as in the cape of howitzers which

have three or more gauges each, the weight of the charges of those

for which it is intended is stamped on the gauge.

Some ring gauges are intended for more than one cartridge.

R.B.L. guns.—Another description of cartridge gauge has been

issued for R.B.L. cartridges, viz. :—

Gauges, cartridge, length, R.B.L.—Wood sliding for length.

§ 284©. These have not been sealed for any calibre except 7-inch, but

unsealed patterns exist for all ; they are used in making up

cartridges ; each one consists of an open frame with a cross piece,

with a certain play allowed as limit of error. The cartridge is passed

beneath to test its length.

Gauges are issued loose, in numbers according to demand.

§§ 729, 1874, Covers, cartridge paper, are issued to cover cannon cartridges

3117' 330+' which are not contained in metal or metal-lined cases, or which are

406o' 4259' intended for field or siege service. They are simply brown paper

4536,' 4678* bags on which are marked the contents of the cartridge which

4683, 5106, they cover. They are not issued to the Royal Navy for field or

5146,5531, boat service.

8414 9S'0 They are mftde °f sizeS 8uitable for a11 S B- nnd R B L- cartridges,

10621. ' Covers marked for two or more charges are, when used for any

particular charge, to have the markings for the other charges crossed

out. These covers have also been made for all the various charges

used with R.M.L. guns up to the 80-pr. inclusive, and also for the

charges used for the 8-inch, 6'6-inch, and 6"3-inch howitzers. They

are also made for the blank charges for the 12-pr. and 15-pr. B.L.

guns. They are made of 90-lb. brown paper (i.e., weighing 90 lb. to

the ream) for all sizes, except those for the 7-pr., which is of 45-11).

paper. They fit tightly over the cartridge, the bottom being

notched, turned in, and pasted over a circular disc of purer, so as to

take up as little room as possible in packing.

In packing cartridges covered with the above covers in a barrel or

box, the interior of the latter is also lined with brown paper.

§§ 7057,8136, Covers, cartridge, canvas.—The covers for the 2 lb. 6 oz. for 30-pr.,

8223,8312, 15| oz for 15.^ \% oz. 7 drs. for 12-pr. of 6-cwt. B.L. guns

84 8, 915i. an(j i]_7_ oz f01. 5-inch B.L. howitzer cordite charges, are made of

canvas, with a drawing string in the mouth for bringing it together.

In field bntteries the covers to some extent preserve the cartridge

from wearing out ; they are also stated to preserve the cartridge from

damp. Moreover, they prevent powder dust working through the

cartridges into the limber boxes.

§§ 794, 1002. Waterproof bags may b9 specially demanded; they are made of

two thicknesses of fine white paper cemented together by india-rubber

dissolved in naphtha.

§§ 2048, 2439, Waterproof covers for cartridges, 7-inch R.M.L. guns and upwards,

3185, 954, are provided for the Navy ; they are bags of fine cambric, water-

1581, 1686. proofed by vulcanised india-rubber, attached on one side (not made

in the R.L.). They are issued to all armoured vessels having main-

deck batteries, in the proportion of eight covers for full charges per

gun, for all guns of 7-inch calibre and upwards, mounted on the

§ 6162. main-dock battery and in turrets. These waterproof covers will

become obsolete as soon us the existing stock is used up.

Drill Cartridges.

B L. and Cartridges, drill, B.L. and R.M.L., are a special manufacture and

?„-^f,'^A .,,00 are issued complete. The latest patterns are made to the same shape,
q s 4vyy. 4 j 00, 1 *

4277, 4270,
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weight, and dimensions as the Service cartridges they represent. They

consist of wooden cylinders built up in segments, usually containing

a cast-iron cylinder to give the necessary weight, and covered with

raw hide. Cartridges, drill, B.L., Mark II, 8-iuch to 16'25-inch, are

weighted with lead and are made with polygonal sides. As cartridges

iovereI with raw hide would be liable to slip out of the bore when

used on board ship, the Mark I drill cartridge for the 16-inch

and 17 72-inch gang, and those representing the 12 5-inch 80-lb.*

1

1

Ft* L

I2-5IN.M.L.

52xLB.

J

j~ lr75nl2ZS—

12-5 INCH522LB.

4: CHARGE

MARK I

 

Canvaz
-•1 far
-m.CANVAS
■a* Cast iron
■Am Wood

4159, 4754,

5942, 6130,

6733, 8413,

86S4, 8763,

8945, 9261,

9262, 9318,

9297, 9298,

9506, 9510,

9534, 9569,

9583, 9623,

9695, 9312,

9328, 9349,

9875, 9908,

9977, 9978,

10355, 10367,

10379, 10591.

half charge, and the 52^-lb. quarter charge are covered with a jacket

of sail canvas, doubled over the side of the cartridge and enclosing a

layer of felt. One end of the jacket is permanently sewn to the

shape, and the other end is run together with a piece of whipcord

drawn tight after the wood block has been inserted. When worn

oat, the jacket can be replaced by another.

The representatives of all prism cartridges have rope handles at

each end so fitted that they do not project.

Oarirvlges, drill, R.M.L 17'72-wicfe or 16 inch, Mark IT.—The §§ 6130, 7217,

Mark II drill cartridge representing the 112^-lb. ^-charge for the 9116.

17'72-inch or 16-inch R.M.L. guns, differ principally from the

Mark I in being covered with raw hide and in having a hole

passing through the centre.

Special stores issued for 17'72-inch R.M.L. :—

Discs, wood.

Hook, Mark I, iron.

Lanyard, about 5 feet.

Loops, 11-inch.

Gas-checks, R.M.L. drill.

Plugs, shell, base drill.

The disc of elm, corresponding in diamoter to its cartridge; it is

i\ inches thick, and is fitted with a brass boss in the centre to hold

the screwed eye-bolt on the lanyard.

The 17 72-inch lanyard is of a flexible iron f-inch wire rope, about

5 feet long, having an iron hook secured to one end to engage the

eye-bolt at the base of the drill projectile ; at the other end a screw-

bolt is secured, having the upper end of the shank square in form

where it passes through the disc, and the lower part cut with a

thread to take a tightening nut with milled head.

The loop resembles a selvagee, and is about 11 inches long.

The gas-checks are similar to the service gas-checks, but have a

hole in the centre 1 inch in diameter.

The drill plugs are the ordinary base plugs of the common shell,

with an eye-bolt screwed into rear end.

The iron hook is screwed on its shank to fit the G.S. fuze-hole of

the drill projectile. The spun yarn loop on the end of the rammer

fits over this hook.

* This cartridge will be nsed ar- drill to rcprese.it the Service cartridge R.ll.r.

M-5-iMh 8-'i-lb. Pru-m1 black, § 5912.
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Cartridge, D.L., drill, 9 2-inch, 31 lb. 8 oz., Marl II \ K \

Kr>w hide ; J charge, for wire gum.

Scale = J.

^--•"LEATHER (RRELLERS LACE)

 

-M« LEATHER

( PRELLERS LACE)

Drill representatives of cordite cartridges are issued for B.L.

guns and howitzers except the 12-pr. of 6 cwt. and 15-pr. B.L. guns

and the V5-inch B.L. howitzer. They are made of raw hide, and
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conform to the general shape, weight, and dimensions of the service

cartridges. The representatives of cartridges, 6-inch and upward?,

however, have no disc to be torn off, and the primed end of the

cartridge is represented by being painted white with a red cross.

It has also a small becket projecting from its centre. These car

tridges are stamped with the usual marking to be found on service

cartridges.

Cartridges, B.L., for instruction, are' issued for the 13.L. §§8413,8446,

howitzers. They consist of a core of wood and three rings of 9J52.

twine covered with leather. The three rings are secured to the core

by two leather strips, and the cartridge is marked in a similar

manner to the service one. They are used for instruction and not

for drill.

Cartridges, drill, Tt.B.L. guns, are made of a wood cylinder covered

with felt and placed in a leather case, the base of the cartridge is

shod with copper, and they have dummy lubricators, the detached

lubricators having gun-metal stalks screwing into gun-metal sockets

in the cartridges. The cartridge is marked in black, like the service

caitridge, viz., with the nature of gun and weight of charge.

All drill cartridges are issued loose, in numbers as demanded. I«>ue.

Storage and Inspection of Filled Cartridges, Powder and

Cordite.

Filled cannon cartridges, powder and cordite, are placed in

Group I, Division I, for storage.

The various cases, &c, in which they are packed are described in

the next chapter, with orders as to stacking, Ac.

For examination of filled cartridges, see the Regulations for Army

Ordnance Services, 1900.

(S581) r
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CHAPTER VI.—POWDER BARRELS -VARIOUS

CASES, USED TO CONTAIN GUNPOWDER

AND FILLED CARTRIDGES, GUNPOWDER

AND CORDITE.

POWDER BARRELS.—HINTS ON COOPERING.—MKTAL-MNED AND OTHER

CASES.— ZINC CYLINDERS.—CARTRIDGE CASES.

In this chapter will be described powder barrels and the various other

cases, in which gunpowder and filled cartridges for ordnance are

transported and stored. A description of the boxes specially used

with small-arm and Q.F. ammunition will be given hereafter in the

chapters devoted to those subjects.

§§1884,2553, Barrels, poicder.—The present pattern is Mark III. There are

8320,6127. three sizes, whole, half, nnd quarter. They are machine made ; the

§ 1324. timber is of the best Quebec oak, thoroughly seasoned; but teak

§ -119. would bo used when the barrels are required for issuo to stations

where they would bo exposed to tho attacks of white ants ; and

Hemel oak staves if a supply of Quebec oak was not available.

Powder barrels consist of three parts, viz. :—

1. Staves.

2. Heads.

3. Hoops.

Sta-res. The most protuberant part of the barrel is known as the " bilge,"

and the centre of the bilge is distinguished as the " pitch."

Between the bilge and the end of the barrel is the " quarter."

The extreme end is known as the " chime."

To distinguish one end of the ban-el from the other, that which

is opened (when required) is known as the "top end," the other as

the " back end." The top end may bo known by having tho staves

bevelled off close to the chime to facilitate heading.

There are thus also the " top " and " back bilge," the " top " and

" back quarter," the "top" and "back chime."

HeacU. The heads are known as tho "top heads" and "back heads"

respectively. When a head is in throe parts, the "dowels" having

been broken or pulled asunder, tho two outside pieces are known as

the " cants " or " outsides "; the other part is known as the " middle "

piece.

Hoops. All powder barrels have four copper hoops, the remaining hoops

§ 6444. are of ash or hazel. At stations where rattan cane is available, and

the stock of spare ash or hazel hoops is exhausted, the cane may be

used locally, for making spare hoops.

These hoops are situated about the chime and round the bilge of

the barrel, and are known as the copper "chime" and "bilge"

hoops.
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An ash hoop is placed at each end, outside the copper hoop next

the chime, and another ash hoop on the inside of each of the copper

hoops next the bilge. The spaces between the two copper hoops at

each end are covered with ash hoops ; four on the whole barrel, three

on the half barrel, and two on the quarter barrel. This gives a total

number of 12 ash hoops to the whole, 10 to the half, and 8 to the

quarter barrel.

All powder barrels before issue, and such as are repaired at out § 3739,

stations, are to be hooped as above.

The a3li hoops generally strengthen the ban-el, and, moreover, Use of the

protect it by keeping the bilge off the ground when stacked on ash hoops,

their sides, and it is stated that they keep the copper hoops from

slipping.

Powder barrels are used to transport and store cubical and granu- Use.

later! powders when not made up into cartridges ; they are also

occasionally used to hold cannon cartridges, and then would have

brown paper lining.

Powder barrels are also used for packing picric acid, and when § 8838.

so used, they will have a band of yellow ochre, 1 inch wide, painted

round the bilge, and be stencilled on top with the words, "To be

nsed for picric acid only," also in yellow ochre. Powder barrels

which have been used for picric acid are never to be used for any

other explosive.

Barrels of gunpowder are not to be rolled, but will always bo Barrels not

carried by hand or on trucks or barrows. to bo rolled.

The whole barrel contains 125 lb. P. or P.2 powder, 110 lb. Q.P.1, Contents.

R.L.G.', or R.L.G.3, if with a waterproof bag, or 120 lb. R.L.G.2 if

without a waterproof bag. Of every other description of grained

powder it holds 100 lb. Tho half barrel contains 50 lb., and the

quarter 25 lb.

In former days powder barrels were made by hand. In 1866, Previous

machine made barrels, Mark I, were introduced. They had 10 to 12 l"1^^™13'

ash and four copper hoops. Mark I

Mark II barrels at first had only four ash hoops, but subse- Mark II.

quently six. §§ 1884, 2553.

The general dimensions of all the patterns are alike. A powder

barrel is said to be "full-bound," when, like Mark I or Mark III,

the entire space between the chime and bilge copper hoops is filled

up with ash hoops. Barrels with only four or six ash hoops are called

" quarter bound."

A powder barrel suitable for military purposes should possess tho Requisites of

following properties :— barrT1"

1. Sufficient strength to stand moderately rough usage without

loakage.

2. It should be perfectly watertight, so that damp cannot pene

trate it.

To make np for the deficiencies of the above barrel in the second §§ 4752,6208.

requirement, a Bag, powder barrel, has been introduced to enclose the

powder inside the barrel. All new powder and powder re-packed

at Purfleet will, in future, be packed in these bags inside the barrel.

Mark II bag differs from Mark I in being made of oue piece of

stronger material.

Waterproof bags are invariably used in powder barrels which are

to contain picric acid.

Gunpowder barrels will be marked on the head with black paint

(except when stated to the contrary) as follows :—

(5581) F 2
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(«) Barrels containing Class I or Service Gunpowder—

1. Showing contents : "Gunpowder."

2. The number of lbs. weight in the barrel.

3. Place or name of manufacturer, thus: " Waltham Abbey,'

or " Curtis and Harvey."

4. Letter or letters indicating the nature of the gunpowder in

red paint, thus: " P.J" or "R.L.G."

5. "Blended" and number of the brand (when two or more

lots have been blended so as to form a brand) stencilled

across the old markings in black paint,

fi. Date of manufacture of the gunpowder.

7. " Bag, waterproof" (when the powder is enclosed in a water

proof bag).

8. Number of the lot to which the barrel belongs, except when

two or more lots have been blended so as to form a brand,

when the original lot number should be obliterated.

9. The tare weight of the barrel (including the weight of the

waterproof bag).

(6) Barrels containing Class 1 gunpowder, which has been repaired

or re-dusted, will be marked as follows :—

1, 2, 3, and 4. As before.

5. Bate of repair of the gunpowder.

6. " Bag, waterproof " (when the powder is ouclosed in a water

proof bag).

7. Number of the lot to which the barrel belongs.

8. The tare weight of the barrel (including the weight of the

waterproof bag).

9. "Repaired," or " re-dusted," as the case may le, with the date

marked across the head.

(c) Barrels containing gunpowder which has been reduced to

Class II Blank, or III Shell, will have the marking obliterated,

and will be marked :—

1. "Gunpowder."

2. The number of lbs. weight in the barrel.

3. P., Q.F., L.G., or F.G. (as the case may be) in black paint.

4. " Blank '" Shell " or in the case of F.G. "Shell reduced"

(as the case may be).

5. Date of reduction.

6. " Bag, waterproof " (when the powder is enclosed in a water

proof bag).

7. The tare weight of the barrel (including the weight of the

waterproof bag).

(d) Gunpowder reduced to Class V under competent authority,

will be marked " Condemned " in white paint across the

previous markings, which should be left visible.

Powder barrels will also have the following labels (see p. 443).

Government explosives label.

Classification label.

Station label.

Tho Government explosives and station labels are so placed as to

be torn or removed when the package is opened.
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Hints on Coopering.

The following hints on coopering are introduced, as likely to be

useful :—-

A barrel can be unheaded in two ways. The first and more To unhead a

common method is to place the barrel with the top end uppermost, barrel,

and then to remove the top chime hoops and loosen the top quarter Fimt method,

lioops. The left hand is then pressed upon the middle piece of the

head, which is struck gently with the adze or mallet close to the

chime on the side nearest the cooper, until it is started out of the

groove and falls into the barrel.

The second method is called "boxing out" the head, and is Second

adopted when the groove is deeper than usual, or when from other method, or

causes, such as the barrel being incorrectly made and having too " boxlDg-

sharp a curve, the head cannot be readily removed by the first method.

The hoops are loosened and removed as before, and the left hand

placed upon the head, and a few smart blows are struck with tho

mallet round the pitch of the barrel, by which means the staves are,

as it were, sprung back, and the head being thus released, falls

through.

To head a barrel.—The head, if whole, is placed with its bevelled Heading a

edge (on the side away from the cooper) in the groove, the left hand barrel,

is then placed upon it, and the head slightly struck, as much as Head whole,

possible in tho direction away from the workman, with the adze or

mallet ; in this manner it is driven into the groove all round. The

chime hoops are then replaced. If, on heading a barrel, the head

should accidentally be driven a little below the groove, it can

generally be jarred back into its place by laying the barrel on its

side and tapping the top end of tho staves.

It is forbidden to use nails in re-heading a barrel ; sometimes

copper nails have been used, but these are objectionable even when

the barrel is empty, as in unheading they are apt to get into the

barrel, and so find their way to tho powder when tho barrel is

refilled.

When the heal is in two pieces, the dowels (if still adhering) Head in two

must be cut off. The larger piece is then placed with the whole of pieces,

the left front in the groove to the lefc hand side away from the

workman. The small piece is then placed alongside the larger, its

further edge also entering the groove; the left hand is then placed

over the junction and by means of a few gentle blows, given with

cire, ami at the spots where they may seem to be most required, the

held is driven into the groove.

If the head is in three pieces, the dowels must be cut off and the Head in t'.ree

pieces marched according to the lettering on tho head. One of the pieces,

"cants" or "outside*" is then placed as the larger piece in the last

case, and supported by the left thumb, which is brought over the

side. The middle piece is then placed against it, its further edge in

he grove, and its straight edge pressing hard against tho side of the

"cant." The othrr caut is then placed in the groove. Proceed as

when the head is in two pieces.

In heading and unheading gunpowder barrels, the persm employed

will never use the bare adze against the copper hoops, but will

invariably apply the metal driver.

Sometimes when the barrel is headed, the head will bo f<Hind to Flagging,

he a little out of round, or injured at the edge, thus lewing an

opening between tho head and staves. It then becomes no:essary to

use tho "flagging tool." One of its tec'.h is pressed agunst the
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Iron or steel

prohibited.

To niter the

size of a hoop.

Taking to

pieces or

"' shaking " i

barrel for

stowage.

To put a

barrel to

gether.

To remove a

sUive without

" slinking" the

barrel down.

§ 774.

inside of the stave where the opening appears, and the other tooth

outside the stave to the right. By pressing against the handle, and

using it as a lever, the opening is widened, and a little " Dutch rush

or "flag" (if not procurable, paper or rag will servo) is placed

inside the gap ; the flagging tool is then removed, and the stave

being released springs back into its place, pinching in the rush

against the head.

To avoid using a knife (which should never he allowed to eider a

marjazine), the rush should be placed as much as possible flush with

the top of the head of the barrel.

No implements of iron or steel are admissible for use in magazines

or laboratories, and the use of iron or steel in any form is strictly

forbidden in the construction of packages intended for gunpowder.

Any exception to this rule must be specially authorised. The hoops

of powder barrels will be secured with copper rivets only.

If the ash hoops are too large, they may be reduced in diameter

to the required size by placing a small three-sided prism or wedge of

wood, called a " Dutchman," between the shoulders or notches of the

hoop. If the hoop is too small, it may bo enlarged by cutting away

part of the shoulders.

Before taking a hand-made barrel to pieces for stowage (called

" shaking " a barrel), the staves must be numbered round the inside

with a piece of chalk or a pointed tool ; with machine-made barrels

it is not necessary. The hoops are then removed, and laid aside. The

ash hoops (if the barrel is to be sent away) are seldom packed with

it ; the copper hoops are not doubled up, but are tied together. The

head is divided into two or three pieces by pulling open the joiuts

without breaking the dowels.

The staves are then packed round the "ends," and the pack secured

with twine or with some of the wooden hoops.

To put the barrel together again, the pack is untied. One of

the copper chime hoops is then taken in the lift hand, and held at

about the height of the barrel from the ground, the cooper kneeling

on his right knee. The staves, as numbered, and with their top

ends uppermost, are then arranged round the inside of the hoop,

their lower ends resting upon the ground, the first few staves as

they arc arranged being supported by the outside of the left leg

and left foot.* In this manner the barrel may bo built up, when

the upper bilge hoop is slipped on. The barrel is then turned round

and the other bilge hoop slipped on. The head is then put together,

and the back head is placed into the Larrcl (working chiefly from the

inside) ; the back chime hoop is then placed on. The barrel is then

headed up, the top chime hoop being previously removed to admit of

this being done ; the chime hoop is then put on again.

All the hoops, except the bottom chime hoop and the top bilge

hoop, must bo removed ; remove the required stave, and replace it

by another, atid then replace the hoops.

Barrel, ammunition, gun.—Oi two sizes, whole and half; full

bound ; four copper hoops ; staves of oak or teak for tropical climates.

The top is generally teak, and has a circular opening into which a

wooden lid tits, working on a hinge, and secured by a screw bolt. A

gun-metal key is used to screw or unscrew the bolt. The whole size

will contain all S.B. cartridges. They are rarely met with now.

* Perhaps a simpler method is to use two lioops, one placed on the ground, and

the ol her held up as above described.
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These barrels are the same size as powder barrels, but are not

intended to contain loose powder. Tbey are used in dry magazines

to contain cartridges. No luting is used to close tlio lid.

 

Case, transport explosives, Mark I \ C j is similar in construction § 10D54.

to the case, transport detonators, described at p. 108, but diifers in

dimensions and in the lid, which is provided with 12 square-headed

screws and painted kharki colour. Dimensions 33" 15" x 18'25"x 10 8".

Cylinders, ammunition.—When powder is sent by rail, it is put in

a flannel bag and placed in a half or quarter barrel. The barrel is

covered by a canvas bag, and placed in an iron case or cylinder.

These iron cases are only made of two sizes, half and quarter ; any

other combustible stores are sent in the same manner, except high

explosives. Small arm cartridges may be sent without being placed

in iron cases, as they are very difficult to ignite in any way, and

will not explode in mass under any circumstances.

The Case, powder, 100 lb., Mark V, wood, zinc lined, prismatic, is §^ £og3

designed for the transport and storage of prism and other moulded siSo, 8197.

powders. It is a stout deal box, with lid of teak clamped with hard

wood, which is secured by ten brass screws working in gun-metal

nuts let into the sides and ends of the box. It stands on two ledges

attached to the bottom, and at each end is a cleat of hard wood for a

rope handle. The exterior dimensions are 2 feet inches long, 1 foot

inches wide, 9£ inches deep over all, and there is a circular

recess for the safety label in the lid and side.

The zinc lining is removable, and has a flanged recess at top for

luting, the zinc lid is also flanged to fit in recess of zinc lining, and is

fitted with two folding wire handles for lifting.

The inside of the lining and lid are coated with Price's black § 9037.

lacquer, the outside of the lining is varnished with copal varnish

which is stained with vegetable black so that it may readily be seen

when the case is covered, and the exterior of the box is painted red.

Boxes, the linings of which arc so varuished, will have a red cross (a

brighter colour) painted on one side. The bars of the cross aro

1 inch wide, and as long as the space will permit. On the bars,

stencilled in black, are the date and initial of station.

Marks II*, III, and IV will bo converted by having a similar §§4390,4915,

lining and lid to Mark V inserted, and will then be distinguished by 5075, 5G15,

the addition of an asterisk after the roman numeral, thus: II**, 6272,8263,

III*, IV* 8283 r

Instructions for using up Mark I case are coutained in § 4912. § 4215
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Closing the

case.

Used for

picric acid.

§ 5315.

§ 6272.

i 438G, 9245.

Issue to

foreign

station*.

To close the above cases, fill the recess or groove on top of zinc

lining with luting, then press in flanged edges of zinc lid, and -with

the thumb smooth off the luting level with the top of the rim of the

groove, wipe clean round the edges with a piece of cotton waste or

rag, then screw on the wooden lid.

100 lb. powder cases, when used to contain picric acid, have their

linings removed and calico bags substituted.

Each of these cases is to be packed with 100 lb. powder, and no

more; the empty space, if any, being filled with suitable pieces of

varnished wood, which will be made of the necessary size, and pro

vided locally as required; and, when filled, will be marked on the lid

and sides as follows :—

(a) Printed paper label on the front, giving designation of case

and directions for closing.

(6) Stencilled with black paint (except in 4) on the lid :—■

1. Showing contents : " Gunpowder."

2. The number of lbs. weight in the case.

3. Place, or name of manufacturer, thus : " Waltham Abbey,"

or " Curtis and Harvey."

4. Letters or words indicating nature of gunpowder in white

paint, thus : " E.X.E." or " Prism1 Brown."

5. Month and year of manufacture.

6. Lot number.

7. Tare weight of case.

(c) Stencilled with white paint on both ends:—

1. Place or name of manufacturer as in (b) 3.

2. Letters or words indicating nature of gunpowder as in

(b) 4.

3. Lot number in large figures.

4. Number of case in lot.

Also the Government explosives, classification and station labels,

see p. 443.

A Brace, magazine, Mark IT, and a bit for the same, both of

phosphor-bronze, are supplied for use with these cases, for which the

ordinary " driver, screw, magazine," is not strong enough.

Beside the above, prism powder is sometimes transported in

zinc-lined cases supplied by contractors, which are altered to hold

1001b.

All of these cases, whether Service or contractor's, when issued

to foreign stations, are to bo rendered air-tight previous to issue, by

the application of a tape band about 2 inches wide at the junction

between tho lid and the case. This band is then to bo securely

fastened to the wood by means of shellac cement, and painted the

same colour as the case. Such cases should not be opened, if it can

possibly be avoided, until the contents are required for making up

cartridges.

Besides the packages described above, gunpowder, in the form of

made-up cartridges or bags of spare powder, is transported and stored

iu the following cases :—

For Land Service.

Box, pack, transport.

Cases, metal lined—

Mark 1, special.

Mark II, field.

Cases, powder, metal lined.

,, ,, cylindrical, brass (z).

Cylinders, cartridge, zinc.

For Naval Service.

Case, powder, metal lined.

„ „ pentagon.

„ ,, rectangular, plain.

Cases, powder, rectangular, cor

rugated.

Cases, powder, cylindrical, brass.

Cylinders, cartridge, zinc.
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All packages will be carefully examined in the interior to ensure Packages to

their being free from moisture before being used for packing bc elamlne ■

cartridges.

Boxes, pack, transport, ammunition, wood, cartridge, are issued for §§ 3832,3874,

the B.L., and E.M.L. 16-pr., 13-pr., 9-pr. and 25-inch aminu- 6446-

nition. The same box serves to contain the cartridges for either

calibre. It is made of 1-iuch yellow pine, and fastened together by

dovetailing and by metal screws working in countersunk washers.

It has a rope handle, and two leather keepers aro fixed to the back

for pack saddle straps. It is painted load colour. Dimensions

19i" x 131" x 151".

Cartouche, pack, transport, E.M.L., is made of waterproofed sail §§3832, 6 M?.

canvas, painted black on the outside. It has four flaps buckled over

the cartouche proper to keep out rain, <fec. It is carried over the

shoulder by a webbing strap. It measures 17i" x 10£" X 13-J''.

Case, metal lined, field, Mark II, is of wood, provided with a §§ 8946, 9109,

sliding lid with pin, and with a cleat and rope handle at each end. 10272'

The interior is fitted with a removable zinc lining, with a groove for

luting at the top, and the lid of the lining is flanged to fit into the

groove. The case is for field service 13. L. reserve cartridges, and is

only used for the carriage of cordite cartridges, which are packed

without their covers on, in ammunition and store wagons, in ammuni

tion columns and parks. These cases are stencilled to show the exact

nature and number of cartridges they contain.

The Mark I case, which is known as Special, differs in dimensions.

No more will be made, and existing cases will be used for such

services, other than mobilization, as may be ordered.

Cases, powder, metal lined, Mark IV, are of three sizes—whole, §§ G40G, 6033,

half, and quarter; they are rectangular cases of deal, strengthened 1U663.

by oak corners, and tho cleats of ash, the sides and ends are

secured by dovetailing, and the top and bottom by brass screws.

They are lined with tinned copper. Their dimensions are : —

Whole, 17" x 17" x 20^". Half, 13A" x 13i" x lbi". Quarter,

101" x 10i" x 14".

The cases are Land and Naval, differing from each other only in

the handles, which are of rope for the former and wire for the latter.

A square lid opens on hinges on top of the casa ; it is screwed

down by two gun-metal bolts by means of a gun-metal key; this lid

covers a circular opening, which is closed by an inner lid or bung of

tiuned copper.

Metal lined powder cases are used for the storage and transport

of the smaller cartridges, powder and cordite, and for small com

bustible stores generally. The half size also for wet gun-cotton,

when specially fitted as described on p. 15.

The cases are painted stone colour. Marking and labels are Painting and

given with zinc cartridge cylinders and naval cases, pp. 81 and 91. (^ccitf 9570

The whole sizo will take all R.B.L. cartridges, R.M.L. up to ' 0

9-inch, and B.L. up to 6-inch inclusive.

The case is closed by covering the side of the bung all round flush To close the

to the top and bottom rim with luting, pressing it well home, and ca9e>

tilling up the recess round the bung with luting, and smoothing

it down with the thumb, wipe clean with a piece of cotton waste or

rug. The wooden lid is then closed, and the two gun-metal bolts

screwed down alternately, giving not more than one turn at a time

to each, so as not to strain the bolts or hingos.

The luting to be used for securing the lids of powder cases and Jjff?^

metal lined cases is Mark III, which consists of 80 parts, by weight,

of whiting, 20 parts of mineral jelly (vaseline), and one part of

luting.

§ 8766
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castor-oil. It will be issued from Woolwich ready mixed in tin

cylinders each containing 1 lb.

The luting, before use, will be beaten up with an ordinary wood

mallet on a wooden tray until it is of the required consistency.

Marts I u«d Mark I luting, consisting of equal parts of beeswax and tallow,

SS^OIO^ "s rever*-e<^ *° 'or Naval mining and torpedo services. With this

10146 ' exception Marks I and II luting is not to be used in future. Any

Mark II luting already on packages that is found defective will be

replaced by Mark III, but packages are not to be specially opened

for the purpose of determining the mark of luting with which they

are closed.

§ 5780. Bag, powder, 10 lb., Mark I, serge,—Whenever loose powder is

stored in metal-lined or pentagon cases, it will be packed in serge

bags, which are not to contain more than 10 lb. powder. The mouth

of this bag will be tied with twine.

§§2483,7600. Case, powder, pentagon, of two sizes, whole and half. The lid

hinges on a curved bolt; there are slots in the projecting rim of the

lid, and corresponding projections on the neck of the case ; the

lid will only open when the slots and projections are in a cor

responding position. The dimensions of the whole size case are,

19-3" X 15 5" X 11".

There is a second socket furnished for the bolt, in case the other

should get broken. The body of the case is made of sheet brass, the

top and fittings of cast brass.

The (whole size takes all R.B.L. cartridges, R.M.L. np to

8-inch inclusive, full charges of "P." powder excepted, and B.L. up

to C-inch 21-lb. When packed with B.L. G-inch 12-lb., E.X.K.,

quarter-charges for Naval Service, wood packing pieces will be used.

There are five pieces to a set, viz. :—

Two tapering pieces, each not to exceed 14£" x 3i" X f".

Two rectangular „ ,, „ 6" x 34" x

One securing piece, not to exceed . . 8" X 7|" X f '.

These packing pieces will be made locally as required.

The half case is produced by taking a section of a pentagon along

a line bisecting the long side of the head and perpendicular to it.

It has four sides, and is used by the Navy for convenience in stowage,

generally for small stores.

The shape enables the pentagon case to pack well in a ship'3

magazine.

§ 1322. There is a lever and spanner issued for opening this case, the

spauuer works the jam screw, and the lever turns the lid. The

present pattern is Mark If, which is available for this and the

following case.

To close the The groove round the neck of the case is filled up with

cftse- Mark III luting, the bung is then inserted, and tapped gently down

with a wooden mallet, the recess round the bung is then tilled in

with luting, and well smoothed down with the thumb, wipe clean

round the edge with a piece of cotton waste or rag, and clean the lid.

The projection on the point of the lever is then inserted in the ring

on the curved bolt, and the lever turned from left to right. The

spanner is then used to turn the screw and jam the curved bolt.

To open the case, unscrew the set screw free from the curved

bolt with the spanner, turn the lid from right to left with the brass

lever until the inclines are clear, then raise the lid and lift out the

bung.

§ 975. The Case, powder, rectangular, plain, is made of sheet brass, the

top and fittings being of cast brass. It is opened and closed in much
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the same way as the pentagon case. The head working on the curved

bolt is a ring in this case. It has two holes, either of which takes

the front projections on the lever.

The case will take all R.M.L. cartridges up to the 9-inch inclusive,

fnll charges of "P." powder excepted. No more will be made.

The dimensions are, 22" x 18j" x 11".

The lid of this case, and also of the Mark I " A " corrugated case,

will bo secured with luting, in a similar manner to that of the

pentagon case.

Case, Powder, Rectangular L (Mark IV).

Brass, corrugated for 12 G-incli B.L. J-charges or 24 i-cliarges. (Scale J.)
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Cases, powder, rectangular, A to N.—Made of corrugated sheet

brass, with cast gun-metal top and fittings. The corrugations

strengthen the case. These cases are used for U.S. only.

§ 10219. There are fourteen sizes of these cases, lettered from A to N,

(see cut).

The present patterns are A and L, Mark IV; B to G, Mark 111 ;

H to J, Mark II ; M, Mark II ; and N, Mark I. They are double

riveted, and have the brass strips on the vertical joints at the tides

3$ inches wide, instead of If inches, as in the earlier patterns.

§ 0ol7. The lid, except of the M case, is circular, and provided with a

flange which fits into a circular groove in the raised lip round the

opening in the case, and is secured by a cross bar working on a pivot

at one end, and fitting under a projection at the other. A central

screw bolt bears upon the lid; when this is tightened all is fixed in

its place, when loose the bar can be turned on one side and the lid

lifted out. Ail these circular lids, of new and repaired cases, have a

hole in them, closed by a gun-metal screw-plug, this hole is used for

making air connections for testing purposes. This caused an advance

of numeral in the pattern, or the addition of the symbol * to the

existing numeral.

The plugs used, both for rectangular and cylindrical cases, are the

same as are used for closing the hole in B.L. shells, 8-inch to 13.5-

inch, and R.M.L. 12'5-i»ch and 10-ineh, for the Mark II small lifting

eye-bolt.

All these cases have handles of copper wire covered with leather,

for lifting.

D, ¥j, F, G, H, I, and J cases have a wood lining at the top to

prevent the cartridge being cut by the lower ends of the top fittings.

To open the central screw in the cross bar a key is required.

§ 253S. The Mark II key is made of gun-metal, with across handle bevelled

off at one end, for the purpose of extracting the ring handles of the

lid of the case, if they should become fixed in the recess.

R§ 5f 17, 707<>, The Mark 111 key diffeis from the above in having one end cf (he

9t>'G. cross handle formed iuto a too for raising the lid of the " M " case.

It will, however, be used for other rectangular cases, when the

existing store of previous patterns is used up.

§ S073. The Mark IV key is similar to Mark III. but is maleof aluminium

Lronze, and is consequently stronger.

It is also us.d for Q.F. naval cartridge outfit boxes, 12-pr. to

G-inch.

To op( n a case, unscrew the t:ghtening screw, unfasten the cross

bar, and lift out the lid.

Mark II. Mark III.
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Mark I " A " corrugated case opens in the same way as the plain § 1360.

rectangular case, the neck and lid project beyond the sides, entailing

the necessity of placing battens between the cases, thus causing loss

of space in the magazine. On return to Woolwich they arc altered

to Mark II before re-issne.

The lids of these cases are secured as follows:— Securing lids.

Twist loose jute, or hemp (untwisted white soun yarn is best, if

available) round to a compact and uniform thickness of about one

quarter of an inch, and of sufficient length to form a complete ring

to fit into the circular groove on the top of the case.

Thoroughly coat the twisted jute or hemp with Mark I f 1 lut ing, by

holding some luting in one hand and drawing the jute or hemp through

it; place it in the groove, and press it do.ui therein so as to present

an even and uniform surface to receive the edge of the lid, then till

up the whole of the groove with luting. Cover the side of the lid all

round with luting flush with the rim; put on the lid in such a

position that the handles will be covered by the cross-bar, and tap it

gently down with a wooden mallet until it is well home in the groove ;

put the cross-bar in its place, and screw down the tightening screw

with the metal key, cleaning off" the superfluous luting with a piece

of waste.

At depots at home and abroad, such naval powder cases as arc Testing

fitted with testing plugs will be tested for air-tightness by means of powder eases,

the "pump, air, testing powder cases."— A.O.R. 1900.

1. On receipt into store.

2. After packing.

The test will only be considered satisfactory when the indicator

on the gauge of the pump remains stationary (under compression or

exhaust) for a period of not less than T| minutes at a pressure of

1^-lb. per square inch. Any cases which fail at this test should bo

emptied and returned to Woolwich .as soon as they can be spared, if

the defects are such as cannot be satisfactorily remedied loealljr.

The Pump, air, test injpowder cases, Mark I, is issued for the above § 88J(5.

test. It is a single acting pump and can be used for either com

pressing or exhausting the air in the cases. It is fitted with a gauge

for indicating " compression " or " exhaust," which will read to

3-lb. either way.

Connection with the powder oase is made by means of an india-

rubber pipe having a nozzle which screws into the hole in the lid of

the case.

The pump fits into a wooden box, provided with a leather handle.

The rectangular powder cases will take the following powder or

cordite cartridges :—

"A" 7-inch, 8-inch, and 9-inch R.M.L. cartridges, dimensions §§ 1402,1909,

22" x 23" x 10". 3795.

" B " takes 10-inch R.M.L. cartridges, dimensions 26" X 20" X 11". §§1700,1909.

"C" takes 12-inch (25-ton) R.M.L. cartridges, dimensions §§1771,1909,

22" x 24" x 13". " 81 14-

"D" takes 12-inch (35-ton) R.M.L. cartridges, dimensions § 2208.

24" x 32" x 13".

"D"also takes B.L. 10-inch, fi3-lb. Prism' brown, and 13 5-inch §9172,10254.

93-lb. 12-oz. and 46-Ib. 14-oz. cordite cartridges.

"E" takes 11-inch R.M.L. cartridges, dimensions 20£" X 12" § 2776.

x 28£".

"P" takes 12-5-inch or 12-inch (35-ton) R.M.L. cartridges, §§ 3061,8577,

or 8-inch and 9 2-inch B.L. cartridges, dimensions 24i" x 34£" 7G33-

X 13".
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§§ 3878,

10251.

§§ +682,

10255.

§5 4682, 5007,
976-1.

§§4682, 5077,
8716.

§ 10636.

§§ 4567,5823,
6512.

§ 5917.

§ 10219.

Packing

pieces.

§ 8114.

§ 9472.

§ 8113.

§ 7633.

§§ 7950, 8S53.

8577

§§ 5530,7173,

7423, 8327.

"G" takes 125-inch R.M.L. cartridges, and B.L. 13'5-incb,

93-lb. 12-oz., and 46-lb. 14-oz. and B.L.C. 5-inch, 5-lb. 4-oz.

cordite cartridges, dimensions 3tH" x 24^" x 13i_".

"H" for 8-inch B.L. cartridges, dimensions 18-46" X 21484"

x 12 084".

"I" for 9-2-inch B.L. cartridges, dimensions 25 095" x 24 284"

x 13284".

"J" for 10-inch B.L. cartridges, dimensions 284." X 28f" X 15}".

A canvas lifting band is supplied for use with 10-inch B.L. 38-lb.

cordite cartridges, packed in the J case. It is placed upon the last

cartridge, which should be inserted in the case with the large or

printed end uppermost.

"K "for 12-inch B.L. cartridges, dimensions 324/' x 25f X 174/'.

" L " for 6-inch B.L. cartridges, dimensions 24 33" X 10-475"

x 27-475".

"M" for 4 7-inch Q.F. cartridges, dimensions 19125" x 13 '25"

X 17'5". Eor description in detail of this case, see p. 322,

et seq.

" N " for 9-2-inch B.L. cartridges, Marks IX and X guns,

dimensions 17" X 17" X 37".

For A, D, F, G, H, I, J, and L cases, packing pieces of wood, coated

with shellac varnish, are supplied to till np space, and prevent the

cartridges from being injured by shaking about. The dimensions, &c.,

are as follows : —

For A, when packed with B.L. 6-inch 12-lb. E.X.E. cartridges:—

One bottom piece . . . . 21§" x 64" x 3Ty.

Three side pieces . . . . 22" x 7£" X 2''.

For C, when packed with B.L. 6-inch 12-lb. E.X.E. cartridges :—

Two side pieces . . .. .. 211'' x (5" x If.

Two bottom pieces . . . . 12f ' X 6" X 2".

One top piece .. .. .. 12" x lu" x If".

For D, when packed with B.L. 10-inch 63-lb., Prism1 brown

cartridges :—

Two bottom pieces .. .. 23r0IT x 6^ X 5-,"5.

When packed with B.L. 13'5-inch, 93-lb. 12-oz., and 46-lb.

cordite cartridges :—

Two packing pieces .. .. 234/' x 6'' x

For F, when packed with B.L. 8-inch 20^-lb. cartridges :"-

Two end pieces, not to exceed . . 30$'' x 9" x 1^".

„ side „ „ „ 30jT x 12" x

30$" x llf" x

One bottom piece „ „ 18$" x 9 x

When packed with R.M.L. 12 5-inch 50-lb. cartridges :

14-oz.

7|".

1J".

Two bottom pieces

„ side

One en

23" x 10J

30J" X 111

d piece 30§" x lljj

x

X

X

10|" x 4§" x

cartridges :—

5$".

r-

r-

n".

204/' x Hi" x

x 12|" x

„ top j)irce

When containing B.L. 9 2-inch 41-lb.

One bottom piece

„ back „

,, front .,

Four side pieces.. .. .. 30$" x 10|" X

For G, when packed with 52^-lb. Prism3, and 50-lb" E.X.E.

cartridges :—

One bottom piece .. .. 22$" x 111" X 1".

30$"

30$" x 12±" x

2J".

2J".

18".

.->"
8 •

end

Two side pieces

32$" x Hi" x 14".

32^" x 11" x r.
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For G, when packed with 58-lb. E.X.E. cartridges :—

Two bottom pieces . . . . 21" X 5.V X 7£".

„ side „ .. .. 33" x llf" x ll".

One end piece .. .. .. 33" x 11" X 2§".

When packed with B.L. 13'5-inoh, 93-lb. 12-oz., and 46-lb. 14-oz.

cordite cartridges :—

Two packing pieces . . . . 23|" x 6" X 10£".

For H| when containing 29^-lb. cartridges :—

One bottom piece . . . . 1S&" X

,, end „ .. .. 17" x

§ 8194.

§ 10G35.

§§ 5280,0774.

„ side piece strengthened by)

two £" battens across the body£

9f"

9|"

* 4

1*"-

U".

if.

§ 4914.

§ 8388.

2|".

H".
:,"
k ■

2i".

4".

U".

if".

12".

12".

11-4".

4".

r-

24".

H".

5037.

§ 8577.

When containing 26-lb. cartridges :—

One bottom piece . . . . 18£" X 9jj" X

Two end pieces 16§" X 10|" x

„ side „ lf>&" x 9" x

When packed with 13. L. 8-inch 14-lb. 6-oz. cordite cartridges :—

Two packing pieces .. .. 201" x 5j{" x 2".

For I, when packed with 41-lb. cartridges: —

One bottom piece .. 2G|" X 11$" x

Two end pieces, each .. .. 21 jj" x 113" x

One side in two pieces, each . . 22" X 10J" x

When packed with 15-lb. 12-oz. cordite:—

Two top pieces . . . . . . 12$'' x 5|" x

10*" x 51" x

When containing 36-lb. cartridges:—

One bottom piece .. .. 20g'' X 10" x

Two end pieces 21$" X 10" x

„ side „ 22f" x lOf" x

When containing 21-lb. and lO^-lb. cordite cartridges:—

One bottom piece . . . . 19J" x 24" x

„ back-end piece .. .. 216" x 2£" x

„ front-end piece .. .. 216" X 1'25" x

For J, when packed with B.L. 10-inch cartridges:—

One back piece 27g" x 11£" x

„ front „ 27jJ" X UA/' x

„ bottom „ 22i" x 11^" x

Four side pieces . . .. .. 27g" x log" x

When packed -with 19-lb. cordite cartridges :—

One bottom piece.. .. .. 22 9" x 11-6" x 3-25". §8716.

For L, when packed with B.L. 6-inch 10-lb. cordite cartridges:— § 10795.

Two end pieces 24" x 7J" X 2|".

The actual number of cartridges contained in each size will be

fonnd in the tables, pp. 467 et seq.

Some of the large cartridges are stored in cases, powder, cylin

drical, of which each size only takes one nature of cartridge. These

cases are also known by letters : O, P, Q, R, H, T, U, V, W, X,

and Z.

With the exception of Z they are all for Naval Service. They

are all, except cases S and Z,f fitted with the hole and plug for the

air-test as described for the rectangular eases.

f The screw plugs pat in some S cases hurt been sweuted in.

§ 9764*

§ 7174.
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§ 9317. Existing cases which oome thi'ough Ordnance Factories will be

fitted with this plug and a * added to their numerals.

Use. The cases take the following cartridges:—

Case 0. Four \ cordite charges for B.L. 12-inch gnns, Marks I

to VII.

Case P. One £ or two \ cordite charges for B.L. 13'5-inch gnn.

Case Q. ., „ „ „ „ „ 12-inch Mark

IX gun.

Case R. One \ or two \ cordite charges for B.L. 12-inch Mark

VIII gun.

Case S. Four £ powder charges for B.L. 16'25-inch gun.

Case T. Two \ ., „ „ ,, 13 5-inch gun.

Cases TJ, V, and W each take four \ powder charges for the

B.L. 12-inch gun. These cases arc not common to the

several ships armed with 12-inch B.L. gnn«, but the

patterns are specially adapted to the arrangements for

stowing and working on board particular ships.

Case X takes four | powder charges for the R.M.L 16-inch g ins

on board H.M.S. Inflexible.

Case Z is the only L.S. case and lakes two \ powder charges for

the R.M.L. 17'72-ineh gun.

A short description of each of these cases follows.

§ 10218. Case, powder, cylindrical, 0, Mark, 1 1 N | is similar to the R case,

Wark 111, but differs in dimensions.

§ £830. Case, poicder, cylindrical, I'. Murk T \ N | . The body of the case

is made of' stout sheet brass butt jointed, open atoneend; on the exterior

two gun-metal bands are attached to the body with solder, between

these bands over the joint is secured, with rivets and solder, a lifting

bar of gun-metal ; the bar lias two eyes formed in the centre of its

length. At each end of the case there is a stiffening ring also of

gun-metal secured to the body with rivets and solder, having four

bearing surfaces on each, which givo stability to the case in stowage;

the top ring forms the mouth of the case, inside of which a groove is

formed, and in this groove the locking cams on the lid work. Two

joint strips of sheet brass are riveted and soldered over the joint

between the bands and stiffening rings.

The bottom is pressed up from sheet brass and fits over the end of

the case and is secured by rivets passing through it, the body, and

bottom stiffening ring.

The lid is made of gun-metal, having a flange on the upper sur

face strengthened by 12 small stays, four locking cams, worked by a

key, are fitted in it at. right angles and secured from the underside of

the lid by means of a nut held by a set screw, these cams engage in a

short groove inside the top of the case thus securing it. A recess is

formed on the underside of the lid and tinned to receive a dermatino

washer, which is secured in the recess with india-rubber solution, and

painted, with whiting to prevent its adhering to the mouth of the

case. A wood packing piece painted stone colour is screwed to the

underside of the lid by four metal screws working in four sockets

cast on the underside of the lid. On the upper surface a circular

recess is formed, across which is a handle for the purpoEc of lifting

the lid.

It is fitted with the usual plug for the air-test.

Radial lines are cut on both body and lid, and must be made to

coincide when the case is closed. A small pin then engages in a slot

in the rim of lid aud prevents the lid from turning.
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For working the locking cams a key is required. This is the Key, Key.

0 to R, Mark II. It is made of gun-metal, about 5 inches long with §§ 9831, 9581,

a cross handle. It has a square projection which fits into the recesses 8^44> l0218-

in the cams, and is fitted with a lanyard of white line. It is also

nsed with all cylindrical and rectangular cases to remove the air-

testing plug.

The Mark I key only differs from the above in being shorter in § 8155.

the shank.

The Case, powder, cylindrical, Q, Mark I \ N | is similar to the P §§ 9384,

case, except in dimensions, being smaller and in having only three 103<>9.

locking cams in the lid instead of four. A brass packing piece or

stool is issued with this case.

The same key is used for locking the cams as for those of the P

case.

The Case, powder, cylindrical, B, small, Mark III | N | . This is § 8852,10521.

similar, except in dimensions, to the Q case, described before. It §§ 8155,8644.

also uses the same key.

The Mark II R case differs from Mark III in dimensions, being §8183,10321.

larger, and in having four locking cams. It is, in fact, similar to

the P case, except in dimensions. (See Plate IV.) It is known as

case, powder, cylindrical, R, large, Mark II.

The Mark I case, of which a few were issued, differs from Mark II § 8483.

in the lid having no flange; the upper stiffening ring is weaker and

the groove in which the cams lock is continuous.

These cases, Marks I and II, require packing pieces as they are too § 8577.

large for the cartridges. These are loose, of varnished wood, five to

a set ; one bottom piece and four side pieces.

Place the lid in the mouth of the case so that the radial lines cut Sccurii g I ds,

on both coincide. Then secure the lid by turning the looking cams, 0> p> Q> ' ni

till they engage in the recesses in the case. caie9.

Case, powder, cylindrical, S, Mark III.—The body is made of sheet §§ 7i"25,7563,

brass bntt jointed, open at both ends, on the exterior three gun-metal 7743, 7914,

bands are attached to the body with solder, the two outside ones at a 9353-

distance of 9"5 inches from the ends, and the third one in the centre.

The lifting bar is also of gun-metal and secured to the body over the

longitudinal joint and to the bands with rivets and solder. The case

is strengthened at each end by a ring of gun-metal with four lugs

cast on each side at an angle of 55° with a vertical line passing

through the centre of the lifting bar, secured to the ends of the body-

with rivets and solder. Each end of the case is closed by an.

embossed brass lid strengthened at the rim with a gun-metal ring

having four gun-metal handles pivoted in positions corresponding to

the lugs on the body, the upper end of the handles are formed into

cams which bear on the top of tho lugs to start opening the lids, at

the other end of the handle is fitted a dermatine ring to prevent

injury to the case. These handles are pivoted circumferentially, and

rock in opposite directions, so that two adjacent ones move towards,

or away from, each other. The lower part of each handle is a tube,

threaded internally, and having a hexagon on the exterior at the top,

thus forming a nut by which the lid is secured. {See Plate V.)

Two stops on the ends of the body engage in corresponding §§J1511, 7513.

slots in the flange of the lid to prevent the latter turning in t)9'9-

locking and unlocking the handles, underneath the lid is a

packing ring of wood secured by four gun-metal screws working in

sockets soldered on to the lid. In a recess formed inside the lid,

fich is tinned to prevent deterioration, fits a dermatine washer,
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, which makes an air tight joint with the end of the body, which is also

tinned for the same purpose.

This case is too weak for the air test to be applied, and the plugs

1 in some cases, which were fitted with- them, have been sweated in.

In each long space between the handles on the lid are placed two

flat bearing pieces to give greater stability in stowage.

One handle on lid, and lug on each end of the body are painted

Hue and red respectively, and the body and lids are numbered ; this

is to ensure the cylinder always being closed with its own lid, it is

also stencilled with the monogram of the station with letters 1^ inches

long. This system of marking applies to all cylindrical cases for

Naval service.

For screwing up and unscrewing the handles a metal spanner is

provided.

§§7598,9853. ^ Mark IV S case was originally sealed, but as none of the

original Mark III cases were ever issued, the Mark IV case had

its numeral altered to III, and it is the case described above.

§§ 5174,7565, The Mark II S case differs from Mark III in being made of

.7743. corrugated brass, which is lined inside with sheet manganese bronze

or brass to prevent injury to the cartridge, from rnbbing against the

corrugations. The handles work outwards on the lid, and the lugs

on the mouth of the case are made to suit this. The handles, also,

have no dermatine rings. India-rubber rings are used instead of

dermatine to seal the joint between lid and body, and they are

attached, by india-rubber solution, to each end of the body. The

under surface of the lids, bearing upon these rings, are tinned to

prevent them sticking to the rings.

§§ 6151,9979. The S case has been fitted with an additional wood packing piece

or disc, secured to the wood ring of the lid by eight screws, to fill

up space when containing Mark II cartridges.

§§ 5174,7565, The Mark I S case (no description published in List of Changes)

7743. originally made differs from Mark II in having no lining or

packing piece, the bsaring surfaces of the lid not being tinned, and

the handles being of a weaker pattern with smaller nuts: Mark I

cases will be altered as follows, in accordance with special orders.

It will be lined, furnished with packing pieces, and strengthened

handles, and will have the beiring surfaces of the lids tinned before

issue to H.M. ships. They will then be marked with the numeral II.

§§ 7565,7743, Case, powder, cylindrical, T, Mark V, resembles the Mark III S

3317. case, but differs in dimensions. It may also be recognised by having

only two gun-metal bands on the exterior, the lifting bar being

attached to them and to the body. It is fitted with a plug for the

air test in both lids, similar to the fittings described for the P

case.

|| 7484, 7566, The Mark IV T case only differs from the Mark V in not having

"™i3- the fittings for the air test,

§§ 7005,7565, The Mark III T case differs from the Mark IV in the handles,

T743. which work ontwards, the lugs, being made to suit. The handles

are fitted with india-rubber rings to prevent them damaging the

body when turned down against it. '

§§ 6174, 75C6, The Mark II T case is similar to the Mark II S case, except

7'43- dimensions.

§§ 5174,7506, The Mark I T case is not described in List of Changes. • It is

"43- similiar to the Mark I S case, and the orders for conversion apply to

it as well.

§§5174,7565, Case, powder, cylindrical, U, Mark IT, is similar' to 'the Mark II

7743, 7914. g case, except in dimensions and in the lifting bar, instead of which,
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a gun-metal plate, with two'liftihgholes, is attached 'to the centre of r

"the case, on the outside.

The Mark I U case (not published in List of Changes) differs §§ 5174,7566,

from the Mark II in the body, on the inside, having a strip of brass '743, 7914.

over the longitudinal joint. A gnn-metal plate, with two lifting

holes, is attached to the centre of the opposite side, so that when

the case is suspended by it, the brass 'strip is at the bottom, and

forms a rubbing piece for the rammer to slide on in loading. The

handles are of a weaker pattern, bearing surfaces of the lid not

tinned, and there is no packing piece in the lid

Existing patterns of the TJ case will be eventually superseded by § 7914.

the Mark III V case.

Gate, powder, cylindrical, V, Mark III, is similar, except in §§ 7565, 7743,

dimensions, to the Mark III S case. It also differs in, and may be 7914, 9354-

recognised by, having four gun-metal bands round the body instead

of three, and the lugs and handles being equidistant round the case.

Each lid is fitted in the centre with a plug for the air test as

described with the P case. This case will eventually supersede

existing patterns of U, V, and W cases.

The Mark II V case is similar to the Mark II S case, except that §§ 5174,7565,

its handles and lugs are equidistant round the case. 7743, 7914.

The Mark I V case is somewhat similar to the Mark I TJ case, §§ 4870, 7565,

from which it differs in details. A description is hardly necessary. 7743, 7914.

Gate, powder, cylindrical, W, Mark II, is a plain brass case, the §§ 4681,7565,

lids of which are formed of two copper plates, with a wood lining 7914, 9317.

between them, the whole riveted inside a gun-metal ring. It has the

fittings for air test as described with the P case. The lids are fitted

with dermatine rings.

The Mark IW case only differs in having no fittings for the air test.

The Mark III V case will eventually supersede the W case. § 7914.

Spanners are provided for use in screwing up the handles of the §§ 4681,5174.

above cylindrical cases, S, T, U, V, and W.

Spare rings, in the proportion of 50 per cent., will be issued with § 5174.

the cases to leplace any that may deteriorate or may become injured

in removing the lids. These rings are issued 20 in a tin cylinder.

India-rubber solution will also be issued for securing them on the

rases. The solution will be applied in the recess for the ring with a

brush ', if too thick, a little naphtha should be added.

Gate, powder, cylindrical, X, Mark III is made of sheet brass, §§ 4465,7565,

strengthened by two gun-metal rings, and at the ends by gnn-metal 7743, 9317.

bands having four projecting slotted lugs. Into these lugs fit four

screw-bolts which are pivoted in corresponding lugs on the lids.

These screw-bolts are provided with butterfly nuts, so that when

they are turned down, and the nuts screwed up, the lid is firmly

attached to the case, and by reversing the process, it can be easily

removed.

The lifting bar is attached to the case, over the longitudinal

joint, and to the bands round the body by rivets and solder.

The lids are similar to those of the Mark II W'case, but are

provided with leather washers soaked in ozokerine to make a water

tight joint with the case. The lids are fitted with the plugs for the

air test as in the P case.

Two eye-bolt6 on the case are used for securing it to the trolley,

on which it is brought up to the gun. When it arrives there both

lids are removed, and one end of the case is brought directly in

front of the muzzle. The rammer1 is inserted at the other end and

drives the cartridge home.

(5581) o 2
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§§ 4465, 4535,

7505, 7743.

§§ 4106,4465.

§ 7844.

Securing lids,

S to X.

§ 7565.

Fainting and

marking nayal

cases.

§§4869.4944,
6646, 7091,

9570, 10085.

The Mark II case only differs in having no fittings for the air

test. Some Mark II cases of early manufacture had an india-rubber

washer instead of leather.

The Mark I case had a detached lifting bar, and will be fitted with

the fixed bar as it passes through ordnance factories, and marked I*.

When fitted with the plug for air test it will be marked I**.

Case, powder, cylindrical X, Key, Mark I, consists of a metal

handle terminating in a ring, with a vertical slot cut across it. When

in nse the end of the screw enters the ring and the slot grips the

two wings of the fly-nut. It is used to start or tighten the fly-nuts

of the screws which secure the lids of the X case.

In order to ensure the above-mentioned cylindrical cases always

being closed with their own lids, and that each lid is placed on the

same end of the case, and in exactly the same position each time the

case is closed, a number will, in future, be painted in 1^ inch figuree,

on the body of the case and on each lid; and one handle on one lid

and its corresponding lug on the case will be painted red, and one

handle on the other lid and its corresponding lug blue.

Cylindrical cases manufactured since August, 1893, until the

adoption of the marking described above, have had a small letter and

number stamped on each lid and corresponding end of case.

The marking of existing cases will be carried ont locally as-

opportunities offer.

To close the cases when filled, place the lid in position with the

red or blue handles opposite the similarly painted lugs, and screw

np the nuts of the handles sufficiently to just allow the nuts to enter

under the points of the lugs, so that the handles require slightly

tapping home by means of a light wood mallet, those opposite eacn

other being tapped home consecutively. When the cases are enr ly,

the nuts only require to be screwed up to give sufficient pressure to

keep the handles in the lugs, and to prevent thern working loose

during transit a piece of tarred spun yarn is attached to one handle

and passed round the case, a half hitch being made on each handle

over which it is passed. Should any difficulty be found when cases

are being opened in withdrawing the handles by hand, they should

be prised out by means of the handle of the spanner. To adapt the

spanner for this purpose, its handle should, for a length of one inch

from the end, be filed to the form of a screwdriver, tapering to a

thickness of '15 inch. This will be doue locally as required. In

future, spanners will be issued so adapted.

Pentagon, rectnngular and cylindrical Naval powder cates are

painted stone colour, inside and out. filled cases which are not

already painted, or which require re-painting, will be painted

externally as a laboratory operation, without emptying them. Empty

cases in the same condition will be painted before filling.

The above cases and metal lined powder cases when containing

Service cannon cartridges for the Navy, will have the particulars of

the contents and the letter " N " stencilled on them with red paint,

the size of the type being £ inch for letters, 1 inch for figures, and

1£ inches for the '' N," though larger type may be used if convenient.

The word "Cordite" is also stencilled in red when the cartridges are

filled with cordite. On packages containing blank or saluting

cartridges (N.S.), the stencilling will be in white, except the lettir

N, which will be bine. . i

The following labels will, however, still be retained :—

Group and division label.

Government explosive label.
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Packer's label (for interior of lid).

Instructions for handling.

Station label.

Contents labels—

In Naval Service.—Loose, inside lid of cases, one for each

cartridge, which may afterwards have to be repacked into

brass cases.

The " packer's label " gives details of packer's name, place and

date of packing.

The "station label consists of a strip of muslin, about 3 inches

by 1 j inches, with the initials of the packing station in black. It is

pasted over the junction of the lid and body.

Information to be stencilled.

The following general information (varying with the nature of the

conlents) should be stencilled on each package:—

Number of cartridges in the package.

Designation and numeral.

Nature, lot number, and initials of maker of powder, or

size and lot number (which includes initials of maker) of

cordite.

" h it or t charges," as the case may be, if not whole one3.

Monogram of station and date of filling.

The words " For practice only," or " For gunnery ships

only," where service ammunition has been sentenced to be

so used.

Tare and gross weight.

The words, " For practice only " or " For gunnery ships only," to

bo in black.

The stencilling should allow room for any labels, and should be in

the following positions :—

Metal-lined cases—

On the top ; except tare and gross weight, which are placed

on the sides.

Brass pentagon cases—

On the lid ; except tare and gross weight, which are placed

on the plain part of the top.

Brass rectangular cases—

On plain part of top ; except tare and gross weight, date,

and monogram, which are placed on the lid.

Brass cylindrical cases—

On the body and ends. Corrugated cases will be stencilled

on the bands instead of on the body.

The explosive label is placed across the junction of lid and body,

so that it must be torn if the lid is opened.

In addition, cylindrical cases will be stencilled on the body and on § 7743.

fach, end with the monogram of station in black, in 1^ inch letters,

immediately after the number previously mentioned.

Case, powder, cylindrical, Z, Mark I, is for use in L.S. magazines. §§ 4255, 6030.

It contains two quarter charges for the 17"72-inch B.M.L. gun. It is

made of sheet brass, with batted joint. The bottom is of slightly

thicker brass, stamped into the form of a cap, with a corrugated rim

3 75 inches deep riveted to the body. The lid is formed of a similar
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cap, strengthened inside with a disc- of gun-metal, and having the

rim formed in spiral corrngations into a screw of half an inch pitch

which fits into similar corrngations in the upper end of the case.

The top of the case is strengthened by a band of sheet brass riveted

on just below the lid, which is fitted with two twisted wire handles

covered with leather and provided with two email holes for the

reception of the lever used for closing, &c. A leather washer soaked

in ozokerine is fitted to the inside of the lid, and is kept in its placa

by the internal strengthening disc.

Case, Powder, Cylindrical Z, Mark T.

Brass, land service 17'72-inch, two-quartpr charge*. Scale fa.
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The lever used with these eases is of wood, and has two brass Lever,

studs which fit into the holes in the lid of the case, the two ends of.

the lever forming handles. 1

Screw on the lid by hand from left to right, and tighten up by. Securing lid.

means of the lever until the leather washer bears hard upon the top

edge of the case; apply a coat of gnm shellac, dissolved in sufficient

methylated spirits to be of a workable consistency, to the junction of

the case and lid, then fasten round the junction a tape band 2£ inches-

wide, well coated with a shellac cement; the tape should overlap

about 4 inches, the end being turned under to form a loop of about

1 inch; it should be placed so that the edges may be protected as

much as possible by being in the hollows of the corrugations; work

the tape, except the loop, well into the corrugations with the hand,

and, when well set, give the band a coating of thin shellac cement,

aod when dry a coat of stone colour paint if available.

To open the case, tew off the tape band, and unscrew the lid- from p0 open cast .

right to left by means of the lever. Labels bearing the above direc

tions are pasted on the lid of each case.

TheZ case is painted stone colour inside and ont. The marking pointing and

and labelling is the same as described for the Naval cases, except that marking,

the stencilling is in black for Land service, there is no letter " N," § ioo85.

and the stencilling is on the body of the case.

Cylinder*, tartridge.

Cylinder!, cartridge, made of zinc, are used in the L.S. to transport

(tore, and bring up to the gun tbe cartridges for B.L. guns 6-inch to

13'5-inch inclusive, and for R.M.L. guns, 7-inch to 17'72-inch inclusive.

There is a departmental pattern of a zinc cylinder to contain the

20-lb. P. charge for the 80-pr. R.M.L. guns in Victoria.

Zinc cylinders are also used for the temporary storage of the

reserve of filled cartridges for the R.N. until required for issue to

vessels, when they will be transferred to the proper cases, &c, suitable

to each particular magazine. Their calibres are :—

B.L. 16'25-incb to 6-iuch.

R.M.L. 16 inch to 7-inch.

The same cylinder will take the 112^-lb. cartridge for the 16-inch

or 17'72-inch R.M.L. guns; when containing the cartridge for the

latter gun it is used for transport or for storage in Army Ordnance

magazines only. When issued to the R.N. or the R.A. the cartridge

is transferred to the case used in Ihe particular ship or magazine for

which it is issued.

Four patterns of zinc cylinders may be met with in the Service,

viz. :—

Those with bayonet joints, to become obsolete when emptied. §§ 1269,'4349.

Those with side hooks, known as A pattern, also to become §§ 2171,9233.

obsolete when emptied.

Those with screw tops, known as B pattern. 5 4105,

Those with screw tops and side handles, known as C pattern. §5 4709,9233.

A numerical system of nomenclature for zinc cylinders has now §§ 8947,9233.

been adopted and cylinders of B and 0 patterns are now known by

numbers from 1 to 37.

Cylinders of A pattern are to retain their original nomenclature,

since they are not to be refilled and in most cases they differ in

dimensions from corresponding cylinders of B and C pattern.

These numbers are stamped on all new cylinders; existing
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■ -< cylinders will have the numbers stencilled on them. This will be

carried out locally.

A list of these numbered cylinders, giving dimensions and also the

cartridges which can be packed in them, will be found in the tables,

pp. 479 et seq.

§§ 2173, 3350. The bayonet-jointed cylinders are difficult to open, and to facilitate

the operation metal straps are supplied to the stations which have

them in store.

§ 4343. In order to gradually withdraw these cylinders from the Service,

it is ordered that whenever one of them is opened for any purpose it

will not be used again, but will be replaced by one of a subsequent

pattern. To meet these requirements, a supply of spare cylinders is

to be demanded and retained in the sub-district.

§§ 2171, 2172, " A " cylinder.—The lid is fastened on by means of hooks on the

2185, 2270, ]id an(j buttons on the body. Hooks, handles, and rivets are made of

g»l*"i»d iron.

3il8' ' These cylinders also are not to be used again when once emptied.

§ 4195. " B " pattern cylinders have the lid attached by means of a screw

. • of about £-inch pitch, forming corrugations in the lid and top of the

cylinder. The handles, of iron, are attached to the lid and are used

for screwing it on or off.

§§ 4709. 7078. It is found that cylinders having their handles on the top of the

' lid are liable to be distorted if at all roughly handled, so that they

are fastened and opened with difficulty. To remedy this, pattern C

has been introduced, the only difference between it and B pattern

being that it has its handles attached to the sides of the body, and

lugs on the lid for opening and closing.

The cylinder is made of zinc, with a strengthened bottom and lid

attached by the same screw as the B pattern.

The lid has a rece3s in which is fitted a dermatine washer which

makes an air-tight joint with the top of the cylinder. To form fulcra

for a lever to turn the lid, and at the same time allow the cylinders

to be stacked on end, two hinged metal lugs are attached to the top

of the lid, by a plate on the outside riveted through to two strengthen

ing plates on the interior. Attached to each side of the body, near the

top, by short galvanised-iron brackets, are the handles which are of

galvanised-iron wire run through a short tube of galvanised-iron.*

§ 9233. The latest C pattern cylinders have a strip of zinc soldered round

the inside of the mouth, to give a greater bearing surface for the

dermatine washer. Existing cylinders will be altered when sent in

for repair and a * will be added to the mark when so altered.

§§ 9317,9851. The lids of certain cylinders were originally fitted with the plug

for "air test." It was afterwards determined not to apply this

test to cylinders, and the interior projection of the closing plug was

found in some cases to interfere with the packing of the cartridges.

This interior boss will, therefore, be cut off flush with the heads of

the rivets through the strengthening plates. This will be done,

locally, in a lathe as opportunities occur. Where no lathe is available,

■ , the lids will be forwarded to Woolwich for alteration.

To open or close the cylinder, the lugs on the lid are turned

upright, the "Bearer, cartridge, cylinder" laid between them and a

smart wrench given.

Discs. It has been found that there is a liability to injury to cartridges,

§§7902,8055,

8113,8179,

8728, 9205, * Tliese cylinders formerly had copper wire handles covered with leather, and

9513. many are still likely to be met with, but owing to their liability to corrosion, the

handle above mentioned was adopted.
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Cylinder, Cartridge, No. 20, Mark VI \ C

Zinc; 8-9 x 24 inches.

Scale, i.

Z5I

 

 

when in zinc cylinders, from moisture collecting on the bottom of the

cylinder and the silk cloth adhering to the latter.

To remedy this defect, a circular disc of varnished wood will, in

future, be placed at the bottom of each cylinder, so as to prevent

the cartridge comiug in contact with the bottom of the cylinder.

Patterns of the undermentioned discs have been sealed to govern

manufacture.

Cylinders, Carl ridge.

Discs— | | Woo^, Tarnis'ied.

6 '25 inches diameter, Mark I

* 75 „

8 5

9-5

10 -5

12 25

15

17

«»

0

0

0

<J

c

c

0

c

N
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S§ 96)7,9718.

97«4.

T>imensiov$.

Dun eter. Tbicki em.

6 -25-hich -25-inch.

6 75 „ -375 „

8-6 -375 „

9-5 „ 26 „

10 5 -26 „

12-25 , -1875 „

15 , -25 „

17 ?5 „

20 -5

At annual inspections at stations abroad, where cartridges are

found to have deteriorated from the above-mentioned cause, if the

station is provided with a suitable laboratory, the whole of the

cylinders in the magazine, or cartridge store, where the defect is

found, will be opened and fitted with discs, locally ; for which

purpose officers concerned will put forward demands for such discs

as are required. Cylinders fitted with discs will have the word " disc "

stencilled on them to distinguish them from cylinders not so fitted.

If the station is not provided with a suitable laboratory, the condition

of the cartridges examined will be reported, but the remaining

cylinders will not be opened pendiug instructions.

Particular care will be taken in connection with this service

that the instructions, p. 452, are attended to.

Packing Certain cylinders, at present Nos. 18, 20, 22 and 28, have packing

PeJ2^ nJjio pieces to prevent certain cartridges from shaking about. These

packing pieces consist of a varnished wood disc, to the back of which

two wooden cross pieces are screwed. When one of these packing

pieces is used, it would take tho place of the disc. No. 18 cylinder

requires a packing piece, 6^ inches in diameter, and 1\ inches deep,

when packed with B.L. 8-inch 14-lb. 2-oz. cordite cartridges. No. 20

has three packing pieces, each 8| inches in diameter, and 5§ inches

deep for 9-inch R.M.L. 14-lb. cordite cartridge ; 4f inches and 5|

deep for R.M.L. 12'5-inch 29-lb. 8-oz., and 24-lb. cordite cartridges.

No. 22 cylinder requires a packing piece 7| inches in diameter and 5

inches deep when packed with B.L. 8-inch 22^-lb. E.X.E. cartridges,

and a packing piece 1\ inches in diameter, and 7 inches deep when

packed with B.L. 9'2-inch 26|-lb. and 21-lb. cordite cartridges. No.

28 has two packing pieces, 8f inches in diameter, and 3j inches deep

for 11-inch R.M.L. 25-lb. 4-oz. cordite cartridge; and 3| inches deep

for 10-inch R.M.L. 20-lb. ti-oz. cordite cartridge.

Se-uring lid>. ^e °^ *)ne ^ an<* ^ P*M*rn zino cylinders are secured as

follows :—

Screw on the lid by hand from left to right and tighten by means

of the bearer, giving it a few taps with a wooden mallet, until the

washer bears hard upon the top edge of the cylinder.

Apply a coat of gum shellac dissolved in (sufficient methylated

spirits to be of a workable consistency, to the junction of the case

and lid, then fasten round the junction a tape band 2^ inches wide,"

well coated with shellac and of sufficient length to overlap about

4 inches, the end being turned under to form a loop of about 1 inch ;

the tape should be placed so that the edges may be protected as much

as possible by being in the hollows of the corrugations; work it,

except the loop, well into the corrugations with the hand, and, when

set, give it a coating of thin shellac, and when dry a coat of stone

colour paint if available.

lj-icch tape may be used for No. 22 and No. 25 cylinders, if

available.
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In order to open the cylinder tear off the tape band and pa89 the

cylinder bearer through the handles or between the lugs on the lid

when the handles are on the body, and give a smart wrench in the

required direction. A label bearing the above directions is pasted

>n the lids of each cylinder. ... > . j

After closing the lid of any case or cylinder except metal-lined Testing,

cases, the joint may be tested by immersion in warm, water

(90°—100° F.). If air bubbles escapeat the joint the case or cylinder

must be re-closed and re-tested; if elsewhere the case should be put

aside for repair. •> i '.

New zinc cylinders are not painted. ., ... Painting.

Repaired cylinders are painted stone colour, on the outside only. § 4869.

The stencilling and labelling of zinc cartridge cylinders, and Jc'wgjjj'jjjyo

the information, to be given,, are the.- same as laid down for the iQQgg '

Naval cases, p. 84, except that for Land service cylinders the

stencilling is in black paint and the letter " N " is omitted. The

word " Cordite," however, is in red paint for Land service as well

as Naval. „■ , . : , .

The word " disc " where one has been used, is also stencilled on

the cylinder. <■■, >,,•. ' : • > • • • • , -,v . .

The Packers label is fixed inside the lid for Land service, and for

Naval service is loose inside the lid, one for each cartridge which

may afterwards have to be repacked into brass cases.

The stencilling should allow room for the group and explosive

labels and should be in the following positions, viz. :—

Circumferentially on the raised rim of the lid ; except particulars

of powder or cordite, the tare and gross weights, the word " disc,"

date, and monogram, which are placed on the body. .

The explosive and station labels are placed across the junction of

lid and body so that they must be torn if the lid is opened.

Zinc cylinders and brass cases, when stored empty, are to contain Lime to be

a lump of quick-lime in a calico bag to absorb moisture, which will put in cylin-

be removed when the cylinders or cases are filled. tler9 aml

Where storage accommodation permits, zinc cartridge cylinders Stacking,

will be stacked vertically in columnar form (i.e., one immediately

above the other), each column not to exceed five cylinders containing

a quarter charge each, four containing a half charge each, and three

containing a complete charge each. Brass and metal-lined cases will

be stacked on their sides to a height not exceeding 11 feet.

Thin battens of wood will be placed on the cartridge cylinders

which have their handles on the top of the lid, to prevent the handles

injuring the bottoms of the cylinders placed above them ; cartridge

cylinders having their handles at the side will not need this pro

tection. Battens will also be placed under the bottom cylinders

when the floor is of stone or concrete.

In the case of No. 25 cylinders, the top tier will be stacked in

such a manner as to break the joint, in order to make the whole pile

more stable.

Where the chambers are sufficiently lofty to admit of more than

one stack, the second stack will be placed on skidding supported by

frames. , , i ,

Care should be taken that the cylinders or cases do not touch the

walls when stacked.

The battens under cylinders are to keep the cylinders about A.O.B. 1900.

4-inches from the floor to allow free ventilation underneath.

Where cylinders cannot be stored vertically, they will be piled on
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Care against

damage to

cylinders.

Wooden

cssej for

protecting

cylinders.

Hearer, cart

ridge, cylin

ders.

§§ 2120, 2944.

§ 3959.

§§2218, 2799,

3102.

their sides, and the number of tiers in each stack will be limited as

follows :—

n v j f over 100 lb.—not to exceed 3 iu height.
Cvlmders I 6Q tQ 1(X) lb 4 *

conta,muHlessthan60 1b. ,, 5

Great care will be taken in transporting zinc cartridge cylinders,

whether filled or empty, between laboratories, magazines, Ac, iu

order to prevent^their being damaged by accidental blows or from

any shaking loose of the lids which might affect their air-tightness.

When zinc cylinders are issued containing filled cartridges, they

will be protected by wooden skeleton cases which will be made up

locally as required, brass screws being used. Serviceable zinc

cylinders, when issued empty, will be similarly protected. Heavy

natures of cartridges will require a case for each, but those under

50 lb. may be packed two or more together.

Bearer, cartridge, cylinders.—-This is an ash stave 3 feet 6 inches

long, 1 inch thick, 2^ inches broad in the centre, and tapered off to

each end to 1^ inches.

Mark I was intended to carry 12-inch cartridge cylinders only,

and had one small groove on one side in the centre to receive the

handle of the cylinder.

Mark II is for use with all natures of zinc cj'linders up to 12-inch,

and differs from Mark 1 only in having two additional grooves on

the side. It will take one large, two medium, or three of the smaller

cylinders.

Mark III is for 12'5-inch R.M.L. guns and future manufacture

oE all natures. It is 6 inches longer and about ^ inch wider than

Mark II, which is to be used up for smaller natures.

Gages, cartridge, cylinders.—These are of three sizes. They are

made of gun-metal, and are used for hoisting zinc cyliudors containing

" A " Cage, Mark I.

  

2175.

5900.

cartridges up the powder lifts of magazines. The smaller size,

stamped " A," is for cylinders for 12 inches (25 tons), and under; it

weighs about 14j lb. The next size is for cylinders for 12 inches of

35 tons. It is stamped " B," and weighs about 17 lb. 14 oz.

The largest size is stamped " C," and is for use with cylinders for

12-5-inch guns. It takes one full charge in two half-charges of 82^ lb.

each. It weighs about 20f lb.

Mark II of " A " cage has the top band made broader and carried

inwards to prevent jamming when being hoisted up the lift of a

magazine.

The " C " cage Mark II differs from the previous pattern in being

made higher, to take two cylinders with screw lids ; and the chains
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for securing the cylinders in Mark t are replaced in this patterto by

two leather straps with brass buckles.

§ 6211. All Mark I cages will be altered to Mark II locally.

§§ 2293, 2548. A 2-inch white rope about 30 feet in length with a hook at one

§§ 4082,6310. en(j Hn(j a counter-weight zinc ball If lb. weight fixed above the hook

is issued for use with the lifts for 12-inch 35-ton guns and under.

For 12"5-inch R.M.L. cartridge lifts, a steel wire rope T'g-inch in

diameter is supplied. This rope is bound with tarred hessian and

§§ 4263, 4522. seized with tarred line. It is provided with a hook and zinc counter

weight, and is to be made of a suitable length for the lift in which it

is employed, and a stouter hook has been introduced

§ 3811. Cases, cartridge, made of leather or of Clarkson's material, are use

to convey cartridges from the magazine to the gun.

The leather cases are used in the L.S. for the cartridges for such

ordnance as do not have them contained in zinc cylinders, i.e., for

natures below 7-inch R.M.L. gun. They are not, however, issued for

field service in L.S. They are used in the N.S. for the same guns as

in the L.S.

The Clarkson's material cases are used in the N.S. for cartridges

for R.M.L. guns of 7 inches and upwards.

The Clarkson's material cases are made of strips of cork cemented

together between two layers of canvas, and strengthened on the out

side by cork bands. The whole is covered with split leather, specially

prepared. The cement used is india-rubber solution.

§ 933. Mark II have stronger bottoms, and those which have side handles

have them lengthened, made round, and riveted to leather bands.

In 13 to 16 inclusive the handle on the lid is made round instead of

flat.

Cases of both these materials are distinguished by consecutive

numbers. Those numbered 1 to 7 and 25 are of leather ; those

numbered 8 to 36 are of Clarkson's material, Nos. 30 and 37 are made

of canvas.

Cases Nos. 12 to '18 inclusive have side handles so that they can

be carried in a horizontal position.

§ 7420. Certain cases, Nos. 1 to 7, No. 25 and A, B, C and D, will in

future be painted lead colour, with the distinguishing number of the

case on the side in red for the Navy, and white for L.S.

A Us-, of these cases, with the cartridges they are intended for,

will be found in the table 12, p. 485.



CHAPTER VII.—ELECTRIC FUZES AND

DETONATORS.

DEFINITIONS.—DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE DETONATORS AND ELBCTRIC

FUZES.—GENERAL NOTES.

Ix the preseut chapter will be described the means of firing charges

of gun- col ton, and charges of gunpowder at rest other than in

cartridges.

Electric fnzes&re used for firing the powder charges of L.S. mines, Definitions,

the bursting charges of shells at rest, for experimental purposes, &c.

Detonators, as their name implies, are always used for detonating

charges of gun-cotton. They may be fired by electricity or

otherwise.

All these are arranged in a series numbered from 8 to 20 without Numbers,

reference to their object or use, that last introduced having the

highest number. Nos. 10, 10a, and 11 will be described in Chapter

VIII, Nos. 1 to 7 and 17 are obsolete.

A high tevsion tube is one in which the wires from the battery High tension

terminate in two copper poles having no metallic connection with tube,

each other, and separated by a short interval which is filled with a

combustible priming of great resistance. The priming employed in

the Service is a mixture of cuprous sulphide, cuprous phosphide, and

potassium chlorate. On completing the circuit, this priming is

inflamed by the passage of a spark or current of electricity having

considerable tension. There is no tube of this description now in

the Service.

Low tension fuzes are constructed on a different principle. When LoW tension

a continuous enrrentof electricity of sufficient strength passes through fuzes,

a thin wire of high resistance, the temperature of the wire is raiseTl

until it becomes incandescent and capable of igniting any easily

inflammable substance in contact with it.

The resistance of the fine wire, though great in reference to that

of the thicker copper wires through which the current is brought

from the battery, is small compared to that of the priming in the

high tension fuzes. Hence the terms " wire " and " low resistance "

are sometimes applifid to the Service low tension fuzes.

These remarks apply to all electrical stores such as vent sealing

tubes, Ac., in the Service. Electric fuzes," tubes, and detonators

in the Service are now all " low resistance." The great advantage

of " low resistance," or " wire " stores of this nature, is that it is

possible at any time to test the continuity of the circuit, including

that of the fuze, tube, or detonator, by passing a current so weak

as not to heat the bridge to the firing point. This is especially

useful in mine fields which may be laid out long before they are

required for use.

The fine wire which is raised to incandescence by the passage of the Bridges,

current is called a " bridge," and in all electrical stores made in the
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R.L. is -25 inch long, except the electric T tube in which the bridge

is '2 inch long. It is made of an alloy of platinum, a ductile

metal not easily corroded, of considerable resistance and low specific

heat ; but the difficulty which has been experienced in procuring the

pure metal of uniform electrical resistance has led to the employment

of its alloys, the bridge for all N.S. fuzes, &c, being made of platinum

and silver, which is very fuzible, and consequently broken with

certainty when fired. For land and submarine services an alloy of

platinum with iridium is employed. The latter metal increases the

resistance and thus allows the bridge to be made rather thicker and

stronger without altering its electrical properties.

Different thicknesses of wire are used for land and submarine

services, the thicker giving less resistance and requiring greater

battery power to fire the fuze. The three resistances employed in

Service articles are :—

Bridge.

Naval. .

Field and siege

Submarine . .

Calculated moan

resistance.

165a,

1-05*,

Manufacturing

limits.

l°5w to l'8cu

•95a> to l'lw

'3u> to "35it

Firing

currents.

Improvised

fuzes.

Improvised

batteries.

The above are the resistances of the bridges at ordinary

temperatures, but when the bridges are on the point of fuzing the

resistances rise to about 2'9w, 2 6u; and -74tt>.

A current of '48 ampere will fuze a Naval bridge, a current of -8

ampere will fuze a land service bridge, and a current of l-65 ampere3

will fuze a submarine mining bridge. Smaller currents, however,

will fire detonators made np with these' bridges. Detonators with

Naval bridges should fire without appreciable delay with a current

of 1 ampere but should not fire when a current of "32 ampere

is applied for 4 seconds; those with L.S. bridges with a current

of 1 ampere, but should not fire with a current of '4 ampere

for 4 seconds; while the S M. detonators are tested, all for over-

sensitiveness with a current of -8 ampere for 4 seconds, and two

per cent, for under-sensitiveness with a current of 1 ampere for

4 seconds.

A fine steel or platinum wire connecting the projecting heads of

two copper nails, and whose points are connected with wires leading

fco a battery will form a low tension fuze if the fine wire be

surrounded by any readily inflammable priming. A high tension

fuze may be thus made, two copper nails are driven into a piece of

hard wood until they are flush with its surface and about 0"5 inch

apart. This intervening space is then thickly marked with a black

lead pencil and covered with inflammable priming, kept in close

contact with the graphite by a paper cap or similar means. The

points of the copper nails, which must on no account touch one

another, are connected with the exploder, and on completing the

circuit the fuze is fired.

The boat battery formerly used in the R.N. may be easily con

structed. It consists of about 120 couples of copper and zinc,

separated by pieces of blanket dipped in sea water. The metals, in

the form of squares about 2'5 inches side, may be cut fi-om sheets of

any thickness, and the couples may be arranged in any convenient

way, care being taken that the current always passes in the same

direction. Such a battery may be relied upon to fire high tension

tubes ; if it is required to fire low tension ones, the plates must be cut

larger, say, in squares of 6 inches side.
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The colours with which they are painted have a special significance Coburs.

in the case of electric fuzes and detonators, thus :—

Red denotes presence of fulminate of mercury.

Yellow denotes that the fuze, Ac, is for Naval service.

Blue denotes that the fuze, Ac, is for submarine mines.

White denotes that the fuze, Ac, is for L.S. and " low tension."

The cylinders containing the fuzes, Ac, are now coloured to corre- § 3488.

spond with their contents.

Detonator, No. 8, Mark III.—This detonator is non-electric. It No- 8 da-

onsists of a tin tube containing fulminate of mercury, about |°g?^r"

3i grains ; to the tubo is attached a thin brass socket, of diameter

sufficiently large to allow of the easy introduction of a piece of safety

or instantaneous fuze into it. Mark III instantaneous fuze only can

be used with No. 8 detonator. On the top of the fulminate of

mercury is a small plug of wood secured by four indents, and through

which passes a strand of quickmatch into the fulminate of mercury.

The other end of this strand extends about a couple of inches up the

brass socket, and is intended to convey the flash from the safety

fuze to the fulminate of mercury. The top is covered with a twisted

paper cap which is torn off before inserting the fuze. Great care

should be taken to pinch the brass socket well down on the fuze, as

otherwise it may fail to fire. It may be pinched with the fingers or

any stronger appliance. It is painted red all over. Paint.

This detonator is intended for hasty demolitions in the Land

Service in conjunction with safety or instantaneous fuze, and is

issued in different ways : (1) in a tin cylinder containing 25 deto

nators without a rectifier to R.E. as ordinary equipment of field

companies ; (2) with 2 feet of safety fuze attached as follows :—

For siege train, eight No. 8 detonators, with 2 feet of safety fuze

attached, are packed in along tin cylinder lined with wood, both ends

of which form lids attached by bayonet joints. One end of the

cylinder contains the detonators and fuze, the other the rectifier.

To cavalry pioneers, eight No. 8 detonators, with 2 feet of safety

faze attached, are issued in a cylinder which is similar to the above,

but shorter, having no rectifier, and only one lid.

All cylinders containing No. 8 detonators are painted red all over

the exterior.

Marks I and II are obsolete. § 6548.

Some Mark II detonators were converted and issued as Mark II*. § S"52.

They may be known by the socket being coated with shellac varnish.

They are to be used for instruction only.

Detonator, Electric, No. 9, Mark IV.—The head is of ebonite,* with No. 0 <le-

a hemispherical top. The lower part of the head receives a brass tonator.

socket attached to a tin tube. The conducting wires are of three § 62*8-

strands of tinned copper, which are easier to manipulate than

a thicker single wire. To the ends of these, which fit into

the head of the detonator, are soldered two short tinned copper poles,

flattened to prevent them from turning round after they are fixed and

so breaking the bridge.

* When a sheet of caoutchouc, or india-rubber, is allowed to remain for soma

lime in fuzed sulphur at 250° F., it absorbs 12 or 15 per cent, of that element,

without suffering any material alteration ; but if it bo heated for a shoit time to

300° F., it becomes vulcanised, and when still further heated is converted into

'he Ka;k horny substance called vnlcanite, or " ebonite."—Bloxani's " Chemistry."

(5581) h
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Detonator Xo. 8, Mark III.

Tor Instantaneous and Safety Fuze, Land Service.'

Scale, full siie.

 

The two solid poles thus treated are dipped into hot gutta-percha

cement, and forced down into the holes piepared for their reception

in the ebonite Lead. When cool the conducting wires are twisted

together above the head, and whipped near the head with black

thread. The two poles above-mentioned, project about T inch beyond
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the bottom of the head, aud are '25 inch apart at the ends. They are

connected by a bridge of 6ne platinum-silver wire ("21 grains to the

jaid) ; the ends of the bridge, which has the usual Naval resistance,

being carefully soldered with pure tin on to the flat ends of each pole.

Round the bridge is a priming composition, prepared by mixing

intimately two parts by weight of gun-cotton dust and three parts of

mealed powder. This composition is separated from the fulminate

by a thin brass cup having a small hole in the base covered with

paper attached by shellac.

The tube contains about 32 grains fulminate of mercury.

The head and shoulders are varnished yellow, the tube red. Colour.

Detonator, Electric, No. 9, Mark IV.—Low tension, Naval.

Scale, }.

 

Mark 111 differs from the above in having the wires and pjlus not §§

coated with tin, and in having the bridge attached with ordinary

solder, w hich was found liable to 6et up chemical action, causing the

bridge to become disconnected electrically from the poles.

(5581) h 2
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Detonator, Electric, No. 12, Mark IV, L, Low Tension, Submarine.

Scale, full size.
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CORK PLUC

SECURED WITH SHELLAC

Marks I and II are obsolete.

Detonator, Electric, No. 12, Mark IV. (See out.)—This detonator

resembles Detonator Electric, No. 9, Mark IV, in construction. The
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general electric arrangements are sufficiently shown in cut. It con- detonator,

tains about 35 grains of fulminate of mercury. § 700i.

The wire bridge is made of an alloy of 10 Ir. to 90 Pt. and has

the usual resistance for submarine fuzes of '325 ohm.

The head is painted white, the shoulder blue, and the tnbe red. Colour.

In the Mark III the fnlminate of mercury and priming composition § 5242.

were separated by a calico diaphragm. In the Mark II the wires and §3446.

poles were not coated with tin, and the bridge attached by solder.

A number of detonators, made to meet urgent demands, are known § 3446.

as Mark I, and differ from the pattern above described in having a

small piece of gun-cotton yarn tied round the bridge ; the latter is

surrounded by fulminate of mercury, no priming composition being

used. This made the detonator too sensitive for use with the discon

necting apparatus : see No. 16 Fuze.

The existing store of this pattern will, therefore, be used up for

observation mines ; that is, those mines which are fired by the action

of an operator, as opposed to those which are fired automatically.

Detonator, Electric, No. 13, Mark II.—This detonator is used in No. 13 de-

field and siege operations in conjunction with low tension exploding tonator.

apparatus, for exploding charges of gun-cotton. § 5242-
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It con ists of an ebonite head and body, tin tube with brass

shoulder, and two insulated wire terminals. The head is hemi

spherical, and two holes are bored through it to receive the conducting

wires; these are of tinned copper, three-stranded, being easier to

manipulate than a thicker single wire. To their ends, which fit into

the head of the detonator, are soldered two short copper poles, the

latter being flattened to prevent them turning round after they are

fixed, and so breaking the bridge. The two solid poles thus treated

are dipped into hot gutta-percha cement, and forced down into the

holes prepared for their reception. When cool, the conducting wires

are twisted together above the head, and the ends bared for the

attachment of the, wires from the battery. The poles above-mentioned

pjoject -1 inch beyond the bottom of the head, and are '25 inch apart

at the ends. Tiiey are connected by a bridge of thin iridio-platinum

wire, which has the mean resistance of \'05w laid down for Field

Service. A small piece of loose gun-cotton yarn is tied on the

bridge. The tube is filled with 37 grains of fulminate of mercury,

which also extends into the shoulder and completely surrounds the

bridge. The bottom of the tube is closed by shellac putty. (See

cut.)

Painl- The head and shoulders are painted white, and the tube red.

§ In the Mark I, the wires and poles were not tinned, and the bridge

was attached to the poles with ordinary solder.

f Fwge' E,eciric' 14> Marf! This fuzo is used in field and

" siege operations for exploding charges of gunpowder, and for instruc

tional purposes.

No. 14, Mark II (Land Serrice).

Scale, }.

f

 



The fnze consists of body, primer, and two insulated wire ter

minals. The body is made of beochwood, fitted with two copper

tubes or eyes, passing laterally through the head. Into these eyes

are fitted the bared ends of the insnlated wires ; they are jammed in

position by two small copper w edges. The eye3 communicate with the

interior of the body by means of two small copper wires which pass

over the he.id and down through a plug of gutta-perch i in the axis

of the body, being thoroughly insulated from each other throughout.

The ends, which project "3 inch at the lower part of the body, are

connected by a bridge of iridio-platinum wire, which has a small

piece of gnn-cotton yarn tied upon it. The fine wires are passed

diagonally through a small piece of cork, so as to keep the poles,

between which the bridge -passe?, "2") inch apart. The lower half of

the body is hollowed out, and slightly decreased in diameter on the

outside to receive a brass cap, which clo3es the bottom. In the cavity

is placed fine grain gunpowder.

White all over. Paint.

For Mark I, see No. 13, Mark I above. § 3446.

Detonator, No. 15, Mark II, for Safety Fuze, is intended for use in jf0- 15 de.

the Royal Navy, with safety fuze. It consists of a tube, body, and tonator.

neck, as shown in the sketch. The tube and body are of the same § 4557'

No. 15, Mark II (Naval Service).

Scale, full size.

 

diameters as in No. 9. The former is filled with about 33 grains

falminate, which extends into the body, the central part of which

is filled with a wooden plug through which passes a strand of quick-

match connecting the fulminate with the space in the neck above

the body.

The neck is intended to receive the end of the safety fuze. It

has fonr indentations, so that when the fuze is inserted, and the

neck compressed ronnd it, the points of the indentations will grip the

laze.
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A small wooden plug with milled head and covered with paper is

inserted in the neck to protect i( during transit.

P*'"1- Red all over.

Mark I. ^ Mark I, which was of a different shape, contained less fulminate,.

IV'iST^' 34'^' and was fQI" use with instantaneous fuzo only, is obsolete.

No^'lC fuzc -Fuse, Electric, No. 16, Mark II.—This fuze consists of an ebonite

§ 5242. body, and the general arrangements are shown in the cut.

The bridge is of iridio-platinum wire, and has the same resistance

as those of other submarine electric 6tores. The centre of the lower

part of the body is recessed out, between the wires, to form a cavity

of "2 inch diameter. This hole contains a small quill driven

and pierced iu the ordinary way. Above the qnill is a smalt

quantity of fine grained powder. Immediately below the quill is the

bridge, the object of this arrangement being to ensure the breaking

Fuze, Electric, No. 10. Mark II. Disconnecting (Submarine).

Scale, i.

 

.No. 8 B.W.O.

Fine grain powder.

„ perforated.
Quill.
Iridio-platinum wire, 1*55 grains per yant
Gun-cotton dust and me&led powder,

taper disc.

of tho bridge aud consequent interruption of the current when the

fuzo is fired.

The head fits into a short brass socket whose base is closed with a

disc of paper, secured with shellac. The socket is lined with paper

to prevent contact with the poles. The u#e of this fuze is to-

disconnect each one of a series of electro-contact mines when fired,

without injuring the current to the other mines yet unfired. The

details do not come within the scope of this work.

Paint. The head of the fuze is painted whitj and the body blue.

§3446. Far Mark I. See No. 13, Mark I.

No 18 T-t- Detonator, Electric, No. 18, Drill, Mark IV is the representative

tonator. f°r drill purposes of No. 12, which it resembles in dimensions. The

§ 9448. tube is empty and is not closed at the bottom. A small disc of

beech, having a ^-inch hole in tho centre, fits in the bottom of the

brass socket. An ebonite washer and two white fine paper discs ara
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placed over, and an oiled silk disc nnder this wood dis3. The usual

priming composition, 2£ grains, is placed in a recess in the body

between the poles, and surrounds the bridge, which is identical with

that of No. 12. The body fits into the brass socket, and is secured

by a brass pin, passing through it and ths socket, which can thus b3

removed when necessary for rebridging and repriraing. These drill

detonators are to be packed and treated as explosives.

The head is painted white, ths shoulder blue, and the tube white ;

the object of the latter being to distinguish it from the Service

detonator, which has a red tube.

Paint.

Detonator, Electric, No. 18, Mark IV \ L | . Drill, Low Tension.

Scale, i.

Ibrass|pin

OILED |SILK»

- -M*-IRIOIO-PLATINUM WIRE

- -«w-COMPOSITION PRIMING
•-«** EBONITE WASHER

• --W-W00D WAD

- -*«*2 PAPER DISCS

Mark III differs from Mark IV in having no recess for the priming § 5212.

composition between the pole3, and in tbe top of wood disc being

covered by a white fine paper disc, and the bottom by a disc of calico

covered with shellac.

Mark II differs from Mark III in having the wires and polos § *112.

untinned, and the bridge attached to the poles with ordinary solder.

Mark I differed from Mark II, in having no shellaced calico disc § 3856.

nnder the wood disc, which was afterwards added to prevent deteriora

tion of the composition. It also had the tube painted red, but can be

distinguished from No. 12 by the tube not being closed at the end.

Fuze, Electric, No. 19, Mark III.—As it is essential that the resis- No. 19 fuze,

tance of the bridge in the disconnector anl the detonator should be § 5338.
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nearly identical, this fuze has been introduced to perform the same

service for the Naval mines as No. 16 does for the submarine ones.

The mushroom-headed body is of ebonite, and through it pass the

conducting wires, which are three-stranded; to reduce the liability

of the bridge being broken, the poles have a double flange to prevent

their turning in the ebonite. See cut.

The bridge is surrounded by 2£ grains of the usual priming,

retained by a brass socket, wh'ch screws on to the body of the fuze

and is milled on the outside for convenience of handling.

Fuze, Electric, No. 19, Mark 111, Disconnecting, Natal.

Scale, j.

 

In the bottom of the brass cap is a central hole -175 inch

diameter, covered on the outside by a p:ece of oiled silk shellaced on,

and covered by a disc of cream royal paper.

Mark II differs from the above in having the conducting wires

made from a single strand of copper, and the poles are not flanged as

in Mark III.

The conducting wire and poles in Mark I were not tinned, and the

bridge was secured to the poles by ordinary solder only.

Detonator, Electric, No. 20, Mark 1, Drill, is the representative for

drill purposes of No. 13, which it resembles in dimensions. The tube
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is empty, and in other respects it is very similar to No. 18, Mark

III. except resistance.

White all over. Paint.

Detonator, Electric, No. 20, Mark I, Drill, Land Service.

Scale, f.

I

Copper wire, coatcJ with pure tin.

Gun-cotton.

Wood.

 

•165 inch diameter.

1 1
1 1

1 II* v Sw

" Ell
1 1 '5S H

~ ; . i
M

? 45

! 135"
1 1

Brass pin.

Poles, coated with pure tin.

Iridio-platinum wire, '45 grain per yard.
Priming, mealed powder and gun-cotton dust.

Paper disc.
Calico disc shellaced.

General Notes on the above Detonators.

It is especially important to rememl>er that detonators contain a

large proportion of fulminate of mercury, and that it is most dangerous

to treat them roughly, or to entrust them to unskilled persons. They

should be bandied with care, and only by persons well conversant

with their properties. In testing detonators for continuity they

should always be either removed to some distance, or strongly con

fined, in case of one being accidentally fired. The consequences of ono

being fired by carelessness or rongh treatment when in a gun-cotton

primer are obvious.
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All the detonators except No. 8, are packed in tin cylinders

containing 25, round the rectifier. The latest cylinders have a

central tube for the rectifier, so that it is easily got at without

disturbing the detonators. These cylinders are closed by a tin band

soldered on, and have their bodies and lids lined with sheet asbestos,

which extends down the bodies as far as the tin diaphragm, which

supports the detonators. This lining is to prevent heat from the

soldering iron reaching the contents of the cylinder.

A Case, Transport, Detonators, Mark I, of steel and gun-metal, has

been introduced. It is made of sheet steel with angle pieces of gun-

metal, and a gun-metal framework riveted to the top. The lid of

steel is secured to the framework by 10 screws and the joint is made

by asbestos attached to the lid. A galvanized iron wire handle is

attached to each end of the case. It is painted red, dimensions

26-4" x 20-4" x 15-35".

The electrical fuzes arc also packed in tin cylinders containing 25,

except No. 19, which are packed 15 in a cylinder. The packing of

No. 8 is given with the description, p. 97. All these detonators and

fazes are carefully arranged in the cylinders by tin loops and cotton

wool, or other soft packing, so as to obviate any risk from rough

usage in transit, <fcc, as far as possible.

The Rectifier, Gun-cotton, Primers Murk IF" consists of a piece of

lignum-vitse, with a flat handle, the lower part being of the same

form and dimensions as the body and tube of the detonator. This

portion is inserted in the perforation made in the primer to receive

the detonator, and " rectifies " the hole. It is to be used in all cases

before inserting a detonator, and can be used for every detonator in

the Service.

Previous patterns differed in dimensions and are all declared

obsolete.

The Rimer, Rectifying Gun-cotton, Primers Mark I \ L | is made of

hard wood, and is for use in enlarging the perforations of the

" charges priming 2\ lb. and 4^ lb." Care must be taken to use the

rimer carefully and 6lowly, and to see that it is not applied tco

vigorously for too long a period, as otherwise there may be a danger

from heating. The Mark IV rectifier will still be required to press

the rough edges into shape.

Cylinders containing detonators have a brownish-red label on the

top giving the contents of the cylinder, and those containing electric

fuzes or tubes a white label.

Each cylinder of detonators, except No. 8, has the following

label :—

" Caution.

"These detonators must on no account be forced into gun-cotton

slabs or primers by screwing or twisting.

"Before inserting a detonator, force the rectifier into the hole for

the detonator, up to the full extent to which the detonator should

enter, and then withdraw it by twisting.

" On no account is any detonator to be taken to pieces for examina

tion or any other purpose.

" Any detonator that may have missed fire, or that may be found

distorted or injured in any way that would appear to render it unfit

for use, should, if means are available, be carefully retained for
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examination by properly appointed persons, or should at once be

destroyed by immersion in water.*

" This cylinder of detonators contains a rectifier, Mark IV."

The cylinders (except the special ones for No. 8 detonators) are

closed with a tin band soldered on in the ordinary manner, and the

ordinary printed directions for opening are attached to each cylinder.

The top label has printed on it the number and nature of the

fuzes, &c, contained in it, their distinguishing numeral, and in MS.

the date of packing. Cylinders containing detonators have the

words " With Care," printed in large letters on the labels. The

cylinders are not to be opened until required for use or for sp2cial

inspection.

The cylinders containing detonators are " Not to be placed in the

magazine on any pretfnee whatever."

There is a special label on the cylinders containing No. 12

detonators, as follows :—

" Detonators, Electric, No. 12, Mark IV. Bridge—Nature of—

Iridio Platinum, Resistance between 0"3 and 035 ohms when

traversed by a measuring current not exceeding £ ampere.

" These detonator?, before use for Submarine Mining, are to be

tested as directed in the Manual for Submarine Mining, Part II. If

used for any other purposes, and it is not possible to test them in

accordance with the above directions, the maximum safe current

that may be passed through any one of them is to be taken as

y*5 of an ampere.

" A detonator must never have a testing current passed through

it when any one is so placed as to be liable to injury from its

ignition."

There is a somewhat similar caution issued with cylinders con

taining No. 13 detonators, and No. 14 fuzes. It runs thus—

" These detonators (or fuzes) are only to be tested with the (est

cell specially made for the purpose, unless it is known for certain that

a current not exceeding one- twentieth of an ampere is used."

For details of patterns, &c, see tables, p. 486, et seq.

All detonators for storage are classed as Group II, Division IV, Storage,

electric fuzes are classed as Group If, Division I.

Instructions for the inspection of detonators, Ac. will be found in Proof,

tbe Regulations for Army Ordnance Services, 1900.

* It must be remembered that no amount of immersion in water will destroy

fulminate of mercury. When wet it is harmless, but wlien dried again it is a«

actire and dangerous as ever. Hense a detonator should be thrown into deep

water.
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CHAPTEK VIII.—TUBES AND STOKES

CONNECTED WITH THEM.

USK OF TUBES.—FRICTION TUBES, COPPER AND QUILL.—ELECTRIC

TUBES.—MISCELLANEOUS TUBES.—VENT- SEALING TUBES.—PRIMLR

VENT COKDITE— DRILL TUBES.—STORES USED WITH VENT-SEALING

TUBES.—LANYARDS.—VENT SERVERS, ETC.

Tubes for

radial vented

ordnance.

Copper fric

tion tubes.

Use of tubes. The use of tubes is to provide a safe aud handy method of igniting

the charge of a piece of ordnance.*

The tubes used for tiring radial vented guns, except those with

steel cone ur T vents, are copper and quill friction aud electric tubes.

Copper friction tubes are used in the L.S. They are stronger and

better suited generally for their purpose than quill ones and keep

better. Tubes, however, made of the latter material are used by the

Navy, as the exploded copper tubes blown out of the gun on the

ignition of the charge are dangerous on the decks where the men are

working with bare feet. Moreover, the copper tubes rebounding

from the upper deck beams, or the roof of a turret, &c, arc apt to

cut meu's faces or other exposed parts of their bodies. There was,

however, a special copper tube issued f'jr Naval Service, which did

not fly about.

Either copper or quill tubes can bo used with guns vented for N.S.,

but as the quill tube requires special fittings for its support, it is not

suifable for use in an unaltered L.S. gun. On an emergency, however,

any armourer could fit up a support for the loop.

The copper friction tubes in the Laud Sen ice are the solid drawn

and solid drawn special for guns, and the shurt for use with war

rockets only. Othir copper tubes which may met with are: L.S.

long and 1-pr., and N.S. the special long with loop. These are

obsolete for future manufacture.

Tule, friction, copper, solid drawn, with ball, Mark II.—The body of

this tube is made from solid drawn copper, brought up to shape by a

succession of puuehings and annealings. The head is solid ; it is

about 2 inches long and '2 inch in diameter, and is lacquered both

inside and out. About a quarter of an inch below the head a small

hole is bored through one side, a bulge is made on the inside opposite

to it, forming a seat for the crown of the solid-drawn copper nib

piece, w hich is inserted and soldered, a small hole is bored through

the underside of the nib piece inside the bedy to enable the flash from

the detonating composition to ignite the powder.

§§7161,7866.

* For hiitorv of « eai!s of firing the charge, see the late Colonel lla-jendie's

" Treatise on Ammunition," p. 187, &c.

V
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Tube, Friction, Copper, Solid Frawn, with Ball, Mark.iJ.

Full size.

 

The nib piece contains a copper friction bar roughened on both

sides and smeared with a detonating composition composed of chlorate

of potash, sulphur, and sulphide of antimony. This composition is

damped with shellac varnish, while it is being smeared on. The nib

piece is pressed down on to the sides of the friction bar. The project

ing part of the friction bar has a vertical eve, into which the hook oi

the lanyard fits ; the junction of the nib piece and friction bar is sealed

by shellac varnish. The body of the tube contains 9 grains of pistol

powder, and a brass ball "12-inch diameter, and the bottom is closed

by a cork and paper disc secured with shellac.

This tube is used for all radially vented ordnance in the Laud § 53r,g_

Service, except those with steel-cone and T vents and R.B.L. other U>e.

than 40-pr., side-closing, and consequently no more long, short, nor

special 7-pr. tubes will be made for guns ; the short tube is retained

for use with war rockets as the solid drawn is too short.

On pulling the lanyard (which should be stretched and then

sharply pulled) the friction bar is drawn out, igniting the composition

and firing the tube. The gas from the exploded cartridge drives the

tube out of the vent.

Mark I differs from the above in that there is no brass ball, and j -yyj

the nib piece is of sheet copper, secured by a woolding of wire and

solder. This tube will bo used with all R.B.L. guns other than 40-pr.

side-closing.

Tube, friction, copper, solid drawn, special, Mark I, is similar to § 83l(>.

the solid drawn Mark II tube, but has no brass ball, contains about

6 grains of powder, and is 1"6 iuchis long. It is used with blank

charges in radially T-vented field guns.

The general construction of the Long, Short, 7-pr., and Naval Long

copper tubes is the same.

A description of the short will be found in the edition of 1897*.

All copper friction tubes, except the solid-drawn special, are j8su,..

issued in hermetically sealed tin cylinders containing 25. § >^n.

There is a rack iouud the inside of the cylinder made by a strip

of tin corrugated so as to form a loop for each tube. At the bottom
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of the cylinder is a disc of felt, and at the top are three felt discs of

different sizes sewn together, which cover the tops of and fill the

space between the tubes, and prevent them shaking abont in

transport.

The cylinder is secured in the usual way by a tin strip soldered

round the junction of the lid and cylinder.

§ 9338. The solid drawn special tubes are packed 25 in a rectangular tin

box, the lid being closed by a tin band soldered over the joint.

It is fitted internally with racks to take the tubes. The box,

being longer than the tubes, is fitted with a false bottom, covered by

a slab of cork, on which the tubes rest ; a loose felt pad fits over

the tops of the tubes, under the lid, to retain them in position. The

box is painted black. These tub^s have a special box because they

are used with the blank charges of field guns having radial T vents.

The box must, therefore, be of the same size and shape as that in

which the T tubes are packed, so that it will fit into the compartment

in the limber.

A.C. 1881, If the tubes are issned for home service, eight cylinders of solid

CI. 249. drawn or four cylinders of other tubes are packed in a wooden case ;

if for foreign service, the cylinders are packed in a metal-lined case,

from which they are not to be taken until the tubes are required for

use.

When issued to the Royal Navy, the cylinders are packed in

wooden boxes, which are to be made locally.

On each cylinder will be found labels, one on top showing the

nature of its contents and date of packing, and directing that the

cylinder is " not to be opened until required for use or special inspection ' ' ;

and one on the side giving directions that it is "not to be placed in the

magazine on any pretence whatever" and also directions as to method

of opening and re-closing the cylinder. On the top, a space is left

for the date of re-packing, in case the cylinder has to be re-closed in

accordance with A.O.R.

Storage. These tubes for storage are classed as Group II, Division I.

§ 2405. The Navy use quill friction tubes in two sizes, viz., Long and

Short.

Quill friction The general action is the same as that of the copper tubes.

tubes. There are several patterns of each size, differing in minor details.

The cut (p. 113) gives the general appearance of these tubes.

§ 380". Tube, friction, quill, short, Mark VI.—This tube is about

2'75 inches long. The greatest diameter of the quill body for a

length of 1 inch from the under side of the leather loop is not to

exceed "22 inch. The detonating composition is on one side and on

the edges only of the friction bar, which passes completely through

the quill, and is slightly bent downwards at the point. A woolding

of fine copper wire extends for about -75 inch from the top of the

tube, and serves to strengthen and support the top when in the vent

of a gun, and also to secure the friction bar in its place. The

composition contains in addition to the ingredients used in the

composition for copper tubes, a little mealed powder ; and also

ground glass to render it more sensitive. (See table, p. 554.)

To support the tube when the pull of the lanyard comes on it, a

leather loop is attached to the head, and kept in its place by a frapping

of silk thread. The loop slips over a crutch or pin screwed into the

gun near the vent. The loop is kept open by a small wad of leather

secured inside it by wire. The head of the tube is closed with

shellac putty. The tube has its body varnished black, and the head

and friction bar varnished with shellac.
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Tube, Friction, Quill, Short, Mark VI.

 

id

The Tube, friction, quill, long, Mark IV, differs from the short o ic § 3367.

in length only, being four inches long instead of 2"75 inches. The

increased length is given by cementing two qnills together.

The short quill friction tube is used in the N.S. for all ordnance Use of quill

below the 64-pr. gnus; the long one for 64-pr. guns and higher friction tubjs.

natures, and for firing 24-pr. Hale's war rockets.

A list of the earlier marks of qnill friction tubes will be found in

former editions of this treatise.

Qnill friction tubes are packed on their sides by 25, in tin Issuo.

cylinders.

On each cylinder will bo found labels, one on the top, giving the

naturo of the contents and date of packing, and hnving a space left

for the date of re-closing ; and one on the side directing that it is

" Not to be placed in the magazine on any 'pretence ichattver" with

instructions for opening the cylinder, using the tube and fitting the

lanyard.

These tubes for storage are classed as Group II, Division I. Storage

Two boxes are made locally to contain cylinders of friction tubes § 3059.

when issued for Naval Service. There is a large and a small size of

box.

Friction tubes of four years old and upwards are not to be A.C. 1881,

supplied to His Majesty's ships when fitting out, the age to reckon ^'q24^^

from the date of last issue from the R.L. q[ {2. '

(5581) i
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§ 3744.
Tube, frictior,

quill, time

gun.

Proof, etc.

§§ 943, 9394.

Eleeiric

tube*.

No. 10 tube.

§ 5242.

There is a special Tube, friction, quill, time, gun, Mark III, for use

at Edinburgh, where the time gun is fired by a falling weight

released by electrical agency. It w of the same general construction

as the short quill tube, but has no leather loop, and has a more

Fensitive priming composition. The head is strengthened bj a stont

cap of paper.

The instructions for examination and proof of friction tubes, will

be found in the Regulations for Army Ordnance Services, 1900.

Frimers, Vent Piece have been declared obsolete for future

manufacture in L.S. and obsolete in N.S. They were used with

7-inch and 40-pr. R.B.L. guns, to convey the flash from the tube to

the cartridge, but are not required with solid drawn tubes.

Tube, Electric, No. 10, Mark TV.—This tube is used for firing

radial vented R.M.L. guns by electricity. The tube is made up from

three quills cemented together. The two lower quills are filled with

No. 10, Mark IV.

Scale, i.

No. 8 B.W O.

mm

Ebonite.

Platinum-mlrer wire, 0-21 grain per yard.

Gun-cotton dust and mealed powder.
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mealed powder, as with the old copper friction tubes; the upper quill

contains an ebonite plug1, about 1 inch long. In it two longitudinal

grooves are cut along which pass the bared ends of the insulated wire

terminals. The ends of the wires are joined by the Naval bridge of

platinum silver wire '25 inch long, and the cavity between the

ebonite plug and the top of the mealed powder contains a priming

composition of gun-cotton dust and mealed powder, packed closely

round the poles and the bridge. On the top of the mealed powder, in

the tube proper, is a small wad of gun-cotton about "075 inch thick,

placed there so as to prevent any of the priming falling into the

central hole in the tube, and thereby possibly leaving the bridge

bare. To prevent th9 tube being inserted too far into the vent a

frapping of thread, about '3 inch in diameter, is made on the -wires,

about 1 inch above the top quill. The upper end of each wire

terminates in a spiral -6 inch long, and about '08 inch in internal

diameter. The spirals are covered with sarcenet secured by shellac

varnish. The tube is varnished with shellac, which gives the yellow

colour signifying Naval Service, for which this tube was originally

intended.

Mark III differs from the above in having the wires and poles not § 3651.

coated with tin, and in having the bridge attached with ordinary

solder, which was found liable to set up chemical action, causing the

bridge to become disconnected electrically from the poles.

Mark II tube differed from Mark III only in having the priming § 3446.

not so closely packed round the bridge and poles, and in having no

gun-cotton wad between the priming and the tube proper. The

store of Mark II tubes will be altered to Mark III as opportunities

offer.

Mark lis OBSOLETE. §§2926,3661.

Thece tubes being of weak construction must be handled with

care, when joined up, and lowered gently into the vent as far as the

projection on its own head will allow, as, should tho head project and

be unsupported, the top joint is liable to be broken off without

igniting the mealed powder ; should a vent be too short to take the

entire tube, the lower joint may be removed. A turn should be

taken with the leads round the lanvard guide or cascable to relieve

the head from the strain caused by the weight of the wires ; should it

be necessary to remove an unfired tube it must be done carefully, as

the upper quill containing the electric bridge easily becomes detached.

Should this happen, and any of the lower joints be pulled off and

remain in the vent, either one or more of the lower joints must be

removed from the next tube, to allow it to enter to the full extent.

In a black cylinder holding 25, with wool or other soft material Issue,

on top.

For storages, these tubes are classed in Group II, Division I. Storage.

For examination and proof see Regulations for A.O. Services, Proof.

1900.

Tube, electric, No. 10a, is for time guns. § 10897.

This tube differs from No. 10, Mark IV, in having shorter wires

with an extra frapping of coarse black thread ; there are only two

quills, the ebonite is shorter, and a diEc of sarcenet prevents the

priming composition falling down the central hole in tube.

The issue and storage are the same as for No. 10.

Tube, Friction, DriU Mark II is issued for drill with radial vented

R.M.L. guns, except steel-cone* vents, and consists of a steel pin

which fits the vent, with a head formed of two spring clips, which

represent the eye of the friction bar of the Service tube, so that the

(5581) f 2
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ordinary Service lanyard can be used with it. The strength of the

clips is so adjusted that it requires a pull about eqnal to that necessary

to fire a Service tube to draw the hook of the lanyard between them.

Mark /has the head fitted with a prong, into which a V-shaped

spring fits, representing the friction bar. The lanyard is spliced to

the spring, which can be drawn through the prong.

Drill, Mark II.

 

Jt

» A* —*

Tube, electric,

No. 11, drill,

§§ 5242, 967? .

§ 2SC6.

Action.

§ 4342.

Ccloar.

Tule, Electric, No. 11, Mark IV.—This is for drill purposes only.

The body is of brass. Into the top is screwed an ebonite plug which

has a deeply milled shoulder to give a good purchaso to the fingers in

screwing or unscrewing it, which can be done at pleasure. The elec

trical arrangements are sufficiently shown in the cut. The brass pin

representing the tube proper has a milled shonlder and can be readily

unscrewed from the body so as to allow fresh priming to be introduced

when necessary at the bottom. This avoids) the necessity of disturb

ing the ebonite head and wire bridge.

In the body are two side holes covered with discs of thin paper.

These discs are shellaced on before the tube is issued and replaced by

gummed ones, when the tubo is reprimerl, which can be done as often

as desired, the wire bridge, which is of the usual Naval construction

and resistance, being replaced if necessary.

The priming is supplied in glass bottles holding 2 oz. each, and

spare w ire for making new bridges is issued on card to ships in which

these tubes are used.

When the circuit is completed the bridge fires the priming, the

flash from which escapes through the side holes and gives ocular

evidence of the action of the tubes.

As these tubes contain a certain amount of priming composition,

they must be treated as explosives.

The Naval colour is obtained by lacquering the brass body. The

pin is painted black.



 

25 in a tin cylinder. Issue.

These No. 11 tabes for storage are classed in Group II, Division I. Storage.

™ Mark III differs from the above only in having the wires and § 3547.

poles not coated with tin, and the bridge attached to the poles with

ordinary solder.

In Mark II the priming was introduced before the head was § 3446.

screwed in. Consequently, if the priming was pressed tightly, the

bridge, having to be screwed round in it, was liable to break. If the

priming was loose enough to avoid the risk of this occurring, it was

liable to set down in transit, &c, away from the bridge altogether,

and thus to make the tube blind.
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Mark II differs from Mark III mainly in the point above noted,

though it has a comparatively small screw hole into which the brass

pin screwed, and which affords a certain amount of communication

with the interior of the body. It also differs slightly in dimensions.

§ 2832. Mark I differs from Mark II only in having the head varnished

black.

Common quill There are some tubes fired by portfires which though not now

tube. manufactured are not formally abolished and might be made on

emergency. They are as follows :—

Common Quill Tube, about 3 inches long, and is made as follows.

The point of the quill is cut off and a head is formed by slitting the

top into 7 prongs and passing a piece of worsted alternately over and

under each prong, so as to form a small cup about j inch in diameter.

The tube is driven with mealed powder, damped with methylated

spirits, and a hole pierced by a wire, the cup filled with a priming of

mealed powder, gum, and water, made into paste, and sprinkled on

the top with dry mealed powder. A paper cap is twisted on to the

head of the tube, anl the wire passed up again after capping to

ensure the hole not being choked up. Tho tubes shonld be

thoroughly dried. They require to be uncapped before firing.

Match, or Match, or Fynmoree Tubes, have been used as primers for R.B.L.

Fynmore's guns. They are the same as common quill tubes, having in addition

tubee. g strands of worsted covered with a paste made of mealed powder.

gum-arabic, and methylated spirits fastened to the cup.

Paper tube. Paper Tube, about 2| inches long. A strip of paper rolled into a

cylinder of '2 inch diameter; on the top of the tube another piece of

paper is rolled spirally, so as to make a cup. The tube is driven

with mealed powder, damped with methylated spirits, and pierced,

and the cup filled with priming of mealed powder and water. The

tube is capped by a piece of paper soaked in saltpetre and water, and

tied on by silk. After capping, a wire is passed up to ensure the hole

not being choked. The tubes should be thoroughly dried. The cap

need not be removed before firing.

Coated with black varnish : shellac dissolved in methylated spirits

would answer.

Storage. The above primers and tubes for storage are classed in Group II,

Division I.

Vent-sealing The obvious advantages of axial vents, especia'ly in heavy guns,

tubes. on the score of convenience and the ready ignition of reduced charges,

Lave caused their adoption for all B.L. guns, with the exception of

the 15-pr. Mark land 4-inck jointed guns; and they have also been

fitted to the heaviest R.M.L. guns.

The ordinary tubes, hitherto dealt with, cannot be used with these

vents, since on firing they would be projected to the rear and so

would be a fruitful sourre of accidents to the detachment. There

would also be a great rush of gas through the vent which, apart from

tiie disadvantage of loss of pressure, might cause an accident and

certainly causes great wear in the vent, which shortens the life of the

rent considerably, especially with heavy cordite charges.

For these reasons tubes are employed which fit a seating in the

vent accurately and are held in the vent by the lock or other means

attached to the outer end of the vent or breech screw. The heads of

these tubes are closed in such a manner as to prevent the passage of

gas through them, while the tube itself is expanded against the walls

of the seating and so prevents escape of gas past it.

These tubes are known as Vent Sealing Tubes, and there are in

all nine different tubes, though only four distinct patterns.
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These four patterns are distinguished by the letters P, V, M and

T. Their uses are given in the detail below.

There are three different " P " tabes ; the percussion, electric " P,"

and wireless electric " P."

The percussion and electric " P " tubes are used with B.L. guns

having percussion locks.

The electric " P " tube is also used with guns having steel cone

vents (the High angle Ore guns).

The wireless electiic " P " tube is nscd with B.L. guns having

wireless locks.

There are two " V " tubes, the electric and the friction ; both are

used for all guns having tube holders, which include the B.M.L. guns

17'72-incb, 16-inch, and ]2-5-inch, Mark II.

There are also electric and friction "M" tubes, used with guns

having vent masking slides ; only to be found with the B.L. 4-inch,.

Mark II, and 5-inch Mark I guns which have not been already

converted to take percussion locks.

The " T " tubes are friction and electric, and are used with guns

and howitzers having "T" vents; these are field and siega B.L ,

12-pr. of 6-cwt., lo-pr. and 30-pr. guns, and 5-iuc'), 5'4-inch, 6-inch

of 30-cwt. and 8-inch howitzers. Since the use of cordite causes-

unsealed vents to erode quickly and because these guns except the

15-pr. Mark I have axial vents, the " T " tube was introduced, whicli

seals the vent and also avoids lock complications, being held iu

by a bayonet joint at the end of the vent itself.

In all the electrical tubes the Naval bridge of platinum-silver is Bri Igej.

used, 0'2o inch long, except for the " T " electric tube which has a

bridge only 0"2-inch long, resistance from 1 to 1*3 ohms. Particulars

of the usual Naval bridge are given in the previous Chapter.

A full description of these various tubes follows.

Ihe Tube, Vent-sealing, Percussion, Mark VI, C, for guns with § 10406,

percussion locks is made from solid drawn brass by a series of punch- 10500.

ings and annealings, the head being stamped up into shape, and

enlarged to prevent it being forced too far into the vent. The heal

underneath is chamfered to facilitate extraction. It is 2' 19 inches in

length over all, and '4 inch in diameter across the widest part of the

tube. It tapers slightly towards the front end, and is made to fit the

vent with great accuracy. Through the centre of the head a hole is

bored to xeceive a brass striker, through which the blow is given to

the detonator. (See Plate VI).

A small hole is bored through the body and striker, at right angles

to the axis, and about a quarter of an inch from the head, for a copper

shearing wire which helps to support the striker.

The front end of the striker is enlarged and fits against a shoulder Striker,

in the interior of the body ; on this end is formed a needle point,

round the base of which a groove is cut and a copper cup is snapped

on to act as a gas-check. The outer end is reduced in diameter to

receive a brass disc, which is riveted to it. This disc fits into a

recess formed for it in the head of the tube, and is flush with the

exterior surface ; the recess is deepened aud a space is left below

the disc into which it is forced by the striker of the percussion

lock.

The shearing wire is a fine copper wire, which prevents the tube

being fired by a jar or light blow.

In the interior of the body is screwed a brass plug or " collar "

which supports a small detonator immediately under the point of the

itriker. The detonator is similar, except in dimensions to the R.L,
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cap (see p. 160) and is span into a recess in tlie end of the screw

plug.

The screw plug lias a conical fire-hole through the centre, the

largest part of the cone being next the detonator ; the plug is pre

sented from unscrewing by a copper washer, which is inserted in a

cup-shaped form and expanded into the screw threads. Next to the

copper washer is placed a disc of paper to prevent the powder working

up into the plug, and (he body of the tube is filled with pellet powder,*

the end being closed by a paper disc and cork plug secured with

shellac.

The tube is lacquered inside and out.

Action. The striker of the tnbe is forced by the action of the percussion

lock in upon tho detonator, which the needle point pierces. The

shearing wire is broken. The flash from tho detonator passes through

the screw plug, fires the pellet powder and the charge. The explosion

expands the tube against the sides of the vent, in which it is retained

by the percussion lock, while the enlarged head of the striker fits

against tho shoulder in the tube and the gas expands the copper cup

ronnd the needle against tho interior of tho tube and so prevents any

escape of gas through the interior.

§ 10391. The Mark V tube differed from the above in having no copper

cup round the needle point, but a groove formed in the striker head

instead. Very few were made.

§ 8G55, The Mark IV tube differs somewhat from the Mark VI, and as most

tubes at present in the Service are of this pattern, a full description

of it is given. The external dimensions are identical with those of

Mark VI. Through tho centre of the head a hole is bored to receive a

brass striker. This striker has an enlarged head, which lits against

a shoulder in the interior ; and its outer end is riveted in a brass disc

let into a recess in the exterior surface of the head. The tube is

lucquered both inside and out. (See Plate VI.)

Underneath the head is screwed a brass anvil carrying a percussion

cap of special manufacture, and retained in position by a copper

washer at its base. There are three fire-holes in the anvil to allow of

the flash passing from the cap to the powder in the body. A disc of

tine white paper is placed outside the copper washer. The body is

tilled with pellet powder. The end is closed by a varnished cork

and paper disc shellaced in.

Action. The striker in the head of the tube is forced by the action of the

pecussion lock in upon the cap, firing it, the pellet powder and

the charge. The explosion of the pellet powder expands the tube

against the sides of the vent, in which it is retained by the percussion

lock, while the head of the striker prevents any escape of gas through

the interior.

§ 6102. Mark III in general construction resembles Mark IV, except that

the end is closed with a sulphur pellet in which is embedded a brass

ball. And must not be used unless the range is clear.

§ 6802. Mark II in general construction resembles tho above, except that

the body of the tube is completely tilled with powder, and closed with

a varnished cork and paper disc, secured with shellac. There is only

a single central fire-hole in the anvil.

§§ 4622, G626. Mark I is obsolete.

* Pellet powder is composed of sittings of K.F.G.3 powder (24-32 inesh) j it

was originally used for the powdar charge of "393-iach cartridges, which was

pressed into a pellet.
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The advantages of the percussion tubes over ordinary copper

friction tubes are simplicity, economy, an 1 durability, and tbey lend

themselves better to a safety arrangement for preventing the accidental

firing of the gun.

The Tube, Vent-sealing. Electric, P, Mark VII, resembles the last §§ 8655, 9763,

in exterior form, dimensions and material. The interior of the body 10500.

near the head is conical, and a small hole is drilled through the head,

through which pass two tinned copper wires twisted together and

insulated by varnished silk, on the exterior the wires are parted and

led through a V-sbapel groove across the bead, the metal between

the grooves on the head being routed out, they are then twisted

together ngain and wrapped with, oiled silk for a distmce of 5 inches

commencing at the head, and terminate in spirals 22 iuchei from the

tube, the spirals are covered with sarcenet. In the interior near the

head are two cones, the larger one fitting in the conical recess in the

body, the small cone fitting into a conical recess in the large cone,

the cones are insulated from each other and from the body by ebonite ;

the front end of one of the wires is attached to the rear end of the

large cone, and the front end of the other wire passes through the

large cone, is insulated from it, and is attached to the rear end of the

small cone. One pole of copper is attached to the front end of the

large cone, and the other pole to the front end of the small cone,

these poles arc connected by the usual platinum silver wire bridge,

resistance 1*5 to L'8 ohms, which is embedded in a priming com

position of gun-cotton dust and mealed powder, contained in an

ebonite cylinder closed at the end by a paper disc. The remainder

of the tubo is filled with pellet powder, and the end is closed by a

paper disc and varnished cork disc, secured by shellac. On the

outside of the cork disc is a second paper disc, to prevent the shellac

on the outside of the cork, sticking to the packing pieces of the box

in which the tubes are issued. The tube is lacquered iuside and out.

(See Plate VII).

The wires from the battery are connected to the wires of the tube, Action,

and on a current of electricity being passed through the wires the

bridge becomes incandescent and tires the tube. The cones are

jammed into each other and the coned part of the body, and so

prevent any escape of gas through the head.

Murk VI in construction is identical with Mark VII, but the wires §8655.

ard led through a groove across the head, instead of the V-shaped

groove, and it is without the extra 5 inches of oiled silk wrapping.

Mark V in construction is identical with Mark VI, but the end is §§7204,7487.

closed with a sulphur pellet in which is embedded a brass ball. And

it must not be used unless the range is clear.

In the Mark IV the wires, which were laid in two slots in the § 6071.

bead, passed through it by separate holes. The wires then passed

through an asbestos plug and a small air space, and were soldered to

two brass poles embedded in a conical ebonite plug.

In the Mark 111 the cylindrical portion of the body was entirely § 6071.

filled with powder, the end being closed by a cork and paper

disc shellaced in ; the wires were also 1 inch shorter thau in the

Mark IV.

The Mark II was in construction similar to Mark III, bat the § 53i>2-

wires were only 18 inches long.

The Mark I, like the Murk II, but the wires were not tinned §§ 4622> 8182-

over, and the bridge was attached to the poles with ordinary solder.

A Tube, Vent-sealing, Electric, 6-inch B.L., with Needle Holder,

Mark I, has been approved for use in Victoria. It is almost identical,
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in construction with Tube, Vent-sealing, Electric, P, Mark VII.

It differs only in the conducting wires passing straight through the

head instead of into a groove across it. The wires are whipped with

thread above the head similar to the V and M electric tubes.

§§ 10234, Tube, Vent-sealing, Electric, Wireless, P, Mark II, C.—This tube in

10352,10600. exterior form and dimensions is identical with the other P tubes.

The interior cavity terminates in a cone into which fits a conical

brass plug at about -25-inch from the head ; this is insulated from

the body by an ebonite cone, the front end of the cone is cupped out

to form a gas-check, and a hole is bored in the centre, into which

screws an ebonite plug. Into the centre of this plug fits a tinned

copper pole which extends the full length of the tube. This pole is

bent, and attached to the body of the tube at the mouth with pure

tin. The pole and edge of the brass cone are connected by the usual

platinum-silver bridge attached with pure tin. At the rear end of

the cone a small hole is drilled, a little out of centre, to receive the

bared end of au insulated copper wire. A turn is taken in this short

wire and it is passed through a hole in the head, also drilled a little

out of centre and communicating with a recess, into which screws au

ebonite plug. This plug is recessed in the centre and undercut and

the end of the wire passes into the recess. It is bared and coiled

down upon a disc of pure tin '025-inch thick at the bottom of the

recess, the remainder of which is then filled in with molten tin. This

is kept in by the undercut and forms the contact piece ; its surface

is slightly below that of the head of the tube. The tube is primed

with the usual priming composition of gun-cotton dust and mealed

powder, over which is placed a disc of paper, the remainder of the

tube being filled with pellet powder. The end is closed by a cork and

paper disc shellaced in, and on the outside of the cork is a second

paper disc to prevent the shellac sticking to the box in which the

tubes are packed. The tube is lacquered inside only. (See Plate

VIII.) Some of these tubes have contact discs of solder. Those

whose contact discs are of pure tin have the letter T stamped on the

head.

Action. On contact being made the current passes from the battery

through the striker which is in contact with the tin, through the

short wire, cone, the wire bridge, the long copper pole, the body of

the tube, and the metal of the gun back to the battery again. The

wire bridge becomes incandescent, fires the priming and the powder,

the gas expands the cupped-out portion of the cone, and prevents

any escape of gas through the head, the body expanding prevents any

escape between it and the vent.

§§ 8182, 9676, The Mark I tube differs from Mark II in having two bridges,

W68. giving a resistance of from "6 to '9 ohm. In the majority of Mark

I tubes also the ebonite insulating plug is not screwed into the head,

and the paper disc on the outside of the cork closing plug is absent.

§§ 8914, The Tube, Vent-sealing, Fiiction, V, Mark VII, for Guns with Tube

10500. Holders, is made of cast brass, bored and turned. It consists of a

tube proper about 3 inches long, with head and projection, and a

copper draw wire projecting from the head of the tube in prolonga

tion of its axis and terminating in a twisted loop, the complete

length of the wire being about 4 inches (see woodcut).

The tube, which is made to fit the vent with great accuracy, is

0'4 inch diameter at its thickest part, and tapers very slightly towards

the point. The head forms a circular projection which prevents the

tube being forced too far into the vent, and assists the obturation ;

while a slot all round its exterior permits the use of the extractor.
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On the exterior of the head in prolongation of the tube is a large

cylindrical projection cut completely through by a slot parallel to

its axis. This projection acts as a spring, and enables the vent-

sealer to be securely fixed in the tube-holder, while the latter is being

inserted in the gun. On the top of this projection is a smaller one,

through which passes a fine suspending wire, which also passes

through the draw wire, retains it in its proper position and prevents

premature action. The interior of the tube is bored out in two

cylindrical cavities of different diameters, the larger being nearer the

point. Between the two cylinders is a shoulder, aud the smaller one

Tube, Venl-sealing, Friction, V, Mark VII, \ C. \

Brass, for Guns with Tube Holders.
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terminates in a coned seating. The draw wire passing throngb the

head is screwed throngh a brass cone, which is free to move along the

smaller cylindrical boring, and which, when pulled back, fits exactly

into the seating at the end. The front end of the draw-wire,

projecting beyond the brass cone, forms the friction bar, roughened

as usual, which passes somewhat loosely through a copper washer,

rather larger in diameter than the smaller cylinder in the

finished tube; this washer is about "15-inch beyond the shoulder.

Beyond the washer the friction bar is covered with quill detonating

composition (p. 554), which is retained in its position on the bar by

a short copper tube and a disc of shellaced paper. The front portion

of Iho tube is filled with pellet powder. The end is closed by a

varnished cork and paper disc shellaced in.

•Action. On pulling tho lanyard the suspending wire is sheared, and the

draw wire, cone, &c, move to the rear until the washer is brought

up by the shoulder. This checks the tube through which the friction

bar is drawn, firing the detonatiug composition. The explosion of

the pellet powder fires the charge, and at the same time expands the

tube and makes it fit very tightly against the sides of tho vent, in

which it is retained by the tube-holder, while any escape of gas through

the tube is prevented by the cone being firmly wedged in its

seating.

§§ 8655, 9768, The Tube, Vent-sealing, Electric, V, Mark VII, is of similar shape

10500. an(j made of the same material as the above, but there is no projection

for the shearing wire, and the draw wire is replaced by two insulated

tinned copper wires twisted together, about 21 inches long, and

terminating at the end remote from the tube in spirals, which are

covered with sarcenet on the exterior, nnd form convenient means of

attachment to the wires from the battery. The wires pass through

the head of tho tube to which they aro secured by cobbler's wax,

and by a small ebonite toggle which prevents any play; while

the insulation is protected outside the tube by trappings of oiled

silk and thread, the bared ends of the copper wires are respec

tively soldered into two halves of a brass cone, which is split

longitudinally and insulated, the two halves from each other by

asbestos paper, and both from the body by an ebonite tube which is

prolonged beyond the cone, contains the priming, and is closed by a

paper disc. From the front of the two half-cones project two short

copper terminals of unequal length, connected by a diagonal bridge

of platinum silver wire of the usual resistance for Naval stores (see

p. 96). To prevent any movement which might break the bridge,

these terminals pass through two millboard washera placed next the

cone. The priming which surrounds the bridgo consists of mealed

powder and gan-cJtton dust. The larger chamber of the tube is filled

with pellet powder, the end being closed by a varnished cork

and paper disc, secured by shellac. On the outside of this disc is a

second disc of paper to prevent the tube sticking to the box.

Action. The action is the same as that of the electric P tube.

§ 8655. The friction V, Mark VI differs from Mark VII in having the

draw wire screwed into one end of the brass cone, and a separate

friction bar fastened into the other end.

§§ 4604,6072, The Friction, V, Mark V, differs from Mark VI in having its end

6524. closed with a sulphur pellet in which was embedded a brass ballT

Mark IV is similar to Mark VI, but the friction bar is weaker.

§§6072,6524, The Electric, V, Mark VI, differs from Mark VII in having no

7487. toggle, and its end closed with a sulphur pellet in which is embedded

a brass ball. Mark V is similar to VII, but has no toggle.
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The Electric, V, Mark IV, had the wires only 18"2 inches long. In

the Mark III the wires were not tinned, and the bridge was attached

to the poles with ordinary solder.

§§ 6072, 7487. The Tubes, Vent-sealing, Friction, M, Mark IV, Electric, M, Mark FT,

§§ 8264,6913. for Guns with Vent-masking Slides.—The material and the general

9768. construction of the M pattern are nearly identical with those of the

V tubes. (Illustrations of them will be found in the previous

edition.)

The differences are :—

1. In the friction tube the draw wire is much shorter, its total

length being l-3 inches, and it terminates in a loop of cast copper

screwed on to it instead of in a twisted loop.

2. There is no large projection on the head of either the friction

or electric tube.

3. The head is made more rigid by a steel disc let into the face

of it.

§§ 4829, 5352, The Friction, M, Mark III, differs from Mark IV in having a

6405. weaker friction bar. The Electric, M, Mark V, had no ebonite toggle.

For the differences in the Electric, M, Marks III and IV, from latest

pattern and from each other, see Electric, V, Marks III and IV

above.

All patterns of V and M tubes, both friction and electric, other

than those mentioned above, may be considered obsolete.

§§ 5939, 6384, P, V, and M tubes are packed in tin boxes, painted black on the

6503, 8559, outside, and secured by a tin band soldered over the joint.

8651. Percussion tubes are packed, 10 in a flat box, heads and tails,

steadied by a tin rack and pieces of paper placed over thenn.

Electric, wireless P tubes are also packed 10 in a flat box, heads

and tails. The box is lined with cork, the bottom piace having

recesses for the tubes to rest in, while movement is prevented by a

second piece of cork placed over the top.

A new box has tin fittings, to which pieces of calf skin are

attached, which steady the tubes and prevent movement.

The earlier boxes were lined with felt instead of cork.

Electric P, V, and M tubes are packed, 5 in a box, which is almost

square. The tubes are separated by tin partitions, and movement is

prevented by two end and one top packing' pieces of cork. The wires

of the tubes are coiled up tightly close to the head. A piece of tape

is placed under one of the tubes to facilitate extraction from the box.

This pattern of box is Mark III. Marks I and II were longer and

wider, had tin racks for the tubes and no cork packing pieces, and

the wires were not coiled so tightly. Mark I box also was sealed by

a tape instead of a tin band.

Friction V and M tubes are packed, 5 in a flat box, lined with

felt. Kach tube fits in a felt loop, the draw wire resting in a slit-

made in a cross piece of felt to prevent movement. This box is Mark

II. Mark I differs in having tin fittings and in being sealed by a

tape instead of a tin band.

On the exterior of each box is a label giving the contents and

directions for opening and reclosing the box, with instructions that

it is not to be opened until required for use or special inspection.

These labels are printed in red for the percussion and friction tubes,

in black for the electric tnbes.

Instructions In the interior of the lid is a label giving the following " Instruc-

for use. tions for use " :—

§ " If there is any appearance of fouling, the vent must be carefully

cleaned with the rimer supplied for the purpose.
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" The vent-sealing action of the tube depends upon an accurate

mechanical fit, and consequently a very slight amount of fouling in

the vent will derange it.

" Vent-sealing tubes are sometimes considered to be too high to

gauge, when, in fact, the only defect is that the vent has not been

properly cleaned."

These instructions, which are given with all the Service tubes, are

most important. To them is added, in the case of the friction tubes—

" The pull of the friction vent-sealing tubes is rather different to

that of the copper friction tubes, requiring a more sudden application

of power. In firing these tubes care should be taken that the lanyard

is always held as nearly as possible in prolongation of the axis of the

gun, so that it is not pulled at an angle with the draw wire of the

tube."

And in the case of the electric tubes—

" The weight of the bodies of these tubes being so great in pro

portion to the strength of the conducting wires, great care should be

taken in handling them, so that no undue strain may be given to the

wires, and thus affect and perhaps break the fine wire bridge.

" As much as possible these tnbes should be handled by their

bodies, and not by their conducting wires."

For storage these tubes are classed in Group II, Division I. Storage.

Instructions for proof of these vent-3ealing tubes will be found in Proof,

the Regulations for Army Ordnance Services, 1900.

Tube, friction, T, Mark IV, brass for guns with T vents, consists §§ 5904,0768,

of the following parts :—Body, head, friction wire, shearing wire, brass 10025.

pin, copper ball, screw plug, gutskin disc, and two cork pings. (See

plate IX). The body is made of solid drawn brass, slightly coned to fit

the vent, and bored ont to receive 8 grains of pellet powder, above

which it is screwed to receive a screw plug having three fire-holes on

top of which rests a small copper ball, and the upper part of body

above the ball terminates in a cone, a small hole is bored through the

upper part from the end of the cone to admit the flash from the

detonating composition, and the exterior is screwed to fit into the

head. The head is made of gun-metal, rectangular in form, and screws

on to the body, and is secured by a brass pin, a hole is drilled into

the head at right angles to body to receive the friction wire, and one

end is countersunk, as shown in the plate. The fiiction wire is made

of half round copper wire twisted and roughened. A large loop is

formed at one end by two turns of the wire, which are fixed together

by dipping the loop in solder. The wire does not extend thi-ough the

head, and is retained in place by a shearing wire of tin and antimony,

passing through the head and friction wire, near the loop. A hole is

bored into the side of the head at right angles to it, so as to come

over the fire-hole of the body, and is screw-threaded at the end.

Detonating composition is pressed into this hole, surrounding the

roughened part of the friction wire, and the hole is closed by a gut-

skin disc, a cork plug shellaced, and shellac cement outside it.

The bottom of the body is closed by a cork plug, shellaced in, and

filled up flush with shellac. A disc of paper is placed on the outside

of this to prevent the shellac sticking to the box in which the tubes

are packed. The tube is lacquered inside and out.

The strength of the shearing wire is tested in an instrument in

which the weight of 3 lb. falling 7^ inches must fire the tube, while

a drop of 2^ inches must not fire it.

The tube being held in the T vent, when the friction wire is Action,

withdrawn the flash from the detonating composition passes down
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§§ 9054, 9768.

§ 8560.

§§ 9520, 9768,
10269.

§§ 9573, 9768,
10269.

§§ 8839,9786.

the small hole in top of the body over the copper ball and through the

fire-holes in screw plug, and ignites the powder, the gas from which

forces the ball into the cone seating and so prevents any escape of

gas through the head, it also expands the body, and so prevents any

escape of gas between it and the vent, the flash ignites the charge.

Mark III differs from Mark IV only in the loop of the friction

wire, which is smaller.

Mark II differs from Mark III in having the hole for the friction

wire bored completely through the head ; tho end of the hole enlarged

and the ends of the friction wire splayed out in the enlarged part.

The hole is then closed by a cork plug.

These tubes are being converted to Mark II,* by being made ns

nearly as possible like Mark IV. The end of the hole is closed by a

screw-plng and a shearing wire is inserted through the friction wire,

which haa the laigo loop, the head being further slotted out to

receive it. (See cut). A paper disc is also placed outside the plug

closing the tody.

Mark I differs from Mark II in having the friction wire made of

ordinary twisted wire, and in the detonating composition being

pressed into a hole in the head in prolongation with the body instead

of at the side. The hole for tho friction wire was not closed by a

cork plug.

Tubes, Friction T.

Brass, for use with Cordite. Scale, full size.

Mark I*/i-/.

r_. . . <♦< SHELLAC CEMENT.

,'\ «4*C0MK PLUC.

• CUT SKIN DISC.

-<*<DETONATINC COMPOSITION.

ALF ROUND COPPER WIRE

JWISTED AND ROUGHENED. .

SHEARlNC WIRE

-«<L00P DIPPED IN SOLDER

6 THREADS PER INCH.

WEATED

-<«S0FT COPPER BALL

-♦"-LOOSE POWDER

- -*«C0RR PLUC.

---M»SHELLAC CEMENT.

*« PAPER DISC.

It also is being com erted to Mark I* in the same way as Mark II,

having the half round fricticn wire, hole closed by a screw plug,

shearing w ire and paper disc over closing plug of body (See cut).

Tube, tent-sealing, electric T, double wired, Mark I, resembles tho

last in exterior form, dimensions, and materials.

. It is furnished with two tinned copper wire terminals, insulated

with silk, one coloured green and one red. The red terminal is
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Mark II* | L

Full eizc.

 
•«*DETONATlNC COMPOSITION

called the "ground" wire and is merely attached to the head of the

tube. The green terminal passes through a hole in the head and is

secured with tin to a copper pole. This copper pole has a ball formed

ou it, immediately below which it passes through an ebonite plug.

The ball and upper part of the pole are insulated from the body by

eilk and an ebonite cone. A strip of brass with two projections, one

long and one short, is bent round the lower part of the ebonite plug.

The short projection forms the second pole, while the long one is

attached to the end of the body by tin. The two poles are joined by

a platinum-silver bridge, '2-inch long, resistance l'O to 1'3 ohms.

The bridge is surrounded by a priming of 1 grain of mealed powder,,

separated by a disc of paper from about 5 grains of pellet powder.

The tube is closed by a cork plug and shellac cement, to which is

attached a paper disc to prevent sticking to the box. If this tnbe is

nsed with an " earth return," it is necessary to connect the green

terminal to the battery. The terminals are twisted together above the

head, wrapped with oiled silk for about 1 inch, and terminate in

spirals covered with sarcenet the same colour as their insulation.

The current passes through the terminals, head and body, the Action,

poles and bridges, raises the latter to incandescence and so fires the

priming and powder. The gas forces the ebonite plug and copper

ball into the coned seating, thus sealing escape of gas.

5-inch and 6-inch (30 cwt.) B.L. howitzers, and 3-pr. Q.F. Vie.

Hotchkiss and Nordenfelt guns connected with position finder for

instructional purposes.

T friction tubes are packed 10 in a square tin box, painted black, § 7867.

and having both top and bottom removable; secured by tin bands

soldered over the joint. Inside the box at each end there is a parti

tion, with a corrugated strip for holding five tubes. Movement of the

tubes is prevented by a cork packing piece and a felt wad on top.

There is a tape band under the fifth tube to facilitate removal.

This makes a neat package, and if only one or two tubes are required,

five out of ten remain hermetically sealed. T electric tubes are § 8S39.

packed ten in a similar, but larger box. The tnbes are kept apart by

tin partitions and are steadied by cork packing pieces. These boxes

have the usual labels as to opening, reclosing, Ac.

For storage these tubes are classed in Group II, Division I.

(5581) K
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Tube, V.8., Electric, , Double Wired, Mark I, L, Brass.

Scale, full size.
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-<+*<, PAPER DISC

Instructions for proof will be found in the A.O. Regs., 1900.

T-friction tubes will as soon as possible, and not later than 24 hours

uftor firing, be immersed in ordinary mineral oil for 24 hours, and,

after removal, be allowed to drain.

§§ 6286,8731. Primer, Vent, B.L., Mark I.—This primer is intended for use with

Proof.

A.O. 52,

March, 1896
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92-inch B.L. gans and upwards, when miss-fires occur with vent*,

sealing tubes without ball, and also for second proofs of the same

tnbes by Inspectors of Warlike Stores, when first proof has failed to

ignite the puff. '

It consists of a brown paper tube 4'5 inches long, and "18 inch in

diameter, filled with fine grain powder, the ends being closed by discs

of fine white paper fastened on with shellac.

They are issued 50 in a tin box. These primers are to become Issue,

obsolete as soon as the existing stock is used up.

Primer, Vent, Cordite, Mark I, is for use with vent-sealing tubes § 8103.

without ball, in B.L. guns, 8-inch and upwards, with powder charges § 8227.

only, and is put in the vent after the breech is closed and before the

tube is inserted.

It consists of a etick of cordite, size 20, cut 4'75 inches long.

The primers are packed 10 in a box, which is lined with felt, and

closed with a tape band shellaced on.

For each pattern of Service vent-sealing tube there is a corre- Drill tubes,

sponding drill tube, except for the electric M-tube, which has no drill

representative.

The Tube, Vent-sealing, Percussion, Drill, Mark I, which is used § 4780.

for drill with gnns having percussion locks, is of gun -metal and

hollow. Into the head is fitted a coned india-rubber plug, as shown

in the woodcut, and the lower part is closed by a gun-metal plug.

Tube, Vent-sealing, Percussion, Drill, Mark 1.

Scale, full size.

 

The Tube, Vent-sealing, Electric, P, Drill, N, Mark VI, is of gun- 10234

metal, and for use with guns having percnssion locks. It is in three 10312.

parts, screwed together and milled outside. The insulated copper

wire terminals pass through a slot in the head, and are continued

at right angles into the interior, the holes bored for their reception

in the head being lined with ebonite. The slot in the side of the

head is covered with a small brass plate let in ; this affords the wires

more protection from friction against the percussion look. The

wires are' whipped together near the head with black thread, and

terminate in spirals 22 inches distant from the tube. The ends of the

wires which project into the interior are connected by the usual

Naval bridge. In this tube there is an extra wrapping of oiled silk,

5 inches long, on the leads, commencing at the head.

The central portion of the tube is filled with the usual priming

composition of gun-cotton dust and mealed powder, and the end closed

(5581) k 2
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by a paper disc. The body of the tube is strong, and contains a

charge of pellet powder ; the end is closed by a paper disc.

§ S1,2- The Mark V tube only differs in having a double bridge, resistance

•6 to "9 ohm, and has a tuft of gun-cotton laid on the bridges.

§ 7601. Mark IV differs from Mark V in not having the extra wrapping of

oiled silk on the loads.

Tube, Venl-sealunj, Electric, P, Drill, Natal, Mark VI, N.

Metal

Scale, full size.

--♦••COPPER wire >.
-♦♦•EBONITE CYLINDER

- ... J6 THREADS PER INCH.

- -♦"BRASS POLES

--~>3G TMREAOS PER INCH.

- «*• PAPER DISC •

^PLATINUM SILVEr.
J "~WIRE BRIDGE.

--♦^COMPOSITION PRIMINC.

 

--♦"PELLET POWDER.

"CARTRIDCE PAPER DISC

65 6.i72 6143,

9675.
The Mark III is a L:md Service tube and is to become obsolete

when the stock is used up. It is much shorter and has a Bolid body.

Two holes are bored through the head for gas escape, which are

lightly stopped with luting. There is no pellet powder charge, and
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the tube has a single bridge. A drawing of this tube is given in the

previous edition.

Mark II had the conducting wires only 18 inches long, otherwise § 5369.

it is similar to Mark III.

In the Mark I tubes the wires in the grooves in the head were $ 4870.

not protected by the brass plate referred to above, and consequently

were liable to injury in use ; and the conducting wires terminated in

brass spring sockets instead of spirals.

The Tube, Vent-sealing, Wireless, Electric, P, Drill, Mark II, N.—

In external appearance this resembles the Service percussion tube,

bat it is milled on the exterior. The body is in three portions —

5§ 1025C,

10312.

Tube, Vent-sealing, Electric, Wireless, P, Drill, Mark It, N, Brass.

Scale, full size.CONTACT DISC
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-- *" BRASS POLE
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PLATINUM SILVER WIRE BRIDGE**« PAPER DISC
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• ■«« POWDER

•CARTRIOCE PAPER DISC

bead, middle piece, and bottom—which screw together. A hole is

bored through the head, coned at the bottom, into which fits a brass

pole insulated by ebonite. This central pole is joined to a brass

pole let into the head by a single bridge of platinum silver wire

(resistance 1*6 to 1*8 ohms). The outside end of the central pole is

screwed into a tin disc, and insulated from the head by ebonite. The

middle piece is filled with priming composition, and the bottom part

with pistol powder. A paper disc separates the priming composition

and the powder, and a paper disc secured by shellac closes the end

of the tube. In some of these tubes the contact disc is of lead and

tin. Those with pure tin discs have the letter T stamped on the

head.

The action is identical with that of the Service tube. Action.

The Mark I differs in having a double bridge, resistance "7 to § 10256.

9 ohm.

The Tubes, Vent-sealing, Friction, Drill, V, Mark II, and M, Mark § 47CS.

h are similar, and consist of a gun-metal ping of the same exterior

form and dimensions as the Service article. From the head protrudes

a steel wire of the same length as the draw wire of the corresponding

frioion tube, which terminates in a spring clip, into which the hook

of the lanyard is inserted at drill, and from which it can be with

drawn by a pull of about the same strength as that required to fire

the Service tube.
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Tube, Vent-sealing, Electric V Drill, Mark TV | N.

Brass, for Guns with Tube-holders.

Scale, full-size.
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The Tube, Vent-sealing, Electric, V, Drill, Mark IVl generally

resembles the Service tube in shape; its construction is shown in

the woodcut.

Mark III only differs in having a double bridge. Mark II is

described in former editions of the treatise. Mark I had wires

3 inches shorter than Mark II.

Tube, Friction, T, Drill, Mark I, as its name implies, is for drill

purposes, with guns fitted with T vents. It is made of hardened

steel, and resembles in form the Service tnbe ; the head is slotted

out and a lip formed on lower part, a curved spring is fitted into the

slot in the head, which offers about the same resistance to the pull of

lanyard as the friction wire in Service tube.

Fired service T tubes which are unsuitable for refilling are

rectified, bronze lacquered, fitted with a wooden plug and issued

for drill to batteries equipped with B.L. 1'2-pr. or 15-pr., Marks II

to IV guns.

Vent-sealing drill tubes are all issued in tin boxes containing 10.

When filled, electric drill tubes are treated as explosives of

Group II, Division I.

To refix bridges and reprime drill vent-sealing tubes :—

1. Unscrew the centre and bottom portions from the head.

2. Clean the tube with a hog's hair brush, dipped in methylated

spirit.

3. Clean the ends of the poles with a smooth file, taking care not

to remove more of the metal than necessary.

4. Tip the poles with a small quantity of pure tin ; using resin as

a flux.

Tube, Friction, T, Drill, Mark I.

Scale, full size.
 

§§ 10234,

10312.

§ 4762.

§§ 78C7,

10539.

§ 10667

Issue.

Storage.

Instructions

for refiling

bridges.

— Section at A.B.
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5 Solder one end of the wire (platinnm silver '21 grain per

yard) to one pole with pure tin, and stretch the wiro across

a piece of wood as a support, and solder it to the other pole,

then out off the loose end with a pair of scissors.

C. Test the bridge with a Meuotti test battery ; p <^ood deflection

of the needle should result.

7. Stop the holes in the head of the P I be (except Marks IV

and V and wireless electric P) with luting ; or the holes in

the middle portion of the V tube with white fine paper.

8. Screw on the middle portion of the tube, and fill it with

priming composition, tapping the tube to ensure the priming

being in contact with the bridge.

!). Screw on the bottom end of the tube.

10. Pack in tin boxes, close with a tape band and shellac, and

mark the labels " Refilled," with station and date.

.Stores used To keep the vent properly clean and free from fouling, a Rimer, vent,

in connection axial, short, Mark IV, made ofbronze, is supplied. It forms the frustum

sealers*11'" °^ a cone accurately fitting the vent on one side, while the removal of

three faces from the opposite side leaves it in the form of a frustum

Rimer. of a hexagonal pyramid, the angles of which remove the fouling or

§ 9761. dirt without injuring the steel vent.

The rimer has a cross handle with a long shank, so that it may

be used in the guns fitted with tube-holders as well as others fitted for

vent-sealing tubes. It is suitable for all axially vented guns, exnept

those having T-axial vents;* also for adapter, cartridge, Q.F. or

Q.F.C.

§ 6400, 8727. The Mark III rimer only differs from Mark IV in length, which is

shorter. The handle of Mark III fouls certain fittings in the B.L.

 

Hark III.

Sca'e, J.
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(j-incfa, Mark VII, and so it is only suitable for other axially vented

guns; it is also suitable for adapter cartridge Q.F. or Q.F.C.

Mark II differs from Mark III in a shoulder on the handle, where § 4595.

the bronze coned portion is attached. This shoulder fouls the

chamber for striker in the D-pattern lock. Mark II is consequently

suitable for axially vented guns (except those having T axial vents,

or percussion locks D, 12-inch Mark VIII and IX, and 9 2-inch

Mark VII 1, IX, and X), also for adapter, cartridge Q.F. or Q.F.C.

Mark I rimer is obsolete. §§ 4225,4593.

Rimer, Vent, Axial, Short, Mark IV | 0. |

Bronze, for Axiallyvented Guns, excepting those with T axial-Tents, also for

Adapter Cartridge Q.F. or Q.F.C.

en
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Scale, i.
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§S 7360,
10456.

Extractors.

§ 1C887.

Rimer, Vent, Axial, long, Mark I, for use with guns using cordite § 8096.

primers, resembles the Mark III, but the bronze portion is G inches

longer, which is reduced in diameter to '21 inches, and for a length

of 4-4 inches is grooved spirally for removing the fouling of the

primer vent cordite.

Rimer, Vent, T, Mark I, is identical in construction to rimer, vent,

axial, Mark III above, but smaller to suit the diameter of the T

vent.

There are two patterns of Extractors, tube, P, viz. :—

Extractor, Tube, Special, box slide, " A," Mark 1 1 0 | , ia for use

with B.L. 12-inch Mark IX ; 92-inch Marks X and IX ; 6-inch

Marks VII and VIII ; and B.L. " C " 5-inch, when the vent-sealing

tube is so tightly jammed in the vent that the extractor in the slide

box fails to remove it. It is generally similar to the " Extractor,

tube P special," described below, from which it differs principally in

the sheath at the front end, which is arranged to suit the recess in

the slide box when the electric and percussion lock is withdrawn as

far as the jammed vent-sealing tube will admit.

Extractor, Tube, P, Mark I, is of the form shown in the woodcut.

Mid is intended for extracting vent-sealing tubes from the vents of

gans fitted with percussion locks other than those fitted with D

locks.

When the tube is so tightly jammed that it cannot be extracted §§ 4873, 722S.

by means of this instrument the extractor, tube, P, special, must be

employed. In all cases the lock must be first removed before this

extractor can be applied.

§ 4872.
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It consists of a sheath containing a bolt with a screw thread on

the inner end, and two small levers hinged to the outer end. A

revolving cross-handle actuates the threaded portion of the bolt, a

small bar between the levers causes them to diverge on passing out

of the sheath ; and their outer ends, which are semi-circular in form,

are lipped so as to clip the head of the tube.

Scale, J.

A

SECTION THRO' A b

 

The cross-handle is then turned till the ends of the levers protrude

sufficiently to admit of their being placed over the head of the tube.

On turning the handle in the opposite direction the tube is gripped

and forcibly extracted.

§ fi037. Extractor, Tube, F, Special, Mark J, is intended for special use

with R.M.L. axially-vented guns. It is made of steel similar in con

struction to the extractor, tube, P, special, described above, with the

following exceptions :—The sheath is prolonged beyond the levers, and

is furnished with a projection on the side, which fits into the groove

prepared for the guide-tube holder, and prevents it revolving while

the tube is being withdrawn. The ends of the revolving cross-handle

are rounded.

§§ 7080,7228, Ordnance, B.L., Lever Extractor, consists of a steel rod about

1*908. 9 inches in length, having toe pieces at either end, which may be

inserted in the loop of the extractor to which the lanyard is attached,

the sides of the lock frame affording a fulcrum. It is intended for;

use in the extraction of vent-sealing tubes, in the event of the latter

being found to be jammed in guns fitted with electric B, and per

cussion D locks, and also with the 12-inch Marks VIII and IX,

9 2-inch Marks VIII and IX, and 13 5-inch guns.

§§ 4218, 4380, There are also two patterns of Extractor, tube, for use with V and

4595. M tubes, both consisting essentially of a bent lever with one long arm

which forms the handle, and one very short arm which fits into the

slot under the head of the tube. They are made of steel, and the

other extremity of Mark II is formed into claws which are used for
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starting the slide in gnns which take the M pattern tubes, Mark I § 4874.

is without these claws, and will be withdrawn.

Scale, i.
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A Boa, Tubes, Vent-sealing, Garrison, Mark J, is supplied to hold .§§ 4514, 5402.

the tin boxes of vent-sealers in the works stated in its name when

opened for use in action. They are painted red, and are intended to

be suspended against the walls in the most convenient position.

For Naval Service the vent-sealing tubes are carried in a leather § 4724.

pocket, strapped round the waist of one of the gun's crew. The rimer

is carried in a leather case and the extractor in a frog similarly

attached.

Lanyards are used with friction tubes, with percussion locks, and Lanyards,

with Q.F. guns. Those for the L.S. are made of white line tarred ; the

Naval lanyards are made of white line untarred, and have a loop to

allow of half cocking. The rocket machine lanyard, although for

Naval Service, is tarred, as also are the 6-inch and 3-pr. Q.F. lanyards.

The following is the present nomenclature of lanyards :—

Lanyards, friction tube

Field Mark III

., T, Mark I . .

11 11 n *I • ■

Siege, No. 1, Mark IV

„ No. 2, „ II

Garrison, No. I, Mark III

No. 2, „ V

No. 3, „ IV . .

No. 4,

No. 5,

II

1

White line tarred.

5 feet 5 inches.

White line tarred, with extractor, 4 feet

9 inches, for guns with T vents.

With extractor, 4 feet 9 inches for guns

and howitzers with T-vents.

With toggle, 5 feet 5 inches, for R.M.L.,

and B.B.L. siege guns and howitzers.

With toggle, loop and auxiliary lanyard,

15 feet, for B.L. siege guns.

Without toggle, 11 feet 10 inches, for

16-inch, 12 5-inch, Mark U.

With toggle and loop, 11 feet 10 inches;

for B.L. 6-inch guns on disappearing

carriages, when using shield eights ;

B.L. 10-inch and 92-inch guns on

disappearing carriages, when using

gun sights ; also Moncricff mountings.

With toggle and loop, 8 feet 8 inches ;

for B.M.L. guns, 12'5-inch, Mark I,

and under, and for S.B. guns ; B.L.

6-inch guns (including those on dis

appearing carriages only when using

gun sights) ; B.L. guns aboTe 6-inch,

except those on disappearing carriages,

or MoncrieS mountings.

Without toggle, 15 feet, 17-72-inch

R.M.L. guns.

With toggle, 16 feet ; for B.L. 10-inch

and 9'2-inch guns on disappearing

carriages, when using shield sights.

Land Service.

§§ 6742, 6S26.

7049, 7865.

§ 10405.

§ 10145.

§§ 6742,7040.

§§ G826, 7049,

7179, 9857.

§§ 6742,6821!.
7019, 9857.

§§ 6742, 6826,
7049
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§ 1U19.

§§ 8656,9828.

§ 9104.

XavaJ.

§§ 4391, 7049,

10116.

S

§§ 6847, 6967,

8713, 10236.

Quick firing.

§ 7745.

§ 8713.

§ 8271.

Garrison, Xo. C, MarV I

Q.F. Rear Firing

Lanyard Firing, Hotchkiss, Mark I

„ „ Xordcnfdt, „

Lanyards, friction tube

("Turret Teasel, Mark III . .

T J Turret Teasel, Mark IV . .
Lon* 1 64-pr, 64-cwt., „ III

l64-pr., 71-cwt., „ III ..

Short, Mark III

Rocket machine, with puller unci

block, Mark III

B.L. or Q.F. side firing, Mark II, X. .

B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C. rear firing,

Mark II, X.

Q.F. or Q.F.C. rear firing, Mark II.

X.

12-pr., side firing X, Mark I

,, rear firing X, „ I

6-pr. Nordenfelt, Mark I . .

With steel standing line ; for R.M.L.

radially Tented guns on garrison

carriages with rear sighting steps.

With fork and wood toggle, 3 feet;

4'7-inch, B, and 12-pr.

Wire cord, with firing"! for 3-pr. Q.F.

piece. I garrison,

Wire cord, with spring [ recoil, car.

clip. J riage.

3-pr.

White line.

With toggle and loop, 18 foet 6 inches.

With toggle and loop, 32 feet.

With toggle and loop, 9 feet 8 inches.

With toggle, 9 feet.

With toggle and loop, 8 feet 8 inches.

Tarred, with toggle, two pieces, one

5 feet 5 inches, and one 1 foot

3 inches.

White line with loop, hook, and brass

toggle, 4 feet 2 inches, B.L. 6-inch,

Marks VII and VIII Q.F., 6-inch,

12-pr., 12-cwt., and 8-cwt. guns.

While line with loop, hook, and bra's

toggle, 8 feet, Q.F. 4-inch, Mark II,

Q.F.C. 4-inch, and B.L. guns.

White line with fork and metal toggle,

3 feet, Q.F.C. 6-inch, Q.F. 6-inch, B.

4 7-inch, B, 4-inch, Mark III, and

12-pr., 12-cwt., A, and 8-owt. guns.

With loop, hook, and brass toggle,

3 feet 6 inches.

White line, with loop, fork, and brass

toggle, 1 foot 1 inch.

For 6-pr. Xordenfelt Mark I gun.

Tarred, with toggle and spring clip,

2 feet.

Cocking.

§§ 6910,

10145.

2856,3207

3883, 6855.

A.C. 1887,

C'l. 124.

Use of rent-

serrers.

For details of previous patterns, see former editions of this work.

Lanyard, Cocking, Mark I, is made of white line, tarred, with

toggle and hook, and is intended for use with B.L. gnns with per

cussion locks, except lock D, to prevent injury to the man re-cocking

the lock after a miss-fire, by the gun recoiling, shonld it be acci

dentally fired during the operation. This lanyard will be made up

locally as required. In future this lanyard is to have a spherical

toggle, stamped with the letter " C."

Vent-Servers are used instead of employing the thumb, as was

formerly the practice in serving the vent of a gun ; also for plugging

the vents of guns mounted in warm climates, the lanyard being

removed for this purpose. The present pattern is Mark IV (see cut).

It is forged out of Bessemer steel. The lanyard passes through

two holes in the head. The body which enters the vent is conical and

is covered with a thick conical piece of leather. At the bottom is a

screw on which fits a nut, which keeps the leather in position, and

can be removed so as to put on a fresh leather when necessary. The

nut is riveted over to prevent it unscrewing and the leather cone

becoming detached.

For details of previous patterns, see former editions of this work,

and § Changes in War Stores given in margin of this work.

Vent-servers are used in L.S. with all R.M.L. guns and howitzers

from 25-pr. gun inclusive ; also with S.B. garrison ordnance.

In N.S. they are to be used with all guns.

Vent-servers will be issued complete with lanyards for N.S., and
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for siege guns, and batteries of position ; but for garriion service the

whipcord will ba demanded separately, and the lanyards 6tted

lncilly; became the loop fits over the hind sight of the gun, and the

length is regulated accordingly.

Vent-Server, Mark IV, L, Steel, without Lanyard.

m 7 S"- - N

 

The leDgth of the whipcord required for euuk lanyard, so as to

tdmit of a loop of abaut 2 inchos in length being spliced at the end,

is as follows :—

Inches.

12'5-inch gun of 38 tons . .

12 ., „ 35

12 „ „ 25 „

11 „

10 „

8

EO-pr. converted guns

G4-pr. wrought iron guns

7-inch guns

64-pr. converted gnns

40-pr. guns

25-pr. „

9-pr. and 7-pr. guns N.S.

R.M.L. howitzers

S.B. ordnance. . . .

45

>35

25

■•1

£0

• •J
•17

Plug, Vent, Hayes pattern, Mark I, is a disc of india-rubber and a

leather plug to tit the vent.

Plug, Vent, T, Mark I, is made of gun-metal with a cross-bead.

The head has a loop screwed in, and a steel spring ; the body is

covered with leather. It is used up with B.L. 15-pr. Mark I g'nns

with Mark I i-adial T vent.

Mark II differs from Mark I in having no leather washer covering

on stem. A leather washer is provided at the upper end of the stem

under I lie head, to close the tube chamber when the plug is iu the

Tent.

§ 810
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CHAPTER IX.—GENERAL REMARKS ON

FUZES.

USES AND CLASSES OK FUZES. FUZE HOLE GAUGES.—GENERAL REMAKKS

ON WOOD TIME FUZES.—GENERAL REMARKS OK METAL TIME FUZES.—

GENERAL REMARKS ON l'EBCTSSION FUZES.—BLINDS.—PREMATURES.

I'sos and The bursting charge of a shell ia ignited by means of a fuze so

clause? of contrived as to act at any particular moment during its flight, or

fule6> upon or after impact.

There are four principal classes of fuzes :—

1. Time Fuzes, which are ignited by the shock or flash of dis

charge, or by the rotatory motion of the shell, and which

are so arranged as to communicate firo to the bursting charge

at the expiration of an interval of time, this interval being

regulated before the shell is fired by boring or setting the

fuze.

These may be subdivided into two classes :—

(a) Those in which the composition channel is parallel to the

axis of the fuze, as in the 15-seconds wood time.

(b) Those in which the composition forms a ring near the

circumference, as in the sensitive time fuzes.

2. Percussion Fuzes, which communicate fire to the bursting charge

when the shell strikes or grazes.

These may again be sub-divided into—

(n) The fuzes intended to act upon graze ; and

(6) Those designed to act on direct impact only.

The fuze may or may not be prepared to act by the shock of dis

charge, according to its construction, e.g., the R.L. Percussion Fnze is

so prepared, the Direct Action is not.

'6. Double Action or Time and Percussion Fuzes, which combine in

one the properties of the other two classes. That is to say,

they can be set as time fuzes, but supposing the time

arrangement not to effect its object, they will also act as

percussion fuzes.

The time aud percussion fuze is an example of this class.

4. Delay Action Fuzes.—In these, a percussion arrangement ignites

a column of composition on impact. This burns for a short

time before ijrnitins' the bursting charge, thus giving the

shell time to penetrate.

Example. The Direct Action, Delay.
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The various fuzes now in the Service, will be fully described in

the following chapters. The majority of fuzes fit into a fuze hole at

the nose of the shell, and there are now only two sizes of fuze hole in

the Service, (omitting the ammunition for Smooth Bore Ordnance,

detail of which will be found in former editions of this Treatise).

These two fnze-hole gauges are the General Service and the

Armstrong Field Service.

With two exceptions, the " E " Time Fuze and the " B.L. Plain "

percussion fuze which fit the latter gauge, all the nose fuzes for rifled

projectiles in the Service fit the G.S. gauge.

The Armstrong F.S. gauge is only found in common and segment

shells for R.B.L. guns, 9-pr. to 20-pr., except the 20-pr. common for

N.S. which has the G.S. gauge.

Some fuzes are intended for the base of the shell, instead of the Babb fuze3.

nose, the advantages of this arrangement being : (1) admissibility

of a pointed head, giving increased penetration, (2) the fuze is in

a favourable position -with regard to burster.

Time fuzes on this principle have not hitherto proved successful.

Shell having the obsolete Moorsom gauge can be converted to the

G.S. gange by the use of adapters, details of which will be found in

former editions.

It is not necessary to give any account of fuzes manufactured for General

the service prior to 1855. remarks on

In that year, General Boxer introduced his time fuzes, which wood timo

are still used in the Service, and which were greatly superior to f"2".

the fuzes they replaced, both as to accuracy aud facility of

preparation.

Wood was the material adopted for the body of the fuze, a hard

durable wood with a grain suitable for turning is required ; beech is

found to answer well. The wood is seasoned, and is afterwards

desiccated by artificial heat.

All Boxer fuzes are conical, this shape having a great advantage

over the cylindrical form, as there is no risk of the fuze setting back

into the shell on the shock of firing, at least not when the angle of

the cone is sufficiently great ; also, if the wood expands or contracts

the fnze will only project or go in a little more, but with a cylinder

the result would be either that the fuze would not enter the fuze

hole when expanded, or would fall through into the shell when

shrunk.

The same pitch of cone is used in all wood time fuzes, being that

introduced by General Boxer. The cone increases at the rate of

1 inch in diameter for every 9'375 inches in length. The different

sizes are obtained by taking different sections of the cone.

The fuze composition is contained in a channel which is not bored

(.■ompletely through the wood, as it is necessary to support the com

position to prevent it from setting back on tiring. This channel is

placed centrally in the body of the fuze, except in fuzes which have

two powder channels, in these the composition channel is eccentric.

Powder channels are essential in fuzes for shrapnel shells, having the

bursting charge in the base, because if a fuze having no powder

channels wore bored short, the hole would come in contact with the

metal of the shell, and the flame of the composition could not ignite

the charge.

In the Service wooden time fuzes, the diameter of each side hole

is '125 inch, consequently there would be no room for those con

taining ordinary fuze composition, which burns '2 inch in one second,

to be bored so as to read to half seconds if there were only one
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powder channel. Uy increasing the Dumber of channels we ave

enabled to graduate the fuze more finely. For instance, a fuze with

six powder channels can be graduated just six times as finely as a

fuze driven with the same composition, but having only one powder

channel. With the earlier fuzes, two powder channels were con

sidered to be sufficient, and this number allowed the 5-seconds fuze

with its column of quick burning composition to be graduated to

quarter seconds, but the same length of slower burning composition

in the 9-seoonds fuze could, with two powder channels, only be

graduated to half seconds, the side holes being precisely the same

distance apart in both fuzes, but one composition burning twice as

rapidly as the other. When new fuzes were called for, which should

burn for a longer time and yet be graduated to small intervals, it was

necessary to use a slower composition, so as not to make the fuze too

long to fit into the socket of a shrapnel shell ; and to increase the

number of powder channels so as still to be able to graduate it to

quarter seconds. Hence, in the 15-seconds fuze, there are six powder

channels, and eight in the 30-seconds fuze.

These two fuzes are practically the only wood time fuzes re

maining in the service ; consequently descriptions of other wood

fuzes must be sought for in former editions.

The increased number of powder channels has a beneficial

secondai*y effect, for they are connected at the bottom by quick-

match, so that the ignition of one causes all to act simultaneously,

and to direct a powerful combined flash into the interior of the Bhcll.

In all wood time fuzes the last hole is bored through into the

composition to ensure the action of the fuze when fixed in the shell

without preparation.

This bottom hole is threaded with quiekmatcb, while the powder

in the other channels is supported by the connecting quickmatch

laid in a circular groove in the base, and pressed into the lower ends

of the channels. Wood time fuzes are ignited in two ways ; either

by the flash of the charge which ignites a quickmatch priming in a

groove near the head of the fuze, or by the shock of discharge

which sets in action a detonator in the head of the fuze. The

hammer of this detonator is supported by a " safety-pin " before

loading, immediately before which it is withdrawn.

The priming is covered by a copper and tape band, which

protects the fuze from accidental ignition by sparks or by a

neighbouring explosion, and is torn off before loading. The

operation of withdrawing the safety pin in fuzes with detonator

answers to this " uncapping " in the case of fuzes protected by the

band.

It has been established by experiment that fuzes thus protected

are almost absolutely safe against the influence of neighbouring

explosions.

Stress is laid in drill on the importance of not uncapping the fuze

or withdrawing the safety pin till the moment of loading.

Fuzes for rifled ordnance have their heads closed, otherwise they

would probably be extinguished when the shell struck poiut foremost,

they would also burn much quicker on account of tho iuereased

pressure of the air when flying point foremost.

It was hoped that this would get over the- difficulty of the effect

of the pressure, which causes a varying rate of burning in rifled

guns. This, however, has not been attained.

A wood time fuze striking a hard surface will generally act as r

percussion fuze, but a shell grazing is apt to shake the fuze out.
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In firing star shells, and in exceptional cases when reduced charges § lfi$6.

are fired with a M.L. wood time fuze, extra gun-cotton priming is

necessary to insure ignition. The gun-cotton is permanently fixed

to the " Fuze, 15-seconds, M.L., with special priming." It is well to

remember that when a fuze with gun-cotton priming is uncapped it

is liable to be ignited by the least spark. § 1824.

Later time fuzes have a paper lining in the fuze composition bore.

In hot climates the wood is liable to shrink, and by doing so may

leave a space between the wood and the fuze composition, thus

exposing the sides of the latter to the action of the flame of the

ignited fuze ; should this take place, the fuze will have a large

snrface ignited at once, and will burn very rapidly, so causing prema

ture explosion.

The paper lining prevents this, as it is not liable to shrink ; the

lining has, however, the disadvantage of injuring the keeping

qnalities of the fuze, because a porous paper absorbs moisture. The-

old fuzes keep better ; it has already been pointed out, p. 4, that

paper in contact with gunpowder is apt to injure it. The ill effects

of the presence of the paper were shown in the earlier patterns of

wood time fuzes for rifled guns.

The ingredients of fuze compositions are given in the tables at

p. 552. These compositions, however, will vary slightly from the pro-

rtions given there ; no doubt there is alwa3'8 some slight difference-

th in the purity and the mechanical condition of the ingredients,

and so two mixings, though prepared as far as possible in the same

way, will not give exactly the same time of burning. The rate of

burning of each mixing is ascertained : if it is found too slow, a

little mealed powder is added ; if too quick, a little more saltpetre

and sulphur, until it is brought to burn at exactly the required rate.

The composition for the 15-seconds fuzes burns at the rate of 1 inch

ui 7^ seconds, and that for the 30-seconds fuze at the rate of 1 inch

in 10 seconds.

It is much more difficult to make a slow composition burn regalarly

than a comparatively quick one.

For the method of preparing and fixing fuzes, see p. 382, et seq. Preparing

It will be observed that all wood time fuzes are now to be fixed in wood fuzes,

tbe shell by screwing in firmly by hand. It is important that this

should be done thoroughly, because fuzes insecurely fixed will cause

either prematures or blinds. Should there be any doubt upon the

point, thoy may be tightened by the Fuze Extractor for Rifled Shell.

The 15 and 30-seconds fuzes are painted black and drab. They pa;nt.

have the greater part of the body covered with the index paper, but

there is a ring of drab below the black head. The 15-seconds M.L.

with special priming has the head and that portion of the body not

covered with the index paper painted red. The colouring matter is

rather a lacquer than a paint, consisting mainly of shellac dissolved

in spirits, and aids to protect the fuze from moisture.

Besides the numbers of the side holes, each fuze will be found to be Murks,

marked near the head with the Roman numerals indicating the mark,

and figures giving the number of thousand of manufacture,* while on

the opposite side the month and year is stamped. Thus ^

indicates that the fuze is Mark II, that it is one of the 140th thousand

The 15-seconds M.L. with special priming is not stamped with tbe number of

thousand.

(5581) L
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of that mark, and that it was finished in July, 1885. These marks

should always be quoted when reporting on fuzes.

§ 0621. 15-seconds fuzes which pass through ordnance factories for

examination will be grouped according to their mean time of

burning and each group given a distinguishing letter which will be

marked on all cylinders and packages but not on the fuzes them

selves. This letter will take the place of the number of thousand

for all purposes for which the number of thousand was originally

used.

§ 1843. In 1869, (he system of packing fuzes, lights, and tubes, and all snch

combustible stores in cylinders containing small quantities was

approved. This method has the advantage of not leaving any large

quantity exposed to the action of climate after the cylinders are

opened.

§§ 1871,2055, In 1870 tin cylinders, with lids secured by a tin band soldered

22'-7. round, and thus hermetically sealed, were introduced, and after a

comparative trial with zinc cylinders secured by a tape band, were

finally decided on in 1872.

Nearly all fuzes are packed by fives in tin cylinders, and these

cylinders are issued in wooden cases, the number contained in the

case varying with the nature of fuze. The 15 and 30-seconds fuzes

are wrapped separately in brown paper.

When new, these C3"linders are tested in the Royal Laboratory by

placing them in water. A cylinder properly soldered can be placed

under water for some days with safety to its contents.

A.C. 1874, The cylinders have a label on the top showing the nature of the

CI. 159. fuze, the number contained in the cylinder, the mark or numeral of

pattern of the fuze, the numbe:- of thousand, the date of packing and

the service for which the fuzes are intended ; also a caution not to open

the cylinder until the fuzes are required for use or special inspection.

When special inspection is required a fixed percentage of fuzes should

be examined (seeA.O. Regs. 1900), only a sufficient number of cylinders

being opened to furnish the required number of fuzes. Instructions for

use are given on a label on the side of the cylinder, as well as instruc

tions for opening the cylinder. In the case of fuzes containing

•detonating composition, a caution is added against placing the fazes in

■a magazine.

They have also directions for re-closing the cylinder (see A.O. Regs.

1000), and a blank space for the date on which this has been done.

In addition, 15-seconds fuzes repaired since 3.3.99. will have the

distinguishing letter on the cylinder as stated before.

Cylinders containing fuzes are painted black and have their

labels printed in black ink, except those containing 15-seconds fuzes

which have a white top. Those containing 15-seconds fuzes with

special priming have a red top.

Metal time The general improvement in artillery material has caused the intro-

iuz«j. duction of a new class of time fuzes made of metal, and having little

in common with their wooden predecessors but their object and

name. This class of fuze is in general use among Continental nations,

and, though the construction is complicated, and the cost considerably

greater than that of the older type, it has certain important advan

tages which more than counterbalance the increased expense, especially

when used with shrapnel shell, with which projectile alone it is

proposed to use time fuzes in the future, and with which, more

particularly when fired from high velocity guns, it is a sine qua non

that the fuzes can be set to act at very short intervals.

AdTantages. 1. The fuze burns with greater regnlarity and better practice
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results ; the liability to premature action owing to shrinkage of wood

in hot climates is overcome.

2. It can be set to act at very short intervals.

3. Setting the fnzn doe3 not spoil it, as is the case with one which

has to be bored ; the fuze can, consequently, be rc-set or returned

to the limber box and used on a subsequent occasion.

4. The setting is open to inspection or alteration after the fuze

is fixed, and until the shell is actually loaded in the gun.

5. On account of the construction of the fuze, a longer time of

burning is obtained in flight, although a higher velocity and,

in consequence, a higher pressure on the head of the shell are

maintained in B.L. guns for a longer time than in the old M.L.

ordnance.

6. An alternative percussion arrangement can be fitted in the same

fuze.

A fuze of this class was introduced into the Service as early as

1860; bnt it naturally had many defect*, which experience has

corrected .

It was also employed with segment shell, a projectile to which any

time fuze has since been found to be unsuitable ; and to this cause is

no doubt due some of the prejudice with which it was at one time

regarded.

Its use was discontinued in June, 1870, by the Royal Artillery,

for which service the Boxer wooden fuze was generally adopted with

R.M.Li, ordnance; but, after many alterations of pattern, the E. time

fuze, which was the form eventually taken by this early metal fuze,

still survives in the Royal Navy, and has been purtially reintroduced

for L.S.

In addition to the time arrangement, most metal fuzes contain a Combined

percussion action in the same body, and are then generally called fuzes.

combined or double action fuzes. The object of this combination is

not so much that the fuze may be used indifferently for time or

percussion shell as that the bursting of the shell may be secured if

it should graze before the time arrangement aits.

The composition in the E. time fuze is pit mealed powder. In Fuze compo-

the other metal time, and time and percussion fuzes, the composition »ition.

is a mixture of black and brown mealed powders. The rate of

burning of each mixing is ascertained, and if too slow a little black

mealed powder is added.

Metal time fuzes have stamped on them the numeral, number of Mar'»e.

thousand or lot, date of manufacture, and manufacturer's mark.

Metal time fuzes are issued in tin cylinders containing one. The Packing,

cylinders are painted black with labels printed in black ink. The

labels show nature and mark of fuze ; number of thousand or lot,

date of manufacture, and the time of burning at rest, instructions

for opening the cylinders, and a caution ag linst placing it in a

magazine and the group and division for storage. The cylinder

contains instructions for reclosing and a strip of paper showing the

packer's name. Space is left on the top label for the date of

reclosing. In addition the newer cylinders have the number of

thousand or lot of the fuze stamped on the bottom of the cylinder.

The rate of burning of a wood fuze is influenced by its age, the Time of burn-

climate in which it is kept, and the atmospheric pressure. An old ing.

fuze burns longer than a new one. Fuzes kept some time in very

dry or very damp climates may burn irregularly, tho effect of

extreme dryness being to cause faster burning. Each diminution of

atmospheric pressure to the extent of one mercurial inch in the

(5581) l 2
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barometer increases the time of burning of all time fuzes by "03, or

what is nearly the same thing, by The barometer falls about

1 inch for an increase of 1,000 feet in elevation.

The effect of varying pressures on the rate of burning explains to

some extent the important fact that fu^.es burn at sensibly different

rates when fired out of different guns ; as a rule, they are found to

burn quicker in large than in small guns, probably because the

projectiles from the former keep up their velocity better.

The earlier metal time and percussion fuzes had escape holes for

the gases, given off by the burning composition, in the head of the

fuze. The gases escaping fiom these holes met the resistance of the

air directly, when the shell mas in flight, and consequently the

resistance to their egress varied with the velocity of the shell and so

caused the fuze to burn irregularly.

Side-c*cH]-e. The later fuzes had the head entirely closed and a side escape

channel for the escape of the gases. This side channel is directed

from tho interior slightly towards the rear or base of the fuze, and

slants away from the direction of rotation of the shell. There is

thus no tendency for the rotation of the shell to force air into the

head of the fuze through the escape hole, and so vary the pressure

on the burning composition : from its position with reference to the

rotation, the pressure met by the escaping gases is more uniform and

so greater regularity is obtained.

All time fuzes buru quicker when rotated rapidly than when at

rest. In the case of metal fuzes, this increase varies with the

direction in which the ring of composition burns with reference to

the rotation of the shell, and it has been found that the rate of

burning is more rapid, but more regular, when the ring burns in th.9

opposite direction to that in which the shell rotates.

Difficulty has always been experienced in obtaining a long burning

fuze of moderate weight, as a slow burning composition u,sually burns

with greater irregularity than a quicker burning one. Therefore a

greater length of composition has generally been obtained by

increasing the diameter and consequently the weight of the fuze.

This is the case with tho time and percussion middle fuze, but here it

is of less importance since this fuze is used with the heavier natures

of guns.

A small slow burning fuze was introduced for field guns in tho

T. and P. No. 57 fuze {see p. 176).

Double- Two time rings, one placed above the other, are sometimes used in

Imukcd order to obtain a greater length of composition without materially

fuics. increasing the size and weight of the fuze. Fuzes with this arrange

ment are known as double-banked fuzes. The fuze supplied with the

equipment of the 15-pr. Q.F. gun (fuze T. and P. No. 58) is of this type.

Generally with these fuzes the upper ring is fixed, while the lower

ring is graduated and capable of being turned to set the fuze ; the

composition of the upper ring lights first, and when it has burned the

desired amount it communicates with the lower ring, which burns in.

its turn, in the opposite direction.

The length of the composition is thus nearly doubled.

In manufacturing wood fuzes, it is found necessary to avoid using

oil on the tools employed in boring the fuze composition channel, as

the oil coming in contact with the composition increases the time of

burning.

The time of burning of different fuzes at rest varies with different

thonsands. Tho time of burning at rest of a metal time fuze is given,

on the label of the cylinder.
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Wood cannot be used as the material for percussion fuzes, where General

great nicety of fit is necessary, and where even a trifling alteration of remarks on

form would prevent t he fuze fivm acting, percussion

* The metal employed must not be liable to oxidise readily ; iron uzc*'

was at first tried and proved to be quite unsuitable. The so-called

gun-metal, consisting of copper and tin, to which a little zinc has

been added {see p. 558), in order to render the metal easier to turn,

answers well for the body, which must be strong, as otherwise the

fuze will fail with even moderately heavy charges. With base fuzes

it is especially important to have a strong material since the fuze body

is exposed to the full force of the powder gases. Manganese bronze

or other suitable alloy is used.

Brass and phosphor-bronze are used for springs.

Copper wire has been found suitable for suspending any part of

t'.ie fuze which has to " set back " on the shock of the discharge,

while brass, copper, and phosphor-bronze, have all been used for

safety pins.

Lead answers well for checking rebounds, owing to its softness

and lack of elasticity, but these qualities render it unfit to be the

support to the internal parts of a fuze, at least when it has to sustain

the shock caused by the jolting motion of a limber; it answers, how

ever, as " feathers " or projections destined to be sheared on the

shock of discharge.

Percussion fuzes are employed for two distinct purposes ; they

are used in shells intended exclusively to act against solid obstacles,

such as earthworks, or walls, or ships ; and tliey are also used in

shells employed against troops in the field.

For the first purpose it is desirablo that the fuze should only

act on direct impact, and a very instantaneous action is not

required.

For the second purpose, when used against troops in the open, it

h necessary that the fuze should act on graze, and that it should act

almost instantaneously, as otherwise the shell has time to rise to a

considerable height before bursting, and thus its effect against troops

is diminished. Such an action is secured in the R.L., in the small,

and in the B.L. plain perenssion fuzes. This nature of fuze is

absolutely necessary to develop the effect of segment shell when used

against troops in the field, and good results have been obtained from

shrapnel when using such fuzes at moderate ranges, under certain

circumstances.

Safety pins are used in the fuzes which act on graze. They serve Safety pin.

to protect the "feathers" and shearing wires in the fuze by taking

the shock caused by the jolting motion of the limbers. The " feathers "

and wires only come into use when the safety pin is withdrawn, and

guard against risk while the shell is rammed home. In the small

percussion fuze the safety pin prevents the upper retaining bolt

uulocking accidentally.

The base percussion fuze has a cylindrical port;on threaded with jj l8e f11Z()>

a left-handed screw thread, a hole through the base of the shell

being similarly prepared to receive it. As before mentioned these

fuzes must be made of a very strong material. It is also of the

highest importance that the construction of the fuze should preclude the

possibility of powder gas penetrating through the fuze into the interior

These remark; ai ti metals apply equally to metal time and combined fuzes.
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of the shell, aud means must also be adopted to prevent the gas

penetrating between the fuze and the body of the shell ; the result of

either would, of course, be a premature buret in the bore.

A tight joint between fuze and body is now obtained by coating

the screw threads with thinned luting (■£ luting Mark III and $

mineral jelly), and placing unthinned luting under the flange of the

fuze. Formerly a lead ring was used under the flange, but the lead

was found to " flow " and so after a short time the fuze became loose

and required tightening up.

Since a safety pin cannot well be used with a base fuze, the fuze

is so constructed that the movable portions are securely locked until

after the gun has been fired. The pressure of the powder gas drives

in a pressure plate and unlocks a retaining bolt (see description of

fuze, p. 166).

All peicussion nose fuzes in the Service at present (except the

B.L. plain, which fits inside the shell), are threaded with a screw

thread to fit into the conical fuze hole of the shells. A fuze having

its screwed portion conical can be screwed home much more rapidly

than when it is of a cylindrical form, as the fuze will enter some

distance into the conical fuze hole before the screw bites. There is

no necessity for a shoulder, as a conical screw cannot be screwed too

far home.

Percussion fuzes are useful when firing trial shell. It is difficult

when time fuzes are used to judge whether the shells are bursting

short or beyond the object, but when the shells are burst on the

ground it is easy to determine on which side of the object they are

bursting.

Percussion fuzes are useful where a local action is desirable ;

they are less effective than time fuzes agaiust. an open formation of

troops.

A great advantage of this class of fuze is that they require no

preparation, beyond withdrawing the safety pin in those fuzes which

act on graze.

For Naval Service a fuze was formerly required which would

only act upon direct impact, and could be safely carried in filled

shell, conditions which were well satisfied by the Pettman G.S.

fuze. But advances in gunnery, combined with the comparative

inefficiency of an impact fuze for bombarding purposes, have caused

a demand for N.S. fuze to fulfil the following conditions :—

1. To act on penetrating a f\-inch steel plate, or on the projectile

being fired into a bank of loose sand.

2. To be carried with perfect safety in a filled shell under usual

Naval conditions.

3. To act equally well with a full or reduced charge.

4. No part of the fuze to project beyond the rim of the fuze hole.

Pointed common ehell taking base fuzes are now very largely

used in the Royal Navy. These shell are carried filled and fuzed for

N.S. and plugged for L.S.

Issue. The older percussion fuzes are issued five in a tin cylinder, each

wrapped separately in brown paper ; the newer ones are issued singly

in tin cylinders. The labels on these cylinders give the same

information (except time of burning) as those on the cylinders

containing metal time or combined fuzes.

Causes of The chief defects to be guarded against in fuzes are their causing

blind shell. blind shells or premature explosions.

The first defect nay fairly be attributed to some fault in the

manufacture of the fuze cr in its preparation.
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The most frequent source of blinds with time fuzes seems to be

due to boring or setting the fuze too long. If this is done the shell

on striking the earth may shake out a wood time fuze; the velocity

of the shell being suddenly checked the fuze has naturally a

tendency to fly forward ; if the practice is over water the fuze may

be extinguished by striking the water. It is to be remarked that

such a grazing action is very different to direct impact, which, as

before stated, will generally make a wood time fuze act.

A sensitive fuze set too long may also be extinguished on striking

water, or it may be distorted on impact and the head together with

the composition ring broken off. In a time and percussion fuze, if

the setting is too long, and the angle of descent is very slight (say

under 2") tne retardation to the shell may bo insufficient to cause the

percussion arrangemeut to act.

Practice reports received from out-stations show that blinds are

sometimes due to fuzes which have deteriorated by keeping, being

bored in accordance with the range tables.

Independent of the fuze, blinds have been caused by the use of

Mark I primer in shrapnel shell, but as all these, except those fixed

in Bhell, were withdrawn iu 1873, failures due to that cause are no-

longer probable. Any foreign matter covering the primer would

cause a blind, and it has even been supposed that the three thick

nesses of paper formerly covering the bottom of wooden fuzes may

have caused such an obstruction, and the fuzes made since 6th

November, 1884, have only one thickness. When the bursting

charge is contained in a bag, it has been found that even those fuzes

which contain a considerable quantity of powder, such as the Direct

Action, will not ignite the charge with certainty.

To remedy this, a 7 dram primer has been introduced.

At least two# of these printer.*, which contain fine grain powder,

and more if there is room for them, should be put into every such

shell, so as to come next the fuze.

The chief causes of blind shells with time fuzes may be briefly

summed up thus:—

1. From the fuze being improperly prepared, or set too. long.

2. From the time fuze not igniting.

3. From the primer of a shrapnel shell not acting.

With percussion fuzes, a blind may be due to either the fuze not

being properly prepared, or to the third of the above-mentioned

causes, but as no preparation is required beyond taking out the

safety pin, it is le^s likely to fail from carelessness in this respect.

A percussion fuze may, however, cause a blind from—

1. Defects in manufacture.

2. Being used with a shell for which it was not intended.

Blinds may also be caused by the shell being empty or improperly

prepared.

Graze " percussion fuzes will cause blinds if the shell is not

sufficiently checked. The most trying conditions for a fuze of this

description are a heavy shell with high velocity and small angle of

descent, since a heavy body moving at a high rate of speed is more

difficult to check than a light one.

Graze fuzes are not used in the heavier shells, hut the rercu; sidn

§ 10099. The 16-pr. R.M.L. common ehell only require! one j rimer.
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portion of the middle time and percussion fuze is of this type, and it

has failed occasionally in heavy shell under circumstances when a

similar fuze in a light shell would have acted.

With direct action fuzes, actual impact or graze at an angle

exceeding 10° is necessary to fire the fuze, because the needle must

be actually crushed on to the detonating composition. These fuzes,

consequently, will give blinds when the shell grazes at angles less

than 10°.

Causes of Premature explosions are even more serious than blind shells, and

premature it is difficult to overrate the importance of getting rid of them. Our

explosions. most powerful ships now carry only a few guns, and their armament

might bo disabled by one or two common shell bursting in the gun.

Tn the Land Service, artillery must frequently fire over the heads of

their own troops, and a few prematures might cause disastrous

results, not only by actually killing aud wounding our own men,

but more especially from the moral effect produced. Nothing

demoralises troops more than being exposed to the fire of their own

artillery.

With high explosive shell the danger arising from a premature in

the bore is greatly enhanced.

Unfortunately, prematures may be due to many causes, but

frequently all the blame is laid on the fuze. It will be convenient

here to state all the most probable causes of prematures, both those

due to the fuze and to the projectile and bursting charge.

A premature may be due to a weak shell breaking up in the gun,

or to the penetration of gas into the shell through a flaw. It may

also be due to the ignition of the but sting charge due to the distor

tion of the shell, or from friction or shock of discharge. It appears to

be conclusively proved that prematures may occur from shell not being

properly filled, and also from the great friction due to the rotation

of the shell and the powder setting back on shock of discharge. For

this reason the insides of shell were lacquered, first with a rough

black lacquer which still caused prematures and afterwards with the

smooth red lacquer now in nse.

As an additional precaution burster bags to contain the charge arc

used with practically all powder common and armour-piercing shell,

except the smallest. The necessity for these bags has been demon

strated on several occasions when shell have been fired without

them.

With time fuzes, apart from defects of manufacture, a premature

may occur in metal fuzes from the time ring not being clamped

down, when the flash of the burning composition could travel round

the underside of the ring ; or as already pointed out from the wood

shrinking away from the composition, when no paper lining is

used.

The case of a fuze being bored too short should be distinguished

from that of a premature, as it will simply cause the shell to burst

short of the object, whereas in the other case it bursts either in or

near to the muzzle of the gun.

With graze percussion fuzes a rebound action may be set up by

the shock of discharge, which might throw tho detonator against

the needle. To check this action, a spiral spring is placed in all

modern fuzes between the pellet and the body of the fuze.

There is also the fact that a very light shell may be checked by

an irregularity in the bore of the gun, sufficiently to set the fuze in

action.

With direct action fuzes prematures are less likely, and the cause
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if one does occur, is more obscure. Placing a disc of tin-foil under

(he detonating composition was found to have a great effect in

preventing prematures.

Base fuzes have introduced additional causes for prematures from

failure doe to a weak fuze or from the penetration of gas into the

fehell between the fuze and the body of the shell, or between the

pressure plate and the fuze bod v.

The latter cause may be due to a pressure plate being damaged by

the point of another projectile or by an accidental blow. To guard

against this, shells fitted with base fuzes should never be placed

point to base and the protectors should not be removed during

transport.

It is found that the use of cordite makes the penetration of gas

more probable than when powder is used.

To sum up, we may divide the probable causes of prematures into

two classes.

Prematures due to causes connected with the shell may arise

from :—

1. Bad lacquer, iron or grit in the shell, or in the larger shell

from no bag being used.

2. From the shell not being quite filled.

3. From a weak or defective shell.

Prematures due to the fuze may arise from :—

1. A fuze improperly prepared (such as time ring not tightly

clamped).

2. Defects in manufacture.

3. Wood shrinking away from the composition where no paper

lining is used.

4. A fuze being used in a gun for which it is not intended.

■5. With a base fuze from the penetration of gas due to faulty

sealing between fuze body and shell or between pressure plate

and fuze body.

The fourth cause especially applies to percussion fuzes in high

velocity B.L. guns.

For storage fuzes are placed in Group II, Division I,
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CHAPTER X.—PERCUSSION FUZES.

1URECT ACTION'. — D. A. HELAY. — D. A. IMPACT. — 9,000 M. — PETTMAX's

G.S.—SMALL.—R.L. AND B.L. PLAIN.—BASE FUZES.

§§ 5593, 5788,
6274, 6740,

7635, 9906,

10172, 1C322.

Use.

Description.

Bodjr.

Bottom plug.

Screw plug

for needle

disc and

needle.

Fuze, Percussion, Direct Action, with Plug, No. 3, Mark III.—This

faze is employed in the L.S. with B.L. guns, 5-inch to 13"5-ineh ;

R.B.L., 7-inch; aud R.M L. G4-pr. and upwaids, and all rifled

howitzers. In the 2s*. S. for B.L. guns, 4-inch and upwards; 12-pr.

to 6-inch Q.F. ; and R.M.L. 64-pr. and upwards.

This fuze is to be used in both N.S. and L S. when hydraulic

machinery is used for loading. In the L.S. it is used on sea fronts.

The direct action is an impact fuze, but it will act on graze

provided the angle of descent is somewhat over 10°.

The fuze consists of the following parts, viz. :—Body, safety ping,

screw collar, needle disc with steel needle, screw plug for needle disc,

and bottom plug; all of which are made of an alloy resembling gun-

metal, with the exception of the steel needle, and the needle disc

which is of copper. (See Plate X.)

The body is threaded throughout on the exterior to the G.S.

taper and pitch. The lower part is hollowed out and takes a

blowing charge of 75 grains pistol or R.F.G." gunpowder, and the

bottom is closed by a bettorn plug screwed in, having a central fire-

hole closed on the upper side by a disc of fine white paper, and one

of red shalloon. There are two key-hole slots in it for the purpose

of screwing it in.

The top edge of the body has two slots cut in it to take the

projecting arm of the " Key, fuze, universal," by which it is screwed

into the shell. The upper portion is bored out and screwed left-

handed to take the screw plug for needle disc, screw collar, and

safety plug. Below this the centre of the body is recessed for the

detonating composition, and immediately under this recess there are

nine conical fire-holes communicating with the blowing charge in the

lower part. The conical fire-holes are filled with mealed powdtr

paste, and covered on the undtrside by a disc of fine white paper,

and on the upper side by a disc of tinfoil 3| grains of cap com

position are pressed by 1,000 lb. pressure into the recess provided

for it: it is varnished and covered by a thin brass disc, held in

position by a copper washer, over which the metal of the body is

spun.

The screw plug for netdle disc is threaded so asj» screw into (he

body, and is recessed. It is slightly coned at the bottom, and has

a hole through the centre. Two holes are drilled in the top so as

to screw the plug into the fuze. The needle disc is of copper, with

a steel needle i-napped on to the centre of it, and soldered. The

needle disc rests on a small shoulder made in the top of the screw

plug for needle disc.
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The screw collar retains the needle disc in position. It screws

into the body over the screw plug, having two slots cut in its upper

edge for that purpose.

The 8afety plug screws into the top over the screw collar and

prevents accidents in transport and storage. It must be removed at

the moment of loading ; for this purpose a slot is cut across the

upper surface of it. The top is marked with an arrow and the word

"unscrew," showing the direction to turn. The flat arm of the

" Key, fuze, universal " will fit the slot in the safety plug.

The exterior of the fuze is lacquered, and the fuze is carefully

waterproofed, by putting a little Pettman's cement on the threads of

the plug for needle disc, edge of needle disc, screw collar and bottom

plug before screwii g them in, and finally painting the top of the

fuze, below the safety plug with the same cement, so as to completely

cover the needle disc ; and also painting the bottom of the fuze

completely over. The needle is now soldered to the needle disc to

improve the water-tightness of the fuze.

The weight of the fuze, without safety plug, is about 5 oz.,

weight of plug, about 6 drs.

Fuzes manufactured or repaired before 27th June, 1894, are

without the tinfoil disc under the detonating composition and will, as

soon as they are replaced, be withdrawn.

The fuze, being prepared by simply removing the safety plug, is

quiescent in all its parts till direct impact takes place, or a graze at

such an angle that the nose of tho shell enters the ground. When

either of these events occurs tba needle is crushed down on to the

detoDating composition, which fires, and ignites the mealed powder

in the conical holes and the fine grain powder. The flash therefrom

blows down into shell and fires the charge.

The head of the needle being some distance below the head of the

faze, it cannot be touched or forced down on the detonating compo

sition when any ordinary rammer is used for loading.

Fuze, Percussion, D.A., with Cap, No. 1, Mark II, L, in general

construction is similar to that above described. The body,

Fuze, Percussion, Direct Action, with Cap, No. 1, Mark II, Metal, L.

Five in a Tin Cylinder.

Scale, full si p.

<***- COPPER SUSPENDINC DISC.

PETTMAN'S CEMENT.
■*** BRASS OISC.
■*« COPPER WASHER.

TIN FOIL OISC.

-«+ OETONATINC COMPOSITION.

-m* POWDER PRIMINC
■<** WHITE FINE PAPER OISC

C.S. TAPER,

-w* PISTOL POWDER; OR R.F.C?

OISC OF SHALLOON-.ANO.

DISC OF WHITE FINE PAPER.
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■ PETTMAN'S CEMENT.

Screw collar

Safety plug.

Waterproof

ing-

9906.

Action.

§§ 5210,9672,

9906, 10087,

10322.

Mark II.

howevtr, is not screwed throughout its entire length, the upper

portion being turned to receive a cap. The hitter fits over

the top and has a milled edge. On each side a X"H'laPc<;' s'ot

is cut in it to fit over two brass pins whieh screw into the body.
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and by which the cap is secured to the fuze. A square keyhole is

cut in the upper surface to take the flat arm of the fuze key for

screwing it into the shell. This fuze requires no preparation beyond

removing the cap at the moment of loading. It has been found,

however, that if the cap be left on, Marks 1* and II will act on a

4-inch vertical wood target.

Weight of Mark II fuze without cap about 6 oz., weight of cap

about 2 oz.

This fuze is also waterproofed in the same manner as Mark IN,

described above.

These fuzes, also, manufactured or repaired before 27th June,

1894, are without the tinfoil disc under the detonating composition,

and when replaced will be withdrawn.

The introduction of Mark III was made to enable the fuzes to be

carried in filled shells for the Navy covered by a wad.

§ 1017H, Marks I*, I** and II are identical in construction, but the former

10297. are conversions from Mark J, while the latter are new fuzes. Mark I

are obsolete.

Issue. These fuzes are wrapped singly in brown paper, and issued five

in a tin cylinder.

Use. These fuzes are used with the same guns as the Mark III already

§ 10707. described, but are for L.S. on land frouts. They are also used for

lyddite shells in tho Land Service when ordered. At present for the

5-inch and (j-inch B.L. howitzer lyddite shell for Service.

§ 8871. Fuze, Percussion, Direct Action, Delay, No. 10, Mark III.—The con

struction of the percussion portion of this fuze is very nearly identical

with that of the " Fuze, percussion, D.A., Mark II." There are a

few minor differences, the brass disc covering the detonating compo

sition is retained in position by a small gun-metal plug which screws

in over it. There are five cylindrical fire-holes under the detonator

which are not filled with powder. Tho detonator only contains

1 grain of detonating composition.

The body of the fuze is longer tban the D.A. Mark II, and

generally resembles it in shape.

The head of the fuze is covered by a cap similar to that used with

the Direct Action Mark II.

Two holes are bored in tho lower part of the body, parallel to its

axis, the smaller forming the delay chamber, and the larger being

divided into two by a diaphragm ping. The upper part of this hole

forms a chamber for the gas escaping from the burning composition,

while the lower part forms the magazine of the fuze.

The delay chamber communicates with the air chamber by a fire-

hole which is primed with quickmatch to cany the flash from the

detonator to the pressed mealed powder with which the delay

chamber is filled. A fire-hole at the bottom connects the delay

chamber with the magazine of the fuze, and the bottom of the

chamber is closed by a screw plug.

The lower part of the body is filled with 20 grains of M.G.1

powder, and closed by a bottom plug screwed in, the latter having a

central fire-hole closed on the lower side by a brass disc, spun in.

The lower edge of the body is spun over the bottom plug. The

fuze is lacquered externally, and is waterproofed with Pettman

cement in the same way as the Direct Action Mark II.

Weight of fuze without cap, about 8f oz., weight of cap, about 2 oz.

Uw. This fuze is intended for use with all rifled howitzers (except

0-inch and 5-4-inch), for high angle fire with (ommon shell.

Action. The safety cap having been removed at the moment of loading,
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Fnze, Percussion, Direct Action, Delay, Mark III, L, Metal. One

in a tin cylinder.

Scale, full size.

 

the percussion arrangement, on impact, ignites the quickmatch

priming and the column of mealed powder ; the latter burns for

more than half a second, thus allowing the shell time to penetrate

well before bursting.

Issued one in a tin cylinder, wrapped in brown paper.

Marks I and II fuzes differed greatly in length and are obsolete. §§ G038, 722l>,

The Fuze, Percussion, Direct Action, Impact, No. 13, is for use 7635-

with lyddite shell. There are three Marks. Marks I and III are l^g2^30'

for Land and Naval services, for B.L. or Q.F. gnns. g»21' 9854'

Mark 11 is for Land Service only, for use with the 10-inch E.M.L. 10172, 10321,

gun on H.A. mounting. It is also used for practice purposes with 10707.

lyddite shell. Externally the three marks are similar and resemble

the Direct Action, Mark II, being fitted with similar caps. In

the earlier fuzes these caps were made of steel, but they are

now made of manganese bronze to prevent rust. The caps of

the later fuzes are further secured by a safety pin, which passes

horizontally through the cap and head of the fuze, and is fitted

with a twine becket for use in withdrawing it. The numeral of

the fuze is stamped upon the cap, as well as on the fuze body,

so that the pattern may always be known without removing the

cap. The Mark I fuze is waterproofed by having a disc of foolscap

paper attached to the head by an annnlus of Pettman cement, the

outside of the paper and bottom of the fuze being subsequently

coated with the same cement.

The Maik II fuze has .the edge of the brass disc in the head

coated with Pettman cement before being spun in, while the whole

top of the fuze will be afterwards pninted with the same cement.

All openings made in the bodies of both fuzes are finally painted

with Pettman cement. The Mark III has also a brass disc spun in

and waterproofed like Mark II. Mark I fuzes are converted to

Mark 1* by waterproofing like Mark III.

The fuze weighs 10 oz. and tho cap 3 oz. Weight.

It is issued one in a tin cylinder. Issue.
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Drill Fuic A solid dummy fuze, fitted with cap and safety pin, is issued for

§ 10321. driil purposes. A steel split safety pin is used.

Pottman,G.S. The Fuze, Percussion, Pettman, G.S., No. 5, Mark IT, is arranged

§ 3200. so as to act equally well from a S.B., R.B.L , or R.M.L. gun. Intro

duced for use in the R.N., its failure to act with reduced charges

and slow-burning ponders have caused its rejection by that Service,

in which, however, it is still retained for pi-esent use with R.M.L.

guns loaded by hydraulic machinery, the full charges of the gun

being employed. It is also returned in the L.S. as the fuze for all

common and double shell R.M.L. 7-inch to 12-inch, 35 tons, with

full charges only. No more will be made.

It is specially designed so as to act on impact, not on graze; it

will not explode on a shell passing through a wave, but will explode

on the shell striking a wooden ship.

Its construction is shown in the cut.

The body and top plug are made of gun-metal ; the cone plug,

delonating bull, and steady plug are also made of gun-met d, but of a

 

harder alloy, to prevent them from altering their shape ; the plain

ball made of brass, and the suspending wire of copper.

The construction of the fuze will best be understood by con

sidering its action on firing and impact.

There is a special arrangement to meet the case of firing from

a R.B. L. gun when the motion of the shell is so steady that

the detonating ball may not be fired. This consists of a plain

ball held in position by a cup in the steady plug, and a ring of

composition round the latter, which is covered by a thin lacquered

copper washer. Through the steidy *plug are two fire-holos, to

convey the flash from the ring of composition to the interior of the

fuze. The detonating ball is milled and grooved, and covered with

detonating composition, which is protected by one thickness of gut

and two of silk, over which are two copper hemispheres covered

again by one thickness of gut and three of silk.

The cone plug is pierced by three fire holes, the central one being

enlarged and driven with mealed powder, pit reed like a tube. The
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base is closed by a cardboard disc, and the cone plug perforated for

the copper suspending wire which passes through it.

The lead cup is a hollow cylinder, having a flange on the top to

fit into a recess on the cone plug when it is crushed. Weight of fuze

aboat 7 oz.

A label is attached to the top of the fuze, giving the Mark, number

of thousand, and date of manufacture.

(1) Suppose a shell to bo unsteady in flight, the steady plug, ball, Action,

and cone plug set back on shock of firing, the suspending wire is

broken, the lead cup prevents rebound, and the stem of the cone plug

protrudes through the base of the fuze, the detouating ball being

released from its pivots by the slight wobble of the shell ; on striking,

the ball, now unsupported, is dashed violently against the side of

the body, explodes the detonoting composition, and fires the shell,

the flash finding exit, through the holes in the cone plug to the

priming, and thence to the powder in the shell.

(2) When a shell is steady in its flight, the steady plug may

cot disengage, and in this case the detonating ball will not act ; the

plain ball is released by the steady plug setting back, and is caused

try the centrifugal forco to spin round the circumference of the body

over the ring of detonating composition. On shock of striking the

object, the ring is dished against the plain ball and detonates,

exploding the shell though the lire-holes.

Five in a tin cylinder, each fuze wrapped separately in brown paper. Is-uc.

Fuzes which Act ox Graze.

We now come to the fuzes which act on graze. Next to safety from

prematures, quickness of action is the most essential quality, as the

effect is lost, if a shell has time to rise to any height before bursting.

A short range and a heavy shell are the most trying conditions, as

the velocity of the shell is but little checked by grazing, and for

the same reason, soft ground increases the chance of failure.

The Small Percussion Fuze is found to act well in 13. L. guns up

to and including the 5-inch at small angles of elevation, and this

fuze supersedes the R.L. percussion, which answered well for the

B.M.L. ordnance 80-pr. and lower calibres, but was found to give

prematures with the high velocity B.L. guns. The cause of these

prematures was not very clear, but was probably due to the pellet

rebounding forward on to the needle after setting back on discharge.

In the Small Percussion Fuze the pellet does not set back on dis

charge, and is further delayed in any tendency to move forward by a

retaining bolt, which is only released on rotation of the shell. Asecond

advantage due to this retaining bolt is that, even after the safety pin

is withdrawn, and before the shell is loaded, the immunity from

accidental firing does not rest, solely on a shearing wire (or lead

"feathers" as in the R.L. fuze). The tendency of the pellet to

move forward after discharge, and to cause a prematura has been

further reduced in the Small Percussion, Marks II to IV, by the

introduction of a spiral spring placed in front of the detonator pellet.

The Base Fuze, which is used with pointed common and armour

piercing shells, is made on much the same principle. It is, however,

not so sensitive owing to a very strong spiral spring between the

needle pellet and fuze body. The shells, in which it is used would

hardly be required to act on graze, though the fuze will act provided

the angle of descent is 5° or over.
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§§ 7230, 7636.

Use 8807,

10172.

Material.

Body.

Detonator

pellet, &.C.

R.L. enji.

Spiral spring.

Needle plug.

Safety pin.

Fuze, Percussion, Small, No. 8, Mark IV.—This fuze is used f<Jr

B.L. guns, 30-pr. and 4-inch, and R.M.L. 2-o-inch and 7-pr.

in L.S. It is obsolete for Naval Service.

It will also supersede the R.L. percussion fuze, as soon as the

existing stock is used up, for the R.B.L. 40-pr., and R.M.L. 25-pr.

and under, in the Land Service.

The general construction is shown in Plate XI.

It consists of the following parts, viz., body, detonator pellet with

cap, and two retaining bolts with spiral springs, phosphor-bronze

spiral spring, needle plug with steel needle, safety pin, closing pellet

■with spiral spring, and magazine.

The body, detonator pellet, and needle plug are of gun-metal ; the

retaining bolts, closing pellet, and fine spiral springs are of brass,

and the safety pin of copper.

Tho body is threaded nearly throughout to the G.S. taper and

pitch. The lower end for a length of 3 inch is reduced in diameter

and left plain. In the top edg3 there are two key-hole slots to take

the projecting arm of the "Key, fuze, universal," by which it is

screwed into the shell. Two holes are bored through the side of the

body for the smaller ends of the retaining bolts; these are closed on

the outside by brass discs cemented over.

The fuze is bored out from tho top to take the detonator pellet,

and two grooves are cut down the side of the body to allow of the

retaining bolts being spun out of their recesses.

Two fire-holes are bored through the bottom to communicate the

flash from the pellet to the magazine in the lower part.

The detonator pellet rests inside on the bottom. It is recessed at.

the top to take the R.L. percussion cap, the latter being retained in

position by a brass washer having the metal of tho detonator pellet

spun over it. The pellet has two fire channels leading from the cap

to the magazine. These are filled with F.G. powder, the bottom of

each being closed by a papier-mache disc.

The R.L. cap is of copper, the top is cut out and the opening

closed by a thin brass disc. It contains about 3£ grains of cap com

position pressed and varnished, the bottom is closed by a disc of

copper pierced with four fire-holes and secured in position by six

lugs on the cap proper bent down on it ; under the composition is a

tinfoil disc.

Two retaining bolts pass transversely through the pellet; their

smaller ends project into holes in the body, where they are retained

by fine spiral springs. The retaining bolts prevent the detonator

pellet moving forward against the needle until they are spun out

by the rotation of tho shell. There is a small longitudinal groove

in the side of the pellet, into which a screw projects from the side

of the body. This prevents the pellet from turning round during

flight.

The top of the pellet is reduced in diameter, forming a shou!derr

on which rests a spiral spring of phosphor-bronze, the object of which

is to prevent the pellet working forward during flight, and so causing

a premature.

The needle plug has a steel needle projecting from its under surface.

It screws into and closes the top end of the fuze. Before screwing

in, its edges are coated with waterproof cement.

The safety pin, of twisted copper wire, passes through the needle

plug, down one of the longitudinal grooves in the body, behind the

head of one of the retaining bolts, and is bent over at the top into a

groove in the needle plug. An eye is formed on the outside end
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of the pin, to which is attached a loop of bine braid for withdrawing

it. This loop is fastened down upon the top by shellac or glue.

A hole through the side of the faze into the needle plug contains

a brass pellet, with spiral spring behind it, for closing the safety

pin-hole.

The magazine consists of a pellet of pressed powder ; on the upper

surface an annular groove is formed to facilitate ignition, and it is

secured in the lower end of the body by a brass washer, over which

the metal is spun. Between the magazine and the bottom proper

there are two discs, one of muslin and one of fine white paper, and

between it and the brass washer is a disc of shalloon.

The fuze is waterproofed by having the safety pin-hole and plug

for the same closed by Pettman cement. The top and bottom of the

fuze are painted with Pettman cement, and all openings made in

the body of the fuze are finally painted with the same cement.

To open the fuze for examination, the safely pin and closing pellet

must be withdrawn before the needle plug can be unscrewed.

The safety pin being withdrawn at the moment of loading, the

hole is closed by the closing pellet. On discharge, the centrifugal

motion of the shell causes the retaining bolts to fly outwards, leaving

the detonator pellet free to move forward. On impact, the pellet

compresses the spring in front of it, and moves forward on to the

needle, which ignites the detonator, and so fires the fuze.

Mark III differs from the above in having a screw plug instead

of a brass washer over the detonator ; this screw plug was found

liable to work loose. There was no tinfoil disc in the R.L. cap, and

the pellet of pressed powder had a hole through its centre, and no

annular groove.

Mark II differs from Mark III only in the strength of the phosphor-

bronze spiral spring. In Mark II the wire is 'Ofi inch thick, in Mark III

it is only -056 inch thick; this renders the latter somewhat more

sensitive on graze.

Mark II fuzes will be returned to Woolwich, and fitted with the

weaker spring ; they will then be re-issued as Mark II*.

Marks I and I* are obsolete.

This fuze is very quick in its action, and being contained entirely

within the fuze hole, it is not likely to be fired by an accidental blow

nnless strong enough to crush in the head of the shell. The fuze

weighs 5'8 oz.

The small percussion fuzes are wrapped in brown paper and packed

one in a tin cylinder.

Fuze, Percussion, B.L., No. 7, Mark JY.—This is the percussion

fnze formerly used in field service for R.M.L. guns; no more will be

made.

This fuze is used in the L.S. with the 40-pr. R.B.L. gun, and the

7-pr. to 40-pr. (except 2 5-inch) R.M.L. guns.

In the N.S. for R.M.L. guns, 7 and 9-pr.

It will become obsolete when the existing stock is used up, and

will be replaced by the Small Percussion Fuze for the R.B.L. 40-pr.

gun, and the R.M.L. 25-pr. and lower natures, in the Land Service.

Its general construction is shown in the woodcut.

It consists of a body, needle, guard, pellet, cap, bottom plug,

safety pin, and copper shield.

The body is of gun-metal ; it is tapped on the exterior to the G.S.

pitch and taper, and on the interior at the bottom to receive a screw

bottom plug also of gun-metal. On the top is a square keyhole slot

of the proper size to take the G.S. key.

(5581) m

Closing pellet.

Magazine.

Action.

§ 6114.

5824.

Mark Tl*.

§ 6114.

§§ 5131,6550.

Remarks.

Issue.

R.L.

percussion

§§7175,7635,

8807.

Use.

Description.

Body.

Bottom ping.
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Needle? From the lower surface of the head projects a steel needle.

Guard. Inside the body is a gun-metal guard recessed as shown in the

cut, and supported in position by two " feathers " on the exterior

circumference of a pellet made of lead and tin in equal proportions.

Fuze, Percussion, ILL. No. 7, Mark TV, C.

Metal, 5 in a (in cylinder. Fcale, full tize.

 

Pellet.

Safety pin.

Coppershiidd.

Small lend

pellet.

Bottom plug.

The guard has a feather on it fitting into a slot in the side of

the body, so as to prevent the pellet and guiird screwing forward

during flight. In the earlier patterns it was found that the pellet

and guard worked forward and the needle bored a hole in the cap ;

this caused blinds.

There is a bevelled edge on the pellet above the feathers corre

sponding to a similar recess in the interior surface of the guard.

The pellet is hollow, and is cupped out at the top to receive the

R.L. cap. (See Small Percussion Fuze, p. 160.) The cap is retained

in the top of the pellet by a copper shield secured over it. The safety

of the fuze in transit, &c, is ensured by a safety pin made of twisted

brass wire which has a small tarred twine becket wherewith to pull

it out at the moment of loading. The safety pin passes through one

side of the head, through the space between the pellet and the

head, passing through the guard, and into the other side of the

head, where it is secured by the ends being opened out into a recess,

as shown in the section. This recess, which has to be left open

during manufacture so as to allow the ends of the wire to be opened

out, is closed by a brass plug screwed in. The pin passes to one side

of the needle.

A copper shield having a central fire-hole fits over the top of

the lead pellet, to which it is attached by three indentations. This

is to prevent the safety pin cntting into the soft metal, and thereby

allowing the detonating composition to approach dangerously near to

the point of the needle.

When the safety pin is withdrawn, the hole through which it passed,

if left open, might admit of the passage of the flash from the dis

charge of the gun into the interior of the fuze, and so a premature

burst might take place. To guard against this a small lead pellet

slides freely in a rtcess cut in the head and closed by a brass disc

with bevelled edges, secured by pressing the metnl of body round

the bevelled edge. When the shell is rammed home the pellet sets

back and so closes the safety pin-hole.

The bottom plug screws in the bottom of (he fuze and is soldered.
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It has a fire-hole drilled through its bottom, which is closed by a

thin brass disc secured by spinning over.

The fuze is lacquered externally. Paint.

Tne fuze being screwed into the shell with the proper key; the Action,

safety pin is withdrawn with R.B.L. guns just before entering the § 3822.

shell into the breech, with R.M.L. guns when the shell is entered

into the muzzle. The smnll lead pellet acts as described above.

On the shock of discharge the guard sets back shearing off the

two fe:ith>-rs of the pellet and loi-ks itself on to the pellet by means

of the projection on the latter wedging info the undercut recess in

the guard. On graze or impact the pellet and guard fly forward and

drive the cap against the steel needle, which pierces the thin brass

disc and ign'tes the detonating composition. The flash passes through

the fire-holes in the copper disc of the R.L. cap and down through the

hollow in the pellet, blows out the brass disc closing the fire-hole in

the screw plusr, and so into the shell. Weight of fuze, about t>£ oz.

In Mark III fuzes there was no feather on the guard, and the § 6270.

disc in the R.L. cap was thinner.

In the Mark II fuzes the cap was secured in the top of the pellet § 2621.

I>y the metal of the latter being spun over it, and there was no Mark II.

copper shield. The alteration to Mark III was made in consequence

of the excessive jolting to which the fuzes were subjected in the

limber boxes of the 13-pr. R.M.L. batteries.

The Mark II will be used up with any of the guns detailed above, § 6270.

except the 13-pr.

A certain quantity of Mark II fuzes have been fitted with a copper Mark II*.

shield over the pellet. They are designated Mark II*, and will be

issued indiscriminately with Mark III.

Marks II. II*, and III fuzes, altered to conform with the § 7)75.

Mark IV, will be marked and known as Mark III*.

The Mark I R.L. fuzes may possibly still be met with ; but they § 2191, 2fi20.

are only available for use with the 7 and 9-pr. R.M.L. guns, not Mart I.

being strong enough to withstand the shoek of discharge in guns of

heavier calibre. They may be distinguished by their having a pro

jecting shoulder formed on the outside. The safety pin has a blue

braid attached to it.

The R.L. fuzes, are wrapped individually in brown paprr, and Issue,

packed five in a tin cylinder.

Primer, Fuze, Percussion, R.L , No. 7, Mark I, is for use with that § 8807.

fuze with projectiles over 1G lbs. weight in the L.S. It resembles

the G.S. plug without loop, but is smaller so as to fit the bottom of

the G.S. fuze-hole. It has a small blowing charge of M.G.1 powder,

there are four fire-holes on top, one at each corner of the recess for

the key, under which is placed a disc of paper and shalloon, and a

disc of paper an! one of shalloon between the powder and bottom

(dug ; the latter has one fire-hole.

Fuze, Percussion, B.L., Plain, Mark IV.—This is nsed with R.B.L. B.L. plain,

c itnmon and segment shells having the Armstrong field service §§ 1983,2292,

gauge. 262°-

The body of the fuze is plain throughout, this necessitates the Use.

bnsh of common shells, which take it, being fitted with a flange at the

bottom for its support.

In segment shells it rests on tho top of the iron burster. It is

retained in position in the shell by the fuze hole plug, which screws

in over it.

The parts of the fuze are:—Body with needle, pellet with cap, Parte,

gnard, safety pin, and bottom plug.

(5581) M 2
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Description. The body is of gun-metal, and has a projecting rim at the top,

Body. which ensures its being placed in the correct position in the shell.

From the under surface of the head projects a steel needle ; four

fire-holes are bored through the top to allow of the action of the

Armstrong E. time fuze, these holes are closed by a thin brass

washer underneath.

Primer, Fuze, Percussion, E.L., No. 7, Mark T, L, Gun-metal.
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Pellet.

Cap.

The body is bored out from the Lottom to take the pellet acd

guard, and is threaded for the bottom plug.

The pellet is of equal parts of lead and tin, and is recessed at the

top to receive the cap. The latter is of copper, and contains

detonating composition pressed in and varnished, and covered with a

thin brass disc ; it is secured in the top of the pellet by the metal of

the latter being spun over it. The pellet has four feathers, wbicb

form a support to the gnard ; above the feathers there is a bevelled

orlge which fits into a corresponding recees in the guard, and locks

them together when the fuze is put in action. It is hollowed out in

the centre and driven with mealed powder, pierced and roughened to
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ensure ignition ; the top and bottom of tho pellet are covered with

thin paper discs.

The guard is of gun-metal, and rests on the feathers of the pellet, Guard,

preventing the cap from mozing forward against the needle; it has

an undercut recess into which the thin edge of the pellet fits.

Fuz*, Percussion, B.L., Plait), No. 2. (Mark IV.)

Metal. Five in a tin cylinder.

Scale, fu'l rize.

• • ! 

•* /• 052

The safety pin is made of twisted brass wire ; it passes through Safety pin.

the side of the body, through the space between the pellet and the

head, and through the guard which it supports, thus ensuring the

safety of the fuze in transport. The feathers only take the weight of

the guard in ramming home. To the safety pin is attached a braid

loop for withdrawing it; a little beeswax seals the safety pin hole,,

and the braid is secured by a paper strip shellaced round the faze.

The bottom is closed by a bottom plug screwed in, having a Bottom plug

central firehole containing a pellet of pierced mealed powder, and

closed by a brass disc spun over. A loose paper disc is inserted

between the pellet and bottom plug to prevent them sticking

together.

Weight of fuze about 3£ oz.

The body of tho fuze is varnished bla^k on the exterior. Paint.

Remove the safety pin and drop the fuze into the shell, rim Preparation,

uppermost ; replace the plug in the shell, except for Naval Service,

when the E. time fuze is used.

The action is the same as that of the R.L. fuzes. Action.

This fuze may be depended on to act on graze, even on wet boggy

ground or on water, and will act at 400 yards, where case ceases to

be effective.

The B.L. plain fuzes were formerly issued packed two in a tin I»«ue

cylinder, 80 cylinders in a deal case ; but in future they will be

issued five in a tin cylinder.

A label on the top of the fuze cylinders gives the number, nature, Labels,

and date of issue, number of thousand of the fuzes, and a caution that

the cylinder is not to be opened until the fuzes are required for use

or special inspection ; while on the side are two labels, one conveying

instructions for opening and closing, the other for using the fuze.
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Bask Fuzes.

§§ 8099,8315,

865 j. 8653,

8783, 9374.

Bo\y.

Needle pellcl.

Centrifugal

t>o!t.

frossuro

plate.

Pressure

plate, spindle,

and nut.

Fuz', Percussion, Base, Large No. 11, Matk II is used with B.L.,

Q.F., or Q.F.C. gun*, 6-inch and upwards, for all pointed common,

and armour-piercing shells, and with ll.M.L. guns, 9-inch and

npwards, for poiuted common and Palliser shells.

► The principal parts of the fuse are :—Body, needle pellet, centri

fugal bolt, pressure plate with spindle and nut, screwed cap with

detonator and magazin", phosphor-bronze spring, brass spiral spring,

and four screws. The body and screwed cap are of manganese bronze,

spiral spring of phosphor-bronze, needle pellet of gun-metal, spindle,

and centrifugal bolt of Bull-metal, pressure plate of copper, and a

few minor parts of brass.

The general construction of the fuze is shown in the Plate XII.

The body is screwed nine threads per inch left hand for a length

of 1*65 inch, the remainder above the screwed part being left plain,

it has n flange below the screwed part which is coated with Mark

III luting to make a gas-tight joint with the shell. The interior is

bortd out to receive the needle pellet, and threaded at the top to

receive the screwed cap, a hole is bored in the base through which

passes the pressure plate spindle ; and a recess is made in the base

into which tits the pressure plate. A hole is bortd through the side

of the body, and is closed by a brass screw plug, the end of which is

reduced in diameter, and on it fits a fine brass spiral spring, this

keeps the bolt in position till acted upon by centrifugal force ; a

recess is also made in the opposite sido of the body, which the

small end of the centrifugal bolt engages, two elongated holes ai-e

made in the base for screwing it into the shell, it is also stamped

with an arrow showing the direction to turn when screwing it into

the shell, nnd with the number of thousand of fuze and manu

facturers' initials.

The reedle pellet is cylindrical in form, and rests on the bottom,

inside the body, it is reduced at the top end, forming a shoulder over

which fits the phosphor-bronze spiral spring, the object of w hich is

to prevent rebound and the pellet working forward during flight,

and so causing a premature. A hole is bored at right angles to the

axis, in which fits the centrifugul bolt, and another along the axis,

from the top, in which works the nut of the pi essu re plate spind'e ; the

upper part is threaded to receive the needle plug, after the needle plug

is screwed home, the metal of the pellet is spun over it to prevent,

the possibility of its unscie.ving ; a small hole is bored in the bottom

of the pellet through which passes the spindle. There is a small longi

tudinal groove in the side of the pellet, into which a screw projects

from the side of the body, this prevents the pellet from turning

round.

The centrifugal bolt is also cylindrical in form, and fits in the

hole in the needle pellet, one end is reduced in diameter to fit in the

hole inside the bo'iy made to receive it. A hole is bored through it

from top to bottom, the upper surface on one side of this hole is

recissed for the nut on the spindle to grip, this locks the bolt, and

makes the fuze perfectly safe till set in action.

The pressure plate has a boss on one side, into which screws the

spindle ; it fits in the undercut recess made in the base of fuze, and

when in position the metal of the body is spun over it.

The pressure plate spind'e is threaded at both ends, one end
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screws into the boss on pressure plate, and the other receives the

nut on top of centrifugal bolt, tbe end of the spindle is riveted

over the nnt when screwed home.

By this arrangement the centrifugal bolt is securely locked until

the pressure plate is forced inwards, thus raising the nut by the

pressure on the base of the projectile on discharge. The safety of

the fuze during transport, and, in fact until the gun is fired, is thus

ensured.

The screwed cap is in two parts, screwed together and prevented Screwed cap,

from unscrewing by a locking sorew, the two parts together forming
a magazine holding a pressed pellet of R.F.G.3 powder with a hole .naeazniem

through the centre, a disc of muslin is shellaced between the powder

and the upper part of cap to prevent the powder working througli

the four fire-holes, through which the flash passes into the shell. A

recess is made in the under side to receive the R.L. cap, see p. 160, and

six fire-holes to convey the flash from it to the powder, the metal is

spun over the R.L. cap to keep it in position. After the screw cap

is home in the body, it is prevented from jjnscrewing by a locking

screw from tho side of the body.

Before issue the top and bottom of tbe fuze are painted red with

Pettman cement.

These fuzes originally had a lead washer under the flange

of the body to make a tight joint between the fuze and the shell.

These washers did not act quite satisfactorily, and are ordered to

be removed from all loose fuzes. The place of the lead washer is

taken by Mark III luting (see p. 73) unthinned; the present orders

being that fuzes before being screwed into shells will be lubricated

with thinned luting (half Mark III luting, half mineral jelly) on the

screw threads, and unthinned luting under the flange.

Cylinders of fuzes will not be specially opened to remove the lead

washers, but whenever a cylinder is opened for any reason, the lead

washer will be removed from the fuze.

Similarly, fuzed shell will be altered by removing the washer from

the fuze, only when passing through laboratories for examination or

repair.

Weight of fuze 2 lb. 8 oz.

One in a tin cylinder, wrapped in brown paper. Issue.

On discharge, the pressure plate is crushed in, carrying forward Action,

the spindle and nut, thus releasing the centrifugal bolt. The

rotation of the shell causes the centrifugal bolt to fly outwards,

leaving the needle pellet free to move forward, which it does on

impact or graze, compressing the spiral spring, the needle coming in

contact with the cap fires it, the flash ignites the powder in the

magazine and explodes the shell.

When this fuze is used with 9-inch H.A. gun, a lj-inch hole

must be bored in the gas check to allow the pressure of the powder

gas to act on the fuze, see p. 235.

The Mark I fuze differs from the above only in the form of the §§ 8099,8316.

recess for the pressure plate, the shoulder of which is not so much 8788.

cut away. The fuze is less sensitive since the pressure plate offers

greater resistance. This fuze is not suitable for use with reduced

charges, and it is ordered not to be used with the 9-inch R.M.L. gun

on high angle mounting.

Fuze, Percussion, base, medium. No. 12, Mark I, is for use in all ii 8100, 8315.

armour piercing, and common shell having pointed heads for B.L. and

Q.F. guns, 12-pr. to 5-inch ; and for Q.F. 2 95-inch for double shell.

In material construction and action it is similar to the fuze
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Issue.

Proof.

Table.

Storsfje

§ 10742.

percussion, base, large, but is smaller, and is screwed outside twelve

threads per inch instead of nine.

Weight of fuze 1 lb. 4$ oz.

One in a tin cylinder, wrapped in brown paper.

For the proof of all these fuzes, see Regulations for Army Ordnance

Services, 1900.

For a list of guns and the fuzes used with each, see p. 492, et seg.

For storage, fuzes are placed in Group II, Division I.

Fute, drill, percussion base :—

MeX'n^No.1!'] L\ L | } Metal> lurnt out Service fuzes.

These are, as a rule, burnt out Service fuzes, cleaned and refilted

with empty screwed caps and plugs, bronzed and stamped "Drill."

i
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CHAPTER XL—TIME AND COMBINED FUZES.

15 SECONDS WOOD TIME FUIES.—TIME AND PERCUSSION FCZES, NO. 56,

MARK IV, 57, 58, AND 60.—TIME AND PERCUSSION FUZES, MIDDLE AND

SHORT.—MI''DLE 8ENSITIVK TIME FUZE.— E TIME FUZE.

The only wood time fuzes of which descriptions are given are § 4045.

the lb-seconds, lo-seconds with special priming, and 15-seconds with § 4685.

detonator. Descriptions of other wooden fazes will be found in the § 9621.

earlier editions.

The Fuze, time, lb-seconds, M.L., No. 41, Mark II, is no longer

made, and becomes obsolete when the stock is expended. It is used

in the L.S. with R.M.L. guns, 11 -inch and upwards with or without

gas-cbecks, and 10-inch and lower natures when gas-checks are not

used. In the N.S. for the 16-inch, 12-5-inch, 12-inch, 11-inch, 10-inch,

9-inch without gas-check, 7-iuch, 64-pr., 9-pr., and 7-pr. R.M.L. guns.

The body is made of beech wood, bored out as shown in the cut.

The head is closed by a gun-metal plug, round the pin of which

quick-match is looped and led through two fire-holes to a groove.

The priming is protected by a copper and tape band (see woodcut).

It has the composition channel in the centre driven with 2 inches

of slow burning composition (1 inch in 7£ seconds).

There is a paper lining to prevent the formation of a space

between the wood and the composition in event of the wood shrink

ing, which would cause the fuze to act prematnrely. The paper is

burnished inside and varnished on the outside, above this is a -75 inch

pellet of mealed powder, having a hole borel down its centre to a

depth of "55 inch. The object of the pellet is to obviate the risk of

cracking the composition when boring for short ranges. There are

six powder channels bored parallel to the composition cliannel con

nected at the bottom by quick-match placed in an annular groove and

pressed into the bottom of each channel. The holes ("125 inch in

diameter, and '2 inch from centre to centre) are closed by small

Fuze, time, lb-second^, M.L., No. 41. Mark II.

Full Size.
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pellets of pressed pistol powder. The botlom hole is bored through

and threaded with quick-match. The fuze is covered by a varnished

index paper.

The numbers on the paper scale are reversed so that they read

correctly when the fuze is being bored. Each hide hole is marked on

the index p.ipur with a dot of yellow paint, and the whole numbers

refer to ^-seconds and the decimals lo ^-3sconds as usual, the

marking begins at 1.

Boring the powder channels parallel to the composition channel

commenced with the 122nd thousand. They were formerly bored

parallel to the exterior. The change has reduced the amount of

wood through which the bit must pass when the fuze is bored short.

§ 3306. Mark J of this fuze had the numbers on the index paper so placed

that they could be read when ihe fuze stood upright on its base, but

were upside down when it was in the hook borer. The position of

the side holes also was not so carefully indicated, and it was possible

to bore into the wood instead of through the hole.

§ 4684. This m«irk is to be considered obsolete in its present form, and ia

to be returned to Woolwich and converted to Mark II.

This fuze burns at rest about 15 seconds.

In future when these fuzes are passing through the Royal Arsenal

for examination they will be grouped in lots according to their mean

time of burning. The lots will be distinguished by letters, which

will be marked on the cylinders and packages containing them, but

not on the fuzes themselves, and such letter will be regarded for all

purposes as equivalent to a number of thousand.

§§ 4686,6061, The Fuzp, time, 15-seconds, M.L., special priming, No. 42, Mark I,

6007, 9621. ;s for use w;tn f.pr double 8nen ancj R.M.L. star shells of R.L. manu

facture. It differs from the 15-seconds fuze described above only in

having, us additional primiug, a strand of No. 4 gun-cotton yarn,

about 11 inches long, passed twice round the head of the fuze over

the ordinary priming, and fastened with tacks, leaving about 1\ inches

of each end of the gun-cotton loose; three projecting loops are

formed in the gun-cotton to facilitate ignition. Previously the guu-

cotton priming was secured by silk twist ; this was found liable

to get blown away without igniting the quick-match priming. Tliis

alteration commenced with the " U " thousand cf these fuzes, and

docs not constitute a change iu pattern.* A patch of waterproof

paper is pressed down over the priming, and a copper and tape baud

wrapped round the whole and secured with shellac varnish.

The h'-ad of the fuze is painted red to distinguish it.

The orders regarding the 15-seconds fuze when passing through

the Royal Arse.ial for examination apply equally to this fuze.

§ 3458. Fuze, time, 30-seionds, M.L., No. 40, Mark I, is used for the same

shells as the 15-scconds when the range is long, except for the 7-pr.

R.M.L. shrapnel. It is generally similar to the 15-seconds, but the

lower part of the body is cylindrical. It becomes obsolete when

the existing stock is used up.

Action of When the fuze composition becomes ignited it burns down to the

MX. Fuzes. p]ace where the fuze has been bored, when the flame ignites the

powder in ona of the side channels, which explodes. All the side

channels i xplode together, as they are connected at the bottom, and

* A letter denotes the thousand of manufacture and not a number as in the

case of other fuzes. This letter will be stamped on the cylinders containing

llieee fuzes aud printed on the label.
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so direct a strong flash iuto the shell. The gases from the barning

composition e.scape through the two fire holes.

In the R.B.L. guns, where there is no windage, the time fuzes Fuzes with

cannot be lighted by the flash of discharge, and the introduction of detonators,

gas-checks has caused the same result in ordnance of 10-inch calibre ^ fules )

and lower natures, when the gas-checks are used. Hence it is neces

sary to have some means of igniting the fuzes by an arrangement put

in action by the shock of discharge.

The Fuze, time, \5-second*, icith detonator, No. 43, Mark III, is to §§3724,4045,

bo nsed with all R.B.L. projectiles having the G.S. fuze hole, and

with those for the 10-inch, 6-6-inch, 40-pr., and 13-pr., also 9-inch 0 '

and 80-pr. with gas-checks in L.S. In the Navy with 9-inch R.M.L.

with gas checks, and as a substitute for 15-se^onds M.L., except when

loaded by hydranlic machinery. No more will be made, and it

becomes obsolete when the existing stock is used up.

Fuze, time, \b-scconds, with detonator, Mark III.

Scale, }.

 

Tor details of the construction of the fuze, see woodcut. Its Construction,

general construction resembles that of the 15-seeouds M.L., except

that it has an igniting detonator instead of a quick-match priming.

The igniting detonator is arranged as follows:—A cylinder, of an

alloy resembling gun-metal, screws into the head of the fuze; this

cylinder contains a hammer, supported by a copper wire, below the

hammer is a hollow in the cylinder containing a detonating com

position.

A steel safety pin passes through the head of the fuze and

throngh the hammer, which it supports and thus prevents the

accidental shearing of the suspending wire. This pin is withdrawn

by the braid just before placing the shell in the gun.

There are three escape holes, one of which is shown in the section,

to allow of the escape of gas. These holes are protected by thin

copper discs and papier-mache wads, which are forced out by the gas

when the fuze is lighted ; quick-match leads up to these holes. The

exterior of the head is woolded with copper wire, soldered over, to

keep it from splitting when the detonator is being screwed in.

Mark II is to be used up in the 13-pr., 40-pr., 6 6-inch, and 9-inch §§ 4196, 5132.

R.M.L. guns.

Mark II* arc Mark II fuzes fitted with a finer suspending wire

similar to that in Mark III. They are for L.S. and are used in place

of the 15 seconds M.L. fuze except for the 9-pr. and 16-pr. R.M.L.

guns, the rammers of which are unsuitable for U3e with this fuze.

They may be used instead of Mark III for R.B.L. guns.

Mark I is obsolete in its present state, but it is to be returned to

the R.L. for conversion to Mark II.

These fuzes are grouped according to their mean time of burning,

wheu passing through the Royal Arsenal, in the same manner as

detailed for the 15-seconds fuze.

§§ 10353,
10104.

§ 4596.
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Action.

Packing.

Fuzes for

instruction.

{ 102C8.

The ignition is produced by the hammer setting back on the shock

of discharge, and thereby shearing the copper wire and falling on the

detonating composition ; the latter is thus exploded and the fuze

ignited.

All wood time fuzes of G.S. gauge are packed by fives in tin

cylinders hermetically closed by a band of tin soldered round the

junction of the body and lid. Each 15-seconds wood time fuze is

wrapped in brown paper.

When the foregoing fuzes are condemned for service but

appropriated for instruction, their cylinders will, for purposes of

identification, be marked with a bine band.

Mktal, Time, and Combined Fuzes.

§§7716,9088,

9194, 9251,

9809, 9856.

Description.

Ksterinl.

Use.

Body.

Composition

ring.

Fuze, Time and Percussion, No. 56, Mark IV.—The fuze consists

of the following parts :—Body, percussion pellet with steel needle and

retaining bolt, spiral spring, detonator plug, safety pellet, brass ball,

bottom plug, composition ring, dome, brass washer, cap, two safety

pins, and two leather washers.

The body, composition ring, percussion pellet, detonator plug,

bottom plug, and cap are made of the usual gun-metal or other

approved alloy, the dome, washer, ball, safety pellet, and spring of

brass, and the time safety pin of phosphor bronze wire, percussion

safety pin of half round copper wire. (See Plate XIII.)

For Land Service B.L. 10-pr. to 4-inch and 30-pr., Q.F. 12-pr. and

2 95-inch., E.M.L. 2 5-inch to 16-pr. For Naval Service Q V. 12-pr.

It will supersede the T. and P. short, No. 55, as soon as the stock

of that fuze is exhausted.

The bottom part of the body is screwed on the exterior to fit the

G.S. fuze-hole, and is bored out in the interior to take the percussion

arrangement, and screwed to receive the bottom plug.

Above this the body is of larger diameter, and fits over the nose

of the shell, a leather washer on the underside of the fuze making

the joint tight.

Above this, again, the body terminates in a stem, the top of which

is threaded to receive the nut, and two grooves are cut in the top end

to receive the feathers on a brass washer. A groove is cut in the top

face of the body close to the stem and half way round it, and a hole

is bored obliquely through the body into the groove at an angle the

reverse to the spin of rifling, for the escape of gas.

Bound the enlarged diameter of the body will be found the safety

pin of the percussion arrangement, a hole for the projection on the

key by which the fuze is screwed into the shell, the escape hole

mentioned above, and a black triangular setting mark, or notch.

The notch marks the position of a fire-hole containing a small

perforated pellet of powder leading to a horizontal channel filled

with fine grain powder, the latter communicating with the detonator

plug. A white calfskin washer, beneath which is one of fine white

paper, on the flat part of the body, prevents the composition in the

ring from exploding. These washers are attached firmly to the

body by shellac, a hole being pierced through them so as to leave

the powder pellet in the fire-hole exposed. Until recently the

setting mark on the body of the fuze was an arrowhead.

The composition ring, which is barrel-shaped on the exterior to

give better grip in setting, fits on the top of the body. A channel

lined with asbestos paper runs nearly all round its under surface
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and contains 3-25 inches of fuze composition. On the upper side

of the ring there is a small chamber containing the lighting arrange

ment, which consists of a gun-metal hammer, having a steel needle,

suspended by a thin copper wire over '2 grain of cap composition

surrounded by mealed powder, and covered by a thin brass disc ; the

top of the chamber is also closed with a brass disc.

A strong safety pin of phosphor-bronze wire passes through the

ring from the outside, and underneath the hammer, which it supports.

The end of this safety pin has a slot cut through it, and the two

ends opened out to retain it in position. A loop of whipcord,

coloured bright scarlet, and long enough to pass over the top cap, is

attached to the pin to facilitate its withdrawal. The letter T is

stamped on the time ring near the entrance of the safety pin.

When the safety pin is withdrawn, a small brass pellet, having a

spiral spring behind it, closes the hole.

A fire-hole leads from the bottom of the chamber to the com

mencement of the composition, which is indented in order to secure

its ignition by the flash from the detonator.

A conical hole is bored into the composition channel, at the side,

nexr its commencement, and an elongated hole at the top. These

holes allow of the escape of gas from the burning composition into

the dome.

Three projections are formed on the inside of the ring, which

keep it central when placed on the stem of the body.

Bound the exterior of the ring are divisions marked and num

bered up to 18. The divisions are further subdivided by unnum

bered lines into quarters.

These divisions are now made more distinct by having the lines

for the whole numbers marked completely across the ring.

An arrow on the exterior of the ring denotes the position of the Safety point,

centre of the bridge. When this arrow is set opposite the notch on

the body the fuze is said to be set at safety.

The dome is stamped up from sheet brass ; it fits over the com- Dome,

position ring, and is retained by the cap. It covers the lighting

arrangement of the time ring, and forms a chamber into which the

gas escapes, thus making the pressure on the burning composition

more regular.

The washer is made of sheet brass with a central hole having two Brass washer,

feathers fitting into tho grooves in the top part of the stem, which

prevent the washer turning : this washer prevents the dome being

turned and the setting altered when screwing up the cap.

The cap is hexagonal in form and fits the small hole in the Key, Cap.

/uz», universal, it screws on the end of the stem of the body and holds

the dome and ring in position.

The percussion arrangement consists of a percussion pellet with Percussion

steel needle, and retaining bolt with spiral spring, safety pellet, arrangement,

detonator plug with detonator, spiral spring, brass ball and bottom

plug.

The percussion pellet contains on its upper surface the needle plug, Percussion

with hardened steel needle in centre with six fire-holes around it. It pellet,

has on the underside a disc of fine white paper secured with shellac,

aud in a recess under the needle plug are three grains of F.G. powder,

this recess is closed at the bottom with a brass washer and shalloon

disc. A small recess is made in the underside of the body and a

corresponding one in top of pellet, into which fits a spiral spring,

this prevents rebound. There is a slot down the side for the safety

pellet and ball to fall into, and tho percussion pellet is prevented from
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Retail ing

bolt.

Ball.

Spiral spring.

Safety pellet.

Safety pin.

Closing pellet.

Detonator

plug.

Bottom plug.

Waterproof

ing.

Alteration?.

turning by a screw in the body which projects into a groove down its

side.

The retaining bolt is an additional precaution against prematures.

It passes transversely throngh the percussion pellet, and its head

projects into a recess in the body, where it is kept by a spiral spring

as shown in t'ie plate.

The other end of the bolt is heavy and is caused to fly outwards

when the shell is rotated. A slotted recess is formed in the body

into which the heavy end of the bolt can movo.

In manufacture these bolts are tested by spinning the percussion

pellet in a special lathe. The bolt must withdraw between 1,700

und 2,1' 0 revolutions per minnte.

The ball prevents the percussion pellet moving forward so long as

the safety pellet is in its place.

The spiral spring is made of thin biiis.s wire, and fits in a recess

in body and percussion pellet and prevents the perenssion pellet

rebounding or working forward during flight.

The safety pellet is suspended in the body of the fuze by a thin

copper suspending wire.

The safety pin of split copper wire passes through the centre of

the body, and through the safety pellet which it supports, its ends

being opened out to retain it in its place. The letter P is stamped on

the body near the entrance of this pin. The pin is provided with a

tarred whipcord loop for withdrawal. The loop is long enough to

fit over the top cap.

A small brass pellet, having a spiral spring in compression behind

it, closes the safety pin hole when the safety pin is withdrawn.

The detonator plug is a small cylinder of gun-metal, screwed on

the exterior to fit into the body at the end of the horizontal powder

channel, and above the needle, it is recessed to receive the R.L. cap

(see p. ICO), and has a central fire-hole, the cap is held in position

against the underside of interior of body.

The bottom plug is a short cylinder of gun-metal threaded on the

exterior to screw into the bottom of the fuze. It has a cavity filled

with a perforated pellet of pressed powder, over the top of which is

a disc of fine paper, then a disc of shalloon secured by a brass washer

over which the metal is spun. The hole at the bottom is closed by a

disc of shalloon similarly secured.

The exterior of the fuze is lacquered all over.

The screw threads of the detonator plug and bottom plug are

touched with Pettman cement before screwing in, and the bottom of

the fuze is covered with the same cement.

The mark, number of lot, date of manufacture, and manufacturer's

initials are stamped upon the plain portion of the body.

Certain alterations and improvements have been made in this

fuze since it was first made, without any change of mark. These

are embodied in the foregoing description, but are given here in

condensed form.

Lines denoting divisions on time ring aud letters " T " and " P "

made more distinct ; and lines for whole numbers completely across

the ring. These commence with the 207th thousand. Number of

lot and manufacturing marks placed clear of setting mark and of

safety pins. Percussion pin placed a little to the left. Safety pins

strengthened, P pin by being made of a double turn of copper wire

soldered together, commencing with No. 152 thousand, and T pin by

being mide of a single wire of phosphor-bronze, with a loop and

split end, commencing with the 4Glst thousand. Loops of safety
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pins made long enough to be turned over the cap when the fuze is in

the shell, commencing with No. 215 thousand, and the loop of the

lime safety pin coloured bright scnrlet to 'distinguish it readily from

Hie pprcussion safety pin. Finally, the setting mark altered from an

arrowhead to a blackened notch, commencing with the 449th thou

sand.

The fuze weighs about 13 oz. Weight.

The time of burning at rest is printed on the label of tl e Time of burn-

cylinder in which the fuze is packed. It is about 13 seconds; but ing.

varies very slightly for different lots.

The fuze iR screwed into the shell by means of the universal key, Preparation,

the cap loosened by the same means, and the ring turned until the

required graduation on the ring is opposite the' arrowhead or notch

The cap is next clamped tightly.

This is a most important point in all such fuzes, for, if it is not

securely done, the ring of composition may explode without burning.

At the same time, care must be taken that the setting of the fuze is

not altered in the operation.

The shell is then brought up to the gun, and, when it is on the

point of being loaded, one or both safety pins must be withdrawn

according to the use intended. If required to act as a combined fuze,

both pins are withdrawn ; if as a time fuze only, the percussion safety Safely pit

pin is left in; and, if required to act as a percussion fuze only, the

time safety pin should be allowed to remain. In order to prevent

mistakes, the letter T is stamped near the time safety pin, and the

letter P close to the percussion pin. For the latter purpose it does

not appear to be safe to withdraw both safety pins and set the fuze

on the bridge.

The action for time is as follows :—

On the shock of discharge the hammer shears the suspending Action of

wire and fires the detonating composition, which ignites the composi- t'me Pa,t-

tion ring. The gas from the ring escapes into the dome and thence out

through the hole in the side of the body.

When the r'ng has burned round to the channel, marked by the

arrow or notch, it fires the percussion arrangement and the

On the shock of discharge, the suspending wire is sheared, and Action of

the safety pellet seta back to the bottom of the slot in the percussion percussion

pellet, the ball following it on the first movement of rotation. The Part"

spiral spring pi-events the percussion pellet rebounding.

During flight the centrifugal force of the heavier end of the

retaining bolt overpowers the spring and withdraws the smaller end

from the recess, so that the percussion pellet is free to move forward,

which it does on impact or graze compressing the spiial spring, and

the needle striking the detonator fires the fuze.

Each fuze is packed in a cylinder. The cylinder is fitted Issue,

with two papier-mache1 packing pieces, one to fit over the lower

screwed part of the fuze, the other over the dome. A tape loop

pusses tl. rough the two packing pieces and under the bottom of the

fuze to facilitate withdrawal.

The number of lot of the fuze is stamped on the bottom of each

cylinder.

For drill purposes a Fuze, Drill, T. and P., No. 5G, Mark J, is Drill fuze,

issued. ?§ 9955,

It is -arx empty service fuze, fitted with special tafety pins, which 10296-

can be withdrawn and replaced. The dome is bronzed to distinguish

 

shell.
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it from the filled fuze, and the washer between cap and dome is made

of steel, with the feathers bent np at right angles.

No 57 fuze. In response to demands for a longer burning fuze for use with

§ 10174. field guns, the Fuze, Time and Percussion, 22 seconds, No. 57, Mark I,

was introduced for special service. This faze differs from the T. and

P., No. 56, Mark IV, only in the composition of the time ring, which

is made to burn for 22 seconds at rest.

In order to distinguish this fuze from the T. and P., No. 56,

Mark IV, the dome and the cap are coloured blue, and the cylinder

in which the fuze is issued is also coloured blue.

T. and P. The Fuze, Time and Percussion, 20 second*, No. 58, is for use with

No. 58. the 15- pr. Q.F. gun. It is a double-banked faze (see p. 148).

In this fuze there are two time rings fitting round a central stem.

The lower ring is graduated from 0 to 18 and in halves and quarters,

and it has a cross showing the position of safety. This ring can be

turned round in order to set the fuze. Above it is the upper ring,

which is clamped in a fixed position and cannot turn. This ring

carries no graduations. The lighting detonator of the time part and

the percussion portion of the fuze are carried in the central stem and

body. A safety pin, with scarlet loop, supports the lime detonator

before loading. The lower time ring is always clamped tightly, and

the fuze is set by dragging it round by means of a steel setting key,

until the desired graduation is opposite the setting mark on the body

of the fuze.

On the shock of discharge the composition of the upper ring

lights and burns round until it reaches the zero of the lower ring,

when it lights the composition of the latter, which bums in the

opposite direction to that of the top ring, until the setting mark on

the fuze is reached, when the magazine of the fuze is exploded.

The Fuze, Time and Percussion, No. CO, Mark I, is a double-banked

fuze of similar size to T. and P., No. 56, Mark IV, already described.

The body of the fuze and the percussion arrangement are the

same as those of No. 56.

In the time portion there are the following differences (see

Plate XIIIa) :—

There are two time rings, the lower being barrel shaped and

graduated from 0 to 44 in the opposite direction to the ring of

No. 56 ; half graduations are denoted by dots. The gas escape is

external, i.e., the gas escapes direct from the ring into the air, instead

of into the dome. For this a hole is bored into the ring at the

commencement of the composition, and is covered by a thin brass

patch which is blown out when the ring lights. This ring is movable

for setting the fuze. The npper ring iests upon a calf-skin washer

upon the top of the lower ring. At the zero mark of the lower ring

is a vertical hole communicating between the two rings.

The upper ring is pinned to the stem so that it cannot tarn. It

is similar to the time ring of No. 56, but is cylindrical, has no

graduations, and has external gas escape, so has no channels leading

into the dome. The lighting arrangement is similar to that of

No. 56, and the time safety pin passes through this ring.

Above the ring a brass dome, washer, and cap are similar to

those of No. 56.

Action. The fuze is set by turning and clamping the lower ring as in

No. 56. The safety pins are removed in the same way. On shock

of discharge the composition of the upper ring lights, blowing out

the disc covering the gas escape hole, and burns ronnd until it reaches

the zero of the lower ring, which then lights and >>urns back in the
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opposite direction until the setting mark of the fuze, when the fine

tires.

The action of the percussion portion is the same as that of

No. 56, but the flash is stronger.

The fuze burns for about 20 seconds at rest.

The Fuze, Time and Percussion, Middle, No. 54, Mark III, is for

use with B.L. howitzers, 5-inch, 5"4-inch, and 6-inch, except for star

shell.

It will also supersede the middle sensitive time fuze, except for

star shell, for which the latter is retained. When the stock of this

latter fuze is exhausted the T. and P. middle fuze will therefore be

used with the following: —

Land Service.—B.L. or Q.F. 4'7-inch and upwards; R.B.L. 7-inch

and 40-pr. ; R.M.L. 25-pr. and upwards, and all howitzers.

Naval Service.—B.L. or Q.F. 4-inch and upwards; R.M.L. 64-pr.

and upwards.

In construction the fuze is similar, in all respects, to the T. and P.,

No. 56, Mark IV, except as to dimensions, weight, marking, and

length of composition. (See Plate XIV.) The stem is hollowed out

for lightness only; the time ring contains 51 inches of fuze com

position and is graduated up to 30 divisions.

The lines of the whole numbers do not extend across the ring as

in the No. 56 fuze. Like the latter fnze, its setting mark was

formerly an arrowhead but is now a blackened notch, and the time

safety pin is made of a single phosphor-bronze wire, where formerly

it was made of double copper wire. These changes took place with

the 63rd and 58th thousands of the fuze respectively.

The loop of the time safet)1, pin is of bright scarlet whipcord.

The fuze burns at rest abont 16 second?, and weighs about

1 lb. 4 oz.

One in a tin cylinder, the fuze wrapped in brown paper.

The Mark II, T. and P., middle, differs from Mark III chiefly in

the percussion portion, which is similar to that of the T. and P., short,

No. 55, Mark III. (See p. 178.) The time ring also has two extra

escape holes for the gas from the burning composition to escape by

into the dome.

Mark I* has a flat time ring, instead of barrel-shaped. B .th

these fuzes burn for about 16 seconds at rest.

Mark I resembles the T. and P., short, Mark II, and is to be

converted to Mark I*.

Fuze, Time and Percussion, Short, No. 55, Mark III, is for use in

the Land Service with B.L. guns, 4-inch and 30- pr. R.M.L. guns,

-!-5-inch and the 12-pr. Q.F. gun.

No more of these fuzes will be made and it will be superseded by

the T. and P., No. 56, Mark IV.

The fuze is generally similar in appeirance to the T. and P.,

No. 56, but differs in some essential parts.

In.the time portion, the stem of the fuze is hollow and communi

cates with the interior of the dome by three holes. The top cap is

also hollow, and has a small cylindrical projection on the top,

through which four gas escape holes are bored.

This projection affords a ready means of distinguishing the fu;e

from No. 56.

The gas given off by the burning composition of the time ring

escapes into the dome and thence into the hollow stem, from which

it finds an exit by the holes in the top cap.

The marking of the time ring is not so distinct as in the later

(5581) x

T. and P.

middle, fuze.

§§ 8912,9809,

9856.

Construction.

Issuo.

§ 8417.

§§ 5361,5982.

T. and P.

snort. No. 53.

§ 7176.
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No. 56 fuzes, and the lines denoting wliole numbers do not extend

across tlie barrel of the ring. The setting mark is an arrowhead on

the body of the faze.

The safety pins are of the unstrengthened pattern and the loops

are short.

The mean time of burning is about l'i'5 seconds.

, In the percussion portion the chief difference is in the relative

positions of the detonator and steel needle. In this fuze the needle

plug is screwed into the underside of the body, while the detonator

(R.L. cap, see p. 160) is placed in a recess in the detonator pellet

and retained in its place by a metal screw collar. The needle plug

closes the end of the channel communicating with the time portion

of the fuze and is provided with 8 6re-holes through which the flnsh

can pass.

The brass spring between the detonator pellet and underside of

the fuze body is placed round the needle instead of to one side.

Preparation. It is prepared in the same way as the T. and P., No. 56. (See

p. 175.)

Action of The action of the time portion is the same as that of the No. 56,

time part. except that the escape of gas is through the head of the fuze instead

of through the side of the body. (See p. 175.)

Action of per- On the shock of discharge, the suspending wire is sheared, and

cussion part, the safety pellet sets back to the bottom of the slot in the detonator

pellet, the ball following it on the first movement of rotation.

During flight the centrifugal force of the heavier end of the

retaining bolt overpowers the spring and withdraws the smaller end

from the recess, so that the detonator pellet is free to move forward

on the shell grazing.

§§ 5574,5982. Mark II differs from the above in the composition ring not being

barrel-shaped, and in having no spring over the detonator pellet, or

brass washer between the cap and dome.

§ 7176. Mark II fnzes returned to Woolwich will be fitted with the spring

and hardened needles and designated Mark II*.

Issue. One in a tin cylinder, with packing pieces as for T. and P., No. 56.

Sensitive time -A fuze depending for its ignition upon the shearing of a suspend -

fuse. ing wire by the shock of discharge is not quite sensitive enough for

use with very low velocity pieces, because if the wire is made so thin

as to ensure its sheaving, there is a possibility of the fuze proving

dangerous after the removal of the safety pin.

To meet the case of these guns the middle sensitive time fuze

was designed. In this fuze the detonator is fired by the action of

centrifugal force, due to the rotation of the shell, and not by the

shock of discharge. The design was also suitable for use with

reduced charges, a condition required by the Royal Navy. The fuze,

however, has not proved very satisfactory and is to be replaced, when

the existing stock is used up, by the T. and P., middle, fuze, except for

star shell. The introduction of a suitable fuze for use with star

§ 8788. shell will be considered when the present stock of middle sensitive

time fuzes is nearly expended.

§§5638,5982, Fuze, Time, Sensitive, Middle, No. 24, Mark I.—This fuze will

7046, 7231, become obsolete when expended. It is used in the L.S. with B.L.

U^7' 8788' K11118' 5-inch and upwards, R.B.L. 7-inch and 40-pr., R.M.L. 25-pr.

and upwards, and all howitzers.

In the Navy it is used for B.L. guns, 4-inch and upwards,

and with R.M.L. 64-pr. and upwards.

The parts of it are as follows :—Body, composition ring, dome,

and nut ; lighting pellet, two retaining pellets, with spiral springs,
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two copper safety pins, steel needle, axial magazinp, and bottom

ping.

All the parts are of gun-nietal, except the composition ring, which Material,

is of phosphor-bronze, and a few minor portions.

The body is screwed on the exterior, near the bottom, to fit the Description.

G.S. gauge ; above this it is enlarged and fits over the nose of the

shell, a leather washer on the under surface making a close joint.

The bottom is bored out to receive a large blowing charge of Bottom plug.

M.G.1 powder, and closed by a bottom plug screwed in, the latter

having a central fire-bole stopped on the upper side by a disc of

shalloon and one of fine white paper, and on the under side by a

brass disc spun over.

The centre of the body is bored out to take the lighting arrange

ment, and the upper surface is recessed to take the time composi

tion ring ; a leather washer on the flat portion of the body prevents,

the composition in the ring from exploding ; above this again the

body terminates in a hollow stem, through which are bored three

escape holes communicating with the interior of the dome. The top

of the stem outside is screwed to take the nut, and the bottom inside

to receive the axial magazine. There are six fire-holes bored through

the bottom of the stem for conveying the flash from the axial

magazine to the quick-match priming at the commencement of the

time ring.

Bound the exterior of the body will be found two copper safety

pins, an arrow denoting the position of a fire-hole leading from the

upper surface of the body to the blowing charge, and by which the

fuze is set, and a hole to take the projection on the circular arm of

the key for screwing the fnze into the shell.

The composition ring fits over the upper surface of the body ; a Composition-

channel lined with asbestos paper runs nearly all round its under ring,

side, and contains fuze composition, burning at rest from 14"8 to

15'4 seconds. The beginning of the ring is indented and primed with

quick-match to ensure ignition.

A hole on the upper surface of the ring allows of the gas escaping

into the dome ; this hole is stopped with fine white paper. Another

hole is bored throngh the inner face and quick-match laid in it. This

ensures the flame from the axial magazine reaching the beginning of

the fuze composition.

Round the exterior of the ring will be found the divisions

marked in even half seconds up to 30. These are further sub

divided by unnumbered lines, so that the fuze can be set to read

to eighths. Previous to the 25th thousand, the graduated lines read

to quarters.

An arrow on the ring, nearly midway between the zero and

extreme graduation, denotes the centre of the bridge or "safety ,

point " of the fuze. , •

The dome is of gun-metal cast with four longitudinal strengthen- Dome,

ing ribs inside. It fits into a groove in the upper surface of the ring,

which it covers, and forms a chamber for the gas to escape into.

A small pin, projecting from the groove in the ring, fits into a

corresponding slot in the dome. This retains the latter in the

correct position.

The cap is hexagonal, screws on to the top of the stem Cap.

and is used for clamping purposes. It has a small cylindrical pro

jection at the top, through which four escape holes are bored.

The lighting arrangement consists of a needle plug having a steel Lighting

needle fixed in its centre, screwed into the side of the body ; a lighting arrangement

(5581) > 2
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Axial

magazine.

Preparation

and action.

pellet and two retaining pellets, the three latter being free to move

in slots radial to the circumference.

The lighting pellet contains in its end opposite to the needle a

small cap. It is also bored out in the centre and filled with pistol

powder, the other end being closed by a disc of paper.

The lighting pellet is kept from moving outwards against the

needle by two retaining pellets, which project into a groove in it, and

which are kept locked in that position by fine spii-al springs. A

Safety pins. safety pin of split copper wire also passes throngh each of the retain

ing pellets, and ensures the safety of the fuze in transport.

Behind the dotonator pellet, in a recess in the body, there is a

pellet of pressed powder, pierced with a central hole.

Gun-metal screw plugs close the holes behind the retaining pellets.

Screwed into the centre of these are brass pins, which fit inside the

fine spiral springs to keep them in position.

Two small brass pins driven in from the under surface of the body

project into grooves in the retaining pellets and prevent them turning

round.

The axial magazine screws into the bottom of the stem. It ia a

small gun-metal cylinder filled with R.F.G.2 powder and primed with

quick-match, the top is solid, and the bottom is closed by a screwed

plug pierced with seven fire-holes. The axial magazine assists in

conveying the flash from the lighting pellet to the time composition

ring.

The bottom of the fuze is coated externally with waterproof

cement. Weight of fuze 1 lb. 4 oz.

The fuze is prepared in a similar manner to the T. and P. fuzes,

except that both safety pins are removed at the moment of loading.

Nothing occurs on the shock of discharge, but immediately the shell

begins to rotate the retaining bolts acted upon by centrifugal force

fly outwards, compressing the spiral springs and releasing the light

ing pellet, which, acted upon by the same force, also flies outwards

against the needle, firing the detonating composition, the flash pass

ing through the body of the pellet to the axial magazine ; thence it

passes out through the fire-holes in the bottom of the stem and ignites

the fuze composition. The latter burns round nntil it reaches the

channel behind which the arrow is set, the flame is then communi

cated to the blowing charge in the bottom, and so to the bursting

charge of the shell.

When fuzes of the above-mentioned descriptions are repaired and

refitted with new time rings, they will be dealt with in batches, the

original number of thousand being barred out, and each batch marked

with a letter instead.

Fuze, Time, Armstrong " E," No. 22, Mark III.—This fuze is used

with 9, 12, and 20-pr. segment shells, and is shown in cut.

On firing the gun, the brass cup is crushed in, the pellet strikes

the needle, which explodes the detonating composition, the ring of

fuze composition is ignited by the flash and burns till it comes to the

channel marked by the arrow head, leading to the groove in the neck

primed with mealed powder; the flash is then instantaneously con

veyed into the blowing chamber, and thence into the shell.

One in a waterproof bag placed in a tin cylinder wrapped

in brown paper, 72 boxes in a deal case, placed on the sides or heads,

the bottom of each tin box is marked " top " to prevent it being

placed downwards. Since June, 1875, the tin boxes containing " E."

time fuzes, primed with cap composition, are stamped " cap," and the

§ 2761. same word is stencilled on the waterproof bag. Since July, 1875, in

§ 7305.

Armstrong

"K" time.

§§ 1472, 1790,

1791, 2178.

2496.

Uie.

Action.

Issue.

§ 2751.
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the case of repaired fuzes the date of repair will he labelled on the

boxes containing them.

 

Fuze, Time and Percussion, No. 61, Mark I.—This fuze is a con

version from No. 56, Mark IV. The escape hole in the body of tho • '

fnze is closed by a plug sweated in, the two escape holes in the time

ring are also closed. A hole is bored in the time ring at the com

mencement of the composition, this is closed by a brass disc and

Pettman cement, the disc being blown ont when the composition is

ignited forms an external gas escape. The composition is made

slower burning by increasing the proportion of brown powder. For

identification, the dome and cap are painted red, also the cylinder in

which it is packed.

All time and combined fnzes for storage are placed in Group II, Storage

Division I.

For proof, see Regulations for Army Ordnance Services, 1900. Proof.
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CHAPTER XII. —GENERAL REMARKS ON

PROJECTILES FOR RIFLED ORDNANCE.

SYSTEMS OF RIFLING. —WINDAGE.—CLEARANCE.—LENGTH AND WEIGHT OF

PROJECTILES.—GENERAL REMARKS.—ARMOUR-PIERCING PROJECTILES.

—COMMON 3HELL.—SHRAPNEL SHELL.—CASE SHOT AND STAR SHELL.

There are four systems of giving rotation to a projectile fired

fi om a rifled gan which are practically adopted :—

1. A breech-loading system in which a projectile, coated with

soft metal, and with this coat slightly larger in diameter

than the bore of the gan, is forcod by the explosion of the

charge into ami through the rifling, which consists of a

large number of shallow grooves cut spirally in the gun.

in this system, which is only adapted to guns rifled with an

uniform twist, there is a shot chamber between the powdor chamber

and the rifling. Service example—The R.B.L. lead-coated system.

2. A system in which the projectile is furnished with studs to

fit the grooves. This is a muzzle-loading system, sufficient

play being left between the studs and grooves to admit of

easy loading. Service example—R.M.L. guns firing studded

projectiles.

3. A system in which the projectile is rotated by means of a

copper gas-check attached automatically or otherwise to its

base. Such projectiles may be fired from guns rifled on the

Woolwich principle, but in ordnance expressly constructed

for the purpose, the grooves are shallower and more

numerous, the system being known as the " modern poly-

groove." Service example—The R.M.L. guns and howitzers

of modern construction.

4. A breech-loading system, in which the soft metal coat is

replaced by a single ring of copper at or near the base. In

this system the greater part of the projectile lies in the bore,

the driving band being partly in (he cone connecting the

bore with the powder chamber, and the base of the projectile

in the latter. It may be applied to guns rifled with an

increasing or an uniform twist. Sercice example—B.L.

guns.

Windage. One of the disadvantages of the studded system is windage, which

is theoretically the difference in area between a section of tho bore of

the gun taken at right angles to its axis and the corresponding

section of the projectile, but practically it is estimated by the linear

difference in diameter between the bore and the projectile, and it

will differ with the part of the latter over which it is taken. Thus

Systems of

rifling with

service

examples.
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the windage over the studs will be the difference between the

diameter of the gnu across the grooves, and that of the projectile

outeide the studs. Similarly, the windage over the body is the

difference between the diameter of the gun across the lands, and

that of the body of the projectile. In some projectiles it may also

be measured in a third place, viz., across the bands.

The disadvantages of windage are that it occasions a waste of

powder gas, leads to erosion of the gun, tends to injure the studs

on which the projectile rests when home, as the first rush of gas over

the projectile creates great d >wnward pressure, and moreover tends

for the same reason to prevent the perfect " centering " of the

projectile, and hence to diminish range and accuracy.

When the projection of the stud from the body of the shell is Clearance,

greater than the depth of the groove of the gun, the difference is

called " clearance." The result is that the projectile rests entirely

upon the studs, and there is an interval between the body and the

bore. This is the case in all the Service R.M.L. guns which tire

studded projectiles, the clearance varying with the calibre. If, on

the other hand, the depth of the groove was greater than the pro

jection of the stud there would be no clearance, and the greater part

of the friction in the bore would take place between the projectile

and the lands, instead of between the comparatively soft studs and

the grooves. Clearance also centres the projectile in the bore.

Gas-checks considerably modify, if they do not altogether prevent, (Jas-cheiks.

windage ; and in the case of the latest R.M.L. guns considerably

improve the shooting.

In B.L. guns the driving band, and in R.B.L. guns the lead coat,

act as a gas-check, and there is little windage, but nevertheless B.L.

guns have not been so free from scoring as could be desired.

A studded projectile for a gun with uniform twist bears in loading Loading and

on one side of the studs, which is called the " loading edge " ; on driving edges,

firing it bears against the other side, which is called the " driving

edge," and though the small stud of a projectile for a gun with

increasing twist bears upon the driving edge in loading as well as in

firing, the sides of the studs of all projectiles, whether for uniform

or increasing twist, are distinguished by the above names. That on

the left hand side, as seen when the projectile stands upon its base,

is the driving edge, the other the loading edge.

In the Woolwich guns there is no tendency of the stud to over- French

ride the groove ; but in the old type field guns the driving edge of system,

the groove is an inclined plane and that of the stud of corresponding

shape, so that the latter runs up the side of the groove, and thus

centres the shot, i.e., brings its axis to coincide with that of the bore.

There ai-e certain considerations which govern the length and Length and

weight of rifled projectiles.* weight of

Assuming that the gun with its rifling, charge, and carriage are projectiles,

fixed, and neglecting the question of transport.

First as to weight. If two projectiles of different weight be fired

under similar conditions from identical guns, they will at the muzzle

have equal energies, as the work done by the powder on both is

equal,t or approximately so, if the difference of weight be not

• Here and elsewhere the expression " rifled projectiles " is to bo understood as

an abbreviation for " projectiles fired from rifled guns."

t This is only approximately true, as the greater inertia of the heavier

projectile will cause it to haTe a slower initial motion. Consequently the powder

gas will be more closely confinsd and exercise to a certain extent a greater mean

pressure in the bore.
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excessive. The energy of both being the same, it follows that the

lighter projectile must have the higher velocity, the velocities vary

ing inversely as the square roots of the weights. But by the laws

of resistance of the air the heavier projectile will part more slowly

with its muzzle energy than the light one, and will thus at any giveu

distance from the muzzle possess a larger amount of kinetic energy.

Hence it would appear that the heavier the projectile is, the move

powerful it is, but sundry considerations influence the matter of

weight, and these are mostly in favour of a light projectile.

The weight is, to a certain extent, limited in both directions by

the length, and by the strain admissible on the gun and carriage,

which increase with the weight of the projectile aud by the amount

of interior cavity desirable in tho case of a shell, which is itself

limited by the necessary thickness of walls and base to stand the

shock of discharge. Agaio, at moderate range3 light projectiles will

have flatter trajectories than heavy ones ; but at long ranges the

reverse is the case.

Thus the best theoretical weight of a projectile for one range is

by no means necessarily the best for another.

Practically, however, it is the length which limits the weight of

projectiles.

On the one hand, although their length and consequently weight

have increased with modern B.L. guns, projectiles do not exceed

4£ calibres in length, the majority being from 3^ to 4 calibres long,

since the very long projectile necessitates a sharper twist of rifling

and greater strain on the gun.

Tho question of the greatest length of projectile admissible for a

gun with a given twist has been treated mathematically by Professor

A. Q. Greenhill, M.A., F.R.S.

A hollow projectile of the same weight as a solid one may be

longer than the latter, as, owing to the weight being distributed

further from its axis, it has a longer radius of gyration, and hence a

greater power of keeping up its rotation.

On the other hand, the lowest admissible length for accurate-

shooting is stated to be two calibres ("Extracts," Vol. HI, p. 128).

Since the weight of all projectiles for the same gun (case andt

special ones excepted), is the same, the lengths must vary. It

follows therefore that the longest, which would usually be the

common shell, must not exceed about 4j calibres, while the shortest

must be over two calibres in length. »

The numerical value of tho expression, where to is the weight

of the projectile in lbs., and d its diameter in inches, forms a con

venient method of expressing the relation between weight and

calibre. It will be seen from the table below that the value of this

fraction has steadily increased since the first introduction of rifled

ordnance, or in other words, that the projectiles have gradually

increased in length.

Value of il for Tt.M.L. Palliser Shof.

7 -inch -3470

8 „ -3623

9 n .. , a , . . . '3523

10 , .. .. -4098,
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11

12

12

12-5

16

1772

12-pr.

15-pr.

4

5

6

6

8

9-2

10

12

12

135

1625

Gun.

-inch

(^5 tons) . .

(35 „ )••

Value "f-^if01' R-L- Projectiles.

inch

Gun

Howitzer (4| calibre shell)

(Marks I to VII guns) . .

(Marks VIII and IX guns)

<P
■■1065

•3543

•4128

■4171

•4197

•3594

•463

■518

•39

•4

•463

■567

■41

•488

•5

•413

•492

•508

■42

When a new gun, of the same calibre as one of older design, is

made, in some cases there is a difference in weight between the

projectiles of the new and old guns. For instance, the 12-inch B.L.

guns, Marks I to VII, fire a 714 lb. projectile, while the 12-inch

B.L. Mark VIII fires one weighing 850 lb. It is necessary to

distinguish these projectiles, and they are respectively known as

"light "and "heavy." The "light" projectiles have the letter L

stamped on the base, and the " heavy " the letter H.

Before proceeding to describe the various projectiles under their

separate headings, a few general remarks will be made upon—

Armour-piercing projectiles.

Common shell.

Shrapnel shell.

Case shot.

Star shell.

The armour-piercing projectiles now in the Service are Palliser Armour

and armour-piercing shot and shell. piercing

Although the importance of Palliser projectiles has been very P10]00'"6

much diminished by the introduction of modern armour, the

following remarks are still of interest as showing the requirements

of armour piercing projectiles, and their history.

In 1863, the late Sir William Palliser proposed a projectile of

iron cast in a metal chill to render it hard for the penetration of

armour, providing for the evil effects of brittleness by the form of

head he gave to it, which was an " elongated point."

These projectiles, as fired in 1864, were chilled to a considerable

depth, but not throughout ; they proved so successful that their

manufacture was afterwards carried on in the Itojal Laboratory,

until Mr. Davidson, late manager of that department, so worked out

the selection and trial of various samples of iron, and the method

of conducting the manufacture in concert with Major Palliser, as to

bring the projectiles to the state of efficiency in which they now

exist in the Service. ,
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In an armour-piercing projectile, in addition to the general con

siderations of weight and length, the following points must be taken

into account :—

1. The metal.

2. The manufacture.

3. The form.

Palliaer Cast iron contains more or less carbon, and is non-malleable and

projectiles fusible. It is distinguished from wrought iron in that it is fusible in

an ordinary blast furnace or cupola and from both wrought iron and

Metal. steel in that it cannot be rolled or forged. The different varieties

of cast iron depend on the condition in which the carbon exists in

the cooled product. If it is all, or very nearly all, chemically com

bined with the iron, the product is intensely hard, brittle, and of a

silvery fracture, and comparatively hard to fuse ; this variety is

known as while cast iron. If, on the other hand, the carbon is chiefly

mechanically mixed in a free state with the iron in the form of

graphite we obtain a darker product, comparatively soft and easily

fused, and known as grey cast iron. A mixture of these two varieties

results in an iron known as " mottled " iron from its appearance.

These three classes of cast iron shade into each other, and no distinct

line can be drawn between them.

It may be generally said, in spite of the fact that some samples

of iron will be white and others grey, however they may be cooled,

that any tendency of iron and carbon to separate is encouraged by

slow cooling, and thus certain irons, or mixtures of irons, which

would be mottled if slowly cooled, will be white if chilled or suddenly

cooled. This is the kind of iron used in the manufacture of Palliser

projectiles.

Manufacture. The projoctiles are cast with the head downwards in an iron

" chill," the body which iH uppermost being cast in a sand mould.

The object of this arrangement is that the head of the projectile may

be specially sound and dense, and that being rapidly cooled by contact

with the metal chill, it may be made of the very hard and brittle

white iron ; while in the body, the metal being cooled more slowly,

may assume the somewhat more tenacious form of mottled iron. The

body of one of these projectiles broken longitudinally should show

the silvery fracture of white iron from the point to the head of the

interior cavity, the mottled appearance commencing just beyond the

shoulder, and extending to the base.

The characteristics of projectiles thus cast are—

1. Intense hardness.

2. Crushing strength.

3. Brittleness or want of tenacity.

4. Increased density.

Hardness prevents the point from flattening in penetration.

Crushing strength may appear at first to be very much the same

as hardness, but while the latter relates to the rigidity of actual

particles, the former applies to the rigid connection or building up of

particles so as to resist their being forced in upon each other.

To compare glass and iron, the former has greater hardness, and

the latter crushing strength ; thus the former will scratch the latter

but the latter will crush the former.

Crushing strength is a very important element in armour-piercing

projectiles, as in default of this quality they would set up and become

distorted on impact with an armour plate, thus not being able to

deliver their blow. • -
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At the same time, even in the body of the projectile, it is necessary

to have a hard, unyielding metal. If the body was of soft metal while

the head was hard there would be considerable loss of power on

impact, owing to the setting up of the soft metal. The reason of

this is as follows :—A projectile from a gun has a certain amount of

energy stored up in it ; this energy may be converted into mechanical

work, or into heat. Now, when a projectile strikes an iron plate, we

wish as much of the energy as possible to be devoted to penetration.

What is used up in the setting up or distortion of the projectile itself

is so much dead loss ; hence we try to produce a projectile that will

change its form as little as possible.

Previously, however, to March, 1870, the whole of the projectiles

were chilled. Besides the greater tenacity gained in the body

by the present system of casting, there is another most important

advantage. The projectile is rendered far less subject to the

action of molecular forces, which in a chilled casting, where the

particles are in an unnatural and constrained position, are liable to

come into action on slight provocation, and may either split the

shell or crack it imperceptibly so that it breaks up in the bore of

the gun.

The form of the head of a Palliser projectile is suited to enable Form,

it to do the maximum of work in penetration when its surface is being

pressed from front and sides towards one centre. Efforts have been

made to get the principal mass of metal as far fin-ward as possible, so

that it may impress its momentum directly upon the plate without

having to act through the medium of the walls of the shell, which

are its weakest part.

The Service form of head is ogival, struck with 1^ diameters radius

for the studded and two diameters for the studless R.M.L., and for

B.L. projectiles.

Palliser shell have also been made, and after having once been

declared obsolete, were reintroduced for Naval Service. They are

now only fired from K.M.L. guns in the Navy. They are fitted to

take a base fuze and are nearly as effective as Palliser shot, and on

striking a light structure they act like common shell.

The introduction of hard-faced armour against which Palliser

projectiles break up, has led to the manufacture of armour-piercing

shot and shell.

Armour-piercing shot are made of steel, cast or forged, having

ogival heads struck with a radius of two diameters. They have a

small cavity and are carefully hardened by special processes, the

point being made extremely hard while the body is softer so as to

give greater tenacity and enable the shot to hold together when it

strikes a hard-faced armour plate. These projectiles are proved by

firing a percentage against armour plates and the behaviour of these

governs the acceptance of the lot. The manufacturer is allowed

great latitude, as is described in the chapter on B.L. projectiles,

pages 211, et seq.

These shot hold together well on impact. They are made for

B.L. or Q.F. guns only, for Naval Service.

Armour-piercing shell were originally introduced for the smaller Armour-

Q.F. guns, but their use has now been extended to the heaviest B.L. piercing shell,

guns. They are pointed projectiles, externally resembling the A.P.

shot, but as their name implies they carry a bursting charge of

powder. They have a considerable thickness of metal in the head

but the cavity is much larger than that of the shot. The base is

prepared to take a base fuze. They are made of steel, cast or forged,

Palliser shell.

Armour-

piercing

projectiles.

Armour-

piercing shot.
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Cupi.

Penetration.

Wrought

iron.

hardened in much the same manner as the shot, and the same

latitado is allowed to the manufacturer. They have not the same

penetrative power as the shot, hut have considerably more power

against modern armour than pointed common shell.

The effect of inclining the plate to the line of fire is to increase

its resistance tj penetration, and also to try the projectile more

severely. For instance, a projectile which will perforate a 9-inch

hard-f>iced plate, the line of fire making an angle of 3l)° with the

normal, will probably perforate 12-inches if it strikes direct. (See

recent range tables for 6-inch, 9"2-inch and 12-inch B.L. guns.)

It will be readily understood that a shfll will have a greater

destructive effect upon a ship than a shot, unless it strikes the most

heavily-armoured position of the vessel. Siuce it is impossible to

cover a ship entirely with heavy armour, there will always be a large

portion open to shell fire. A.P. shot should therefore be reserved

for the attack of an anchored or crippled vessel at short range. (See

Garrison Artillery Drill, 1899, Vol. I, Part II, Section VII.)

Manufacturers have now obtained highly satisfactory results with

A.P. shell, which gives them an increased importance.

Certain makers have advocated the use of " caps " on A.P.

projectiles. These are usually of wrought iron or mild steel and

cover the point of the projectile. It is claimed that the use of

these caps improves the penetrative power of the projectile, especially

when the plate is struck at an angle to the normal. The most

generally accepted theory is that the cap supports the point of the

projectile at the moment of impact, and so enables it to pierce the

ertremely hard skin of modern armour.

The standard upon which all the present formulas and tables for

calculating the effect of projectiles upon armour are based is the

complete perforation of soft wrought-iron plates unbacked.

One penetration formula is Fairbairn's :—

AW 1 1

2g x 2240 ttU K'

Where W = the weight of the shot in lbs.

„ v = the striking velocity in feet per second.

,, D = diameter of shot in inches.

„ I = thickness of perforated plate.

,, K = a variab'e whose value is obtained from tables

aiid depends on v.*

If the plate^is in two layers, t may be multiplied by — ; if in

~ * 24

throe layers, by

y

For modern guns and velocities over 1,603 f.s. Krupp's formula

may be used :—

AW x 1

d| x log"' 5 7776

•• A table of tho values of K is given at p. 33, Captain Orde Brown's " Armour,

and its Attack by Artillery."
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No tables or diagrams are available for calculating the effect of Hard armour

projectiles on hard armonr. From the few data extant, it would

appear that the effects of any one gun are proportional to the total

striking energy of the shot; bnt, as the face of hard armour peels

off under repeated blows, perhaps more total effect would be pro

duced on this kind of target by a number of guns of medium calibre,

than by a few of the largest.

With high velocities and hard-faced armour (he following formula

may be used. It is Krnpp'a 1896 formula :—

a _ W 1

4 ~ d log"1 6 3532

Failing tables or diagrams, the late Captain Orde Brown's rule Eule of

may be used. Take the calibre of the gun as a measure, and reckon thumb,

that for every calibre of thickness of wrought iron to be perforated,

at least 1,000 f.s. striking velocity will be required. In old type

guns with light, shot considerably more velocity may be required.

For bard-faced armour the rough rule is that for every calibre

of thickness to bo perforated at least 2,000 f.s. striking velocity will

be required.

The proportional resistance to perforation of wrought iron,

compound or mild steel, Harveyed and Krupp-cemented armour may

be taken roughly as 1 : 1£ : 2 : 2£.

When the gun is not sufficiently powerful to perforate the target,

the penetration into wrought iron will be only nine-tenths of the

perforation given by the above rules ; but it must be remembered

that very little damage is done to a wrought-iron target by this

method of attack, and it might be better to husband one's resources

for a more vulnerable target.

For more complete information on this subject, see " Armour, and

its Attack by Artillery," by the late Captain Orde Brown, R.A.

A common shell is a locomotive mine destined, as a rule, for the Common

destruction of material, or as a man-killing projectile when used "hell, 4c.

against troops behind substantial cover. Large shells would be

used against ships or earthworks, smaller ones against troops pro

tected against the effects of shrapnel fire by natural or artificial

means. A.s with other projectiles, certain limitations must be

observed as to length and weight.

It is desirable that a common shell should contain as large a

bursting charge as possible, but the size of the interior cavity must

be regulated by the other conditions requisite to ensure the projectile

being an effective one. The shell must be strong enough to resist the

shock of discharge, and the shock of impact against targets offering

considerable resistance. It should also, if possible, be capable of

producing a large number of fragments, when burst, of fairly uniform

weight, but this last condition is more important for field service

shells than for those of large calibres.

The introduction of A.P. and lyddite shell has diminished the

importance of common shell, and it seems not improbable that the

latter may be superseded by them in the future.

Common shells have been made of cast iron, and cast and forged

steel. It may be taken that the use of the first will be restricted to

practice, except for those old guns for which no steel common have

been designed.

Cast-steel common shell have now been introduced for all the Cast-»»cel

heavier B.L. guns, C-inch and upwards. The first experiments with abell.
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cast-steel common shell took place in 1885, when the superiority of

that metal over cast iron was clearly shown ; its increased strength

not only enables a larger bursting charge to be carried, bnt it ensures

the efficiency of the shell when fired against earthworks. A cast-iron

shell fired with such a liigh velocity as is obtained from onr B.L.

guns will generally break up on striking an earth parapet before the

fuze has time to act or the shell to penetrate; the bursting charge is

then either not ignited, or ignited after the shell is broken np j in

either case the effect is lost.

The bursting charge of the 6-inch B.L. Mark VI cast-steel

common shell is 9 lb. 13 oz. The Mark III cast-iron shell of the

same calibre contains 7 lb. 6 oz.

Forged steel If forged stoel is used for common shell a still longer projectilo

shell. with thinner walls and consequently a larger bursting charge can be

obtained with the same total weight, but in addition to the greatly

increased cost, a forged steel shell has the disadvantage of only-

breaking np into a very few large fragments if filled with powder.

The extra length which 'could be obtained with a fi rged-steel

common shell would be, except in a very few cases, of no advantage,

because the length of a projectile necessary for accurate shooting

is limited by the twist of rifling adopted in our B.L. guns, and this

length c«n generally be obtained with cast steel.

The bursting charge of the 4-inch B.L. Mark V forged-steel

common shell is 2 lb. 14£ oz. of powder, the bursting charge of the

cast-iron Mark III shell of same calibre is 1 lb. 6 oz.

The manufacture of steel" gunpowder " common shell, fitted for

nose fuze, has been discontinued.

Pointed, Common shell of oast steel with pointed heads have been intro-

comuion. dnced. These shell resemble the A.P. shell in external appearance,

but differ from them in the increased size of cavity and the compara

tively slight thickness of metal in the head. They are fitted with a

base fuze, and a recent order restricts their use to the Royal Navy.

Penetration. The pointed steel common shell may be expected to perforate

about two-thirds of its calibre of hard-faced armour, provided that

the plate is struck direct, and that the striking velocity is at least

2,000 f.s.

Shell, double. Double shell exist for the 7-inch and 7-pr. R.M.L. guns. They

are longer, and contain a heavier bursting charge than the common

shell for these guns. Owing to their length they are not available

for extreme ranges.

Stars, The incendiary effect of common and ring shell may be increased

incendiary. by charging them with " stars " of incendiary material. Ordinary

common shell, under favourable circumstances, will often give good

inceudiary effects.

Lyddite shell. Lyddite shells are of the nose-fuzed common shell type, and are

" Extracts " always made of forged steel with solid bases, as it is not at present

p. 52, 1895. considered that a base-fuzed shell can be made absolutely safe from

all chance of premature explosion. The interior of the shell is filled

with lyddite, leaving a cavity for the exploder, of picric powder (see

page 28). The exploder is fired by the fuze and brings about the

detonation of the lyddite.

The action of lyddite shell depends upon the complete detonation

of the explosive and upon the extreme rapidity with which detonation

takes place. The shell, though made of forged steel, is broken up

into an enormous number of pieces ranging in size from a pea to frag

ments weighing a few pounds only, even with the largest shell. These

fragments are projected in every direction, even backwards towards
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the gun. These small pieces are capable of considerable damage to

personnel. This is very different to the action of gunpowder which

tears a forged-steel shell into a comparatively small number of pieces.

In addition to this all the pieces are projected forwards, lying inside

an angle of 40° to 50°, and there is no backward effect.

At Lydd, in 1892, it was found that a 6-inch lyddite shell was "ExtraeU,"

equal, if not superior, to an 8-inch powder shell. p. 57, 1892.

As common shell of the ordinary type often break into very few Ring shell,

fragments of very variable size, ring shell have been introduced for • j

certain guns. Its object is to form a projectile which will possess

nearly as much penetrating power as a common shell, and yet shall

be more available as a man-killing weapon. With this view it is

constructed so as to break up into numerous fragments of a uniform

and moderate size, and is chiefly destined for field or siege service.

A description of 2-5-inch R.M.L. ring shell will be found at p. 272.

Practically it is much the same in principle as the segment shell

introduced with the R.B.L. guns.

Such shell should burst close up to the object at which they are

fired, as the lateral dispersion of the fragments due to the spin of the

shell and the position of the charge is very great ; and the fragments,

from their shape and small weight, rapidly lose their velocity ;

percussion fuzes should, therefore, be used with them.

There are two distinct classes of shrapnel shell ; those with the Shrapnel

bursting charge in the base, the usual service pattern, known as the shell.

Boxer system, and those with the bursting charge in the head, a

principle advocated by the Elswick Ordnance Company, and of which

there are only two calibres in the service, the 4-inch B.L. and the

2 5-inch R.M.L.

These latter differ from the well-known service pattern in having

the head firmly and the base very lightly attached to the body ; so

that, on the explosion of the bursting charge, the head and body

remaining together, are drawn over the bullets as a glove i3 drawn

off, and allow the bullets to scatter and proceed on their course.

This construction has the advantage of giving greater space for

bullets, since there is no central tube or diaphragm, bat the position

of the bursting charge is unsatisfactory as its explosion and action of

drawing off the body tend to check the velocity of the bullets at a

most important time, and also the cone of dispersion of the bullets is

greater. On the other hand, the bursting charge of the base-filled

shrapnel is in the most advantageous position, and its explosion tends

to accelerate the bullets. The loss of space due to the internal

arrangements of the shell is also of less moment in the larger shells ;

so the value of the head-filled construction decreases as the calibre

increases and the tendency now is to employ only base-filled

shrapnel, and to gain greater effect by making the bodies of high-

class steel which allows of very thin walls and so permits an increase

in the number of bullets. The latest shrapnel for the 4-inch B.L. is

of the base-burster type. It contains 169 bullets, while the earlier

pattern contains 230 bullets of practically the same size.

The proportion of the weight of the bullets to that of the entire

shell is called the "percentage of useful effect" and is usually higher

in the small shells.

By using steel for the body of a shrapnel its capacity is increased,

as is shown by the following example :—

9'2-inch cast-iron contains 420 2-oz. sand shot.

cast-steel „ 640 ,, - „ - _ —

forged-steel „ 900 „ „
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Bunting The bursting charge of shrapnel has hitherto been made as small

charge. so possible, consistent with sufficient power to open the shell. Some

makers, however, advocate larger charges, and state that greater

effect is obtained and no detrimental effect from the breaking up of

the bodies.

Some howitzer shrapnel contain bursting charges sufficiently

powerful to accelerate the velocity of the bullets in addition to

releasing them.

Size of The size of the bullets is an important point in the construction of

bullets. shrapnel. The smaller they are, the closer they will pack, and the

greater the number that can be put into a given shell. But the size

must not be diminished beyond a certain point ; for the smaller a

bullet if, the sooner will it lose its velocity after being released from

the shell, and the less will be its disabling power. The sizes actually

used vary from 4-oz. iron balls in the heaviest shrapnel to mixed

metal balls of 35 to the lb. in the shrapnel for field service. Re

cently, however, bullets as small as 48 to the lb. have been tried.

Mixed metal bullets of the latter size are generally considered to

require a striking velocity of 4O0 f.s. to be effective.

Some shell, such as the 15-pr., contain a few much smaller bullets

on top of the larger ones, more with the object of filling up the

space and correcting the total weight than with the expectation that

they would possess much disabling power.

Besides the pattern with the bursting charge in the head, the

Boxer shrapnel may, independently of a few individual peculiarities,

be divided into two classes ; heavy, and field.

Details of all these patterns will he found in the chnpters

respectively devoted to B.L., heavy R.M.L., and field service R.M.L.

projectiles.

Shrapnel is essentially a man-killing projectile, its effects against

material being insignificant.

Use of The larger natures of shrapnel would be used against troops or

shrapnel. boat attacks, or gun crews in military tops or barbettes, at distances

beyond the effective range of heavy case, and the small natures

against troops. Shrapnel is the principal projectile for field guns,

and has a great searching power. It has been abundantly proved

that shrapnel are, under ordinary circumstances, much more effective

when used with time fuzes than with percussion fuzes, though

under certain special circumstances the latter fuzes give the best

results. The best point of burst for shrapnel is too long a subject

for discussion here. It is sufficient to say that with time fuzes the

distance of the point of burst from the object fired at will vary with

the extent of front of the object, the range, and the height of the

point of burst. The object in all cases is to render as much as

possible of the cone of dispersion formed by the bullets available

against the target, by direct hits with the uppi r portion of the cone

and ricochet hits with the lower.*

When shrapnel are burst in the air by a time fuze, the bullets

have a descending angle, and their volocity is accelerated by gravity

and retarded by the resistance of the air only. On the other hand,

when shrapnel are burst by a percussion fuze on graze, the bullets

have an ascending angle, and are retarded both by gravity and the

resistance of the air. Moreover, their velocity as a whole has been

checked by the retardation of the shell on graze. A considerable

portion of the cone of dispersion is wasted, and in general terms the

* See " Preliminary Tactics," by Lieut.-Colonel Eden Baker, B.A.
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shell is, trader favourable circumstances, much less effective than

time shrapnel ; under at all unfavourable ones, as soft ground, <fcc, its

effect is wholly lost. At the same Urns percussion fu'.es are very

useful when rapidly moving objects seen for a limited time form

tho target. They should be burst closer to the object than time fuzes.

Shrapnel shell have been recently discarded in the Land Service

for B.L. guns above 6 inches in calibre.

Shrapnel has been used in cases of emergency in lien of case shot

in R.M.L. gnus, the shell being placed head first in the bore, the

fuze-hole plug being removed. This plan would only be resorted to

when no case shot was available.

There are in the Service practically three classes of case shot, Case shot,

though, as in the case of other projectile?, individual natures have

their own minor peculiarities.

The first class is that used for the 9 2-inch B.L., 12'5-inch R.M.L.

and upwards, and may be distinguished from the others by its central

staybolt.

The second class is for R.M.L. guns from S-inch to 12-inch

calibre and 8-inch B.L. guns. It has no staybolt, and the b.ise is a

wrought-iron disc.

The third class is fired from all guns of lower natures, and the

envelope is made of tin with the base strengthened by a wrought-irou

ring romnd the exterior. For details of the several classes see

Chapters XIII, XV, XVI, and XVII.

The making of case shot for rifled guns is not such a simple

business as to make case for S.B. guns. In the case of S.B. guns

all that is required is to make an envelope for the sand shot, &c.r

which is strong enough to resist the shock of discharge without

smashing up altogether in the bore. It must, of course, in all

cases be weak enough to burst and liberate its contents on leaving

the gun.

Now, in the case of a rifled gnu, we are met at the outset by an

anomaly. We want to fire a projectile from a rifled gun, and yet not

allow it to take the rifling. Did the case shot leave the bore with

the spin of other projectiles, the dispersion of the balls laterally

would be very great, and their range to the front very small. In

fact, for firing case shot we want to use the rifled gun as a smooth

bore. Then in the case of rifled guns, especially in the case of those

having wrought-iron barrels, as some K.B.L. guns, we must, as much

us possible, guard against in jury to the bore, and yet ensure the case

breaking up properly on leaving the gun. In fact the case shot must

be strong enough in its construction :—

1. Not to set up on discharge, so as take the rifling.

2. Not Ui be easily injured by travelling, or the ordinary knocking

about unavoidable on service ;

while it must be weak enough, as above mentioned, to release its

contents on leaving the gun.

These two considerations are obviously conflicting, and, as in so

many similar cases, it is a question of hitting the proper rntan

Letween the two.

It must be recollected that the weight of the envelope and of the

expedients used to strengthen it, as'welt 'as' the weiglit of the packing

in which the balls are placed, are necessary evils. The actually

useful part of the projectile is the assemblage of balls within the

case. The remaining constituent parts of the projectile are practically

useless in a projectile sense. In the old S.B. case the envelope

(5581) o
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averaged about one-ninth the weight of the projectile ; in the cas9 for

rifled guns the envelope and accessories sometime amount to nearly

as much as (in one or two instances even more than) the weight of

the balls.

A change in the construction of case shot for B.L. field guns and

howitzers has recently taken place, in order to ensure the breaking

up of the shot. The base is strengthened und provided with a

narrow copper band to give prjssure, and a small hole is bored

through it. The powder gas acts npon a loose diaphragm which

covers this hole, and so causes the body to part from the base, thus

ensuring the breaking up of the shot. The band takes the rifling

but does not rotate the body ; and its function is to offer resistance

to the passage of the shot up the bore of the gun ; this canses the

cordite charge to be properly consumed and so develope its full

power, thus aiding the breaking up of the shot.

Special cose Case shot containing chilled iron balls, each weighing 3 lb. 9£ oz.,

** have been introduced for certain heavy R.M.L. guns. These are

known as Special Case Shot and are intended for the defence of

narrow channels against torpedo boat attack. They are of the

heavy type of case shot, all except the 9-inch, having the central

stay bolt, and all have two rings for lifting purposes.

Use of case Case shot is essentially a close-quarter projectile. With heavy

shot" case shot, which would be fired to repel boat attacks, or to defend

mine fields, the limit of effective range is about J ,000 yards. With

field guns the range would, of conrse, be very much less*. Field case

under very favourable circumstances, is effective up to nearly 500

yards ; up to 3C0 yards it is annihilating.

In firing case much depends on the ricochet of the balls. It will

be more effective when firing over smoolh water or hard level ground

than over rough water or rough soft ground.

Case shot may be fired with full or reduced charges. When

engaging an enemy, the former should invariably be employed as

giving the best recoil. On emergency R.M.L. guns up to the 12-inch

may be double shotted.

Stir shell. Star shell are fired from rifled howitzers and from the 2'5-inch

and 7-pr. R.M.L. and 10-pr. B.L.

Those for the R.M.L. howitzers are spherical; for the B.L.

howitzers and the guns mentioned above they are elongated. The

stars which they contain are cylinders of paper, filled with brightly-

burning composition.

They are used for tho purpose of lighting up the ground in front

of a position, discovering an enemy's working parties, &c.

They should be burst in the air from 100 to 200 feet above the

ground and to windward and in rear of the area to be lit up. By

this means they will burn partly in the air and partly on the ground.

They are only illuminating agents, not offensive projectiles, except

pei'haps morally, as has been found to be the case in hill campaigns.
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CHAPTER XIII.—PROJECTILES FOR B.L., Q.F.,

OR Q.F.C. GUNS.

DRIVING BANDS.—AUGMENTING STRIPS.—COMMON SHELL.—SHRAPNEL

SHELL.—STAR SHELL.—AEMOUR-P1ERCINO PROJECTILES.—PALLISKR

PROJECTILES.—CASE SHOT.—DRILL SHELL.

Is this chapter the projectiles for B.L. guns and for Q.F. or Q.F.C.

guns (except the 2-95-inch 6-pr., 3-pr. and 1-pr. Q.F.), which are

identical with those used with B.L. guns, will be considered.

The ammunition for breech-loading guns on the interrupted screw

system ia distinguished from that for those on the Armstrong lead-

coated plan by the designation B.L., the latter being known as R.B.L.

In B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C. guns rotation is imparted to the projectile

by means of a somewhat narrow ring or band of copper attached to it

not far from the base. This ring is larger in diameter than the bore

of the gnn, and consequently when the charge is Bred the soft melal

is compressed into the grooves and cut into by the lands, overflowing

somewhat into cannelures or towards the base, at the same time

receiving from the grooves a motion of rotation which it imparts to

the projectile.

The driving band should be as near the base of the projectile as Position of

possible, it being generally found that the more rearward position of driving baDd.

the band gives the most accurate shooting. In practice, however,

this is limited by the thickness of metal behind the band which is

necessary to support the great strain thrown upon the shell, when the

band is forced through the grooves, tending to tear off the base.

This tendency to break off the base of the shell round the ring is Material

intensified when any material harder than copper, such as brass or

£un-metal, is employed for the band, and consequently copper has

been universally adopted for the purpose. But the hardness of two

samples of the same copper differently prepared will vary, and it is

fonnd in practice that the best condition of the metal for thio

purpose is that in which it is cut from drawn tubing in the shape of

rings which are afterwards annealed and then forced into a groove

round the circumference of the shell by a powerful hydraulic or

other press. Electro-deposited copper is also used.

In our service the projectile is centred by confining the limits at Centering,

the shoulder within the narrowest compass, so that the projectile may

tit as accurately as possible between the lands ; and by giving a con

siderable bearing surface to the driving band.

The early projectiles for the B.L. 80-pr., now obsolete, were Eiswick ring,

fitted with the Eiswick ring. This consisted of a cylinder of

copper, fitted to the projectile and flanged for -5-inch over the base.

It was attached by solder, the projectile being turned down to

receive it. It had six shallow cannelures, filled with beeswax.

The early projectiles for the 4-inch B.L. gun had a similar ring, Modification,

but somewhat thicker, and attached by copper rivets and a ring of

solder round the base. It had three cannelures only without

beeswax.

(5531)
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These rings extending over the base of the projectile are peculiarly

liable to be set up by rough usage, and require special care in store

and transport.

Segmental. Next came a segmental ring, used with the early projectiles of the

5-inch and 6-inch B.L. guns. It was similar in width and

appearance to the Vavass.'ur narrow driving band, but made of cast

copper in six segments, pressed tightly into a groove near the base

of the projectile.

Yutusscur. The Vavasseur driving bands are now employed. There aro

three descriptions ; the narrow," the " broad," and the " broad with

gas-check."

Narrow baud. The narrow band is applied to 4-inch common and Shrapnel, Mark

II ; 5-inch common, Mark II ; 6-inch common, Mark II, and Shrap

nel, Mark 1, made since May, 1883, and Palliser, Mark III ; 8-inclr

projectiles, Mark I ; 9'2-inch projectiles, Mark I, and Palliser, Mark

II ; and ] 2-inch projectiles, Mark I.

•Descriptkn. It consists of a ring of copper cut from a tube and pressed into a

shallow groove round the circumference of the shell near its base.

The width of the ring varies with the calibre. The distance of the

rear of the ring fiom the base of the shell also depends upon the

calibre, but it is always reduced to a minimum consistent with the

strength of the projectile. The groove is cast in the Palliser and

turned in the common and shrapnel shells. On the bottom are

ribs parallel to the circumference, triangular in section, and

04 inch high. These ribs are not continuous, being divided by

grooves parallel to the axis of the shell in the Palliser, and by a

number of similarly situated chisel cuts in the other natures. The

object of dividing the ribs is to prevent the band slipping.

Into this groove the band is forced by a powerful press and after

wards turned to exterior dimensions, the front part being bevelled off

Narrow Driving Band.

 

• The latest marks of 6-incli projectiles have the bottom of the groove for

driving band formed inlo triangular "waved" or zigzag ribs {W.R.), there are no

parallel grooves. This method is likely to be introduced for all projectiles 10- pr.

to the 16 25- inch.
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at a slope of 7°, so as to fit into the cone between the horc of the gun

and the powder chamber, and hold the projectile in its place.

One of the objections to a narrow band of large diameter is the Broad band,

"jamming out " of the metal ; that is, the surplus copper is dragged

back by the lands of the gun as the projectile passes down the bore

and forms a sort of fringe behind the band. When the shell leaves

the gun this fringe is no longer supported, and the pressure of the gas

behind it turns it up at various angies to the axis of the projectile,

thus forming variwble resistances and causing irregularity of flight.

To meet this objection, the broad band has been introduced. In it

the exterior diameter has been somewhat reduced and the width

considerably increased, while cannelures have been cut in the copper

to receive the excess of metal.

The bnnd is of pure copper cut from a tube, and pressed into a

groove near the bise of the projectile.

Previous to April, 1899, the sides of this groove were straight, §§ 9957.

but since that date the groove has been undercut for all projectiles, 10157.

except Palliser, in order to make a firmer attachment with the

driving band. (See wood-cut.)

Undercut grooves for driving bands, showing dimensions of undercut.

 

4-inch and upwards. Below ■i-inch.

This change involves an advance in the numeral of the projectile, § 9998.

except in those cases where no issues have already been made.

Projectiles (with the exception of Palliser, and Q.P. 4-7-inch Mark

V common-pointed iron-shell), which have not bsen manufactured

with the grooves for the driving band undercut, and which, on

repair in Ordnance factories, are rebanded, will at the same time

have their grooves undercut. This modification in the case of such

projectiles will not involve an advance of numeral, but they Will be

distinguished by the date of rebanding, which will be stamped on

the driving bands.
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The total width of these rings, including half the front slope, is

one-fonrth the calibre, and the diameter of the cylindrical part is

"0023 of the calibre more than that of the gnn across the grooves ;

but that portion of the ring which is in rear of the rear cannelure is

slightly reduced, exceeding the diameter of the gun across the lands

by -05-inch only. The distance of the ring from (he base of the

projectile is determined by the minimum amount of material necessary

for its support, the position being the same in all natures of projectiles

of the same calibre. The front slope of the ring is 7° as before, and

it is furnished with two cannelures for all natures up to and including

the 6-inch, above which there will be one cannelure for every 3 inches

or part of that length equal to 1^ inches of calibre.

The rear cannelure is '15 inch from the rear of the ring, and the

others equally divide the distance between the front of the rear

cannelure and a point half-way up the front slope.

These cannelures are '15 inch wide for the 4-inch and larger

calibres, and -1 inch for the smaller natures, the bottom of the

cannelure being in line with the exterior of the shell.

Broad Vavasseur Driving Band.

Full size, 6-inch.

 

Part Elevation. Section.

$ 8019. From 4-inch and upwards, except the 30-pr. 5-inch and 5'4-incI«

B.L. Howitzers, and the 4'7-inch Q.F., the bottom angles of the

cannelures (except the rear bottom angle of the rear cannelure,

see cut) are undercut to take the augmenting strips.

§ 9723. The cannelures of 12-pr. Q.F. projectiles, other than shrapnel

shell, are also undercut to take augmenting strips.

§§6119,6225 The front slope of all broad driving bands is now grooved or

7569, 8693, serrated to ensure the projectile gripping in the chamber and to-

10304. prevent slipping back when loading with the gun elevated. This

alteration was approved first for 9-2-inch and upwards, then in Jane,.

1894, it was extended to 6-inch and upwards, and finally extended to-

all calibres. The dimensions are shown in the cut.
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Serrations on front slope of driving bands.

Typical.

Scale enlarged.

1/
I—c ' 025 FLAT.

FT t

•OS PITCH

•032"DEEP.

 

02S FLAT.

■031 PITCH.

•02"DCfP.

Above 3-inch. 3-inch and under.

Existing stores of B.L. projectiles, 10-inch and upwards, which 5 8593,

had tbeir front slopes plain will be altered locally as follows. At

those stations where the necessary lathes are available, empty shell

will be altered in them, instructions and tools being supplied on

demand. Projectiles which have betn filled with powder before

having the grooves cut and also empty projectiles at stations where

no lathes are available will have the slope roughened by horizontal

chisel cuts. Three rows of cuts will be made, the first row being

parallel to and '12 inch from the front edge of the driving band ; the

second row will commence opposite the centre of the first row and

'16 inch from it, and the third row bu similarly situated as regards

the second row. The cuts will be £ inch apart from end to end.

The tools required are a ^-inch steel chisel and a metal hammer.

The operation will bo regarded as a laboratory one and only one

shell will be dealt with at a time. Fuzed shell will be first

nnfuzed and plugged. Care will be taken to remove the steel chisel

from the building on completion of the operation.

Strips, augmenting, B.L., Mark I, are issued for uso with B.L., Augmenting

Q.F. or Q.F.C. projectiles, 4-inch and upwards, except for 5-inch and strips.

•V4-iuch B.L. howitzers, and 4'7-inch Q.F., and gas-check driving §§5891,6140,

bands, in cases when the rifling of the gun has, owing to firing, 6228,9091,

become so worn that the gun ceases to properly rotate its projectiles, jq^q,^23'

They are also issued for 12-pr. Q.F. projectiles, oth<-r than shrapnel

shell, having the cannelured driving band. When the stock of these

projectiles has been used up, the 12-pr. augmenting strip will

become obsolete.

A tabic showing the approximate number of rounds which may

be fired before it will become necessary to use the augmenting strips,

is given in " Treatise on Service Ordnance, 1900."

The strips consist of pure copper, of even section throughout, and Description,

grooved on one side (as shown in the sketch). The lengths of the

htrips vary with the calibre, and they are marked for the nature of the

gun with which they are intended to be used.

Projectiles with cannelures undercut will have the letter U

stamped on the driving band between the first and second cannelures.
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Scale,

 

The augmenting strip is placed in the cannelure, grooved side

downward, and hammered round the shell until the two ends meet.

When the gun is further worn and one strip is found to be insuffi

cient, two may be used, the second being secured in the lower

cannelure.

With projectiles for the 13'5-inch B.L. gun, having 5 cannelures

and the front slope grooved, the augmenting strip will be placed in

the second cannelure, as it cannot be efficiently used in the first which

comes at the junction of the front slopes with the cylindrical portion

of the band. Future issues of these projectiles will have four

cannelures only, and in that case the augmenting Btrip may be used

in the front cannelure.

For those projectiles which were issued before the undercutting

of the cannelures, a special steel chisel is provided. By means of this

chisel and a hammer V-shaped groove3 are cut in the bottom angles

of the upper cannelure, as shown by the dotted lines a, a, in the

sketch.

Only empty existing 4-inch and 5-inch B.L. and 12-pr. Q.F.

projectiles will have the cannelures thus prepared ; projectiles of

future manufacture will have them undercut.

The 12-pr. Q.F. shrapnel will not have its cannelures undercut,

and the preparation of existing 12-pr. Q.F. projectiles, other than

shrapnel, will be restricted to N.S.

When using the chisel with projectiles of 12-ir.ch calibre and

upwards the undercut need not be continuous ; eight 3-inch cuts

made alternately on either side of the cannelure, at about equal

distances around the shell, will be sufficiint to secure the augmenting

strip.

Varasseur Driving Band, with Gas-check.

A special driving band, with a gas-cheek, has recently been intro

duced for heavy guns, 6-inch B.L. and upwards, firing cordite

charges.

Vavasseur Driting Band, with Gas-check (Typical).

SERRATIONS -OS INCH PITCH.

032 INCH DEEP.
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This band differs from the "broad'" band in having a second s'ope

formed near the centre of the baoid, and the metal cut away behind

it thus forming a lip or gas-check. The apex of the lip is con

siderably higher than the remainder of the band, thns more

efficiently sealing the bore. In addition the gas pressure on the

nnder side of the lip tends to force it outwards against the bore of

the gun. The band has cannelures of the ordinary type, in the

cylindrical portion in front of the lip and the slope of the lip is

serrated to hold the projecti'e in the chamber. Tbe cannelures are

not undercut, since augmenting strips are not required with this form

of band (see cut).

Modifications have I e< n made in this driving-band since it was

first introduced, principally with regaid to (he extent and depth of

Vavaseenr Driving Bands, with Oas-chrcl; fcrr 12-inch B.L. tjnns.

Full size.

 

Heavy. Light.

(12-inch B.L., Marks VIII and IX gum.) (12-ii eh B.L., Marks I to V1T.)

the serrations on the gas-check lip. These are now made deep and

sharply pointed in order to better ensure the projectile remaining

fast in the chamber and not slipping back. The gas-check lip of

these bands also tends to prevent over-ramming the projectile in

worn guns.
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§§ 10238,

10359.

§§ 10177,

10187, 10252,

10508, 10720.

§§ 8689,
10177, 1054-1,

10545, 10788,

10634.

§ 8735.

Hope

grummets.

§ 10301.

An instrument for use, locally, in deepening the serrations

on the earlier patterns of this band has betn introduced. {See

page 346.)

Bands of slightly different form have lately been introduced for

the projectiles, both "Light" and "Heavy," of 12-inch B.L. guns,

and also for B.L. 13'5-inch, 10-inch, 9"2-inch, and 8-inch. In these

the front slope is also serrated, and the "grave " behind the gas-check

lip differs in shape. (See cuts.)

The object of this is to prevent the metal of the lip " fringing "

when it is jammed back by the passage of the driving band through

the gun. This was found to occur and so affected the shooting of the

gun. The size of the "grave " is so arranged that the metal of the

lip just fills it and a tendency to fringe is eradicated.

Projectiles which are altered by being rebanded with the driving

band with gas-check, will have the symbol * added to their numeral.

Those rebanded with new gas-check driving band add **, the 12-inch

H. adds one *, except the common pointed practice Mark I, which

adds two **, this is to distinguish them from shells which had their

grooves cut to fit the new bands, § 10341.

Projectiles having the driving band, with gas-check, will be

fitted with rope grummets for the protection of the band when in

store and trarstt. 6- inch to 8-inch grummets of l|-inch tarred rope,

placed one on each side of the gas-check portion of the band. 9"2-inch

and above, grummets of 1^-iuch and 2-inch tarred rope, placed on

the band, the former above and the latter below the gas-check

portion.

In the L.S. the grummets will be removed whole by means of a

" driver-grummet," of hard wood, and a mallet.

The driving bands of the Mark V shrapnel shell for the 15-pr.

and 12-pr. B.L. or Q.F., differ from those hitherto described

The pointed common, iron practice, Mark III, and cast steel,

Mark IV, for the 12-pr. Q.F., also have this form of driving band,

and future manufactured projectiles up to 4-inch inclusive.

It is a plain band, without cannelures, sloping from a short

cylindrical portion, to front and rear. The front slope is serrated as.

 

usual. The diameter of the cylindrical portion is slightly greater

than that of the cannelured band, being 3 095 inches instead of 3'0S>

inches.
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The projectiles fired from B.L. and Q.P. guns and howitzers

are :—

Common

Lyddite

Armour-piercing ^ Shell.

Shrapnel

Star

Armonr-piercing

Palliser >Sbot.

Case

J

The projectiles for B.L. and Q F. guns have flat bases, and the

heads of all except case phot are struck with a radius of two calibres.

The diameter of B.L. and Q.F. projectiles across the bands or windage, io.

the body of those which are cast without bauds is '05 inch less than

that of the bore of the gun, except in the 6-inch and the 5-inch,

which are "04 inch less than the diameter of the bore across the

lands.

Common shell of cast-iron, cast-steel, and forged steel will be Common

found to exist in the equipments of the new B.L. guns. From 6-inch •hell,

upwards the latest patterns fitted for nose fuzes are of cast-steel ; for

other calibres the latest patterns are of forged steel.

A general description of shells of each material is given in the

following, and the differences in ihe various calibres pointed out.

The Roman numeral indicating the pattern refers to the mark of

the projectile, and not to that of the gun. This applies to all natures

of projectiles.

Cast-steel common shell of the following calibres have been manu- Cast steel,

factured* :—16 25-inch Mark III, 13 5-inch I and 11, 12-inch light IV

and V, 10-inch I, 9-2-inch IV and V, 8-inch IV, 8-inch I, II and

III, special for 8-inch Mark VII, 6-inch B.L. or Q.F., IV, V, and

VI, and 30-pr. Mark I and II guns, and 6-inch 30-cwt. I, and

5'4-inch 1 and II howitzers.

They have recently been declared obsolete for future manu- § 10412.

facture.

These shells are cast head downwards, the mould being lined with Description,

a special preparation called " Steel Maker's Composition," instead of

the ordinary sand used for moulding purposes. The interior cavity is

formed by a core of the same material supported on a core spindle in

the usual way. The use of this composition is necessitated by the

higher temperature to which the molten steel is raised for casting.

An unusually largo dead head is formed at the base; this affords a

certain amount of compression or feed to the metal underneath, and

ensures sound material in the body, the lighter and inferior metal

finding its way into the dead head, which is cut off in the subsequent

operations of manufacture.

After casting, the shell are placed in an oven, where they undergo,

daring a period of about 24 hours, an annealing process.

They are about 3-5 calibres long, with ogival heads struck with a

radius of two diameters, the walls being about one-seventh the

diameter in thickness. A flanged gun-metal bush is screwed into

the nose, and is threaded to the G.S. gauge, with the usual '2-inch

• Paragraphs of " List of Changes " introducing these shells will bo founl in

Table 21.
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Shells, B.L., Common, Cast Steel.

Bands.

Lifiing cje-

bolt.

Testing.

6-inch, Mark VI.

Scale, 5.

9 2-inch, Mark V.

Scale, i.

 

 

countersink to receive the naval wad, except the 30-pr., which is

not countersunk.

From the 8-inch and upwards they are cast with " bands"; that

is, the diameter of the shell over the greater part of the body is

slightly reduced, leaving a zone of metal at the base and another at

the shoulder of the full diameter of the shell.

From 8-inch and upwards, except the special shell for the 8-inch

Mark VII and Vila guns, they have a hole bored in the side,

opposite the centre of gravity, and threaded to take an eye-bolt

for lifting purposes. (See page 354.) Each shell is tested for flaws

in the R.L. with a water-pressure of 100-lb. on the square inch,

and they are afterwards lacquered inside to contain the bursting

charge.

They are all rotated by means of the broad Vavasseur driving

band, or by the driving band, with gas-check.
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In casting, the core spindle in the heavier natures passes entirely Closing bases,

through the base, and to prevent its being melted by the highly

heated metal, it has to be protected by a covering of asbestos, over

which is placed a thicker layer of the composition referred to in

the preceding. This necessarily causes a large hole to be left in the

base of the shell.

This hole is threaded with a left-handed screw thread and in the

earlier C.S. shell is closed by a solid gun-metal plug. There

are two sizes of the plugs, the large in use with the 13-5-inch Mark T

and 12-inch Mark IV, and the small with the 9"2-inch Mark IV shells.

The joint between the plug and body of tho shell is sealed by a lead

ring, hammered into a recess round the plug.

For the 9-2-inch and upwards, these holes in the base are no v

closed by " adapters." The adapter is made of gun-metal, similar in

tize to the guu-metal plugs, mentioned above, but differing from

theni in being bored out and threaded with a left-handed screw

thread to receive the large base plug. There are two sizes of these

adapters, the large for use with the 16-25-inch Mark III, 13*5-inch

Mark II and 12-inch Mark V and the small with the 10-inch Mark I

end 9-2-inch Mark V shells.

The joint between the adapter and body of the shell is sealed by

tbe lead ring hammered into a recess round the adapter and the

joint between base plug and adapter by luting. (See page 377.)

Formerly a lead washer was used, under the flange of the base plug,

but when the plug is removed for any purpose, the lead washer, if

present, is to be taken off and luting used when replacing the

plug.

The 8-inch Mark IV and 6-inch Mark VI take the large base plug

only, without adapter; while the 6-inch Marks IV and V take a base

plug similar to those used with cast iron common shell, the joint in this

case being sealed by a large lead disc, hammered into a recess over the

plug. (<S'ee page 211). Some cast steel shells supplied by contract

may not have the adapter, in which case they will be fitted with a

large base plug similar to the 8-inch Mark IV or 6-inch Mark VI.

Black, with a white ring, i-inch wide, at a distance of one inch Fainl.

from the fuze hole, denoting steel. The driving band is not painted.

For other marks on steel shell see page 296. Loose, except for Issue,

field or siege, when they are boxed.

Rings, lead, base plug, large and small, are used with B.L. cast- Ring?, base,

steel common shell, 9"2-inch and upwards. They are made of lead, p'uk-

'3-inch in thickness, and hollowed out on the under surface ; they * 5334.

are intended to be hammered into the recess round the base plug or

adapter to seal the joint.

The large ring is for 12-inch shell and upwards, and 16"25-inch

forged steel Mark II, the small for 9'2-inch and 10-inch

Shell, B.L , Commor., Pointed, Cast steel, have been introduced for Pointed,

B.L. guns» 4-inch and upwards, and for Q.F. guns 12-pr., 4 inch, <=°mmon-

4'7-inch, and 6-inch.

They are for Naval Service, except the 12-pr. Q.F. § 10 112.

They differ from the cast steel common shell mentioned above

principally in having a pointed head and a fuze hole in the base,

which is suitable for the fuzes, percussion, base, large and medium,

the former with 6-inch and upwards, the latter below 6-inch. From

* Faragra|hj of "List of Changes" introducing these shells will be found in

Table 21.
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B.L. Common Pointed Shell.

Typical.
 

S inch and upwards tlieyare cast with bands, have the hole for lifting

eye-bolt, and the earlier patterns have adapters in the base ; the small

ndapter for 8-inch and large for 9'2-inch and upwards.

« 93G3. The later patterns have a steel bush screwed into the base and the

joint riveted up, instead of the adapter. This steel bush is screw-

threaded inside to take the large base fuze or plug and is not

removable. (See plate XVII.)*

The 6-inch has its base closed by the large base plug and below

6-inch by the medium.

Exceptions. The 4'7-inch Q.F., Mark IIT, took the Armstrong bise fuze. This

fuze is obsolete for L.S., but a few of them may still be met with in

• The Mark V common, pointed for B.L. 9-2-inch differs from the Mark IV

shown in the plate only in being fittel with the new pattern driving luiul.

§ 10508.
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Shell B.L. Common Pointed 9 2 *? Cast Steel.
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the Navy. (See last edition of this Treatise.) The 12-pr. Q.F.,

Mark I, took the Hotchkiss base faze. (See page 300.) Very few of

these are likely to be met with.

Black with a white ring, ^-inch wide, one inch from the tip, Paint,

denoting steel. The driving band is not painted.

For other marks sen page 296.
Filled and plugged for Land Service. Issue

Filled and fuzed for Naval Service.

5-inch and under, boxed.

6-inch and upwards loose, fitted with protectors. (See page 362.)

Forged steel shells of the following calibres have been supplied to Forged steel,

the service* :—

16 25-inch, Marks I and II, 12-inch, light, Mark III, 9 2-inch,

Mark III, 8-inch, Mark III, 5-inch, Marks IV and V, and 4-inch,

Marks IV, V, VI, and VII.

These shells, in external appearance, length, &c, closely resemble

the cast-steel common, but being made of a stronger material, the

* Paragra^ hs of :' List of Changes " introducing tliese shells will be found in

Table 21.
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walls are thinner, and their capacity for bursting charge increased

in proportion. With one exception th^y are forged with sjlid bases,

and consequently are filled through the nose. This exception is the

16 25-inch Mark II, which has the centre of the base bored out and

screwed to receive the large adapter, as in the cast-steel. The

16'25-inch Mark 1 conmm shell has a solid base, and, for con

venience of filling, the bush is removable. After filling, the bush is

secured by means of red lead.

They are all fitted with flanged gun-metal bushes, and counter

sunk to take th'j Naval wad. The 8-iuch and upwards have the

hole in the side to take the " bolt, eye, lifting," and all have the

broad Vavasseur driving band, or driving baud with gas-check.

These shell are for nse with powder charges, and are obsolete for

future manufacture.

Paint. They are painted in the same way as cast-steel common shell.

Lyddite shell. Shell, B.L., Common, Lyddite, Forged Steel are made for the

following calibres* :—

Land Service.---B.L. guns, 10-inch, 9 2-inch, 8-inch (special for

Mark VII gun), 6-inch, B.L. or Q.F., 5-inch, 4 7-inch, Q.F., 30-pr.,

and 4-incb. B.L. Howitzers. 8-inch, 6-inch, 5 4-inch, and 5-inch.

Naval Service.—B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C. 6-inch, and 4-inch. B.L.

5-inch and Q.F. 47-inch.

For the various marks of these shells see Table 23, pp. 512,

513.

The 5-inch Mark VII shell and 4-inch Mark II may also be used

for powder if required and the 5-iuch Mark VII gun shell is suitable

also for the 5-inch howitzer.

These shell are all made of forged steel, with solid bases so as

to prevent any chance of premature action from the penetration of

gas through a ba3e fuze, or between the plug and body of the shell.

They are fitted with flanged gun-metal bushes, countersunk to take

the flange of a special plug. From 8-inch and upwards they have

the hole in the fcide for the lifting eye-bolt, and they are all rotated

by the broad Vavasseur driving band or driving band with gas-check

(for 6-inch and above). The latest mark of 4-inch has plain band.

They are varnished inside with a hard brown varnish instead of being

lacquered. (See plate XVIII.)

For exploders see tables and page 28.

Paint. Yellow all over.

Issue. Both Land and Naval services, filled and plugged, and loose

except for Field or Siege service, when they are boxed. The shell

for Naval service have also a " kit plaister," made of silk cloth

dipped in kit composition and having two loops to facilitate removal,

pressed on over the plug in order to make the shell damp-proof.

Some shell have been issued to the Royal Navy filled and fuzed,

and in this case they will be boxed.

Cast-iron, Shell, B.L., Common, cast iron, have been made for the followiug

common. calibres* :—

12-inch light Marks I, II and VII; 9-2-inch I, II and VII ; 8-inch

I, Hand VI; 6-inch, I. II, III, VII, VII*, and IX; 5-incb, I, II,

III and VI ; and 4-iuch I, II, HI and VIII.

Howitzers for practice:—6-inch I, II and HI ; 5 4-inch I and II;

5-:nch I and II.

* Paragraphs of " List of Changes " introducing these shells will be found in

Table 21.
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Shell, B.L., Common, 9'2-inch, Cast Iron, Mark VII.

Scale, \.

 

These shells are cast base downwards in a sand mould ; by this Doscriptio

arrangement the heaviest and best of the metal remains at the base,

which, being next the charge, requires to be strongest. The cavity in

the interior is formed by a sand core, supported on a core spindle ; on

account of the greater length of B.L. shells, the core spindle, in thn

6-inch and upwards, passes through the base in casting, to keep it

more truly central ; this leaves a hole in the base, which, besides

supporting the core spindle, is convenient in tho subsequent opera

tions of turning the band, &c, and also in filling the shell. The

(5581) P
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Test.

Paint.

6-incli, I

and II.

§ 4375.

Issuo.

Bursting

. charges.

Practice

shell.

§ 10329.

§ 10G68.

§§8481,9957.

§8715.

Paint.

lighter and inferior metal rises into a small deadhead at the nose,

and is afterwards cut off.

They are from 3 to 4 calibres in length, the walls and base being

made of the necessary thickness to withstand the shock of discharge.

Their heads are ogival, struck with a radius of two diameters, and the

bases are nearly flat. From the 4-inch and upwards they are provided

with a gun-metal bush, which has a flange extending over the nose

and rounded on the exterior to the same shape an the head of the

shell. This bush is threaded to the G.S. taper and pitch, and has a

■2-inch countersink to receive the Naval wad. From the 8-inch and

upwards they are cist with bands, and a hole is bored into the side

in line with the centre of gravity, and threaded to take an eyebolt

for lifting purposes. Rotation is imparted to them by means of a

copper driving band secured to the body near the base.

They are lacquered internally io take the bursting charge, which,

from the 4-inch and upwards, is contained in a burster bap. The

6-iuch and upwards have a hole in the base, through which they are

tilled ; this hole is closed by a gun-metal screw plug, a recess

left over the latter is sealed by a lead disc hammered in after

filling.

Cast-iron common bIicIIs are tested with a steam pressure of 40 lb.

per square inch, to detect any flaws in the metal.

1 hey are painted black all over, except the driving band, which

is left unpainted.

The 5-111011 Marks 1 and II have gun-metal screw plugs in tho

base, but they are not to bo utilised for filling. They are issned

with the lead disc permanently hammered in.

The 5-inch Mark I is a weak shell, and is to be used up at practice

with reduced charges only. The 4-inch Mark I has not any recess

to receive the Naval wad.

As for cast steel common shell.

For nature of powder used and method of filling all common

shells, see chapter I, pago 8, also see p. 370.

Shell, B.L., Common, pointed, practice, of cast iron are made for

the following calibres*:—B.L. guns, 16"25-inch ; 13'5-inch ; 12-inch,

heavy, light; 10-inch ; 9 2-inch ; 8-inch ; 6-inch B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C. ;

5-inc h ; 4 7-inch Q.F. ; 4-inch B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C. ; and 12-pr.

Those shell are cast base downwards, and differ from the ordinary

cast iron common shell only in being pointed, and in taking the

large or medium base plug. The letter P is stamped on the base

except for the 12-pr., stamped on the side, and they are not lacquered

inside. They are not intended for use with a bursting charge but

are filled with salt cake, common salt not to be used.

fThe 12-pr. Q.F. has pointed common shell, iron, Marks I and II.

These shell are lacquered, may take a bursting charge and may

be used for service on emergency. The 4v-inch Q.F., Marks I and

II are fitted for the Armstrong base fuze or plug, and the Mark V is

lacquered inside.

They are painted black all over, with a yellow band round the

centre of the body (denoting practice). The 12-pr. Marks I and II

have no yellow band, unless issned filled with salt.

• Paragraphs of "List of Changes" introducing these shells will he found in

Table 22.

t § 10973. N.S. 12-pr. practice shell will, in future, have a wood plug in tho

key hole of the buae plug secured with shellac, to prevent the lid of the cartridge

from taking n seating there on firing.
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Filled with salt and plugged.* Issue.

The fuzes employed with B.L. common shell in the L.S. are, Fuzes.

13'5-inch to 5-ineh inclusive, the direct action ; 4-inch and under,

the small percussion.

In the N.S. the direct action is, at present, the only fuze supplied

for B.L. guns for use with common shell.

Pointed common shell take either the large or the medium base

fuze.

Some of the early 4-7-inch Q.F. pointed common take the

Armstrong base fuze.

Lyddite shell for N.S. take the direct action, impact fuze. For Fuzes for

L.S. the direct action, impact for guns and the D.A. Mark II per- lyddite shell,

cussion fuze for howitzers and 5-inch gun.

As mentioned above, Discs, lead, base plug, are employed with B.L. Lead discs,

cast-iron common shells, 6-inch and upwards, and 6-inch cast-steel, §§4137,5083.

Marks IV and V, to seal the joint when the base plug is screwed in.

 

They are made of lead, slightly concave (see cut, which shows section

of one), and have a square projection which fits into the holo in the

base plug. When hammered flat they fit tightly into the slightly

undercut recess in the base of the shell.

There are two sizes.

The small one is about L89 inches diameter, weighs 3f oz., and is

used in the 6-inch (cast iron) and 8-inch.

The large is about 2-13 inches diameter, weighs 5 oz., and is used

in 6-inch Marks IV and V (cast steel), 9'2-inch, and 12-inch.

Shell, B.L., Armour-piercing have been introduced for the

following :—B.L. guns, 13-5-inch ; 12-inch, heavy, and light ; 10-inch ;

9'2-inch ; and 8-inch ; and special for Marks VII and VI 1a guns, B.L.,

Q.F., or Q.F.C. 6-inch; and 4-inch, Q.F. 47-inch. (See p. 513.)

The 13'5-inch, 12-inch heavy, 8-inch and 4-iucli are for Naval

Service, the remainder being common to both services. The 8-iuch

special is for L.S.

These shell are made of steel, pointed and hardened for the

penetration of armour. They differ from pointed common shells in

the head, which has a much greater thickness of metal. (See Plate

XIX.) They are lacquered inside for a bursting charge and from

6-inch and upwards are fitted for the large base fuze or plug ; below

6-inch for the medium, except the 4'7-inch Q.F. I, II and III, which

take the Armstrong base fuze.

For 6-inch and upwards armour-piercing shell may be of forged

or cast steel, the choice being loft with the manufacturer. The

minimum capacity of tha cavity and minimum thickness of walls are

given, but the size, shape, and position of tho cavity are left to the

manufacturer's discretion, as also the exact length of the shell. He

is given the weight of shell, the shape of the head, the diameter, and

Armour-

piercing shell.

§§5966, 6226,

7379, 8460,

8180, 9529,

10027, 9957,

10307, 10508,

10509.

• § 10329. Practice shells for L.S. were formerly issued empty and filled with

water when required for use. In future, practice shells for both services are to

be filled with salt.

(5581) p 2
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7725, 8106,

9U30.

Test-'

Paint.

Issue.

Ring shell.

Pant.

the size and position of the driving band. The base may be screwed

to take the large base fuze or a steel bush may be used. In the

latter case the size of this bush is given. The Vavasseur driving

band with gas-check is used. They have no hole for the lifting

oye-bolt, as this would cause a point cf weakness in the shell and it

is important that the skin of the shell should be kept intact.

Below 0-inch the armour-piercing shell are usually made of forged

steel,* turned to shape and carefully hardened. The base is screwed

to receive the medium base fuze. They are rotated by the broad

Vavasseur driving band 6-inch and up. Each shell is stamped with

the letters A. P. on the base.

The 6-inch Mark II differs from Mark I in the dimensions of the

cavity and in having the groove for the driving band undercut.

The 4-7-inch Mark V differs from Mark IV only in having the

groove for the driving band undercut.

Marks I, I*, II and III differ fro.a Mark IV in taking the

Armstrong base fuze, and Marks I, I* and II from Mark III in

having the base screwed in and from each other in the form of tho

driving band. These may be met with in tho N.S. but the

Armstrong base fuze becomes obsolete when expended. (See last

edition.)

The armour-piercing shell for the 1'2-pr. Q.F. are obsolete for

future manufacture. Existing shell are withdrawn from the L.S.

and are to bo used up at practice in the N.S.

The hardening process is liable to set up a state of strain in tho

metal which may cause a shell to split spontaneously. In order to

avoid this danger the shell, when possible, are kept for three months,

or the wholo of them or any part, may be tested by being immersed,

head downwards, in hot water as far as the driving band until tho

shell is heated throughout, and then plunged into cold water. The

difference in temperature between the hot and cold water is to bo

13(J° F. After this they are carefully inspected before issue.

A small percentage is also tested by firing against an armour

plate, which must be perforated. Tho thickness of the plate and

conditions of the test, of course, vary with tho calibre of the shell,

and are given in the previous chapter.

They are painted black with two white bands, i-inch wide, the

first 1-inch from the point and the second ^-incli below it.

Filled and fuzed for N.S., and empty, or filled, and plugged

for L.S.

For both services, o-inch and under are boxed, and 6-inch and

upwards are issued loose, fitted with protectors. There are special

orders for base fuzed shell issued loose. (See p. 379.)

t Shell, B.L., Ring, are made of the following calibre :—4-inch

Mark I. This shell is made of cast iron, cast on a core of 12 iron

rings, the rings being so arranged as not to break joint with ono

another. Each ring is so weakened as to break up into eight segments

on the shell bursting. The head is ogival struck with a radius of

two diameters, and is provided with a gun-metal bush to take the

fuze, as in the case of common shell. The shell has the broad

Vavasseur driving baud, and is lacquered inside.

It is painted black over the body except the driving baud, which

is left unpainted. Tho tip is painted blue.

* The 4-7-inch Q.F. armour-piercing shell may now be made of cast or forged

steel.
t >Tonc of these hove been issued and the di awing has been cancelled.
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The powder used for bursting charges of ring shell is exceptional Bursting

{see p. 8). charge.

Shrapnel shells are manufactured at present for all calibres of Shrapnel

B.L. guns, and, like the common, will be found made from cast iron, shell,

cast steel, and forged steel ; but it may be said that for these guns

steel, either cast or forged, has almost entirely superseded iron for

this particular class of projectile. The latest patterns from the

6-inch upwards (except the 16'25-inch) are of cast steel—below

6-inch of forged steel.

B.L. shrapnel are of two distinct constructions : those having the

bursting charge in the base with the head very lightly attached,

generally known as the Boxer system ; and those in which the bursting

charge is contained in the head with the base but lightly attached,

and usually spoken of as the Armstrong system. The relative merits

and defects of both are discussed in the introductory chapter to

projectiles.

The construction proposed by General Boxer has been generally

followed for the heavier natures, the Armstrong principle being

confined to those of 4-inch calibre up to Mark VI.

The supply of shrapnel shells for B.L. guns above 6-inch has been § 10282.

discontinued, for Land Service.

B.L. shrapnel shells are therefore issued as follows :—

N.S. 12-pr. and upwards, except 12-inch heavy.

L.S. 12-pr. to 6-ineh inclusive.

Existing shrapnel above 6-inch in the L.S. will be used up as may

be ordered.

Shell, B.L., Shrapnel, have been made for B.L. guns as

under* :—

Cast iron, 12-inch light, 9'2-inch, 8-inch, G-inch, 5-inch,

4-inch.

Cast Steel, 13'5-inch ; 12-inch light ; 10-inch ; 9'2-inch ; 8-ineh ;

8-inch (special for Mark VII gun) ; 6-inch (B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C.) ;

and 5'4-inch howitzer.

Forged Steel, 16'25-inch; 12-inch light ; 92-inch; 8-inch; 6-ineh;

5-inuh; 4 7-inch, Q.F. ; 30-pr. ; 4-inch (B.L. Q.F., or Q.F.C.) ;

15-pr. and 12-pr. (B.L. or Q.F.); also 10-pr. B.L

Of these the 4-inch IV, V and VI have the bursting charge in

the head, the remainder are of Boxer or base burster pattern.

All Boxer shrapnel fired from B.L. guns may be broadly divided Boxer

into two classes, viz., heavy and field. A description of each of shrapnel,

these classes will be given in detail, and any individual peculiarities

noted.

The Shell, B.L., Shrapnel, 9'2-inch cast steel, Mark VI, may be 9-2-inch

taken as a good representative of the heavy type. From 9'2-inch and shrapnel,

upwards, the construction of B.L. shrapnel is identical, the principal Mark VI

point of difference being in the material from which the bodies

are made, and consequent capacity, for sand shot. The cast iron

have six longitudinal weakening grooves in the powder chamber to

ensure their breaking up ; the steel have no weakening grooves, as

they are not intended to break up.

It consists of a cast steel body, the walls of which are nearly as DesCripti,

thick as those of the common shell of the same calibre, near the base

the walls are thickened, so as to form a shoulder, on which vests

a steel diaphragm, beneath which is the powder chamber. The

• Paragraphs of " List of Changes " introducing these shells will bo found in

Tabl? 25, and this will inclule la'er mark?.
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Action.

6- inch,

Murk IV.

Description.

bursting charge is contained in a tin cup, which is coned at the top to

facilitate unloading, and the neck of which fits on to the bottom of

tho wrought-iron pipe. The use of this cup is to guard against

possible prematures from the roughness of the interior of the shell,

ar.d to prevent loss of powder. The bottom of the pipe has asbestos

wrapped round it and is covered with Pettroan cement in order to

inake a tight joint with the tin cup and so prevent rosin working

in among the powder. The diaphragm, which rests upon tho

shonlder of the powder chamber, is of steel, and into it is screwed

a piece of 1-inch gas-pipe, smoothed and lacquered inside. The

interior of the shell is lined with brown paper, and contains (in this

case) 640 2-oz. sand shot, the interstices between which are filled

with melted rosin, and over the top of which is placed a. felt washer.

Round the exterior of the body, near the end, runs a groove, into

which fits the Bessemer metal head. The latter is attached to the

body by two rows of rivets, but as the lower row are only intended

to prevent the head twisting off in flight, they are called "twisting

pins," and to prevent them forming too strong an attachment, the

metal of the head is slotted out to the edge, so as to oppose no

resistance to a direct blow from the rear. A band of solder round

tho exterior of the shell at the junction of the head and body

prevents these rivets and pins from falling out. At the point the

head is flattened down to receive a gun-metal socket, the flange of

which projects over the head and forms the extreme point of the

shell. (Seo Plate XX.)

The upper part of this socket is tapped inside to the G.S. gauge,

and the lower part to receive the " primer shrapnel shell." (See

p. 361.) The socket is attached to the head by a ring of solder

inside, and the head is lined with wood.

There is no attachment betweeu the gun-metal socket and the

wrought-iron tube; but the end of the latter is slightly recDssed

to receive the socket, which is carefully turned to fit it.

The shell is rotated by means of the broad Vavasseur driving

band with gas-check, which is pressed into an undercut groove near

the base.

In the plate will be noticed the hole for the lifting eyebolt,

which is bored in the side of all B.L. shrapnel, 8-inch and upwards,

and is in line with the centre of gravity.

The [)'2-inch Mark V differs from Mark VI only in not having

the groove for driving band undercut, and the Mark IV differs from

Mark V in having the broad Vavasseur driving band, without the

gas-check, Mark VII has the latest gas-check driving band.

The action of Boxer shrapnel is as follows :—The fuze fires the

primer, which conveys the flash down the pipe to the bursting charge,

the explosion of which blows off the head, and liberates the balls.

The 5-inch Mark IV and Cinch Marks VII and VIII B.L. shrapnel

nre alike in construction. The 5-inch is made of forged steel, and the

6-inch of cast steel. They are of the Boxer field service typo, and

the 5-inch is described in detail below.

The body has parallel walls, shoulder and powder chamber, the

bursting charge is contained in a tin cup, and the diaphragm is of

steel, but the central tube is of brass, with comparatively narrow

orifice, the bullets are of inixid metal (viz., four parts lead to one

p;irt antimony), and the socket is of different pattern from that for

the heavier shell. The top of the brass tube is tapped to take the

metal primer, and to the exterior is attached by solder a small tin

socket which fits over a gun-metal socket attached to the interior of
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the liead of fcbe shell. The head has a wood and the body a paper

lining', and a felt washer covers the bullets and prevents the rosin

from working into the socket, where it might cause a blind, as well

as allow the bullets to get loose. The shell contains 23G mixed metal

balls, 14 per lb.

The bottom of the pipe has asbestos wrapped round it and

Pettman cement in order to make a tight joint with the tin cup, as

in the heavy typo. This, in fact, applies to all shrapnel of the

Boxer type.

Shrapnel were made for the 5-inch howitzer, but are declared

obsolete as soon as the stock is expended. Exis'ting shrapnel are to

be nsed up at practice.

The 8-inch B.L. shrapnel is of peculiar construction, having, like

the Boxer field service type, the brass pipe and composite socket, but

it is filled, like the heavy typo, with iron sand shot..

Tho Marks I and II 4'7-mch Q.F. shrapnel differ from others of 4-7-incb

the field type in having a fuze-hole socket like that of the heavy

type and a wronght-iron central pipe, lacquered inside, and -t)25-inch

in diameter. It contains mixed metal balls.

The shrapnel for the 12-pr. B.L. or Q.F., 15-pr. B.L. or Q.F. and

30-pr. B.L. and ]0-pr. B.L. are of the Boxer type, but d'ffer in

construction from those hitherto described.

§§ 8231, 8812,

9629.

Exceptional

shrapnel,
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§10301. ^hc ShellB.L.or QF. Slirai>nel,V2-pr.,\2,S or 6 cwt.Marh V, \ C | ,

is for use with the 12-pr. B.L. or Q.F. guns, and differs in construction

from the ordinary field service type. (See Plate XXI.)

Description. The body is made of forged steel, with shoulder and powder

chamber. The charge is contained in a tin cup, above which is a

steel diaphragm, into which the brass or metal pipe screws. This

pipe is in two parts, screwed together, and the top part is enlarged

and screw-threaded inside to receive the shrapnel primer. It is also

screw-threaded on the exterior to receive a nut. The usual asbestos

and Pettman cement are employed to make a tight joint between

the bottom of the pipe and tin cup and so prevent rosin working in

among the powder. The bullets are contained in a tin cage. This

cage consists of a tin cylinder, which rests upon the steel diaphram

and has perforations to let the bullets pass through. There is the

usual brown paper lining between the wails of the shell and the

cylinder. The cylinder is tilled with about 156 mixed metal bullets,

35 per lb., and a few buck-shot are used to adjust the weight. On

top of the bullets is placed a flanged tin ring and the top of the

cylinder, which is fringed, is bent over and soldered to this ring.

The space between the bullets is filled in with molten rosin.

The head is made of Bessemer metal, lined with wood, and a felt

washer is placed between it and the top of the tin cylinder.

A short gun-metal socket screws into the head and is further

secured by solder. This socket is threaded inside to the G.S. taper

and pitch, and is bored out at the bottom to fit over the top of the

central pipe, which is secured by a nut screwed on to it on i lie top

ioside the socket.

The head is attached by means of six steel screws and six steel

twisting pins, which are covered with solder. The twisting pins are

in the top row and fasten the cage to the head.

The driving baud is plain, having a front and rear slope, but no

cannelures. The front slope is serrated. It is pressed into an under

cut groove near the base of the shell.

§ 9957. The Mark IV diners from Mark V only in the driving band,

which is of the ordinary broad Vavasseur type, with two cannelures.

§ 8502. The Mark III differs from Mark IV in not having the groove for

the driving band undercut.

§8233. The Mark 11 differs from Mark 111 in the construction of the

cage, which is made of wires soldered together and is closed at the

top by a wrought-iron disc. It is also attached to the head by

separate steel pins. The diaphragm is slightly weaker than that

§ 8141. of the Mark 111. In Mark I the fuze hole socket is fitted inside

the top of the pipe instead of being secured by a nut.

§9358. Mark I has been altered to conform as far as possible with Mark

III, and is then known as Mark 1*.

§ 10301. The Shell, B.L. xrr Q.F., Shrapnel, 15-ur., Mark V, is identical in

construction with the 12- pr. Mark V, differing only in length and

weight, and in the minor detail of having no wood lining in the head.

It contains about 192 mixed metal balls, 35 per lb., and the bursting

charge is the same in each case—1| oz. R.F.G3.

§ 9057. The Mark IV is similar to the 12-pr. Mark IV.

§ 8502. The Maik III differs from Mark IV in not having the groove for

the driving band undercut. The early issues also had a small set

screw in the head to secure the fuze or plug.

§8:32. The Mark II resembles the 12-pr. Mark II and contains about

200 bullets. The Mark I resembles the 12-pr. Mark I in construction

und differs from the Mark 11 in length and weight. It contains 210
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bullets. It h s been shortened and lightened and socket altered, and §9059.

then becomes vlark I*. Mark I is to be used for practice.

On emergency the 15-pr. shell (but not the cordite charge) may

be fired from the 12-pr. R.L. gun.

The Shell, B.L., Shrapnel, 30-pr., Mark III, is similar in construc

tion to the 12-pr. Mark IV. It contains 313 mixed metal balls, 27 per

lb. and the bursting charge i% 3-oz. R.F.G.2

The Mark II is similar to the 12-pr. Mark III and the Mark I to

the 12-pr. Mark II.

The 30-pr. B.L. is only to be met with in India.

The 10-pr. B.L., Shrapnel, Mark 1, is similar to 12-pr. Q.F.,

Mark V, in construction.

The Shell, B.L., Shrapnel, 15-pr., Practice, Mark I, F.S., has a §8363.

gun-metal head and fuze-hole socket in one piece, lined with wood,

and attached by six steel screws, and six twisting pins to the body.

The central pipe resembles that used with the 12-pr. Mark II, and is

attached to the fuze-hole socket in the same manner as in that shell.

The steel diaphragm is dome-shaped, and its circumference rests on

a shoulder near the bottom of (he shell. The chamber for the

bnrstiug charge is formed by a shallow tin cup soldered to the under

side of the dome.

It is a conversion from the forged sleel common shell for the

12-pr. B.L. of 7-nwt., which is now obsolete.

The shell, B.L., Shrapnel, 4-inoh, Marks IV, V and VI are made 4-inch, Marki

of forged steel, and have the bursting charge contained in the head. lV.V.and VI.

§§5011,5705,

Shell, B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.G., Shrapnd, Forged Steel. 6515, 9957.

Scale, i.

4-inch Mark VI.
 

This shell has a body of forged steel tubing, head and body in one

piece, and malleable cast-iron or mild steel base. A flanged gun-

nietal bush screws into the nose, and is tapped to the G.S. pitch and

taper, being made long enough to take the short T. and P. fuze over

the G.S. wad. A tin cup is placed inside the head to contain the

bursting charge, the neck of the tin cup fitting over the lower portion

§ 9957.
4-inch,

Mark VI.

Dc3tripl ion.
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of the bush, and the space between the projecting portion of the

latter and the tin cup is filled by a wood block. " A felt disc is placed

next the tin cup, then a wrought-iron one, which presses on top of

the bullets and prevents the resin from working up. The body is

lined with brown paper, and the bullets inserted from the base,

molten resin being afterwards run in amongst them. The base is then

lightly attached by six steel shearing pins and two steel keys, the

latter fitting into undercut slots in the body and base. They prevent

the base being twisted off, but do not oppose any resistance to a

direct blow from the front. Rotation is imparted to it by means of

the broad Vavasseur driving band, the groove for which is undercut.

(See wood-cut.)

§ 5515. The Mark V differs from the above in having the groove for the

driving band not undercut.

4-inch, The 4-inch Mark TV shrapnel differs from the Murk V in having

Mark IV. a cylindrical tin chamber in the head for the bursting charge; the

§§ 5011,5705. |ntt,er js contained in a cylindrical red shalloon bag, which is fir>t

filled and then inserted in the shell choke downwards. There is only

a wrought-iron disc over the bullets.

Action. The explosion of the bursting charge slightly checks the velocity

of the bullets, and acting through them blows off the base of the shell.

The body then slides over them like a glove, the bullets continuing

their course with a velocity slightly reduced. It must be remembered

that steel shrapnel are not intended to burst.

Paint. Shrapnel shell are painted black over the body, except the driving

band, which is left unpaintcd. The tip for a depth of one inch is

painted red. There is no distinguishing paint mark between steel

and cast-iron shrapnel.

§ 835i. The lo-pr. B.L. shrapnel have lead-coloured bodies, and the fuze

hole plugs are painted black, in order to readily distinguish them

from the 12-pr. B.L. shrapnel, which they closely resemble in size.

For other marks on shell see p. 295.

Issue. Filled or empty, loose, except 15-pr. and 12-pr., which are boxed.

Those shrapnel having gas-check driving bands are fitted with

rope grummets before issue.

Star shell. Star shell are at present used from the 5-inch, 5'4-inch and 6-inch

B.L. howitzers. They are made on the same principle as shrapnel,

that is, the head is lightly attached, and is blown off by the action

of the bursting charge, the 10-pr. B.L. gun also fires a star shell.

5- inch B.L. Shell, B.L., Star, 5-inch Howitzer, Mark II. The body is made of

howitzer. forged steel, with a small recess in the base for the bursting charge,

tV'^Qrij Ij.-'rr which consists of 2 drams of R.F.G.* powder, enclosed in a shalloon

9957 ° ' ° ' oa#> through which two pieces of quick-match are threaded. The

body is lacquered inside and lined with brown paper. (See Plate

XXI I.)

Above tho burster is a wrought-iron, or mild steel, disc resting on

a felt ring, which is placed on the shoulder at the bottom of the

body. A wronght-iron pipe, with several holes, bored through it

obliquely is screwed into the centre of the disc and is then soldered

to it. There is a steel pin passing through the disc into the bottom

of the body to prevent the disc turning inside the shell.

On the disc is placed a perforated felt disc, and on it four stars,

forming the lower tier, rest. Between the stars are four wooden

wedges which protect them from being crushed. Resting on these

wedges is a wrought iron diaphragm, perforated and having a

perforated felt disc on each side of it. On this is tho second tier of

four stars and wedges arranged like the lower tier, and above the
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stars Is a felt washer. The head is made of wrought iron or mild

steel and is lined with wood, recessed as shown in the plate. Into

the head screws a gun-metal socket. This socket is flanged, and is

screw-threaded on the outside above the flange, and on the inside at

the top to the G.S. pitch and taper, and at the bottom to screw on to

the top of the central wrought-iron pipe.

The socket is perforated with numerous holes to allow the flash

from the fuze to reach the priming of the stars, and is screwed into

the head from the inside, until the flange bears against the head. A

steel keep pin prevents the socket unscrewing, and a gun-metal nut

is then screwed on to it from the outside and forms the extreme nose

of the shell. This nut is locked by four nicks or dabs in the metal

of nut and socket.

The head is attached by six brass screws and six steel twisting

pins, the ends of which are covered with solder. The joint between

head and body is made secure by Pettman cement.

The shell is rotated by the broad Vavasseur driving band, pressed

into an undercut groove near the base.

The star consists of a rolled paper case, having four holes bored

through it near each end. The star composition (see p. 552) is

pressed into the case to within a short distance of the holes, which

are then threaded with quick-match. Five grains of mealed powder

are placed below the quick-match and more composition above it,

nearly filling the case. Finally the ends are primed with a little

mealed powder and closed by discs of fine paper.

Mark I differs from Mark IE only in the groove for the driving

band, which is not undercut.

The star shell for the B.L. 5'4-inch howitzer is similar, but

contains ten stars instead of eight.

Shell, B.L., Star, 6-inch lloicitzer, Mark I, differs from the 5-inch

star shell in the following particulars :—

The central tube is in two pieces, connected by a screwed gun-

metal junction piece, which contains a primer of 70 grains R.F.G.2

powder.

The shell contains twelve stars in two tiers ; six in a tier.

The charge to be used with this shell is the core only of the

cartridge.

Black all over except the driving band, which is not painted.

The distinguishing mark is a white disc, upon which a red star is

painted. Star shell will also have a red band, \\ inches from the

point, and \ inch wide, denoting filled, since these shell are filled in

manufacture.

Filled as above and boxed.

These shell take the middle sensitive time fuze.

Shell, B.L., star, 10-pr. B.L. Mark I. {See p. 230.;

Shot, B.L., Armour-piercing, are tired from B.L. guns G-inch and

upwards and also from the ii-inch Q.F. or Q.F.C. ; and 5-inch B.L.

for testing plates. They are for N.S. only.

These shot are made of steel, cast or forged, and the same

latitude is allowed to the manufacturer as in the case of A.P. shell.

The weight, form of head, maximum length, diameter over bands,

and size and shape of driving band are laid down, but the material,

shape, size and position of core, and closing of the base are left to

the discretion of the manufacturer. The base, however, must be closed

by some form of screw plug having two slots to take a service key.

In form the shot resemble A. P. shell, but are shorter and the

internal cavity considerably smaller. They are carefully hardened

Stars.

3 '4-inch.

6-inch.

§ 104 L0.

Puint.

Issue.

Fuze.

Armour-

piercing sliot.

§§ 5003,5903,
828ft, 7180,

8287, 8437,

8424, 8771,

8973, 9271,

9279, 9631,

91157, 10412,

10508.
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and undergo, much the same tests as already mentioned for A.P.

shell, such as keeping, nnd the hot and cold water test. The firing

test is also similar, but the plates used are naturally thicker.

Each shot is stamped with a distinctive number on the base

and on the base plug. Later shot have the groove for the driving

band undercut, and this causes an advance in the numeral of the

shot.

There is no hole in the side of these projectiles for lifting purposes,

as it is desirable to keep the surface intact, but the 12-inch light has

a hole in the base plug to take the "bolt-eye lifting."

IS 6402, 6972. These shot will be brought up to the mean Service weight by

inserting the required quantity of dust shot and sawdust. Shot so

weighted will have the letter " W" stencilled in white on the head,

and stamped on the base plug. Those up to weight will be filled

with sawdust, except in case of projectiles on board ship, and will be

similarly marked.

Issue. They are issued loose, and have protectors fitted over the poiuts

to prevent injury in transit {see p. 862).

Paint. The body is painted black and the tip white (denoting shot),

with a white band (denoting steel), ^ inch wide and 1 inch below

the white tip.

Palliscr shot. Shot, B.L., Palliscr, have been made for B.L. guns, 16-25-ineh to

§§5738,5837, 4-inch inclusive.

5032' 10508 These projectiles have an interior cavity closed by a cast-iron

plug permanently fastened in with lead (see cot), which is poured
(.omiruetion. w]len molten into an annular recess round the base plug, whence four

channels conduct it to a wide ring, cut partly in the metal of the

shell and partly in that of the base plug, situated at about half the

length of the latter from the base of the shot.

A soft iron bush is cast into the shot at the base of the core in

order to form a sound seating for the ping. Some of the earlier

supplies were manufactured without this bush.

This construction is considerably more economical than that of

the shell. Shot of 8-inch calibre ard upwards are cast with bands,

and have the lifting-hole.

As the metal of the shot is so very hard, it is necessary to cast a

soft iron bush into the side of the shot and the screw-thread is tapped

in this.

Exceptional The 1625-inch B.L. Palliser shot has the interior cavity lacquered,

shot. the base being closed in a similar manner to the old pattern shell.

§§ 5838, G919, For economy in maunfacture, the 6-inch B.L. Palliscr shot

b273- Mark V and VIII. the o-inch Mark II, and 4-inch Mark II, are cast

practically solid, a soft iron core being employed instead of the

ordinary sand core used with other natures.

All B.L. Palliser shot have the broad Vavasseur driving band, or

driving band with gas-check.

Paint. Palliser shot are painted black all over except the tip, which is

white, and the driving band, which is left nnpainted.

Bags, jute. Jute bags for protecting the poiuts of Palliser projectiles have

§§ 504G, 5818. been approved for B.L. 4-inch and upwards.

Issue. Loose, in jute bags.

Palliser Bhell Shell, B.L., Palliser, O.P., have been rr.ade for the 12-inch, 9'2-inch,

altered to 8-inch, and 6-inch, but the manufacture of these projectiles has

!s°i«<iq m±t keen stopped, and those existing in store are to be emptied of the

4475 4540 bursting charge and weighted up with sand, the designation altered

4474* 4573* from shell to shot, and the tip painted white. Shell so altered will

422G, 5065, be distinguished bv having the letter " W " stencilled in white on the

4140.
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Shot, B.L., Palliser, 9"2-inch, Mark IV, \ C \ .

Scale, J.

Average total weight = 380 lb.

 

(Note.—Mark V ralliser Shot is fitted with new Driving Band.)

head, and stamped on the base plug. Those shell in charge of R.A.

or R.N. will retain the designation shell until emptied. The bases of

these projectiles are closed by u gun-metal plug, with a left-handed

screw working in a bush of soft cast iron, which is cast into the

harder metal of the shell. The jnnction between this bush and the

metal of the shell is sealed by a lead ring hammered into a recess

formed in the casting.

In shell below the 8-inch this lead ring is not necessary, as the

juncture of bush and body is covered by the lead disc.

They are issued loose in jute bags.

After this a new pattern of Palliser shell was reintroduced, for

Issue.

§§ 8438, 8439,
naval service, for B.L. or Q.K. guns, 4-inch to IG'25, differing from 8714, 8694,
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8605, 9280, the old pattern in being fitted to take a base fuze. Owing, however,

0281, 9316, to the difficulty of sealing the shell perfectly against the ingress of

9-98. powder gas, these shell have sineo been declared obsolete for future

manufacture and are now ordered to be emptied and not to be fired

as shell. They will be used up at practice.

Puiut. Black all over except the driving band, which is unpainted.

B.L. Case Shot.

C„te shot. Shot, B.L., Case, are made for all calibres of B.L. ordnance, except

§§4574,4653, 16'25-inch. They are, however, only employed in the L.S., case shot

4">23, 475)2, of all calibres (except 12-pr. Q.F.) being obsolete for Naval purposes.

4376 ' 4265' B.L. case shot may be divided into three principal classes, which

51 4o' 6497' run 'n^° one an°ther, more or less. A specimen of each class will bo

8234.' ' first described, and individual peculiarities afterwards mentioned.

Shot, B.L,, Case, V&b-inch.

Scale, V0.
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The case shot for the 13*5-irch is made of tinned sheet iron, 135.incu.

"072-inch thick, in three pieces, fastened by longitudinal rows of

rivets. At the bottom it is fringed, and turned in and riveted to a Description,

disc of sheet iron of the same thickness.

Through the centre of the case shot passes a wrought-iron stay-

bolt, '75-inch diameter, fastened by a nut and washer at the top, and

prevented from turning round by a square head fitted into a similarly-

shaped hole in a circular plate, '75-inch thick, above this plate is

another disc of W.T., '34-inch thick, and both discs are riveted to the

bottom. The top is of cast-iron lined with wood, and is recessed for

two rings by which the shot is lifted, and which are retained in their

recesses when not required for use by springs. The stay-bolt passes

through the top, and is secured outside it.

On the exterior of the case, and close to the base, are eight stops

of soft metal (lead and antimony) 3'5 inches long and 1 inch wide,

bevelled off in front, to prevent the shot being rammed too far down

the bore.

In common with all projectiles for the 8-inch B.L. and higher

calibres, there is a lifting-hole for the eye-bolt in line with the centre

of gravity, which in this case is bored and tapped through the

exterior into one of the loose segments. Inside there is a loose base

Shot, B.L., Case, 8-inch, Mark I.

Scale, i.
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disc; through a hole in the centre of which pasEea the slay-bolt, and

eight loose segments of the tame thickness ("75-inch) line the sides.

The contents are 1,415 8-oz. sand (-hot packed in clay and sand.

Case of this type are mr.de for 9'2-inch and upwards, except

1625-inch.

sc i 90 ^e 0886 sn0'' ^or *"ue 8-inch Sun somewhat resembles in con-

§§ 4523, 4792. g^rnctiori that for the R.M.L. gun of the same calibre, but it is longer

and consequently contains more sand shot, and the bottom is made

stronger.

The body is of tinned iron in one piece, fastened longitudinally

by rivets, and is fringed and turned in at the top and bottom. At

the latter end it is riveted to two discs of sheet iron, one en each

side of the fringe. On tbg exterior are six soft metal studs to

prevent the shot being rammfd too far down the bore.

Inside is a loose wrought-iron base disc, "375-inch thick, and six

segmental linings of wrought-iron "437-inch thick.

The top is a disc of tinned sheet iron, "375-inch thick, fastened in

by the fringing and soldering of the outer case. In it are fastened

four staples bent Tound to form iron loops, riveted inside, into which

fit the two handles, as shown in the cut. Mark I has no lifting-

hole, Mark II has; and, as there is not sufficient thickness in the

segment, an extra piece of metal is riveted on inside one of the

segments.

The contents are 468 4-oz. sand shot, packed in clay and sand.

Shot, B.L., Case, 4-inch.—The body is of tin, in three lo gi-

tudinal pieces, lap-jointed and soldered, the bottom is of the same

tin, fastened in the same way, and is pnrt covered by a copper ring

of the form shown in the cut, which is attached by iron rivet.*. Six

studs of soft metal are fixed round the exterior in front of the copper

ring to act as stops in loading. The top is of sheet iron tinned, fitted

with one handle attached by two staples, and is secured by the

fringed end being bent over on it and soldered.

4-inrh.

§ 42G5.

Shot, B.L., Case, 4-inch, Mark I.

Scale
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Inside the case there is a loose disc, and three segments 22-ineh

thick, find 215 mixed metal balls, lfij to the lb.

Shot, B.L., Case, 30-pr., Mark I, L., is identical with the above in

construction, but it contains 300 mixed metal balls, 16| to the lb.

A new construction for case shot, designed to ensure breaking up

on leaving the gun, has been adopted for the 12 and 15-pr. guns, and

5-inch and 5'4-inch B.L. howitzers. The same shot is for use with

the 12-pr. B.L. or Q.F. and 15-pr. B.L. ; it is used with the 12-pr.

Q.F. in the N.S. also.

Shot, B.L. or Q.F., case, 15-pr. and 12-pr., Mark V, has a body of Description,

tin in one piece, lap-jointed and soldered. The base is of forged §§9456,9815.

steel and is secured to the bodj by the bottom of the latter being

pressed into a recess for, and being held by, a copper band. The

bottom of the recess is milled. The base is recessed and is fitted

with a straight wrought-iron handle. A small hole is bored through

Shot, B.L. or Q.F., Case, 15-pr. and 12-pr., Mark V. \ C \ .

Srale, |.

Average total weight = 13 lb. 4 oz.
200 mixed metal bulls, M per lb. = 8 lb. 0 oz.

«« END SPUN OVER. 

TIN BODY, ONE PIECE.

TWO STEEL SEGMENTS.

--«< FORCED STEEL BASE.

—««1 COPPER BAND.

-*« IRON HANDLE.

(5581)
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the bottom of the recess and is closed on the inside by a thin

wronghc-iron disc soldered into a shallow rec3ss. Inside tbe body

are two steel segments, and between them, resting loosely upon the

base, is a wrought-iron or mild steel disc. The body contains mixed

metal balls (34 per lb.), the interstices being filled with clay and

sand. The top is closed by a mild steel disc, over which the holy is

spnn and lightly soldered. (See cut.)

Action.) On firing the band takes the rifling and seals the bore; the gas

rushes through the hole in the base, forcing out the soldered disc,

and acting upon the loose disc and the bullets, breaks the body away

from the base, thus ensuring the release of the bullets before tbe

shot leaves the bore of the gun.

§ 8736. The Mark 1 V differs from the above in the base being attached

to the body by a coarse left-handed screw-thread and light soldering.

There is no hole through the base, nnd the handle is not straight

across but projects slightly to the rear. The base has a narrow

copper band as in Mark V.

The base of this shot is intended to unscrew itself from the

body as the shot passes up the bore of the gun, the rotation of tfie

base effecting this.

§10283. Mark IV has been converted to Mark IV*, for N.S. only, by

having two weakening holes bored in the base; these holes do not

pass quite through.

§]8107,~8235. The Mark III is like the ordinary field service type, but has three

corrugations round it, and the segmental linings are made of zinc.

Shot, B.L., case, 10-pr. B.L. Mark I \ L | only differs iu weight

and dimensions from 12-pr. and 15-pr. Mark V.

The Shot, B.L., Case, h-inch howitzer, Mark II, only differj from

the Mark V 12-pr. and 15-pr. in having an iron base, three iron

segmental linings, and in the contents, which are 2-oz. sand shot.

The Mark I case shot for o'4-inch howitzer only differs in

weight and dimensions from the above, and in the base being made

of steel.

The Shot, B.L., Case, 5-inch, howitzer, Mark I, is of tin in three

longitudinal pieces. The top is sheet iron fitted with a wrought-iron

handle. It is lined with four wrought-iron segments. A wrought-

iron disc is riveted on to form the base, and carries an iron stud in

the centre, to which is attached a wooden block. A copper band is

let into the wooden block.

Some 32-pr. smooth bore guns have been converted to B.L. and

fire case shot for the defence of ditches.

Shot, S.B., B.L., Case, 32-pr., Mark IV, is the only projectile tired

from these guns. Marks I, 11 and III are obsolete.

Mark IV. The case is of sheet iron, in three longitudinal segments, soldered

§ 7238. together. The bottom end is turned iu for a length of "125 inch.

The bottom is a disc of the same material as the body, and is

strengthened by a wrought-iron ring on the outside, the ring, flange,

» iind disc being riveted together. A loose wrought-iron disc is laid

resting on the bottom inside, but there is no lining. The case

contains 730 mixed metal balls, 16 per lb., the interstices between

which are filled with powdered clay and sand. The top is a disc of

elm 2 inches thick, having 18 -5-inch holes bored on the under side

to a depth of 1*25 inch, to weaken it and ensure its breaking up ; it

is inserted in the case over the metal balls, and the top edge of the

case, which is fringed, turned over it, and secured by 12 wrought-

iron nails, the heads of which are covered with solder. The front

end of the ease is slightly tapered to facilitate loading.

§ 9515.

§ 8231. ~i

i
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There are three soft metal studs secured near the base to act as

stops in ramming home.

The case shot for the o-inch is of tin, and for the 6-inch of tinned §§ 1376, 4226.

sheet iron, in three pieces soldered together, and the bottom of sheet General

iron, protected by an exterior ring of the same material. remarks.

The 6-inch has six, and the 5-inch four loose segments.

Mixed metal bullets are employed up to the 5-inch, 4-oz. sand

shot up to the 8-inch, above that 8-oz. sand shot.

With the 6-inch and under there is one handle ; the 8-inch has

two; the 9-2-inch and upwards two rings.

Shell, B.L., Drill, 9-2-inch, Mark 7, Iron.

Scale, J. Total weight, 380 lb.

 

<5581) Q 2
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The central stay-lolt is used in the 9'2-incli, and all higher-

natures.

From the 5-inch to the 12-inch the top is of sheet iron, and not

recessed; for the 13'5-ineh it is of cast iron, with recesses for the

rings to Ho in.

From the 8-inch Mark IT, and upwards, all have the hole for

eye-bolt lifting.

Range. Case shot from the 9"2-inch B.L. gun is effective up to 1,100 yards ;•

from field guns up to 300 yards.

Paint. Case shot are painted black, except the copper rings, which are

unpainted.

IMUe. Loose ; except those for 5-inch B.L. howitzer and 15-pr. and 12-pr.

B.L. guns.

Drill shell. Drill shell are issued for B.L. guns and howitzers, and Q.F. guns

§§0059, 0052, up to and including the 13'5-inch, except for Horse or Field Artillery

9303. equipments, namely 12-pr. B.L. of 6 cwt. and 15-pr. B.L. guns and

the 5-inch howitzer.

§§0059.9052. Shell, B.L. Drill, 4-inch to 13 5-inch and 30-pr. guns, 5'4-inch

and 6-inch howitzers have been approved.

They are all Mark I, except the 6-inch, of which there are Marks I

II, III, and IV. These shells, except 6-inch Marks I and III, are-

made of cast iron of about the same dimensions and weight as the

Service common shell, and are filled with sand and plugged. They

are provided with two gun-metal bands, one near the base, the other

at the shoulder. The bands are secured by being pressed into-

grooves prepared to receive ihem in the same manner as for the

Service driving band. The base end of the shell is turned down,

and screwed to tako a gun-metal ring, which projects over the side,

and prevents injury to the gun in leading. The base is closed by

a large gun-metal screw plug, the outside of which is recessed, a

bridge being formed across the recess for the extractor to engage

when withdrawing the shell in unloading. A groove is formed

round the junction of the base and body to take a tarred rope

grummet, which prevents the shell jamming when rammed home.

From 9'2-inch and upwards the}- are fitted with a hole in the side

to take the " bolt-eye, lifting."

In future manufacture of 9 2-inch, 10-inch, and 12-inch for L.S.,

the side lifting holes will bo dispensed with.

§ 7-191. When difficulty is experienced in the use of the 10-inch or

9-2-inch drill shell with the earlier patterns of loading tray, the

following course will be taker, viz. :—Unscrew the gun-metal base

ring of the shell one turn, well grease the grummet, and then care

fully hammer it down all round with a mallet, until it is sufficiently

reduced in diameter to admit of the shell being easily loaded. The

base ring can be gradually screwed up as the grnmmet wears.

The 4-inch, 5-inch, and 6-inch differ from the heavier natures in

having the base made of gun-metal in one piece.

0-inch, A Shell, B.L., Drill, 6-inch, Mark I, was previously approved for

Mafljs I> II, use in tho L.S. It differs from the Marks II and IV described

5§0179 6059 aDove> m being made entirely of gun-metal, and in having a hole

7799. ' ' bored in the centre of the base to take an eye-bolt, the latter having

a lanyard of tarred rope attached to enable the shell to be withdrawn.

Mark II had the rear gun-metal band 1 inch nearer the base than

Mark IV.

§§ 7612, 8154- . The Shell, B.L. , Drill, 6-inch, Naval, Mark III, is of gun-metal,

Mark III. and generally resembles the Mark I. The hollow in the base has a

bayonet joint recess to receive the extractor, when the latter is
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employed in withdrawing the projectile. It is weighted up to 100 lb.

with lead ash, and is stamped with the letters B.L. on the body.

The drill shells for 4-7-inch Q.F., and 4-inch, 6-inch, Q.F. or

Q.F.C. guns, differ from those in use with B.L. guns, in being made

of wood, weighted with lead. The base has a gun-metal plate, and

on the body are two bands, the front of copper, the rear of gun-

metal ; the latter, which is placed 1 inch from the base, is of

sufficient diameter to prevent the shell being rammed too far. The

base is fitted with a recess to take the T-extractor (sec below).

In cases when the Mnrk II* shell for the 4 7-inch Q.F. has the §8809.

rear band exceeding 1 inch in width, the front portion of the band

•will be reduced by being turned or filed until it is level with the body

of the shell.

The drill shell of these guns are :—47-inch Q.F. Marks II* and §§6509,7834,

I II ; Q.F. or Q.F.C., 4-inch Marks 1* and II ; and 6-inch Marks I* 8154, 8459,

andIL «»»•

The drill shell for I2-pr. Q.F. arc of gun-metal, tapped at the §§7931,8459.

head with the G.S. fu/.e hole, and fitted with a recess at the base for

the T-extractor. They are Marks 1* and II.

Extractor, Brill, Shell, No. 1, Mark I, consists of a wood stave, Extractors.

5 feet long, grooved spirally at one end, and fitted at the other with §8453.

a steel hook, which fits over the metal bar across the base plug of

the drill shell. It is for use with B.L. 6-inch to 4-inch in the L.S.

Extractor, Drill, Shell, No. 2, Mark I, is similar to the above, but § S098-

the stave is 8 feet long, and the hook larger. For use with B.L.

•8-inch to 13'5-inch (except 9'2-inch Mark IX on Mark III barbette

carriage) in the L.S.

Extractor, Drill, Shell, No. 3, Marl- T, is similar to the above, but

the stave is 13 feet 4 inches long. For use with B.L. 9 2-inch

Mark IX on Mark III barbette carriage.

Extractor, Drill, Shell, No. A, Mark II, consists of a steel bar, § 9503.

-3 feet 11'6 inches long, fitted with a T-shaped handle at one end and

with a T-projection to fit the slot in the base of drill shells at the

•other. For use with Q.F. or Q.F.C. 6-inch to 4-inch and 6-inch B.L.,

All marks for N.S. and Mark VII for L.S.

Mark I is shorter, being only 3 feet 7'6-inchcs long. It is not §§8454,8628.

used with the B.L. 6-inch Mark VII.

Extractor, Drill, Shell, No. 5, Mark I, is similar to the above, but §§8454,8628.

only 2 feet long. For use with the Q.F. 12-pr.

Shot, Paper, Empty, Marks I, II, III, IV, and V, have been sealed to §§ 7542, 9341,

govern manufacture. They are intended for use iu land service, 9452, 10330.

when specially ordered, in firing from guns from which, owing to

their position, Service projectiles cannot be fired in time of peace.

The shot are designed to cause the same amount of recoil as a

■Service projectile, and to break up in the bore of the gun.

The body is made of japanned papier-mache, Mark III and up,

of wood pulp "25 inch in thickness, and is filled with small shot and

sawdust.

In the case of B.L. guns, 12-inch to 9'2-inch, the shot is made up

-as follows :— Weight,

filled,

lb. oz.

12-inch front portion, Mirk V, comprising six } charges, 127 8

12-inch rear ,, „ ,, one \ charge, 127 8

10-inch front ,, Mark IV, ,, three | charges, 125 0

10-inch rear ,, „ ,, one \ charge, 125 0

9'2-inch front ., Mark V, „ three \ charges, 107 0
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Weight,

filled.

11). oz.

9'2-inch rear portion, Mark V, comprising one J charge, 107 0

Cinch B.L. or Q.F., Marks I to IV . .. .. 120 0

5-inch B.L., Mark 1 60 0

47-inch Q.F., Marks T to III 45 0

4-inch B.L., Mark I 25 0

The "rear" shot has the body enlarged near the base, in order to

prevent its being rammed too far in the gun, and to facilitate

identification is marked " Rear " : the Q.F. 4'7-incb. and B.L. 6-inch

shot alsohave the enlargement; the " front " B.L. shot being made

cylindrical throughout.

The shot are issued empty : when required for use they are filled

with a sufficient quantity of small shot (Nos. 1-5 waste) and sawdust,

through a hole in the top, until they are of the required weight ; the

tilling hole is then closed with a cork bung.

Shot of earlier patterns for the 9'2-inch to 12-inch were made in

halves and quarters. They will be used up, but the number of

portions per round will be in the proportions shown above, and each

portion will be adjusted to the new weight by employing a larger

quantity of sawdust to waste shot in tilling.

Small supplies have been made of the Mark I pattern, which

were made of brown paper, pasted and rolled to a thickness of from

'4 inch to '45 inch (according to calibre), and were choked to an

elm top and bottom, and tilled through a hole in the top, closed by

a wooden plug. In cases where the shot was made up of | and

\ charges, the latter were fastened together in loading, by means of

a loop on one being placed over the toggle of that in rear.

§ 9861. Paper shot are only to be fired with powder charges and the words-

"not to be fired with cordite" will bo stencilled on them in white

paint, in letters 1-incli high. Existing paper shot will be so marked

locally.

Shell, B.L., star, 10-jpr., Mark I (see p. 219).—The body is of

F.S., with a small recess in the base for a bursting charge of

one dram R.F.G.j in a shalloon bag primed with quiekmatch.

The interior is lacquered and lined with brown paper. On a

shoulder above the burster is placed a felt washer with a W. I.

disc above, to prevent the disc turning there is a steel pin in the

body which fits a hole in the disc. A perforated brass pipe screws

into the disc, and on the inside of the pipe a perforated bridge is

formed which supports a shalloon primer of about 15 drams R.F.G*.

The primer is kept in position by copper wire passing over the top

through holes in the pipe. The shell is filled with ten stars in two

tiers separated by a perforated disc. Felt washers are placed at

each end of the stars, and ten wood wedges slightly longer than the

stars are put in parallel to them, five in each tier. Each star

consists of a body of paper and thin .sheet brass, and primed as in

the 5-inch howitzer (see p. 219). The head is similar to the 5-inch

howitzer star shell, and is secured in the same way, but the socket

is not screwed to the head.
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CHAPTER XIV.—GAS-CHECKS.

WHV IXTKODrCED FOB R.M.T,. GtJNS.—MATFRIAL.—ATTACHED GAS-

CHECKS.—AUTOMATIC GAS-CHECKS.— SPECIAL (IAS CHECKS.

Soon after R.M.L. guns were introduced, it became apparent

that a great evil had to be combated. This was, that the heavy

charges used, and the consequent rush of gas along the bore,

especially at that portion of it immediately over the seat of the shot,

seriously eroded the steel tubes of the guns. Obviously this erosion

shortened the lives of the guns, and though they could be rendered

serviceable again, for a time, by turning them upside down, then

re-venting them, and plugging up the old vent, this entailed much

labour and expense, could only be done at Woolwich, and was at best

only a palliative, not a cure.

A committee was appointed to investigate the question of

adopting means for the prevention of scoring in the bores of heavy

rifled M.L. guns. They examined into various proposals put forward,

and made practical trials of those which appeared to be most

promising. The question was somewhat complicated by the strong

desire expressed by the Navy for an automatic gas-check, that is to-

say, a gas-check which could be rammed home unattached to the

projectile, and which, by the pressure of the powder gas on firing,,

became attached.

The problem to be solved was to obtain a gas-check, suitable to

existing projectiles, which, should have a simple means of attachment

to the projectile (automatic, if possible), should thoroughly answer

the requirements expressed by its name, and should remain firmly

attached to the projectile during flight, without breaking up or

stripping.

At this time, though, some automatic gas-checks gave good

results, yet no thoroughly satisfactory gas-check of this type was

fouud, and attached gas-checks were introduced into the Service for

heavy R.M.L. guns. There was a gas-check previously introduced

for the 6'3-inch howitzer common shell which was of a different type ;

but this was. and is, the only one of its kind. It will be described

below.

Numerous experiments had shown that copper, to which about

3 per cent, of zinc had been added for convenience of casting, was

by far the best material for gas-checks, being the least liable to

break up. Freedom from this fault is obviously most important, as

guns may often have to fire over their own troops, and hence no gas-

check which is liable to throw off fragments, or to become bodily

detached in flight, is admissible for Servico purposes.

Gas-checks were found not only to answer the purpose of stopping

to a great extent, if not wholly, the erosion in the bore of guns, but

also to increase both the range and accuracy of the guns.
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Gas-checks for Studded Projectiles.

All studded common shell and Palliser projectiles, 9-inch and

up, are issued with gas-checks.

The only heavy studded shrapnel that fakes a gas-check is the

12 5-inch. In the other natures the base of the shell is rounded off

at a different radius from that of the common and Palliser pro

jectiles, and consequently it will not take the same gas-check; and

it has not been considered necessary to introduce special ones for

shrapnel only.

It was found that the attache! gas-checks, Mark I (now obsolete),

which had no projections, gave good shooting, and imparted rotation

to studless projectiles, but experiments in this direction were not

continued, as the question of the introduction of gas-checks having

projections to fit the grooves of the gun wns under discussion. The

addition of ribs to gas-checks was necessitated by the introduction

into the Service of slower burning powders than R.L.G., with which

the early experiments with gas-checks were carried out. The rapid

action of R.L.G. powder expanded the smooth gas-check into the

grooves of the gun almost instantaneously. With slower burning
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powders, such as P. and P.5, the expansion of the gas-cheek is more

gradual, and its action not so regular. A certain quantity of gas

passes the gas-check, and scoring is thus not prevented.

It is to be remembered that an attached gas-check, with projections

to tit the grooves of a gun with increasing twist of rifling, must be

capable of revolving independently to a certain extent, or the projec

tions will jam when the projectile is rammed home.

The Service gas-check now manufactured for studded projectiles Mark II.

for guns of 9-inch calibre and upwards is the Mark II. §§ 3799,3313,

It consists of a flanged copper disc of the same diameter as the 3863-

shell, and has projections on the rim. It is slightly convex to the

rear, so that the pressure of the powder gas flattens it on firing,

and so helps to expand the metal of the flange into the grooves and

against the lands of the gun, thus sealing the windage (see cut).

The 1'lug (las-check, Mark II, is shown in the cut above, where Plug,

it will be seen that the Mark II has a shoulder. This shoulder

prevents the nut from binding the gas-check on to the s hell, and

allows independent rotation for the reasons mentioned previously.

The Mark II Nut is not required to screw down home on the Nut.

-shell, but only on to the shoulder, to protect the plug when the shell

is stored without the gas-check.

The gas-checks, plugs, and nuts, respectively of Mark II can be

used only with the other articles named bearing the same numeral.

There is a special wrought-iron plug for gas-checks used in lien § 4C89.

of the metal plug for 9-inch Palliser shot, Marks III and IV. This

is on account of the small size of the original bush in the base. The

head is of the same dimension as that of the metal plug, and it takes

the same nut.

All Palliser shot and shell existing on the date of the introduction Palliser

of Mark I gas-checks (September, 1878) were ordered to be altered projectiles,

to take gas-checks. The alteration consists in enlarging the plug

hole in tlio base, and tapping it with a left-handed thread, to take the

gun-metal gas-check plug in lien of the old base plug with a right-

handed thread of the same pitch, nine threads to the inch. The

9-inch Palliser shot, Marks 1 II and IV, arc tapped to take the special

wrought-iron plug mentioned above.

All projectiles so altered are marked with a * in addition to the

original numeral.

Certain Palliser projectiles cannot be so altered, and are ordered

to be broken up. They aro as follows :—

Shell, Palliser . . 9-inch, Marks I and II. . Because they have flat

bases.

( 9-inch, Marks I and II "1 Because they have no

Shot, Palliser < 10 ,, Mark I > screw plug in the base,

(12 ,, ,, I J andarechilledallover.

All Palliser projectiles, 9-inch and up, made since the intro

duction of gas-checks, have been cast so as to take the gas-check

fittings, and differ from the projectiles of previous patterns in having

a larger bush cast in the base.

At the same time1 the existing stock of 10-inch, 11-inch, and

12-inch (25 tons and 35 tons) common shell were ordered to be

altered to take gas-checks.

Shells so altered are not to be fired with full charges.

The alteration (see cut, which represents a 10-inch Mark II*

common shell) consists in boring aud tapping a hole in the base to

take the " plug, metal, for gas-checks," the hole is not bored com
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pletely through. The cut shows Mark I gas-check, plug, and

nut. A shell so altered would, however, equally well take a

Mark II gas-check and fittings, hut all altered shell which, are

distinguished by a * after the numeral require shorter plugs than

those of the latest pattern.

 

§ 4750. It is therefore ordered that in all demands for such plugs, the

distinguishing mark of the shell for which they aro required (I, I*,

II, II*, or as the case may be) should be specified after the proper

vocabulary designation of the shells.

All common studded shell, 9-inch and upwards, made new since

the introduction of gas-checks, are cast with a hole completely

through the base.

Automatic Gas-chucks.

During the competitive trials of various gas-checks applied to

6tndded projectiles, some shell designed by Sir William Armstrong

and Co. were fired. These projectiles differed from those then

supplied to the Service in having no stads, rotation being imparted

to the projectile by means of a gas-check, which received its own

rotation from projections on its edge fitting into the grooves of a

Woolwich gun, and communicated it to the projectile by biting into

undercut flutings on the rounded edge of the base of the shell. For

this cause it was at first called a "rotating" gas-check. But it is

also a truly automatic one, that is, it can be loaded separately from

the projectile, and will firmly attach itself to the latter on discharge.

Hence, as it would unnecessarily complicate the nomenclature to-

have two descriptive names, and the term automatic in some degree

describes the action of the gas-cheek in transferring rotation from

the grooves to the projectile, it has been decided to call them

"Automatic" Gas-checks.

Advantages. It has been found that projectiles fitted with automatic gas-checks

have considerably greater range and accuracy than studded projec

tiles not fitted with gas-checks, and that they compare favourably

with them even when so fitted ; then again, in the case of an armour-

piercing projectile it is of great advantage to have no stud holes,

whicli form lines of weakness in the shell, and tend to break it up.
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For these reasons studless projectiles Lave beea adopted for many of

our R.M.L. guns. These comprise common and shrapnel shell and

Palliser projectiles, all of which for the same gun are fired with the

same automatic gas-cheeks, and which are now made of the following 4i\zt 4H6

calibres :— 4117, 9063.

R.M.L. Heavy, 9-inch to 17'72-inch, and 8-inch pointed common.

,, Medium, 80-pr. and 6'6-inch.

„ Howitzers, 6 6-inch, and 8-inch of 46 and 70 cwt.

„ Field and Mountain, 2p5-incb, and 13-pr.

The gas-checks for the heavier natures (see Plate XXIII) extend Description,

completely over the base of the shell, and somewhat resemble soap

plates, with rims or flanges about l*o inches deep, on which are

projections to fit the grooves of the gun. For guns having the

Woolwich rifling, these projections are cast and planed ; for those

rifled on the polygrooved system, the spaces for the lands are simply

planed out of the continuous edge.

The base of the shell is prepared to receive this gas-check by

having a projection on the base, round the edge of which there is an

undercut groove. The edge of the base also is rounded, with a radius

which varies with the calibre, but it is the same for all projectiles

for the same gun, and on this rounded base are cast certain fluted

projections with sharp edges somewhat resembling raised willow

leaves. The heavier calibres have two grooves running round this

part of the shell—one in the middle of the flutings, the other between

them and the projection on the base. On the shock of discharge the

soft copper of the gas-check is driven into these grooves and the

spaces between the flutings, etc., and thus securely attaches itself to

the shell, to which at the same time it communicates its own

rotation.

The gas-checks for the 16-inch and 17'72-inch guns are similar (o 10-inch and

the above, but the rim is strengthened by projections opposite the 17 72-ineli.

spaces for the lands of the gun, which partially occupy the painted §§ 4115, 437-1.

side between the rim and the crown.

It has been found that, if the inside of the projection which fills Mark II.

the grooves be hollowed out at the back, there is not only a slight §§5062,5862.

easing of metal, but the rim expands more readily, and seals the

windage more securely. Automatic gas-checks of this pattern will

be known as Mark IT, for the following ordnance : —12'5-inch to

9-inch R.M.L. guns, 8-inch howitzer of 70 cwt., and 6-6-inch gun and

howitzer.

The automatic gas-checks for the 8-inch howitzer of t6 cwt., §§ 5862,8691,

8-inch gun, for pointed common and 9-inch and 10-inch polygrooved 8733.

guns (on high angle mountings) although constructed similar to the

Mark II described above, are Mark I, no gas-checks of the original

pattern having been made for these pieces.

The Mark II gas-check, for the 9-inch high angle gun, lias a hole § 8733.

1J inches in diameter bored through the centre in order to ensure

that the base fuze is set in action.

(Note.—The 9-inch high angle gun 6res a "heavy" projectile

which is pointed and takes the large base fuze.)

Mark I gas-checks can be altered locally by having the hole bored

through them, and will then be known as Mark I*.

The gas-checks for the 8-inch R.M.L. howitzer of 70 cwt. have §§ 5918, 60GO.

been altered by having eight fire holes '15-inch diameter drilled

through the rim, to facilitate the ignition of the wood time fuze.

The studless projectiles for the 80-pr. R.M.L. take an automatic 80-pr.

§ 1723.
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7048,9315,

9080.

Automatic

gas-checks

for studded

shell.

§§4117,4602.

13-pr. and

2 -6-tnch.

§§ 3800, 4OC0.

gas-check with projections? to fill the three grooves of the gun which

are connected with the crown of the gas-check on the painted side

by strengthening ribs which form part of the casting.

All automatic gas-checks may be loaded independently of the

projectile, the painted side being next the charge, and may be

depended on not to come off during the flight of t lie shell, though

they almost invariably become detached on graze; lint should it be

required to draw the charge without firing the gun, it will be found

very difficult to extract the gas-check. For this reason they are

nsuaily lightly attached, by " nicking " the copper in the edge of

the crown into the groove round the projection on the shell with

a cold chisel, sharp-pointed hammer, or similar tool.

The gas-checks of the 9-inch and 10-inch gun on high angle

mountings are always attached.

Instruments, Fixing (las-checks, Tl.M.L., have been introduced for

the 12'5-iuch and 16- inch in the Naval Service, and 9-inch and 10-

inch (on high angle mountings) in the Laud Service.

The instrument consists of a cylindrical steel plate, through the

centre of which is a screw bolt, with a cross handle at the top and

three claws or arms at the bottom. The instrument is placed on the

gas-check and by turning the cross-handle the claws grip the gas-

check and force it in below the locking rim on the projectile.

It was at one time contemplated to use automatic gas-checks with

studded shell, fitting the latter for their reception by attaching a

wrought-iron disc, having a groove rouud its edge, to the shell by

means of a gun-metal plug. But the expense of the alteration would

have been great, and it was found on trying it that the attached

disc and gas-check altered the position of the centre of gravity

of the projectile sufficiently to spoil the shooting ; so the idea was

abandoned, nnd all studded shell continue to use t lie Mark II attached

gas-check.

The gas-cheek for the 13-pr. and that of Mark I numeral for the

2 5-inch nre also automatic, but differ from those above described in

 

elevation of part surface

developed, showinc radial

crooves

 

having no projections to fit the grooves, and in the shape of the rim,

which is not parallel to the bote of the gun, but formed with a

lip, as shown in the cut. This assists the expansion of the rim,

and at the same time facilitates its engaging the stop at the end of

the rifling. The method by which rotation is imparted to the shell

is somewhat different from that described for the heavier natures.
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Tho base of the shell beyond the central projection is not rounded,

bnt forms a nearly flat ring round which in the 13-pr. (shown in the

cut) are 20 saw-shaped radial grooves into which the gas-check bites.

In the 2-5-inch these grooves are replaced by 12 radial projections

which perform the same office.

These gas-checks are issued permanently attached to the shell by Issuev

being spnn on ; the gas-check is placed on the projection of the shell,

and the two being made to revolve rapidly in a lathe a blunt wheel is

brought np against the side of the crown so that the copper is pressed

into the groove all round the projection on the base of the shell, and

the two are firmly fixed together.

The gas-checks above described for the 2'5-inch gun answered 2-5-incli-

very well when the charge of the gun was of R.L.G .* powder for which Mark II.

they were introduced; but with tho milder burning R.L.G.3 used in §4807-

India they occasionally failed to take the rifling, and erratic shooting

resulted. To remedy this an advanced numeral, Mark II (see cut),

Gas-Check, R.M.L., 2'5-inch, Mark II, Copper, Automatic.

Full size.
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has been iutroduced which resembles the automatic gas-checks for

larger calibres in having tho rim parallel to the sides of the projectile,

and in being provided with projections to fit tho grooves. On the

face of the gas-check, where it touches the ring round tho base of the

shell, are tiled 12 grooves which fit over the corresponding rudial

projections on the shell. The rim is wider, and the gas-check

generally stronger.

Issue. Like Mark I, this is issued with the shell to which it is permanently

attached.

Grummet*. Rope grummets are fixed to all Palliser studless projectiles

(except the Mark J[ studless shell), and to the common and shrapnel

shell, 12'5-inch and upwards, which take automatic gas-checks; they

are to protect the rim of the base from being chipped during transit,

and must be removed previous to loading.

Special Gas-chkcks.

8-inch

howitzer of

t6 cwt.

§ 3380.

§ 4014.

40-pr. R.M.L.

gun.

§ 3382.

Shrapnel

inking gas-

checks.

(> '3-inch

howitzer.

§ 3285.

Action.

Taint.

The studded common shell of the 8-inch howitzer of 46 cwt.

takes a fixed gas-check, marked 8-inch howitzer, 46 cwt.

It has four projections to fit the grooves of the piece, and has

eight tire-holes bored through it close to the rim to allow of a passage

of sufficient flash to ignite tho R.M.L. time fuze, should one be used.

It is Secured to the shell by a gun-metal plug, with hexagonal

head. The same plug, except as regards length, serves for 8-inch

and 6'3-inch howitzers.

Mark I, Common Shell, can be altered to take the gas-check, and

when so altered (similarly to common shell for the heavy guns) is to

be marked with a * in addition to original numeral,

Mark II, Common Shell, differs only in being cast with a hole

through the base, which is fitted to take the plug.

The gas-check for the 40-pr. R.M.L. gun is similar to the last

described, having three projections to fit tho grooves, and six fire-

holes. It is attached to the shell by a hexagonal-headed plug, which

was scaled for the 40-pr. and smaller natures, but no smaller attached

gas-check has been introduced. As both the 40-pr. R.M.L. gun and

the 8-inch howitzer, 46 cwt., have the uniform twist of rifling, there

is no necessity to provide for the rotation of the gas-check on its

plug; but before tightening tli9 plug it is necessary to align the

projections with the studs on the projectile.

The 40-pr. and the 12'5-inch are the only studded shrapnel that

are fired with gas-checks.

The 6-3-inch howitzer common and shrapnol shells take a saucer-

shaped gas-check, with projections to tit the grooves of the piece.

The gas-check is stamped from sheet copper, and has projections

on its convex side to lit into the radial grooves (eight in number)

cast in base of shell. It has five fire-holes. The plug is of the same

pattern as that for the 8-inch howitzer gas-check, differing iu length

only.

On discharge the gas opens out the check and expands the edges

well against the grooves and lands of the bore. The radial projec

tions jam into the radial grooves on the base of the shell, which are

slightly undercut, and thereby rotation is given to the shell, which

is studless.

Gas-checks for the 63-inch howitzer, the 13-pr., and the

2"5-inch guns are issued unpainted. There can bo no doubt as

to the way in which, the first should be attached ; and the four
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Shell, B.M.L., QS-inch Howitzer, Mark 1.
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latter are issued tixed to the shell. All other gas-checks are painted

black on one side and unpainted on the other. The painted side

should always go next the charge.

Issue. All gas-checks, except those issued spun on to the base of the

projectile, are issued separately packed in deal boxes, containing

different numbers according to the nature.

The plugs and nuts are issued with the projectiles.
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CHAPTER XV.—PROJECTILES FOR R.M.L.

HEAVY GUNS (7-INCH AND UPWARDS).

COMMON SHELL.—DOUBLE SHELL.—SHRAPNEL SHELL.—PALLISER

PROJECTILES.—CASE SHOT.

The R.M.L. guns of 7-inch calibre and upwards consist of two classes

as far as their rifling is concerned. The 17"72-inch, l(5-inch,

10-inch, Mark III, and 9-inch, Mark VI, have the form of rifling

known as the " modern polygroove," and fire only stndless projectiles

rotated by automatic gas-checks.

The other existing heavy guns, viz. :—12'5-inch, 12-inch of

35 tons, 12-inch of 25 tons, 11-inch, 10-inch, Marks I and II, 9-inch,

Marks I to V, 8-inch, and 7-inch have the form of rifling known as

the " Woolwich groove."

Of these the 7-inch fires studded projectiles only, and does not

at present use any gas-checks ; the remainder, from the 8-inch to

12 5-inch, inclusive, fire both studded and studless projectiles ; the

8- inch studless are pointed common only; the remaining projectiles

being studded. The studless are rotated by automatic gas-checks,

the studded use the attached gas-check, Mark II, with their common

and Palliser projectiles.

The 12'5-inch studded shrapnel takes the same gas-check as the

common and Palliser.

The 12'5-inch, 12-inch, and 11-inch have nine, the 10-inch seven,

the 9-inch six, the 8-inch four, and the 7-inch three grooves.

The number of studs in each ring on the projectile corresponds

with the number of grooves, and it is generally possible to identify

the nature of a projectile at once by this means.

The bottom of the groove is circular, but in no case is the bottom

concentric with the bore of gun. Hence the studs of studded pro

jectiles or the projections of gas-checks for use with these guns have

to be planed after rough turning instead of being finished in the lathe.

All these guns, with the exception of the 7-inch gun, have

increasing twist, the 7-inch gun has a uniform twist.

In all Woolwich guns, when firing studded projectiles, twist is Action of

given by the bearing of the studs on the grooves. studs.

The studs are of an alloy almost identical with gun-metal. They Material of

are secured to the projectiles by being pressed into undercut holes, studs,

which are cast into the Palliser and cut in other projectiles. 5 1980-

Those made before December, 1870, were of a harder alloy, while " Extracts,"

previous to April, 1867, they were screwed into the shells. The Vol. V, p. 153.

edges are circular, and are planed to fit the grooves.

The front studs in all the Service projectiles project the same

amount as the rear ones, so as to keep the axis of the projectile

parallel to, although not mathematically coincident with, that of the Front studs

bore. As to rotation, with a uniform twist the front studs exactly w*ttt

(5581) B
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increasing resemble the rear ones, and both together drive the shot throughout

twist. its passage up the bore, but with the increasing spiral this is impos

sible, for the groove runs nearly longitudinally along the projectile at

the bottom of the bore, while it crosses it at almost the angle due to

the full rate of rotation before the front studs clear the grooves at

the muzzle, hence it follows that there is only a very much narrower

strip of the projectile that comes opposite to the groove in both its

extreme, positions, which are roughly shown in the annexed figure.

The rear stud being of the dimensions given above, it will be seen'

that the front stud mvst be reduced to remain opposite to the groove

in all positions, and it is therefore necessarily limited in its breadth

to enable the shot to pass down the boro ; for to enter the grooves.

d' V at the muzzle the front stud must not extend to the left of the

edge d' , while to admit of being rammed homo it must not extend to

the right of the edge I. The eiact breadth will, of course, vary with

the circumstances of each case, and cannot therefore be laid down

here.

Thus the front stud touches the driving edge d' on entering (he

bore, and the loading edge I, when well home ; and the reverso action

occurring in firing, the share it takes in the work of rotation is very

small, for until the driving edge meets it, the whole pressure is on

the rear stud ; indeed it is only owing to the wear of the latter that

the former comes in contact with the driving edge of the groove

 

before it reaches the muzzle, and it has even been doubted whether

it actually does so, but an inspection of the front stud of recovered

shot bears out the statement that a certain part of the work of

rotation falls on it, although the chief use appears to be to steady th j

projectile.

§ 2490. Two rings of studs have not been found sufficient for the Palliser

projectiles of the 12-inch (35-ton) gun, in some cases (be front ring

of studs was shorn off ; this has been remedied by inserting a second
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§ 2557.

Longitudinal

position of

studs.

Form of base

§ 1599.

§ 1705.

ring midway between the front and rear ring. It has also been found

advisable to add a third ring of studs to the common shell for these

guns, as two were found insufficient when full charges were used.

The projectiles for the 12 5- inch gun also have three rings of studs.

The longitudinal position of the studs is fixed as follows :—-The

centre of the rear stud is to be not less than 4 inches from the

base of all projectiles.

The front and rear studs are to be put at equal distances in front

and rear of the centre of gravity of the projectile, except in the case

of Palliser projectiles, and are to be the same distance apart on all

projectiles for the same gun.

The bases of studded Palliser projectiles and common shells for

all heavy guns are rounded off to a carve of 1 inch radius.

This was done before the introduction of gas-checks, in order to

facilitate loading. The bases of shrapnel have different curves, as

will be seen in details hereafter given.

The various projectiles for each calibre of gun are generally

brought to the same weight (except case shot and double shell). It

has not, however, been found practicable to do this in all cases. The

12-inch (25-ton) gun has an exceptionally slow twist, therefore a long

projectile cannot be fired from it, hence the weights of the studded

common and shrapnel shell are much less than those of the Palliser

projectile.

The 12-inch (35-ton) gun has a twist as rapid as the majority of

Woolwich guns, but even with this twist it would be impossible to

lengthen the common shell or shrapnel, so as to bring them up to the

weight of the Palliser projectiles, which are exceptionally heavy for a

gun of that calibre. By reference to the table, p. 520, it will be seen

that the common shell is nearly three calibres in length.

All projectiles cast since 1873 have the calibre of the gun marked Distinguish-

on the base, being cast on studded, and cut on studless ones. In the inS "'urks.

case of those for the 12-inch, the weight of the gun is also given.

Shell cast prior to 1873 are not thus marked, but they may be

known by the number of studs in each ring, except in tho 11-inch,

12-inch, and 12'5-incb, which have the same number of studs in each

ring, but the 12-5-inch has three rings for all its shell, and the 12-inch

(35 tons) three rings of studs for the common and Palliser, and only

two for the shrapnel.

The 9-inch B.M.L. gun on high angle mounting fires a "heavy"

pointed common shell, weighing 360 lb. In order to distinguish

this projectile from those intended for 9-inch on ordinary mountings,

which weigh only 256 lb., tho former has the letter H stamped on

the base, and all the latter have the letter L similarly stamped.

It having been found that studs formed lines of weakness, and

that studless projectiles gave better shooting, since 31st January,

1882, studless projectiles only have been made for B.M.L. guns of

9-inch calibre and upwards, the manufacture of studded projectiles

for these natures having been discontinued.

In all heavy studless projectiles the head is struck with a radius Constructor

of two diameters, and the shell is cast " with bands," that is, the

diameter of the projectile over the greater part of the body is reduced

14 inch, leaving a zone of metal 1*5 inches wide at the base, and

another at the shoulder of the full diameter of the shell.

The base of these shell is of peculiar form, sea Plate XXI [I. Base.

Behind the rear band the diameter of the shell is reduced to that

of the body, and then rounded off.

On this rounded part are raised flutings with sharp edges, into

(5581) * 2

§ 9911.

Studless pro

jeutiles.
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which the soft metal of the gas-check is squeezed on the explosion of

the charge, rotation being thus imparted to the shell. Two annular

grooves intersect the raised flutings and assist the attachment of the

gas-check, which is further secured by u flat projecting disc about

1 inch thick, which forms the base on which the projectile stands

when point uppermost.

The extreme edge of this disc forms a " locking rim " projecting

over the circular side, and thus forming a groove into which the side of

the automatic gas-check is firmly wedged on the explosion of the charge.

The weights of all the Service projectiles are given in the tables,

p. 520, et seq.

Service pro- The Service projectiles for heavy R.M.L. guns are common, double,

jectiles. and shrapnel shell, and Palliser and case-shot.*

Common Shell.

Calibres. _ Shell, "R.M.L. , Common, Studded, of cast iron, have been made foi

§§ 1765,2378, following heavy guns, viz., 12-5-inch, 12-inch (35 tons), 12-inch

3378, 3497. ^25 toQg^ n.;nchi 10.inch, 9-inch, 8-inch, and 7-inch.

§§4116,4116, Shell, R.M.L., Common, Studless, of cast iron, are made for the

4141,4374, 17 72-inch, 16-inch, 12 5-inch, 12-inch (35 tons), 12-inch (25 tons),

4962. 11-inch, 10-inch, and 9-inch.

§5 5537,7287, Shell, R.M.L. , Common, Studless, cast steel, are made for 9-inch,

7620, 8563. 10-inch, 11-inch, 12-inch (25 tons), 125-inch, 16-inch, and 17-72-inch

§§£87,7426, R.M.L. guns.

' Shell, R.M.L., Common, Studless, pointed, cast steel, are made for

- °' ' 16-inch, 9-inch heavy, 8-inch, 9-inch, 10- inch, 11-inch, 12-inch

(25 tons), and 12-5-inch.

§§ 8465,8770, Shell, R.M.L., Lyddite, Common, Studless, 10-inch Mark I, is of

9399. forged steel.

It is similar in construction to the B.L. lyddite shell, but has the

base prepared to take the automatic gas-check.

§ 9726. Shell, R.M.L., Common, 10-inch high angle, iron, is for practice, and

takes a bursting charge. This shell is of cast iron and differs from

other studless common in having the base closed by a steel plug,

screwed in and riveted.

Conxtructior, The studded shell are about 3 calibres long, except that for the

12-inch (25-ton) gun, which is 2£ calibres long, for the reason given

above, and are mostly without " bands." Their head? are ogival,

struck with a radius of 1\ calibres, with flattened poinrs for the

insertion ot the fnzc. There are two extractor holes in the head of

;all these shell.

They are provided with a gun-metal bush, which is a short section

of pipe without flange, screwed into the shell and itself tapped to the

G.S. gauge to receive the fuze ; and there is a countersink -2 inch

deep at the top of the fuze hole to receive the Naval wad. A. few

shell of early manufacture have this countersink only "1 inch deep,

and though perfectly good for L.S. must not be issued to the N.S.

All these shell made between March, 1869, and February, 1873,

have unloading holes in the head closed with gun-metal screw plugs

and papier-mache wads. These holes were for use in unloading the

snell when it was found difficult to extract the plug, but experience

showed that they were very rarely used, and they have been dis

continued.

• The 7-inch gun of 90 cwt. (N.S.) is not to fire Palliser projectiles or doublrt

shell except when mounted on carriages with liydraulia buffers.
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The iron are from 2' 75 to 3 calibres long, and are cast "with Studless

bands," the heads being struck with radii of 2 diameters. The gnn- *he\l.

metal bush in this case has a flange extending over the top of tho

shell, the exterior being rounded off to the same shape as the head of

the projectile, and having the recess for the Naval wad in the material

of the bush. Thsre is also a hole cast in the base, intended primarily

to support the core spindle and keep it truly in the centre during the

operation of casting. This hole is afterwards bored out, screwed left-

handed, and closed with a gun-metal plug. It. is made use of for

filling the shell. All have extractor holes. (See Plate XXIII.)

The studless common shell of 12'5-inch calibre and upwards have

a hole in the side for the lifting eye-bolt.

With the iron common shell for (he 17 72-inch R.M.L. gun, the § 9804.

threads of the lifting hole are sometimes broken away and will not

allow of the insertion of the lifting eyebolt. When this occurs, the

Shell, B.M.L., Common, 10-inch, Studless, Cast Steel, Mark III, C.

Sca'o, J.
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hole is to be bored out, and a steel bush screwed in, being retained

by a keep pin. This bush is to be made and fitted locally.

The ]2-5-inch and 16-inch have a pawl hole in the side to steady

them on the trolly when being brought up to the gun. The 16-inch

common shell, Mark II, has a hole bored in the centre of the base

plug and screwed to receive an eye-bolt.

Cast steel. The studless cast-steel common shell in general construction

resembles the iron, but being made of the stronger material the walls

are thinner and longer, the capacity for bursting charge being

increased in proportion (see woodcut above). The base of the

9-iach common shell is closed by a gun-metal screw plug similar to

that used with the 6-inch and 8-inch B.L.

Other R.M.L. cast-steel common shell have the bases closed by the

pi lg and adapter, the 10-inch has the small and ll-inch and upwards

thj large, as described at p. 205.

Shell, R.M.L. , Common, Pointed, 9-inch, Heavy, Mark T, L. Cast Steel

for Base Fuze, 360 lb., for Ouns on High-Angle Fire Mountings.

Scale, i.
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The pointed common shells for the 8-inch and up are' Mark J,

except for the 12"5-iach, which are Mark IT, and have their bases

closed by a steel bush, riveted in. The bush is fitted to fake the

large base fuze or plug. The 12"5-inch Mark I pointed common has

i*s base closed by the large adapter.

The 9-inch heavy has the small adapter in the base.

All these si ell are lacquered inside, and their bursting charges

are invariably to be contained in bags. They are to be filled by

capacity, and it is important that they should be completely filled.

The studded shell are filled through the faze hole ; the studless ones

through the base, except the 10-inch lyddite and iron practice shells.

Direct action percussion Mark II] foi N.S. and Marks II or III Fuzes,

for L.S., and Pcttman G.S.

Pointed shell take the large base fuze, and the 10-inch lyddite

the direct action impact fuze.

The Pettman G.S. fuze can only be relied upon to act when fired

with a full cLarge, but unfortunately some common shell are not

sufficiently strong to withstand the shock of this charge without

breaking up in the gun. The following is a list of R.M.L. projectiles

that must be fired with reduced charges :—

All studded common shell, except 12'5-incb, 9-inch, Mark VI,

8-inch, and 7-inch, which may be fired with full.

All studded shrapnel, except 12 5-inch, which may be fired with

fall.

The effect produced by the pressure on the sides of a studded

R.M.L. common shell from the gas rushing past when gas-checks are

not used, is found to be most remarkable, the shell having a faint

tendency to assume a form approaching that of a dumb-bell. The

base being solid transversely, is not appreciably compressed, but the

end of the body close to the commencement of the head, although

receiving considerable support from the latter, is acted on somewhat,

while the body about the middle, where it is weakest, is forced in

wards, and decreased in diameter to a considerable extent. The

lower side of the shell in the gun appears to be convex, and the

npper concave. When gas-checks are used the tendency is for the

shell to set up instead of being compressed.

Common shell are painted black, except the studs, which are left paint.

nnpainted. Steel shell have a white ring, ^-inch wide, painted round

the head to distinguish them. When filled a red baud is painted

round the head.

All R.M.L. common shell are issued loose. For N.S.— Issue.

1. Filled and fuzed, and having the wad Naval with loop cemented

in.

2. Filled with G.S. plug and wad Naval, with loop cemented in.

3. Empty with G.S. ping.

For L.S., empty with G.S. plug.

The 10-inch lyddite shell is of forged steel and varnished inside. Lyddite

It is painted yellow all over. It is for guns on H.A. mountings. shoil.

§ 8465.

Double Shell.

There is only one calibre of double shell for these guns in the

Service, viz., the 7-inch, a studded shell.

The fuzes used with this shell, its paint, and the manner of its §§ 1339, 1518,

issue, are the same as the common shell, from which it differs only in 1766, 5370.

b:ing longer and in having three longitudinal strengthening ribs
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inside. The interior is lacquered, and, as the bursting charge is

contained in a bag, these ribs make the shell somewhat difficult to fill,

and it is necessary to see that the bag fits well into the spaces between

them during the operation.

All made between March, 1869, and February, 1873, have the

unloading hole.

Use. The double shell is chiefly intended for use against unarmourcd

ships. Owing to its great length it is inaccurate at long ranges.

Shrapnel Shell.

§§ 2491,2522,

2523. 2780,

3377.

§§ 4115, 4116,
4267, 4338,

4962.

§§ 5537, 7287.

§ 7730.

Cnst-iroii

construction.

§ 5082.

125-inch

studded.

Studded

•hrapnel for

Shell, It.M.L , Shrapnel, Studded, of cast iron, are made for the

following heavy guns, viz., 12'5-inch, 12-inch (35 tons), 12-inch

(25 tons), 11-inch, 10-inch, 9-inch, 8-inch, and 7-inch.

Shell, E.M.L., Shrapnel, Studless, cast iron, are made for the

16-inch, 12 5-inch, 12-inch (35 tons), 12-inch (25 tons), ll-inch,

10-inch, and 9-inch.

Shell, R.M.L., Shrapnel, Stndltss, cast steel, are made for 9-inch,

10-inch, 11-inch, 12-inch (25-ton), 12-5-inch aid 16-inch B.M.L..

guns.

Shrapnel for 17'72-inch have been made, but will become obsolete

ns soon as existing store is used up ; they are to be fired plugged with

f-eharge at practice. Land Service 16-inch shrapnel will be dis

posed of in a like manner with full charges.

The construction of the studless shrapnel shell is very simihir

to that of the heavy B.L. shrapnel described on p. 213. (See

woodcut.)

The shell is of iron cast with bands. It has the tin cup, wronght-

iron diaphragm, and gas-pipe, and gun-metal socket flanged over the

Bessemer-metal head. There are two extractor holes, which in the

plate are shown bored into the cast ircn, but in some natures fall in

the Bessemer-metal head, and are bored through that into the wood

lining. In these, the extractor holes are lined with tin sockets to

exclude damp from the interior of the shell.

The contents are sand shot (2-oz. up to the 9-inch, and 4-oz. for

higher natures), packed, as usual, in melted rosin, contact with the

sides of the shell being prevented by a brown paper lining, while the

rosin is prevented from working out by a felt washer covering the

bullets at the top.

The interior of the shell is slightly larger at the month than at

the base, with the object of facilitating the dispersion of the bullets ;

and to assist in breaking up the shell there are six longitudinal

weakening grooves in the body, and in the powder chamber of those

made of iron.

The 12-5-inch studless and upwards have the hole for the " bolt

eye lifting projectiles " in the side.

The 12 5-inch and 16-inch have the pawl hole.

The Mark II 16-iuch shell has a hole bored in the base plug to-

receive an eye bolt.

The studded shrapnel for the 12'5-inch generally resembles the

stndles-s 10-inch above described, but has its head struck with a

radius of one and a half diameters instead of two, has three rinjrs of

gun-metal studs, and is the only heavy-studded shrapnel fitted for a

gas- check.

Studded shrapnel of natures below the 12'5-incb have no gns-

checks, as their bases are rounded off with curves differing from
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Shell, R.M.L., Shraptel, 10-inch, Studless, Mark 1.

Scale, J.

Average total weight = 410 lb.

Hunting charge = 1 lb. 10 ox.

V/J3? 

those used for common and Palliser shells for the same gnns. They smaller

are cast without hands, and have flatter heads than any of those yet natures,

described. The studs are disposed in two rings, and the extractor

holes alwajs fall in the Bessemer-metal head, and are consequently

invariably lined. The gun-metal socket has no flange, the metal of

head being bent down to receive it.
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Cast steel.

Fuzes.

In studded shrapnel the upper row of rivets are called twisting

pins, and the holes for them are bored close to the edge of the cast

iron ; in studless, the lower row is so called, and the holes for them

are bored close to the edge of the Bessemer metal, which is slotted

out beneath them.

The studless cast-steel shrapnel for the R.M.L. guns differs

principally from the iron in the walls being thinner, consequently a

greater number of 6and shot can be got inside it. The diaphragm is

of steel instead of wrought iron, and there are no weakening grooves

c:ist inside the body or powder chamber. (See cut of 10-inch.)

Shell, R.M.L., Shrapiel, 10-inch, Studless, Cast Steel, Mark II, C.

Scale, I

 

Until the supply is used up, the 15 seconds M.L. wood time fuze

is to be used with these shrapnel, except for 10-inch or lower natures
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when fired with gas-checks. In this case the flash of the charge

will not ignite the fuze, and the 15 seconds with detonator, Mark III,

is to be used. Both these fuzes will be superseded by the middle

lime and percussion fuze.

The body of the shell i? painted black, except the studs, which are Paint,

left unpainted. The tips of all shrapnel are painted red for a distance

of 1 inch from the point.

Filled or empty and loose, except studded shrapnel, which are Tssue.

i sued boxed for N.S.

Pir-LisER Shot.

There have been two patterns of Pal User shot in the Service for

R.M.L. guns, the old and the new.

The O.P. shot were studded and were made for the 12-inch

(25-ton), 10-inch, 9-iucb, 8-inch and 7-inch guns.

They had an interior cavity closed at the base by a wrought-iron

plug hammered in (see cut).

Talliner Shot, 12-inch, Murk I.

(Base closed by a plug linnimorcd in.)

 

These shot were liable to b:eak up owing to the wedge-like

action of the plug, when driven in by the action of the powder, and

their manufacture was discontinued long ago. In consequence, all

these shot were altered by having the plugs bored out and tapped, to

receive a mushroom-headed plug which covered the junction of bush

and body.

N.P. Palliser shot were then introduced for the 12-5-inch,

12-inch (25 tons), 11-inch, 10-inch and 9-inch guns.

They are studless, taking the automatic gas-check, and in

construction are similar to the new pattern Palliser shot described iu

the chapter on B L. projectiles (p. 220).

16-inch Palliser shot, Mark II have a hole in tho base plug to § 5032.

receive a lifting eye- bolt.

Palliser shot manufactured since 1873, inclusive, are marked on

the base with the word "shot " and with the calibre of the gun, the

weight of the gun being added when there are two guns of the same

calibre.

For dimensions, Ac , vide Table, p. 527, el seq.

Black all over, except the tip which is p tinted white, and the Paint,

studs of studded shot, which are unpainted.

Loose in jute bags. ... Issue.
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Pau.iser Shells.

-alibres.

§§8376r3G60.

§§4115, H16,

4141, 4374.

§ 4266.

Studless

Palliser,

Mark II.

§ 4266.

§ 4839.

§ 4947.

6033.

,8438.

Paint.

Issue.

A.C., CI. 73,

1887.

Palliser shells are also described as old and new pattern.

The O.P. shells have been made as follows :—

Studded shell, 125-inch, 12-ir,ch (35 tons), 12-inch (25 tons),

11-inch, 10-inch, 9-inch, 8- inch, 7-incb.

Stadless shell, Mark I, 16-inch, 12'5-inch, 12-inch (35 tons),

12-inch (25 tons), 11-inch, 10-inch, 9-inch.

Studless shell, Mark II, of different construction from Mark I, see

below; 12 5-inch, 12-inch (35 and 25 tons), 11-inch, 10-inch, 9-inch.

These shell have their bases closed by a gun-metal base or gas-

check plug, in a similar manner to the O.P. Palliser shells for B L.

guns already described.

The studless shells require no lead ring round the base bush, since

the whole of the base is covered by the gas-check.

Studless shell cast in one piece are known as Mark I and have

been made for all natures from 9-inch to 17,72-inch.

But for smaller natures it was found difficult to cast this

elaborate base, and in all it is found that when the base is cast in

the hard, brittle metal used for Palliser shell, (he locking rim is

very liable to be broken away in transport, Ac, so Mark II studless

Palliser was introduced for all natures from 9-iuch to 12'5-inch (see

cut).

In this pattern the shell is cast without the base disc, which is

made separately of wrought iron, cast steel, or malleable cast iron,

and attached to the shell by a conical-headed gun-metal ping.

The manufacture of O.P. Palliser shell has long since ceased, and

those already filled were emptied as they passed through the R.L. or

at any station where there is a laboratory in charge of an I.O.O., as

it was decided to use them as shot ; those already in the Service

retained the name of shell until emptied, they were then called shot.

Palliser shot formerly termed shell will be tilled with sand, equiva

lent in weight to the authorised bursting charge.

The shot so filled will have a W stencilled in white on their head,

and also stamped on the base plug.

They are also painted with a white tip, denoting shot.

Palliser shells for R.M.L. guns have been re-introduced for Naval

Service, and are made of the following calibres :—

Shell, R.M.L., Palliser, Studless, 16-inch Mark IIT, 12 5-inch

Mark IV, 12-inch (25 tons) Mark IV, 11-inch Mark IV, 10-inch

Mark IV, 9-inch Mark IV.

They are lacquered internally, and are prepared to take the large

base percussion fuze.

Black all over, except studs, which are not pniuled.

Filled or empty, fitted with point protectors.

Palliser projectiles are now individually tested by hammering the

base all over with a pointed hammer, to detect weak or porous

portions.

The tip or point of a chilled projectile is occasionally broken off

by the impact of a shell or shot rolled or struck obliquely against

it ; for, strange as it may appear, the point which may penetrate

directly through many inches of armour without injury may be frac

tured by a very slight transverse blow.

Plaster of Paris models, labelled respectively " A" and "B," «re

issued to Inspecting Ordnance Officers, to gn:de them in the exami

nation of Palliser projectiles.
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Shot, formerly shell, B.M.L. Palliser

Studless, 10-inch Mark II.

 

Gas Check, 1 projections. Base of Shell, 47 serrations.
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Any Palliser projectiles that may be found with their points

broken to a greater extent than what is shown in model " B " will

only be used for practice, and will be retained at stations for that

purpose if so required ; if not required, they will be sent to the

Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.

" A " may be considered obsolete.

Case Shot.

Calibres.

Iron ccse.

sliot.

Construction.

§§ 4049, 4962.

§ 4377.

§8 1611,1705,
1777, 2115,

2.88, 2264,

2265, 2382,

2742, 2924,

4083.

§ 5952.

7-inch.

Shot, R.M.L., case iron, 17'72-incb, 12 5-inch, 12-inch, 11-inch,

10-inch, 9-inch, 8-inch, and 7-inch.

Shot, R.M.L., special, 12'5-inch, 11-inch, 10-inch, and 9-inch.

Case s'.iot for the heavy R.M.L. guns may be divided into two

classes, viz., that for the 12'5-inch and that for guns from 8 inch

to 12-inch.

The first class generally resembles the case for the heaviest B.L.

guns, described at p. 223. It has the central stay bolt, bottom pro

tecting disc, cast-iron top recessed for the two rings, which are

retained in position by springs, loose disc at bottom, and wrought-

iron lining in eight segments. Tue 12'5-inch is provided with eye-

bolt holes and pawl holes. The soft metal studs of the B.L. case

are replaced in the 12'5-inch by three gun-metal studs attached to

the bottom of the shot, which enter the grooves and prevent the shot

being rammed home too far.

The contents are 8-oz. sand shot packed in clay and sand.

The 17'72-inch is exceptional, being made of steel plate •095-inch

thick, fringed at both ends, and soldered at the bottom to a plate of

the same thickness (see cut).

The top of the case is of cast steel recessed for two rings, lined

with wood, and secured by the ends of the case being turned over

and soldered, and to the stay bolt by a hexagon nut.

The base is a disc of cast steel, 3 inches thick, riveted to the

bottom, through the centre of which passes a wrought-iron stay-bolt.

The interior of the case is fitted with a loose wrought-iron disc at

the bottom and four segmental steel linings. It is provided with

a lifting hole, but no pawl hole ; and contains 1,915 8-oz. and 195

4-oz. sand shot.

Case shot, from 8-inch to 12-inch, are made of tinned iron in one

piece, riveted longitudinally, and fringed at both ends. The bottom

fringe is bent down and riveted to the sheet-iron bottom, and when

the case is filled the upper end is bent over and soldered to the tinned

iron top. The 9-inch and upwards have two handles attached to iron

staples,which are bent round to form a loop and riveted to the inside

of the head. The 8-inch has one handle.

In the interior of the cylinder is a wrought-iron disc lying loosely

on the bottom, and on this stand three wrought-iron segments form

ing a lining to the case ; and the contents are 8-oz. sand shot packed

in powdered clay and sand.

There is but one case for the 12-inch of 35 tons, and the 12-inch

of 25 tons.

In the 11-inch case shot, Mark III, the loose wrought-iron base

disc fits inside the segmental linings to facilitate its breaking up.

For the same reason, the bottom is weakened by having the iron

disc replaced by an iron ring.

The shot for the 7-inch more nearly resembles the F.S. type, and

is fired from both R.M.L. and R.B.L. guns of this calibre.
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The body is of tin, in three pieces, secured longitudinally by lap Desfription

joint and solder, and the top and bottom ends are fringed. The

bottom is a disc of the same material secured by the fringe being

bent over on it and soldered, and strengthened outside by a wrought-

jron ring riveted on. A loose wrougbt-iron base disc is laid resting

on the bottom inside, and a loose wrought-iron lining in three

segments stands upon this disc.

It is filled with 8-oz. sand shot packed in powdered clay and sand.

The top is of sheet iron tinned, and is secured by the fringe being

bent over on it and soldered. There is one handle attached to the

top by two staples, which are riveted inside. There are three soft

metal studs near the base to act as stops in loading, when fired from

the 7-inch R.B.L. Tt is marked on the top 7-inch M.L. or B.L., with

the Roman numeral denoting the pattern.

All these case shot have the words " Filled iron shot " stamped

on the top.

Special case shot, filled with chilled iron shot, weighing 3 lb.

9 J oz. each, have been introduced for the 9-inch, 1 0-inch, 11-inch and

12'5-incb guns. They are intended for the defence of narrow

channels, cordite charges having been designed for use with them.

They are similar to iron case shot except in dimensions and con

tents, and in having rings, instead of handles, fitted to their tops.

They have the words Filled Chilled-iron Shot stamped on the top.

They are all fitted with stay bolts, except the 9-inch.

In all case shot for rifled guns the handles are to be away from

the charge.

Special case

shot.

§§ 8432, 9060.

Rule for

loading.
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Paint. All case shot blu^ Special ca3e shot have a white band.

Issue. Loose.

§§ 7o*;, 3452, Shot, Paper, Empty, Marks I, II, and III, for guns that in L.S.

10330. cannot be fired with Service projectiles in time of peace.

They are made for the 7-inch to 12,5-inch.

These shot are made of wood pulp, as in the case of the B.L. («ee

p. 229).

For the 12'5-inch they are in sixths, 11-inch in qnarters, IC-iach

in thirds, 9-incb, 8-inch and 7-inch in halves.



CHAPTER XVI.—PROJECTILES FOR MEDIUM

AND SIEGE RM.L. GUNS AND HOWITZERS.

COMMON SHELL.—INCENDIARY SHELL.—SHRAPNEL SHELL.—STAR SHELL.

PALI.ISER SHOT, AND CASE SHOT.

For convenience, there will be described iD this chnpter the projectiles

fired from 6'6-inch, 8 1-pr., 64-pr., 40-pr., and 25-pr. guns, 8-inch

of 70 cwt.., 8-incli of 46 cwt., 6'6-inch and 6'3-inch howitzers.

The 8-inch howitzer, 70 cwt., and the 6 6-inch gun and howitzer

nnd 6'3-inch howitzer, are rifled on the modern polygroove system,

and fire only stndless shells ; all the other pieces fire studded

projectiles, except the 80-pr. and 8-inch howitzer of 46 cwt., future

snpplies of which will be studlcss, as will be seen below.

The Service projectiles for the above-named ordnance are common, Service

shrapnel, and star shell, Palliser and case shot. projectiles.

A lyddite shell has just been introduced for the 6 3-inch howitzer.

Common Shell.

shell.

Shell, It.M.L., Common, Studded, of cast iron, aro made for 80-pr., Common

64-pr., 40-pr., and 25-pr. guns, and 8-inch howitzer of 46 cwt. shell.

Shell, R.M.L., Common, Studless, of cast iron, are made for the §§5370, 33GG,

0 6-inch and 80-pr. guns, and 6'3-inch, 6'6-inch, and 8-iuch howitzers •|3'i0-

„r a« „ a ™ * §§ 4030, 50-tt,
of 4o and 7U cwt. jy.g

Shell, R.M.L., Common, Studless, cast steel, for the 8-ineh howitzers '§ 54455.

of 46 and 7U cwt.

For the 80-pr., tho common shell has two rings of copper studs, §§ 2278, 537<\

threo studs in each ring. The stnds in the front ring are much Description

i-maller than those in the rear ring. This, as well as the adoption °.f »tuidod

of copper for the material, is done in order to minimise the strain

on the iron when pressing them in ; for in order to obtain a large

capacity the thickness of the walls has been reduced a3 much as

possible, especially towards the front of the shell ; and in order to

give the necessary strength to the walls, the metal is thickened

underneath the front studs, forming a strengthening band in the

interior of the shell. It has the recess for naval wad, two extractor

holes, and is not fitted tor a gas-check.

The common shell for the 64-pr. has thieo rings of copper studs, 55 1708,3172

three in each ring, and three extractor holes in liue with tho studs, 537'), C31S

by which peculiarities it may ba distinguished at once from any other

projectile of approximate calibre. The use of copper for the studs is

necessary to allow theni to be compressed when firing from the shunt

gun ; and to prevent the soft studs from shearing, a larger bearing

surface is necessary, which is attained by having three rings of studs.

(5581) ' 8
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Some early and quite serviceable patterns had the studs disposed in

five rings.

It has no gas-check.

i § 3382, 5370. The common shell for the 40-pr. R.M.L. gun has six gun-metal

studs of uniform size arranged in two rings. The fuzo hole is

countersunk, and it has a flanged gun-metal bush in the nose.

Earlier patterns of 40-pr. common shell have plain gun-metal bushes,

and their fuze holes are not countersunk for the naval wad.

The present pattern shell is fitted to take the gas-check. As the

gas-check is gripped by the plug and is not free to revolve when

fastened on, it is necessary to align the projections on it with the

studs of the projectile before tightening up the plug.

§ 3J06. The rifling of the 25-pr. is also uniform, and its common shell lias

six gun-metal studs arranged in two rings. It has no bush, and does

not take a gas-check.

Shell, B.M.L., Common, 80-pr., Studded, Mark III.

Scale, i.
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The common shell for the 8-inch howitzer, 46 cwt., is the same as

the shell for the 8-inch gan, except the studs, which are made to

suit the quick uniform twist of the howitzer (the twist is one turn in

16 ralibrps). As the twist is uniform, the front and rear studs are

of the same size, so that the 6hell can easily be distinguished from

that for the gun.

The Mark I shell can be altered to take a gas-check by boring a

hole into, but rot through, the base, and tapping it. The shell is

then distinguished as Mark I*. Mark II is cast and fitted for one

with a hole completely through the base. As the length of ping

required is different iu the two cases, it is essential to quote the

correct numeral of shell in demanding gas-check plugs.

When fitting the gas-checks the projections on it must be aligned

with the studs before screwing up the plug.

The studless common shells for the 6-6-inch nnd 80-pr. guns, and

6'6-inch and 8-iuch howitzers are rotated by automatic gas-checks.

They are about 3 calibres long, and have ogival heads, struck with

radii of 1^ diameters, and the usual pattern of base for studless

projectiles, but without the grooves which intersect the flutings on

t he rounded part. They are cast with bands, except the 80 pr.,

which is plain. All have flanged gun-metal bushes, and the usual

"2 inch countersink to receive the naval wad.

Like the heavier studless common shell, they have a hole in the

base closed by a gun-metal plug with a left-handed thread, and which

is utilised for convenience of filling. The bursting charges of all are

contained in bugs.

The same common shell is fired by the 6'6-inch gun and howitzer,

the 8-inch howitzers of 46 and 70 cwt. also fire the same studless

common shell, but with a different gas-check.

There is only one cast-steel common shell at present in use with

medinm R.M.L. ordnance, that for the 8-inch howitzers. It differs

from the iron only in length and in the thickness of the walls. Its

capacity for bursting charge is greater than the iron, and, like the

heavier studless common shell, it is filled through the base, the latter

being closed by a gunmetal plug. This shell and the iron studless of

f-iuch calibre are only to be fired from the howitzers, and recently

the letters " HOW." have been added after the calibre on the base

to indicate this. It takes the ordinary automatic gas-checks in use

with the 8-inch howitzers. The automatic gas-checks used with the

46-cwt. and 70-cwt. howitzers necessarily differ.

The common shell for the 6'3-inch howitzer differs from other

studless projectiles in being cast plain, and having eight radial saw-

fehaped grooves in the base, into which fit corresponding radial

projections on its saucer-shaped gas-check, which is fastened on by a

gun-metal plug with hexagon head of the same size and thread,

though not of the same length as that used with the 8-inch howitzer,

46-cwt. (6*eecut, p. 239.) This shell is filled through the nose, and

takes the same burster bag as the 64-pr. R.M.L.

Common shell may be used as incendiary shells by employing

stars of an incendiary nature.

The Siar, Incendiary, Mark I, is to be used up in common and

double shells, but is not suitab'e for R.M.L. 2 o" ring shell. It

consists of a cylinder of brown paper, about 2 inches in length and

'7 inch in diameter. This cylinder is dipped in melted paraffin way,

driven with incendiary composition (see p. 553), and primed at both

ends with two 1-inch lengths of quickmatch. They should burn

about 8 seconds. They form part of the equipment of the siege

(5581) s 2

§§ 25, 3380

4414.

Studless

common.

Cast steel,

8-inoh.

§§5465,6453.

3285.

Incendiary

s'lells.

§§ 5645, 9862.
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(rain. They are not carried in the shell, which are charged as

required.

Star, incendiary, Mark II, is suitable for nse in common and

double shell and R.M.L. 2 5-inch ring shell. It differs from Mark 1,

in being 1"7 inch long and "55 inch in diameter. The length of

quickmatch Rtrands is also reduced to '8 inch. It should burn

(when lighted at both ends) not less than 4'5 seconds.

§3770. Box, star, incendiary, Mark I, having a tin lining like a S.A.A.

box, holds 200 of the Mark I, and 460 of the Mark II, incendiary

stars.

To charge a Shell.—Remove the criginal bursting charge, if

7 ecessary, put in a few stars at a time, and shake them well down.

Powder is introduced from time to time to fill up the spaces between

the stars, and when well shaken down another layer of stars is put iu,

and so on till the shell is filled tightly. Before using a shell see that

there is powder close up to the fuze hole. These shell are fired with

percussion fuzes.

Fuzes. The fuzes employed with these common shell are the D.A.

percussion for R.M.L. guns 40-pr. and upwards and for R"M.L.

howitzers 6'3-inch and upwards, and the U.A. delay with the

latter for high angle fire. The R.L. fuze will be used up

with R.M.L. guns up to the 40-pr. and will be superseded by the

small percussion for the R.M.L. 25-pr. only.

Taiui. All common shell are painted black, the studs, when there are

any, being left uupainted. Steel Fhell have the usual white ring

painted round the head to distinguish them. The markings on the

shell denoting that it is filled, Ac, are in red.

Issue. Filled shells if for siege train, transported and stored boxed.

Remainder loose.

Lyddite shell, The Lyddite shell for the 6'3-inch howitzer differs from the

<i 3-in. How. common shell in being made of forged steel, and in the hole for the

gas-check plug which dees not pass through the base. It is

varnished inside.

It is painted yellow.

Shrapnel Shell.

Calibres. Shell, R.M.L., Shrapnel, Studded, of cast iron, are made for the

80- pr., 64-pr., 40-pr., and 25-pr. guns.

Shell, R.M.L., Shrapnel, Stvdless, of cast iron, for the 6'0-inch and

80-pr. guns.

Shell, R.M.L., Shrapnel, Studless, cast steel, ior the 6"3-ineh, 6'6-incb,

and 8-inch howitzers.

Construction. Tlie Stvddtd shrapnel for the 80-pr. and 64-pr. guns are peculiar

§ 9318 'n construction, forming an intermediate stage between the heavy

and light types.

The principal difference between the 80-pr. and 64-pr., which are

of the same calibre, is that the former has only two rings of copper

studs and two extractor holes, while the latter has three rings of

studs of the same material, and three extractor holes in line with the

studs. The front stud of the 80-pr. is slightly smaller than the rear

one, and the shell is somewhat longer than the 64-pr. They have six

weakening grooves in the powder chamber only.

Both resemble the heavy type in having the wrought-iron pipe

and gnn-metal socket with extractor holes lined with tin; but the

balls are of mixed metal, and round the central iron tube is a thin
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wooden tube, which is introduced to fill up space and bring the shell

to the proper length without nnduly increasing the weight. Two

longitudinal slots are cut at each end, so as to allow the rosin to flow

in and bind the tubes together. The slots at the bottom are cut at

right angles to those at the top, so as to enable them all to extend

half the length of the tube without actually dividing the latter.

(See cut.)

The shrapnel for the 40-pr. and 25-pr. are of the field service

type, with gun-metal pipe, composite socket, and no extractor holes ;

<he former has six gun-metal studs disposed in two rings; in the

latter, the stnds, which are similarly disposed, are of copper, so as to

have as little pressure as possible on the thin metal of the shrapnel

shell. They have no internal weakening grooves.

 

The 40-pr. is the only studded shrapnel of field or medium calibre

which takes a gas-check.

Studless shrapnel shell of cast iron are made for the 6'6-inch and Studless iron.

80-pr. R.M.L. guns. In construction they resemble the heavy stud-

less shrapnel described in the previous R.M.L. chapter, but they

contain mixed metal bnllets instead of sand shot, and have weakening

grooves in the base only. The 6'6-inch is cnst with bands, the 80-pr.

has a plain body. Both are rotated by automatic gas-checks, and

have the usual form of base for studless shell. (See cut on page "262.)

The 6 0-inch gun shrapnel is not to be fired from the 6'6 inch § 00-1.

howitzer.
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Howitzer,

shrapnel,
'•lift stool .

8-in;h.

§ 5389.

Shrapnel shell, which might he drscribed as "shooting shrapnel,"

of cast steel, are made for use with the 6'3-inch, 6'6-inch, and 8-inch

B.M.L. howitzers.

They have a larger capacity for bursting charge than the ordinary

type of shrapnel with burster in the base, so that the striking effect

of the bullets is made independent of the remaining velocity of the

shell at burst.

This is necessary with howitzers on account of the very light

charges from these pieces, and consequent low velocities. They are

intended for high angle fire, for keeping open an already formed

breach, and for searching out the enemy's gun portions and works.

These shells are described in detail below :—

Shell, B.M.L., Shrapnel, 8-inc/i Howitzer, Cast Steel, Mark I.—The

body of this shell is of cast steel, the walls and base being made

strong enough to resist breaking up on the explosion of the bursting

charge. The body from the base to near the centre is thickened,

forming a shoulder in the interior, and below which is the powder
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chamber; the latter is of larger dimensions than in ordinary shr.ipnel

shell, and is lacquered to tako the bursting charge. A cast-steel

disc rests on the shoulder, and covers the powder chamber ; a brass

pipi of small internal diameter screws into the centra of the disc,

and its upper portion is threaded to take the shrapnel primer. The

body in front of the disc is lined with brown paper, and filled with

mixed metal ballets, molten rosin being poured in amongst them to

kesp them from knocking about, and a felt washer is placed over

them. The head is of Bessemer metal, lined with wood, and lightly

attached by rivets and twisting pins, the joint being afterwards

soldered over. A composite socket fits into the head, the gun-metal

portion of it being secured by solder, and screwed to the G.S. gauge .

Shell, R.M.L., Shrapnel, 8-inch Howitzer, Mark I.

Scale, i.
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the tin portion is soldered outside the upper end of the central pipo.

There are two extractor holes which fall in the Bessemer metal head

and are lined with tin sockets. The shell is filled with loose powder

through the base, the hole in the latter being closed by a gun-metal

base-plug. It is cast with bands, and is rotated by means of an

automatic gas-check in the usual way.

§ 5113. The 6't»-inch howitzer shrapnel differs only from the above in

6'6-incli. dimensions and weight.

6-3-ineli. The 6'3-incb, in general construction, resembles the others, but

the base is flat, and has eight radial grooves to take the projections

on tho saucer-shaped gas-check by which it is rotated. It is cast

without bands. The gun- metal plug, with hexagon head for attaching

t he gas-check, also closes the base of the shell. Like the G'6-inch

and 8-inch, for convenience, the bursting charge is inserted through

tho base.

Action. The fuze fires the primer, which in turn ignites the bursting

charge, and the head is blown off. The walls hold together, the large

bursting charge driving the bullets forward with increased velocity,

thns the body of the shell acts as a kind of " flying gun."

Yazcs. Tho fuzes employed with these shrapnel shell are the sensitive

middle for R.M.L. guns 25-pr. and upwards, and for R.M.L.

howitzers 6 3-inch and upwards. This fuze when expended will bo

superseded by the T. and P. middle.

The lS-seconds M.L. fuze may also be used for R.M.L. guns 25-pr.

;.nd upwards, except the 6'6-inch and also the40-pr. when fitted with

a gas-check, with which shells the 15-seconds with detonator will be

used.

Paint. All shrapnel arc painted rod at the head, to distinguish them from

common shell, and black over the body, except tho studs, which are

unpainted.

I98ue. Stutlded shrapnel, 64-pr. and upwards, when for N.S. will be

transported boxed.

Filled shrapnel, if for the siege train, will be transported and

stored boxed.

Remainder loose.

Star Shells.

8 inoh Shells, R.M.L. , Star, are made for the 8-incb, G'6-inch, and

6'6-inch,and G'3-incli howitzers.

ii-3-incli. They are sphcricul in form, and are made of two hemispheres

^OOflf^ ' °^ Bessemer metal, tinned all over and fitted together with a lap

joint. The inside of each hemisphere is strengthened by a ring of

wrought-iron. In the centre of the top hemisphere is a hole to

receive a gun-metal socket tapped to G.S. gauge. This socket is

perforated with small holes, and fixed to the hemisphere by solder.

In the bottom of the shell is a wood block and ring fitted so as to

form a bed on which the stars are packed. (See w-oodcut.)

The hemispheres are fastened together by six iron screws and six

twisting pins, and tho exterior of the joint is coated with shellac

moment.

Round the lower part of the exterior is a ring of wood in

two thicknesses, made in four segments, the grain running cross

wise in the two thicknesses, which are secured together by eight iron

.screws. The ring is fastened to the bottom hemisphere by marine

glue and drops of solder, and servos the purpose of keeping the

fuze-hole in tho proper position when loading.
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Each star consists of a rolled paper case driven with composition Stars.

(see p. 552) and primed at both ends with mealed powder and quick-

match. At each end of the star, six holes are bored through the caso

into the composition, and driven with mealed powder. The quick-

match, and ends of the stars for about half an inch, are coated with

sulphur. They are strengthened by a woolding of fine, soft copper

wiro.

The fuze employed with these shell is the 15-seconds M.L. with Fuze,

special priming (see p. 170).

The charges are 2£ lb. for the 8-inch, 2 lb. for the 6'6-inch, and Charges.

2 lb. for the rj-3-inch.

Shell, B.M.L., Filled Star, 8-inch, Mark IV.—Spherical.

Scale, i.
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The flash from the fu/.e ignites the quick-match, sulphur, and Action,

mealed powder priming on the ends of the stars. The gas evolved

bursts the .shell, and blows the stars well away from both hemispheres.

There is no bursting chnrgo requited.
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Earlier Earlier patterns differ principally from the above in the number,

patterns. construction, and composition of the stars. They contained a small

§§ 3915, 391G, blowing charge which was always issued in the shell.
4199, 4337. 15 S J

Palliser Shot.

Shot, R.M.L., Palliser, Studies*, are at present fired only from the

66-inch gun.

§ 4284. The Palliser shot for the 6'6-inch gun is cast without bands, and

68 4030,4285. has a pointed head struck with a radius of If diameters, the interior

is lacquered, and there are two extractor holes. A soft iron bush is

cast into the metal of the shot and closed with a gun-metal screw

Shot, B.M.L., Palliser, 6'6-inch Gun, Mark I.

Scale, 3 inches = 1 foot.
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plug. The junction of the bush and shot is sealed by a lead ring

(see exit). In the cut, however, the gioove round the projecting base

disc is omitted.
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Case Shot.

The calibres of the case shot for these guns are 8-inch, 80- pr.,

64-pr., or 6'3-inch howitzer, 6'6-iuch gun or howitzer, 40-pr. and

25-pr.

Both 8-inch howitzers fire the same case shot as the 8 inch R.M.L.

gnn. It has been already described at p. 254.

The same case shot is fired from the 80-pr. and 64-pr. guns, and

from the 6'3-inch howitzer. The 6'6-inch gun and howitzer also fire

the same case shot, which in construction is similar to the 64-pr.

hereafter described, except that it contains 4 oz. sand shot.

The body is of tin, in three segments, secured longitudinally

by lap joint and solder, and the top and bottom ends are fringed.

The bottom, which is a disc of the same material, is secured by the

fringed end being bent over on it and soldered, and is strengthened

by a wronght-iron ring riveted on the outside. A loose wrought-iron

disc is laid inside resting on the bottom, and the body is lined with

wrought iron, in six segments, fitting loosely inside. It is filled with

8-oz. sand shot packed in powdered clay and sand. The top is of

sheet iron tinned, and is secured by the fringe being bent over on it

and soldered. There is one handle attached to the top by two

staples, which are riveted inside.

It is marked on the top with the Roman numeral indicating the

pattern, and with the calibres of the pieces for which it is intended.

The case shot for the 40-pr. and 25-pr. are of the field service

type.

The body is of tin, in three pieces, soldered together longitu

dinally, to ensure uniformity and ease of breaking up. The bottom

is of tiD, soldered in ; and riveted to it on the outside is a ring of

wrought iron. The top is a tinned iron disc, secured by the fringed

end of the case being bent over and soldered down, and there is one

handle. In the interior is a loose disc on the bottom of the case and

a loose lining in three segments. The contents are 1 oz. mixed

metal balls packed in clay and sand.

Rlack.

Loose.

Paper Shot.

Calibres.

§ 4286.

§§2925, 3243.

80-pr., 64-pr.,

or 6 -3-inch

howitzer.

40-pr. and

25-pr.

Construction.

Puint,

Issue.

Shot, paper, empty, Marks I, II and III, are issued for R.M.L. §§7542, 9452,

6 6-inch gun or howitzer and 64-pr. and 6'3-inch howitzer, in the 1033°-

L.S. They are brought up to weight, when required, in the usual

way.
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CHAPTER XVII.—PROJECTILES FOR R.M.L.

FIELD AND MOUNTAIN GUNS.

STUDDED SHKLL STUDLESS SHELL—STAR SIIELL AND CASK SHOT.

The R.M.L. field and mountain gnns in the Service are the 16-pr.,

13-pr., 9-pr., 7-pr., and 2"5-inch guns.

The 2'5-inch R.M.L. is the jointed gun formerly called the 7-pr.*

(400 lb.) ; but, as this designation was found to lead to confusion, it

was re-namcd as above.

In the 16-pr., 9-pr., and 7-pr. guns the twist of rifling is uniform,

and the grooves are of the " modified French " form in the lG-pr. and

9-pr., and of the " French " in the 7-pr.

There are several 7-prs. in the Service, for which various charges

are issued. (See p. 469.)

The 7-pr. 6-oz. charge sometimes fails to ensure the percussion

fuze acting, the shock being too slight for the guard tj always shear

the feathers. This small charge also causes a difficulty with case shot,

which frequently does not break up.

In the 13-pr. and 2'5-inch guns, the system of rifling is the

"modern polygroove" with increasing twist.

The lC-pr., 9-pr., and 7-pr. guns fire studded projectiles only, and

do not take gas-checks ; the 13-pr. and 2'5-inch fire studlcss

projectiles only, rotated by automatic gas-checks, except in the case

of star shell. Tte projectiles of these two classes will be described

separately.

The projectiles fired from theso guns are common, double, ring,

and shraprel shell, star shell, and case shot.

Studded Projectiles.

Calibres 16-pr. , 9-pr., and 7-pr.

The shell for all the guns have the G.S. gauge of fuze hole ; tlioso

for the 7-pr. had originally the common gauge.

Common The studs for the 16-pr. projectiles are made of gun-metal for

shell. common shell ; those of the 9-pr. and 7-pr. were formerly made of

zinc, in order not to injure the bronze guns first introduced for these

calibres; the manufacture of 9-pr. bronze guns has been discon

tinued, and the studs are now made of copper. Zinc does not

corrode rapidly when not in contact with another metal, but when

iron and zinc together are exposed to the action of the weather a

galvanic action is set up which hastens corrosion, and projectiles may

be seen in which the zinc studs are reduced to a mere white patch of

oxide of zinc from this cause.

* Any 2 !> inc0i ehells marked " 7-pr. 400 lb." will be re-marked " 2'6-inch,"

§ G660.
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Hence projectiles with zinc studs should always be stored under

cover when practicable.

The construction of the common shell will be seen from the cut, Construction,

which shows that for the 16-pr. gun. All these shell are lacquered

inside, the bursting charge is put in loose in the 7-pr. and 9-pr., the

fuze hole being made sufficiently long to take a G.S. wad as well as

the plug. In the 16-pr. the bursting charge is contained in a bag.

R.L. Percussion, Mark IV.—Mark 1, if any existing, may be used Fuzes,

for the 7-pr. and 9-pr. only. The Small Percussion will eventually

supersede the R.L. fuze for these shells.

Black, studs unpainted. Paint.

Filled or empty, transported boxed. Issue.

There is only one calibre of double shell, viz., that for the 7-pr. Double shell.

Common Shell, 16-pr.

I
 

I

I
i

It is intended for hig'i-angle fire with low charge (4 oz.), and as Use,

it carries a comparatively large bursting charge (15 oz.) it would-be

effective against houses.

The construction is similar to th-xt of the 7-pr. common shell.
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Fuzcg. The direct-action, percussion and small percussion fazes, and 15-

seconds M.L. with special priming, may be employed with this shell.

Paint and Paint and issue as for common shell,

iwue- Calibres 16-pr., 9-pr., and 7-pr.

Shrapnel Shell, R.M.L., Shrapnel, are the most important projectiles, two-

»hcll. thirds of all those in the equipment of field and mountain guns being

of this nature.

The construction of these shell generally resembles that of the

Construction. B.L., but they have cast-iron bodies and copper studs for all natures.

(See cut, which shows the section of a 16-pr.) They have the compo

site socket, gun-metal tube, and mixed-metal balls, packed as usual

in melted rosin, brown paper lining, and felt washer, which for these

shell is soaked in beeswax.

In the 9-pr. and 7-pr. the diaphragm is not coned, and in the

16-pr. the interior diameter is slightly reduced towards the top,

with a view to increasing the number of fragments into which the

shell breaks up.

The 7-pr. has six weakening grooves in body and base, the f'-pr.

has them in the powder chamber only, and the 16-pr. has none, but

the thickness of metal all round the tin cup is slightly reduced, as

shown in the cut.

Fuzes. For the 16-pr , 9-pr., and 7-pr., the 15-seconds M.L. fuze; it will

be superseded by the T and P, No. 56, Mark IV.

Issue. Filled or empty, transported boxed.

Shrapnel Shell, 16-pr.

 

Studless Shell.

The common and shrapnel shell for tho 13-pr., and the shrapnel

and ring shell for the 2"5-inch guns are studless ; the star shell for

the 2 5-inch has stnds, although this gun is rifled on the modern

polygrooved system.
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Shell, B.M.L., Common, of cast iron, are made for the 13-pr. Common

As there are no studded common or shrapnel shell for these guns, shell,

the word " studless " does not form part of the nomenclature. In

all these pieces the shell receive their rotation from an automatic

gas-check, which for convenience of transport and loading is always

permanently secured to the projectile.

The 13-pr., Mark II, common shell, are of cist iron, with parallel Construction,

walls, having the G.S. fuze hole, and lacquered inside. The base is 13-pr. and

formed by a projecting disc similar to that of the heavier studless 4-'nV'n

shell, and having a groove rouud its edge, to which the gas-check is ^"j'

attached by being spun on before the shell is issued.

The edge of the base in front of the disc is not, however, rounded

off as in the heavier natures, but forms a flat ring. To ensure the

gas-check imparting its rotation to the shell, the surface of this ring

is in the 13-pr. formed into 20 saw-shaped serrations, which fit into

corresponding grooves in the front of the gas-check.

An iron common shell was formerly made for the 2'5-inch, and § 6743.

is described in previous editions of this Treatise; it has been super

seded by a ring shell, and is to become obsolete.

All these shell are lacquered inside, and the bnrsting charge is put

Shell, E.M.L., Ring, 2'5-inch, Mark I.

Scale, J.
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in loose the fuze hole being made sufficiently long to take a G.S. wad

as well as the ping.

For the 13-pr. the R.L. Percussion ; to be superseded by the

Small Percussion.

Filled or empty, transported boxed.

Shell, E.M.L., King, 2 5-inch. Mark I, is of iron enst on a core of

13 iron rings, each ring so weakened that it should break up into six

segments on bursting. The inside is lacquered, and no bag is used

with it. The base has 12 radial ribs. It is issued with the Mark II

gas-check spun on. Its weight when filled and fuzed is the same as

the shrapnel when filled and fuzed.

The powder used is a mixture of R.L.G.2 and R.F.G. (see p. 8).

For method of filling with stars, incendiary Mark II see p. 260.

Small percussion fuze.

Body black. The head is painted blue down to the shoulder.

Filled or empty, transported boxed.

Shell, B.M.L., Shrapnel, of forged steel, are made for the 13-pr.,

and 2'5-inch guns.

Shell, R.M.L., Shrapnel, Mark I, of cast iron, for the 13-pr. guns

only.

The shrapnel shells for the 13-pr. have the bursting charge in the

base, and those for the 2'5-inch have the bur-ting charge in tho head.

The Shell, B.M.L., Shrapnel, 13-pr., Mark II, is of forged steel,

with solid base. Near the base the walls are thickened, forming a

shoulder, on which rests the wronght-iron diaphragm, and beneath

which fits a pear-shaped tin cup to contain the bursting charge.

The powder chamber is made of this peculiar shape in order to

thicken a portion of the base, and thus prevent any tendency towards

breaking up at that point. A gun-metal pipe of small internal

diameter screws into the centre of the diaphragm, and its upper

portion is enlarged and threaded to take the shrapnel primer. The

walls are lined with glazeboard and filled with 133 mixed metal

bullets of 34 per lb., molten ro.sin being run amongst them to bind

them together. A felt washer is placed over the bullets and keeps

the rosin from working up. A tin socket is soldered over the upper

end of the central pipe. The head is of Bessemer metal, lined with

wood, and is lightly attached to the body by twisting pins and rivets,

solder being run round the exterior of the juncliou to further secure

it. A gun-metal socket is soldered to the head; it is screwed to the

G.S. gauge, and its lower end fits inside the tin socket, but they are

not permanently fastened together. The base is prepared to take

the automatic gas-check, having the locking rim and serrations as

in the common shell.

Some 13-pr. shrapnel Mark II have been made rather shorter than

the above ; these are to be used up for practice, and are marked with

a yellow band.

A Mark I shrapnel of cast iron has been made and issued for the

13-pr. R.M.L. The construction differs very slightly from that above

described; the body is thicker, consequently there is less capacity

for bullets, and the walls are lined with brown paper. The tin cup

is of the ordinary coned description. Its contents are 116 bullets of

34 per lb.

In the 13-pr. shrapnel, both steel and iron, the central gun-metal

pipe is of smaller internal diameter than usual, in order to economise

space, and for this reason special care has to be taken in filling these

shell.

These shell are canie l on their sides in the limbers and ammuni-
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Shell, It.M.L., Shrapnel, 13-pr., Mark [I.

Scale, i.

 

tion wagons, and in several instances the bursting charge has been

found to work its way either through or round the brass primer into

the socket. To remedy this defect, Mark III primer (see p. 361) was

introduced.

In any case in which part of the bursting charge is found in the

socket, the primer shonld be removed, and the powder returned to

the tin cup, as the charge of these shell is small, and the loss of even

a few grains might impair its efficiency:

Shell, R.M.L., shrapnel, 2-5-inch,' Mark IV, has the bursting §§8072,9727.

charge contained in the head. (See Plato XXIV.)

This shell has a body of forged steel tubing, head and body in one

piece, and the base is of malleable cast iron or mild steel. The fuze

(5581) T
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socket is of gnnmetal with ft flange on the exterior so that when

screwed into the head from inside, the socket flange tits against the

interior. Above the head, u gun-metal nut screws on to the end of

the fuze socket and down on to the truncated top of the head. The;

fuze socket is tapped to the G.S. pitch and taper and is long enough

to take a T. and P. fuze over a wad.

The head is lined with wood and a tin cup is placed inside to

contain the bursting charge which is put in loose the neck of the tin

cup titting round the socket. Under the tin cup is placed a felt disc

and a wrought-iron one.

The body is lined with brown paper and filled with mixed metal

balls, 35 per lb. packed in melted rosin.

The base is then lightly attached by four stee! screws, formerly

pins, and two wrought-iron keys, the latter fitting into undercut slots-

in the body and base. The latter is prepared to take the automatic-

gas-check which is issued permanently attached to the base by bt ing

spun on.

Action. The action is the same as for the 13. L., Q.F., or Q.F.C. 4-irtclt

Bhrapnel Mark VI, p. 218.

§ 5031. Shell, R.M.L., shrapnel, 2'5-inrh, Mark III differs from Mark IV

as follows : —

I. A malleable cast-iron head, tapped to G.S. pitch and taper,

lacquered internally and with tin disc soldered to its under-surfacer
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screws iuto the front of the body and is kept from working loose by

si keep screw.

II. It has no tin cup felt or wrought-iron disc.

III. Ten cast-iron segments rest on the the shoulder of the base

inside the shell, and the base is lightly attached by shearing pins

instead of shearing screws.

The disadvantage of Mark III shrapnel is that on the ignition of

the bursting charge there is a great tendency of the head to be blown

off instead of the base.

Mark II.—The cavity in the head is larger than in Mark Til, and §§ U42,986i,

a shalloon bag is used to contain the bursting charge. The contents

iire the same except that 70 buckshot are inserted instead of 11 as in

the Mark III.

Mark I, not published in List of Changes, differed only from § 9864.

Mark II in its contents, which wore 98 lead bullets.

Mark I* has a cylindrical chamber in the head, and the bursting § biitu.

charge is contained in a cylindrical shalloon bag.

The existing stock of R.M.L. 2'5-inch shrapnel, Marks I, I*, II § 9SGt.

and III, are to be used up at practice as authorized.

The 13-pr., the T. and P., No. 56, Mark IV. FuzC9.

The 2'5-inch, the T. and P. short -which -will be superseded, when

used up, by the T. and P., No. 56, Mark IV.

Black, tips painted red for 1-inch in depth, except the 2'5-inch Paint.

Mark I* which is painted red all over. The gas-checks are nn-

painted.

Filled or empty, transported boxed. Issue.

Star Shell.

Shell, R.M.L., star, elongated are made for the 2'5-inch and 7-pr. Stn,;- shell,

guns.

Shell, R.M.L. , star, 2-5-inch, Mark IV, has a body of forged steel § 9321.

tubing with a base screwed in. The base, which may be of malleable

oast iron or Ihild steel, is prevented from unscrewing by keep pins.

The interior of the shell is lacquered and lined with brown paper.

A recess in the base contains a shalloon bag, tilled with a bursting

charge of one dram R.P.G." gunpowder primed with quick-match. A

wronght-iron disc, which rests on a felt washer and band, covers the

recess, and contains the lower end of the perforated brass tube which

is screwed into it. On top of the wrought-iron disc is placed a felt

disc on which rest four large stars, kept in position by four wood

wedges placed between. The wedges are slightly longer than the

stars so that they support the disc with the upper tier of stars and

prevent the lower tier from being crushed. A perforated wrought-iron

disc with felt washer above, and felt washer and band below, fits on

top of the wedges and supports eleven smaller stars. The smaller

.stars are covered by a felt washer. (Sec Plate XXV.)

The stars consist of rolled paper cases, driven with star com

position (see p. 552), and near each end are four holes threaded with

quick-match. Mealed powder is placed on the inside of the latter

and star composition outside it. Mealed powder priming is placed

over the star composition, this being covered with a paper disc.

The head is of sheet iron, lined with wood, having a perforated

gan-metal faze socket, screwed to G.S. taper and pitch, riveted on.

The lower part of the perforated socket is covered on the outside

with white fine paper, and the lower end fits Tonnd the top of the-

central pipe, the later being perforated near each end to allow the

(5581) T 2
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.flash from the fuze to reach the quick-match priming in the long

stars. The head is secured to the body by brass tacks, or rivets, and

Pettmau cement.

The shell is rotated by four copper studs near the base.

I TiCfjO. Shell, R.M.L., star, 2'5-inch, Mark III differs from Mark IV as

follows :—

The central pipe is screwed to the fuze socket. The base is of

malleable cast-iron and the disc over the bursting charge is perforated

and made of tinned iron. The interior of the shell is neither

lacquered, nor lined with brown paper, and Pettmau cement is not

used at the junction of head and body. There are no felt washer;-.

The central disc or diaphram is not nscd and there are no wood

wedges.

The shell contains 20 stars, 10 large and 10 small, built up in

three layers.

St*rt. Each star consists of a rolled paper case driven with composition

(see p. 552), and primed at both ends with two short lengths of quick-

match. The face of the composition in each end is roughened and

coated with mealed powder and sulphur, and the ends of the body for

about -2o inch are also coated with sulphur.

They are woolded with fine copper wire round the body and over

the ends to strengthen them.

Mark H. Mark II differs from the above as follows :—

§ 1. There is no sulphur priming on the ends of the stars, but the

quick-match is rather longer.

2. The central pipe fits inside the bottom of the socket, but is not

screwed to the latter.

3. The blowing charge consists of a disc of paper with quick-match

sewn on the upper side of it.

Mark L A few Mark I shell have been issued. They differ from Mark If

in having (1) the base made of gun-metal and rounded, (2) four pro

jections on the base instead of four studs on the body, and (3) a

larger chamber for the blowing charge.

§ 9*55. Shell, R.M.L., star, 7-pr., Mark VI, has a body of Gorged steel,

lacquered internally and lined with brown paper. A recess is

formed in the base into which a felt disc is placed for the reception

of a shalloon bag, containing a bursting charge of 1 dram R.P.G.

gunpowder, primed with quickmatch. Over the felt is placed an

iron disc (having a central hole), with u thin felt disc on top. On

this is placed a tier of four large stais kept in position by four wood

wedges placed between. The wedges are slightly longer than the

stars and prevent the latter from being crushed, as the perforated

iron disc, or diaphragm, with felt on either side of it, rests on them.

This disc supports the upper tier of nine smaller fctars which are

covered by a felt disc. (See Plate XXVI.)

The stars in construction are similar to those for the 2'5-inch,

Mark IV, st ir shell (see p. 275).

The hea 1 is similar to the 2'5-inch, hut the perforated gnn-mctal

fuze socket differs slightly at the bottom as there is no central pipe,

in the 7-pr., for it to tit over. The head is secured to the body by

brass tacks, or rivets, and Pettman cement, and the upper tier of

stars is steadied by the fuze socket fitting between the stars.

The shell is rotated by three copper studs near the Laoe.

5 C0C9. Shell, R.M.L., star, 7-pr., Mark V, differs from Mark VI, as

follows :—

The body of the shell is of cast iron, it has a central perforated

metal pipe, screwed at the top to the fuze socket, and at the bottom
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to a perforated tinned iron disc. Tho interior of the shell is neither

lacquered, nor lined with brown paper, and Pettraan cement is not

used at the junction of head and body. There are no felt washers

nor wood wedges, and no central disc, or diaphragm is used.

The shell contains 15 stars, 6 large and 9 small, in two layers.

The stars in construction are similar to those for the 2-5-inch,

Mark III, star shell (sec p. 276), except that the ends are not primed

with sulphur.

Shell, B.M.L., Shn; 7-pr., Mark V.

■ Scale, i.
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The Mark IV Star shell, for the 7-pr., differs from the above in Mark IV.

having the central pipe fitting mechanically inside the lower end of § 4828.

the socket, and the blowing charge is of quick-match, sewn on a disc

of paper. The quick-match priming on the stars is also slightly

longer.

Previous patterns were an inch shorter, and contained only thirteen Marks I, II,

stars. ' and Iir-

They had a bursting charge of ^ dram R.F.G. powder contained

in a shalloon bag, but no central pipe. The stars had considerably

more quick-match priming, and were not bound with copper wire.

Mark III had the socket perforated with several holes to allow the § 3788.

gas to escape and ignite the front row of stars.

Marks I and II had a plain socket, and the head of tin instead of §§ 2492, 2525,

tinned iron. Mark I had zinc studs. This shell can be tired from tb«. 2756.

9-pr. R.M.L. gun, but is not included in the equipment for the

latter.

Fuze, time, 15 seconds, M L., special priming, Mark I, for 2"o-iuch Fuzes. *

and 7-pr.

Black, except the studs which are unpainted, a red band ^-ineh Paint,

wide, IJ-inches from the point, denoting filled, and on the shouldor,

as a distinguishing mark, a white disc upon which a red star is

painted.

R.M.L. 2-5-inch and 7-pr. filled as above and transported boxed. Is'uo

Case Shot.

Shot, B.M.L., Case, are made for the 16-pr., 13-pr., 9-pr., 7-pr., Cahtiroj.

and 2,5-inch guns.

All are of the F.S. construction, viz., tin body in three pieces Construction,

soldered together longitudinally, with tin bottom attached by the '^y^08'

same means and strengthened with a ring of sheet iron riveted on. 5990' 1619'

The top is of tinned iron secured by the fringed body being bent 5093' 7570I

over and soldered. There is a loose sheet-iron disc inside the base, 8108.

Shot, B.M.L., Case, 2-5-inch, Mark I.
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and a loose wrought-iron lining of three .segments. The contents are-

mixed metal balls packed in clay and sand. (See cut.)

The loose disc and segmental linings in earlier patterns of the 9-pr.

were made of zinc to avoid injuring the bore of the bronze guns.

§ 8108. When 16-pr. I, 13-pr. I, 9-pr. IV, 7-pr. IV and V, and 2 5-inch I

are fitted with handle.0, an asterisk will be added to the numeral.

For the 9-pr. the shot has a wood disc under the top, to bring it

up to the length required by the fittings of the axletree boxes.

The 7-pr. has a tin top, soldered on like the lid of a tin cannister.

This will frequently fail to break up when fired with the 6-oz.

charge from the light 7-pr. gun.

In order to ensure the 7-pr. case shot breaking up, the latest

pattern for that gun has the loose iron base disc fitting inside the

segmental linings.

Paint. Black all over.

Issue. All are issued in boxes.

Drill shell . -A- Shell, B.M.L., Drill, 13-pr., Mark IT, is supplied for use at drill

§5136. with that gun. It resembles the common shell, but has a flat base.

To prevent injury to the bore of the gun, it is provided with two

copper bands, one at the base, the other at the shoulder ; these are

attached in the same way as the Vavasseur driving bands. When used

it will be filled with sand and sawdust, and plugged.

§ 4068. Mark I differs from the above only in having the band secured by

copper rivets.
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CHAPTER XVIII.—PROJECTILES FOR R.B.L.

GUNS ON THE LEAD-COATED SYSTEM.

SHORT NOTES ON PROJECTILES FOR RIFLED GUNS-

DISTINGUISHING MA.RKS FOR PROJECTILES.

INTRODUCTION. — SEGMENT, COMMON, AND SHRAPNEL SHELL. CASE,

AND SOLID, SHOT.—SUMMARY OF RIFLED PROJECTILES.—DISTIN

GUISHING MAKES.

The Armstrong R.B.L. system adopted for the Service in 1858, Lead-coated:

comprises the following guns, viz., 7-inch, 40-pr., 20-pr.. 12-pr., system,

and 9-pr. Some 40-pr. guns have been altered by giving the

trunnions a quarter-turn to the left, ro that the vent piece works

in a slot on the light side of the gun. They are known as "side

closing" guus. The tin cup is the only store which differs from

those supplied to other 40-pr. guns.

In the R.B.L. system a soft-coated projectile is forced through Principle,

a polygroove bore of such diameter that it can only pass through by

the lands cutting (heir way into the soft coat.

The calibres of Armstrong guns are the diameters taken at the Calibres,

smallest part of the bore immediately in front of the seat of the

shot; this part is called the "grip," it extends a short distance up

the bore.

The twist is iu all cases uniform.

There is no windage iu this system, and, consequently, the fuze

cannot be lit by the flash from the charge.

The projectiles in use with this system are common, segment, and Projectile*,

shrapnel shell ; case, and solid shot.

The 7-inch and 40-pr. are obsolete for Naval Service. § 1036G.

Common Shell.

Shell, R.B.L., common are made of the following calibres, viz., Calibres.

7-inch, 40-pr., 20-pr., 12-pr. and 9-pr.

These shell are of cast iron, about 2^ calibres long, with ogival Construction,

heads strnck with a radius of lj diameters and are lacquered

internally.

A thin coat of an alloy of 19 parts lead to 1 part antimony

extends from base to shoulder. This alloy is considered more

economical than the first that was employed, which consisted of soft

and antimonial lead, and tin.

The lead coat has been attached in three ways :— Attachment.

lot. By tin solder and square cut grooves in the shell. This

stripped very much.
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2nd. By mechanical meaus, viz., undercut grooves. This was

better.

3rd. By zinc-solder, no grooves.

This method, which was first introduced for the heavier natures,

has been extended to all, whether new or repaired. It depends on

the principle that zinc is capable of forming an alloy both with i. on

and with lead, and is thus carried out :—

The shell, having been cleaned, is warmed in a bath of equal parts

ot tin and lead, then dipped in a bath of liquid sal-ammoniac to remove

any scale, and then into one of melted zinc, which attaches itself to

the clean surface of the iron. The shell is again dipped into the

lead and tin bath, this time to reduce the temperature, after which

it is placed in a mould, and the melted lead and antimony run round

it. The coat so formed is afterwards turned down to tho proper

dimensions, and a cannelure is formed near the base of the coat to

take any lead stripping off the front part.

The diameter of the lead coat behind the cannelure is slightly

increased, to enable the projectile to be gripped at the shoulder and

base on ramming home, also to prevent windage, and to retain tho

grip until the base of the shell leaves the muzzle.

Complaints were made of lead-coated projectiles stripping in

such a manner as to render it dangerous to fire over the heads of

troops ; this objection, however, was made against shells with tin

attachment, and can hardly apply to undercut or zinc attached

shells. With the zinc, although it is thu best method, the coat has

occasionally become detached in places where the lead has risen up

into blisters from the formation of gas underneath it.

Such blisters are generally small, and may be pricked and then

hammered down, when they will in no way affect the fitness of the

shell for service. If left to develop themselves they have been

known to attain a large size.

A place on a shell where the coat is detached is detected by

the flat, dull sound heard on tapping it, instead of tho ring that

comes from a sound spot.

Common shell are of two classes :—

1. Garrison.

2. Field.

1. Garrison.—"-Calibres 7-inch and 40-pr., G.S. Gauge.

A light common shell was introduced at one time for X.S., the

recoil from the heavy shell having proved inconveniently great on

board ship. This shell may be met with in the L.8. ; it is unsuitable

for use with the 7-inch gun of 72 cwt., charge 10 lbs., as the charge

is not sufficient to ensure the lubricators breaking up properly when

the light shell is used ; on an emergency, however, the shell might

be used.

The percussion fuzes pre the direct action for the 7-inch, and the

R.L. and small for the 40-pr. The primer, fuze, percussion, R.L. is

used in conjunction with the R.L. fuze for the 40-pr.

Filled or empty, loose.

2. Field.—Calibres, 20, 12, and 9-prs. ; gauj: fieldArmstrong

service, except the 20-pr. N.S., which has the G.S. gauge.

They have a flanged gun-metal socket to take the fuze : the socket

contracts at the bottom to prevent the fuze being put in with the rim

down.

These shell tale the R.B.L. field service plug with left handed

thread.
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As this gauge is tapped with a coarse, quick screw, the plugs are

sipt to unscrew from the jolting of the limber. Care must be taken

to examine the plugs frequently, and to screw up any that have

become unscrewed.

The 20-pr. N.S. shell takes the R.L. or D.A. percussion fuze. Fuzes.

All the others take the B.L. plain.

The 12 and 9-pr., empty or filled, are issued boxed. Issue.

Segment Shell.

Shall, R.B.L. Segment have been made of the following calibres, Calibres,

viz., 7-inch, 40-pr., 20-pr., 12-pr. and 9-pr., but no more will be made.

The existing stock will be used up and then these shell will become § 4954.

"cisting L.S. segment shells are to be used up for

The shell consists of a cast-iron body, about 2 calibres loag, Construction,

lined with cast-iron segments built up in layers, having a powder

chamber in the centre and the base is closed with a cast-iron disc.

Externally the shell closely resembles the common shell (excepting

paint marks) but the lead coat extends somewhat more over the base

to retain the cast-iron dis«, under the segments, in position.

Segment shells were divided into two classes :— Classes.

1. Garrison.

2. Field or Boat.

Garrison 7-inch and 40-pr. G.S. Gauge, formerly Moorsom gauge.

They are lacquered inside and take a bursting charge of loose

powder.

The 7-inch takes the direct action percussion, and the 40-pr. the Fuzes.

R.L. percussion. The time fuze for nso with both guns is the

15-seconds with detonator Mark III.

Filled or empty, loose. Issue.

Field or Boat—20-pr., 12-pr., and 9-pr., Gauge, Armstrong Field

Service.

Ia these shell the powder " shell F.G." is contained in wrought-iron- § 754.

gas-pipe bursters, the pipe is dropped into the powder chamber, Bursters,

which is of the same diameter as the fuze-hole, the brown paper

eover in which the burster is issued is retained, the top end being torn * lgjt

off to allow ignition, the ends of tlie burster are closed by serge and

paper discs fastened to metal rings.

Bursters are occasionally found to leak; this may be remedied as

a temporary measure by inserting the burster in the shell, or, if

already in the shell, by reversing it.

Field service shells are carried filled, over the burster is placed a

wooden Dlug covered with serge to keep it from shaking about, the

R.B.L. held service gun-metal plug with leather collar is then

screwed in.

To prepare the shell for firing, the gun-metal plug is unscrewed,

the serge-covered plug taken out, and the fuze dropped in rim upper

most; the safety pin being withdrawn (in most segment shells it is

impossible to put the fuze in wrong, as the rim comes in the way), the

gun-metal plug is again- screwed in. It was found necessary to

insert a lead disc at the bottom of the shell to keep the percussion . 2C)28

fuze from liaving play in the shell, owing to the screw thread in the ^ 205o'

gun-metal plugs being shorter than the time fuze. Shells which have

these discs permanently fastened in are marked with the letter D on

the lead coat. This does not apply to shells for N.S.
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Fuzes.. The B.L. plain percussion and the K time fuze.

Issue. The 12-pr. and 9-pi\, empty or tilled, are issed boxed.

Paint. The tips of all segment shells are painted blue, and the uncoatedT

portion of the base is painted black, the paint in both cases extending

over the edge of the lead to prevent corrosion.

Calibres.

Fuzes.

faint.

Issue.

Shrapnel Shell.

Shell, R.B.L., shrapnel are issued for the "-inch, 40-pr., 12-pr.

and 9-pr. guns. The general construction is much the same as for

R.M.L. guns.

These shell are of cast iron, about 2h calibres long, with ogival'

heads struck with a radius of 1J diameters. They have internal

weakening grooves both in the body and in the base. The 7- inch

and 40-pr. have wrought-iron central pipes, the 12-pr. and 9-pr. metal

pipes, and each have the composite fuze socket. They are filled with,

mixed metal balls.

These shell have the G.S. gauge, and the fuze to be employed

with them is the 15-seconds with detonator, Hark III. The 5-seeonds-

and 9-seconds B.L. time fuzes may also be used up with these shell.

For the 7-inch and 40-pr. shrapnel the middle sensitive fuze is

also used, but when this fuze is used up it will be superseded by the

middle T and P fuze.

The tips are painted red for 1 inch deep, the remainder of the

shell, except the lead coat, being painted black, the paint extending

over the edge of the lead to prevent corrosion.

The 12-pr. and 9-pr., filled or empty, boxed. The 7-inch and

40-pr. loose.

Cask Shot.

Shot, B.B.L., ease are made for all natures.

§ 1611. The R.L. pattern of case is now adopted. The general construc

tion of B.B.L. and R.M.L. case is similar, but the former have solder

studs to prevent their being rammed too far into the bore. Some-

early patterns of field service case have segmental rings of solder

instead of studs.

The balls of the earlier patterns of case shot were packed in coaF

dust, but equal parts of clay and sand are now used.

The 7-inch case shot is made to suit both R.M.L. and R.B.L. 7-inch

guns by having three large solder studs at one end, which cause it to-

stop in the shot chamber when ramming home in a R.B.L. gun, but

find room in the three large grooves of the Woolwich gun.

In other respects it general!}- resembles the F.S. pattern. For

details, sec p. 549.

The 7-inch is the only one provided with a handle.

The 7-inch and 40-pr. case shot contain 8-oz. sand shot, the 20-pr.,

12-pr. and 9-pr. contain mixed metal balls.

§52tl3. The 20-pr. R.B.L. caso shot, Mark IV, differs from previous

patterns in having the loose iron base disc made smaller, so as to fit

inside the longitudinal segments in order to make the shot break up

more easily on discharge.

In the 20-pr., 12-pr., and 9-pr., case the top is of rounded

tin, a wooden disc fitting underneath it. (See cut.)

Faint. Case shot are painted black all over.

Issue. The 12-pr. and 9-pr. boxed, the remainder loose.
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12-pr. Case Stw!. Mark IV.

ify. Wood disc.

 

In loading R.B.L. case the studs go towards the rear. The case Loading,

•shot should be pressed home gently, if much force is used it

may be rammed past the shot chamber, the soft studs being

shorn off.'

Solid Shot.

Shot, B.B.L., Solid, are made of the following calibres, viz., 40-pr.,

20-pr., 12-pr., and 9-pr., and they are only used for practice.

They have much the same form and length as segment shells.

They are issued loose, but might be packed in boxes if convenient

for transit or for India.

Tip white.

Drill Shot.

Shot, R.B.L. , Drill.—For the larger guns down to the 20-pr. §§ 942, 1088,

inclusive, recovered shells, with their coating turned down, are used. 742.

For the 9 and ]2-prs. special shot are used with the lead coating

■extending over the head, to avoid injury to the copper bash. The

shell or shot used for drill purposes may be known by the absenso

of cannelures.

Calibres.

Issue.

Paint.
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Paper Shot.

§ 10330. Shot, paper, empty, Marks I, II and III are issued for tlic 7-incb,

40-pr. and 20-pr. guns in the L.S. They are brought up to weight

in the usual way, and the rear of the shot is enlarged to prevent its

being ranimed too far into the gun.

Short Notes ox Projectiles for Rifled Guns.

Projectiles in

USC.

Commor

shell.

Length.

(■ tin-metal

bushes.

Flanged

sockets.

Recess for

Naval wad.

Burster tag*.

The following remarks will in great part be found scattered

through the various cliapteis treating on rifled projectiles^ They are

here given in a brief collected form, and as generally as possible.

Details of the various projectiles will be found in the places allotted

to them, and, as a rule, only the latest patterns will be dealt with

here. The few notes here given arc simply intended to aid the

memories of those who already have a general knowledge of the

subject.

The projectiles fired from rifled guns, including Q.F. 12-pr. and

up, are :—

Common shell (iron and steel).

„ pointed shell ( steel and practice).

„ lyddite shell.

Double shell.

Armour-piercing shell.

King shell.

Shrapnel shell.

Segment shell.

Star shell.

Palliser shell.

,, shot.

Armour-piercing shot.

Case shot.

Solid shot.

Common shell are tired from all natures of rifled guns and

howitzers, except the B.L. 12-pr. 6 cwt., and B.L. or Q.F. 15-pr.,

and Il.M.L. 2-5-inch guns.

For B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C. guns they arc from 3 to 4 calibres fcwig,

for R.M.L. about 3 calibres long, and for R.B.L. about 2£ cidibie*

long.

They are all now lacquered internally with red lacquer.

The B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C. guns 4-ineh and up: B.L. howitzers

o-inch, 5 4-inch and 0-inch ; R.M.L. 40-pr. and upwards have

flanged gun-metal bushes in the nose; the R.B.L. 7-inch., 40-pr. and

20-pr. N.S. have plain gun-metal bushes.

The R.B.L., 20-pr., L.S., 12-pr. and 9-pr. common shell have

flanged gun-metal sockets to support the B.L. plain percussion fuse.

The following common shells have a '2-inch recess in the nose to

take the Naval wad :—

B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C. 4-inch and upwards (guns and howitzers)

except the 30-pr. gun.

R.M.L., 40-pr. and upwards.

R.B.L., 7-inch, 40-pr. ; and 20-pr. N.S.

Burster bags are used in filling common shells as under :—

B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C, 4-inch and upwards (guns and hwtritWTs).

R.M.L., 16-pr. and upwards.
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R.M.L. howitzers, 6'3-inch, 6'6-inch, and 8-inch.

R.B.L., 7-inoh and 40-pr.

The common shells which are filled with loose powder are :— Loose powder.

R.M.L. 13-pr., 9-pr. and 7-pr. guns.

R.B.L. 20-pr., 12-pr. and 9-pr. guns.

The following common shells are filled through the base :— Filled

B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C., G-inch and upwards (except G'-inch tlurongli base.

howitzer practice Marks II and III).

R.M.L., studless, 80-pr. and upwards.

R.M.L., howitzers, 6"6-inch and 8-inch, studless.

The common shells which are filled through the nose are :-— Filled

B.L. 6-inch howitzer practice Marks II and III, B.L. 5-inoh through nose

and under.

R.M.L., all studded.

R.M.L., common, 10-inch H.A. iron and studless below the

80-pr.

AH R.B.L. ,
Discs, base

These are used to seal the base after filling in common shell :— plug.

B.L., cast-iron, G-inch to 12-inch.

B.L., cast-:>teel, 6-inch Marks IV and V. ,
lungs, baso

Lead rings are used to seal the base of cast-steel common shell, plug.

B.L. 9'2-inch and upwards, and 16 25 forged steel common shell,

Mark II, R.M.L. 10-inch and upwards, and common-pointed B.L.

8-inch and upwards, when these shell have adapters screwed in the

base, or else are fitted with large solid plugs. .,, . .
' 6 ' & Closing bines.

The bases of cast-steel common shell are closed as follows:—

B.L. 6-inch Marks IV and V, by a metal plug.

B.L., G-inch VI, and 8-inch IV, by the large base plug.

B.L., 9 2-inch and 10-iuch by the small adapter.

B.L., 12-inch and upwards, by the large adapter.

R.M.L., 9-inch lnrge base plug, 10-inch small adapter.

R.M.L., 11 -inch and up, large adapter.

B.L., 13'5 Mark I and 12-inch Mark IV have large solid plug,

9 2 Mark V the small.

The R.M.L. 10-incli H.A. iron and G-inch howitzer practice Marks

II and III have their bases closed by steel plugs riveted in. Peculiar

The common shell for the 8-inch B.L. Mark VII and VIIa gun common

weighs only 180 lb. shell.

The 80-pr., R.M.L., studded common shell has a strengthening

band cast in the interior underneath the front ring of studs. Unloosing

All R.M.L. common shell, 64-pr. and upwards, made between holes.

March, 1869, and February, 1873, have unloading holes in the head. p0;nte<i

Common pointed shells of cast steel are fired from:—■ common

Q.F. 12-pr. and 47-inch. "lie113-

B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C. 4-inch and 6-inch and B.L. 5-inch and up.

R.M.L. 9-inch heavy, 8-inclf, 9-inch, 10-inch, 11-inch, 12-inch,

25-tons, 12'5-inch, and 16-inch.

The bases of poiuted common shell are closed as follows :—■ oE° ointed*0"

B.L. and Q.F. 12-pr. to 5-inch, medium base No. 2 plug. common

B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C. 6-inch, large No. 1 base plug. shells.

B.L. 8-inch and upwards steel bush, which takes the large No. 1

base plug, riveted in during manufacture.

The 12-pr. Q.F. pointed common Mark I was closed by the
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Common

pointed

practice

shells.

■Closing bases

JLyddite slioll.

Double shell.

Armour-

piercing

shells.

Hotclikiss No. 3 base ping and the Q.F. 4 7-inch Mark III by the

Armstrong base plug.

Earlier marks of B.L. pointed common shells had gun-metal

adapters in the base, the 8-inch the small, the 92-inch and upwards

the large.

R.M.L. 9-inch heavy, small adapter: 125-inch Mark I, large

adapter.

R.M.L. 8-inch and upwards except 9-inch heavy, steel bush

riveled in during manufacture.

All the above have their bursting charges contained in burster

bags except the Q.F. 12-pr. which is tilled with loose powder.

Common pointed practice shells of cast iron are fired from :—

B.L. lG'2o-inch, 135-inch, 12-inch heavy, 12-inch light, 10-inch,

9'2-inch, 8-inch and 5-inch.

B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C. 6-inch and 4-iuch.

Q.F. 12-pr. and 4 7-inch.

The latest marks have their bases closed as follows:—

12-pr. to 5-inch medium No. 5 base plug, 6-inch and upwards

large No. 4 base ping.

The Q.F. 4-7-inch Marks I and II were closed by the Armstrong

base plug.

The latest marks of the practice shells are unlacquered and

issued filled with salt.

The letter P is stamped on the body of the Q.F. 12-pr. and on the

base of all the others, a yellow band, denoting practice, is painted

round the centre of the body.

Common lyddite shells are made for the following calibres:—

B.L.- guns, 10-inch, 9'2-inch, 8-inch, special for Marks VII and

VIIa guns, 5-inch and 30-pr.

B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C. guns 6-inch and 4-inch.

B.L. howitzers, 5-inch, 5'4-inch, 6-inch, and 8-inch.

Q.F. 47-inch.

R.M.L. 10-inch on II.A. mounting; and 63-inch howitzer.

They are made of forged steel, have solid bases, and are varnished

inside instead of being lacquered.

They take nose fuzes.

Double shell are made for the R.M.L. 7-inch and 7-pr. only, and

2 95-inch Q.F.

They resemble common shell, but are longer and have larger

capacity for bursting charge. The 7-inch, on account of its great

length, has three strengthening ribs cast inside.

The 7-inch is filled through the nose and takes a burster bag.

The 7-pr. is filled with loose powder.

Armour-piercing shells are made for the following calibres :—

B.L. guns, 135-inch, 12-inch heavy, 12-inch light, 10-inch,

9 2-inch and 8-inch.

B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C. G-inch and Q.F. or Q.F.C. 4-inch.

Q.F. 4 7-inch.

The 4-inch armour-piercing shell is made of forged steel, the

4-7-inch and upwards may be of cast or forged steel. They are

lacquered internally and take bursting charges which are contained

in burster bags.

The 4-inch and 4-7-inch Marks IV and V have the hole in the

base threaded to take the medium No. 2 base plug or fuze.

The 4'7-inch armour-piercing shell Marks I, 1*, II and III, take

■iihe Armstrong base fuze.
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The 6-inch and upwards may have the base screwed to take

the large No. 1 base plug or fuze or a steel bush may be used,

which, as in the common pointed shells, is riveted in during

manufacture.

Ring shell are only made for the R.M.L. 2'5-inch gun. Ring shell.

The 2'5-inch has no metal bush but the metal of the shell is

threaded to take the nose faze.

It is lacquered internally, and the bursting charge is put in

loose.

Shrapnel shell are made for the following calibres :— Shrapnel

B.L. guns 12-pr. and upwards, except the 12-inch heavy. "hell.

B.L. howitzer, 5'4-inch.

Q.F. 12-pr. and upwards.

B.L. shrapnel above the 6-inch are not used now in the L.S.

R.M.L. guns 7-pr. and upwards, except R.M.L. 9-inch and 10-inch

on H.A. mountings.

They are of two distinct consl ructions, those having the bursting Constru' tion.

charge in the head, and those having the bursting charge in the

base.

Shrapnel shell, having the bursting charge in the head, have been

mnde for the following calibres :—

B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C. 4-inch. Marks IV, V and VI, and R.M.L. Burning

2'5-inch, Marks I, I#, II, III, and IV. charge in

heal.

Of these the 4-inch Marks V and VI, and R.M.L. 2 5-inch Marks Bursting

III and IV have the bursting charge put in loose. charge loose

in head.

All the others have the bursting charges contained in red shalloon Bursting

bags. charge in

bags.

Boxer shrapnel shell, or those having the bursting charge in the Bursting

base, may, for the sake of classification, be divided into the following charge in

types :— bate-

Heavy.

Field.

Shooting.

The calibres of the heavy type arc :— Heavy type.

B.L., 9'2-inch and upwards.

R.M.L., 7-inch and upwards.

The characteristics of the heavy type are, the wrought-iron pipe

up the centre, heavy gun-metal socket, and iron sand shot.

The calibres of the field type are :— FiclJ.

B.L. and Q.F., 6-inch and under.

R.M.L., 40-pr. and under.

R.B.L., 12 and P-prs.

The characteristics of the field type are, gun-me!al or brass

central pipe, composite socket of gunmetal and tin, and mixed metal

bullets.

The B.L. or Q.F. 12-pr. and 15-pr. and 30-pr. have their bullets Special

in a cage, and a short socket, also the 10-pr. B.L. shrapnel.

The 5-4-incli howitzer shrapnel Mark II although of the ordinary

field type has a short socket like the 12-pr., 15-pr. or 30-pr.

The 5'4-inch howitzer shrapnel Mark I and the 15-pr. practice

shrapnel have a gun-melal head screwed to the body.

(5581) y
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Shooting

shrapnel.

Primers,

shrapnel

shell.

Weakening

grooves.

Contents.

Peculiar

shrapnel.

Wooden

tubes.

Mark III

shrapnel

primer.

Segment

shell.

Bursting

charges,

7-inch and

40-pr.

20-pr. and

under.

Star shell.

Material.

J

4-oz. sand sliot.

} 2-oz. sand shot.

Mixed metal

bullets.

Shooting shrapnel havo been mado for R.M.L. howitzers, 6-3-inch,

6'6-inch and 8-inch. They differ principally from the field type in

having a larger chamber for powder in the base, and havo this chamber

lacquered similar to a common shell, and are filled through the base

with loose powder.

All shrapnel shell having the bursting charge in the base require

a primer; in the heavy shrapnel it screws into the bottom of tho

socket ; in the field shrapnel the top of the pipe is threaded to take it.

Steel shrapnel have no weakening grooves, as they are not

intended to break up.

B.L. cast-iron have six longitudinal weakening grooves in the

powder chamber only.

R.M.L. studded and studless 7-inch and upwards, 7-pr. R.M.L. ,

and 40-pr., 12-pr., and 9-pr. R.B.L. have six longitudinal weakening

grooves in both body and powder chamber.

The R.M.L. 6 6-inch gun, 80-pr., G4-pr., and 9-pr. have thorn iu

the base only.

The 16-pr., 25-pr., and 40-pr. R M.L. have no weakening grooves.

The contents of shrapnel shell are :—

B.L., 10-inch and upwards

R.M.L., 10-inch and upwards

B.L., 8-inch and 9 2-inch

R.M.L., 7-inch, 8-inch, and 9-inch

B.L., and Q.F., 6-inch and under

R.M.L., 6 6-inch and under, and all R.M.L.

howitzers. . . . . . . . • • I

R.B.L., 7-inch, 40-pr., 12 and 9-prs. . . J

The 8-inch B.L. shrapnel is fitted with a brass central pipe and

composite socket similar to tho F.S. type, but its contents are 2-oz.

sand shot. That for the 8-inch Mark VII gun weighs only 180 lbs.

The Q.F. 4-7-inch shrapnel Marks I and II were fitted with a

fuze-hole socket like the heavy type and a wrought-iron central pipe,

but the contents were mixed metal balls.

The R.M.L. 64-pr., and 80-pr. studded shrapnel, have a thin

wooden tube round the central pipe to bring them up to length

without unduly increasing the weight .

The sockets of shrapnel shell are not countersunk.

The Mark III shrapnel primer only must be used with the Field

Service shrapnel shell.

Segment shell are fired from R.B.L. guns only, and are made for

all calibres from the 9-pr. to the 7-iuch inclusive.

The 7-inch and 40-pr. segment shells have plain gun-metal bushes,

with the usual p2 inch countersink, and are lacquered inside similar

to common shell.

The 7-iuch and 40-pr. take the bursting charge loose, a G.S. wad

being driven into the bottom of the bush, as in common shell filled

with loose powder.

The 20, 12, and 9-prs. have the bursting charge contained in

wrought-iron gas-pipe bursters.

Elongated star shells are made for B.L. howitzers, 6-inch, 5-inch,

and 5-4-inch, 10-pr. B.L, and 2 95-inch Q.F., and for R.M.L. guns,

7-pr. and 2 5-inch ; spherical star shell for R.M.L. howitzers, 6-3-inch,

6 6-inch, and 8-inch.

The 6-ir_ch, 5-inch and 5-4-inch, 10-pr., 2 95-inch Q.F., 7-pr.,

Mark VI, and 2 5-inch star shells have bodies of forged steel.
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The 2'5-inch has a base of malleable iron or steel screwed in. All Bases,

the others have solid bases.

The heads of the 6-inch, 5-inch, and 5'4-inch and 10-pr. are of Heads,

iron or mild steel of the shrapnel form.

The R.M.L. 7 pr. and 2'5-inch heads are of tinned iron, rather

flat at the top.

The B.L. 6-inch howitzer star shell contains 12 stars, the 5'4-inch

1 0 stars, the 5-inch howitzer 8 stars, the R.M.L. 7 pr. 13 stars, and

the 2'5-inch 15 stars. In each shell the stars are arranged in two

tiers. They are issued filled.

PalUser shells may be divided into two patterns, the old and the Palliser

new. The former were lacquered inside, filled with powder and shell.

plugged. They were, however, ordered to be emptied of their

bursting charges, and an equivalent weight of sand substituted.

They are then designated shot. Palliser shells (O.P.) were at one

time made for the following calibres :—

B.L. guns, 6-inch, 8-inch, 9'2-inch, and 12-inch.

R M r / Studded, 7-inch to 12'5-inch.
a.ia.u. | StudlesSj 9_inch t0 17.72.inch.

Of the R.M.L. studless there wcro two marks for R.M.L. guns

9-inch to 12'5-inch, but Mark II only differs in having a detached

base disc, or locking rim.

Palliser shell (N.P.) were lacquered inside, filled with powder, and

fuzed. They were made for the following calibres :—

B.L. guns, 4-inch and upwards.

R.M.L. guns, 9-inch to 16-inch, except 12-inch of 35 tons.

These Palliser shells are still fired from R.M.L. guns in the N.S.,

but, owing to a liability of prematures in B.L. guns, they are not

fired from the latter. B.L. Palliser shells are now emptied of their

bursting charges.

Palliser shot may also be divided into two patterns, the old and Palliser shot,

the new.

The old pattern Palliser shot wore made of the following

calibres :—

R.M.L. studded, 7-inch, 8-inch, 9-inch, 10-inch, and 12-inch

(25 tons).

They were rather shorter than the shells, most of them being

lacquered inside. Access to the interior was obtained by means of a

gun-metal screw plug working in a soft iron bush cast into the base,

as in the shells.

New pattern Palliser shot have superseded, for future manu- New pattern

factnre, both the shells and the old pattern shot referred to above. enot-

Up to the present they have been made for the following guns :—

B.L., 4-inch and upwards.

R.M.L., 9-inch, 10-inch, 11-inch, 12-inch (25 tons), and 12'5-inch.

They are not lacquered inside, and their bases are permanently

closed by a cast-iron plug secured with molten lead. They have a

soft iron bush cast into the bottom of the core to form a seating

for the plug.

The 16'25-inch Palliser shot is lacquered inside similar to the Exceptional

early Palliser shells. ^ ?
J , 1625-inch.

The Palliser shot for the 8-inch B.L. Mark VII guns weighs s-inch B L

only 180 lb.

The B.L. 6-inch Marks V and VIII, 5-inch and 4-inch Mark II, B.L., 6-inch,

(5581) c 2
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Palliser shot, are cast solid, a soft iron core being used instead of the

ordinary sand core employed in casting.

Palliser shot for the R.M.L. 6'6-inch gnn differs only in having

the interior lacquered and the base being closed by a gun-metal screw

ping.

A stndless Palliser shot has been made for the R.M.L. 80-pr. gun

of coiled iron for the Government of Victoria, it is lacquered inside

and has a detached base disc.

Armour-piercing shot are made of the following calibres:—

B.L. guns 16 25-inch to the 8-inch, B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C. 6-inch

also for B.L. 5-inch. For the latter the armour-piercing shot is used

for testing armour plates only. They are for N.S. only.

They are made either of forged or cast steel and are brought up

to mean service weight by inserting the required quantity of dust

shot and sawdust, or when up to weight sawdust only.

The bases are closed by screw plugs, the sizes of which may vary,

but each must have two slots to take a service key.

Case shot are fired from all rifled ordnance in the Service (except

the 4-ineh, 4'7-inch, and 6-inch Q.F.). They r.iay, with a few

exceptions be divided into three principal classes, viz.:—

Heavy.

Medium.

Field.

The calibre? of heavy case shot are :—

B.L., 9'2-ineh and upwards.

R.M.L., 12'5-incb, and 17 72-inoh. And when filled with chilled-

iron shot 10-inch, 11-inoh, and 12'5-ineh.

The heavy class has the body of tinned iron in three pieces riveted

together, bottom consisting of two or three pieces of wrought iron

riveted together ; and caso furthor strengthened by a wrought-iron

stay bolt running up the centre.

The lining is in eight segments, and there is a loose wrought-iron

disc at the bottom.

Special case shot containing chilled-iron balls are made from

9-inch to 12'5-inch, except the i2-inch.

The medium case shot are made for :—

B.L., 8-inch.

R.M.L. , 8-inch, 9-inch, 10-inch, 11-inch, and 12-inch.

The body of the medium is of tinned iron in one piece, riveted,

the bottom being a disc of wrought iron ; there is no stay bolt, and

the lining is in three segments.

The calibres of the Field Service case shot arc :—

B.L., 5-inch, 30-pr., and 4-inch.

R.M.L., 40-pr. and under.

R.B.L., 40-pr. and under.

These have tin body in thrco pieces soldered together ; wrought-

iron ring riveted to base on the outside ; loose wrought-iron disc

inside, and lining in three segments.

B.L. or Q.F. case 10-pr., 12-pr. and 15-pr., Marks IV, IV*, and V,

5-inch howitzer Mark II, and 5'4-inch howitzer Mark I, have bodies

of tin soldered together with a base piece, provided with a handle ;

there is a loose disc fitting inside and the lining is in three segments

for the howitzers and two segments for the 10-pr., 12-pr. and 15-pr,
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-oz. sand shot.

In the 10-pr., 12-pr., and 15-pr. case shot Mark IV, IV*, and V,

5-inch howitzer Mark IT, and the 5'4-inch howitzer Mark I the tops are

discs of iron or mild steel, B.L. 4-inch to 12-inch the tops are of

tinned sheet iron and in the B.L. 13'5-inch of cast iron recessed.

The R.M.L. case shot have tinned sheet iron tops from 2-5-inch to

12-inch inclusive, the 12-5-inch a cast-iron top recessed and the 17-72-

inch a cast-steel top recessed.

The 7-pr. R.M.L. has a plain tin top, and the wrought-iron disc

fits inside segmental linings.

The R.B.L. 7-inch and 40-pr. have tinned-iron tops ; 20-pr. and

lower natures have tin tops, with a rounded piece of wood fitting

underneath them. In the 20-pr. the wrought-iron disc fits inside

the segmental lining.

The R.M.L. 9-pr. has a disc of wood nnder the top to lengthen it.

The contents of rifled case shot are :—

B.L., 13'5-inch to 9'2-inch

R.M.L., 17'72-inch to 7-inch and 64-pr. ^8-oz. sand shot

R.B.L., 7-inch and 40-pr

B.L., 8-inch and 6-inch 1 .

R.M.L., 6 6-inch . . J

B.L., 5-inch and 5'4-inch howitzers, 2-oz. sand shot.

B.L., 5-invjh and under "1

R.M.L., 40-pr. and under > mixed metal bullets.

R.B.L., 20-pr. and nnder J

Case shot are fitted with handles on top for lifting as in tho

following :—

B.L., 9 2-inch and upwards . . .. .. . . "|

R.M.L., 12-5-inch and 17'72-innh \2 rings.

R.M.L., 9-inch to 12-5-inch, with chilled iron balls j

B.L., 8-inch . . ••lot. ji
R.M.L., 9-inch to 12-inch } 2 handleS-

B.L., 12-pr. to 6-inch .A

R.M.L., 2-5-inch to 8-inch > 1 handle.

R.B.L., 7-inch . . . . J

R.B.L. , 40-pr. and nnder are without handles

In loading rifled case shot the handles are always placed away

from the charge, except the B.L. or Q.F. 12-pr. and 15-pr. case shot,

Marks IV, IV*, and V, B.L. 5-inch howitzer Mark II and 5'4-inch

howitzer Mark I.

The 17-72-inch R.M.L. caso shot is almost entirely of steel, and

the lining is in four segments.

The il-inch R.M.L. case shot, Mark III, has an iron ring instead

of disc on bottom, and the loose base disc fits inside the segmental

lining to ensure breaking up.

These are of peculiar construction, having tinned-iron body in

three pieces soldered ; wrought-iron ring on bottom, and lining in

six segments.

The 5-inch B.L. has the lining in four segments.

A copper ring or gas-check takes the place of the wrought-iron

ring on the base in the B.L. 30-pr. and 4-inch.

B.L. and R.B.L. case shot have soft metal studs near the base to

act as stops in loading, except 12-pr. and 15-pr., Marks IV, IV*, and

V, and B.L. howitzers, 5-inch Mark IT, and 54-iuch Mark I, and 10-pr.

The 12-pr. B.L. or Q.F. case, Mark III, had three corrugations

round its body, and no copper ring or soft metal studs.

The 10-pr., 12-pr. and 15-pr. B.L. or Q.F. case, Marks IV, IV*,

and V, and B.L. howitzer case, 5-iuch Mark I[ and 5-4-inch have a

Tops.

7-pr. R.M L.

R.B.L.

E.MX. 9-pr

Contents.

1 1-inch

E.M.L.,

Mark III.

B.L. G-inch,

R.M.L.

6'6 inch, and

61-pr.

B.L. 5-inch,

4-inch, and

30-pr.

Stuh.

12 oi. B.L. or

Q.V. ease,

Murk III.

B.L. or Q.F.

10-pr., 12-pr.,
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and 15-pr.,

B.L. 5-inch

nnd 5'4-ineh

howitzers.

R.MX.

125-inch.

Solid shot.

Drill Bhcll

and shot.

Miscellaneous

Eye-bolt hole.

JIules in base,

l'nwl holes.

Extractor

lioles.

Sliapo of

heads.

Hands.

Studs.

Material.

Number of

rinyi.

copper driving band near the base which takes the rifling and acts as

a stop in loading.

The 12 5-inch R.M.L. case shot has three gnu-metal studs, near

the base.

Solid shot of cast iron for practice purposes only are fired from

R.B.L. guns, 40-pr. and under.

Drill shell will be found at present in use with : —

13.L. guns, 4-inch to 13'5-inch.

B.L. howitzers, 5'4-inch and 6-inch.

R.M.L. guns, 13-pr.

Drill shot, R.B.L. guns, 12 and 9-prs.

Recovered projectiles with lead coating, filed down, are used with

7-inch, 40-pr. nnd 20-pr. R.B.L. guns.

The following projectiles are fitted with holes in the side to take

the " Bolt, eye, lifting " :—

B.L. 8-inch and upwards (except armour piercing projectiles ; the

8-inch, Mark I, projectiles, and the 8-inch cast-steel common

shell, Mark IV).

R.M.L. studless, 12 5-inch and upwards.

The B.L. 12-inch armour-piercing shot and the R.M.L. 16-inch,

Mark II projectiles have a lifting hole in the base.

The R.M.L. 16-inch and 12'5-inch studless projectiles have pawl

holes in the sido for securing them on the trolly by which they are

brought tip to the gun.

All R.M.L. projectiles (except case shot), 64-pr. and upwards, have

extractor holes in the head. The 64-pr. has three, all the others hnvo

only two.

Studded common shrapnel and Palliser projectiles have ogival

heads, struck with a radius of li diameters; B.L. and studless

R.M.L. have two diameter heads.

The following calibres of common, shrapnel, and Palliser pro

jectiles are cast with bands:—

B.L., 8-inch and upwards.

R.M.L. studless, 6'6-inch and upwards, except 6 6-inch Palliser

shot.

Some R.M.L. studded Palliser projectiles will also be found with

bands.

Studded projectiles are fired from R.M.L. guns only. Their

calibres arc :—12 5-inch, 12-inch of 25 and 35 tons, 11-inch, 10-inch,

I and II, 9-inch I to V, 8-inch, 7-inch, 80-pr., 64-pr., 40-pr., 25-pr.,

16-pr., 9-pr., 7-pr., and 8-inch howitzer of 46 cwt.

The studs are made of a gun-metal alloy, except the calibres and

natures mentioned in the following, which have copper studs :—

80-pr. common and shrapnel.

64-pr. „ „

25-pr. shrapnel.

16-pr. „

9-pr. common and shrapnel.

7-pr. „

Generally speaking, studded projectiles hare only two rings of

studs, the number in each ring corresponding with the number of

grooves in the gun. Some projectiles, however, will be found with

three rings. Their calibres are : —

12'5-inch common, shrapnel, and Palliser.

12-inch (35 tons) common, and Palliser.

64-pr. common, and shrapnel.
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Studless projectiles are made for the following R.M.L. guns :— Studless

17 72-inch to 9-inch inclusive, 6 6-inch, 80-pr., 13-pr., and 2 5-inch, projectiles,

and for all R.M.L. howitzers.

It will be seen from the above that R.M.L. guns, 9-inch to 125-

inch, fire both studded and studless projectiles, but it must be under

stood that for these pieces no studded projectiles have been manu

factured since the introduction of studless ones in 1881.

Gas-checks are only used in connection with R.M.L. projectiles. Gas-checks.

They are of two kinds, attached and automatic. The projectiles with

which they are respectively used are given below.

Attached gas-checks are used for studded projectiles:—9-inch Attached,

to 12'5-inch common and Palliser, and the 12'5-inch shrapnel, in

addition.

The use of automatic gas-checks is confined exclusively to studless Automatic,

projectiles, viz. :—17'72-inch to 9-inch, 6'6-inch, 80-pr., 13-pr., and

2'5-inch guns, and all howitzers (except the 6'3-inch).

Special gas-checks are made for the 8-inch howitzer of 46 cwt. Gpecial gas.

studded common shell, 6"3-inch howitzer common and shrapnel, and checks.

40-pr. common and shrapnel.

The R.M.L. 12-inch case shot is interchangeable with the 12-inch Projectiles,

(2-3 ton) and 12-inch (35 ton) gnus. interchange-

Tiie 8-inch R.M.L. caso shot can be fired from the 8-inch R.M.L.

gun, and the 8-inch R.M.L. howitzers of 70 and 46 cwt.

The 8-inch R.M.L. studless common shells, iron and steel, are

interchangeable with the 8-inch howitzers, but each piece requires

its own gas-check.

The 8-inch R.M.L. spherical star shell and shooting shrapnel are

also interchangeable with the two howitzers.

The same common shell and case shot are fired from the 6'6-inch

gun and howitzer. These pieces also take the same gas-check.

The 7-inch case shot are fired from R.M.L. and R.B.L. guns of

that calibre.

There are three R.M.L. pieces of 6'3-incb. calibre, but as they are

rifled on different systems, the case shot is the only projectile inter

changeable with them; they are the 80-pr., 64-pr., and 6'3-incu

howitzer.

The 7-pr. R.M.L. star shell might be fired from the 9-pr. R.M.L.

gun, but it is not included in the equipment of the latter.

Shot paper empty are made for the following calibres :—

B.L. guns 9'2-inch to 12- inch.

B.L. and Q.F. 6-incb, and 5-inch.

Q.F. 12-pr. and 4'7-inch, and 4-inch.

R.B.L. 7-inch, 40-pr. and 20-pr.

R.M.L. 7-inch to 12'5-inch except the 12-inch also 64-pr. or

6"3-inch howitzer and 6'6-inch.

They are to be fired with powder charges only in the L.S., when

specially ordered, from guns which, owing to their positions, service

projectiles cannot be fired in time of peace.

Distinguishing Marks.

All projectiles, except those which are issued with the gas-check

spun on, will have the calibre, numeral, and munufacturer's initials,

ofc recognised trade mark, cast or stamped on the base, except the

Q.F. 12-pr. common pointed shells which have this information on

the body owing to there not being sufficient room on the base.
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Such projectiles as are not suitable for either B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C.

guns of the same calibre will have the letters denoting the gun or

guns for which they are suitable stamped or cast on them, in addition

to the calibre and mark.

Iu the case of projectiles for guns and howitzers of the sanio

calibre which take special shells, the word "gun "or "howitzer"

will be added after the calibro.

In the case of R.L. 12-inch and R.M.L. 9-inch projectiles the

letter " L " or " H " indicating " light " or " heavy " projectiles will

be stamped on the base under the calibre.

Armour-piercing shells have the letters A.P. stamped on the

base.

Armour-piercing shot have a distinctive number stamped on the

base of the shot and on the base plug.

The letters C.S. are stamped on the base of cast-steel and F.S. on

the base of forged-steel projectiles.

Common and common pointed shells of cast steel have the date of

daily casting stamped on the head. Other projectiles will have the

date of manufacture stamped on the head or side.

Shells issued with the gas-check spun on will have the marking,

that should be on the base, a little above the gas-check on the side of

the shell.

After projectiles are approved by the Inspection Bianch they will

be stamped with the ^ on the side.

Examples of marking :—

Bases of

Shell, B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.C,

Common, 6-inch.

Shell, U.L., Shrapnel, lo-pr.

  

Shell, Q.F. Common

Pointed, 12pr.

Sides of

Shell, U.M.L., Shrapnel, 21-wch.

  

Manufacturer'* initials or recogni-ted Irale mark stamped at*.
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Other marks on projectiles with their signification are :—

Sign or Mark.

Black tip.

Blue „

Red „

White „

White tip and white

band, 1-inch below.

Red band.

White „

Two white bands.

Yellow band round the

body.

Black band round the

body.

Yellow body.

E. in red on head and

monogram of station.

W. in white on the head.

W. stamped on base plug.

The word " salt," mono

gram of station and

date stencilled in white

on the body of a shell.

Red star on white ground.

Lead-coloured body and

black plug.

U. on driving band.

Signification.

§5 7836,8534,

9574, 9193,

9771, 9829,

9369.

Common (except lyddite common),

Palliser, and armour-piercing shell.

Segment and ring shell.

All shrapnel shell.

Solid, and Palliser shot.

Armour-piercing shot.

Filled shell.

Steel projectiles (except lyddite, shrap

nel, and star shell). Special case

shot have a white band.

Armour-piercing shell.

Practice projectiles, empty or filled,

that are sentenced as such : also un-

lacquered common pointed shells

that are issued for practice purposes

only.

Lyddite shells when used empty for

drill purposes in the N.S.

Lyddite common shell.

Shell emptied of its bursting charge.

{Palliser shot formerly shell weighted

with sand, and armour-piercing shot

weighted with dust shot and saw

dust.

Common and armour-piercing shells,

when filled with salt for practice.

Elongated star shell.

15-pr. B.L. or Q.F. shrapnel.

Cannelures undercut during manufac

ture to take augmenting strips.

On studs.

 

R.M.L. Studded only.

II, mark or pattern. X Studs plaued.

11/71, date of manufacture.

X In all but 7-inch projectiles previous

to 8.3.72, this mark indicates that the

studs are of hard alloy.

This refers to all heavy

studded projectiles.
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Sign or Mark.

On rear stud.

©

Palliser only.

 

U. C.

E. 0. C.

I. A i A.

Z.

U.

D.

In cannelure.

 

Signification.

Examined at base with pointed hammer

to detect weak and porous places.

These shells would be made between

1870 and August, 1872.

All shells so examined have the hammer

mark on base.

12-inch 35-ton projectiles have this

marking on the stud to distinguish

them from 12-inch 25-ton projectiles.

Asterisk in addition to Roman numeral

denotes that the shell has been altered

to take a gas-check.

It has the same meaning with all studded

projectiles.

Near studs ; undercut stud holes.

It.B.L. Projectiles.

Elswick Ordnance Company.

Passed into the Service by an Inspect

ing Officer, R.A.

Zinc attachment.

Undercut method of attachment.

Disc of lead permanently fastened in

segment shells ; L.S. only.

Shell with kad and antimony coating

made in Royal Laboratory.

This marking may sometimes be found

on shells also having E.O.C. on the

apex ; it would then denote that tho

shell had been re-leaded in the Royal

Laboratory ; and would be found in

the cannelure.
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CHAPTER XIX. -AMMUNITION FOR QUICK-

FIRING GUNS.

SERVICE. — PRACTICE. — DRILL AND SALUTING CARTRIDGES.—BOXES.—

CASES.—EXAMINATION.—RECTIFYING.—FILLING.—PACKING.

A quick-firing gun, as regards its ammunition, differs from an

ordinary gun in having its charge and the means of ignition contained

in a metal case.

The quick-firing guns at present in the Service are the 1-pr ,

3-pr., 6-pr., 2'95-inch, 12-pr. of 8 cwt., 12-pr. of 12 cwt., 4-inch,

4- 7-inch and 6-inch.

The projectiles for the 1-pr., 3-pr., 6-pr. and 295-inch are

attached to the case, such ammunition is termed " fixed."

Cartridge, Q.F. 6-pr. Cordite, Steel Sheet, Mark VII, consists of a 6-pr.

brass case, cap chamber with cap, igniter, charge, paper cylinder, and

fazed projectile. (See plate XXVIII.)

The case is made of solid-drawn brass of the dimensions shown

in the plate, and haa a projecting rim on the base to allow of

extraction. A hole is bored through the centre of the base, the rear

portion of which is enlarged to contain the cap chamber. The

ease is lacquered inside and out with the usual transparent lacquer.*

The cap chamber is of brass, and has a raised anvil and three fire-

holes in the bottom. It contains a copper cap filled with 1*2 grains

of a special cap composition, containing no fulminate of mercury,

pressed in, varnished, and covered with a tinfoil disc. It is secured

in the cap chamber by the metal of the latter being spun over it.

The cap chamber is pressed into the hole in the centre of the base.

The charge consists of 7|-oz. of cordite, size 5. The sticks, about

12-iuches long, are folded double so that one end is longer than the

other, and bound together in three places with silk twist. The

igniter (Mark III) consists of 4 drams of R.'F.G.2 or new blauk F.G.

powder enclosed in a circular flat shalloon bag, which is tied to the

fold of the cordite as shown in the plate.

The chargo is inserted in the case, igniter downwards, so as to

come next the cap. A paper cylinder, placed over the cordite, keeps

the charge in position at the bottom of the case. This consists of a

hollow cylinder of brown paper,' pierced with holes, to the end of

which two discs of millboard, also pierced with holes, are glued and

and secured by copper wire. To the outside of these discs a glaze-

board disc is attached by rivets, so that the glaze-board is next the

cordite when the cylinder is in position.

The shell, Mark IV, is made of forged steel, pointed, the head being

* Cases which have been used to contain gunpowder charges are lacquered or

varnished with a hard brown Tarnish. Should one of these cases be used for a

cordite charge, a paper lining must be inserted to prevent the cordite from coming

in contact with this varnish.

ammunition.

§§ 9957,

10498.
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Paint.

Mnrk VI.

§ 9450.

Hotchkiss

buac fuze,

Mark IV.

§§9451,9814.

struck with a radius of nearly tbrec calibres. It is rotated by means

of a broad Vavasseur driving band, which is pressed into an undercut

groove, some distance from the base, so as to allow the shell to be

held in the case. Near the base is a cannelure for the purpose of

securing it to the case, and below this the diameter is slightly

reduced to facilitate insertion into the mouth of the case.

The interior of the shell is bored out to take a bursting charge,

leaving a considerable thickness of metal in the head. The interior

is lacquered.

The base may either be solid, or closed by a steel bush screwed

in. It has a central hole, threaded with a left-handed screw thread

to take the Hotchkiss base percussion fuze.

The shell is hardened and submitted to much the same tests as

for armour-piercing shell, see page 212. When filled with salt and

plugged, it should be strong enough to pass entirely through 3 inches

of steel, the striking velocity being 1770 f.s.

The shell is filled with 4 oz. of Q.F. shell F.G. powder and the

Mark IV Hotchkiss base fnze (see below) is screwed in, the

threads and flange being lubricated with Mark III luting in a similar

manner to the large base fuze.

The body of the shell below the driving band is "painted with

varnish and the shell is pressed into the mouth of the case, until the

edge of the case bears against the driving band. It is then secured

by three indents which force the bi'ass into the cannelure round the

base of the shell.

The shell is painted black, except the driving band which is left

unpainted. A white ring, denoting steel, is painted round the head

and below it a red ring showing that the shell is filled.

On the base of the cartridge are stencilled in red the word

" Cordite " iind the lot number of the cordite.

The 6-pr. Mark VI cordite cartridge, with steel shell only differs

from Mark VII in having the Mark III shell, the groove for the

driving band of which is not undercut.

The fuze used with tho Marks VI and VII cartridges, described

above, is the Mark IV Hotchkiss base fuze of which a description

follows.

The Fuze, Percussion, Base, Hotchkiss, Mark IV, consists of a body,

percussion pellet, spiral spring, screwed cap, screw plug, and

detonator.

The body is of manganese bronze or other suitable alloy, screwed

externally with a left-handed screw (12 threads to the inch) and

the base is formed with a flange and a projection to take the key by

which it is screwed into the shell. (See plate XXIX.)

The body is bored out from the front to take the percussion pellet,

tapped at the top to receive the screwed cap, and has an undercut

recess, the top edge of which is slightly rounded, formed at the

bottom.

The percussion pellet consists of a brass casing, filled with lead

(12 parts lead, 1 part tin), into which a roughened needle holder of

hard brass wire, carrying a steel needle at its front end, is embedded.

The brass casing is reduced in diameter on the exterior at the

front end.

The needle holder has an enlarged base and rests in the undercut

recess and supports the pellet ; the latter projects bevond the point

of the needle and prevents it reaching the detonator.

The brass spiral spring fits round the smaller part of the brass

casing and prevents rebound of the pellet.



To face- -page Plate J002L

Fuze Percussion Base Hotgh kiss MarkIY|G|

Full Size.

 

Section

E.W«ller4Gmh»ni».Wy Litho. London.
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The screwed cap is threaded left-handed and closes the front end

of the fuze, the rear portion is bored out to take the screw-plng, and

through the centre of the front end a fire-hole is borod to allow the

flash from the detonator to pass out.

The screw-plug contains the detonator, which is similar, except

in dimensions and amount of composition, to the R.L. cap, described

on p. 160. It screws into the rear of the screwed cap. The fnze is

lacquered externally.

On the shock of discharge, tho pellet sets back over the needle Action,

holder, thus allowing the steel needle to project beyond it. The lead

at the bottom of the pellet cushions against the bottom of the fuze,

and a small portion of it dovetails into the undercut recess, round

the base of the needle. This forms a weak connection between the

pellet and fuze body, and assists the spring in checking rebound

action. On graze or impact the pellet and needle set forward, the

needle pierces the detonator, and the flash passes through to the

bursting charge of the shell.

The Mark III fuze differs from Mark IV in the following par- Mark III.

ticulars :—There is no undercut recess for the lead of the pellet to §§7490,8220.

dovetail into ; the needle is shorter and is formed entirely of

roughened brass wire, having no steel needle let into it ; the spiral

spring is weaker and is placed round the needle instead of round tho

pellet, and tho front end of the brass casing of the pellet is con

sequently not decreased in diameter {see cut).

Fuze, Percussion, Base, ITotchkiss, Mark III, C, Metal.

Scale, full size.
 

On the shock of discharge, the pellet sets back over the needle, Action,

allowing tho point of the latter to project beyond it. On graze the

needle and pellet set forward and the needle tires the cap.

The Mark II fuzo had no spring, and the base of needle is smaller §§ 694*, 7009.

in diameter than that of Mark III, and it had a smaller detonator.

The Mark I fuze had 14 threads to the inch. § 5006.

Mark II fuzes are being converted to the same as Mark III, and

then will be known as Mark II*.

The plug, base, shell, No. 3, Mark I, is used with such shells as § 8141.

take the Hotchkiss base fuze when fired plugged. It is of gun-

metal, and resembles the fuze in shape and dimensions. It is stamped

with the letter " P," and numbered.

The Cartridge, Q.F., 6 pr.. Cordite, Steel Shell, Mark V differs 6-pr. cart,

from Mark VI only in the shell being fitted with the Mark III ™dgc. Mark

Hotchkiss base fuze instead of Mark IV. g 9*99

A few Mark IV cordite cartridges were issued. They differ from ^a'r^ jy

Mark V in having a wood wad and millboard disc over the charge

instead of the paper cylinder. These were found to break np easily,
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and Mark IV cartridges wero declared obsolete for future manu

facture.

Ifnrk III. Mark III cartridges are very similar to Mark V, and only differ

§§ 7302,760(3, from them in having a paper cylinder without the glaze-board disc.
|v " Some of the earlier Mark III cartridges had igniters of slightly

different pattern (Marks I and II). There arc no Mark I and II

cartridges with steel shell having cordiie charges.

The Cartridge, Q.F., 6-pr., Steel Shell, Mark III, is similar to the

cordite cartridge already described ; the charge, however, is 1 lb.

15 oz. Q.F.1 powder, nearly filling the case, and covered by a felt

wad instead of a paper cylinder.

The inside of the case is varnished ; should such a case be used

for cordite a paper lining is inserted.

The shell with Mark II cartridge had a Mark I Hotchkiss fuze.

The Mark I cartridge had a brass primer tube, 3 inches long,

containing F.G. powder; the driving band is of brass.

The Cartridge, Q.F., C-pr., Cordite, Covimon Shell, Mark V, L. is

similar to the Mark VII steel shell cordite cartridge. The shell,

however, differs ; it is made of cast iron with a truncated point, and

contains a 3-oz. bursting charge. The groove for the driving band is

undercut, and the Mark IV Hotchkiss base fuze is used. The shell

is painted black all over, with the usual red ring.

Cartridge, Q.F., 6-pr., Common Shell, Mark II.

Scale, i.

6 6944.

-Mark HI

§ 594 1.

§ 59 43.

§ 10325.

 

12 threads per inch, left hand.
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Powder

Cordite

Steol or common shell.

The Mark IV differs from the above in the groove for the § 10325.

driving band not being undercut.

The Mark III differs from Mark IV in having the Mark III § 10325.

Hotchkiss base fuze.

The Mark II diners from Mark III only in the paper cylinder § 7302.

which has no glaze-board disc attached.

The Cartridge, Q.F., 6 pr., Ccmimon Shell, Marie II, L, is similar § C316.

to the last described cartridge, but has a powder charge instead of

cordite.

Mark I had a primer ( ube in case, the shell had a brass driving band, § 5493.

the hole in base was screwed right-handed, 17 threads to the inch.

Cartridges the shells of which are fitted with Mark I Hotchkiss § 9512.

base fuze or have brass driving bands are to be returned to

Woolwich. Those with brass driving bands are declared obsolete :

while those with copper driving bands will be plugged and utilized

for practice purposes.

Cartridge, Q.F., 6-pr., Practice, are generally similar to the service §§ 5941,

cartridges, but the shell is filled with salt and plugged instead l°o03-

of being fuzed. Plugs or fuze bodies used as plujjs are stamped

with the letter P to prevent fuzed shell on recovery being mistaken

for plugged shell. The shell is painted black, with a yellow band

round the centre and the word " Salt " stencilled ou it in white.

There are the following practice cartridges :—

Cartridges, Q.F., 6-pr., Practice—

}'■

Steel shell.

Common shell.

Steel or common shell.

| Steel shell.

Case Shot.—Case shot havo been made, but are broken up on

return to Woolwich.

In addition to the above cartridges Q.F. (Nordenfelt), 6-pr., may § 5006.

still be met with in the Service. They are described in former

editions of this Treatise. The projectiles are common, and steel

shell and case shot. The shell are electro-plated with copper all

over, the steel shell is marked with an S abovo Ihe case, the

common with the letter C.

Hotchkiss 6-pr. (and 3-pr.) ammunition have been declared §§5006,5127,

obsolete. 7607.

The caps in the cases of 3-pr. and 6-pr. cartridges are protected §§5006,5127,

by a Clip, Cartridge, Q.F. Those of present pattern (Mark III) are 5655, 6824,
of brass, with three arms and a central dome. The arms at the end 7ljl-

are bent and clip on to projecting base of cartridge, the dome

pix)tects the cap from an accidental blow. Mark II had a felt

cushion bearing against the cap, and Mark I had an india-rubber one.

For storage, 6-pr. Q.F. Service cartridges are classed as Group I, storage.

Division IV. Eleven are packed in a box, base up. For a

description of box, see p. 320 el seq.

Cartridge, Q.F., Saluting, 6-pr., Mark IV, \ C \ ., consists of a case, §§ 8299, S4-l!\

primer, charge, felt jacket and wads. The case (Mark IV) is of 9235.

solid-drawn brass, varnished inside. A hole is bored through the

centre of the base. The hole is recessed, and a spiral groove is cut in

the recess to take a removable primer, two slots are made in the case

pear the mouth. The primer is of brass, with a cap chamber and

f Mark i c

n c

I „ in c

r »
ii c

i „ HI c

I „

V c

VI c
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Cartridge, Q.F., Saluting, 6-pr., Cartridge, Q.F., Saluting, 3-p.,

Filled, Mark IV, C. : brass, Filled, Mark IV, C. : brass,

15-0*., Blank, L.G. U-oz., Blank, L.G.

 

anvil formed in its rear end ; three fire-holes communicate the flash

from the copper percussion cap to about 5J grains of R.F.G.J powder,

with which the body of the primer is filled. The front is closed

with a glazed-board disc, spun over and coated with shellac. A

small brass pin projects from the head of the primer, by which it is

secured to the case. There are also two slots in the head to lake the

" driver, screw, primer," for inserting or removing it.

The charge Mark IV is 15 oz. blank L.G. powder, contained in

a red shalloon hag, hooped with silk twist. The red shalloon

bag is sewn into a felt jacket, having a loop on the top. Over

the charge is placed a felt and a millboard wad, the loop on jacket

being passed through holes in them ; the whole is secured in the

case by a piece of narrow silk braid, which is passed through the

loop, then through the slots in the case, and finally tied to the loop.



 

The primers are issued packed in hermetically sealed cylinders.

The cases are issued in boxes of 20 (see p. 327).

The charges are issued filled, with the felt jacket sewn on, § gik)

complete with wads, in half metal-lined cases. These cases contain

37 6-pr. charges or 50 3-pr. and for N.S. are piinted red.

In order to utilize the existing stock of Mark III 6-pr. and § 9626.

3-pr. saluting cases, they will have two slots, for the silk braid, cat

diametrically opposite each other half an inch from the mouth of

the case, and the numeral IV stamped on the base.

For descriptions of previous patterns see former editions of this

Treatise.

A special 6-pr. saluting cartridge, containing a reduced charge, § 10116.

lias been issued for use on H.M.S. " Tamar."

For storage the charges are classed in Group I, Division I ; storage

completed cartridges in Group I, Division IV.

Cartridges issued for instruction will have two holes, ^-inch in § 10094.

diameter, drilled through the case at right angles so that it may be

seen that the cartridge is not a service one.

Cartridge, Dummy Drill, Q.F., 6-pr., Mark II, consists of an § 9197^

ordinary Service case into the base of which a receiver screws. The

receiver is of gun-metal, and contains in its outer end a coned india-

rubber plug, backed up by a spring. The front end is closed by a

^run-metal screw plug. The case is completely filled with a teak

block, a portion of which projects outside the case, and is shaped

like the common shell. The block is secured by three brass screws,

and is varnished.

The edge of the flange of the case is milled.

The Mark I drill cartridge only differs from the above in the §§5836,9197.

flange not being milled. They are converted locally to Mark 1* by

milling the flange.

In Mark I boxes, which have the word " Dummy " painted on Issue,

front and top. •

(5581) x
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Storage,

l-pr.

ammunition,

§ 10963.

 

► Steel

Cordite

(Mark I c

I „ II c

fMark If c

J „ iv c

1 » V c

L „ VI c

8299, S4K),

9235.

S 9197.

■^-Edjre of fiance milled.

->-Hard india rubber.

3-pr. Ammunition.

The 3-pr. Q.P. gun fires the following :—

Cartridge, Q.F., 3-pr., Cordite, Steel Shell, Mark VI, C.

>> i) !i ii i) i> Marie V, ,,

„ „ „ ,, „ ,, Marks III and IV, C.

„ „ „ „ ,, ,, Mark II, C.

Cartridge, Q.F., 3-pr., Steel Shell, Mark II, C.

Cartridge, Q.F , '3-pr., Cordite, Common Shell, Marks, II to V, L.

Cartridge, Q.F., 3-pr., Common Shell, Mark II.

Cartridaes. O.F.. 3-vr.. Practice :—

\ Steel or common shell.

Steel or common shell.

| Steel shell.

Common shell.

Cartridge, Q.F., 3-pr., Saluting, Mark IV.

„ „ „ Dummy Drill, Mark II.

Each of the above is similar to the corresponding 6-pr. cartridge

except that 3-pr. cartridges with steel shells coirespond to the 6-pr.

cartridge of the mark next above them ; for instance the 3-pr.

cordite cartridge, with steel shell, Mark VI is similar to the 6-pr.

Mark VII.

The cordite charge is 6| oz. cordite, size 5. The powder charge

is 1 lb. 8 oz. of Q.F.1 and the bursting charges of the steel and

common shells are 1 oz. 12 drams, and 1 oz. 6 drams respectively.

As for 6-pr. cartridges, but the box contains 16. For description

see page 321.

The l-pr. ammunition is that used with the l-pr. Maxim Q.F.

gun. There are two cartridges, one having a pointed steel shell and

another with a common shell of cast iron. The latter is the more

important for L.S. since it breaks up better.

The Cartridge, Q.F., l-pr., Common Shell, Mark I consists of brass

case, cap chamber with cap, igniter, charge and fuzed projectile.

The case is of solid drawn brass as shown in the wood-cut, with a

projecting rim at the base for extraction. The cap chamber and cap

arc similar to those already described for the 6-pr. Q.F. and fit into

the base of the case in the same way. The case is lacquered with

transparent lacquer inside only.
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The igniter consists of nitrated canvas, which is shellaced to the

bottom of the case. Above it is the charge consisting of abont I oz.

90 pruins of cordite, size 3f .

The common shell is made of cast iron, and is fitted for a nose Common

fuze, as shown in the cat. It has a cannelure near the base by which shell,

it is secured in the case and above it a Vavasseur driving band i-i

pressed into a groove. There is also a narrow copper steadying band

pressed into a groove near the shoulder.

The shell is lacquered inside and contains a bursting charge of

about 270 grains of F.G. powder. The weight of the shell is I lb.

It is pressed into the mouth of the case and secured by the metal of

the case being indented into the cannelure.

1-pr. Common Shell.

 

The percussion fuze consists of a metal body, screw-threaded on Fuze,

the outside to fit into the nose of the shell. The head has a flango

and is cut away to take a fuze key. The body is bored out from the

front and the bottom pierced by a fire-hole. In it is placed a

detonator pellet, carrying the detonator and having a channel driven

with powder. The composition in the detonator contains no

(5581) x 2
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fulminate of mercury, and is the same as in the cap of the

cartridge.

Encircling the front end of the pellet is a split collar of brass,

which prevents the pellet moving forward against the needle.

The top of the fuze is closed by a screw plug, carrying a steel

needle on its underside, the plug is secured by a set screw.

On shock of discharge, the split collar sets back over the pellet,

thus unmasking the detonator ; on impact the pellet and collar are

thrown violently forward and the needle pierces the detonator, thus

firing it. The flash from detonator and powder in the pellet passes

through the fire-hole and ignites the bursting charge in the shell.

The shell is painted black all over, except the bands which are

left unpainted.

The cartridge with steel shell is similar to the above, but the

shell is made of steel, is pointed, and carries a base fuze. This fuze

is similar to the nose fuze, but there are two fire-holes through the

top plug, which are driven with powder. The action is identical.

The bursting charge is about 270 grains of F.G. powder.

The shell is painted black, except the bands which are left

unpainted, and it has the usual white ring denoting steel near the

point.

The cartridges are provided with brass clips, which cover the

cap in the base and are similar to those issned for 6-pr. or 3-pr. Q. F.

cartridges.

The cartridges are packed in deal boxes, holding 80. The ends

of the box are furnished with cleats and rope handles and the lid is

attached by screws. The box is lined with tin, with a top soldored

on which has to be torn off, similar to small-arm ammunition boxes.

Inside the tin lining there are two wood-packing pieces, running the

length of the box and having grooves to take the noses of the shells.

The cartridges aro packed heads and tails, each cartridge being

placed in a cover of corrugated paper or else of straw similar to those

used for wine bottles. These boxes are used for storage and

transport only ; not for use in the field. The approximate weight of

a package in 157 lbs.

The projectiles fired from the 2p95-inch Q.F. mountain gun

are shrapnel shell, common (double) shell, case shot, and a star

shell.

The Cartridge, Q.F., 2'95-inch, Shrapnel, Ma7-k I, consists of a brass

case, cap-chamber with cap, charge, paper cylinder, shell and fuze

(see woodcut).

The case is of solid-drawn brass with a projecting rim for

extraction, and a hole in the centre of the base to take the cap-

chamber.

The cap-chamber and cap are similar to those used with the 6-pr.

and 3-pr. Q.F. cartridges and fit into the case in the same way.

The charge consists of 5J-oz. ballistite, contained in a shalloon

bag, with an igniter of F.G. powder at the bottom. It is retained in

position by the paper cylinder, which consists of a tube of brown

paper, pierced with boles, to both ends of which perforated millboard

discs are secured by glue and copper wire.

The shrapnel shell has a body of forged steel, the walls of which

are thickened near the bottom to form a shoulder for the steel

diaphragm, and screw-threaded at the top to take the head.

The diaphragm rests on the shoulder, and the space below it

forms the cavity for the bursting charge ; there is no tin cup.

A brass pipe screws into the centre of the diaphragm, and the
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Cartridge, Q.F., 2 95-inch, Shrapnel SheU, Mark I | L

WOOD

LINING.

 

GUNMETAL

HEAD.

SECURING

NUT.

body is lined with brown paper and filled with about 175 mixed-

metal balls, 42 per lb. ; the interstices between the bullets are filled

with molten resin.

The head is made of gun-metal, lined with wood, and it screws on

to the body. The interior of the head is screw-threaded to the G.S.

pitch and taper to receive the fuze.

The central pipe projects through the bottom of the head, and

is secured by a screw collar as in the 12-pr. B.L. or Q.F. shrapnel.

It is screw-threaded internally at the top to take a shrapnel primer.

The shell is rotated by a broad Vavasseur drivirg-band pressed into

an undercut groove near the base, and a cannelure is formed below

the band. The shell is secured in the mouth of the case by the
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Fuze.

Double shell.

Paint.

4-7-inch Q.F.

projectiles.

Cartridge,

Mark V.

§9511.

§ 9306.

metal of the' case being indented into this cannelure as in the 6-pr.

Q.F. cartridge.

The bursting charge consists of 2^ ozs. of F.G. powder.

The shell weighs 12^ lb. filled and fuzed, and is painted black,

except the driviug-band, with a red tip and red band ^ inch below

the tip.

The fuze used is the T. and P. No. 56 Mark IV.

The Cartridge, Q.F., 2-9b-inch, Double Shell, Mark I differs from

the above in the charge being 5 oz. ballistite, and in the shell.

The shell, Mark II, is made of cast-iron with truncated point

and is tapped at the base to receive the medium base fuze, No. 12.

(Some of the shells, Mark I, take the Armstrong base fuze.) The

shell is lacquered inside and takes a bursting charge of 12^ oz. of

P mixture. It is rotated by a driving-band like that of the shrapnel

and is secured in the case in the same way.

The shell weighs 18 lb. when filled and fuzed ; it is painted black all

over, except the driving-band, with the usual red band to denote filled.

The Cartridge, Q.F., 2-95-tncA, Case Shot, Mark I has a 5j-oz.

charge. The case shot has a brass body, lined inside with iron

segments, and it contains 355 hardened lead bullets, 28 to 36 per lb.

Two projecting rims are formed round the body near the base, and

below them a cannelure by which the shot is secured in the case in

the ordinary way.

The shot weighs 15 lb. (For star shell and saluting charge

see p. 338.)

Ammunition for Q.F. Quns, 12-pr. and above.

The projectiles for these guns are not attached to the brass case,

but are stored, transported and loaded separately. These projectiles,

having been already described in Chapter XIII, reference only will

be made to them here.

The cartridges for these guns are all made up on the same model,

and only differ from each other in slight details which will be noted

under the different calibres. A description of the 4'7-inch Q.F.

cartridges follows and these may be taken as typical.

The projectiles fired by the 4-7-inch Q.F. gun are :—Armour-

piercing shell ; pointed common shell, cast-steel and practice, cast-

iron ; Lyddite shell ; and shrapnel shell. Paper shot are also used

in the L.S.

The Cartridge, Q.F., ^7-inch, Marks I to IV guns, filled, 5 lb. 7 or.

Cordite, Size 20, Mark V consists of a case, electric primer, igniter,

cordite cylinder, shalloon bag, felt and glaze-board wad, and lid.

(See plate XXX.)

The case is made of brass which is usually solid drawn but may

be built up. It has a projecting rim round the base to allow of

extraction and a central hole through the base is screw-threaded to

receive the electric primer. Round the mouth three tongues are

formed by which to secure the lid. The case is lacquered inside and

out with the usual transparent lacquer.* On the base are stamped

the initials or trademark of the manufacturer, the date and the

numeral or mark. This numeral refers only to the empty case, not

to the filled cartridge. The charge, consisting of 5 lb. 7 oz. cordite,

size 20, is weighed and divided into two portions. The larger

portion consists of sticks nearly the full length of the case, which

are secured together by two pieces of silk braid. Round the bottom

of these sticks a short shalloon bag, with a pocket for the igniter, is

• Cases, which have been lacquered inside with brown lacquer or Tarnish, must

have a paper lin:ng if used for cordite charges.
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placed and the abort sticks, which form the second portion of the

charge, are packed in this bag, thus enlarging the diameter of the

charge at the bottom. The bag is provided with a draw-string of

silk braid which is palled in and tied tightly above the short sticks.

Two pieces of silk braid, attached to the bag, are passed np round

the securing braid on the long sticks and fastened in the centre of

the cordite by a reef knot.

Cartridge, Q.F., 4-7-tnefc, Marks I to IV guns, filled, b-lb. 7-oz. Cordite.

Size 20, Mark IV | 0 | .

fcale, J.

Paper cylinder 1

Silk'cloth secured 'ta "1
paper cylinder by I

[ shellac and silk |
twist.

rShalloon bag •

Shalloon Igniter, li-'i^^
or., B.K.6.' powder/ »»-

Cordite, size 20 »» - ■

Cordite cylinder »» -

6-738-incli »»-

 

Electric'iprim:
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§ 8873.

Lid.

7215,8732,

9624, 10951.

§ 7869.

§ 8501.

Mark IV,

cartridge.

§ 9511.

§ 10381.

Mark III,

i:arl ridge.

§ 8419.

Mark III*

cartridge.

§ 10323.

§§ 7399,

10784.

§§7399, 7568.

The igniter (Mark III) consists of a cylindrical shalloon bag,

containing 1$ oz. of R.F.G.' or new blank F.G. powder, and stitched

into a cordite cylinder, '15-inch thick, which is inserted into the

pocket of the bag, mentioned before, and fits up the centre of the

charge. The weight of this cylinder (see page 23), is included

in the weight of the charge.

Above the charge is placed a felt wad, to the underside of which,

a glaze-board disc is attached.

The case is closed by a lid, which is formed by two pieces of

white metal, soldered together and containing tallow and bees-wax

in eqnal parts. It is weakened by radial and concentric grooves to

ensure it breaking up easily, and has a recess in the centre in which

a paper label is placed. Three notches are made round the rim for

securing it and it has a small projecting flange by which it is

supported on the top edge of the case. Before insertion it is painted

round the edge with Pettman cement, to make a tight joint and it is

retained in the case by the three tongues being bent over on it.

On the lid of this and all cordite Q.F. cartridges, 12-pr. and above,

is a label showing the size of the cordite, the word " Cordite," the

weight of the charge, the lot No. of the cordite, and the numeral

of the filled cartridge.

The numeial of the filled cartridge refers to the mode of filling,

not to the empty case.

The electric primer is screwed into the base, the point of it

projecting into the cordite cylinder. A description of the primer is.

given on page 313.

The Mark IV cartridge differs from Mark V in the following

points : the lengths to which the cordite is cut; the shalloon bag in.

longer, and above the charge is a paper cylinder, with a disc of silk

cloth on its underside, and above it a felt wad. (See woodent.)

A certain number of Mark IV cartridges have been altered to

Mark IV* by omitting the paper cylinder, and filling up the space-

by a glazed board disc and felt wads.

The Mark III 4'7-inch cartridge differs from Mark IV in having

the Mark II igniter and no shalloon bag or cordite cylinder.

The igniter Mark II consists of a paper and calico dome, choked

at one end and perforated, and a shalloon bag containing 1^ oz.

R.F.G.2 powder, which is fastened to the inside of the dome.

The cordite charge surrounds the igniter, which is secured to it

by silk braid.

The charge is also secured in three places along its length by

silk braid.

Owing to the fact that portions of this igniter sometimes remained

in the chamber, unconsumed, and caused the shell to jam, when,

loading the next round, Mark III cartridges are to be altered to-

Mark III*.

Mark III* cartridges are made to conform as far as possible to

Mark V, but the coi dite being thorter, the space above the felt and

glaze-board wad is filled in by one or more felt wnds.

The Mark II cartridge had the Mark I igniter, paper cylinder,,

and millboard and felt wads, converted to Mark III*.

The igniter, Mark I, consists of a paper cylinder, closed and

pointed at one end and open at the other. It is tilled with lj oz. of

R.F.G.2, over which a millboard wad pierced with five fire-holes and

a disc of shalloon are secured at a distance of 'ti-ineh from the end.

The open end is for attaching it to the electric primer or adapter,

and is strengthened by twine being wrapped round it outside.
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Cartridge, Q.F., 4s7-inch, Marks I to IV guns, filled, 5Z6. 7oz. Cordite,

Size 20, Mark III, 0.

Scale, J.

V t 79 * 

Cartridge, Q.F., 4, 7-inch, Mark V y««, filled, 7 lb. 8 oz. Corditr,

Size 20, Mark I, differs from the Mark V cartridge for I to IV guns

in weight and dimensions only.

Primer, Electric, Large, Mark V, consists of a body, cone, Eleolrio

contact disc, ebonite insulator, two poles, iridio-platinum wire bridge, primer,

ebonite washer, screwed collar, brass cylinder, priming composition § 1C900.

and glaze-board closing disc. (See Plato XXXI.)

The body is of manganese bronze, made to the form and dimen

sions shown in plate, and screwed below the shoulder to fit the hole in

the base of the Q.F. cartridges, the end of the body is reduced in

diameter, and threaded to receive a brass cylinder; the face of the

body between the screwed portions is cupped out to a depth of

•25 inch to form a gas-check. The head is recessed in the centre and

screw-threaded to receive the insulator and contact disc, the inside
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§ 10000.

8970.

Issue.

§ 75CH.

Action.

§§rG25,

10147, 10235,

1029H, 10352.

is bored out and the part near the head coned to receive the cone,

and a small hole drilled through to the recess for contast disc.

Two slots are formed in the head to take a key by which the

primer is screwed into the case.

The ebonite insulator is screwed into the recess in the body and

is hollowed out and undercut. The contact disc is of pure tin ; the

top is smooth and slightly below the surface of the body.

The letter T, denoting pure tin, was stamped upon the head and also

marked upon all packages containing such primers, in letters | inch

in size, but this is now discontinued.

The cone is made of brass, cupped out in front to form a gas-check

and insulated from the body by oiled silk. To the base of the cone a

piece of insulated copper wire is s ildered ; a turn is taken in this wire

and it is passed through the hole to the recess for the contact disc.

At the bottom of this recess a thin disc of tin is laid. The wire,

bared of its insulation, is coiled down upon this and the recess is filled

up with molten tin.

The poles are of crown metal. One screws into the front of the

cone and is kept central by an ebonite washer which in turn is kept

in place by a brass screwed collar.

The other pole is fixed to the face of the body ; and joining the

two poles is a bridge of iridio-platinnm, '25 inch long and having a

resistance of from "75 to '95 ohm.

This bridge is attached to the poles by pure tin. It is stronger

than those fitted to earlier primers.

The cylinder is made of brass; one end is screw-threaded inside

to fit the body, on to which it screws, the joint being made tight by

Pettman cement. It is prevented from unscrewing by a small set

screw.

The mouth is recessed to receive the glaze-board disc.

A tuft of guncotton is wrapped completely round the bridge and

the interior of body and cylinder is filled with priming composition

(2 parts guncotton dust, 3 parts mealed powder), and the top is

closed by a glaze-board disc cemented in and covered with Pettman

cement.

The primer is lacquered inside and out, except the exterior of the

body below the shoulder. Primers have the initial of manufacturer

stamped on the head ; those of Ordnance Factory manufacture have

the number of thousand and year of manufacture and those obtained

from contractors, the month and year of manufacture only stamped

on them.

These primers are packed 10 in a tin cylinder.

On the circuit being completed, the current flows through the

wire to the brass cone and so through the bridge, which becomes

incandescent and fires the guncolton and composition priming which

in turn fires the charge. The return path of the current is by the

metal of primer, cartridge, gnu, etc. to battery. The cone is driven

by the force of the explosion into its seating, and the cupped out

portion expands, thus effectually sealing any escape of gas through

the head. The cupped out portion of the body expands and

prevents any escape of gas over the exterior.

Mark IV* differs from Mark V in having a bridge of platinum-

silver, resistance 1 5 to 1'8 ohms. The early issues also had white

metal contact discs instead of pure tin. These were found to corrode

and become covered with a deposit of high resistance. The later

issues with pure tin contact discs have the letter T stamped on

primers and packages as in the case of Mark V.
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Mark IV** has the iridio-platinum bridge as in Mark V.

These are both conversions from Mark IV.

Mark IV differs from the above in the contact disc being1 made

of white metal and the ebonite insulator not being screwed into the

h<ad. More particularly in having two bridges, resistance '6 to '9

ohm ; in having no Pettman cement in the joint between body and

cylinder, in being filled with mealed powder only and in the top

being closed by a brass washer with a cork plug shellaced in above it.

The guucotton tuft docs not so fully envelop the bridges.

The Mark III primer differs from Mark IV in the cone not being

cupped out at the front and in having no ebonite washer or screwed

brass collar. The wire leading from the cone to tho contact disc is

central instead of one side, and the contact disc is of crown metal.

The ebonite insulator is in two parts, a ring and a disc, and is kept

in place by the metal of the head being spun over it. Early Mark

III primers had no guncotton tuft on the bridges.

These primers were converted to resemble Mark IV* as far as

possible and were then known as Mark III *. The conversion consisted

in the primer being fitted with a single bridge, surrounded by a tuft

of guncotton ; in the joint between cylinder and body being made

tight with Pettman cement; in the primer being filled with priming-

composition and the top closed by a glaze-board disc secured with

Pettman cement.

A further alteration has been made in addition to the above;

the primer being fitted with the ebonite washer and brass collar

round the central pole. The primers so altered are known as Mark

III**. These are now being fitted with the strengthened iridio-

platinum bridge, and are then known as Mark III*#*.

The Mark II primer differs from Mark III in having the brass

cylinder threaded externally at the point for half an inch. (See

cut.)

§ 10542.

Mark IV.

§ 9055.

Mark III.

§§ 8561,88+1.

Mark III*.

§ 9813.

Mark TIT*

§ 10356.

Mark If.

§§7454,7765.

n i -j n x? ii j II- >t Cartridge, Q.F., Primer, Electric,
Cartridge, Q.F., Adapter, Mark I, ^ fa ^ ^ M(lngane^

C, SUel.

- I 5"

Bronze.

Scale, full size.

U is"
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Murk II ».

§ 0813.

§ 1035G.

Mark I.

§§ 5979,8874,

9813.

10542.

§ 7835.

§ 7400.

§ 6842.

§ 7400.

Reduced

charge.

§ 9531.

§§6244,627?,

6420.

Murk II primers are altered to agree with Mark IV* in the

same manner as described for Mark III and are then known as

Mark II*.

Mark II** have the addition of the ebonite washer and brass

Bcrew collar, similar to Mark III**.

Mark II*#* has the strengthened iridio- platinum biidge.

The Mark I primer is described in the earlier editions of this

Treatise. It is shorter, and its end is not screwed to take the

igniter. Its internal arrangements differ. Mark I* is fitted with a

cylinder like Mark I IT, and when farther altered to agree with Mark

IV,* is known as Mark I**.

To snm np, piimeis maybe divided into "unconverted," "con

verted," and those with strengthened bridges.

Unconverted primers are Marks I, I*, II, III, and IV. They have

the double bridge of platinum-silver, resistance '6 to '9 ohms, body

filled with mealed powder and the top closed by a brass washer

and cork plug shellaced in.

Converted primers are Marks I%* I**, II*, II**, III* III**

and IV*. They have a single bridge of platinum-silver, resistance

1'5 to 18 ohms, surrounded by a tuft of guncotton, body filled with

priming composition and top closed by a glaze-board disc secured with

Pettman cement.

Strengthened bridge primers are Marks 1I*#*, 111%*, IV**, and

V. They have an iridio-platinum wire bridge, resistance "75 to

•95 ohm. For details, see Table 13, p. 487 et seq.

During the operation of replacing a primer in a 4'7-inch (or

6-inch) Q.F. powder cartridge, care must be taken to ascertain before

inserting the primer that there is a clear space for it in the cartridge,

and that there is no liability of the end of the primer being screwed

against a pebble or prism of powder, and so injured.

For proof of these primers, see Regulations for Army Ordnance

Services, 1900.

The Adapter, Mark I, is for use when the gun is fired by

mechanical means. It is made of hardened steel, and is bored out

to take the " Tube, V.S. percussion " ; externally it resembles the

Primer, Electric, in shape.

The Rimer, vent, axial, (see p. 136), is used with this store.

The Mark II adapter is rather shorter, and is screwed externally

to fit the igniter, like the Mark II primer. It is obsolete for future

manufacture.

It is possible to use a wireless electric P tube with one of these

adapters.

The Cartridge, Q.F., i-7-inch, Marls I to IV gnns, filled, 2 lb. 2\ oz.t

Cordite, Size 7i, Mark I, N., is a reduced charge for Naval Service.

The charge is of cordite in two lengths, made up in the same

manner as the charges for the Mark V service cartridge, with a

similar shalloon bag and igniter, but with '05-inch cordite cylinder.

The same brass case is used and as the reduced charge is very short,

the space above it is tilled up by a paper cylinder. This consists

of a cylinder of brown paper, perforated, and fitted with double,

perforated, discs at each end. A disc of glaze-board is attached by

rivets to the end of the cylinder which is placed next the charge

and the carl ridge is closed by the white metal lid in the usual way.

The Cartridge, Q.V.,^1- "inch, filled, 12 lb., S.P., Mark 11, is similar

to the above. The charge is 12 lb. S P., covered by a millboard disc

and a felt wad, but no cylinder. There is no igniter. The inside of

the case is lacquered, with brown lncquer. The mouth of the case
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is closed by a brass lid, with concentric and radial weakening § 6241.

grooves.

Cartridge, Q.F., 4'7-tVW;, Marks I to IV Guns, Filled, 12£ lbs. of § 10960.

S.P., Mark I is similar to the above, but over the charge is a felt and

glazeboird wad ; this charge is for paper shot.

Cartridge, Q.F., il-inch, Filled, 12 lb., S.P., Mark II, Brass, Solid

Drawn, with Lid and Primer, Electric.

Scale, i.

^."•MILLBOARD
 

Cartridge, Q.F., Blank, 4-7 -inch, filled, Mark III.

The charge of 3-lb. blank L.G. is enclosed in a silk cloth bag

with a dome-shaped igniter into which is secured a bag containing

8.^ drams R.F.G.J or new blank F.G. powder. The bag is hooped in

the ordinary way, but the hoops pass under strips of silk braid, which

are attached to the bag so as to form loops, instead of through the

silk cloth. This prevents the escape of powder dust from the bag

into the interior of the brass case. The Service case is used, and the

space above the charge is filled by a paper cylinder, similar to that

used with the reduced cordite charge, but without the glazeboard

disc. The mouth is closed in the usual way with the white metal lid.

The Mark II blank cartridge differs from the above in the hoops

passing through the bag and in wood and millboard wads over the

charge. These wood wads are now obsolete.

A description of the boxes, in which 4'7-inch cartridges are packed,

will be fouud on page 322 et ser[.

The 4'7-inch Q.F. armour-piercing shells, Marks I to III inclusive ;

pointed common, iron Marks I and IT, and steel Mark III are fitted

to take the Armstrong base percussion fuze. It is obsolete for L.S.

and a description of it will be found in the last edition of this Treatise.

There are two 12-pr. Q.F. guns, the one of 12-cwt., common to

both services, and the one of 8-cwt., Naval only.

The projectiles are the same for both guns : they are shrapnel

shell, pointed common, of cast steel and cast iron practice, and case

shot. The 12-cwt. gun also uses a paper shot.

The shrapnel and case shot are those already described for the

12-pr. B.L. of 6-cwt., see pages 216, 225.

The Cartridge, Q.F., 12-pr., 8-cwt., filled, 13|-oz. Cordite, Size 10,

Mark I, N, is similar to the 4'7-inch Mark V cartridge.

The cordite cylinder is 'OS-inch thick.

Some of the earlier cartridges had a charge of 13^ oz. cordite

and the paper dome igniter.

These are to be converted to resemble the 4-7-inch Mark V.

Blank cart

ridges.

§ 1032*.

§ 8476.

Issue.

Armstrong

base fuze.

§§ 6193,7003,

8515.

12-pr. Q.F.

projectiles.

12-pr. 8-cwt.

cartridge.

§§ 851t,8610,

9268, 10095.

10323.
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12-pr. 12-cwt.

curl ridge.

§ U619,

§§ 8876, 9268,
l(Xt95.

§§ 8420,

10323.

Reduced.

§ 9531 .

Powder

cliarne.

§ 10357.

Saluting.

§§ 8915, 9235.

Issue.

4-ineh Q.F.

projectiles.

Curl rid^e.

§ 9532.

§§ 8477, 9396.

§ 10323.

Reduced.

§ 9531.

Blank.

§ 1032-I.

§ 8 170.

6-ineli Q.F. or

Q.F.C. pro

jectiles.

Cartridges.

The Cartridge, Q.F., 12-pr., 12-cwt., filled, 146. 15-or. Gordile,

Size 15, Mark II, is similar to the 4'7-inch Mark V cartridge, except

that it may have an extra felt wad if necessary.

Mark I is similar to the 4'7-inch Mark III but has no paper

cylinder.

Its cordite cylinder is '05-inch thick.

It is to be converted to Mark II in the same manner as the

4 7-inch Mark III is converted to Mark III*.

Some cartridges containing 1 lb. 9| oz. cordite, Size 10, have been

made.

The Cartridge, Q.F., 12-pr., 12-cwt., filled, \2\-oz. Cordite, Size 5,

Mark I, N, is a reduced charge for Naval Service. It is made up in a

similar manner to the 4 7-inch reduced charge. It has the 05-inch

cordite cylinder.

A powder charge of 3J-lb., S.P., has been introduced for use with

paper shot for the 12-pr. 12-cwt. in the Land Service.

The Cartridge, Q.F., Saluting, 12-pr., filled, Mark T, is for use with

either 12-pr. gun. The charge of 1 lb. 8 oz. blank L.G. is enclosed in a

silk cloth bag, with igniter in the base similar to that used with the

4'7-incn blank charge. This bag is completely covered, except the

base, by a felt jacket, with a draw string at the bottom which is

pulled in and tied. There is a loop of silk braid at the top and over

the charge comes a felt wad to the underside of which a felt ring is

attached. The loop on the jacket passes through a slit in the centre

of the wad.

For Naval Service the 12-pr. 8-cwt. case is used for both guu.s,

for Land Service the 12-pr. 12-cwt. case is cut down. Cases which

may have become unsuitable for service charges can be so cut down.

The charge is placed in the case with the wad above it. No lid is

used.

These charges are issued 50 in a whole M.L. case or 20 in a half

M.L. case.

The projectiles fired by the 4-inch Q.F. or Q.F.C. are:—Shrapnel

shell ; common; pointed common, cast-steel and practice, oast-iron;

Lyddite and armour-piercing shell.

The Cartridge, Q.F., or Q.F.C, 4-inch, filled, fi-lb. 9-oz. Cordite,

Size 15, Mark II, N, resembles the 4'7-inch Mark V : it has the same

cordite cylinder.

The Mark I cartridge resembles the 4'7-inch Mark III but has no

paper cylinder.

It is to be. converted to Mark II rs already mentioned for the

conversion of the 4'7-inch Mark III to Mark III*.

The Cartridge, Q.F., or Q.F.C, i-inch, filled, 1-lb. 8-6-. Cordite,

Size 5, Mark I, N, is a reduced charge for Naval Service. It is

similar to the 4'7-inch reduced charge already described, and has

the '05-inch cordite cylinder.

The Cartridge, Q.F., or Q.F.C, Blank, 4-inch, filled, Mark II, N, is

made up in a similar manner to the 4'7-inch blank, Mark" III. The

charge is 3-lb. blank L;G.

Mark I had the wood and millboard wad like the 4'7-inch Mark

II. These wads are obsolete.

The projectiles fired from 6-inch Q.F. or Q.F.C. guns are the same

as those for 6-inch B.L. with the exception of Palliser and case shot.

There are twTo brass cases for the 6-inch, the "long" and the

"short." The former was introduced for powder charges and is still

so used for Naval Service. It has also been filled with cordite
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charges, but in future these will be made up in short cases. In

consequence of this the word " long " or " short " is found in the

name of each filled cartridge.

Those long cases which are not required for powder charges are § 10175.

cut down to the same length as the short cases, and take the same

white metal lid, Mark I.

The empty short case is known as Mark III and the long case as

Mark II. When cut down the case is known as Mark II*, but

some cut down cases of E.O.C. manufacture differ in dimensions at

the mouth and require a slightly larger lid. These cases and lids

are known as Mark III* and Mark 1* respectively; and Mark 1*

lids must be used with Mark III* cases.

The Cartridge, Q.F., or Q.F.C., 6-inch, short, filled, 13-Z6. 4-oz. Cartridges.

Cordite, Size 30, Mark VII, is similar to the 4"7-inch Mark V, except § 9<>77.

that the bottom of the bag and the pocket are made of silk cloth to

give additional strength.

The '2-inch cordite cylinder is used.

The Mark VI short cartridge only differs from the above in

having the bag made entirely of shalloon, exactly as in the 4'7-inch

Mark V.

The Marks V and VI long cartridges had wood wads which are §§8875,9096.

obsolete and the use of the cartridges has been discontinued. They

were for Naval Service only.

The Mark IV short cartridge is similar to the 4- 7-inch Mark IV, § 8875.

but has no paper cylinder, and has millboard and felt wads over the

charge.

The Mark III short cartridge resembles the 4-7-inch Mark II, the § 8378.

cordite being loose and the Mark I igniter being used.

The Mark II long cartridge resembles the last but the space §§6729,6009,

above the cordite is filled up by a paper cylinder. • 7398, 7742.

The Cartridge, Q.F., or Q.F.C., 6-inch, filled, 5-lb. 8-oz. Cordite, Reduced.

Size 10, Mark II, N, is a reduced charge for Naval Service. It is §§9531,9076.

similar to the 4' 7-inch reduced charge Mark I, but takes a cordite

cylinder "1-inch thick. The Mark I 6-inch reduced cartridge

has been withdrawn.

The Cartridge Q.F., or Q.F.C., 6-inch, filled, 27| lb. powder, Mark II, Powder cart-

N, is a practice cartridge for use on gunnery ships. The long case "^Ke"

is used and the charge is made op in four portions as follows. The " 9616.

bottom portion consists of a ring of shalloon, containing 2 lb. R.L.G.*

powder, and this is placed at the bottom of the case. Above this

comes a pad of shalloon containing 2^ lb. R.L.G.* The middle and

top portions consist of E.X.E. powder. The middle portion, of 6J lb.,

is built up in five layers, enclosed in a silk cloth bag, choked with

silk twist. The top portion, of 16J lb., is built up in 13 layers, and

also enclosed in a silk cloth bag, choked with silk twist. Over the

top portion one or more felt rings are placed, the whole being

covered by a felt wad and the top secured by a lid in the ordinary

manner. The lid for this powder cartridge is made of brass instead

of white metal.

The Mark I cartridge only differs from the above in the bags

for the middle and top portions being made of shalloon instead of

silk cloth.

Cartridge, Q.F., 6-inch, Filled, 14 lb. P.2, is used by gunnery ships §§ 6906, 6000,

as a reduced charge. The space between the powder and the lid is 10502.

filled up by a millboard wad and a paper cylinder. The lid has

" 14 lb. P.a" stencilled in red on it. The manufacture of this car

tridge has been discontinued.
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§ 9197.

§ 10324. The Cartridge, Q.F., or Q.F.C., Blank, 6-inch, filled, Marie III.

The charge consists of 7 lb. blank L.G., and the cartridge is made

up in the same way as the 4-7-inch blank, Mark III.

§ 8470. The Mark II is similar to the 4'7-inch Mark II, having the wood

wads which are obsolete.

Drill ammunition, 12-pr. Q.Y. and above.

The Cartridge, Brill, Q.F., 4-7-inch, Mark V, is used at drill. The

cartridge is made of teak, with a gun-metal base and end, of the

same dimensions and weight as the service cartridge. The edge of

the flange at the base is milled, to identify it from the service

cartridge when packed. It is weighted with lead. A dummy

primer screws into the rear end of a steel tube passing through

cartridge.

§§6509, 7S3 1, The Mark HI has the edge of the flange plain, and is altered to

9197- Mark III* by having it milled.

§§ 9197, SCS7. The Primer, dummy, Mark III, is a solid piece of metal of the

same external shape as the Mark III service primer, except the head

which is hexagonal, to readily identify it.

The head has a disc of india-rubber secured in it to ensure

insulation of the striker. The head and shoulder are darkened by

bronzing. The word dummy is stamped on the head.

§ 8G87. Marks I* and II differ from the above in having a circular head.

They are altered as above.

The Shell, Q.F., M-inch Drill, Marks II* and- III.

§ 7831. Tho shell is of wood weighted with lead. The base has a gun-

mrtal plate, and on the body are two bands, the front of copper,

the rear of gun-metal; tho latter, which is placed 1 inch from the

base, is of sufficient diameter to prevent the shell being rammed too

far. The base is fitted with a recess to take an extractor.

12-pr. Q.F. Shell, Q.F., Drill, 12-pr., Marks I* and II, are of gun metal, tapped

§ 7931. at tho head with the G.S. fuze-hole.

§ 9107. Tho Cartridge, Q.F., Drill, 12-pr., Marks III and IV resembles the

4-7-inch Marks IV and V.

§ 8159. Mark II resembles the 4' 7-inch Mark III and is to be altered in a

similar manner.

§9197. The 4-inch drill cartridge Mark IV and 0-inch short Mark IV

§§8140,8151, resemble the 4' 7-inch Mark V. The Mark II cartridges have not

8159, 10502. milled edges and are to be altered to Mark II*. The 6-inch long is

to become obsolete when used up.

§ 8154, 8159. The drill shells for the 4-inch and 6-inch are similar to the

47-inch Mark III.

§ 9062. Drill cartridges are packed in service boxes which in the Navy are

painted black to distinguish thorn.

Boxes and Cases for Q.F. Ammunition.

The Box, Ammunition, Q.F., 6-;)r., Mark VI, C, is made of teak or

§§ 8285,8086, mahogany, with a lid working on gun-metal hinges and fastened by

l'j^ro^lOlO'" a ^asP a turnbuckle of the same material, the latter being secured

' by a short lanyard of white line. Two strong cleats extend across

the front and back and to these are attached handles of copper wire,

24 inches long, and covered with leather at the upper portion. These

cleats also strengthen the box.

The box is lined with a zinc lining, having a channel formed

round the top to receive luting and so make a water-tight joint.

This lining is closed by a zinc lid, having a flanged edge to rest in

the luting channel. Two diaphragms are soldered to the inside of

the lining. These diaphragms are perforated by eleven holes to
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support the eleven cartridges which the box will hold. Underneath

the lower diaphragm is a wood bottom, consisting of eleven sections,

each of which has a recess to take the point of a projectile. These

sections are kept in position by a thin zinc plate, soldered to the

lining and are capable of slight lateral movement so as to accommo

date themselves to the points of the projectiles.

The wooden box is painted stone colour inside and out, but the

zinc lining is neither painted nor varnished.

The Mark V boxes have removable diaphragms, attached by screws

to ledges of zinc which are soldered to the lining. These boxes are

to be converted to Mark V* by having the diaphragms soldered to

the linings.

The Mark IV box is made of oak. The early boxes have shorter

handles and the wood bottom in one piece for the points of the

projectiles. The zinc lining is varnished black and a red cross is

marked on the side of the box to distinguish it from one with

unvarnished lining. In future linings will not be painted or

varnished. Some of these boxes have the diaphragms soldered to

the lining, and are then Mark IV*.

The Mark III boxes had the diaphragms supported on metal

corner pieces. They are converted by having these altered and

are then Mark III* ; but all boxes are to be altered by having the

diaphragms soldered in, as they pass through Ordnance Factories.

They then become Mark III**.

Mark II boxes differed from the above as follows :—

1st.—The diaphragms were of wood instead of zinc, and were not

removable.

2nd.—The cleats were weaker, and had rope handles attached to

them.

Mark I boxes were similar in external form and dimensions to

Mark II ; they, however, were not fitted with a zinc lining. The

junction of lid and body was protected by a waterproof cover or cap

fitting over the top, and secured by a tape band shellaced on.

In fnture Mark I boxes will be used for dummy cartridges only.

Service cartridges for L.S. packed in Mark I boxes will be repacked

in boxes of later patterns as soon as the latter are available, the cart

ridges being examined, and, if necessary, repaired when repacked.

Boxes containing drill cartridges for N.S. will be painted black.

To closo 6-pr. boxes, Marks II to VI, fill the channel round the

top edge with Mark III luting, press the flange of the zinc lid well

into the luting, then fill up the recess round the lid with luting,

smoothing it well down with the thumb. Wipe off the surplus luting,

and close the outer lid, securing the turnbuckle with the lanyard.

The 3-pr. boxes differ from the 6-pr. in dimensions. They hold

sixteen cartridges and in order toreadily distinguishthem from the 6-pr.

they are painted lead colour. Dimensions, 22 775" X 14 65" x 12-375".

The Mark VII 3-pr. box corresponds to the Mark VI, 6-pr.

VI V

V TVii ii * ii ii ii >i ii u * » ii

The Mark IV 3-pr. box differs from the 6-pr. Mark III in having

no holes in the wood bottom for the points of the projectiles. The

lid and bottom are also slightly thicker, giving greater strength.

Marks VI*, V*, and IV* have the diaphragms soldered in.

The Marks III, II, and I boxes follow the corresponding marks

of the 6-pr. boxes.

(5581) t
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Closiug. The boxes are closed in the same manner as 6-pr. boxes.

4'7-inch boxes The 4'7-inch Q.F. cartridges for Marks I to IV guns are packed

and case in "Case*, powder, rectangular, M," or in teak boxes for N.S. and

in deal boxes for L.S. These packages each hold six cartridges and

are described in detail below.

M case. Case, Powder, Rectangular, M, Mark II.—The case is made of

§§ 5917,7249, brass, the sides being corrugated. The bottom is strengthened wiih

^44®- a gun-metal band, is lined with teak, and has recesses to receive

the ends of the cartridges. The case is fitted with a false top and

bottom, both of brass, each perforated with six holes to receive the

4'7-inch cartridges ; the flange of the cartridge rests on the false top,

and a spring clip projects over the head and secures each in position.

Case, Powder, Rectangular, M, Mark II, N., Brass, Corrugated,

4-7-inch, Q.F.

Scule, J.

-» u us" — *i
 

Plan
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The lid is the same length and breadth as the case, and is secured

by bolts with feathers on the end, which lock, by a one-third tnrn,

into holes in the top of the case. The bolts pas3 through the lid, the

heads on the outside being square, so that they can be turned with

the key. The lid has a projecting rim round the edge which fits into

the groove in the top of the case ; the latter being filled with luting

when the case is packed. The lid is fitted with two twine loops for

lifting it, and the case has a handle attached to each of the top

corners of one side, so that when slung or lifted the cartridges in the

case are horizontal.

The groove round the top edge of the case is filled with Mark III Securing,

luting, the projection on the lid is placed in this groove and the lid

tapped well home. The Mark IV key (see p. 76) is used to turn the

bolts into the locking position, as indicated by the arrows. The

surplus luting is then wiped off. For Extractor, Cartridge, M,

powder case, see p. 328.

The Mark I case had copper wire handles at each end covered

with leather, and the bottom was not strengthened by the gun-metal

band.

Mark I cases will be altered to conform as far as possible to Mark

II as they pass through the ordnance factories for repair, and will be

known as Mark I*.

The Box, Cartridge, Q.F., 4, 7-inch, Naval, Transport, Mark I, N, is §§6027,6445,

made of teak throughout. Battens of the same material extend along 6613, 7298,

the sides, top, and bottom, the ends and corners being strengthened 9^7'

by brass strips ; rope bandies are secured in the battens, the lid is '

fastened with brass screws, and attached to the box by two pieces of

white line to prevent loss of lid.

The box has a removable zinc lining, with a projecting beading

round the top, which fits into a groove in the zinc lining of the lid ;

the groove is tilled with luting to form an air-tight joint.

Some of these linings are varnished black, and when this is the

case, the boxes are marked with a red cross to distinguish them from

those in which the linings are unvarnished.

It contains six cartridges, which are packed horizontally, "heads

and tails," six packing pieces of hard wood being placed between the

mouths of the cartridges and the ends of the box to prevent move

ment. There is also a bottom packing piece. Each cartridge has

two bands of canvas round it for lifting it out of the box.

The box is painted stone colour.

No more of these boxes will be made, and as soon as the existing § 9122.

stock is used up, they will become obsolete.

Box, Cartridge, Q.F., 4t'7-inch, Naval, Outfit, Mark J, resembles the §§7035,7247,

transport box described above. The handles are of copper-wire rope 7298, 7517,

covered with leather, and the lid is fastened by a locking plate. The 8192, 828<>-

locking plate engages four metal bolts in the body, and is moved by

an eccentric turned by the Mark IV key used with rectangular brass § 8073-

cases. (See cut.)

The Mark II box only differs from the above in being fitted with Mark II.

six spring packing pieces of wood and metal instead of wood

only. The Mark I box when fitted with these will be known as

Mark I*.

The Box, Cartridge, Q.F., 4,'7-inch, Marks I to IV guns, L.S., § 10270,

Mark II, is made of teak or mahogany, with strengthening battens 10462.

along the sides, top and bottom. Two rope handles are secured to

the upper battens. Four gunmetal plates are attached to the upper

battens, and hinged to these plates are studs carrying wing-nuts.

(5581) T 2
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The body lias a line lining, the top edges of which project slightly

above the box.

The lid is lined with zinc, and in it a luting groove is formed,

into which the top of the lining fits. It is strengthened by battens.

Four slots are cut in the edge, and strengthened by metal plates for

the wing-nuts to screw down on. The lid is also fitted with two

handles of white line, for lifting it off. The outside dimensions are

the same as for Naval Outfit box.

The box is fitted with seven packing pieces, one bottom and six

Box, Cartridge, Q.F., 4 7-tneA, Naval Outfit, Mark I \ N | , Wood, Zinc

lined, with ttcelve lifting bands, and one bottom and six end packing

pieces, for six rounds.

Scale, \.

 

Elevation with end removed. Showing packing pieces.

 

Plan with battens' removed. Showing locking arrangement.
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«nd pieces. The end pieces are made of wood with brass spring

cups. The box is also provided with twelve canvas lifting bands,

two per cartridge, and the six cartridges are packed heads and tails.

To close the box, fill the groove on the underside of the lid with Closing.

Mark III luting. Place the lid in position and tap it home. Turn

the studs, with wing-nuts, up into the recesses in the lid and screw

down the nuts. Dimensions, 191" X 18 9" X 17 85".

The Mark I box differs considerably from Mark II (see cut). 6"G8, 8285.

It is made of deal, with elm ends, the sides and ends being dove

tailed, and the bottom secured by brass screws. It is strengthened

by deal battens extending up the sides and across the bottom. At

Box, Cartridge, Quick-firing, 4i'7-inoh, Land Service, Mark I, Wood,

with Zinc fittings, for six rounds.

Scale, li inches = 1 foot.
 

Siotional Elsvatiok.

 

Pdaw.
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12-Pr. Q.F.,

12cwt.

§§7739, 8285,
8192.

§ 10462.

§§ 7739, 8285,
8192.

§ 10462.

§ 10270.

§§ 7803, 8285.

§ 10501.

§ 10462.

§§8193,8285.

§§8285,8598,
9469.

§§ 6729, 7247,

7516, 7604,,

8192, 8285.

§§ 7247, 7516,
7604, 8285.

§ 9827.

each end there ate two cleats of elm, to which rope Landles are

attached. It contains sis cartridges, which fit into zinc cylinders,

which rest on the bottom of the bo*. These cylinders have lids,

inside which are indiarubber rings for the purpose of making an air

tight joint. A zinc plate secured inside near the top by screws keeps

the cylinders in position. The lid of the box is secured by eight brass

screws, and is strengthened by two battens fastened diagonally across

it. It is painted stone colour.

Box, Cartridge, Q.F., 12-pr., 8 etc/., Mark I, A*., is similar to the

47-inch Naval outfit box, but the locking frame of the lid has a

longitudinal instead of a circular motion. It has one canvas lifting

band with a loop at one end, one of the bottom cartridges is passed

through the loop and the band is wound alternately above and below

the other cartridges. The box holds 10 cartridges, and has 10 end

and one bottom packing pieccR. Dimensions, 2VI" x 11*15'' X lTO".

The Box, Cartridge, Q.F., 12-pr. of U-cu t. Mark II, N, holds ten

cartridges. It is similar to the 4>7-inch Naval outfit box, but the

studs fit into slots in the lid instead of into holes. It has spring

packing pieces. Dimensions, 2G"625" x 18-5" X 11''.

Mark I is of stronger construction, has wood packittg pieces, and

the studs work in holes in the lid. When this box is fitted with

spring packing pieces it becomes Mark I*.

The Box, Cartridge, Q.F., 12-pr. of Yl-cu-t., L.S., Mark III, is made

of teak or mahogany, and is similar to the 4 7-inch Land Service box,

Mark II. It holds ten cartridges, and has one lifting band like the

box for 12-pr. of 8-cwt. cartridges. It has spring packing pieces.

The Mark II box differs from Mark III in not having spring

packing pieces. When fitted with them it becomes Mark II*.

The Mark I box is made of yellow deal, and the lid is secured by

four brass screws instead of the wing-nuts. When fitted with spring

packing pieces it becomes Mark I*. Dimensions, 20-625" x 18-5" X 11".

Special packing pieces are used with these 12-pr. boxes in L.S.

for packing saluting cartridges. The box will hold 20 cartridges,

without primers, in five tiers of four each lying heads and tails.

The Box, Cartridge. Q.F. or Q.F.C., A-inch, Mark II, N, holds eight

cartridges. It is similar to the 4-7-inch, Mark II, outfit box, having

spring packing pieces but only one lifting band.

Mark I has wood packine pitces, and wheti fitted with spring

packing pieces becomes Mark I*. Dimensions, 22"25" x 17"75" x 13'5' .

The Box, Cartridge, Q.F., <r Q.F.C., 6-inch, Naval, Cordite, Mark

II, holds four short cases packed vertically heads and tails. It has

two wood packing pieces and the lid is fastened with a locking

plate. The handles are on the sides of the box, so that when the box

is lifted, the cartridges are on their sides. Wood battens are fitted

to the side upon which the box will rest. Dimensions, 19'65'' X

I8-725'' x 17-75".

The Matk I box has the handles at right angles to the position

described above, so that the cartridges are not on their sides when

the box is lifted.

The Box, Cartridge, Q.F., 6-inch, Naval Outfit, Mark II, is of

similar construction to the above, bnt takes three long cartridges.

Mark I is similar to Mark I above. No more will be made.

The Box, Cartridge, Q.F., 6-inch, Naval, Transport, Mark I, also

takes three long cartridges; the lid is attached by screws. No more

will be made.

These 6-inch Outfit and Transport boxes are converted by being

cut down so as to make them suitable for three short cartridges.
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The Box, Cartridge, Q.F., 6-inch, L.S., Murk II, holds four short § 10270.

cartridges, packed vertically heads and tails. The lid is fas*«ned by

wing-nuts, in the same manner as the Mark II 4 7-inch L.S. box.

The box is made of teak or mahogany, with two packing pieces.

The Mark I box is made of deal, and the lid is fastened by brass §§8139,8235,

screws. • • ' 8598,

Boxes used for blank cartridges in the Navy are painted red. ■ Blank cart.

Dimensions, 19 65" x 18725" x 17125". • •

, . § 9062.
Box, Cartridge, Q.F., 6-pr. and 3-pr. Saluting, Tooh, Mark III.— ^ 6542.

The box for saluting tools, primers and wads is fitted inside to take

a set of tools, and for the primers and wads. It is painted stone

colour, and its contents are as nnder. These boxes have printed'

instructions for filling, and a lithograph showing method of filling,

fixed on the underside of the lids : —

Articles. For 6-pr. • Vot 3-pr. Remark?.

1

Primers, Mark III (20 in a tin cylinder) 100 200
i j

125 250

126 250

Toob /'°<?« 12-7-inoh .. ..

i

1

L drirers, screw, primer. . . . 1

Complete boxes only are issued.

The charges are issued filled in half metal- lined cases, which fdr

N.S. are painted red. They hold 37 6-pr. or 50 3-pr. charges.

The cases wheu first issued had a primer screwed into the base, Ijsue

and when required for use a Mark IV charge is inserted in the

case, and secured as described at p. 304.

Boxes, Cartridge, Cases, Q.F., 6-pr., Mark II, and 3-pr. Mark I, §5944,' 8611,

Saluting.—These boxes are made of deal with elm ends, having cleats 9362.

and rope handles ; the lids are hinged and fastened by a hasp and

turnbuckle in front. They are fitted with two mahogany fittings,

perforated with 20 holes for the cases, which stand base upwards.

The underside of the lid in recessed so that safety clips may

remain on the bases of the cases.

Printed instructions for filling, and lithograph phowing method

of filling, are fixed on the inside of the lids of these boxes.

For Naval Service these boxes are painted red.

The following implements are used in connection with Q.F.

ammunition.

Brush, fuze-hole, Murk I, \ C | , wire-handled, for use in cleaning § 10271.

the fuze-holes of 6-pr. and 3-pr. shells when breaking up

ammunition.

Brush, primer-hole, Mark I, C, wire-handled, for cleaning the § 10083.

primer holes of Q.F. cartridges previous to filling.

The Extractor, Cartridge, Hand, Q.F., or Q.F.C., Large, Mark I, for §§ G778, 77C8.

use with 6-inch Q.F. guns. It is made of steel, with jaw at one end to

grip the head of the primer or adapter when withdrawing the cartridge.

The other end is flattened, so as to fit under the forearm wheu the

hand grasps the cross bar.

The Extractor, Cartridge, Hand, Q.F., Small, Mark I, for use § } 5918, 776s.

with 4'7-inch, 4-inch, and 12-pr. Q.F. guns,' is made of steel, and §5fll8.

intended for extracting the cartridge from the gun when necessary.

It is provided with jaws at one end to grip the primer under the bead.
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§ GC49.

§ "329.

§ 8917.

§ 9355.

§ 9355.

^eyi>.

§§5979, 67

7232, 9627.

09,

The handle of the extractor is ronghened, and is fitted with a loop of

white line for placing over the wrist.

Another Extractor, Cartridge, M, Powder Gate, Mark I, made of

metal, has been approved for extracting the 4'7-inch cartridge from

the M powder cases. It differs principally from the above in the

material of which it is made.

Gauges, Cartridge, Q.F., 6-pr. and 3-pr., Chamber, Low, Mark I,

are made of cast iron, to the low dimensions of the chamber of the

gnn, and are intended for use in ganging cartridges after being

repainted, refilled, etc.

Similar ganges are used for cases, 12-pr. and above after

rectifying.

Gauges, Cartridge, ring, 2'5-inches diameter and "2'15-inches

diameter, Mark I, N, are of gnn metal, for gauging 6-pr. and

3-pr. Q.F. salnting cartridges when enclosed in their felt jackets.

The cartridges should be a tight fit in the gauges.

Holder, Cordite charges, 6 and 3-pr. Mark I, N, consists of a

gun-metal pillar and stand which may be screwed to a table. It has

a projecting arm fitted with a circular slot ; the outer part" l>eing

hinged and fitted with a spring catch for closing it. It is for use in

tying up the cordite charges for 6 and 3-pr. cartridges.

Key, fuze, Hotchkiss, Mark I, for screwing in and removing (he

Hotchkiss base fuze.

Key, Inserting Primer, Electric, Q.F., or Q.F.C., Large, Mark I.

Key, Removing Primer, Electric, Q.F., or Q.F.C., Large, Mark II.

These keys are issued for the purposes indicated by their names,

with the 12-pr., 4-inch, 47-inch, and 6-inch Q.F. cartridges. They

Key, Inserting Primer, Electric, Q.F., or Q.F.C., Large, Mark I.

Scale, t.

 

Key, Removing Primer, Electric, Q.F., or Q.F.C., Large, Mark II.

Scale, i.
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are made of mild steel, to the form and dimensions shown in the

woodents. They are also nsed with adapters.

The pins of the key, removing primer, are sloped so that the

distance between them is slightly greater at the point than at the

base. This makes them suitable for fired primers, the he.ids of

which are liable to expand on firing.

Mark I key lias straight pins and is altered to Mark I* which is

similar to Mark II.

Tool, Opening, Cartridge, Q.F., Mark I, is a pair of curved pincers § 828C.

made of steel, and is intended for use with all Q.F. cartridges for

prising up the clips over the lid when it is necessary to remove the

latter.

There are a number of implements used in connection with the

Armstrong Base Fuze. These are described in the last edition of

this Treatise.

Tools, reforming cartridges Q.F., or Q F.C. comprise a number of

implements the use of which follows. They are :—

Drift.

Holder.

Mandril.

Plug, rectifying.

Press, screw.

Press, hydraulic.

Pump, pressure.

Set.

Tap.

Also for 6-pr. and 3-pr.

Drift wood.

Machine, extracting shells.

Machine, indenting.

Puds, 17-inch and 12'7-inch.

The Drifts are gun-metal rings for use in inserting the lids of §§8121,8017.

Q.F. cartridges, 12-pr. and above.

The Holders were formerly known as Clips. They are steel bands §§6576,7273,

with handles and a link, and are used to grip the cases when 7723, 8916.

unscrewing primers, etc.

There is another Holder which consists of a whcol in the centre § 6756.

of which is a bolt screwed to fit the primer hole. It is used for

turning the cases in the press.

The Mandrils are for use in removing bulges etc., from the bodies §§ 6570,8421,

of cases. 8917-

The plugs are for use in rectifying the mouths of the cases if §§ 8421,8917,

they are deformed. The plug is driven in with a wooden mallet; a 839'-

lip on the upper edge prevents it being inserted too far.

The screw press is for use in reducing the case to the correct size. §§6676,8421,

It is fitted with dies for the different sizes of cases. 98/8-

The Hydraulic press is for the same purpose. §§8917,9471,

It is issued for Naval Service. Jo/8.

The pump, pressure is for use with the above. §§ 8922, 9879.

The Set is for use in turning down the clips of cases in securing §§ 7019, 8918.

the lids. It is made of steel with a notch for turning over the clip.

The tap is for rectifying the primer hole. § 6576.

The Machine, Extracting Shell, is for use with 6-pr. and 3-pr. §§8421,9909.

ammunition. It consists of a body containing a steel bush, the whole

being mounted on a cast-iron stnnd. The bush is secured to the body
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by two screws, and is bored to receive a 6-pr. cartridge. The bush

is screwed on the outside at the front end, which projects from the

body, and carries a hand wheel. Two jaws, adjusted by screws, the

heads of which are prepared for a tommy, are held in n carrier,

which is fixed by two bolts passing through it and the boss of the

hand wheel, to a collar behind the latter. The bolts fit in keywavs

in the screwed parts of the bush and thus prevent the carrier from

turning with the wheel, while it is capable of movement in and ont.

A socket bored to receive the 3-pr. cartridge can be screwed on

to the lower part of the bush.

The rear end of the bush or socket is covered by a metal cap and

prepared so that the cartridge may be protected by its safety clip

while in the machine.

A clip is always to be on the cartridge when it is in the machine.

§ 10208. This machine, when in use, is to be covered by a rope mantlet.

§§ 6676, 9910. "^he machine, indenting, 6-pr., consists of a cylindrical steel body,

bolted to n bed plate, which can be bolted to a bench. The body is

chambered to take the cartridge, and fitted with three spring

indenting pins, actuated by a short lever and cam. The shell can be

forced into the cartridge case, before the latter is indented, by a

screw bolt and hand wheel. The machine is arranged so that the

cartridge can be placed in it with its clip on, and the clip is always

to be on the cartridge when it is placed in the machine.

A similar machine is issued for indenting 3-pr. cartridges.

§ 6576 ^0<^ '8 °* s'ee'> 1^ inches long, and reduced in diameter at

the point. It is for use in driving the fired cap out of 6-pr. and 3-pr.

cartridge cases.

§ 6570. The Wood drift is for loosening and turning 6-pr. or 3-pr. cases in

the press.

Storage of Q.F. Ammunition.

6-pr. and 3-pr.

This ammunition will always be stored by itself, either in a store

not under magazine conditions or in a magazine. {See p. 437.)

The boxes will be placed on their sides, or \ipright in stacks of

not more than 11 feet high, measuring from the lowest batten. The

layers will be separated by thin wood battens placed across the

boxes. When the boxes are on their sides the battens must be

clear of the lids. During transport the boxes will always be placed

upright.

The numeral of the cartridges, the nature, the number of the

lot, the date of manufacture, i.e., of filling, lot number and initials

of manufacturer of powder or cordite and the initials of the manu

facturer who makes up the complete ammunition, are indicated

on the label, or are stencilled on the lid of the box, and the ammu

nition will be separately stacked accordingly, different natures or

descriptions being kept distinct. Ammunition made up in the

Royal Laboratory before June, 1890, has no lot number, so must be

stacked by dates.

Cartridges of the oldest date will be issued first, unless a special

order to the contrary be given.

As these cartridges contain their own means of ignition, great

care should be taken in handling the boxes and cases containing

them. When issued to foreign stations boxes will bo contained in

outer cases of deal, for protection in transit. These cases will bo

removed as the boxes are finally stacked in the stores.
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12-pr., 4-iuch, kl-inch, and 6-inch.

These cartridges being separate from the shells, and fitted with

an electric primer only, will be tre ited as regards storage in the

same manner as ordinary cannon cartridges tilled with the same

ox plosive {see p. 437). They may, however, be placed in an ammu

nition store.

The boxes and cases containing the cartridges will be stacked on

their sides to a height not exceeding 11 feet.

The numeral of the cartridges, nature, lot, number, and initials

of manufacturer of powder or cordite, monogram of station and date

of filling, the numeral and initials of manufacturer of empty

cartridges, and initials of maker, numeral and year of manufactn re

of the primer are stencilled on the lid of the box.

The various initials are as follows :—

Kinjfs Norton Metal Company . . . . KN.

Kynoch and Company . . . . . . K.

Elswick Ordnance Company . . . . . . EOC.

Lorenz Ammunition Company . . . . L.

Royal Laboratory . . . . . . . . R^L.

Grenfell and Accles . . . . . . G.

Birmingham Small-Arms and Metal Company BSA.

Projectile Company . . . . . . P.

Maxim-Nordenfelt Company N or MN.

Hotcbkiss . . •• H.

Latimer, Clark, Muirhead and Company . . CM.

British Munitions Company . . . . . . BM.

Vickers, Sons and Maxim . . . . . . V.S.M.

Treatment or Empty Cases.

Empty cases will always bo cleaned immediately after firiug.

The fired cartridges should be immersed and well washed in clean

fresh water, which should, if the cartridges have been fired with

cordite, contain ^ oz. of soda to the gallon. They should then be

rubbed inside and out with a mop, formed by a piece of rag tied to

the end of a stick, rinsed in clean water and wiped perfectly dry.

Soda may be used with cartridges which have been fired with

powder, but its use is not essential in this case. When perfectly dry

they will then be repacked in the boxes in which they were supplied,

and returned to the Army or Naval Ordnance Department as soon

as possible for relacqnering and re-forming, which should be done

with the least possible delay, as cartridges when left unlacquered

deteriorate rapidly, the clips will be replaced on the cartridges

which have them. The fired cartridge cases are not on any account

to be repacked in boxes containing unfired cartridges.

Rectifying, Filling, and Packing Quick-Firing Cartridges.

Rectifying, 6-inch, 4'7-incA, 4i-inch, and 12-pr. Quick-firing Cartridges.

Remove the primer with the " Key, removing primer," holding the

cartridge in the holder, and clean the cartridge by immersing it in

a solution of one part of sulphuric acid and nine parts of water tor a

few minutes, tlien rub clean, thoroughly wash in clean water, and

dry in sawdust, which should, if possible, be hot.

Gauge the primer hole with the high screw gauge. If this gauge

can be screwed through the hole, the cartridge will be returned to
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Woolwich to be bashed, except at such stations as are approved for

this to be done locally.

Remove all dents and fluting in the body of the cartridge by

hammering them on the mandril with the copper hammer, com

mencing at the outside of the depression ; and, if the mouth is

distorted, rectify it with the " plug, rectifying."

Should the base of the cartridge be bulged out round the primer

hole, place the cartridge in a lathe and turn off the projection. If a

lathe is not available the projection may be removed by filing, or, in

the 47-inch and smaller natures, by placing the cartridge in the

presp, and while thus firmly held, setting in the bulge with a few-

smart blows with the copper hammer until a straight edge placed

across the base, shows that the bulge does not project beyond the

edge. It is not necessary to remove the bulge by hammering.

Reduce the cartridge to correct size in the press until it will enter

the chamber gauge so that a straight edge placed across the mouth

of the gauge does not touch the base of the cartridge. To use the

screw press, one man should hold the cartridge in the lower die,

while another unscrews the press, raising the upper die as far as

possible, and then swings round the weighted lever with his full

force so as to screw down the upper die on to the cartridge, which is

turned by means of the holder screwed into the primer hole. If

necessary the base of the cartridge must be reduced with a file, or in

a lathe.

Rectify the primer hole with the screw tap, holding the cartridge

in the holder.

Place a lid in the mouth of the cartridge and mark on the latter

where the flange of the lid is cut away ; remove the lid and notch

the mouth of the cartridge with the 4-inch round file to a depth

of 0'1-inch, so as to leave a tongue 0"2-inch wide in the centre

of each of the places marked. If the cartridge has been previously

notched, the new notch should be commenced 0-2-inch from the old

one, and only one need be made for each tongue. If, however, the

original tongues are all in good condition, and not cracked, they may

be used again. In the 6-inch quick-firing cartridge, the tongue

must be tapered in thickness towards the point with a file.

Warm the cartridge as hot as the hand can comfortably bear,

and paint both its interior and exterior with lacquer,* which should

be applied with a camel-hair brush. The lacquer should be thinly

laid on so as not to prevent ganging, but the whole surface, except

the threads of the primer hole, should be covered.

Rectifying 6 and S-pr. Quick-Firing Cartridge Gases.

Drive out the cap from the service cartridge case with the rod

and a hammer, or unscrew the fired primer from the saluting case,

and, if necessary, drive it out with the rod and hammer.

At stations supplied with tools for reforming, the cases will be

cleaned, resized, and lacquered as already described, dies for the

6 or 3-pr. cases being fitted iuto the 4 7-inch screw press. A wooden

drift is used to loosen the case in the dies in order to turn it, instead

of a holder.

If the neck of the service case is perforated where it has been

indented into the cannelure in the shell, the case must not be used

again, the old indents should therefore be carefully examined to see

* Tho lacquer is composed of : seedlac, 5 lb. ; turmeric, i\ lb. ; methylated

spirit, 5 galls.
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if a hole has been made through the neck both bef. re and after

removing the indents.

Insert a new cap in the service case, and drive it home with a

drift and wooden mallet, or screw a new primer into the saluting

case with the " driver, screw, primer."

If in a cordite cartridge the shell has considerable side play in

the month of the case, or if in a powder cartridge it can be easily

turned in the case with the hand the shell should be extracted in the

apparatus supplied for the purpose, and the wad and charge removed

from the esse. The neck of the case will then be reduced in the

press, and the cartridge will be refilled as described on page 335. On

no account, however, is the fuze to be removed from the shell.

At stations not supplied with tools for re-forming, the saluting

cases will be cleaned by washing in hot soda and water, thoroughly

dried and fitted with new primers.

The cartridges will not be re-formed or used after firing 11 rounds §§ 8228, 8500.

with full or reduced powder charges. Any round fired with full or

) educed cordite charge will be counted as two rounds with powder

charges, so that if all the charges have been cordite, the cartridge will

not be re-formed after six rounds.

The number of times cartridges can be re-formed and used with

blank charges will be left to the discretion of the Inspecting Officer.

When new cartridges are filled they will be stamped with the

letter " P " or '" C " to denote whether the charge consists of powder

or eoidite, followed by "f" or "b" in smaller letters to denote

whether full or reduced.

When again filled, should the explosive used be the same as in

the previous charge, it will only be necessary to add a small " f " or

" E " to denote whether full or reduced. Should the explosive used

be different from that in the previous charge, the letter " C " or " P

should be inserted before the small " F " or " r," e.g., P F F R C F K.

This would show that the—

1st was a full charge of powder.

2nd „ „

3rd ,, reduced charge of pmv:!er.

4th „ full charge of cordite.

5th „ reduced charge of cordite.

The label on the box in which the filled cartiidges are packed

should notify when repaired cartridges are used.

Q.F. cartiidges, 12-pr. to 6-inch, which are condemned for service, § 9209.

but are utilised for dummies, are stamped on the base, thus :—

 

When so stamped they will on no account be again used as

service cartridges.

Etpainling 6-pr. and 3-pr. Quick-firing Cartridges.

The repainting of quick-firing cartridges will be carried out as a

laboratory operation, special permission being obtained.

'1 he rust must be carefully removed with a copper scraper or

emery cloth, and the part wiped with a cloth moistened with a very

little turpentine carefully wiped off with a cloth, in the outer room

<if tl.e laboratory. The cartridges will then be removed to the inner

icom, and the shells, except the driving bands, painted.
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When thoroughly dry, after painting, each cartridge will be

gauged in the low chamber gauge, and repacked, the box being

stencilled " Repainted," with the date and monogram of station.

Great care will be taken in carrying out the above examination

to use all the necessary laboratory precautions, and especially not to

allow too large an accumulation of ammunition in the laboratory.

Also when the safety clip is removed, the cartridge must on no

account whatever be placed in a box, or laid down without the clip

being replaced, except when absolutely necessary.

Filling Quick-Firing Cartridgicp.

12-pr. Q.F. and above.

With charges that are made up and have a space at the base for

the end of the electric primer, the primer will be screwed into the

cartridge with the " key, inserting primer," after filling and securing

the lid. With charges that are inserted loose the primer will be

screwed into the cartridge first. The charges and wads will be

inserted as detailed for the different natures.

Inserting Vds. To close the cartridge, coat the edge of the lid with Pettman

cement, insert it in the month of the cartridge so that the portions

where the flange is cut away are opposite the tongues, place the

"drift inserting lid" on it and drive it home with a few light blows

from the mallet until the flange of the lid is on the edge of the

cartridge ; turn down the tongues of metal over the edge of the lid

with the set, and hammer them closely down with the 12-oz. metal

hammer, care being taken in securing the lid not to deform it or the

cartridge.

Cordile The service cordite charge is made up of sticks of cordite, tied

charges, together with silk braid, the base being thickened by bundling short

sticks round that part of the main body of the charge. To afford

room for the igniter, and for the end of the electric primer, the

sticks in the centre of the base of the charge are separated from one

another ; they are kept together at the top end by two bands of

silk braid, and at the broadened base by a shalloon bag, which also

fits into the aperture formed in the centre of the base. This bag is

bound by silk braids to the braids binding the sticks together, and

the shape of the aperture in the base of the charge is maintained by

the insertion of a cylinder of cordite, to the inside of which is

stitched a shalloon igniter containing 1 oz. 4 drs. ft.F.G.* or new

Blank F.G. powder.

The bag for the 6-inch has its base and the pocket for the igniter

made of silk cloth.

The charge is inserted in the cartridge and is prevented from

moving by a felt wad, to the bottom of which is attached a disc of

glaze-board, which is placed over the charge with the glaze-hoard

% next the charge.

The lid is then placed on as already described.

The naval practice charge is similar to the service charge but

shorter and has above it a paper cylinder, consisting of a stiff central

stem of brown paper, with a disc of the came material at each end,

that which goes next the cordite being faced with a disc of glaze-

board. A paper label on the lid gives the numeral of the filled

cartridge the word " cordite," and the nature, weight, and lot number

of the cordite.
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6-inch Q.F. Powder Cartridges.

The 27}-lb. charge for gnnnery ships is inserted into the long

cartridge case in four portions.

The two lower portions consist of a ring and a pad, both of

shalloon. The former is filled through a hole in the side, with 2 lb.

R.L.G.', the opening being afterwards sewn up. The pad is filled

in a similar manner with lb. R.L.G.1.

The two upper portions consist of 6| lb. and 16} lb. E.X.E.

respectively, built up and enclosed in silk cloth bags without hoops,

no zinc envelope being required; the bags are choked with silk

twist. The filled bags are then rolled to reduce the diameter by

altering slightly the positions of the prisms

The portions are inserted in the following order:—ring, pad,

6-f lb., and 16f lb. On the top is placed a felt ring, and then a felt

wad, and the lid inserted.

4e-l-inch Q.F. Powder Cartridges.

Weigh out and insert the charge, tapping the cartridge to ensure

the setting down of the powder.

Place a millboard wad over the powder and if there is room

one, or if necessary two, felt wads so as to fill the cartridge but allow

for the lid.

6'inch, 4'7-tneA, Blank and 12-pr. Q.F. Saluting Cartridges.

The 7-lb. blank charge for the 6-inch, and 3-lb. for the 4'7-inch

and 4-inch, are first enclosed in a silk cloth bag, hooped and choked

in the ordinary manner, but recessed in the centre of the base, to

allow space for the projecting end of the primer when placed in the

cartridge. In the recess is fitted a small dome of calico and white

paper, pierced with holes, and having a shalloon primer filled with

8£ drams of R.F.G.2 or new Blank F.G. secured in the top with silk

twist.

The charge is placed in the cartridge with a paper cylinder over

it, and a lid secured.

The l^-lb. blank charge for 12-pr. 12 and 8-cwt. is enclosed in a

silk cloth bag, similar to that for the 6-inch, but a jacket of felt is

drawn over it and secnred by a piece of silk twist threaded round

the mouth.

The service 12-pr. 8-cwt. cartridge, or the 12-pr. 12-cwt. cartridge

cut down to the same leDgth is used. The charge is inserted in the

cartridge, the felt jacket uppermost, and then a felt wad, consisting

of a disc and a ring stitched together, is placed over it with the ring

next the charge, no lid being used.

6-pr. and 3-pr. Q.F. Cordite Cartridges.

The charges of size 5 cordite, 7}-oz. for 6-pr. and 6|-oz. for 3-pr.,

are weighed out. An igniter of R.F.G.8 or new Blank F.G., enclosed

in a shalloon bag, is tied to the sticks near the centre. The bundle

is then folded over, leaving the igniter on the outer side of the fold,

and placed in the Holder, cordite charges, which keeps it together

while it is tied in three places with silk twist. The charge is

placed in the case which has a clip over the cap with the igniter next

the cap, and a perforated cylinder, with paper and glaze-board discs

at one end is placed over it, the glaze-board disc next the charge.

The shell, which has been previously filled and fuzed, is inserted a

short distance in the neck of the case, the body below the driving band
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being coated with shellac varnish, and cam being taken that the

projecting head of the fnze fits inside the end of the paper cylinder.

The cartridges, with clip on the base, is then placed in the indenting

machiueand the shell forced home by means of the hand-wheel till

the driving band of the shell tooches the mouth of the case. The

neck of the case is then indented in three places, into the cannelure

round the shell, by depressing the lever. The word cordite and the

lot number are stencilled on the base of the cartridge in red.

The cartridge is then gauged in the chamber gauge, and at once

placed in a box, with the clip still on. (The clip is removed for

ganging.)

6-pr. and 3-pr. Q.F. Powder Cartridges.

The charge is weighed and inserted in the case by means of the

funnel, the case being tapped with a wooden mallet to ensure the

powder settling down. A felt wad is placed over the powder and the

cartridge is completed as already described, for filling with cordite.

6-pr. and 3-pr. Q.F. Saluting Cartridges.

The cases are similar to the service cases bnt shorter and are

fitted with a removable primer. The charge of blank L.G. 15-oz. for

6-pr. and 11-oz. for 3-pr. is enclosed in a shalloon bag hooped and

choked in the usual manner, covered at one end with a felt jacket, to

the centre of which is attached a loop of silk braid. The charge is

inserted in the case with the felt-covered end uppermost. A felt

and a millboard disc are placed over the charge, tho loop on the

jacket being passed through a hole in the wads. The charge is then

secured by a piece of silk braid passed through the holes on each

side of the mouth of the case, tho ends being tied together over the

charge.

Packing Quick-firing Cartridges.

The cartridges will be packed in a dry, warm room, care being

taken that the packages are thoroughly dry inside. This is especially

important with 6 and 3-pr. cartridges.

When packing filled Q.F. cartridges, 12-pr. and above, each

package is to contain cartridges of one maker only, as indicated by

the initials on the base.

6-inch quick-firing cartridges are packed npright, three long

cartridges or four short in a zinc-lined teak box, a packing piece

being placed over them to keep them in position ; the box for outfit

of ships is closed with a locking plate, that for transport or L.S. by

screws.

To close the box, fill the groove round the lining of the lid with

luting and smooth it off level with the top of the groove ; place the

lid on the box and tap it down. If the lid is fitted with a locking

plate, turn the eccentric moving the plate by means of the Mark IV

key for powder cases, so that the lid is securely locked. If it is

fastened by screws, screw them home, or screw down the nuts of

Mark II L.S. boxes.

To open the box, turn the eccentric with the key so as to unlock

the plate, or remove the screws, and ease the lid by applying the flat

end of the handle of the key in the slots at two of the corners on the

under side of the lid, then lift off the lid by the twine loops.

4'7-inch cartridges are packed for the Navy in M rectangular

powder cases or in zinc-lined teak boxes closed like the 6-inch above,

and for Land Service in zinc-lined boxes or in boxes with a zinc

compartment for each cartridge. Each package holds six cartridges.
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In the M case the cartridges fit into perforated trays and are kept

in position by spring bolts.

To close the case, fill the groove round the top of the case with

luting and smooth it off level with the top of the groove. Turn the

square-headed bolts in the lid with the Mark IV key (see p. 76) in

the direction of the arrow marked O. Place the lid on the case,

tapping it down and turn the bolts in the direction of the arrow

marked S, so as firmly to lock the lid. The lids and cases bear

corresponding numbers, and each lid should be replaced on its proper

case.

To open the case, unlock the lid by turning the bolts in the

direction of the arrow O. Ease the lid by applying the flat end of

the handle of the key under the projections on the lid above the

handles on the body and lift off the lid by the twine loops.

In the Naval 4' 7-inch boxes and L.S. Mark II boxes the cart

ridges are packed heads and tails each with a packing piece at the

mouth and two canvas bands round the body. The boxes are closed

■or opened in the same way as the 6-inch boxes. ,

In the Land Service Mark I box each compartment is closed with

a separate zinc lid with indiarubber washer. The wood lid of the box

is screwed down and compresses all the washers.

The 4-inch and 12-pr. cartridges are packed in zinc-lined boxes

similar to the Naval and L.S. Mark II boxes for 4"7-inch. They

contain eight 4-inch or ten 12-pr., a canvas lifting band being

attached to the lowest cartridge, and brought up through the

remainder. The boxes are closed or opened as already described.

Service cartridges are packed 6-pr. 11, and 3-pr. 16, in a box, zinc

lined. To close the boxes fill the groove round the lining of the box

with luting; put on the zinc lid and press it home, smoothing off

the luting ; close the lid of the box and fasten it with the turnbuckle,

tying the latter down with the twine attached to the cleat for the

purpose.

Some of the early supplies of 6 and 3-pr. Service cartridges are

packed in unlined boxes with the junction of the lid and body pro

tected by a waterproof cover. In future these boxes will only be

used for dummy drill cartridges.

All quick-firing boxes are painted stone colour outside except the

3-pr., which are painted lead colour.

These packages are stencilled and labelled as follows :— § 10335.

Labels. {See pp. 443 and 444.)

Group and division label.

Government explosives label.

Packer's label, for interior of lid.

Instructions for handling.

Station label.

Contents label, 6-pr. and 3-pr. only in front of boxes and also

inside the lid.

The Group and Division label for Group I, Division V, (Q.F.

cartridges 12-pr. and above) has the words " To be handled with

care " printed on it.

The Government Explosive and Station labels are pasted over tho

junction of lid and body.

Information to be stencilled.

Number of cartridges in the package.

Designation and numeral.

(5581) z
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Nature, lot number and initials of the maker of powder, or size

and lofnumber (which includes initials of maker) of cordite.

§§ 10299, Numeral and initials of manufacturer of empty cartridges (12-pr.

10428. an)j ai,ove), an(j the letter T when the contact discs are of pure tin.

Monogram of station, and date of filling.

Initials of maker, numeral and year of manufacture of primer

(12-pr. and above).

The words " For practice only " or " For gunnery ships only "

where service ammunition has been sentenced to be so used.

Tare and gross weight.

Colour of Stencilling.

Packages containing service cartridges.

Naval .. .. .. Bed.

Land . . . . . . . . Black.

(Except the word cordite, which will be in red.)

Packages containing blank or saluting cartridges.

Naval only . . . . . . White.

(Except the letter N, which will be in blue.)

Packages containing 6-pr. and 3-pr. practice cartridges.

L.S. and N.S Yellow.

The words " For practice only " or " For gunnery ships only " in

black.

For boxes 12-pr. and upwards, the stencilling will be as far as

possible between the battens on the lid, except the 12-pr. which are

stencilled on the battens. The tare and gross weight are placed on

the side.

For 6-pr. and 3-pr. boxes the stencilling is on the lid.

§ 10898. Cartridge, Q. F. 2'95-inch, Star Shell, Mark I (see p. 310.)

Body of shell is of F.S. ; a recess in the base takes a bursting

charge of 1 dram R.F.G.* contained in a shalloon bag.

The head of the shell is of gunmetal with G.S. fuze hole gauge ;

it is attached to body by four brass screws and four twisting screws.

A perforated brass tube is fixed to the bottom of the fuze socket by a

nut, and into a perforated steel diaphragm over the bursting charge.

The shell is lined with a paper cylinder and contains ten stars

(five in each tier). Over the cylinder is a felt washer to keep the stars

from jolting against the head. Weight of shell filled 8 lb. 4 oz.

Cartridge, Q. F. Saluting, 2 95-itich filled Mark I. The cartridge

consists of a service case, fitted in the base the Mark III 6-pr. or

3-pr. primer (§ 6542), see p. 305.

The charge is 12 oz. Blank L.G. contained in No. 1 silk cloth

bag, which is enclosed in a felt jacket.

The mouth is closed by a -J-inch felt disc, to which is stitched a

felt washer.
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CHAPTER XX.—FILLING SHELL.

IMPLEMENTS, FDZE, SHELL, AND CARTRIDGE.—THEIR DESCRIPTION AND USE.

SUNDRY STORES CONNECTED WITH PROJECTILES.—EXAMINATION OF

EMPTY SHELLS.—PAINTING EMPTY AND FILLED SHELLS.—INSTRUC

TIONS FOR FILLING SHELLS.—STORAGE, PACKING AND TRANSPORT, OF

FILLED SHELLS.—EMPTYING SHELLS.—PREPARING AND FIXING FUZES.

The following articles used in filling shell, in boring, and preparing

fuzes, etc., are grouped together under the general heading of

" Implements, fuze, shell, and cartridge."

Bar lifting shell.

Bits, hook borer.

Blocks, Nos. 1 and 2.

Borers, gimlet.

Chisel, metal, Mark I.

• „ preparing cannelures, Mark I.

Cylinder, common.

Discs, cleaning fuze hole.

Drifts, G.S., long and short.

Drivers, screw, shrapnel, large, Mark IV.

Extractor, faze, small, rifled, Mark II.

Funnels, shell, copper, large and small.

Hammer, metal, 1 lb. 12 oz., Mark I.

Handles, hook borer.

Holders, shell.

,, ,, studded.

„ „ B.L. and studless.

„ „ for laboratories.

Hooks, G.S. wad.

,, hook borer.

Instrument, deepening serrations, B.L., 12-inch heavy pro

jectiles.

Key, faze and ping, G.S.

„ plug, G.S.

„ fuze, Armstrong, E.

„ fuze, universal, Marks I, II and III.

„ fuze, Hotchkiss, Mark I.

„ base fuze and plug Marks I and II.

„ opening sensitive fazes Marks I and II.

Pincers, shrapnel primer.

Rectifiers, gas-check, R.M.L., 13-pr.

Rods, filling shell, large and small.

Scrapers, shell.

Spanner, fuze, Q.F. 1-pr., Mark I.

Spanners, gas-check, nuts.

» >. plugs (2).

Wrenches, base plug.

Wrench, opening fuzes Marks I and II.

(5581) z 2
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Besides the above, the following articles, though not coming under

the head of " Implements," are supplied to laboratories in which the

shell are filled :—

Blocks, wood, steadying shell.

Brushes, stencil.

Instructions, sheets.

Mallets, tent.

Plates, stencil.

Scissors, laboratory.

Scoops, powder.

§ 9160. Bar, lifting shell Mark I is for use with shell holders in labora

tories for fuzing projectiles with base fuzes. It consists of a steel

bar about 2 feet long with a central hole for the reception of the

hook of the raising tackle, and 3 holes at each end to either of which

can be attached a shackle holding chains about 3 feet long.

Method of Use.

Place the holder over the nose of the projectile, and fix it at the

centre of gravity, by means of the screws and spanner supplied with

the bolder. Pass the bottom loops (a) of the chain on the bar owr

the trunnions of the holder, adjusting the chains so as to keep thein

parallel by attaching the shackles (6) into the required holes (c).

The raising tackle will then be hooked in the bar at (d), and the

projectile lifted and placed in position.

Scale J.
 

Hook borers. The complete apparatus for boring wood time fuzes consists of a

"Handle, hook borer," "Hook, hook borer," and " Bit, hook borer"

which are separate stores, though always necessarily used in con

junction. There are four patterns of the handles and hooks, and

three of the bits.

§ 3693. Mark IV has the hook heavier and stronger than the previous
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patterns (for details of which see former edition of this work), so

as to prevent its opening out when the fuze is being bored. Tho

screw is continuous and single (16 threads to the inch).

Mark III is a spoon-shaped bit, with a rather sharp point.

For details of Marks II and I see former edition of this work.

Blocks, Nos. 1 and 2 Mark J are for use in fixing base fuzes and

also gas-checks of R.M.L. pointed common shells. They may also

be used for filling shell as required. No. 1 is for 12-inch calibre and

above, No. 2 is for 8-inch to 11-inch. They are each a cnbical blcck of

wood, measuring 1 foot each way, bored out to take the head of the

projectiles when placed base upwards. A hole will be made in the

floor to receive the block, so that it is flush with the floor. When

not required for use, the block will be inserted in the floor, with the

hole for shell downwards. Two recesses are provided in the sides of

the cavity, and a bar across the hole in the bottom (see drawing) to

facilitate lifting the blocks out of the floor.

Blocks for projectiles under 8-inch will be made locally as

required, no fixed size being necessary, as they will stand on the

floor or a bench at the most convenient height.

Bits.

§ 3891.

§§9199,
10274, 10507.

Section on KK.

 

 

Plan.

The Borer, Gimlet, Mark II, has a twisted gimlet, and the ferrule §§ 1928,2123.

has a hollow in it to receive the dust, &c, caused by boring.

The handle is fluted to give a good grip. Mark I has a plain

wooden handle, an ordinary gimlet, and no hollow in the ferrule.

Both patterns have a small shield attached by a line to protect the

steel point when the borer is not in use.

This gimlet borer must be used for boring 30-seconds fuzes, for

which the hook borer is not suitable.

Chisel, Metal, Mark I.—This chisel is a cross-cut, about 7\ inches §§ 6456, 7728.

long and \ inch wide, and is intended for cutting out the lead rings

and base discs from B.L. or Q.F. or R.M.L. shells.

Chisel, preparing cannelures, Mark I.—This chisel is of steel, about § 5887.

6 inches long, "4 inch wide at the point, and slightly curved. It is

intended for preparing the cannelures of B.L. or Q.F. projectiles to

take augmenting strips. (See p. 199.)
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Cylinders. The bits for the hook borer are contained in Cylinder, Common,

thus :—

Cylinder, Common Bit, Hook Borer

(Mark I), with Bits. (Mark III).

 

§ 10842. Discs, Cleaning Fuze Holes, Large, for shells taking large base fuze ;

Medium, for shells with medium base fuze.

These are made of copper formed with a stem which is shaped at

the end to fit the "brace magazine" (§ 9025), and are for use in

cleaning the recess for the flange of the base fuze iu the bases of

shells.

§ 7602. Drift, O.S., Long, Mark I, is a round piece of boxwood, about

4 inches long, the lower portion, for a length of 1*6 inches, is coned

to fit the G.S. fuze-hole. It is used for inserting the G.S. wad in

< the following shells, which have long fuze-holes, viz. : 4-inch B.L.,

Q.F., or Q.F.C. shrapnel, Marks V and VI, and 2 5-inch R.M.L. ring

shell.

§§ 1928, 2015. Drift, G.S., Short, Mark I, is generally similar to the long drift,

but the conical part is T35 inches long.

§§7717. The Driver, Screw, Shrapnel, Large, Mark IV, \ C \ Phosphor

Bronze, supersedes Maik III, which was rather longer and narrower.

The Extractor, Fuze, Small, Rifled, Mark II, is shown in the cut

and is suited to rifled ordnance only. It is lighter and cheaper than

Mark I.

Scale, i.

 

§§4107,2493. The Funnel, Shell, Copper, Large, is intended for use with 16-inch

and larger natures of shell filled with bags; the Small for lower
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natures. ■ Mark II, of the small pattern and the large one, are made

without seam in cone or spout.

The Funnel, Shell, Leather, Common, Large and Small, are used §§ 25, 9392.

for filling shells when no bags are used. They will become obsolete

when used up.

Holders, Shell, Q.F., \2-pr., Mark I; B.L. 5-inch or Q.F. kl-inch, §9514.

Mark II; and B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C., 6-inch, Mark II, are made of

cast iron, to the forms and dimensions as shown in the woodcuts,

those for 12-pr. 5-inch and 4-7-inch, having flat bases with three

screw holes for securing them to a bench or table ; a clamping screw

(with lever handle attached) being provided for retaining the shell

in position.

Holder, Shell, Q.F., 12-pr., Mark I. Holder, Shell, B.L., b-inch, or

Q.F., i-7-inch, Mark U.

. Scale i. Scale |.
 

Section at AB. Section at AB.

i 

Plan. Plan.

The holder for 6-inch has a wood block fixed in the base for the

reception of the point of the shell, and the semi-circular band, with

fly nut, hinged to the top for retaining the shell in position.



Holder, Shell, B.L., Q.F., or Q.FC, 6-inch, Mark II.

Scale J. Scale

 

Front Elevation.

§ 6456. Hammer, Metal, 1-lb. 12-oz., Mark I, resembles an ordinary chipping

hammer, and is for use with the metal chisel, as described at p. 341.

§§ 1483, 1682, Holders, Shell, Palliser (see cut), for the different natures of

1696, 2412, studded projectiles were provided of the pattern shown in the cut,

having stops at A and B, which rested on the rear studs. But these

Holder, Shell, Palliser.

 

 

were unsuitable for use with Mark II gas-checks, the stops preventing

them from passing the projections on the latter.

Accordingly those manufactured since August, 1883, have no

stops, and instructions were issued for the local alteration of all

existing ones, which is done by removing the two screws on the top

of each stop and knocking out the latter with a hammer. At the

same time the use of these implements with common shell was

approved and the designation changed to Holder, shell, studded.
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The above holders are evidently not applicable to a shell without §§4107, 4260,

projections, for which purpose a different pattern has been introduced 4369.

and called Holder, shell, B.L., and studless, with spanner attached. (See

cut.)

Holder, Shell (with Spanner), 16-incJi, Mark I.

Scale, i.

 

if1;!

Pi-- :■ '(^Wj

It consists of handles attached to a jointed ring, which is tightened

by means of a nut working on a screw bolt. For use with the nut a

spanner is attached by a chain to one of the handles. The same

pattern of holder is used with R.M.L. studless, and with B.L. shell,

and where the calibre is the same as in the 12-inch the same holder

is supplied for both projectiles.

Holders, Shell, for Laboratories, are intended for use in holding §§6846,7233.

and slinging shell when emptying them. (See cut.)

Scalp, }.
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§§ 10238, Instrument, deepening serrations B.L., 12-inch, Heavy Projectiles,

10359. Mark I is for use in deepening the serrations on the rear slope of the

driving band of existing B.L. 12-inch heavy projectiles, in N.S.

no. 1.

Scale, 1
 

G

SECTIOK AT A. 3,
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Wood block.

 

The above-mentioned instrument consists of a flanged steel ring

with two handles abont 21 inches long. It is about 16 inches

external and 13 inches internal diameter. Passing through holes in

the ring are three gun-metal guides C, D, E, having projections on

the inner surface which fit into the cannelures of the driving band,

and to allow of the guides being adjusted, Ac, there are three

adjusting screws F, and three fixing screws G to secure them in

position when required. A steel cutter H passes through the ring

and this is also provided with one adjusting screw I, and two fixing

screws J. On the inside of the ring, and close to the cutter, there

is a steel spring K fixed, to which is attached a felt wad L.
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To work the instrument, secure the shell to be operated npon as

in Fig. 2. Place the instrument over the driving band and secure it

there by means of the guides, moving the adjusting screws F as

required and then screwing up the fixing screws G. The cntter H is

then pressed against the serrations on the driving band by moving

the adjusting screw I, after which the fixing screws J are tightened.

When ready the instument is turned by the handles thus cutting

into the serrations, tbe cuttings being removed by the felt wad L.

This may be repeated nntil the depth of the serrations is found

correct, which is ascertained by means of a small gauge which is

supplied for the purpose.

§ 3895. Hook, 0.8. wad, is a piece of stout copper wire ("165 inch in

diameter) having one end bent into a hook, and the other end fitted

into a wooden handle. The total length is about 7 inches.

Keys. Key, Fuze and Plug, U.S.—One arm b, originally intended for the

§ 1308. obsolete pillar fuzes, is nsed for the G.S. plug and for adapters, the

other arms a and c are used for the common gauge plug, and Pett-

man's L.S. and G.S. fuzes.

§ 1992. Key, Plug, General Service, is simply for screwing or unscrewing

G.S. plugs, and R.L. and D.A. Marks I, I** and II, D.A. Delay,

Mark III and D.A. Impact percussion fuzes.

§ 1G83. Key, Fuze, Armstrong, E, is for use with the E time fuze. It may

be distinguished from the Mark I universal fuze key by the points of

the arm used for moving the collar being square instead of round,

and by the smaller size of the circular arm used for screwing in the

fuze.

§§8730,9158. Key, Fuze, Universal, Mark III.—This key is made of steel of the
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form and dimensions shown in the cut, and has a long lanyard

attached. It will supersede all former keys (except the Armstrong,

E) ; but it is to be understood that no supplies of these keys will be

made until the existing store of universal keys is exhausted.

Hexagonal Hole A.

For clamping nuts of:—

Short time and percussion and Nos. 56 and 57, CO and 61 fuzes.
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Hexagonal Hole B.

For clamping nuts of :—

Middle time and percussion fuze.

Middle sensitive time fuze.

 

Key, Fuze, Universal, Mark II.

Scale, i.

LANYARD 4 3 LO/VC LOOP LONG

C 

Projection C.

For recesses in :—

General service fuze-hole plug, and R.B.L. F.S. plugs.

Royal Laboratory percussion fuze.

Cap of direct-action percussion fuzes Marks I** and II, D.A.

Delay, Mark III, and D.A. Impact fuzes, Marks, I, I*, II,

and III.

Safety plug in direct-action percussion fuze, Mark III.

Projections D.D.

For recesses in :—

Pettman, land service and general service fnzes.

Direct-action percussion fuze, Mark III.

Small percussion fuzes.

Arm E and Pin F.

For hole in side of :—

Short time and percussion fuze.

Time and percussion fuzes No. 56, Mark IV, and No. 57,

Mark I, Nos. GO and 61.

Arm E and Pin G.

For hole in side of :—

Middle time and percussion fuze.

Middle sensitive time fuze.
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§§ 6040, 6617. Key, Fuze, Universal, Mark II differed from Mark III in being

thinner and weaker.

§§4924,6395. Key, Fwte, Universal, Mark I is of a different shape to Marks II

or III and the existing store is to be nsed np.

§ 9909. Key, Fuze, Hotchkiss, Mark I.

The key is made of gun metal, to the form and dimensions shown

in the accompanying woodcnt, and is for nse in inserting or removing

Hotchkiss base percussion fnzes.

Scale, \.

 

§ 9447. Key, Base, Fuze and Plug, Mark II is made of mild forged steel

with projections on each side to fit the holes in bases of the medium

and large base fazes. It has also a projection to fit base pings.

Key, Base, Fuze and Plug, Mark I, differed from Mark II in the

handles being weaker.

§ 7847. Key, Opening, Sensitive Fuzes, Mark I, consists of a wood handle

with a steel blade, fitted with two pins, and is intended for nse in

removing or replacing the side pings in sensitive time fazes.

§§3895, 4790. Pincers, Shrapnel, Primers, Mark II, are made of stout brass wire,

and resemble a pair of round sugar-tongs. At the end of each branch

of the fork the wire is flattened on tho inner side and ends in a double

bend to grip the primer and so enable it to be withdrawn from the

shell when unscrewed.

The introduction of this pattern is necessary, as Mark I could not

be used with the Mark III primers. Mark I pincers, having a

short claw at the end only, will become obsolete.

§ 5291. Rectifier, Gas-check, Ii.M.L., lS-pr., Mark I, consists of a steel

pnnch, curved to fit the hollow betvucn the rim and crown of the 13-pr.

gas-check.

§§ 2493, 4107. The Bod, Filling Shell, Large, is ci brass "4 inch diameter, and

about 5 feet long. It is intended for nse with the 16-inch shell, and

such others as the smaller one may be too short for. The small rod

is -3 inch diameter, and 3 feet long. Both have a wooden handle at

one end, and at the other a brass knob for pressing on the powdor.

§§ 2174, 2823, Scrapers, Shell, are used in removing powder from filled shell,

3895, 4421, or searching empty shells. They are copper rods, having both ends

6041, 9339. flattened out. One end is turned up nearly at right angles to the

line of the rod, the other has a slight bend in the opposite direction.

There are five sizes, viz. :—

62 inches long for

42 „ „

32 „

B.L., 16 25-inch to 12-inch.

R.M.L., 17-72-inch and 16-inch.

B.L., 10-inch and 9 2-inch.

R.M.L., 12 5-inch to 10-inch.

B.L., 8-inch to 5-inch.

, R.M.L., 9-inch to 80-pr.

1 R.B.L., 7-inch.

LQ.F., 4-7-inch.
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"B.L., 4-inch.

20 inches long for \ R ^L- 64"Pr- *° 7"Pr- B L' 4"inoh and

.R.B.L., 40-pr. and 20-pr. N.S.

17
f B.L., op Q.F., 12-pr.

\ B.M.L., 16-pr. to 7-pr., and 2'5-inch.

When the existing stock of 17" scrapers shall have been used up, § 9339.

they will be replaced by 20" scrapers.

Spanner, Gas-check, Nut, 9-inch to 12'5-inch, Mark I. It is used § 3371.

to screw and unscrew the nut. (See cut.)

 

Spanner, Qas-checJc, Plug, is used for the plugs of the 8-inch § 338O.

howitzer (46 cwt.), and the 6'3-inch howitzer. It generally resembles

that shown in the cut, but is of course smaller, and has two handles

opposite each other.

That for the 40-pr. is similar but smaller. § 3382.

Spanner, Fuze, Q.F. 1-pr. | L \ Mark I. This is of steel, the jaw § 10957.

being shaped to fit the flats formed on the head of the Q.F. 1-pr.

nose fuze.

The Wrench, Base, Plug, is an iron arm about 13 5 inches long, §§ 1490,J3529.

from the centre of which projects a square key of the same size as

the G.S. plug key.

Wrench, opening Fuzes, Mark II, is for use of Inspecting Ordnance §§ 9393,

Officers. '

The " wrench " is of steel, and is fitted with two pairs of pins

on one side having centres '6 inch and -5 inch apart, respectively.

These pins are for use in removing the following plugs, viz. :—

— •6-inch Pin. •5-inch Pin.

Bottom plug

n j*

Fuze, time and percussion,

middle.

Fuze, percussion, direct-action.

Fuze, percussion, E.L.Fuze, time and percussion,

short, and T and P, 56

and 57, 60 and 61.

» >■ • •

Top plug. .

Fuze, percussion, direct-

action delay.
j- Fuze, time, sensitive, middle.

Fuze, percussion, Pettman, Q-.S.Fuze, percussion, small

On the opposite side of the wrench three pairs of pins are fitted

with their centres 1"375 inches, l"15 inches, and "5 inch apart. The
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latter pair are for the magazine plug of the mediam base fuze, and

the others are for the screwed caps of the large and medium base

fuzes.

§ 7347. Wrench opening fuzes Mark I, differs from Mark II in not being

fitted with pins for the base fuzes.

There are two sets of Instructions, viz. :—

(a.) Filling and securing shell for rifled ordnance.

(6.) Examination of shells for rifled ordnance.

These are always printed together and issued in three ways,

viz. :—(1) The pamphlet form with Ariny orders ; (2) Printed on

sheets, which are pasted on a board and hung up in laboratories ; and

(3) Printed on calico for issue to H.M. ships.

§§ 2648, 8734. Plates, stencil, are issued cut with the word "Bag," and others

cut with a series of numbers. Those having the circular 1-inch

disc and the letter P are to be cut locally.

Miscellaneous Stores.

The following articles though not under the general heading of

" Implements, fuze, shell, and cartridge," are used in connection with

shells or shell-filling :—

Bags, burster. t

„ primer.

Bearer, shot, B.L., 6-inch.

Bolt, eye, lifting projectiles, large and small.

Cage, shell, R.B.L., 7-inch.

Cage, projectile, B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C., 6 inch.

Clip, lifting projectiles Marks I and II,

Drivers grummet.

Extractors, projectiles, R.M.L.

Gauges.

Horn, powder, miners.

Instrument, marking projectiles.

Lever, extracting, eye-bolt.

„ grummet.

Planks, stacking projectiles.

Plugs.

Primers.

Protectors, armour-piercing projectiles.

Protectors projectiles.

Screwrs, preserving, eye-bolt, holes, large and small.

Selvagees.

Strap, carrying projectiles B.L., 5-inch howitzer, Mark I.

Slings, lifting projectiles, B.L.

Wads.

§§ 2493,3297, Bags, burster, are used with common, common pointed, double,

413l' 415s' armour-piercing, and Palliser shells, for the following calibres : —

4164,' 4363,' B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C., 4-inch and upwards.

4387, 4388, R.M.L., 16-pr. and upwards.

4454, 4768, R.B.L., 40-pr. and 7-inch.

8135' 5340* And with new pattern Palliser shells :—

~A28, 550l| R.M.L. , 9-inch to l(i-inch.

5G33' 5652' They are used, generally speaking, with shells which have

5738 5739' bursting charges of powder 1\ lb. and above, to avoid premature

5898^ 5967^ explosion through friction when the powder sets back on discharge.

TO2o| 605*'
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The latest pattern of Bag, Burster, for B.L. common nnd double

shell 4-inch, 30-pr., and 5-inch. R.M.L. studded, 16-pr. to 12'5-inch

nnd R.B.L., 7-inch, is made with body of dowlas, neck and shoulder

of shalloon. The latter material is used to lessen the resistance to

(he penetration of the flash from the fuze. Those for the B.L.,

16'25-inch Mark I, F.S. common and R.B.L., 40-pr., only differ in

having an additional piece of material, called collar cloth, sewn over

the base end to form a cushion. Bags for B.L. 8-inch and

upwards and R.M.L. studless, cast-iron, or cast-steel, and 16"25-inch

F.S. Mark II (except B.L. and R.M.L., 8-inch iron) are of dowlas

except the bottom which is of shalloon. The latter is called the tip

and comes next the fuze hole as these shells are filled through the

base ; and to form a cushion for the bag in the shell there is a

thickness of collar cloth additional over the shoulder proper.

Earlier patterns of burster bags had bodies of No. 3 class silk

oloth for cast-steel, and serge for cast-iron shells, each having

shalloon tips. Still earlier patterns for studded shells were made

entirely of serge, and for the 8-inch, 92-inch, and 12-inch F.S.

common serge bodies with shalloon neck and shoulder.

Bags for B.L. 8-inch iron, R.M.L. 8-inch iron, and 6"6-inch, are

exceptional owing to dowlas being used, in place of collar cloth for

a cushion at the shoulder. The bags for B.L. 6-inch gun and

howitzer cast iron and cast steel, have dowlas bodies and shalloon

tips. Earlier patterns were made of serge for the iron, and silk

cloth for the steel shells. The latest bag for 6-inch howitzer practice

shell has dowlas body with shalloon neck.

The following burster bags are interchangeable :—

R.M.L. 8-inch howitzer, 46-cwt., and 8-inch R.M.L. gun studded

commop shell.

The 6'6-inch gun and 6'6-inch howitzer.

The 6i-pr. gun and 6'3-inch howitzer.

The burster bags for B.L., B.L. or Q.F., B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C.

and R.M.L., common pointed, armour-piercing, or Palliser shells,

have dowlas bodies and shalloon necks, but no collar cloth.

It must, of course, be remembered that burster bags for iron or

steel shells of the same calibre are not interchangeable, the capacities

of shells of different material may vary considerably.

The following is an example of the marking on burster bags :—

.K. A L.

II

6-1 N.

B.L.

COMMON

CAST STEEL*

R.^L.

II

9-2-IN.

B.L.

COMMON,

IRON.

R.^L.

II

64-PR. GUN

AND

6 3-IN. now.

R.M.L.

COMMON.

R.^L.

II

12 -5-IN.

R.M.L.

COMMON

STUDDED.

6381, 7299,

7421, 7447,

8411, 8412,

S004, 9270,

9301, 9314,

9344, 9912,

10206, 10207,

10331, 10383,

10413, 10417,

10506.

Exceptional

bags.

Interchange

able bag*.

Marking.

Bags, Burster, Shrapnel, have been made to contain the bursting Bags, burster,

charges of shrapnel shells of the following calibres, viz.:—B.L., shrapnel.

4-inch, Mark IV, and R.M.L., 2 5-inch, Marks I, I* and II. They

are of red shalloon and marked for the calibres for which intended.

The B.L., 4-inch, Mark IV and R.M.L., 2 5-inch, Mark 1*, are

cylindrical ; the R.M.L., 2'5-inch, I and II, are circular. They are

tilled before insertion in the shell.

Bags, Primer, 7 drams, Mark I, are small shalloon bags containing §§ 3722, 4 65,

7 drams of Service F.G. powder (pistol, F.G., R.F.G. or R.F.G.2), or 42fit,8965.

■ 9721, 10093.

* The material is always shown on the bag if a gun fires common shell of iron

and steel.

(5581) 2 i
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§4363.

§§ 7770, 98£9,

10176.

AC. 1884,

CI. 140.

Blowing

charge.

Bags, blow

ing, charge.

§ 6081.

Now obsolete.,

§ 10786.

§ 5196.

Bearer.

Eje-boltp.

§§6741,4-UF,

7727.

blank F.G. new, or shell F.G. new. Two or mote of these primers

are inserted in all common, doable, common pointed, armour-piercing

or Palliser shells, filled with bursting charges of powder in bags,

except the 16-pr. and 1772-inch, the former taking only one primer,

and the latter a 10-oz. primer described below.

Bag. Primer, 10-or. Mark I, is a shalloon bag containing 10 oz. of

F.G. powder (pistol, F.G., R.F.G. or R.F.G.*). This primer is special

for the 17' 72-inch common shell.

Practice projectiles, for both N.S. and L.S., will, in future, be

filled with salt and plugged.

In places where firing live shell is permitted, 80-pr. and 64-pr.

projectiles are fired under Service conditions.

/ In places where no live shell can be fired, common shell take

' the place of the allowance of shrapnel, and are to be loaded with

blowing charges and fuzed.

Two sizes of Bags, Blowing, Charge, have been introduced for use

with common shell when blowing charges arc nsed at practice.

The Bag, Blowing, Charge, Large, Mark I, is made of white calico,

and has a metal ring in the month. It takes l ib. powder, and is

for R.M.L. and R.B.L. guns, 64-pr. and upwards.

The Bag, Blowing, Charge, Small, Mark I, is similar to the above,

and is intended for R.M.L. and R.B.L. guns under 04-pr., and will

take 4 oz. powder.

The latter bag was formerly called Bag, Blowing, Charges, Common,

and was used for 7-inch R.B.L. , and 80-pr. R.M.L., and lower

natures, but its designation and uses have now been altered as given

^above.

Bearer, Shot, B.L., 6-inch, Mark I, is made of ash, 4 feet in length,

2| inches in diameter at the middle, tapering to 1J inches at the end.

A groove is cut in the centre to receive the selvagee by which the

projectile is slung. It was used with 6-inch B.L. gnns in the Land

Service when mounted on H.P. carriages.

A Bolt, Eye, Lifting Projectiles, S7>iall, Mark II, made of wrought

iron, is used in the N.S. for raising to the loading position the pro

jectiles for the 12'5-inch and 16-iueh B.M.L. guns, and for the 8-inch

B.L. to the 13 5-inch. In the L.S. with 13 5-inch B.L. and 16-inch

R.M.L. only. It has two eyes to facilitate the shifting of the

tackle, and it screws info a hole tapped in the body of the shell, which

allows it to hang at an angle suitable for loading. Three grooves are

cut acioss the screw-thread to allow of the escape of any tallow, &c,

with which the bolt-hole may be filled.

Bolt, Eye, Lifting Projectiles, Small, Mark II.

Scale, i.

fc MS >' V*?-*
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Left-handed rope should always be used with this eye*boit, wJien

lifting shells with single whips.

The Bolt, Eye, Lifting Projectiles, Large, Mark I, which is^used in §§-5213. 5741,

the N.S.for the 1772-inch R.M.L., and JG'25-inch B.L. (in tLc L.S. 7277.

Clip, Lifting Projectiles, Mark I.

 

17'72 R.M.L. only), is similar in construction to the above, but

stronger, the screw portion being 1 j inches in diameter.

A Cage, Shell, B.B.L., 7-inch,\s supplied where specially required. § 3539.

It is made of brass and resembles the cages used for lifting cartridges

(see p. 92), but has no chain or hook. The upper half is fitted with

a brass ring which is slipped down over the shell to prevent its falling

out of the cage.

A Cage, Projectile, B.L. or Q.F., 6-inch, Mark I, similar in con- § 6212.

struction to the above, has been approved for use in circular lifts

with 6-inch B.L. or Q.F. projectiles.

A pattern of Clip, Lifting Projectiles, 7-inch to \2'b-inch, has been

sealed to govern supplies. (See cut.)

The studs on the inside of the arms fit into the extracting holes in

the head of the projectiles, and are retained in their place by the

screw-bolt which passes through both arms.

The Clip, Lifting Projectiles, Mark II, differs from the above in § 54S7

having the jaws slightly longer and less curved, in order to suit the

longer heads of studless projectiles. The stnds which tit into the

extractor holes are made of steel.

Driver, grummet, Mark I, is made of hard wood and is used in the

L.S. for removing the grummets from projectiles with gas-check

driving bands.

Extractors, Projectiles.

R.M.L. Wrdught Iron with Wood Stave.

The extractor now made for all heavy R.M.L. guns, 7-inch to

17*72 inch, is constructed to ixt independently of the grooves of the

241», 3437.

§ 0393.

gun.

(5581) 2 a 2

§§120G.12Gr-,

1363, 1681,

1712, 2850,

3913 39i3,
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4008, C94I, It has two jaws and teeth for the two extractor holes of the

p,,ojectile-

' The jaws are closed by a strong spring acting on each counterjaw.

The increasing twist prevents the use of guides. The extractor is

pushed home until the edge of a cup in its head (vide figure) bears

on the edge of the projectile. It is then turned round until the teeth

spring into the holes, which are placed at a fixed distauee from the

ring on the head on which the cup edge will rest.

On withdrawing the staff the socket moves slightly in a sh.t in

the shaft of the head, bringing two wedges, fixed on each side of each

spring, to support each counterjaw.

This extractor has no means provided for releasing its hold while

in the bore.

There are various patterns of extractors, differing principally from

Extractor, Projectile, B.M.L , 9-inch.

 

each other in the staves, either being plain or grooved, or in two

parts as in the 12'5-inch, 16-inch, and 17 72-inch.

The 10-inch, 11-inch, and 12-iuch require different extractors for

their studded and studles3 shell. The s.inie extractor is used for the

studded shell for the 10-inch, ll-inch, and 12-incb, and the two

latter use the same extractor for their studlcss shells.

The extractors for 8-inch calibre pieces are the same, only

differing in length of stave for gun or howitzer.

The 6"3-ineh howitzer, 6 6-inch gun and howitzer, and the 80-pr.

gun take the s\me extractor, but the length of stave differs.

§§1205,1712. The Extractor, Projeetile, 64-jor. It.M.L. Gun, differs from the

pattern previously described. It has three guides, which keep in the

grooves and bring the teeth of the jaws over the extractor holes; by

turning the handle the collar. A, attached to the counter-jaws,

recedes or advances, opening or closing the jaws by means of pins

attached to the collar, which work in slots in the counter-jaws.

 

Bags. " Bags, Extractor, are of canvas, rainted black, the mouth

§§1731,291;', constructed to draw round the stave and tie with a sma'l cord

<KjtU
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running through eyelet holes. There are two sizes, the larger for

12'5-mch to 10-inch, the smaller from 9-inch to 6'3-inch.

Each bag is marked I and R A L in white paint.

Gauges, Shell, Ring, B.L., B.L. or Q.F., B.L., Q.F. or Q.F.G., and

Q.F., Body-high; Band-high and low, and Gas-check- high, are plain

wronght-iron rings with handles formed on them.

Gauges, Shell, Cylinder, R.M.L., are high gauges for both body

and studs. They are made of iron and for 7-inch and upwards

fitted with two handles. A projectile which passes through it is sure

to enter the bore of the gun ; the diameters both of the cylinder and

groove are "045-inch less than the corresponding diameters of the § 2486.

gun*

Guns with a uniform twist have the front and rear stud of their §§1930,3044,

projectiles the same size, therefore only one set of grooves is 4469.

required in the cylinder gauge corresponding to the grooves in the

gun, the front stud in projectiles for guns having an increasing

twist is smaller than the rear stud, hence for 8-inch guns and

upwards a cylinder gauge is employed which has two sets of grooves

of which one set narrows up towards the top so as to test the size of

the front stud. A flange round the top of the gauge should rest on

the front stud ; a slot cut in the flange allows the front stud to be

seen.

Gauges, Shell, Ring; R.M.L. Body and Studs.—These gauges Ring gauges,

answer sufficiently well to test the shell as far as loading is con- io^i^ya'Ja^6,

corned; they do not test the pitch of rifling, but are much more g348' ' '

portable than the cylinder gauges.

The 8-inch and upwards have two sets of grooves, one for the rear

and one for the front stud.

Gauges, Shell, Ring, R.M.L. , Body, and Gas-check, are issued for §§4104,4470,

5437, 8692,

Ring Gauge for 9-inch Rifled M.L. Projectiles. ' '

— -~ ■rrrnrn

Section.

I

 

* In manufacture the cylinder gauge has the advantage of detecting an ecojntric

stud which could not be found by ring gauges.
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studies* shell. They are uimilar to those for studded shell with

uniform twiRt, and are made for all natures of studless shells.

Using. Some care is required to use a gauge properly ; unless held quite

fair it will not pass over the projectiles.

Gauges, Shell, Ring, R.B.L., are high and low gauges, the former

passing over the projectile, the latter resting at the back end behind

the cannelure.

Equipment Supply of gauges for projectiles. Royal Artillery and Army

Psrt'lf'lSab ^r(^nance Department will be supplied as may be required, with
a ' " ring gunge?, body and gas-check, and ring gauges, body and studs,

for R.M.L. projectiles ; high gauges for B.L., and R.B.L. projectiles ;

and chamber gauges for 6-pr. and 3-pr. Q.F. ammunition.

Stations of inspection will, in addition to the gauges mentioned

in the preceding paragraph, be supplied with cylinder gauges (or

ring gauges, body and studs, if cylinder gauges are not available),

and ring gauges, low over studs, for R.M.L. ; and low gauges for

B.L. and R.B.L. projectiles.

The dimensions of the high gauges for R.M.L projectiles are

slightly in excess of those of the standard gauges by which the

projectiles are received into the. service; they, as well as all other

high gauges, are issued for the purpose of indicating what projectiles

are or are not fit for issue, or, if issued, whether, notwithstanding

damaged studs, rings, thickened paint or rust on exterior, etc., they

are still within such limits as will admit of their being properly

loaded.

§§ 1126,8457. Horn, Powder, Miners', one is issued per battery for garrison guns.

It contains 1^ lb. of F.G. powder, and is used for priming guns if

required.

§ 8734. Instrument, marking Projectiles, Mark I, is to govern future manu

facture in place of the copper stencil plates hitherto used for marking

projectiles.

The complete instrument consists of a brass body to which is fitted

a revolving wood handle, a radial arm, two guides, two keep pins,

& wing-nut, washer and screw.

The body is slotted to receive the radial arm, which has a hole at

one end to receive a brush, and is secured at the other end in any

desired position in the slot by means of the wing-nut, washer and

screw.

The two guides are for use with pointed and truncated projectiles

respectively ; both are secured by pins to the end of the body. That

for pointed projectiles has three claws and a centering bit which

works, by means of a spring, in a slot in the guide. That for trun

cated projectiles is made to fit into the key hole in the plug of the

projectile.

The method of use is as follows : —

1. Fit the instrument with the guide suitable for the pattern of

projectile to be painted.

2. Place the projectile on its base, and the instrument on the

point of the projectile.

3. Adjust the radial arm to the required position by means of the

wing-nut.

4. Dip a hog's-hair stencil brush in paint of the required colour,

place it in the hole in the radial arm, and paint the ring round the

tip of the projectile ; the radial arm acting as a guide. If necessary,

finish off the ring after removing the instrument.

KJ3.—The paint to be used should be of the consistency of stencil

paint, care being taken that it does not run when applied.
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Instrument Marking Projectiles, Mark I.

 

 

—istWOOD HANDLE.

-m BODY.

<*RAD/AL AHM.

KEEP PiNS&-

■ m guides m- —

For truncated shells. For pointed shells.

Plates, stencil, copper ring.

Consequent on the adoption of the instrument described above

no moi'e stencil plates will be provided for marking projectiles, and

bo soon as the existing stock: shall have been used ap they will

become obsolete.

Lever, Extracting Eye-bolt, Mark I, is intended for unscrewing the § § 4890,7727.

eye-bolt from projectiles so fitted. It is made of steel £-inch diameter

and 3 feet 9 inches in length, and is flattened at one end. When

existing store is nsed up it will become obsolete, and will be replaced

by lever grummets.

Lever, Grummets, is issued for the purpose of removing the rope §§4108,7727.

grummets from the base of studless projectiles, and for removing

eye-bolts from projectiles so fitted. It is made of steel 19^ inches in

length ; one end is pointed and the other flattened ; both ends are

slightly bent.

Projectiles should not be stacked in contact with the ground, but Stacking

a base should be formed of old shot or shell. projectiles.

Plank, stacking, projectiles, Mark I, is suitable for use in stacking § 9005.

all natures of projectiles for which planks are required. It is 7 feet

by 12 inches by 3 inches, made of elm, bevelled at one end, and

strengthened by iron bands at both ends.

Another plank stacking projectile may still be met with, which §§8800,4178.
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§ §7720,8230,

8S43, 10300.

§ ; 7729,

10201*.

§§ 7729,

I020y.

§ 8G31.

§§ 10031,
10306.

2090.

§ 6063.

§3 8101,9074,

10021*.

§§8102, 9174.

10029.

§ 9674.

differs from the above in being slightly wider and thicker. No more

of these will be provided, the existing stock will be used up, and in

the meantime considered interchangeable with Plank, stacking,

projectiles Mark I.

The following pings will bo found in various Service shell :—

The Plug, Fuze-hole, O.S.,with Loop, Mark I, | L | is a conical plug

without shoulder, having a square hole in the head to take the

G.S. key, and a loop of tarred white line about 1^ inch long. It is

tor use with shells of G.S. gauge for field, mountain, and position

guns.

The Plug, Fuze-hole, G.S., without Loop, Mark 1 1 C | differs from

the above in having no loop ; it is for use in shells of G.S. gauge,

except those that take tho G.S. plug without loop Mark II or G.S.

plug with loop Mark I.

The Plug, Fuze-hole, G.S., without Loop, Naval, Mark II \ N | has a

flange '19 inches wide, under which is a leather washer, soaked in

ozokerine, to make a water-tight joint. It is for use with all Naval

shells of G.S. gauge.

The G.S. plug, as supplied by Sir William Armstrong, Mitchell

& Co., has a shoulder with a leather washer and a loop. It is

hollowed out at the top, and the hole for the key is at the bottom of

tb.9 recess.

These plugs should, as much as possible, be retained for their

o.vn shell.

The Plug, Fuze-hole, Special, Mark I, resembles the G.S. plug,

without loop, Mark II, bat is longer. It has been superseded by the

Mark II plug for lvddite common shells.

The Plug, Fuze-hole, Special, Mark II \ G | differs from Mark I

in having the head recessed so as to leave a narrow rim round the

edgo.

This plug will be fixed in the socket, after being screwed into the

shell, by " stabbing " the rim into the bush of the shell in three places

at about equal distances. This operation can be performed witl any

pointed metal instrument.

Kit plasters will not be used on laud service shells fitted with

this plug, but they will, for the present, be used on all Naval shells.

Plugs, Fuze-hole,. Drill, with lanyard attached, aro issued for the

p.irpose denoted by their name, and used with il.M.L. field service

si ill.

The Plug, Fuze-hole, B.B.L., Mark IT, is used only with the 9-pr.T

12-pr., and 20-pr. F.S. common and segment shells; it has a shoulder,

and may also be eas ly known by having a coarse left-handed screw

thread. The Mark 1 plug had a loop attached to it. Liather collars

nro issued with these plugs, and 5 per cent, spare are issued to

field batteries.

The Plug, Base, Shell, No. 1, Mark I, is a metal plug of the same

gauge as the large base fuze, it is for shell fitted for base fuzes, 6-inch

and upwards. Ic is stamped with the letter P, and has a recess to

tike the wrench base plug, or key, base, fuze, and plug.

The Plug, Base, Shell, No. 2, Mark I, is a metal plug of same

gauge as medium fuze, for shell fitted for medium base fuzes B.L. or

y.F. 5-inch to 12-pr. It is stamped with the letter P, and has a.

recjss to take the key base plug, or key, base, fuze and plug.

Plugs, Base, Shell, Nos. 1 and 2, until recently were snpplied

with lead washers under the flange, these are now discontinued.

The Plug, Base, Shell, No. 3. Mark I, is used for shells taking

base fuzes.
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The Ping, Base, Shell, Nn. I, Mark I, is for practice shell, B.L.,

Q.F., or Q.F.O., 6-inch anl upward*, also for empty shells.

The Plug, Base, Skill, No. 5, Mark I, is for pointed pr.votije

shell, not powder shell, U.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C., 5-inch to 12-pr.

These plugs resemble tha two last-named, but are shorter, the

inner ends being cut off flat at the termination of the screw thread.

A Pocket, Fuze, or poach of buff leather, to hold five boxer fuzos,

is issued for F.S.

It is fitted with a strap to fasten rounl the waist. It alsj crimes

a borer.

Full Size.

§ 10532.

§ 1994.

1—i

J

 

25 O LEATHER WASHER.

.-05

~! -ml6j THUMBS rCRIHCH.

V"<B M.s'pOWDEH.
•M

i -« SHALLOON DISC.
 

m BRASS WASHER -014 THICK.

Primers, Shrapnel Shell.—In shrapnel shell having the bursting Primers,

charge in the base a primer is used ; it serves to convey the flash

from the fuze to the powder, and also prevents the powder from

working up into the fuze socket.

For method of fixing it in the shell, see p. 375.

Mark I primer consisted of a metal cylinder tapped to screw into § 1395.

the pipe of the shell ; the bottom was solid, pierced with a fire-hole,

the top was open. It contained mealed powder, driven and pierced

like a tube.

This construction was found defective, as the flash had a tendency

to p iss upwards, and blind shell frequently occurred when it was used.

As all of this pattern, except those already fixed in shell, were § 2521.

ordered to be returned in 1873, very few should now be found.

Mark II primer was introduced to remedy the defect. § 2268.

The top of this primer is solid, with a conical cup-shaped recess;

the bottom of the cup is perforated with three small holes, com

municating with loose powder, with which the body of the primer is

tilled. The bottom is closed by a thin annular disc of brass covered

with shalloon.

There are two slots in the head for the screw-driver. Mark I had

four slots, and in unscrewing a tight primer the head was apt to give

under the screw driver.

When filled Service shell are carried on their sides, as in 13-pr.

equipment, it was found that the bursting charge sometimes works

through or past the primers and this led to the introduction of—

Mark III, which has a larger head and a leather washer under- § 4533.

neath it (see cut).
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It is filled with M.G.1 powder passed through an 8-mesh sieve,

instead of L.G. powder passed through a 10-mesh.

Primers are issued in a tin cylinder holding 10, closed with a tin

band.

For proof of primers see Regulations for Army Ordnance Services,

1900.

§§6518,8658. Protectors, Armour-piercing, Projectiles, B.L., Mark I.—These were

made for B.L. armour-piercing shot, 6-inch and upwards. The

protector consists of an elm block cored ont to receive the

point of the projectile, fitted with an iron band to receive the

screwed ends of an irou strap, which passes round the base, and

is tightened by two nuts. This baud has also two studs, which fit

into the keyholes of the base plug, and retain the strap in position.

§§ 10328, Protectors, projectiles :— -

10622, 10901.

B.L. 1625-inch, or R.M.L., 16-inch Mark II.

„ 13 5-inch, Mark IV.

„ 12-inch, heavy, Mark III.

„ 12-inch, light, or R.M.L 12 5-inch and 12-iuch Mark IV.

„ 10-inch, or R.M.L., 11-inch, Mark IV.

„ 9 2-inch, or R.M.L., 10-inch and 9-inch, Mark IV.

„ 8-inch, or R.M.L. , 8-inch, Mark IV.

„ Q.F., or Q.F.C., 6-inch, Mark IV.

The protectors are suitable for use with all B.L. pointed projectiles

of the above-named cnlibres, and R.M.L. common pointed shells, as

alrave.

They differ from the " protectors, armour-piercing projectiles "

in the form of the strap, which is a band of hoop iron, in one

piece, bent, and riveted at the bottom to a dish-shaped plate

which fits over the base of the projectile. The top of the protector

is secured to the band by two strap bolts, each fitted with studs,

which engage in slots at the top of the band. By engaging any two

opposite studs in the slots, the protector can be lengthened or

shortened as required, being clamped on to the projectile by the nuts

on the strap bolts ; in earlier marks the band was in two pieces.

Certain issues of protectors (B.L. or Q.F. 6-inch to 13'5-inch)

differed from the above in being provided with only two studs on the

strap bolts. These were suitable only for B.L. armour-piercing, shot,

and B.L., common pointed (except iron) shell.

Protectors of this description will, when converted to the later

pattern (by having the additional studs added to the strap bolts),

be distinguished by having the symbol* added to the numeral.

§ 6429. P1lffi Powder, 4-oz., Mark I, also Pin, Mark I, have been approved

for instructional purposes in judging the distance of burst of pro

jectiles. The puff is of serge containing 4 oz. blank L.G. powder,

and the pin is of iron 13'5 inches long, one end being bent at right

angles, and having an eye to take the friction tube by which the puff

is firod.

§§ 5064, 57'IJ. Screws, Preserving, Eye-bolt, Holes, large and small, Mark I, have

been introduced for projectiles having eye-bolt holes in the side.

Their use is to prevent dirt, &c, filling up the hole. The large is for

17-72-inch R.M.L. and 16-25-inch B.L. guns, and the small for R.M.L.

12-5-inch and 16-inch and B.L. 8-inch to 13'5-inch.

§ § 3259,4268, Seluagees are used for slinging projectiles in the L.S., when

9567. loading. In future, the sizes to which selvagees will be made up for

L S. purposes will be as detailed below. The' existing stock,

irrespective of sizes, will be used np.
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- Detail.

 

■

Designation.
Service. Length

(inside when

stretched straight).

No. of

strands.

-

Salragees— (3-thread yarn.)

in. in.

29 to 30

36 (o 37

43 to 44

48 to 49

For projectiles, B.L. or

H.M.L.—

29-inch

36-inch

43-inch

48-inch

L

L*

L

L

6

12

18

27

6-inch to 7-inch.

9- inch and 9'2-inch.

also for G.S. purposes.

B.L., 5-inch howitzer.

10-inch to ll-inch.

12-inch to 12'5-inch,

63-inch L 63 to 54 26

Strap, carrying projectiles, B.L., 5-inch Howitzer, Mark I, is two

st out leather straps with iron runners ; they are attached to a wrought-

iron handle covered with leather.

Strap, carrying projectiles, B.L., 5'4-iiic/t Howitzer, Mark I, is

similar to the above.

Slings, Lifting, Projectiles, B.L., Mark I.—These slings are made §§5868,5966,

for B.L. guns, 8-inch to 16-25-inch inclusive, and are intended for 10240.

use with steel armour-piercing projectiles only. They consist of a

band of spring steel, 4 inches wide, having at each end a lifting eye,

one beiDg made smaller than the other. The band fits round the

centre of the projectile, the smaller eye being passed through the

larger one, and the lifting gear attached to the former.

The following wads are used with various shells. § 1708.

Wad, Fuze-hole, It.B.L. Sockets, is used in conjunction with the

sockets of 9-pr., 12-pr., and 20-pr. R.B.L. common shell, and is used

when the shell is carried filled. They are placed in the hole in

the bottom of the socket, recessed part upwards.

 

Wad, Fuze-hole, Naval, with Loop, is a millboard wad,* saturated §§ 2370,2413,

in beeswax, and fitted with a small loop of preller leather on the 6348, 7427.

top.

• As there is a considerable vagueness about the use of the terms " papier-

miehi" " millboard," " pasteboard," here are introduced the definitions of them

ae undrrstood in the trade.

Papier-n6che is formed by glueing together sheets of strong brown paper, the

vipper surface being sometimes coated with a Burface of hard enamel. There is also

a papier-mache made by running pulp into moulds, and subsequently coating it.

Millboard is produced of any required thickness by successive dips into the vat

of pulp ; in other words, millboards are really solid single sheets of paper.

Cardboard is formed by pasting together as many shorts of fine paper as will

give the required thickness; so that both "middles" and "facings" are of the

same quality.

Pasteboard is made like cardboard, but the " middles " are of an inferior quality

of paper aid the "facings " oa'y of a fine quality.
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There are tbree patterns of this wad, differiug only in the mode

of attaching the leather loop. In Mark I it is riveted on with a

copper rivet ; in Mark II it is sewn on with waxed thread. Iu Mark

111 the loop is sewn to the centre of the wad.

It is fitted into the recess provided for it in shells, common and

double, filled with powder and fuzed, or (tiled with powder and

plugged with the Mark I G.S. plug. The wad is ccated with

Venetian red cement.

§§2075,2527, Wad, Fuze-hole, G.S., Mark II, serves to prevent the powder

2627,7602. from working up in tho fuze-hole of shell. It is made of papier-

mache, and has a hole in tho centre covered by thin black shalloon

cemented to one side. It is unnecessary to remove the wad before

inserting the fuze.

The side covered with shalloo:i is pluced downwards in the shell.

TTsp. It is used in all common and double shell for rifled guns which

§ 3160. do not, have their bursting charge contained iu a bag, and which

are not to be fired immediately after filling.

§ 10032. Wad, fuze-hole, G.S., Mark III | L \ Papier-mache ex-cept 2 5-inch

shrapnel Marks III and IV.

The Mark III wad is only half the thickness of Mark II, and

will be used with the long drift for B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C. shrapnel,

4-inch, Marks V and VI and R.M.L. 2'5-inch ring shell.

It will also be used in all other shells without bags, except

2'5-inch shrapnel Marks III and IV, with the " Drift, G.S.,

short," when the existing stock of Mark II G.S. wads have been

used up.

§ 10032. Wad,fuze-hole, 2'5-inch, shrapnel, Mark I \ L \ . This wad has been

introduced for use with R.M.L. 2'5-inch shrapnel shell, Marks III

and IV, the G.S. fuze-hole wad, Mark III, not being suitable for

those shell.

§ 9818. Wad, grummet, R.M.L., 7-pr., Mark I, consists of a piece of 1-inch

tarred rope, 7 inches long, bent in the form of a segment of a circle.

The two ends, which are left about 14; inches apart, are secured by

twiae. The grummet, about 2| inches external diameter, is used to

prevent projectiles from slipping forward in R.M.L. 7-pr. guns when

firing at angles of depression.

§§ 268G, 9/73. Wad, wedge, 9-inch, Mark I, consists of t wo wood wedges 7 inches

long connected by a piece of caue about 7'5 inches long. It is for

use with 9-inch to 12 5-inch R.M.L. guns.

Wad, wedge, 8-inch, Mark I, differs from the above in the wedges

being 5'5 inches long, and the cane 6 5 inches long. It is for nso

with 64-pr., 80-pr., 7-inch and 8-inch R.M.L. guns.

Wad, wedge, 8-inch, Mark 1* differs slightly from the 8-inch

Mark I pattern, it beirg a conversion from the 9-inch to the

8-inch .

These wads are to be rammed home separately after the

projectiles and are ubed to prevent the latter from shifting when

running the gun up.*

§ 6103. Wad, 16-inch, Mark I, consists of a front and rear ring of mill

board glued on to a central tube of brown paper 6-5 inches long. The

roar ring is cupped, as shown in the cut, so that any forward motion

• The discontinuance of wedge wads was tried for a month at Shoeburyneas.

It appeared that the projectiles had a tendency to slip forward in all guns run up

with more than ordinary rapidity, " Extracts," Vol. XVII, p. 7U.
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Wad, wedge, 9-inch, Mark I.

  

 

 

PLAN.
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16-inch R.~M.L. gun j these will be returned to store as soon as mill

board wads shall have been received in their place.

§§6525,7378. A Wad, 17 72-incfc, Mark I, nearly similar to the above, has been

approved for the 17'72-inch R.M.L. puns. It differs chiefly from the

16-inch in having the central tube of wood, and secured to the mill

board ring by copper rivets.

Preparation. FIXING GAS-CHECKS.

Projectiles, fitted with Plug and Nut.

A.C. 1884, Unscrew the nut and remove it, then apply the " Wrench, base

CI. 175. plugs " to the gas-check ping and screw it well up in the diiection

of the arrow to ensure its being well home.

The heads of the gas-check plugs and the wrought-iion nuts are

each stamped with an arrow to show the direction in which to turn,

either when screwing in the gas-check plug, or when screwing on the

wrought-iron nut.

If, when unscrewing the nut, there is any tendency for the plug

to unscrew also, the " Wrench, base plu^s " should be at once applied

to the head of the plug and turned in the direction of the arrow, at

the same time as the nut is being turned in the opposite direction.

Place the gas-check on the base of the projectile, with the concave

or unpainted side next the base, then screw the nut on to the end of

the plug with the " Spanner, gas-check nuts." With Mark II gas-

check, plug, and nut, the nut will be screwed down to the shoulder on

the plug.

Projectiles fitted with Plug with Hexagonal Head.

Unscrew the plug and remove it.

Place the gas-check on the base of the projectile, with the concave

or unpainted side next the base* (the saucer-shaped gas-checks for

6'3-inch howitzer with the concave surface to the rear), insert the

plug and screw it well home with the spanner until it binds against

the gas-check.

With gas-checks having projections, for studded projectiles, see

that the projections are in the line of the studs before screwing the

plug home; with the 6'3-inch howitzer shells, see that the radial

projections on the gas-checks fit into the corresponding grooves in the

base, before screwing the plug home.

Fixing Gas-checks to Studless Projectiles, except for 6'3-inch Howitzer.

Except for high angle and field guns these gas-checks are placed

in the bore of the gun loose, and become fixed to the projectile when

the gun is fired. For 9 and 10-inch high angle guns the gas-checks

are attached to the shells before loading with an " instrument, fixing

gas- check." For field service studless shells are issued with the gas-

checks fixed on them, by being spun on.

For drill purposes, in order to facilitate unloading, the gas-check

should be attached to the base of the shell by indenting it with a

blunt tool at two or three points in that part which surrounds the

neck of the projecting base of the projectile.

Instructions for Rectifying the Rim of Qas-check on lS-pr. R.M.L.

Projectiles.

If the rim of the gas-check is less than 2-84 inches diameter,

and will allow the gauge for gas-check to pass over it, it will be

rectified as follows :—
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The shell, is to be held by one man, base uppermost,. care being

taken to protect the bead, and not allow it to rest on any hard

substance. The point of the rectifier is inserted between tho rim

and crown of gas-check, and driven down by means of a few light blows

from a hammer. This is repeated all round until the edge of the rim

is evenly expanded, to that the 2-985-inch gauge for body and gas-

check will pass over it, but the 2'84-inch will not. Should the base

of the lip at its junction with the shell be set out by this operation,

so as not to allow the 2'985-inch gauge to pass over it, it must be

reduced with a file to those dimensions.

Protection of Driving Bands with Qas- check.

All B.L. and Q.P. projectiles, fitted with the driving band with

gas-check, will have tarred rope grummets placed one on each side of

the gas-check portion of the band to protect it. The grummets will

not be removed under ordinary circumstances until the projectiles

are required for the service of the gun. A mallet and driver will be

used in removing them, care being taken that the band is not injured

during the operation. When removed the grummets should be

returned to store.

Examination of Empty Pkojectiles.

All projectiles are examined by gauging.

In examining B.L. projectiles, special attention should be paid to

the driving band ; and care must at all times be taken not to injure

them, especially when they envelop the base of the shell. If the ring

is slightly set up, it may be filed down until of the proper diameter

for loading, but care must be taken not to reduce it more than

absolutely necessary.

Lead-coated projectiles should be carefully examined as to the

attachment of the lead coatings. The high ring gauge should be

passed over the shells, and the lead, if set up, can be filed down.

The fuze-hole of shells of garrison calibres should be examined.

In examining rifled common shells, the condition of the lacquer

should be looked to, and also as to whether any loose iron filings may

be present in the shell.

Any loose matter may be detected by "up-ending " the shell.

Studded projectiles should be examined by passing the cylinder or

ring (body and studs) gauge over them.

In examining rifled shrapnel shells, special attention should be

paid to the junction between the head and the body ; loose heads may

be met with, especially in F.S. shrapnel of early patterns. A loose

head renders the shell unserviceable ; also early patterns should be

examined to see whether any resin has worked up into the socket,

which might prevent the flash of the fuze from igniting the primer.

Palliser projectiles are sometimes damaged in transit ; if the point

is broken off, the shell becomes unserviceable They can, however,

be utilised at practice, if broken more than indicated by the plaster

of Paris model B, see p. 252.

Case shot are sometimes damaged in transit, or by the jolting

motion of a limber. They can generally be repaired by a tinsmith,

a little solder is often all that is wanting.

Shells that have been stored in the open air are sometimes found

to have admitted water. Common shell so wetted should be carefully

dried, but shrapnel are unserviceable and must be exchanged.
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Practice a\\ unbroken common shells recovered after firing will be returned

§§B649* 7770 '° Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, for examination. If, on examination,

' ' they tire found to be found, they will be repaired, and issued for

practice purposes.

01^143'^' Nothing requires more care than the examination of shell

returned into store as empty ; frequently accidents have happened

from the presence of powder in shells so returned ; they are therefore

received into store as doubtful and carefully examined. At out-

stations shell so examined are marked with an E in red.

riling Projectiles.

The bases of all piles should be firm and level, and formed of

stone, concrete, or other hard material. Projectiles should never be

piled on wood, sand, mud, or loose shingle, even when garlands are

uspd. Unserviceable shell or shot form an excellent base, and iron

rails with turned-up ends nre sometimes nsed for filing elongated

projectiles. When neither of these means are available, medium wood

scotches will be allowed for scotching up the ends of piles of elongated

projectiles.

Projectiles for rifled ordnance will be piled on their sides. Rifled

shrapnel shells will on no account be placed on their bases when

stored in the open air, as it is impossible to dry these shells

thoroughly when water has once entered them.

Care must be taken not to buir the sluds or driving bands of

projectiles when stacking. Studded and banded projectiles should

never be rolled on the ground or on stone floors ; the planks supplied

for this purpose will invariably be used. In the case of B.L., Q.F.,

and R.M.L. studded projectiles boards about ^ inch or § inch thick

should be placed for the bottom layer to rest upon.

Scraping and Fainting Shot and Empty Shells.

Shot runs and trestles are to be supplied to all working patties

employed in cleaning shell or shot. If 6hot runs are not obtainable,

suitable materials, such as strong wooden planks, Ac, will be supplied,

in order that the work may be properly carried on.

Shells will be placed on the run, the plugs removed, and the

interior examined by the eye in the first place to ascertain if they

contain any powder, and also searched with a copper scraper, or in

the case of shrapnel shells, with a copper wire; shells containing

powder will be at once carefully removed and dealt with under the

instructions for filled shells.

Rifled shrapnel shells, before painting, will be examined to see if

the fuze socket is secure; in the earlier patterns of shells it some

times becomes loose, allowing the resin to work through into the

socket; also at the junction of the head and body, to see that the

head is secure. Any shell found defective will be put on one side for

the decision of the Inspecting Ordnance Officer.

Lead-coated projectiles will be carefully examined as to the

attachment of the lead coating; in very bad cases the eye will detect

a loose coat and in doubtful cases tapping with a hammer will detect

a loose place, as a peculiar dull sound is given out. If blisters appear

on the surface they should be pricked, and the lead hammered down

The high ring gauge should be passed over the projectiles, and the

lead, if set up, filed down. Any doubtful cases will be set aside for

the decision of the Inspecting Ordnance Officer.

Any shell .having the obsolete Moorsom gauge fuze-hole (which

can be readily known by the large plug with a shoulder and
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cylindrical body) will be put on one side for conversion to G.S.

gauge.

The leather collars on fuze-hole pings will be examined, and if

necessary replaced by new ones ; and gas-checks attached to

projectiles by nuts or plugs will be removed.

The shell or shot will be scraped with the swords provided for

the purpose until quite free from paint or rust, care being taken not

to injure the bauds of B.L., studs of R.M.L., or lead coating of

R.B.L. projectles.

The interiors of rifled shells being lacquered, will not be scraped,

but the shells simply inverted to ensure their being free from water,

and to shake out any loose dirt, &c.

The fuze and plug-holes of all rifled shells, the gas-check plugs

and nuts of shells which have them and the loading-holes of diaphragm

shrapnel shells, will be thoroughly cleaned and lubricated as at

page 376.

The shell or shot will be pair.ted with two coats of paint, the

second not being given until the first has thoroughly set. The red

rings, red tips, white tips, or white rings on shell should be painted

with one coat only ; the blue tips of segment and ring shell, however,

require two coats. Tarpaniins will be supplied for placing over the

projectiles after they have received the first coat.

The paint will be applied over the whole of the exterior surface,

of the shell, socket and plug, except the lead coating, studs or

driving band. In the case of lead-coated projectiles, however, the

painting should extend at least half an inch over the junction of the

iron and lead both at the base and shoulder.

Previous, and subsequent, to painting, the whole of the projectiles

will be gauged with the proper gauges by the Non-commissioned

Officer in charge of the party, and all that do not gauge properly will

be put to one side, and the circumstances reported to the Command

ing Officer.

Fixing Plugs, Ac.

When plugs are screwed into empty shells, they will, unless

required for immediate use, be lubricated with a mixture composed

of equal parts (by weight) of Mark III luting and mineral jelly.

The mixture is to be applied to the threads with a brush.

Projectiles fitted with plugs and kept in exposed situations where

the plugs are liable to become set fast by corrosion from the action of

salt water, or otherwise, should have the plugs that are not covered

by wads or lead discs occasionally unscrewed and re-lubricated as

above, a coat of paiut being applied over the junction of shell and

plug, care being taken that this is only done when the hygrometric

conditions are favourable. No plugs will be removed whilst moisture

is condensing on the outside of the shell. Plugs covered with Naval

wads or lead discs will not be removed, unless their wads or discs are

loose or defective. If lead washers are found on any of the base

plugs, they will be removed and brought to produce.

Instances have occurred in which fuze-hole plugs of common

shells have been so jammed in as to be immovable, in consequence of

using the "wrench, base plug." The "key, fuze and plug, G.S.,"

" key, fuze, universal," and " key, plug, G.S." are the only implements

which should be used for screwing in the G.S. plug.

The "key, fuze, universal," must not bo used with such force as

to distort or damage them in removing plugs from projectiles.

Plugs which are found to have become so tightly fixed in shells

(5581) 2 b
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as to require undno force with the universal key will bo loosened by

means of the implements detailed below.

I Naval service. Wrench, base ping.

II Land tervice. Key, fuze, and ping, G.S., or, key, ping, G.S. in

tho Garrison Artillery and key, plug, G.S., in tho Siego and Mountain

Artillery,

The turnscrew on the limber boxes in the Field Artillery. If

when endeavouring to remove a plug which is very tightly fixed, tho

bush is unscrewed, the projoctile should bo fired plugged.

Scraping and Painting Filled Shells.

The painting of filled shells will be carried out in a building

or tent to which paras. A to K, p. 445 et seq., will apply, except shells in

6 and 3-pr.Q.F. cartridges, which are dealt with on pp. 33:1 to 334 ; as

regards shell in A.O.D. or R.A. charge, special permission for the

work to be performed will be first obtained from the G.O.C.

The shells will be dealt with in a similar manner to empty shells,

but they will first be examined to ascertain that the plugs are secure,

and the plugs are'on no account to be removed in the room where

the painting is carried on, or during the repainting. No other work

will be carried on in the room while the shells are being scraped and

painted.

With shells fitted for g&snhecks, when the shell is up-ended for

the purpose of scraping the base, the gaseheek nut and plug will be

removed and re-lubricated, as laid down for fuzo hole ping* at

pngo 376. The lubricating of such plugs and nuts will not be

carried out at any other time, unless found absolutely necessary.

If the shells are fnzed, the fuzes must be removed and plugs

inserted as a laboratory operation, as laid down at page 4f>'2, before

tho shells are scraped and painted, the fuzos being replaced when the

paint is dry.

While tho first coat of paint is drying, the plugs, if necessary,

should be removed, lubricated, and rcfixed, and after the second coat

care must bo taken to renew all the marks which were on the shell

before re painting, and such marks should be renewed whenever they

becomo illegible.

Oiling Projectiles.

To preserve the paint on projectiles stored under cover, they will

be coated with boiled linseed oil when necessary. If shell stores,

however, are damp, the projectiles should be thoroughly oiled once a

year, or oftener if there is any appearance of rust.

Filling Shell*.

The shells to be filled will be placed outside the receiving hatch

of the outer room, and will bo thoroughly cleaned and brushed

externally before being passed into the outer room. Planks will

be laid down when the heavier shells are tilled, in order to save the

floor.

All shells, before being taken into the inner room, will he

examined externally and internally, thoroughly cleaned from grit,

and gauged. Care must be taken in this examination not to detach

the iacquer, which is easily done by the careless use of the copper

scraper. A.P. shells must also be carefully examined inside for

cracks.

Special care must be taken that the shells and bags are dry.
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Material, such as serge, silk cloth, &c, liable to absorb moisture,

will be thoroughly dried by artificial heat or exposure to tho sua

before use, and great caro must be taken that shells aro thoroughly

dry inside before filling, and that they are not colder than tho air in

the filling room, or moisture is liable to be deposited in them when

they are brought in to be filled.

This is most important for shrapnel shells with a tin cup for the

bursting charge, as if this gets damp it rusts, and renders the shell

unserviceable for filling.

Shells should, if possible, be fuzed or unfuzed in a separate

building from that in which they are tilled, examined, or emptied,

but if a separate building is not available, shells may bo fuzed

or unfuzed in the same room in which they are filled, but in all

cases while fuzing, only one shell will be operated on at a time and

no other shell will bo brought into the room until it is removed.

All shells, up to the 7-inch inclusive, can be up-ended by hand

for filling; heavier natures require a tackle and strap or holder.

Three kinds of powder are employed in filling rifled common,

double, armour-piercing, and Palliser shells, viz., shell L.G., P.

mixture, and a mixture of shell Q.F. and F.G. powders.

P. mixture consists of P. powder, with so much of a fine-grained

powder as will fill up the interstices between the pebbles.

P. mixture is used for the bursting charges of common, double

and armour-piercing shells, generally with tho following excep

tions.

Shell Q.F. and F.G. will be used with 12-pr. Q.F., C.S., common

pointed shell, Mark I, and for all natures of common, double, and

armour-piercing shells up to 6-inch B.L., and 40-pr. R.M.L. or

R.B.L., if P. mixture bo not available (except 3-pr. and 6-pr. Q.F.).

Shell L.G. will be used for filling 20-pr., L.S. 1'2-pr., and 9-pr.

R.B.L. common shells, and 7-inch and 40-pr., R.B.L. segment shells.

Tho following aro tho proportions of P. and F.G. powders to be

inserted at one time into the various natures of shells :—

Natures. Proportions.

13-5-inch and above about 8-lb. P. then 20-oz. F.G.

12 5-inch to 11-inch „ 5-lb. P. „ 12-oz. F.G.

10-inch to 8-inch „ 4-lb. P. „ 10-oz. F.G.

7-inch to 4-inch „ 2-lb. P. „ 5-oz. F.G.

Under 4-inch, with bag , l ib. T. „ 2£-oz. F.G.

f Fill with P. or Q.F. and then
All without bag |fin up the inter8t£es with F Q

Shrapnel shells having the bursting charge in the base may be

filled with R.F.G.1, R.F.G., F.G., or Pistol powder; those with

bursting charge in the head with L.G. or F.G. if contained in a bag,

or with L.G. if without bag. Service powder, or new blank or shell

powder (i.e., blank or shell powder specially manufactured as such),

will always be used.

Powder reduced in class to shell powder must not bo used for

shrapnel shells.

In all cases tho bursting charges must be accurately weighed or

measured out.

Up to the 64-pr. R.M.L. and 6-inch B.L. inclusive, tho bursting

charges for shrapnel are measured ; heavier natures are weighed.

The quantity of loose powder (i.e., in barrels and unplugged

shell) in the tilling room should not be more than is necessary for tho
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work hi hand, and should never exceed 225 lbs. The number of shells

under the operation of filling at any one time is not to exceed—

135-inch and upwards ... ... ... ... I

11-inch and under 13'5-inch ... ... ... 2

7-incli and under 11-inch .. ... ... 3

12-pr. and under 7-inch... ... ... ... 6

Under 12-pr 12

If, however, it is necessary to fuze tlie shell in the same room,

only one will be dealt with at a time.

Each shell, when filled, is to be plugged or fuzed immediately

and removed from the inner room as soon as possible.

Should a necessity arise for keeping plugged filled shells in the

building, in addition to those under the operation of filling, tho

numbers so keptaro not to exceed tho following :—

llinch and upwards ... ... ... ... 2

7-inch and under 11-inch ... ... ... 3

40-pr. and under 7-inch ... ... ... G

Under 40'pr 12

Filling Shells, Common and Double, without B'ig.

R.M.L. 13-pr. and under.

B.B.L. 20-pr., N.S.

With P. Mixture, or Q.F. and F.G.

Remove the plug from the fuze-hole, drop the P. (or Q.F.) powder

into the shell pebble by pebble until full, then insert the funnel and

pour in the F.G. powder until the interstices are filled, tapping the

shell with a mallet or piece of wood to ensure its being completely

filled. After filling, carefully wipe every particle of powder from

the f uze-hole, then lubricate plug or fuze and screw it in.

In shells that are liable to be moved, or that are not required for

immediate use, and in shells for use in the field or boats in Naval

Service, insert the "Wad, fuze-hole, G.S.," with the sido on which

tho shalloon is cemented downwards, i.e., next the powder, and drive

it in with the " Drift, G.S.," as far as the shoulder on tho drift will

allow ; then lubricate and screw in the fuze or plug as may bo

required.

B.D.L. 2Q-j»\, L.S., 12-pr., and 9-pr.

Insert the leather funnel and carefully pour in the bursting

charge of shell L.G. through the small hole at the bottom of the

socket until the shell is thoroughly filled, then (enre being taken that

no powder remains in the socket) place the "Wad, R.B.L., socket,"

recessed part uppermost, in the hole at the bottom of the socket and

drive it in flush ; any flat-ended piece of wood larger in diameter

than the wad can be used for this purpose, then fix tho fuze or screw

in the fuze-hole plug as may be required.

Filling Shells, Common and Double, with Bag, though the Fuze-hole.

B.L. or Q.F. 4-inch 30-pr. and 5-inch (iron and steel) and B.L.

8-inch, 9'2-inch, 12-inch, and 16'25-inch (Mark I) forged steel.

J? M.L. Studded 16-}ir. and upwards, 6'3-inch howitzer, and \0-inch

H.A. practice.

R.B.L. 4,0-pr. and 7-inch.

Remove the G.S. plug from the fuze-hole, place the filling rod in

the bag, and insert it through tho fuzeihole, taking care not to force
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the end of the rod through the bottom of the bag ; carefully pu3h in

the bag until the neck only is in the fuze-hole, a portion being kept

outside, as the whole bag must not be allowed to slip into the shell

during the operation of filling, then withdraw the rod.

"Weigh or measure the proportions of P. (or Q.F.) and F.G.

powders, insert one portion of the former, lift up the bag and jerk

it so as to set the powder well down to the bottom and to open the

bag, insert the funnel and pour in the portion of F.G. powder, lightly

stir and press with the filling rod, repeat the operation till the shell

is filled.

When the shell is quite full, withdraw the funnel and filling rod

and tie the neck of the bag with twine close to the top of the fuze-

hole. A piece of twine is attached to the neck of the bag for this

purpose ; it must be shifted to its proper position if necessary. Cut

off the superfluous choke and push the neck of the bag well down,

and to one side of the fuze-hole ; insert in every shell, except the

16-pr., two " Bags, primer, 7 drams " or more if there is room, then

screw in the fuze or plug as required, taking care that the fuze-hole

is clean and the fuze or plug lubricated.

In the 16-pr., only one " Bag, primer, 7 drams " is used.

Filling Shells, Common, with Bag, through the Base,

B.L. or Q.F. cast iron and cast steel G-inch and upwards, and

16'25-inch forged steel, Mark II.

R.M.L. Sludless, 80-pr. and upwards, guns and howitzers, except the

10-inch H.A. practice.

Fix the " holder shell " on the body, and place the shell upon its

point, which may be inserted in a block of wood hollowed out for

the purpose, or iu Block No. 1 or 2, or in any other convenient place.

The handles of the " holder shell " are held firmly, while another

man unscrews the base plug with the " Wrench, base plug." Drop

in three " Bags, primer, 7 drams" (the 17'72-inch shell takes one

" Bag, primer 10 oz."), then insert the bag and complete the filling,

but no bags primer are to be inserted after filling.

In the case of B.L. shells which take a lead disc over the base

plug, after screwing in the latter, insert a lead disc, and hammer it

from the centre outwards so as to spread it into the undercut in the

shell. The disc will then be painted black.

In the case of shells fitted with an adapter, the lead ring will not

be cut out, nor the adapter removed for tilling ; but if the lead ring

is damaged or loose it should be cut out and replaced.

Filling Shells C.S., Common Pointed, without Bag.

Q.F. 12-pr. (Q.F. and F.G. for Mark I, P for other marks).

Place the shell, point down, in the "holder, shell, Q.F. 12-pr."

and clamp with the clamping screw. The base plug is removed by the

" key, base, fuze, and plug," drop the Q.F. or P. powder into the shell

until full, then insert the funnel and pour in the F.G. powder until

the interstices are filled, tapping the shell with a mallet or piece of

wood to ensure its being completely filled, leaving room for the plug

or fuze, which should be lubricated (see page 377), and screwed iu.

Filling Shells, C.S. Common Pointed, Armour-piercing, and Palliser.

B.L. or Q.F. 4-inch and upwards.

R.M.L. 8-inch and upwards.

The 1-inch, 4- 7-inch, 5-inch, and 6-inchare placed, point down, in
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tbeir respective " holders shell " and clamped. The 8-inch and up

will have a " holder shell " fixed on the body, and the point of the

shell may be inserted in a block of wood hollowed ont for the

purpose, or in Block No. 1 or 2, or in any other convenient place.

The base plug is removed as above described. The bag is

inserted and the tilling completed. After the superfluous choke is

cut off, push the neck of the bag well down, and to one side of the

fuze-hole, then insert " bags, primer, 7 drams " as follows:—

"Under 6-inch ... ... ... ... ... 4

G-inch and above ... ... ... ... 5

Except 10-inch and above, pointed common,

which require ... ... ... ... 9

It may bo necessary to exceed these numbers, as many primers

being used as can bo inserted after the bag has been choked. Care

must be taken that a primer is opposite the end of the fuze.

In the case of shells fitted with an adapter, tlio lead ring will not

be cut out, nor the adapter removed for filling; but if the lead ring

is damaged or loose it should bo cut out and replaced.

The following table gives the sizes of lead rings or discs for all

natures of shell that take them :—

Nature of Projectile—

Discs. Rings.

Shell. Large. Small. Large. Small.

10 '25-111 i Common, Mar'.s IT and III

* " 1 „ Pointed I

Yes

1 „ Marks I and 11

\ „ Pointed 1

— — Yes —.

13 -5-in.
— — Y'es

Yes

—■

"henvv, Common, Pointed I — — Y'es —

12-in. ■
light, „ Murks I and II

Mark V..

Yes — — —

. „ „ Pointed I

Common, Mark I . .

„ Pointed. .

— — Yes —

— — Yes —

B.L. - 10-in. <
— —

Y'es

Y'es

9 2-in.«

„ Marks I and 11 Y'es    

„ IV and V

„ Pointed I and II

— —  YeB

„ Marks I and II ,.

„ Pointed (Mark I)

—  Yes  

8-in. ■
— Yes —

Yes

6-in. • „ Marks I, 11 and III ..

„ IV and V Y'es

Yes — —

l 5-in., Common, Marks I and If  
Yes   

f 17 '72-in., Common II  Yes  

lG-in.

f „ II and III ..

„ Pointed I   Yes  

12 -6-in.
1 „ Pointed I

— — Y'es
 

'25-ton, Common II .. ,,

—  Yes  

12-in. -
. „ „ Poinledl

Common, Marks 11 and III

— — Yes —

R.M.L. •

— — Y'es —

11-in. -
,, Pointed I

  Yes  

„ Marks II and III

  Y'es  

10-in. -
. „ Pointed I

   Y'es

heavy I

 — Yes  

9-in. ■
»i w.I • • • .

— — — Yes

„8-in., Common, Pointed I

— — — Yes
— — — Yei
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* Filling Shells, Oommcn, B.M.L. and B.B.L., with Blowing Charges.

Remove the ping, insert a funnel, and fill with dry coal dust, § 10786,

leaving sufficient room for the blowing charge. The filling rod will

bo used to facilitate the passing of the coal dust through the funnel,

and to press it firmly down. Insert the calico bag, the large one for

the 64-pr. and upwards, and the small one for under 64-pr., and fill

with shell L.G. powder. The shells should not be filled until just

before firing, as the G.S. plug cannot be inserted.

Filling Shells, Shrapnel, with Bursting Charge in the Base, through

the Fuze-hole.

Remove the plug from the faze-hole, and after seeing that the

latter is clear of any dirt, <fcc, insert the funnel and pour in the

bursting charge, which has been previously measured or weighed

out. This must be done gradually, for if the whole of the powder

is put in at once the tube will probably be choked. The shell

should be tapped on one side with a wooden mallet until the whole

of the bursting charge has passed down the tube, taking care that

none of the powder is left at the bottom of the socket.

Drop in a "primer, shrapnel shell," and, by means of the

" driver, screw, shrapnel, large," screw it firmly in the tube, and

then lubricate and screw in the fuze or plug as may be required.

Great care must be taken that the "primers, shrapnel shell," are

not handled with greasy fingers, as a very small amount of grease

may render a primer unserviceable. Mark III primers are to bo

used with Field Service Shrapnel, Mark II or III with other natures.

If the primer is too tightly screwed home it is liable to jam so that

is cannot be unscrewed.

Filling Shells, B.M.L. Shrapnel, 6'3-inch, 6'6-uich, and 8-inch

Hoteitzers, through the Base.

First remove the plug from the fuze-hole and drop in the " Primer,

shrapnel shell," and, by means of the "Driver, screw, shrapnel,

large," screw it tightly into the tube and replace the plug. Then

turn the shell on its point and remove the base plug. Carefully weigh

out the bursting charge (Pistol, F.G., R.P\G., or R.F.G.*), and pour

it into the shell through the leather funnel, tapping the shell with

a wooden mallet till the whole of the charge has been inserted.

Then lubricate and replace the base plug.

Shells, Shrapnel, having the Bursting Charge in the Head.

The bursting charges (L.G. or F.G. powder), for the B.L., Q.F.,

or Q.F.C., 4-inch, Mark IV, and R.M.L. 2 5-inch Marks I, I* and II,

shrapnel shells, are contained in red shalloon bags, which are filled

before insertion in the shells.

The bursting charges (L.G. powder) for the B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C.,

4-inch, Marks V and VI, and R.M.L. 2 5-inch, Marks III and IV,

are put in loose. To fill the shell, remove the plug and place the

funnel in the fuze-hole, measure the charge, and pour it into the

shell ; fix a " wad, fuze-hole, G.S., Mark III," in the bottom of the

fuze socket, in the 4-inch Marks V and VI, using the "drift, G.S.,

long." For the 2 5-inch shrapnel, Marks III and IV, a " wad, fuze-

hole, 2'5-inch, shrapnel " is used, as the G.S. wad Mark III is not

suitable.

* Now Qbsole/e, § 10786.
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S/<e»», Star.

These shells ai\> issued filled—they are ready for the insertion of

the fuze when the ping is removed.

Filling Shells, Segment, B.B.L., and Ring.

R.B.L. 7-inch and 40-pr. segment will be filled with L.G. powder

as directed for common shells without bag. RB.L. 20, 12, and

9-pr. segment have iron burster.-s, a wood plug covered with serga

being placed on top to secure them whilst travelling; this plug will

be removed when the percussion fuze is inserted.

Ring shells will be filled with a mixture of large grain and fine

grain powder, as laid down for P. and F.G. for common, and the

2 o-inch with R L.G.8 and R.F.G.

Lyddite Common Shells.

These shells are now issued filled, and plugged with Mark II

plug, for both services; they are ready for the insertion of the fuze

when the plug is removed.

In the N.S. the tip is covered with kit plaster. Formerly they

were issued filled, and fuzed for N.S., and filled and plugged, with

Mark I plug, for L.S., in both cases the tips were covered with kit

plasters.

Filling Shells uith Incendiary Stars.

The stars are put in through the fuze hole, the intervals between

them when in the shell being filled with shell L.G., which should be

inserted from time to time during the tilling.

Filling Paper Shot.

The following instructions will be observed in mixing the waste

shot and sawdust, an 1 filling the case : —

(a) Take the required weight of waste shot (Nos. 1 to 5), or

such proportion as is convenient, measure it by capacity,

and place it in a receptacle for mixing with the sawdust.

(t) Measure by capacity a quarter as much sawdust as waste

shot, and add it to the latter.

(c) Thoroughly mix the shot and sawdust.

(d) Insert sufficient of the mixture to bring the paper shot up

to its required weight. Should this not completely fill it,

the vacant space should be tilled with sawdust only. The

case should be lightly tapped during the insertion of the

mixture. When full insert the cork bung in the filling

hole.

Closing Filled Shells.

Before G.S. plugs are screwed into filled shells, they will,

unless required for immediate use, be lubricated with a mixture

composed of equal parts (by weight) of Mark III lnting, and

mineral jelly. The mixturo is to be applied to the threads of

the plug with a brush, in sufficient quantity to cover them, cars

being taken that it does not extend over the bottom, a coat of

paiut of the same colour as the tip of the shell being applied over

the junction of the G.S. fuze-hole plug and shell, except in the case

of the 15-pr. B.L. or Q.F. shrapnel, the plug of which is painted black.
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Rifled common and double shells with '2-incli recess in the fuze-

hole, issued for Naval Service, will, when filled and fuzed, or filled

and plugged with Mark I G.S. plug, have a red wad with loop

cemented in the recess.

Before base plugs or fuzes are screwed into pointed shells, they

will be lubricated under the flange with Mark III luting, unthinned,

and on the threads with luting, thinned Mark III and mineral

. jelly).

If any base ping, or fuze, has a lead washer under the flange, it

must be removed before applying the luting.

The Hotchkiss base fuze for Q.F. 6-pr. and 3-pr. shells is screwed

in by the " key, fuze, Hotchkiss " ; the Armstrong base fuze by the

" key, fuze and plug, Armstrong " ; tho large and medium plugs, or

fuzes, by the " key, base, fuze, and plug."

The " plug, fuze-hole, special," before being screwed into lyddite

common shells, will have its threads lubricated with thinned luting,

as mentioned above ; if a Mark II plug, it will be fixed in the bush in

the nose of the shell by " stabbing ,: in three places. Tor N.S. the

tip of the shell will be covered with a kit plaster.

When lyddite common shells were issued filled and fuzed for N.S.

the D.A. impact fuze was lubricated with thinned luting before being

Bcrewed into the shell.

Distinguishing Marls of Filled Shell.

Filled shells, except those in complete quick-firing cartridges, will

be marked in red as follows :—

(a) The word "fuzed" if the shell is fuzed.

(6) A band, £ inch wide round the head, H inches from the top.

In the case of steel shell, except lyddite, shrapnel, and star

shells, this will come just below the while band, and in

shrapnel it will be 5 inch below the red tip. In lyddite

common shell for N.S. the red band will be ^-inch below

the kit plaster; the latter was also painted red when these

shells were issued filled and fuzed. Spherical star shell

have no red band.

(c) The word " Bag " if one has been used.

(d) The monogram of the station (p. 52) except when filled by

the Royal Artillery.

(e) The date of filling.

(/) A disc, 1-inch in diameter, if shalloon primers have been

inserted.

(</) The letters P. or Q.F. (1| inches long for 7-inch and upwards,

and 1-inch long for smaller natures), if filled with P. and

F.G., or Q.F. and F.G.

(h) The words " with oz. exploder," date, and monogram of

station, in black, and a red disc where a prinior is used, on

lyddite common shells. When the exploder is enclosed in a

paper cylinder iusido lyddite shells and the picric powder is

"dry-mixed," a red rectangle with the letters " D.M." in

the centre will bo stencilled at the back of the shell, also the

letter A to denote aluminium lop to paper cyliuder.

(t) If the shell is fuzed with a base fuze, the head of the fuze or

the lead cap covering it to be painted red.

(/) The word "salt" 1 inch high, date and monogram of station

in white in the usual size of type, and a yellow band round

the body, on practice shells (common and armour-piercing)

filled with salt.
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The sizes of the type, except the letters P. or Q.F., or the word

" salt " are

7-pr. to 20-pr. . . . . . . 1 inch.

25-pr. to 40-pr. . . . . . . * „

64-pr. upwards . . . . . . | „

Projectiles sentenced for practice only, except those in complete

quick-tiring cartridges, will be marked with a yellow band round the

body j[ inch wide to distinguish them from service projectiles, all the

lettering indicated in (a) to (j) being obliterated, but the tip and

bands, including the red band, if filled, being left.

The shells in service C and 3-pr. Q.F. cartridges will be marked

with the white band if made of steel, and the red band denoting .

filled ; they are always tilled with powder and fuzed. If any service

cartridges are sentenced for practice, no alteration will be made in

the marking, the cartridges being issued and fired the first

opportunity. In practice quick-tiring cartridges, originally made

for practice only, the shells arc filled with salt and plugged, and will

be marked with the yellow band, and the word " salt " in white.

Stencil plates for the letters and figures will be made locally.

Stencil plates or an instrument for painting the tips and bands will

be supplied from Woolwich.

Packing for Transport and Storage.

For transport (and, where stated, storage) purposes, the under

mentioned projectiles will bo packed as follows:—

(a) Both Naval and Land Service to he boxed.

(i) Pointed common, and armour-piercing shells, filled or empty,

for B.L., Q.F., or Q.F.C. guns, 5-inch and under.

(ii) All star shell ; spherical star shell will also be stored boxed.

(iii) B.L. 5-inch howitzer (field service) 15-pr., 1'2-pr. and 10-pr. ;

R.M.L. lG-pr., 13-pr., 9-pr., 7-pr., and 2 5-inch ; R.B.L. 12-pr., and

« 9-pr. ; all natures.

(iv) All filled shells for siege trains ; these will also bo stored

boxed.

(v) Shells for batteries of position ; those not in wagons and

limbers will be stored boxed. This will apply to the actaal equip

ment of batteries, and not to ammunition held in store for practice.

(b) Naval Service only to be boxed.

(vi) Studded shrapnel shells, R.M.L., G4-pr., and above.

(c) Naval Service to befitted with protectors.

(vii) Pointed common, and Palliser, shells, filled or empty, and

armour-piercing shot, for B.L., Q.F., Q.F.C, and R.M.L. guns,

6-inch and upwards.

(cZ) Land Service.

(viii) Armour-piercing shell ; B.L. and Q.F., C-inch and upwards,

to be fitted with protectors.

(ix) Palliser shot, as heretofore, to be protected by the " bags,

protecting Palliser projectiles."

(c) Naval and Land Service, to befitted with tarred rope grummets.

(x) All ■ B.L. and Q.F. projectiles, with the driving band with

gas-check, will have one grummet on each side of the gas-check

portion of the band, to be kept on also in store.
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(xi) All R.M.L. studloss Palliser shells (except Mark II), and

the common and shrapnel 12-5-inch and upwards will have one under

the lip at the base, to be kept on also in store.

f/) Transport and Storage of Shells fuzed with base fuzes.

(xii) Shells fuzed with base fuzes, and which are not boxed,

will never be placed, either temporarily or permanently, with the

point of one against the base of another, and the point protectors of

projectiles, so fitted, should never be removed during transport so

long as there is the least risk of the point of a projectile coming into

contact with the base of a shell having a base fuze.

Special precautions will be taken to prevent movement of base-

fuzed projectiles during transport.

Storage of Filled Sliells in charge of the Royal Artillery.

B.L. or Q.F. filled shells 6-inch and upwards will be stored on

their bases. In exceptional cases, however, where it is desirable

to utilize existing accommodation which will not admit of the

shells being so stored, they should be piled as may be found most

convenient, a board being placed for the bottom layer to rest upon

just in front of the driving band, and each layer pointing in the

opposite direction to the one below, to prevent injury to the driving

bands. B.L. and Q.F. filled shells below 6-inch will be piled in the

same manner except those which are stored in boxes.

The grummets on B.L. and Q.F. projectiles fitted with the

" driving band with gas-check " will be kept on the projectiles when

in store, and under ordinary circumstances will not be romoved until

the projectiles are required for the service of the gun. A mallet and

driver will be used for removing the grummets, care being taken that

the band is not injured during the operation.

R.M.L. filled shells taking Mark II gas-checks, will have them

fitted before being placed in the shell store. Shells taking automatic

gas-checks will be stored unfitted, the grummet on the base being

kept on until the projectiles are required for the service of the gun.

R.M.L. and R.B.L. shells, 7-inch and upwards, will be stored on

their bases, except at Nova Scotia, where they will be piled. Shells

fitted with Mark II gas-checks should rest on the gas-check plugs,

being prevented from falling over by two pieces of wood, 9 inches by

I inch square, placed one on each side of the nut. Shells under

7-inch will be piled, except those which are stored boxed.

Thin battens of wood will be placed under all filled shell which

are stored on their bases (if not fitted with Mark II gas-check) when

the floor is of stone or concrete.

Emptying Shells.

Shells filled with powder will only be emptied in a detached

building, nnder the superintendence of an Inspecting Ordnance

Officer, and in his immediate presence, or in that of the Laboratory

Foreman or other person whom the Inspecting Ordnance Officer may

certify as being duly qualified.* All shells, when emptied, will have

any marking painted on them obliterated with black paint, except

the white ring denoting steel, the blue tip denoting segment or ring,

* At Shoeburyness, (hells may be emptied in the Experimental Branch, but

the work must be done in the immediate pretence of an officer of that branch.
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and the red tip denoting shrapnel. They will then have the lotter E

and the monogram of the station stencilled in red paint on the head.

The numbers to be brought at one time to the emptying room are

not to exceed those laid down for the numbers of plugged filled shells

which are allowed in a building in excess of those under the

operation of filling, and will be kept outside the door until required.

The number of shells to be brought into the emptying room, and

operated upon at one time, must not exceed the numbers laid down

for the operation of filling at one time, but no shells are to be in the

building, except those actually being operated upon.

In the case of fuzed shells from which the fuzes have to be

removed in the emptying room, the shells brought there will be

nnfuzed, plugged, and removed outside, one at a time, after which

they will be treated as plugged filled shells.

In removing fuzes from shells, only such tools as are provided for

this purpose will be used.

When the fuze is removed in a separate building to that in which

the shell is examined or emptied, a service metal fuze-hole plug will

1 e screwed in to secure the fjunpowder, and the shell will be conveyed

to the proper place to be emptied.

Filled shell, from which the plugs or primers cannot be extracted,

will, if possible, be fired at practice. If this cannot be done, a

r.pecial report will be sent to the Storekeeper-General of Naval

Ordnance for Naval, or to the Principal Ordnance Officer, Woolwich,

for Land Service, that it may be decided whether the shells are to be

returned to Woolwich, or destroyed locally; if the latter they

will be thrown into deep water, or broken up with guncotton as

described at p. 981.

Shells filled with lyddite will not be emptied locally.

Shrapnel (except those filled through the base) that 'nave been

v ashed out, and therefore are only available for practice, will bo

plugged with a fuze-hole plug and have a yellow band painted round

the body.

If the shell is fuzed the fuze must be removed, and a p'ug

inserted.

Emptying Common Shells.

Remove the plug from the nose or base, whichever was used for

filling, extract the "Wad, fuze hole, G.S.," and "Bags, {.rimer, 7

drams," if present, with the "Hook, G.S. wad," and draw out and

until) the neck of the bag in shells which have one.

Fill the shell with water as hot as the hand can bear, and lay the

plug on the hole. Allow the shell to stand for 5 minutes, then again

fill it with hot water, allowing it to stand for 15 minutes.

With shells C-inch and above, place the special holder with

trunnions over the shell and fix it by means of the four screws at the

centre of gravity of the shell. The shell will then be suspended by

tackle attached to the trunnions of the holder so that it can be easily

inverted.

Invert the shell, allowing the wetted powder and water to pour

into a receptacle placed ready to receive it.

Continue to alternately pour in hot water (allowing it to remain

in ihe shell for 5 minutes), and empty out the wetted powder and

water, as above, until the charge is entirely removed.

The charge may be stiried and loosened with a wooden rod, alter

the second application of hot water.
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If necessary, the copper scraper may be used to loosen the powder,

but only when the shell is full of water. The scraper is never to be

applied to dry powder.

With shells with bag filled tbrough the base, which have also an

opening at the nose, it will bo found convenient to insert a rod right

through the shell, after the powder has been thoroughly wetted, so

as to pierce the bottom of the bag. The wetted powder can then be

extracted from either end and the bag drawn out of the shell. The

rod should not be forced through the powder ; if it does not go

through readily, the powder should be allowed to soak a little longer

before re-inserting it.

The shells will then be stood, bo as to allow the water to drain

off, and finally will be wiped out with a piece of waste tied to a rod,

and left to dry.

Emptying Shrapnel Shells.

Shrapnel shell filled through the nose with bursting charge in the

base, or loose in the head, will have the plug or fuze and primer, or

G.S. wad removed. The shell will then be turned nose downward",

and tapped with a mallet to cause the bursting charge to flow out.

If the whole of the bursting charge cannot be extracted in this

manner, which can be ascertained by measuring the powder, proceed

as for common shells, using a copper or brass wire instead of a

scraper. On no account is the wire to be used in a dry shell.

Shrapnel shell with bursting charge in the head, contained in a

shalloon bag, will have the latter extracted by means of the " Hook,

G.S. wad," care being taken not to tear the bag.

Shrapnel shell filled through the base, will be emptied from the

base and in the manner laid down for common shell (see above), and

if they are wetted, a dummy primer, with leather collar, will be

substituted for the service primer, and tightly screwed down, to

prevent any water getting into the socket. When dry these shells

may be refilled.

Emptying Segment and Ring Shells.

The 7-inch and 40-pr. segment and all ring shells will be emptied

as laid down for common shells.

Field service segment shells will have the plug or fuze removed,

and the burster shaken out into a vessel of water. If it cannot bo

extracted thus, proceed as laid down for common shell.

Recoveht and Destruction op Projectiles.

The following regulations relate to the disposal of projectiles fired

at practice over land ranges :—

Immediately on the close of artillery practice each day, search will

be made on the ranges for unexploded projectiles. All fuzed and

filled plugged shell will be destroyed in situ as laid down hereafter.

Plugged shell not filled with explosive will be returned to the

ordnance department, being brought on charge as repairable, and

sent to Woolwich.

A set of stores for the destruction of shells, as also such quantity

of gun-cotton and detonators as are considered necessary, will bo

allowed to all land ranges.

The regulations for packing and storing gun-cotton and detonators

will be strictly observed, and where there are no suitable buildings or

sheds available for storage, tents will be used for the purpose.
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The destruction of tilled shells with guncotton will only be

carried out under the superintendence of an officer.

In order to limit, as far as practicable, the possible projection of

fragments of shells which are submitted to this treatment, the shell

to be operated upon should, in the first place, be entrenched on all

sides by throwing np the adjacent earth, sand, or fine shinglo round

it to a height at least double that of the shell.

A 1^-lb. slab of guncotton is to be placed upon the shell, and a

dry guncotton primer with electric detonator, in it (previously

coupled up with the conducting wires leading to an exploder, but

disconnected from it), is placed upon the charge of wet guncotton.

A bag loosely filled with sand or dry earth is placed over the

charge thus arranged, care being taken not to disarrange the con

ducting wires which are connected with the detonator.

The bare portions of the connections of the wires with the

detonator must be carefully kept from contact with each other and

with the enrth. The shell should then be covered over with one or

more bags.

When these preparations are complete, and the operators and all

persons present have retired under cover (or if no cover is available

to a distance of from 800 to 1,000 yards), the conducting wires arc

connerted with the dynamo-exploder, and the charge is detonated.

The officer conducting tho operation will see that no one remains

within the above distance.

Materials Required for each Charge.

No.

Bags, sand, common . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Detonators, electric, No. 13 . . . . . . . . . . 1

, . [ dry primers, one perforation, 1^ inches by 1| inches 1
on ^ s]abSi two perforations, G£ inches by 0^ inches 1

Storks.

Articles,

Cloth, cmory, flue. . . . . . shoots

Exploder, dynamo, electric, F.S.. .

Knives, parin<r, telegraph jointers

Pliers, side cutting, 6-inch ,. pairs

Solution, india-rubber, i-lb. tins

Tape, india-rubber .. .. coil

Twine, choking, 3-thread. . .. lb.

Wire, covered, C. 1 ,. .. yard;

 

Remark ).

Cleaning ends of wire.

Repairing defective wire.

Securing charge.

Old field telegraph cable, unfit

for general issue, w ould do

if available.

Prcjiaring and fi.ring Fu:es.

Fuzes, time, M.L., B.L., and 15-seconds with detonator.

These fuzes are prepared for any desired time of flight, by boring

through the side-hole corresponding to the required time, into the

composition, with a hook or gimlet-borer. For method of boring,

see last edition.

These fuzes are fixed in the fuze-hole by screwing the fuze round
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by hand until it is firmly held. On no account are they to bo fixed

in the fuze-hole by striking thom with, or against, anything. They

are uncapped, or the safety-pin is withdrawn, at the last moment

before ramming home.

Fhzcs, Time, Armstrong, E.

These fuzes are set after being fixed in the shell.

Loosen the nut and move the collar until the arrow points to tho

required graduation, then screw up the nut, steadying the collar at

the same time. Should the fuze be taken from the shell, (he co)l»r

must be set at the " blank " before it is replaced in the box.

Fuzes, Time and Percussion, Short and Middle, and Nos. 5(3 ami 57.

These fuzes are set after being fixed in the shell. For method of

fixing, and preparation of, see page 175.

Fuzes, Time, Sensitive, Middle.

The preparation of this fuze, as far as the setting is concerned, is

identical with the T and P fuzes, but both safety pins must always

be removed at the moment of loading.

Fuzes, Percussion, B.L., Plain.

These fuzes are prepared as at page 165,

Fuzes, Percussion, Pettman, G.S.

These fuzes require no preparation ; they are simply screwed

firmly into the fuze-hole<by the fuze key.

Fuzes, Percussion, B.L., and Small.

These fuzes are screwed firmly into tho fuze-hole by tho fuze key,

tbe safety pins being withdrawn at the last moment before ramming

home.

Fuzes, Percussion, D.A., with Cap, Marks I, I*, J**, and II, and Direct

Action Delay, Mark III.

These fuzes are screwed firmly into the fuze-hole by tho fuze key,

the cap being removed at the last moment before ramming home.

Fuzes, Percussion, D.A., with Plug, Mark III.

These only differ from the D.A. with cap, in having the safety

plug removed by the fuze key.

Fuzes, Percussion, Base, Large, and Medium.

These fuzes are prepared as at page 167.

Fuzes, Percussion, D.A., Impact, Marks I, 1*, II, and III.

These fuzes are screwed firmly into the fuze-hole by tho fuze key,

the safety pin being withdrawn and cap removed at the last moment

before ramming home.
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• CHAPTER XXL- AIMING RIFLE, MACHINE

GUN AND SMALL ARM AMMUNITION.

AIMING RIFLE, MACHINE GUN AND SMALL ARM, SERVICE AND BLANK

CARTRIDGES.—BOXES.—DISTINGUISHING MARKS.

The aiming rifles at present in the Service are the Elswick, with

G.G. or M.H. chamber, the Ewart and Morris with M.H. chambers,

and the 1-inch electric and perenssion. They are attached to B.L.,

B.L. or Q F., Q.F., and R.M.L. guns for imparting instruction in

laying. All except the l-incl: take the ordinary M.G. cartridge

("45-inch or M.H.) suitable to the chamber indicated in the name of

the rifle. The l-iuch aiming rifle takes an electric or perenssion

cartridge.

Tho machine guns at present in the Service are the Nordenfelt

1-inch, "45-inch (G.G. chamber), and "303-inch ; the Gardner "45-inch

(G.G. chamber), and "303-inch; the Gntling "65-inch and "45-inch;

and the Maxim "45-inch (G.G. chamber) and '303-inch.

The Nordenfelt, Gardner, and Maxim machine guns, with M.H.

chamliers, and the Gardner "4 inch aie being converted to "303-inch

magazine rifle chamber.

The Gatling "65-inch, though not obsolete, has b«n practically

snperseded by the Nordenfelt 1-inch.

Cartridge, Aiming Fife, 1-ivch, Electric, Marl; IV, M \ C | .

Scale, i.

Weight of bullet = 9 oz. 408 gT. i 70 gn.
 

mMm W LtAD '*' ■ m' I ■

« R.F.G? POWCSR 4C0 CHAINS.

«< J INDENTS.

«« WHITE CARD WAD.

«< FELT WAD LUHI7ICATED WITH BEESWAX.

«< QREASE PROOF CARD WAD.

—Hi CANNELURES FILLED YSITH BEESWAX.

CONTACT PIN
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Primer, Mark IV " M " Cartridge. Primer, Mark IV " KN " Cartridge.

Scale, fall size.

 
s <M CARD WAD.

SHELLAC VARNISHED.

«< DRY GUNCOTTON OUST.

C« PLATINUU WIRE.

CARD WAD—

i "«* SHELLAC VARNISHED.

«< GUNCOTTON DUST.

-<M PLATINUM WIRE.

CENTRE PIECE.

*iH (« CONTACT PIECE.

The Gatling '45-inch formerly took its own cartridge, but can be

set to take the Gardner-Gatling cirtridge which would now be issued

for it. This latter cartridge is now employed with all the machine

guns of "45-inch bore, except the unconverted M.H. chambered guns.

At present in the Service there are '303-inch calibre, Martini-

Henry, and Snider small arms, and Enfield, Webley, and ^I'i-inch

revolvers.

Cartridge, Aiming Rifle, l-inch, Electric, Mark IV, M \ C | consists §§ 9056,

of a brass case, primer, charge, -wads, and bullet. 9517, 10000.

The case is of solid drawn brass with a hole in the base for a

primer. The interior of the case, except that part which envelops

the bullet, is varnished with a hard brown varnish.

The primer consists of a brass tube with enlarged head, bored out

to receive a brass contact pin, which is insulated with ebonite plugs,

the front plug being coned to suit the coned seating in the primer.

An iridio-platinum wire bridge is soldered, with pure tin, to the

point of the contact pin and front edge of the body, the bridge being

surrounded with guncotton dust, and the primer is closed with a card

wad shellaced in.

The charge, which consists of 400 grains of R.F.G.* or other

suitable gunpowder, is covered by a greaseproof card wad, a felt wad

lubricated with beeswax, and a white card wad on top, next the-

bullet.

The bullet, of 12 parts lead and 1 part tin, weighs 9-oz. 408 grains,

is pointed and has three cannelures which are filled with beeswax.

It is secured in the mouth of the case by being firmly pressed in and

by three indents of the case into the rear cannelure.

Cartridge, Aiming Rifle, 1-inch, Electric, Mark IV, KN, \ C | differs

from the above in the primer only, which is of different dimensions

and internal arrangements. The primer (see cut) consists of a brass

tube with enlarged head, bored out to receive a copper contact piece,

which is insulated from the body by ebonite. The contact piece is

cupped out in front, and into this fits a brass centre piece insulated

from the body by ebonite. An iridio-platinum wire bridge is soldered,

with pure tin, to the centre piece and into a slot in the front edge of

the body, the bridge being surrounded with guncotton dust, and the

primer is closed with a card wad shellaced in.

In order to facilitate identification of the pattern of primer in the

Mark IV cartridges, the letters " M " or KN will be found stamped

on the cartridge, and printed on the wrapper, after the numeral, to

indicate that the primers are, respectively, of the Morris, or Kings

Norton Company's pattern.

Early issues of the Mark IV KN cartridge were made for Naval

Service and designated Mark III.

(5581) 2 c
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The Mark II cartridge only differed in the primer (see cat), which

consists of outer, intermediate, and inner brass tubes, each having an

enlarged head.

Primer, Marks I and II, Cartridges.

Scale, full size.

-« f. c. powder

outer tube.

isridce with tuftor

SfiUf*-COTTON YARN ROUND .

« INTERMEDIATE TUBE.

« GOLDBEATER'S SKIN

■« INNER TVBE

u. * VULCANISED FIBRE WASHERS.

The inner tube is insulated from the intermediate one by gold

beaters' skin round the body and vulcanised fibre washera at the

head, one on the inside and another on the outside, which leaves the

centre of the head bare, forming a contact point.

The front end of the inner tube is cupped out and closed by a

conical brass plug ; it is secured to the intermediate tube by an

iridio-platinum wire bridge soldered on. A tuft of guncotton yarn is

placed on the bridge and the latter surrounded with guncotton dust

covered by a paper disc.

The front end of the outer tube is filled with F.G. powder and

closed with a paper disc.

The Mark I cartridge only differed from the Mark II in the

bullet being made of brass, flat headed, with a lead core, and weighs

11 oz. 130 grains.

The cartridges are made up into bundles of 12, wrapped in brown

paper, pieces of cardboard beiug placed along two sides of the bundle

against the points of the bullets.

The distinguishing mark on the box and wrapper is a hollow

blajk diamond with solid black diamoud in the centre, the corners of

the latter being connected with the outer one by thin black lines.

Eight bundles in Mark XI S.A.A. box.

Cartridge, Aiming Rijla, \-inch, Percussion, Mark I \ L | consists

of a brass case, cap, charge, wads and bullet.

The case is of solid drawn brass, with a cap chamber formed in

the base, in which is an anvil made by a projection of the material,

round the head of which there are three fire-holes.

The cap is a double one, the outer of brass, the inner of copper,

and contains "3 grain cap composition (see Table, p. 554) pressed in

and varnished, and may be covered with a tinfoil disc.

The interior of the case is varnished (except where it envelopes

the bullet), and contains a charge of 465 grains of M.G.1 or 400

grains of R.F.G.,* gunpowder, which is covered by a greaseproof

card wad, a felt wad lubricated with beeswax and a white card wad

on top.

The bullet, of 12 parts lead and 1 part tin, weighs 9 oz. 403

grains, is pointed, and has three cannelures, which are filled with

beeswax. It is secured in the mouth of the case by being firmly

pressed in and by throe indents of the case into the rear cannelure.

These cartridges are packed like the 1-inch electric cartridges,

viz. :—12 in a bundle, 96 in Mark XI S.A.A. box.

The distinguishing mark on the box and wrapper is a hollow

black diamond with solid black diamond in the centre, the corners

not being connected as for the 1-inch electric cartridge.
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Cartridge, Aiming Rifle, 1-inch, Percussion, Mark 1 1 L \ .

Scale, i.

Weight of bullet=9 oz. 408 drs.±10 grs.

-«< LEAD 12, TIN I.

4* CANNELURES FILLED WITH BEESWAX.

-<« J INDENTS.

-«< WHITE CARD WAD.

« FELT WAD LUBRICATED WITH BEESWAX.

■<« GREASE PROOF CARD.

■am M.Q POWDER.ABOUT 465 GRAINS.

 

J FIREHOLES.

-- DEPTH OF CAP BELOW BASE
h on

L -005

Cartridges, aiming rifle, 1-inch, percussion.

Cartridges in the L.S. may be refilled, they are cleaned as laid

down for Q.F. cases, p. 331, and returned to Woolwich to be refilled,

two felt wads being inserted. Electric cartridges in the N.S. on receipt

at dep&ts will be examined and any unserviceable put aside. The

cases fit for refilling will be cleaned, if necessary, sorted according to

make, and sent to Woolwich at first convenient opportunity.

Cartridge for instruction, Aiming Rifle, 1-inch, differs from the

service cartridge it represents, in having a wood block about

2"5 inches long, made to the form of the interior of the case, secured

with shellac below the bullet instead of the charge. The bullet is

secured by three indents of the case into the rear cannelure, and two

holes are bored through the case at right angles to each other, so

that it can at once be seen that the cartridge is not a service one.

Cartridges, machine gun, and Small-arm, when manufactured for

India, will be stamped on the base with the letter I immediately

under the broad arrow, thus :— ^

There are four kinds of Cartridge, Machine Own, Nordenfeldt,

1-inch, viz., Service, practice, blank, and dummy.

The Cartridge, Machine Gun, Ball, Nordenfeldt, 1-inch. Mark VI,

consists of a brass case and copper cap, charge, steel bullet, and brass

envelope as shown in the wood cut.

The case is of solid drawn brass, very slightly tapered towards

the front. The cap chamber is formed in the base, and the anvil is

made by a projection of the material, round the head of which are

three fire-holes.

The cap is of copper, and contains -5 grain of cap composition,

pressed in and varnished (see Table, p. 554).

The charge is 625 grains M.G.1 pressed into a pellet, so as to enable

more powder to be put into the cartridge. By pressing lightly, so as

(5561) 2 c 2

§§ 10000,

10845, 10902.

§§ 10091,

10327.

§ 8599.

§§(i510,7001,

7219.

Oonutraction.

Case.

Cap.

Charge.
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Cartridge, Machine Gun, Ball, NorJenfelt, 1-inch Steel, Mark VI.

Scale, \.

Weight of bullet with enTelope=3,170 gr».

Weight of powder charge =625 gra.

STEEL BULLET

 

-BRASS ENVELOPF,

powder charcf

62s cra/ns m.g,'

pressed pellet.

f/.ve wh/te paper.

V-—BRASS CASE.

SECT/ON.

 

PLAN OF BASE OFBULLET.
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to leave considerable interstices between the grains, it is found

possible to increase the quantity without reducing the explosive

quality of the powder. Contact between the powder and metal is

prevented by varnishing the case inside, and by an envelope of fine

white paper surrounding the powder pellet. At the base of this

■envelope is a hole to allow the free passage of the flash from the cap

to the charge.

The bullet is of solid steel, having its head struck with a radius Bullet,

•of three diameters ; it has a cannelure near the base, and on the

latter are six radial grooves designed to ensure the rotation of the

bullet by the envelope.

The latter is of soft brass formed by successive stamping in the Envelope,

same way as the case. Its function is to act as a gas-check, and it is

attached to the bullet by being choked into the cannelure round the

latter, and pressed into shape at the top. The cannelure thus formed

round the envelope is filled with beeswax to act as a lubricant, and

the base of the envelope is varnished.

The weight of the bullet and envelope together is about 3,170

grains and the weight of the complete cartridge 4,900 grains.

Marks IV and V differed from the Mark VI in the cap §§4278,5047.

composition and from each other in the size of the caps.

Marks I, II and III, on return to Woolwich are re-capped and §§6488,7001.

issued for practice.

Nordenfelt cartridges are made up into bundles of 12, wrapped in Packing,

brown paper, pieces of millboard being placed along two sides of the

bundle to prevent the points of the bullets from perforating the tin

lining of the S.A.A. box.

The distinctive mark is a solid green diamond for Marks III, IV,

V and VI cartridges and a hollow green diamond for Marks I and II.

The wrappers for Marks I, II and III cartridges have re-capped,

and the distinguishing labels practice re-capped 189 , printed

across them in red. The descriptive label on top of box is printed in

yellow.

The Cartridge, Machine Gun, Blank, Nordenfelt, 1-inch, Mark I, is § 5802.

similar to the Service cartridge, but the powder charge is covered by

two discs of asbestos, secured by cement. The mouth of the case is

slightly turned in to make it feed properly in the gun.

These cartridges are made up in bundles of 12 wrapped in purple Packing,

paper.

Nine bundles in a S.A.A. box. Issue.

A Cartridge, Machine Gun, Dummy Drill, Nordenfelt, 1-inch, § 4077.

Mark II, is made of phosphor bronze lined with wood, and is the

same weight as the Service cartridge, the exterior being turned to

the same dimensions. The base is closed by a screw plug of phosphor

bronze having a conical hole in the centre to receive a piece of india-

rubber, which serves as a cushion for the striker of the gun. To

distinguish it from the Service cartridge, the outside is tinned all

over.

Mark I had a hardened lead bullet, a case filled with sawdust and § 3934.

tinned on the outside, and an empty percussion cap in the base.

This pattern is to be used up.

As for Service cartridges, but the S.A.A. box is painted drab all Packing and

■over. issue.

The distinguishing mark is a hollow diamond with a D inside

printed in green on the exterior labels, and in black on the brown

paper wrapper.
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§§ 3324,5452,

2644.

| §4193, 5023,

5074, 5452,

6544.

Case.

Cap.

Charge,

Wads.

Bullet.

Packing and

issue.

Cartridges, Machine Gun, Ball, Galling, 'Qh-inch and '45-inch are

very little used now. For description, 4c, see earlier editions of

the treatise.

Cartridge, Machine Gun, Ball, '4,5-inch, Mark IV, \ C | consists of

a case, cap, charge, wads, and bullet.

The case is made from solid drawn brass, with a cap chamber

with raised anvil formed in the metal of the base and two fire-holes

pass from the bottom of the chamber to the interior. The inside of

the case where the powder charge rests is coated with hard brown

varnish, which is removed from that part which envelops the bullet.

This was in consequence of the liability of empty cases to stick iu

the gun after firing which was attributed to the surplus varnish at

the end of the case. This practice of removing the varnish round

the bullet is carried out in all aiming rifle and machine gun powder

cartridges.

The cap is of copper, and contains -3 grain of cap composition.

The charge is 85 grains of R.F.G.2 powder.

The wads are the same as those described with the M.-H. car

tridges.

The bullet is similar to the M.-H. bullet, but is slightly longer,

and has one cannelure only formed near the base, it is secured in

the neck of the case, by the latter being choked into the cannelure

round it.

These cartridges are packed by tens, heads and tails, in brown

paper wrappers, and issued in S.A.A. boxes containing 680 rounds

each. The distinguishing mark is a solid black triangle. The same
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■ Cartridge, Machine Gun, Bail, -4^-inch, Mark IV, | C \ , G.G.,

Nordenfelt and Maxims, except M.S. Chambered Guns.

Scale, full size.

 

1 « -SBi" J !

f"L -573"-*;!

L -660 ;

mark is also used for the Gafcling ^-inch cartridge, but whereas the

latter cannot be used for Gardner, Maxim, and Nordenfelt guns, the

one last described can be fired from Gardner, Gatling, Nordenfelt,

and Maxim, the Gatling guns being set for the purpose.

Marks I, II, and III differ from the above only in minor details.

Cartridge, Machine Gun, Ball, '4b-in>;h Cordite, Mark I, \ N | . § 8365.

The cartridge consists of a case, cap, charge, wad, and bullet.

The case is similar to the powder case described above, but is no

varnished inside, and the letter C is stamped on the base.

The cap is of copper, and contains "7 grain of cap composition

(see Table, p. 554) pressed in and varnished, and may be coveied

with a tinfoil disc.

The charge is about 38 grains of size 3 cordite in 100 strands,

covered by a millboard wad paraffin waxed.

The bullet is similar to the one for the powder cartridge, but the

paper patch is orange coloured ; the mouth of the case is choked into

the cannelure, the rim fitting against a small shoulder which is

formed on the bullet.

The cartridges are packed in bundles of 10; 680 rounds in a Packing and

Mark XI S.A.A. box. The distinguishing mark is a red triangle issue,

with the letter C in white in the centre.

Cartridge, Machine Gun, Blank, Maxim, G.G. Chamber, Black § 7518.
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Cartridge, Machine Gun, Ball, '45-inch Cordite, Mark I, \ N | Solid

Case ; All Gardner-Gatling Chambered Guns.

Scale, full size.

 

Orange-coloured paper.

Bullet lubricated.

Millboard wad, paraffin waxed.

Cordite, size 3.

! Breholes.

Packing and

issue.

§§4911,5455.

Construction.

Case.

Cup.

Charge.

Wads.

Bullet'

Powder, Mark II, consists of a case of the same dimensions as the

black powder ball G.G. cartridge, with a charge of 65 grains of

R.F.G.8, covered by a glazed boaid cup secured with shellac. Tho

top of the case is crimped over.

Mark I differs from above in dimensions only.

The cartridges are packed in bundles of 10 ; 2,000 cartridges in a

half-metal lined case.

The Cartridge, S.A., Ball, M.-H. Rifle, Solid Case, Mark II, also

Machine Gun, M.-H. Chamber, consists of a case, cap, charge, wads,

.ind bullet.

The case is made of solid-drawn brass with a cap chamber formed

in the base as shown in the woodcut. The case has a paper lining up

lu the shoulder permanently fixed in.

The cap is of brass ; it contains '3 grain of cap composition pressed

and varnished, and there are two fire-holes in the rim round the

anvil.

The charge is 8b ± 2 grains R.F.G.3 powder.

Above the powder is placed a glazed-board disc, then a wad of

beeswax, cupped out to the front to ensure its expanding in cold

weather, and then two more glazed-board discs.

The bullet is made of 12 parts lead and 1 part tin, and weighs

480 grains. It has one cannelure, and is covered for about two-

thirds up the body with white fine paper wrapped round it from right

10 left. The paper is lubricated for about half its length, and on its

base, with beeswax; it is crimped over the centre of the base with a
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"rose" with a hole in the centre. The case is choked into the

cannelure.

The cartridges are packed heads and tails in 1. undies of 10; 580

rounds in a S.A.A. box. The distinguishing mark is a solid rect

angle in red on the bos and black on the brown paper wrappers.

The Mark I cartridge is obsolete. §§4756,5024.

Cartridge. Small Arm, Ball, Martini-Henry Rifle, Solid Case, Mark 11.

Also Machine Gun, Martini-Henry Chamber.

Scale, full sizp.

 

Carti-idge. Machine Gun, Ball, M.-H. Chamber, Cordite, § 9300.

Mark I, I L | , was made for Maxim guns in India only. The

charge is 41 grains of size 3 cordite, otherwise except in dimensions,

and minor details it is similar to the -45-inch cordite cartridge for

G.G. chambered guns. The case is choked into the rear cannelure

of the bullet. •

These cartridges are packed heads and tails in bundles of 10; 580

rounds in a S.A A. box. The distinguishing mark on the wrapper,

or box, is a red rectangle with the letter C, in white, in the centre.

The Cartridge, Small Arm, Ball, Martini-Henry Rifle, Rolled Case, §§2661,7707

Mark III, consists of a case with cap, cap chamber, charge, wads, Construction,

and bullet. ^
The case is formed of two turns and a •S-inch overlap of •004-inch Case,

brass. It. is lined with tissue-paper where the powder charge rests.

Inserted between the folds at the base is a strip of brass (the

same as that composing the tody cf the case) to give additional
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Cartridge, Machine Gun, Ball, M.-H. Chamber, Cordite, Mjrk Tf I Jt \.

Solid Case; For Maxim Gun.

Scale, full size.

 

Cartridge, Small Arm, Ball, Martini-Henri/ Rifle, Rolled Case<

Mark III.

Scale, full size.
 

• 1.-65S-
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strength. A small "sight-hole" is punched in the case so as to

allow the examiners to see that this inner strip is present. The

cartridge is made of a bottle-necked shape by crimping in the upper

part, so that the whole fits into the chamber of the rifle. The

base is strengthened by an outer and an inner base cup of brass, and

the bottom closed by a blackened wrought-iron disc. Inside, a paper

pellet is pressed against the bottom of the cartridge, a brass cap

chamber pierced with a fire-hole passes through the disc, cups, and

pellet, and rivets the whole together, the top being bulged out over

the paper pellet, and the base of the cap chamber being flanged to

fit a countersunk recess in the iron disc. The cap chamber contains

a brass anvil, on the shoulders of which rests the copper cap which

contains cap composition. (See Table 47, p. 551.)

The charge is 85 ± 2 grains R.F.G.2. Charge.

Above the powder is placed a glazed-board disc, then a wad of \yads.

beeswax, cupped out to the front, and then two more glazed-board

discs.

The bullet is made of 12 parts lead and 1 part tin, and weighs Bullet.

480 grains. It has two cannelures and is covered for about two-

thirds up the body with white fine paper wrapped round it from

right to left. The paper is lubticated for about half its length and

on its base with beeswax, it is crimped ovor the centre of the base

with a " rose " with a hole in the centre. The case is choked into

both cannelures of the bullet.

Marks II and I cartridges only differed in minor details. Mark I

is obsolete. *

The cartridges are paeked heads and tails in bundles of 10 ; 600 Packing,

rounds in a S.A.A. box.

The distinguishing mark is the same as for M.H. chamber solid

case cartridges.

Cartridge, S.A., Ball, Martini-Henry Carbine, Boiled Case, Mark §§ 3220, 3303,

III, is identical with the Mark III rifle cartridge case; weight of 3606, 3754,

bullet, 410 grains ; charge of powder, 70 grains R.F.G.2. The bullet 4911 • 5*65-

is of the same alloy and general construction as the rifle bullet, but

is ■12-inch shorter. It is covered for about two-thirds up the body

with red, instead of white paper, so as to enable it to be readily

distinguished from the rifle cartridge. The paper is lubricated and

crimped over the base as in the rifle cartridge, but after lubrication

three longitudinal cuts "5-iach long are made through the paper on

the side of the bullet, the object being to facilitate the freeing of the

bullet from the paper aftef the cartridge is fired. A thick paper

lining is used to fill up the space which would be left in the

case owing to the smaller charge. The wads, &c, are the same as

with the rifle cartridge.

Mark II differed from Mark III only in not having the slots cut

on the paper round the bullet, and as misses occasionally occurred

with this cartridge, it was considered that owing to the shortness of

the barrel the paper did not free itself from the bullet.

Mark I differed from Mark II in having carded cotton over the

powder below the lowest glazed board disc, and had no paper

lining.

These cartridges are packed in the same way as those for the rifle. Pecking.

The distinguishing mark is a hollow rectangle printed in red upon

the labels on the outside of the box, and in black upon the wrappers.

A small arm ammunition box contains 630 rounds.

Cartridge, S.A., Ball, M.S. Carbine, Soliil Case, Mark I.—The § 5 15».

case, cap, and wads are similar to those for the solid case rifle cart-
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ridge. The charge is 65 grains ± 2 grains R.F.G.1 powder, and the

case has a thick paper lining to make up for the less bulk of powder.

The bullet is made of an alloy of 12 parts lead and 1 part tin, and

weighs 410 grains. It has no cannelure?, but is held tightly by the

mouth of the case. It is papered with red paper.

Packing. The mode of packing and the distinguishing mark used are the

same as for the carbine cartridge, rolled case. A S.A.A. box contains

600 rounds.

§ 6464. Cartridge, Machine Gun, Blank, M.-H. Chamber, Mark I, consists

of the Service case, cap, and charge. A hollow shell or mock bullet of

brown paper is secured in the mouth of the cafe by shellac. A disc

of brown paper only is placed over the powder. In order to dis

tinguish it from the ball cartridge, the outside of the case is copper

coloured and the point of the mock bullet is covered with white and

the body with blue paper.

§ 6845. Cartridge, S.A. Blank, M.-H., or Snider, Rifle or Carbine Mark TV.

The case is made of two turns and an overlap of brown paper ; it has

one base-cup and the base of the service cartridge. It contains about

68 grains of blank F.G. powder, which is not pressed into a pellet

Cartridge, S.A., Blank, M.-H. or Snider Rifle or Carbine, Mark IV.

Issue.

§ 7003.

Packing.

§4€68.
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Mark I had the potet base and is orsolete. The intervening

patterns are serviceable. The powder in them was pressed into the

form of a pellet.

Besides the above, a large quantity of blank is converted from

condemned ball cartridge, both for Martini-Henry and Snider. It

may be recognised by the exterior of the case being similar to that

of the Service cartridge for these arms, and is known as Mark IV

converted.

1,300 rounds packed in a quarler-barrel.

Cartridge, S.A., Blank, M.-H. Rifle or Carbine, Rolled Case, Cordite,

Mark I, was made for India. The case resembles that of the rolled

case ball cartridge but is only T5.5 inches long. A millboard wad is

placed over the charge, 10 grains of sliced cordite, and the mouth of

the case is turned over and crimped into the wad.

The cartridges arc packed 10 in a bundle in purple paper printed

in red.

Cartridge, Small Arm, Buckshot, Martini-Henry, Mark II, is

available both with the rifle and carbine.
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Cartridge, S.A., Buckshot, Martini-Henry, Mark II.

Scale, full size.
 

The case resembles the built-up one, Mark III, for tbe rifle, but Construction,

is somewhat longer and is crimped over at the top on a glazed board

wad, which retains 11 buckshot in the case. These are packed in

bone-dust and are separated from the powder by cotton wool. Four

bnckshot rest on the wad, and the remaining seven are in the con

tracted part of the case (see cut).

The charge is 54 ± 2 grains R.F.G.2.

Mark I had the Service case, and the eight bullets in front were

contained in a paper bag soaked in beeswax.

By tens, heads and tails, in brown paper wrappers. The dis- Tacking,

tinguishing mark is a solid rectangle containing three nncoloured

discs, printed in red upon the outer label and in black npon the

wrapper.

In S.A.A. boxes containing GOO each. Ijsue.

Cartridge, S.A., Ball, SO'S-inch, Cordite, Mark 7, consists of a § 9361.

case, cap, charge, wad, and bnllet.

The case is of solid drawn brass, with a cap chamber formed in

the base, in which an anvil is made by a projection of the material,

and two fire-holes are drilled. It has the letter C stamped on the

base and it is not lacquered.

The cap is of copper, and contains '6 grain of cap composition

(see Table, p. 554), pressed in and varnished, and it may he covered

with a tinfoil disc.

The charge consists of about 31 grains of cordite, size 3f, in 60

strands.
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Cartridge, S.A., Ball, 303-inch, Cordite, Mark V | C \ Solid Case,

all '303-iuch Small Arms and Machine Giuis.

Full size.

 

\

\
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A glazed board disc is placed on top of the cordite.

The bullet consists of a core (98 parts lead, 2 parts antimony),

enclosed in a cupro-nickel envelope, and weighs about 215 grains.

The envelope is solid drawn from an alloy of about 81) per cent,

copper, 20 per cent, nickel, and '5 per cent, iron, and the core is

secured inside it by turning over the end of the envelope and pressing

it into a groove formed round the base of the core. A cavity, about

'35-inch deep and T-ineh diameter, is punched in the point of the

bullet, the punch carrying a small disc of the envelope to the bottom

of the cavity, and a cannelure runs round the bullet near the base.

The bottom part of the bullet, except the base, but including the

cannelure, is coated with beeswax. It is secured in the case by the

latter being coned and indented in three places into the cannelure,

and requires a force of not less than 60 lb. to extract it.

§ 9089. The Mark IV cartridge only differed from Mark V in the bullet

being slightly shorter and in the core being of pure lead.

* The Mark III cartridge, of which only a small number were made,

differed from Mark IV in having a metal cup or tube, '3-inch deep,

inserted in the point of the bullet.

§§ 7278,7905. Cartridge, SA., Bull, -303-inch Cordite, Mark II | C | differs from

Mark V oidy in the bullet being slightly shorter and having no

cavity at the point. (See cut.)

Mark I differed from Mark II in having a smaller cap, '2 grain

of cap composition, a separate anvil and one fire-hole.
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These cartridges are packed heads and tails in bandies of 10, Packing and

1,100 rounds in S.A.A. boxes, Marks XI or XIV. The distinguishing isiU0-

mark is a red rectangle with two uncoloured bars, on both, wrapper

and box, but for the latter the word " Coi-dito " is printed, in red, on

each uncoloured bar.

The Cartridge, S.A., Ball, 303-inch, Powdei, Mark II, differs from §§6160,6683,

the Mark I cordite cartridge in having a chargd of about 71^ grains 7798, 7905.

of powder pressed into a pellet and with a central fire-hole through it,

and in its bullet having no cannelure.

The cap composition differs slightly. There is no letter C on

the base. The case is varnished inside.

Cartridge, S.A., Ball, -303-inch, Cordite, Mark II | C | Solid Case,

all '303-inch Small Arms and Machine Ouns.

Full size.

J- OS

 

-«« £NVElOP£.

CO/tf.

GLAZSD BOARD O/SC.

co/tD/re,siz£ j£.

It is packed and issued like cordite ball ammunition.

It is not to be used in M ixim guns, nor the Lee-Metford carbine.

The distinguishing mark is a rectangle enclosing two uncoloured

birs printed in blue on the exterior labels, and black on the brown

paper wrappers.

^ Mark I cartridge is obsolete.

Cartridge, S.A., Ball, '303-inch, Cordite, Short Range, Practice §§5883,0683,

Mark II, N, consists of a case, cap, charge, wads, and bullet. 7541.

fci The case differs from the Service cartridge case in being blackened § 9376.

with a bronzing liquid for 1'4-inch from the mouth.
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Cartridge, S.A., Ball, SOS-inch, Short Range, Practic;, Mark II,

| 2V | . Solid Cast ; for use at certain Coastguard Ranges.

Full size.
 

«< DEPTH OF CAP BELOW BASE

H 007 L-OOI
 

CORDITC.

Section at A.B.

The cap is the same as that for the service cartridge and secured

in a similar way.

The charge consists of about 12 grains of cordite tape.

Two strawboard wads are placed, one on top of the cordite, and

the other in the neck of the case, and between this and the bullet a

glazed-board disc.

The bullet is of similar construction to the Mark II service

bullet, but is slightly shorter, more rounded at the point, and weighs

188 grains. It is lubricated at the base and secured into the case bv

being coned and indented similarly to the service "303-inch cartridges

and it requires a force of not less than 24 lb. to extract it.

§§ 7930,7977, Cartridge, S.A., Ball, 'SOS-inch, Cordite, Short Range, Practice,

8G59, 8R90, Mark I is obsolete for future manufacture. It differs from Mark II

' ' in having a charge of about 9 grains of size 755-7 cordite kept in posi

tion by a paper cap. The bullet is more pointed and weighs 150

grains.

Packing and The short-range cartridges are packed heads and tails, in bundles

issue. of 10, in yellow paper wrappers. The labels on the boxes are of

yellow paper also, and the distinguishing mark on both is a rectangle

containing two diagonal lines and the leUer C near each end. The

letters and distinguishing marks are printed in black.
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1,100 Mark I cartridges are packed in Mark XI, XII, or XIV

S.A.A. box. The first supply was 1,160 in a box.

400 Mark II cartridges are packed in " box, A.S. A., pistol, Enfield,

600 rounds," for which special packing pieces will be provided as

required.

Cartridge, S.A., Blank, '303-inch, Cordite, without Bullet, Mark V, §§ 7519,8370.

consists of a Service case crimped in at the month to retain the charge

of 10 grains of ^ cordite. The charge is covered by a strawboard

wad.

Cartridge, S.A., Blank, '303-inch, Cordite, without Bullet, Mark V.

Full size.

 

Cartridge, S.A., Blank, 303-inch, Cordite, without Bullet, Mark IV, § 7722.

of which certain issues were made, differed from Mark V only in the

explosive used containing no mineral jelly.

Cartridges, S.A., Blank, '303-inch, Cordite, with Paper Bullet, §§ 7004., 7119,

Mark I, were at one time issued, but it was ordered that they are to 7722.

be converted to Mark IV without bullet, and until so converted are

to be considered obsolete.

The Marks IV and V cartridges are suitable for single loading §§7221,7158.

only with -303-inch rifles, and carbines.

Cartridges, S.A., Blank, '303-inch, Cordite, without Bullet, Marks I, §§ 7722,8379.

IT, and III are obsolete.

The cartridges Marks IV or V are packed in bundles of 10, heads Packing and

and tails, in purple paper, and issued in Mark XII boxes, 1,400 rounds, issue,

half barrel 3,200 rounds, or quarter barrels 1,900 rounds.

Cartridge, S.A., Blank, '303-inch, Black Powder, without Bullet, § 9352.

Mark III, consists, of the service case and cap, except that the latter

contains only "3 grain of cap composition (see table p. 554). The

interior of the case is varnished.

The charge is about 45 grains of F.G. powder, and is covered by

a felt wad over which the mouth of the case is crimped.

Cartridge, S. A., Blank, '303-inch, Black Powder, without Bullet, §§ 7722,8379

Mark II, had a case similar to the above but with a smaller cap. It

may be a conversion from cartridge, S.A., blank, -303-incb, black

powder, without bullet, Mark I, which is obsolete in that form, or

(5581) 2 d
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Cartridge, 8. A., Blank, "303-t'ncA, Black Powder, without Bullet,

Mark III, \N\.

Fnll size.

"V

■« r£LT WAD

-« r.C . POWDtR.

 

A..i
r

 

§§ 603-1, 7004,
7221, 7609,

7905.

§ 7009.

Packing and

usue.

§ 7401.

from the '303-inch service powder cartridge. The charge may there

fore be 71| or 45 grains of powder covered by a felt wad and the

mouth of the case crimped over.

Cartridge, S.A., Blank, '303-inch, Black Powder, without Bullet,

Mark I, had a rolled case and a charge of 34 grains of black powder.

It will become obsolete when the existing store is used up.

The Mark I cartridge, when available, can be used up with the

'303-inch rifles and carbines.

The Marks I, 11, and III blank powder cartridges are suitable for

siDgle loading only.

These cartridges are packed in bundles of 10, heads and tails, in

urple paper, and issued 215 bundles in a quarter barrel, or 185 in a

A.A. box.

Blank ammunition for small arms may be issued in S.A.A. boxis

(not Mark XIII) for manoeuvres.

Blank cartridges for '303-inch small arms when filled -with cordite

have the wrappers and labels printed in red, and the base of each

cartridge marked with a C.

All aiming rifle, M.G. and S.A. cartridges have, stamped on the

base, the initials or recognised trademark of the manufacturer, and a

Roman numeral denoting pattern of cartridge.

Cartridge, S.A., Ball, '303-inch, Cordite.

Scale }.
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In some 'SOS-inch cartridge eases the numeral on the base §§ 86i9, 8768,

may not always be applicable to pattern of cartridge. For instance 0861.

a case marked "IV " may be nsed for a Mark V service cartridge, or

a Mark II case for a Mark V blank cartridge, or for the short-range

practice Mark I cartridge. The wrong immoral will, in future, be

cancelled by having a ring stamped on the base, over the numeral, as

shown in woodcut.

Cartridge, 8. A., Dummy Drill, Magazine Bifle, Mark II, consists of § 9519.

an empty service case without cap or anvil. A hollow brass bullet, or

the envelope of the service bullet, is secured in the case by coning

and indenting the case into the cannelure as in the service cartridge.

The exterior of the cartridge is tinned all over to distinguish it.

The Mark I dummy drill cartridge differed from Mark II in the § 6057.

bullet not being so securely fastened to the case.

These cartridges are issued as required, loose in a packing case. lusuc.

The distinguishing mark on the wrapper and box is a black

rectangle with two uncolonred bars, and the letter D, in black, across

the centre.

Cartridge, S.A., Ball, Snider, Mark IX is used with both rifle and 1 2105.

carbine. Consists of a case, cap, charge, wads, and bullet.

The case is formed of sheet brass covered with brown paper. I f,

is lined with shellac and thin white paper to prevent corrosion trom

the powder. The case overlaps by about J inch, and is cemented

together with shellac and glue. The arrangement of the two base

cups, iron disc, &c, are identical with those used in the M.-H. car

tridge, Mark III. There is no strengthening strip in the folds.

 

 

Mark IX may be distinguished by a single red ring round the Construction,

outside of the case (see cut).

The charge is 70 grains (very nearly 2\ drams) of R.F.G.

The bullet is made from pure lead, weight 480 grains, the hollow in

(5581) 2 d 2
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tho head is closed by having the lead span over it, the hollow parts

are necessary in order to get the ballet of a sufficient length for good

shooting, without an luly increasing its weight, and to get its centre

of gravity in the pro,>er plncD, the hollow in the base is also used to

give the expansive action to the bullet The plug, made of clay, and

soaked in beeswax, closes the rear cavity, ani on firing expands the

bnllet, which has three cannelures, the sides of the bullet as f ir as

the front cannelure are coated with baeswax, the cannelures holding

a sufficient supply of the lubricant in their recesses ; by the expansion

of tho bullet the lubricant is squeezed out, and the bore is thoroughly

cleaned out by the bullet passing through it.

Many patterns of this cartridge have been made, they are all

serviceable with the exception of Mark I, which may be recognisfd

l>y having a potet base, formed by pressirg out the rim of the has i

cup 80 as to form a beading round the edge instead of having a brass

or iron base disc as the other marks have. (For details of them see

former editions of this work.)

racking and By tens, in brown paper wrappers, the bullets all one way tj

issue. prevent indentation of the soft lead by the base discs. The dis

tinguishing mark is a solid square printed in blue upon the outer

label, and in black npon the wrapper. In S.A.A. boxes containing

560 rounds.

§ 2546. A Cartridge, S.A., Buckshot, Snider, Mark II, Rifle or Carb-ine, has

been issued for convict-guard service, and for service in Ashantee.

The case is similar in construction to the Service ball cartridge for

Snider arms.

Cartridge, S.A., Buckshot, Snider, Mark IT, Rifle or Carbine.

 

The charge is from 52 to 56 grains of R.F.G. powder, on the top

of which is a paper disc and a felt wad lubricated with beeswax.

The cartridge contains 13 buckshot in a paper bag, the interstices

between the shot being filled with bone dust, the bag is secured in

tl e case with shellac cement.

Murk I had the powder charge in a pellet, and plaster of Paris

was used instead of bo;.e dust.
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The cartridges are packed in bundles of 10. The distinguishing Tacking ar.d

ma i k is a hollow square printed in blue on the outside label, and in ia»u«.

black on the wrapper. In S.A.A. boxes containing 560 rounds.

Cartridge, S.A., shot, Snider, special, Mark lis issued for convict- § 9343.

guard service.

The case is of rolled-sheet brass, containing a charge of about 50

grains R.F.G.* powder, on the top of which is placed a millboard

wad. About 28 lead Bhot (weighing altogether 300 grains) arc

inserted on top of the millboard wad and a felt wad is placed on top

of the shot; the whole being secured by crimping over the edge of

the case.

Cartridge, Aiming-Tube, Mark I.—This cartridge has-been §4158.

introduced to enable rifle practice to be carried on in confined spaces

Mark I. Mark II.

ScaV, s.

 

and without the expense entailed by using the Service car'ridges in

large numbers.

These cartridges should put 75 per cent, of tbeir bullets in a circle Accuracy,

of 3 inches diameter at 25 yards, the rifle being fired from a fixed

rest.

The case is of solid-drawn brass with the cap chamber and anvil

formed in the base. Two fire-holes in the latter, as shown in the cut,

communicate from the brass cap to the powder charge.

The charge is 3} grains Curtis and Harvey's Diamond No. 2.

The bullet is of pure lead, and weighs 37 ± 3 grains, and there are

two wads fastened to its base, that next the bullet being greased and

the other of prey cloth.

Mark II differs only from Mark I in the arrangement of the wads § G391-

and in having the base of the bullet slightly recessed (see cuts).

100 rounds are packed in a cardboard box about the size of a Issue,

bundle of 10 rounds of the Service ammunition, tied with string.

The distinguishing mark on the wrapper or box is a black circle with

a black dot in the centre.

Supplies of 20,000 have been made in deal boxes, zinc lined, and

hermetically sealed. Smaller quantities are supplied in packing

cises.

Future supplies of cartridges, aiming tube, will be made in tin- §'6188,0187.

lined boxes, each containing 10,000 rounds, but when required for the

Royal Navy they will be repacked in quarter metal-lined cases locally

as required.
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§ 68^4. A Cartridge, S.A., Ball, Vit'ol, Webley, Mark I, aim Enfield, has

boon introduced for use with the Web!ey and Enfield revolvers. It

consists of a case, cap and anvil, charge, and bullet.

Ca«c. The case is made from solid-drawn brass (tee cut). There is one

fire-hole to allow the flash to pass from the cap to the charge. The

Cartridge, Small Arm, Ball, Pia'.ol, Webley, Mark T, also Enfield.

Scale, full size.
 

inferior of the ca6e where the powder charge rests is coated with haul

brown varnish.

The cap is of copper, and contains "2 grain of cip composition

pivpscd in and varnished. The anvil is of brass and fits inside the cap

as shown in the wcodcut.

The charge is 18 grains of rifled pistol powder.

The bullet is made of an alloy of 12 parts lead to 1 of tin.

with a cavity formed in the base and three cannelures round the

body ; these cannelures are filled with boeswax, it weighs 265 grains,

and is secured in the case by three indentations made into the rear

cannelure.

They are packed in bundles of 12, heads and tails, in brown paper

wrappers; and issued in the half S.A.A. which contain 7G8 rounds

for N.S., and 240 rounds in the box, A.S.A., pistol, Enfield, for L.S.

The distinguishing mark is a circle with - bar across, in black on

the wrappers, and brown on the labels on the boxes.

Cartridge, 8.A., ball, pistol, Webley, cordite, Mark II \ C \ also

Enfield consists of a case, cap, charge, wad, and bullet.

The case is of solid-drawn brass, with a cap chamber formed in

the base, in. which is an anvil made by a projection of the material,

and two fire-holes. It has the letter C stamped on the base and the

interior is not varnished.

The cap is of copper, and contains '4 grains of cap composition (see

•able p. 554) pressed iu and varnished and may be covered with a

tin -foil disc.

The charge consists of about 7£ grains of cordite, size a

glazed-board disc is now placed on top of the cordite, but this was

not used in the earlier issues.

The bullet, of 12 parts lead and 1 part tin, weighs 265 grains. It <

Cap aud

anvil.

Charge.

Bullet.

Packing and

issue.

§§ 9159,

10273.
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Cartridge, S.A., Ball, pistol, Webley, avdite, Mark II \ G \ also

Enfield.

Full size.
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has a cavity formed in the base and three cannelures round the

body, these cannelures are filled with beeswax, and the bullet is

secured in the case by choking the latter into the front cannelure,

and must require a force of 60 lb. to 80 lb. to extract it.

They are packed in bundles of 12 for L.S., 6 for N.S., heads and Packing and

tails, in brown paper wrappers, and are issued, for L.S., 276 rounds in issue.

" box, A.S.A., pistol, Enfield " ; for N.S., 828 rounds in " box, A.S.A.,

half, naval." The distinguishing mark is a circle with bar across

and the letter C above and below the bar, printed in red on both

wrapper and box.

Cartridge, S.A., ball, pistol, Webley, cordite, Mark III differs from §§ 9159,

Mark II in having a somewhat smaller charge, in the bullet having a 10,273.

cavity in the head and weighing only 218^ grains. The manufacture

of these cartridges has beeu stopped, and the existing stock, in the

L.S., at home stations will be used up for practice ; at stations abroad

to be returned to Woolwich on receipt of supplies of Mark II. All

service and mobilization pistol ammunition at home should be

. exchanged for Mark II.

Mark III ammunition in the N.S. will be withdrawn.

The Mark I cartridge differed from Mark II in the case having a § 7608.

separate anvil and one fire-hole. The charge consisted of about 6"5

grains of ^ cordite, not covered with a glazed-board disc. The

bullet was secured by choking the neck of the case into the centre

cannelure, and the mouth into the front one.

The packing was the same as that of the powder cartridge. Packing and

Cartridge, S.A., blank, pistol, Webley, Mark II | L \ also Enfield. j8%32

The case is of solid-drawn brass, with cap chamber and anvil

formed in the base and two fire-holes.

The cap is of copper and contains '25 grain of cap composition

pressed in and varnished and may be covered with a tin-foil disc. It

is secured in the case by four indents.

The charge consists of 8 grains R.F.G.2 powder covered with two

felt wads, over which the mouth of the case is crimped.

These cartridges are packed, in bundles of 12, in purple paper

wrappers.

Cartridge, S.A., blank, pistol, Webley, Mark I differs from Mark II § 8842.

in having a charge of 10 grains of rifle pistol powder and only one

felt wad. The fire-holes were also smaller.
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Cartridge, S.A., blank, pistol, Wehley, Mark II \ L | also Enfield.

Soa'e, full size.
 

§ § 3^70, 6844. The Cartridge, S.A., Ball, ristol, Enfield, Mark III, is deBnribed in

former editions, and will become obsolete so soon as the present

supply is used up.

§ 7002. The Cartridge, S.A., Ball, Pistol, '442-inch, Mark I, is intended for

the Royal Irish Constabulary. The case is solid drawn with cap

and anvil similar to M.-H. rolled case cartridge. The charge is 10

gnuDs of rifled pistol powder covered by a glazed-board disc. The

bullet, 219 grains, has one cannelure, is lubricated with beeswax, and

is secured by coning the mouth of the case into it below the cannelure.

Packing. It is issued packed, heads and tails, in bundles of 12 in brown

paper.

§§7002,7107. The Cartridge, S.A., Blank, Pistol, '442-inch, Mark I, is for use by

Irish Constabulary, and may also be used in the Enfield pistol

supplied to Royal Irish Mounted Constabulary. It is of solid-drawn

brass, riveted to a brass base by the cap chamber and paper wad as

in M.-H. rolled case cartridge. The charge is 11 grains of rifled

pistol powder covered by a felt wad, the mouth of the case is crimped

on to the wad.

Packing. Packed, beads and tails, in bundles of 12 in purple paper.

§ 10094. Cartridges for instruction, machine grin, and Small arm, which are

issued for instructional purposes, will be pierced with two holes at

Typical.

Full size. 
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right angles through the case, so that it can at once be seen that the

cartridge is not a service one.

S.A. Ammunition Boxes, &c.

Barrels, Cartridge, are of three sizes—half, quarter, aDd eighth ;

they have no copper hoops, and are used for conveyance and storage

of S.A. ammunition. The half size is used for blank cartridge (the

weight would be inconveniently great with ball cartridge), the quarter

size for ball, and the eighth for small supplies. For the number

of cartridges contained in these barrels, see Tables 45 and 46.

For ball cartridge they are superseded by boxes, bat are still

occasionally used for home service.

Boxes, Ammunition, 8.A., O.S., Mark XT and Home and Special, S.A. A. boxes.

Mark XII. The former is for general service, and is made of §§6963,7455,

mahogany or teak ; the latter is for heme or special service, and is Xlf?" ?^f»'

mado of deal with elm ends and top of Knuri pine. They are pro- jog^.

vided with cleats of haid wood and rope handles. The lid and sides

of the top are clamped with beech, as shown in the cut, which shows

a previous pattern.

The sides and ends are dovetailed, and the top and bottom each

secured by 14 tinned iron screws. The sliding lid is placed on the

broadest side so as to facilitate unpacking, especially when earned

as in pack transport. The lid is fastened by a split pin, which

passes through the small hole shown in the woodcut down into the

6ide of the box. The edges of this pin at the top are well rounded

to prevent it cutting through a twisted copper wire, which is

attached to the eye, and carried through a hole bored hori

zontally in the I'd, and terminates in a knob at the other end to

prevent its being drawn through and lost. The lid is also attsched

to the interior of the box by a piece of whipcord, which allows it

to be taken off but prevents its being lost. The oval hole shown

Scale, 1 ircli = 1 foot.
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in the sketch is a thumb-hole over which a loop of preller leather

is fastened to the twisted wire to facilitate withdrawing the pin,

and between it and the pin is a circular recess in which the calico

label is fixed by shellac over the twisted wire, so as to seal the box.

An inner case or lining of tin serves to keep the contents dry.

The lining is coatod with copal varnish stained with vegetable

black, and, to distinguish between these and such boxes as have

unpaiuted or unvarnished linings, they will be marked with a red

cross on one end adjoining the cleat. The lining is closed by a tin

lid, or closing plate, soldered on and fitted with a wire handle, by

means of which it is torn off when the box is to be opened, a sharp

pull being given.

Some of the enrlier patterns had the lids fastened with a brass

screw, but the unscrewing occasioned loss of time, so the split pin

was adopted.

On emergency the lids secured by screws may be opened by a

good kick or a blow with a stone on the edge of the lid furthest from

the screw.

For details of earlier patterns, see former editions of this work.

5 5524 Boxes, A.8.A., Old Patterns.—In future all S.A.A. boxes, Marks I

and III to X, returned to Woolwich, will, if found repairable, be

repaired only, instead of being converted to Marks XI and XII as

heretofore. They will bo used only for S.A. ammunition, M.-H. rolled

case or Snider.

<■» „„„„ Mark II is ohsolete.

7455 7488 ' ■^•^•^•i MorA XIII will become obsolete when the existing

8285' 10030. stock is used up. It is made of deal with elm ends, having a cleat at

each end with rope handle attached. It is lined with tin, and the

wood lid is secured by tinned iron screws. The lining is coated with

copal varnish, &c.

It is for home service only, for the issue of rolled case cartridges

M.-H. or Snider, of which it contains 1,000 rounds.

Hg^^l^68' Bo*i Ammunition, S.A., Home and Special Service, Mark XIV.

8767' 9087* —This box is intended to supersede Mark XII for the issue of S.A.A.

9516) 9772'. ft>r home and special service. In general construction it resembles

10505. Mark XII, but to reduce the cost of manufacture the sides and

bottom are left unplaned, the ends are of elm without cleats, having

rope handles for lifting secured to them. In future it will be fitted

with a brass pin and copper wire loop for securing the lid instead of

the galvanised iron pin and iron wire loop hitherto used.

Box, A.S.A., Mark XV | L | of which only a few were made, con

tained 1,100 "SOS-inch cartridges, and only differed from Mark XIV

in having a cheaper lid.

fL<58«?86568, B°?' A-S A > '303-mk*, half, Naval, Mark I | N | is similar in

' ' ' material and construction to the Mark XI box but has only one cleat

and one rope handle. It is used in the N.S. for packing -303-inch

and pistol ammunition, of which it will contain 500 and 828 cordite

cartridges respectively. It supersedes " Boxes, Ammunition, S.A.,

pistol, Adams," and " Enfield, 600 rounds," for future manufacture.

lias*94' 7455' B°X' Ammunition' S-A-> Pistol, Enfold, 600 rounds, Mark II, Naval.

' ' —This box is of the same construction as Mark XI, S.A.A. box,

except that it is only half the length, and has only one end of the

box fitted for a rope handle.

^7455,7488, Bor} Ammunition, S.A., Pistol, Enfold, 240 Bounds, Mark III

I L I is of the same construction as Mark XII S.A.A. box except

that it is much smaller, has a top of teak, only one cleat and one rope

handle. It will hold 240 Webley powder cartridges.

8285.
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The Marks I and II boxes only differed from Mark III in minor

details.

Camel and bullock boxes are special for India ; but the first is Camel and

also used for the issue of S.A.A. to Colonial Governments. bullock boxes.

In order that the particular kind of ammunition packed in S.A.A. Distinguishing

boxes may be readily distinguished, all such boxes issued from marks on

Woolwich have now labels with distinguishing marks of various j^"*' ggl2

colours. The distinguishing labels are placed on each side and on s ' '

each end. The detail is given on the attached plate XXXII.

The device will be printed on the wrappers of each bundle of §§7603,7662.

ammunition the same colour as the printing, i.e., black for gun

powder (service), red for cordite (except •303-inch short-range car

tridges), and yellow for practice cartridges.

Example of marking on a 'SOS-inch Cartridge Wrapper.

CARTRIDGES

S.A. BALL

•303 Inch

CORDITE

Oz

E Mark II

 

Example of marking on a descriptive Label on a S.A.A. Box.

llOO

CARTRIDGES

S. A. -BALL

•303 Inch

CORDITE

7 | 4 | 00

♦ Mark II ♦

RL. US.
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Tho distinguishing mark will be printed on the distinguishing

labels which are placed at the sides and ends of the box, also on the

descriptive labels which are Axed, one to the centre of the closing

plate of the inner lining, and one in a recess on the top of the box, in

the colour shown in the plate.

The manufacturer's initials will always be found in the lower Hue

of the descriptive label ; when there are two initials as shown in the

above example, that in the left hand corner is that of the manu

facturer.

The initials areas follows :—

Manufacturer. Initials.

Royal Laboratory . . . . RAL, or ILS, with no other initials.

Kynoch . • . . K.

Birmingham Small - Arms

and Metal Company . . B.

Eley E.

Greenwood and Batley . . GB.

Grenfell and Accles . . GA.

Henry Rifled Barrel Com

pany HRB.

S.A.A. boxes have the following information stencilled on them ;

gross weight at one end, date of packing at each end ; on top,

the number of the box, and, if containing cordite cartridges, the word

cordite and particulars of the batch. The number of the box and

particulars of tho batch of cordite are also stamped on the closing

plate of the inner lining after it is soldered down. If the box con

tains powder cartridges, it will be stencilled on top with the nature

of powder contained in the cartridges.

They have the usual Government Explosive Label sealing the

junction of lid and box, and in addition a small calico label, instead

of an ordinary stntion label, which fits in a circular recess over the

wire attached to the pin, and seals the box. The classification label

is placed on in the most convenient position.

All aiming rifle, machine gun, and small-arm cartridges for

storage, are placed in Group II, Division I.

Proof. For inspection and proof of tho above, see the Regulations for

Army Ordnance Services, 1900.

A description of the tool used for opening cartridges is given here.

g 7769, Tool, ex'racting bullet.*, small-arm, i\[nrk I, is for the use of

Inspecting Ordnance Officers in opening S.A. and •45-inch M.G.

cartridges.

The complete tool consists of the following puts :—
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Tool, Extracting Bullets, Small-arm, Mark I.

I FLANGED
 

Steel body ; gun-metal socket, fitted with milled handwheel ; steel

flanged bush, secured in the body by a small screw ; steel milled-

beaded clamping screw, and two steel sleeves -8 inch and 3 inches

long respectively.

The body has a shoulder on the outside, a screw thread being cut

behind the latter to take the socket. The body is bored out (the

diameter being greater in rear) to take the steel flanged bush. In this

form the tool is adapted for use in extracting bullets from M.-H.

rolled and solid case cartridges.

1. M.-H. Boiled and Solid Case Cartridges.—Insert the cartridge Instructions

in the bush of tbe tool, and grip the bullet with the clamping screw ; for usc-

turn the handwheel, and withdraw the body of the cartridge from

the bullet.

2. G.G. Cartridges.—Insert the '8-inch steel sleeve in the bush,

and proceed as in 1.

3. '303-inch Cartridges.—Insert the 3-inch steel sleeve in the bush

and proceed as in 1.

Care must be taken in inserting the 3-inch sleeve that the arrows

on it and on the head of the body of the tool coincide, so as to ensure

that the clamping screw will pass through the hole in the sleeve and

thns be free to grip the bullet.
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CHAPTER XXII.- ROCKETS AND LIGHTS.

CAUSES OF MOTION.—WAIt ROCKETS.—VARIOUS PATTERNS.— USE OF.—AGE

AND EXAMINATION OF.—RANGE.—MACHINES.—UFK-SAV1NG AND BUOY

ANT ROCKETS AND MACHINES.— SIGNAL ROCKETS AND MACHINE.—

PORTFIRES.—LIGHTS.—QUICK AND SLOW MATCH.—SAFETY AND INSTAN

TANEOUS FUZE.

For many centuries rockets have been used for signalling, for display,

and as weapons of war.* For these purposes they are used in our

Service, and are employed, moreover, in the interests of saving life.

There are also in the Service sundry portfires and lights, the

manufacture of which is analogous to that of rockets, and which will

accordingly be described in this chapter.

Before proceeding to describe the different natures of rockets we

will consider the causes of motion and certain matters which affect

their flight.

Causes of a To understand the causes of a rocket's motion of translation,

rocket's imagine a particle of rapidly-bui ning composition, such as is used in

motion. filling rockets, to be absolutely free in space, that is to say, acted on

by no external forces whatever. If the particle be ignited it will

generate an indefinite sphere of gas, of which sphere it will be the

centre. This gas possesses tension. Suppose the particle on ignition

to be surrounded by a sphere of small radius, of which it is the

centre, and let this sphere be made of material strong enough to

confine the gas generated within its limits.

Clearly there will then be a pressure due to the tension of the gas

on every unit of area of the interior surface of this spherical enve

lope, but the latter will have no motion. Now, suppose that, instead

of having a spherical envelope, the particle is at the centre of a

hollow hemisphere.

Then one-half the sphere of gas generated will escape freely, but

the other half, restrained by the pressure of the hemisphere, will exert a

certain pressure against its interior surface, and tend to move it in a

direction perpendicnlar to the plane of its bounding great circle. The

same action will take place if for the particle and envelope we substi

tute a cylinder full of composition closed at one end and ignited at

the other ; the cylinder will tend to move in the direction of its

longer axis. But other causes come into play and assist the motiou.

* For a sketch of the history of rockets and description of the*Congreve and

Boxer-Congreve rockets, tee former editions of this work, and the works to which

references are therein made. They are omitted in this edition for the sake of

eoonomhring space, at they do not immediately concern the stores now in the

Service.
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So far we have supposed the tmconfined portion of the gas to escape

perfectly freely, but this is not and cannot be the case, for apart from

the reaction caused by the inertia of the particles of gas themselves,

we have the escaping portion acting against the joint fulcra (so to

speak) of its own dense atmosphere, and of the air against which the

escaping column of gas impinges. The imaginary cylinder would

move very slowly, but in a rocket we bore a conical hole up the

middle of the composition and restrain to a certain extent the exit of

the gas by regulating the size of the vents. The result of this is that

we obtain a large amount of gas generated in a very short period of

time, on account of the large surface exposed, and we cause the

escaping column, or columns, of gas to issue with great violence.

The propelling power varies inversely as the size of the vents, but

their size cannot be diminished beyond a certain point, as the increased

pressure in the interior of the rocket, caused by the diminution of

the area for escape of the gas, necessitates a stronger and therefore

a heavier envelope to resist it. This pressure varies inversely as the

square of the arc.i of the vents.

If the rocket were a simple cylinder it would in flight tend to

turn round its shorter axis precisely as an elongated projectile would

do if it were not put in rotation by rifling the gun from which it is

fired. Owing to the peculiarity of the construction of a rocket and

the constant variation of the position of its centre of gravity, caused

by the composition bnrning out dnring flight, its course under such

circumstances would be hopelessly erratic and unmanageable. It is

clearly necessary to provide some means of keeping it point first in

flight and this end has been obtained in two ways.

1st. The attachment of a slick, fixed on the base or side, by which

the ceutre of gravity is brought so near the point that pressure of the

air acts on the stick end with sufficient leverage to keep the point

always towards the direction from which such pressure proceeds :

thus on a still day the flight is tolerably direct, but on a windy day

it is ever being deflected more and more up the wind, the action of

the air being continually to point it in the direction of the resultant

of the resistance due to its present line of flight and the pressure of

the wind. It is clear, theoretically, that such a tendency of the wind

is insatiable, its action being dire.-ted to carry the rocket info a line

of flight eventually approximating indefinitely closely to the " wind's

eye."

2ud. Rotation, imparted by some application of either the force

of the gas escaping from the rocket, or of the resistance of the air.

As an incendiary projectile the rocket possesses great recommenda

tions, and its moral effect is very gre it, but it labours under certain

disadvantages that hardly seem likely to be removed.

1st. Its efficiency and safety depend on the complete contact of a

very large surface of composition with a thin metal case ; hence it is

liable to deteriorate from any great variations of temperature, causing

expansion of metal ; from chemical action causing corrosion ; and

from vibration in travelling ; any of these causes being liable to com

promise the safety and efficiency of the rocket.

2nd. The method by which its velocity is gradually imparted to it

entails the evil that its flight is very slow, and the rocket is conse

quently very susceptible to the action of gravity, wind, and accidental

causes of deviation.

3rd. The same causes that thus make it peculiarly liable to be

acted on by wind and gravity, aggravate the effect of deflection, for,

unlike a projectile on which the force of the charge acts entirely in
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(he desired direction, a rocket is continually developing velocity in the

diiection in which it is at the moment pointed ; thus, supposing it to

be deflected one degree in the first second of time of flight, all the

force next added will be applied one degree out of the proper

direction, and so on with all impulses in succession; indeed, rockets

have been occasionally deflected so as to come back, with very great

and constantly increasing velocity, at the troops who fired them.

4th. From the fact of the composition burning away during flight,

the position of the centre of gravity, and consequently the balance of

the rocket, is constantly changing; but this is a slight matter com

pared to those previously mentioned.

Rockets, war, jn 1357 j|r. Hale's invention of rockets which imparted to them-

**a'e 8' selves, on ignition, a motion of rotation as well as of translation,

superseded for warlike purposes the Boxer-Congreve rockets, which

had themselves a few years previously superseded the rockets intro

duced into the British Service by Sir W. Congreve in 1805.

Calibres. Several calibres were introduced but have been gradually reduced

to one, viz., the 24-pr., though the 9-pr. is still occasionally issued

for special service.

§ 47G0. Socket, war, 24-jpr., Mark FIX, | C | consists of a body, head, base

piece, tail piece, and safety cap.

The body is made of steel tubing, cut to the required length, and

tested internally by hydraulic pressnre to 1 ton on the square inch.

The interior is then roughened by scoring it spirally and scoured till it

is quite clean and bright.

The head is of cast iron lined with wood, and is fastened to the

case by 10 screws.

The base piece of wrought iron or mild steel fits into the end of

the case and is secured by 10 screws. Its inside is bored out and

Rocket, War, 24-pr., Mark VII, \0\.

Scale, J.
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screwed to receive the tail piece and also to receive the safety cap,

as shown in the woodcut.

The tail piece is of cast iron, and contains three conical vents, the piece,

larger part of the cone being towards the interior of the rocket. The

vents ar«i cut away on one side ; hence the gas issuing from the vents

meets with resistance on the side where they are prolonged, and,

there being no counterbalancing resistance where they are cut away,

rotation is given to the rocket.

The safety cap is of mild steel and is screwed on to. the base Safety cap.

piece. Its object is to cause the rocket to burst, instead of becoming

a dangerous missile, should it be accidentally ignited. Between the

face of the cap and the base piece an asbestos washer makes a water

tight joint.

An implement, Rocket, War, Key, 24-pr., Mark I, has been ap- § 5184.

proved for unscrewing these caps.

All these parts are put together and marked with the number of

the rocket, before the latter is sent to the filling buildings.

The composition consists of ground saltpetre, sulphur, and alder Filling,

charcoal (see p. 553).

This is first pressed into pellets for convenience of handling, and

the hole for the tail piece having been filled up with a false base, the

rocket is placed base downwards in the press and the pellets put in

from the top and subjected to pressure.

An asbestos disc is placed over the top of the composition, the

edges of the disc being turned up round a disc of millboard which

is placed over the asbestos. The upper surface of the millboard and

the interior of the top part of the case are coated with thinned

luting Mark 111 and £ mineral jelly) and the head is pressed

in on top of the millboard and fastened on. The false base piece is

then removed and a conical hole 11 '875 inches long drilled in the

composition. Round the edge of the base piece inside there is a lead

ring, so as to seal the joint and prevent the escape of gas in that

direction and between the base piece and the composition a millboard

washer.

When screwed in, the tail piece is retained in position by a keep

screw.

Before screwing the safety cap into the base piece the threads are

lubricated with thinned luting.

The numeral and date are stamped on the base of the rocket.

Each rocket, also has a letter of the alphabet and a number § .1515.

stamped on both head and case. The numbers run up to 1,000, and § 1888.

then the letter is changed. § 2441.

All war rockets are now painted red. Paint.

War rockets are issued in wooden cases fitted to hold them Issue,

without knocking about. The 24-pr. box used to hold six, but was ' 3058.

found to be inconveniently heavy, and consequently liable to damage

when hoisted in and out of boats. In consequence of this, a new

box holding three rockets was introduced (Mark III), and, though § 3298.

at first intended for Naval supplies only, its use was afterwards

extended to L.S.

The use of war rockets both for land and naval services is dis- Use.

continued, except when required for special purposes, to meet which A.C. 1884,

stores of machines and 24-pr. rockets are to be maintained at the CI. 172.

undermentioned stations:—

(5581)
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§ 5111.

§ 51 C4.

Age of

rockets.

Care of.

Humming,

cleaning, m il

repainting

Ila'e's

rockfts.

§ 21U.

Rango of war

rocket s.

Statio s. Machines. Hockete,

Sydney 8 400

Simons Town 4 200

Ascension . . . . . . 4 200

Hong Kong . . . . . . 12 600

Bmibay 4 200

Trincomalee . . . . . . 4 200

Rocket, War, 9-pr., Mark VII, | C J is similar in construction to

tbe 21-pr. Mark VII, bat the proportions of the ingredients of the

composition aro slightly different.

An implement, Rocket, War, Key, 9-pr., Mark I, has been ap

proved for unscrewing the safety caps.

9-pr. rockets are issued in boxes holding fonr rockets each.

Formerly they wore issued in boxes holding 12.

New war rockets will not be issued from Woolwich until one

year after the date of their manufacture, and any war rockets more

than 10 years old, reckoning from date of manufacture, will be

destroyed locally. Earlier natures of rockets are not likely to be

met with in the Service, and need not be described.

All possible care should be taken to prevent rockets from being

exposed to excessive changes of temperature and from being roughly

handled. Accidents with new rockets or those that have not been

knocked about are very rare. It is also important that they should

be stored in as dry a place as possible.

The following instructions have been issued as to examining,

cleaning, and repainting rockets:—

Examination.—All Hale's rockets in store, will, at frequent

intervals, be examined carefully over tho surface and particularly

along the seam and round the rivets, and those which show the

slightest trace of rust or corrosion will be cleaned and repainted.

Cleaning.—The rockets will bu placed in a convenient position fur

scraping, that is, on a couple of mils laid on a table, or a similar

arrangement, and tho whole of tbe corroded parts well scraped w:tU

a copper knife or scraper, and then rubbed with emery cloth until

every trace of rust or corrosion is thoroughly removed (if emery clolh

is not available a piece of cloth or serge with fine dry sand will be

used) ; tbe rockets will then be well washed or rubbed with a piec*

of serge steeped in spirits of turpentine, and afterwards wiped dry

with old linen clot'is.

Repainting.—A coat of paint will be put over the parts which

have been so cleaned, and the rockets then laid to dry ; when quite

dry they will receive a second coat of paint, and, after lying three

or four days to become again thoroughly dry, they will be replaced in

boxes.

Marking.—Rockets when repainted will ba re-marked with the

original date, etc., as well as with the date and station where they

have been repainted ; a pencil marking on the red paint, or a piece of

paper pasted on, will be sufficient.

The average range of 18 24-pr., Mark III, rockets fired in proof

in 1873, elevation 15°, was 1,562 yards ; the average deviation was

39 yards.

The average range of 30 9-pr., Mark IV, rockets, elevation 15 ,

was 1,536 yards; the average deviation was 38 yards.

Rockets range further when the wind is from right to left across,

the range than when it is in the opposite direction.

The rotation is the same as that of a rifled projectile; if »
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cylinder revolving in this direction is pressed on the right side

there will be a tendency to run up, and the reverse if pressed on

the other side ; possibly this may account for the increased range

of the rocket.

Rocket Machines.

Machines, rocket, war, 2i-pr. and 9-pr., | L | differ from each other § 1037, 1651.

in dimensions and weight.

The following general description applies to both :—

Each size consists of a sheet-iron V trough ; the sides made at an

angle of 80° with each other, supported at rear by three legs made of

wronght-iron tubing, two short ones opening right and left, and one

long one to the front beneath the trough, each terminating in a prong.

On the front one runs a gun-metal ring connected by two bars with a

V near the front of the trough, the bars pivot on V and ring ; the

elevation is given by slipping the ring up and down the front leg, and

clamping it with the arrow on the rear edge of the ring at the

required line of graduation up to 15° of elevation for 9-pr., and 25°

for 24-pr. machine, with reference to the plane on which the machine

stands.

At the back end of the trough is an iron stop preventing the

rocket sliding back ; it is slotted to form a crutch for copper friction

tube.

The " Tube, friction, copper, solid drawn," having been found too § § 5598,5747.

short for use with war rockets, the " Tube, friction, copper, L.S.,

short, Mark II," will be retained in the L.S. for use therewith.

In firing the rocket with the friction tube, in order to prevent the

machine being disturbed, the lanyard must be palled smartly or else

the foot pressed against the leg of the machine, or again the lanyard

may be led under the foot.

Paint, black. Taint.

Each machine in a packing case. Issue.

The Machine, Rocket, War, 24--pr., Naval, is a tube attached at the §§1805, 18G0.

centre by a vertical joint to a small iron stanchion which slips into

a tabernacle* that can be fixed at pleasure to the stern, bows, or

quarter of the boat; in the stem a socket is fitted to ieceive the

stanchion. A keep pin secures the tabernacle and another prevents

the stanchion unshipping from the tabernacle.

* The word " Tabernacle " 1ms been used for years to designate a short wooden

stanchion having iron bands in which the wooden rocket stanchion was supported,

the tabernacle itself being attached to the gunwale of the boat. Tabernacles were

heretofore supplied by the dock; ards, but it has been decided that in future supplies

of the machine above described, the metal tabernacle (or socket into which the

iron stanchion of the new fitment will fit) shall be supplied by tho War Depart

ment.

 

(5581) 2 e 2
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Machine, Itucket, War, 24-pr., Naval.

 

To prevent the heel of the tube turning into the boat (when

firing) a clutch is provided which does not allow of more than a few

degrees of lateral motion. This clutch should be shipped when the

bearing is roughly on.

The elevation is given by a straight bar marked in degrees,

attached to the tube, and worked through a slot in the stanchion.

A spring catch in the rear of the tube prevents the rocket falling

out when ready for firing.

When it is required to fire abeam or thereabouts, the stanchion

should be shipped in the stem or stern according as the wind is from

aft or forward, and when it is required to fire nearly ahead or astern,

the stanchion should be shipped on the bow or quarter on the lee side.

§ 1931. The lanyard used with this tube is rove through two small single

blocks so as to form a tackle, to the movable block of which is

attached a short lanyard with the hook for the friction tube. The

fixed block through which the running end of the lanyard passes is

attached to the rocket tube by a swivel immediately over the stanchion.

The object is to give additional power so that a violent pull may not

be necessary.

§ 3134. The Mark II lanyard differs only in the form of the hook.

It may be observed that elevation (up to 30°) with this tube is

given with reference to the horizontal plane; that is on the supposi

tion that the stanchion is at right angles to the keel of the boat, and

that the latter is horizontal.

Paint. Black.

Issue. Each machine in a packing case.

Proof. For inspection and proof of war rockets, see Regulations for

Army Ordnance Services, 1901.

Life-saving Rockets.

§ 10354. Rocket, life-saving, Boxer, Mark VI, \ L | consists of body with

pins and screws, 2 clips, front disc, head, and closing plug.

The body is of solid-drawn steel, in two parts, connected by a
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wronght-iron or mild-steel connecting piece, which is secured to the

front portion by p'ns and brazing, and to the rear portion by screws.

A wrought-iron or mild-steel base piece, threaded internally to

receive a closing plug, is secured in the end of the rear portion by

Socket, L. S., Boxer.
 

i

Section.

pins and brazing and burring over the edge of the case. The two

parts of the body and the sci'ews are blackened in burnt oil and the

interior of the body receives three coats of white paint.

The clips for securing the stick are of sheet iron and connected

to the body by screws.

The front disc is of wrought iron or mild steel, the head of

wood, and the closing plug of gun metal. The latter has a square

recess in the end to fit the G.S. key.

The composition consists of saltpetre, alder charcoal, and

sulphur. This is pressed into pellets for convenience of handling

and inserted into the front and rear parts of the body. A millboard

disc is placed on top of the composition in the front part, the top of

the disc and inner surface of case being coated with thinned lutings

A lead disc, with its surface coated with thinned luting, is placed

above the millboard disc, and above this the front disc which is

subjected to pressure and secured to the case by screws. A conical

cavity is formed up the centre of the composition as shown in the

woodcut. The rear part of the body has the composition pellet at

the top made quicker burning than the remainder, this is covered by

a millboard washer with its upper surface, and the interior of the

case, coated with thinned luting, Two lead washers, coated with

thinned luting, are placed above. The two parts of the body are

brought together, subjected to pressure, and secured by Bcrews. A

conical cavity is formed up the centre of the composition of the rear

part and the bottom of cavity is covered by a paper disc, giving

instructions to "break through before firing," shellaced on. The

threads of the closing ping aio slightly greased with thinned luting

and the plug screwed in. The function of the plug is to ensure the

rocket bursting, instead of being projected, if the composition

should be accidentally ignited.

The front clip is secured by screws, and the wood head by tacks.

The rear clip has its rear edge tnrned over the end of the body and

the clip secured by screws.

Scale,

 

i

The numeral and manufacturer's initials, or trade mark, are Mwking.

stamped on the base piece, and the numeral and date of manufacture

Btencilled on the body.
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Paint. Exterior of rocket, except the plug, painted red.

The reason for having the two rockets, one fixed in prolongation

of the other, is to give great length of burning and contiuue the

propulsion through a much longer period withont any excessive

strain upon the line.

Ea,Her The Mark V differed from the above in being of mild steel,

patterns. rounded, riveted, and brazed.

For details of Marks I, II, III, and IV, L.S. rockets, see previous

editions of treatise.

Issue. Six rockets in a packing cese.

§ 3988. Rocket, stick 9 feet 6 inches, Mark IV, | L | is of deal, square,

with the corners rounded off. The upper part is recessed to tit close

to the rocket, and has two iron plates, one close to the end, the other

where the stick tits into the bottom clip. The latter has a flange to

rest against the bare clip of the rocket. Below this tlu rocket stick

is plated with tin for a distance of 18 inches to prevent its beiDg

burned by the flame of the rocket. On the back of the stick is fitted

in a slot a flat spring with a catch in such a position that when the

front end of the stick is passed through the clips on the rocket, the

•catch springs up in front of the rear clip as shown in the cut, and

prevents the stick from being pulled out again.

Scale J.

 

Earlier

patterns.

§ 1985.

Miscellaneous

stores.

§ 1271.

Issue.

§ 10JSO.

The bottom end of the stick is bound with an iron ring, and the

iiue is passed through a hollow iu each end of the stick. After

coming out through the top it passes through two iudiarubber and

one brass washer, and is secured by an overhand knot.

The indiarubbcr washers are intended to reduce the effect of the

sudden jerk when the rocket is fired. A second knot is usually made

iu the rope near the hinder end of the stick in case the upper part of

the line should be burnt through by the flame of the rocket. Marks

I, II, and III were fastened to the rocket by an iron keep pin ; and in

the two first named the tin plating was only 14 inches long.

The brass washer is 1 inch diameter, with a central hole -5 inch

di imeter, and is '15 inch thick.

The vulcanised indiarubber washers are 1 inch diameter, about

'75 inch thick, and have a central hole '5 inch diameter.

Nine sticks in a bundle.

The Machine Rocket, Life-saving, Boxer, Mark V \ L | consists of a

bed to hold the rocket, in prolongation of which is fixed a pry pole,

and from the rear end of which spring two legs, one opening to the

right and one to the left. Both bed and prv pole are made of mild

steel, the former being an open rectangular trough, the latter one of

more rounded form.

The front end of the pry pole enters the bed, the upper edge of

the former standing about "1 inch above those of the latter, 60 that

the bottom of the larger trough is beneath that of the smaller, to

a'low for the rocket resting in the bed while the stick lies in the
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hollow of the pry pole. The two troughs are fixed together by three

rivets on each side, the spaces between them on each side, owing to

their difference of width, being filled up by a piece of wrought iron

throngh which the rivets pass.

With the exception of a strengthening bar running from bed to pry

pole, the rear end of the bed trough is left open beneath the front of

the pry pole, so as to allow of a free passage to the gas escaping from

the rocket base.

Two pieces of wrought iron are riveted along the after part of

the sides of the bed, close to the angles formed with the bottom,

their rear ends projecting sufficiently to allow of a bolt secured

with a screw washer to pass through them, on which hinges a small

flat piece of iron taking two other bolts screwed and nutted, and

each long enough to allow of a socket (ending in flanges) which

admit the flat iron between them to be hinged on it. Thus the flat

iron binges longitudinally on a bolt transverse to the direction of the

troughs, whilst the leg sockets move transversely on hinges longi

tudinally placed. In each socket is fixed an ash leg with ferrule,

having a foot projection and spike, while beneath the pry pole runs a

strengthening bar fr.wn end to end, which is at the hinder extremity

bent down to form a ground spike.

In both sides of the bed is cut an opening to admit of the entrance

of a portfire to fire the fuze, and behind this is fixed a brass quad

rant plate, on which is hung a plummet, and line to give elevation.

Near the right foot is fixed by two screws a strong strap and

buckle to enable the two legs and pry pole to be strapped together for

more convenient stowage when not in use. The whole of the

machine is made as free as possible from projections which might

catch the lice.

Mark IV differed from the above in the bed and pry pole being § 2777.

made of sheet-iron and in other minor details.

Marks I, II, and III were fitted with a look on the left side for § 2385.

firing the percussion quill tube which is now OBSOLETE, but as they

have an opening on the right side of the bed, through which they can

be fired by a portfire, they will not be withdrawn as long as they

remain serviceable.

One machine in a packing case. Issue.

The following combustible stores are also issued in connection Other

with the life-saving rocket, viz. :— combustible

stores.

Fuze Rocket, Boxer, Mark III. § 6490.

Light, Long, G.S., M-irk I. When for use with the life-saving § 1017.

rocket, it is issued with metal handle. § 1271-

Portfire, Life-saving.

A metal handle is issued with this portfire. | ]27i.

Fuze, rocket. Boxer, No, 20, Mark HI.—The exterior is conical to § 6490.

fit into the vent of the life-saving rocket. The body is of paper,

■*2'7o inches long, and is driven with composition, which burns

10 seconds. The exterior of the fuze is covered with kamptulicon.

Over the priming there is a waterproof paper cap tied on with twine,

which need not bo removed before firing.

Mark II was shorter and thicker, which caused a difficulty in

.fixing it in the vent of the rocket.

Mark I burns 5 seconds. §§ 1271, 2777.

The fuzes, &c, are issued in a Box, Life-saving Fuze, Mark III, of

-tin, which contains 12 fuzes, 12 iudiarubber washers, six brass washers.

The lights are issued in a yellow deal box, closed with hinged lid,
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secured by hasp and staple, called Box, Life-saving Lights, Mark II,

which contains 12 long lights, two handles, and 15 G.S. primers in a

tin cylinder.

A similar Box, Life-saving Portfires, Mark I, contains 24 portfires,

two handles, and 30 G.S. primers in a tin cylinder.

Caution. The life-saving rocket must, like other stores of a similar nature,

be treated with due cire and respect. If accidentally ignited when

pointed in the wrong direction, or when lying about on the ground,

it may become a lire-dostroyer instead of a life-saver. A lameutable

accident which happened some few years ago at Brighton points out

the necessity for caution in dealing with these rockets as well as with

any other combustible store. It is well then to remember that the

life-saving rocket is not a mere firework, but a powerful missile, safe

when used properly, but dangerous when accidentally or carelessly

misused.

Range and These rockets range from about 300 to about 470 yards, giving a

accuracy. mean range of abont 375 yards, and a mean deviation of about 37'5

yards down wind.

Two points are to be considered in firing these rockets as regards

their flight :—

1st. That the wind will carry the rocket and line with it, because

it will not have the power to deflect its axis so as to point the rocket

up the wind.

2nd. It is very desirable to start the rocket at a momentary lull.

For if the first action of the wind carries the rocket to one side it

will exert its force afterwards in prolongation of this incorrect

direction.

If the rocket machine be bi ought into action on uneven ground,

causing the foot on one side to be lower than that on the other, or if

one foot sink deeper than the other, as might occur in yiolding sand,

the effect will be to cause the rocket to carry towards the lower side.

Buoyant Itocket, Life-saving, Buoyant, Mark I.—This rocket is issued to the

SMM Board of Trade. It is intended for use as a means of communication

* ' from lighthouses, &c, when unapproachable by boats owing to rough

weather or from other causes.

The rocket cont-ists of a cylindrical case of Atlas metal 2-12 inches

in diameter, and 13*25 inches long. It has a single central vent. It

is fitted at the side for a stick with rope attached, much in the same

way as the Boxer life-saving rocket is fitted, but the stick is shorter

(6 feet long) and lighter than that of the latter rocket. The body is

covered with cork, and is furnished with a cork head, as shown in

the cut.

Backet, Life-saving, Buoyant, Mark I.

Scale, 2 inches = 1 foot.
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-UiicA- //only differs from the above in having the vent closed by a § aw.

gun-metal screw ping similar to that used with the Boxer life-saving

rocket Mark V, and with the same object. Inside the ping is a paper

disc, which must be broken through after the plug has been removed

with the G.S. key. Mark III is made of solid drawn tubing. § 10G16.

The rocket will carry a l-inch or 1^-inch coir Hue for a distance

of about 100 yards, and then has buoyancy enough to float with the

line attached in water.

The Fuze Rocket, Buoyant, Mark /, is of the same construction as g 3g34

that of the Boxer life-saving rocket, but smaller in diameter to suit

the smaller vent.

The Machine Socket, Life-saving, Buoyant, Mark I, is of the same § 3631.

construction and size as that for the Boxer life-saving rocket, with

the exception of the trough, which is wider and deeper, in order to

suit the increased diameter.

Signal Rockets.

The Socket, Signal, I lb. Service, Mark III, has a case made of § 4572.

brown paper, rolled into a cylinder. The composition is driven by

hand, and the conical hollow is made by a former placed in tem

porarily.

A light paper case is attached to the head, terminating in a cone ;

this serves to contain the stars and some mealed powder which serves

to open the case and scatter the 28 stars. The star chamber is

separated from the rocket composition by some clay driven in at

the top of the composition, having a central hole forming a com

munication ; the rocket is choked near the base, and has a priming

made up of L.G. powder and isinglass.

The vent is closed during manufacture by a wooden screw-plug,

intended to reduce the area over which the destructive effect of the

accidental ignition of a store of rockets would extend, as rockets so

fitted will burst, instead of being projected in the usual way.

Marks I and II differed from the above in having no wood plug, 1709,2436.

the vent being secured by a paper cap, and from each other in the

method of attaching the stick. In Mark I the copper socket, which

is attached to all Service signal rockets, was fringed at the top, and

when the stick was inserted in the socket this fringe was bent down

so as to bite into the wood. In Mark II there is a notch in the stick

and the socket, which is not fringed, has a small projecting piece of

copper at the top which can be bent down into the notch.

The composition is given on p. 553. The dogwood charcoal is Composition,

used, as it gives more sparks, making a brilliant tail to the rocket.

The stars consist of small pellets of composition (see p. 553).

The sticks are 8 feet 2 inches long, tapered to the end. For Naval Stick.

Service, the stick is only about 1 foot 6 inches long, and has a rope

tail 5 feet long. This is more convenient than the long stick for use

in confined spaces, such as boats, &c.

The Socket, Signal, \ lb. Service, has followed the 1 lb. rocket in i lb.

all its changes, and resembles it in every respect except in size, in

having the paper case larger in diameter than the body of the rocket,

and containing only 20 stars.

The sticks are tapered, and 6 feet 6 inches long. All signal Stick,

rockets without wooden plugs issued since 20/7/67, have a label of

directions pasted on their sides, with the words, "Before firing

remove the paper cap over the vent of the rocket."
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§ § 41)09, 5852.

Coloured

rockets.

Issue.

§ 4652

Sticks.

§ 7486.

Issue.

§1652.

Each rocket is packed in a tin cylinder, the lid of which is secured

by a tape band shellaced on. Fifteen of these cylinders are issued in

a deal box. The wooden screw plug referred to above is removed

from the base of the rocket before the latter is placed in the cylinder.

The sticks are issued tied up iu bundles of 50 or less, corre

sponding with the number of rockets.

Rocket, Signal, 1 lb., Red, are made for the purposes of display.

They resemble the Service signal rockets, bnt the heads are more

rounded, and contain coloured stars.

These rockets are made in the ^-lb. as well as in the 1-lb. size,

and to contain red, blue, or green stars.

Mark I resemble the Mark II signal rockets ; Mark II have the

wooden screw base plug.

The heads are in all cases opened by quick-match packed in with

the stars.

The 1-lb. size in whole metal-lined cases containing 42, and the

£-lb. 84 in a whole metal-lined case.

The Rocket, Signal, 1 lb., Red and White, Mark II, differs some

what from the above. It is the same in external form as the 1-lb.

red signal rocket, Mark II, and has the head painted in longitudinal

stripes of red and drab. It contains 25 red and 24 white stars. In

order to avoid the danger involved in firing the other signal rockets

over the heads of crowds, from the metal socket remaining on the

rocket stick and causing it to fall swiftly point first like an arrow,

the socket in this case is made of paper instead of copper, and

contains at the top end a puff of powder which communicates by a

fire-hole with' the top of the composition, and is exploded at the same

time that the rocket opens, and thus separates the stick from the

case. Mark I of this rocket, which was not mentioned in " Changes,''

had this arrangement for ejecting the stick, but no wooden plug in

the base. The red and white rocket is not made up in the £-lb.

size.

The sticks for all coloured rockets are shorter and less tapered

than those for Service signal rockets. The sticks for the 1-lb. red

and white rocket are 5 feet long without a notch, the sticks for the

1-lb. red, blue, or green are 5 feet long with a notch, and the sticks

for the ^-lb. red, blue, or green are 4 feet 2 inches long with a notch.

The notch takes a tongue of metal in the socket, and so prevents the

stick falling out.

Sixteen red and white rockets in a packing ease.

The sticks are issued in bundles to correspond with the number

of rockets.

Rocket Light, £ lb., Mark II, and Rocket, Sound, £ lb., Mark II, art-

issued to the Board of Trade.

The body of the rocket proper, paper-ca«e, and the fitting of the

stick are similar to those of the ordinary i-lb. signal rocket. They

have, however, a different arrangement for tiring. About 4 inches of

safety fuze is laid up alongside the copper socket for the stick. One

end of this fuze passes into the vent round the lower edge of the case;

the other end, protected by a paper cap, may he ignited by a vesuviau

or other convenient means.

The base of the rocket is closed by the usual wooden plug

screwed in.

Tho light rocket has the head filled with a single star of magnesium

light composition (see Table, p. 552) contained in a paper case, and

matched and primed. It is ignited and blown off when the rocket

has reached its maximum height. The star burns about 15 seconds.
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The sound rocket has instead of a star a 2-oz. primer of dry gun-

cotton, coated with paraffin, and a detonator. These are carried

separate from the rocket and from each other until required for use.

The head is a cylindrical paper case, rather larger in diameter than

the body of the rocket. It has a piece of calico at the top fitted with

a tape. When the gun-cotton is inserted into tho head the calico and

tape fasten it in, the calico being tied up by the tape like a bag.

The detonator is a small tin tube, containing fulminate of mercury,

and is ignited by quick-match passing into the top of the rock' t

composition.

Rocket, Liijht, J 76., Mark I.

 

Rocket, Sound, £ lb., Mark I.

 

Mark I of both rockets shown in the cut differs only in having §3329.

tio wooden plug, the vent being covered by a disc of paper only.

Should the safety fuze get damp and refuse to act, the rocket may be

:gnited by a portfire after removing the plug or breaking through the

paper covering according to the pattern.

The stick used with these rockets is the same as that used with
■the ordinary f-lb. rocket, but is 12 inches shorter, for more con

venient firing in a restricted space, ao the gallery of a lighthouse, &c.

The above rockets are intended for use in giving signals from Use.

.lighthouses, lightships, Ac.

The Light and Sound rockets are packed in half metal-lined cases Issue,

■containing 42 of the former and 25 of the latter.

The above-mentioned signal service, light, and sound rockets are Paint, and

painted drab ; the red, red and white, blue, and green signal rockets, marking,

-also have the bodies painted drab, but the heads are painted the same
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colour as given in the nomenclature of the rocket. They have the

numeral, date of manufacture, and manufacturer's initials or

recognised trade-mark stencilled in blue paint on the body. The

latter is also stamped on the wooden plug along with the numeral.

A label showing the method of 6xing the stick, &c, is pasted on

the body.

Method of Signal rockets may be fired from a T-frame with cleats, from off

firing. a nail in a post, or even with the end of the stick stuck into soft

ground, there is, however, a signal rocket-tube machine, for firing

1-lb. and ^-lb. signal rockets from boats, and under circamstunces

when the back rush of flame might do injury.

Rocket, Sound, Trinity House, charge Tonite, Mark I | X | .—This

consists of 1,729 grains of tonite (equal parts guncotton and

barium nitrate), recessed to receive a detonator. It is covered with

paper, except the top and bottom. Dimensions, 2'95 inches long and

1'55 inches diameter.

Rocket, Sound, Trinity House, Detonator, Mark I | N | —This

is made of copper and is filled with fulminate composition

(fulminate of mercury, chlorate of potash, and guncotton) strongly

pressed in. It is primed with mealed powder, a disc of paper being

placed between the mealed powder and composition. Dimensions,

1"25 iuches long and 0'256 inch diameter.

Rocket, Sound, Trinity House, and Detonator.

Scale \.

 

', Black Powder

-->WHrrc Paper Disc

| 1373. The Machine Rocket, Signal, Mark II, consists of an oval tube of

sheet iron (2'8 inches x 2 3 inches) to take the rocket with the

portion of the stick at its side, a round tube of sheet iron being fixed

on to it to take the remainder of the stick in its interior.

The two tubes are joined together by being entered into the

opposite ends of a middle piece of gun-metal about 6'2 inches long,

to which both are riveted.

The larger part of the finished tube is about 1 foot 8 inches, and

the smaller 7 feet 6 inches long.

The metal at the mouth of the finished tube is wire edged, at the

opposite end is a ground spike.

A vent is made in the close portion of the base of the oval tube

opposite to the vent of the rocket to take a quill tube for firing, which

is prevented from falling out when the tube machine is pointed up
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into the air, by a hinged piece of gun- metal which shuts in behind its

head.

A quill friction tube is used with this machine and is fired by the

bell crank lever, lanyard, and toggle shown in the cut.

In Mark I machine the detonating cross-headed tube was used,

which was fired by the blow on the side of its head given by a hammer

worked on a hinge and made to descend by the pull of a lanyard, in a

manner very similar to the hammer formerly fixed on guns fired by

detonating cross-headed tubes.

A Leader Rocket, Mark I, for firing a number of rockits simul- §§1675,1793.

taneously has been approved.

' f i L J
/ •mti-)H a nxT. *■}< >!<-
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It consists of 9 short quick-match leaders projecting at right angles

fiom a leader 34 feet long, which has 5 feet clear at each end. The

"tubes" are of linen, painted on the exterior to preserve them from

clamp, and the projecting ends of quick-match are covered with caps of

fine white paper.

For inspection and proof of signal rockets, see the Regulations Proof,

for Army Ordnance Services, 1900.

The Cartridge, Signal, Very, Marks II and III are issued for Very signal

signalling purposes and contain a single green, red, white or blue cartridges,

star. The cartridge consists of a brass case, rolled for Mark II,

solid drawn for Mark III, lined with brown pnper which projects

beyond the mouth. The case is provided with a percussion cap

and the charge consists of gunpowder. Above the charge is the

star, the mouth of the case being secured by felt and cardboard

wads.

The portion of the lining, which projects beyond the case, is

painted the same colour as that given by the star in the cartridge.

The rim of the base of the cartridge for a green star is smooth ;

for a red star is milled all round; for a white star is milled half

way round and for a blue star is milled in opposite quarters.

When fired from a Very pistol, the star should ignite and rise to

a height of 300 feet without breaking up, and should bnrn brightly

for about 9 seconds.

For proof see Regulations for Army Ordnance Services, 1900. Proof.

Signal, Fog, Mark I | L | consists of two concentric compartments § 9395.

of tin each containing gunpowder. The inner one is fitted with

three, and the outer with four percussion caps as shown in the

woodcut.

A clip of lead is soldered to the top by which the signal is

attached to a rail.

In a tin cylinder containing 12. Issue.

The cylinder is of tin with a lid closed by a bayonet joint, and it

is furnished with tin D's to take a strap for transport purposes.

 

Lights.

The Portfire, Common, consists of a cylinder 16 inches long, and Common

rather more than ^ inch diameter. It is made of stout brown paper portfire.
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Signal, Fog, Mark I | L \

 

Plan, ivith outer cover removed.

pasted, rolled, and, when dry, turned it at one end to form a bottom.

The empty case or cylinder is supported in a mould and driven with

portfire composition, see p. 552.

The top lias a small hole bored in the composition, and is primed

with mealed powder to make it light easily. They burn from 12 to

15 minutes, and are generally lighted by a slow match.*

I8Sue- In bundles of 12, packed in deal boxes; the exposed ends arc

secured by a paper cap tied on with twine.

§ 1271. Portfire, Life-saving.—Differs from a common portfire in being-

8 inches long, and in being made so as to ignite by means of a

detonating primer in the same way as the G.S. long light, the end

being closed by a paper cap, and strengthened by a tin band, per

forated to take the detonating primer, which euters into a small

space beneath the paper cap. The composition is primed in the

usual method with mealed powder, perforated in the centre. This

portfire is used with a metal handle similar to that for the G.S. long

Case, containing Phosphide of Calcium, Mark I.—This is a tin case

§ 3803. painted red, about 8 inches long and 2'725 inches in diameter. The

* They may be lit also by any means handy, as a vesuvian, a burning stick, ic.

In the field , if no other means are handy, put a friction tube on the ground, under

a brick or stone, leaving the ends out. With one hand pull the lanyard to ignite

the tube, keeping the stone firmly pressed down under the foot, and with the other

hold the end of the portfire to the end of the tube, so that the flash of the latter

may ignite it.
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top is curved and has a small hole in the centre. The case holds

12 oz. of the phosphide. The small bole is closed by a copper plug

lightly soldered in, so as to make the case air and water tight.

Two cases are used with each life-buoy, and are contained in brass Buoys, "life,

holders attached to the bottom of two vertical tubes, one on each n;ght, fitted

side of the standard of the lifebuoy. The holders are fitted with

hinged doors fastened by pins secured by short pieces of chain, and s

are perforated round tho lower part with two rows of small holes,

nine in a row.

Two short copper wire lanyards, fitted with small iron balls at one

end and short steel screws at the other, pass through small holes in n

fitment fixed to the side of the ship.

The screws are fastened into the copper plugs in the cases con

taining the phosphide.

When the life-buoy falls from the side of the ship the lanyards Action,

run through the holes in tho fitment until they are brought up by

the iron balls. This pulls out the copper plugs in the top of the tin

cases, which float below the surface of the water and into which the

latter enters through the perforations in the side of the brass holder

and the hole in the top of the tin case. The gas produced inside the

rases passes up the tube and shows a flare at the top for about half

an hour.

Light, Coastguard, Mark IT, \ N\ burns about five minutes. The Coastguard

spike at the end is to enable the light to be stuck in the ground, as a light-

man holding it might be fired on. $ !724.

The composition (see p. 552) is contained in a paper case fitted § 6911.

with Brock's patent igniting arrangement. A wooden plug with

composition at one end is contained in a paper cylinder attached to

one side of the light. The top of the light is primed with composi

tion and covered and protected by a paper disc. To ignite the light

tear off the disc, pull out the plug, and dravv its primed end smartly

across the exposed surface of the light, holding the latter so that it

points away from the body.

Light, Coastguard, Mark II, \ N \ .

 

One in a tin cylinder. Itsur.

Case, light, coastguard, Mark II \ N | is made of leather cylindrical

in shape and is fitted with a leather cap or lid. The case is provided

with a loop and stud, to enable it to be carried on the waistbelt.

A small thong is sewn on the case and secured to the lid to prevent

the latter being lost.

The case will hold one coastguard light with its tin cylinder.

The Mark I differs from the Mark II coastguard light in its

means of ignition. The cap of this light need not be n moved before

lighting. The top of the composition is primed with mealed powder

and the flash blows off the cap.

The light is ignited by placing a G.S. primer in the hole in the Q.s. prin or.

head marked with a black dot, the wedge-shaped paper-covered part §§1271, 1725.
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Issue.

of the primer is inserted, and the pin projects; a sharp blow struck

with this pin on a hard snbstance ignites the light.

In tin cylinders containing four.

Light, Coastguard, Mark I. G.S. Primer.

§ 1725.

§ 1271.

§ §6911,7719.

Light, long,

G.S. njK-1

§§ 1271,172],
1726, 8654.

 

 

 

The primer (see cut) is made on a similar plan to the head of the

copper friction tube, the pin is roughed and coated with the friction

tube composition, and the blow driving it through the wedge-shaped

copper case explodes it. The case is open at one end and protected

by varnished paper. Primers are issued in tin boxes holding 5, 10,

or 15.

A Primer, Portfire, Life-saving, similar in construction to the G.S.

primer, only smaller, is issued for igniting the life-saving portfire.

Light, Long, O.S., Mark II, burns about five minutes. It has a

wooden handle fixed to it containing a wooden ping coated with Brock's

composition. It is fired the same way as the Mark II coastguard light.

The Mark I light is ignited by G.S. primer as described with

coastguard light; it has about G\ inches of the same composition. A

hollow wooden handle with a screw at the end holds eight primers,

the handle fits into the projecting socket of the light and is fastened

by a wooden pin which is tied on to the handle. The old long light

was lit by a cap.

They are used for signalling and illuminating, both in L.S. and

N.S., and also in connection with the life-saving rocket apparatus;

but in the latter case they are used with a hollow metal handle

Light, Long, O.S., Mark Tl.

Scale, i.

 

TAPE BANDW——
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closed by a screw cap, to which is hinged a copper covered piece of

wood, pierced with seven transverse holes to contain one primer each.

In tin cylinders containing one. They formerly were packed four issue,

in a cylinder.

Lights, Long, Blue, Green, and Red, Mark II burns ns follows, blue § 6911.

and red lights from 2 to 2f minutes, the green light from 1£ to 2^

minutes. Externally, except paint, they are somewhat similar to the

G.S. long light, Mark II as regards method of ignition, &c.

The Mark 1 lights differed in the igniting arrangements, having § 5658.

fuze composition primed with quickmatch at one end, covered with a

calico and paper cap twisted to a point, anl they had solid wood

handles.

Light, Short, G.S., Mark I, | N | , bums from 1 minute 30 seconds § 103ro

to 2 minutes ; its method of ignition, &<\, is the same as the long

l:ght, Mark II. It has about 2j-inches of composition.

In tin cylinders containing on©. IfcSiio.

Light, Short, G.S., Mark I [ N \ .

Scale i.

■»---2 2* *
 

Light, Signal, Magnesium, Mark II, burns one minute with a very Light, signal,

brilliant white flame; its method of ignition, Ac, is the same as magnesium,

described with the loDg light Mark II, it has about 2£ inches of § ^23-

composition. The handle is the same as that for the long light. §§6911,7719.

They are to be used up for signalling or illuminating, and are

obsolete for future manufacture.

The Mark I is similar to the Mark I long light.

In tin cylinders containing one. Issue.

No more magnesium lights will bo made, and they will become § 10393.

obsolete when the existing stock is used up.

The above-mentioned lights, except lights blue, green, and paint, and

red, are painted drab, and have the name, numeral, and date of marking,

manufacture, stencilled in black paint on the body. The blue, green,

and red lights are painted tho colour they will burn and have the

numeral and date of manufacture stencilled in white on the body.

They all have the date of manufacture, manufacturer's initials, and

numeral stamped on the handles.

A label giving directions for lighting, Ac., is pasted on the body.

Light, Illuminating Wrecks, Mark 1 V.—The present pattern of this § § 2488, 27l'3,

light is 2"65 inches diameter and about 30 inches long. It is made 2839, 3727,

up of 10 rings of sheet iron, each about 3"25 inches long. One

end of each ring is increased in diameter so as to form a cap to

fit over the other end of the next ring, to which it is attached by

solder. At tbe point where the enlargement begins there is an

internal diaphragm in each ring having a central hole 2'1 inches

diameter, the function of which is to prevent the composition

burning up the side. Each ring is filled with composition (see

p. 552).

A small hole is made in the adjoining faces of the composition to

(5581) 2 f
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ensure the continuous burning of the whole, and the faces are them

selves roughened with the same object.

One end of the light is fitted with a hemispherical piece of wood,

through which passes a loop of iron wire, by which to suspend the

light from the stand when burning, as shown in the cut ; the other

end is primed with mealed powder and covered with a disc of mill

board and a cap of kit plaster.

§ 2488. Stand, Light, Illuminating Wreck, Murk 1, is a Bimple tripod,

consisting of three wooden legs, about 6 ftet in length, connected at

the top by a piece of iron wire, having a small hook attached to it, on

which the light is suspended ; there are three iron rods which are

hooked to and connect two of the legs, forming an incline for the

light to rest on, so as to hang in a sloping direction, not vertically

downwards.

Ttie light, if hung as described, clears itself of dross when

burning, and is kept further char by the case separating each joint, as

the heat of the burning composition successively melts the soldering

of the rings.

The light burns from 22 to 33 minutes. Some of the earlier

patterns burned rather longer, but were liable to g> out if not

attended to. Mark I was made of tin instead of sheet iron ; and

muyt be handled with care, as it is liable to break at the junction of

the rings, which are connected only by a tin band soldered over

adjacent ends.

Paint. Red, the enlarged diameters of the rings being painted white

and forming rings of that colour on the rod ground. The object of

this is to distinguish it from the life-saving rocket, which it nearly

resembles in size.

Issue. In packing cases containing three each.

l'roof. For inspection and proof of lights see the Regulations for Army

Ordnance Services, 1900.

Quick-match. Quick-match is made of cotton wick boiled with a solution of

Stand, Light, Illuminating Wreck, Mark I.
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mealed powder and gam, and afterwards dusted over with mealed

powder before it is quite diy. For proportions, see Table, p. 553.

Unenclosed it burns at the rate of about 1 yard in 13 seconds;

when enclosed in a tube of any kind it burns much more rapidly, the

pressure causing the gas to rush forward an 1 fire the whole length

practically simultaneously. Quick-match is made up in paper or

calico tubes when this rapid action is required, and when so made up

is termed a " leader."

The proportions of powder, &c, vary with the number of threads

in the wick. Quick-match is largely used for priming fuzes, &c.

Either in packing, or metal-lined cases, it should be demanded Issue,

by weight.

Slow-match is made of pure hemp slightly twisted and boiled in Slow-mateb.

a ley of water and wood ashes in the proportion of water 50 gallons,

wood ashes 1 bushel ; this serves for 100 lb. of yarn. It burns at

the rat9 of 1 yard in 8 hours ; it is used for lighting portfires, &c.

Slow-match may be equally well made by boiling in a solution of 8 oz.

saltpetre to 1 gallon of water.

Loose, in skeins or parts of skeins, placed in a case with olher Issue,

stores. When large quantities are demanded it is issued in bales

or casks. It should be demanded by weight ; about 4. yards go to

1 lb.

Fuze, Safety, No. 9, | 0 | , consists of a train of F.G. powder §§ 4513, 7515,

enclosed in jute yarn covered by waterproof tape. 9391.

Fuze, Safety, No. 7, differs from No. 9 only in being without the

additional outer covering of waterproof tape.

Both should burn when dry and in the open air at the rate of 60

to 75 seconds per yard. They are easily ignited by a portfire or

vesuvian, but not always by alighted piece of paper. To prepare the

fuze the gutta-percha must be removed by an oblique cut, and the

powder laid bare, both at the end in contact with the charge and at

that which is to be ignited. It is also ignited by the pistol mentioned

below, in the R.N., under certain circumstances.

Old fuze should be tested before use as it sometimes deteriorates,

and instances have occurred where it has burned much too rapidly.

In tin cylinders containing 8 fathoms each. Issue.

N.B.—Fuze, Safety, was formerly called Bickford's Fuze, but the

name was altered by W.O. authority, 10/5/80.

Fuze, Safety, Tangye's, Mark I, | L | consists of a core of lead piping §7425,9391.

containing composition, surrounded by jute yarn bound with cotton.

When dry it burns in the open air 70 to 80 seconds a yard. It is

painted white.

It is obsolete for future manufacture, the existing stock will be

used up at home stations.

In tin cylinders containing 8 fathoms. Issue.

Fuze, Instantaneous, Mark III, \ L | c insists of two or more strands § §6052,7138.

of quick-match, enclosed in a tube of waterproof tape, round which § 3630.

cotton is twisted, the whole being contained in a gutta-percha cover

ing. The gutta-percha covering is braided with yellow worsted and

varnished red on the outside, it burns at the rate of about 30 yards

per second, or practically it is instantaneous. It can easily be

ignited by a portfire or vesuvian, but it is unsafe to hold it in the

hand like the safety fuze when lighting it.

Mark I, which differed only in minor details, may be known by § 8399.

its being unpainted. It can be distinguished from safety fuze by the

snaking of yellow worsted. Mark II is obsolete.

It isissued in 100 yards lengths on a wood reel, packed in a zinc box. iJ9ue.

(5581) 2 F 2
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Instantaneous fnze is used by the Royal Engineers in connection

with No. 8 detonator. It is fired with a special pistol which was

formerly used in the Royal Navy for the same purpose, but as the

use of instantaneous fuze has been discontinued for naval service, and

the pistol with its cartridge were retained for igniting safety fuze

instead, the nomenclature of both is as shown below.

§§3808,4272, Pistol, B.J,., Safety Fuze, Mark IV, \ N \ , has a split cramping

6767. tube inside the brass barrel which secures the fuze when the barrel

is screwed home on the body.

Cartridge, Pistol, Safety Fuze, Mark I, \ N | is a solid drawn

brass case with a cap chamber formed in the base, containing an

ordinary pistol cap and anvil such as are used with the Service

revolvers (see p. 406). The cap chamber has one firehole. The

charge is 3 grains of R.F.G. powder. On the top of the charge

is a thin glazed millboard washer covered with a disc of white fine

paper, secured by turning over the edge of the case all round and

coating it with shellac varnish. They are issued in tin cylinders,

each containing 25 cartridges.

War and life-saving rockets for storage are placed in Group II,

Division III.

Signal rockets, lights, primers, light, G.S., and portfire, L.S., and

safety fuze for storage are placed in Group II, Division I.

Fuze instantaneous and quickmatch, for storage are placed in

Group I, Division I.
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APPENDIX.

EXTRACTS FROM REGULATIONS FOR MAGAZINES, 1899.

Nomenclature of Magazines and Stores.

" Magazine."—Building or buildings with passages leading

thereto, in which powder and cordite in bulk, filled cannon cartridges,

forming the equipment of three or more guns, and other explosives

detailed in Group I, may be Etored, and which should be under

magazine conditions.

"Main Magazine."—The principal magazine in a work or battery

in which there is more thfn one magazine.

" Store Magazine."—A magazine in charge of the Army or Naval

Ordnance Department.

" Shifting Lobby."—The chamber or portion of the entrance

passage to be devoted to putting on or taking off magazine or

laboratory clothing. Any portion on the clean side of the barrier is

subject to magazine conditions.

"Magazine Entrance."—The entrance provided with a shifting

lobby, through which those going to the magazines must pass.

Where there is more than one they must be distinguished by their

positions, thus—" North Magazine Entrance " ; " West Magazine

Entrance."

" Ammunition Entrance."—The entrance to the magazine for

ammunition only.

" Magazine Store."—A chamber within a magaziue (if provided),

in which the hides, wadmiltilts, and spare magazine clothing may be

kept.

" Ammunition Store."—A building in which explosives in Group

II are, and those in Divisions III, IV, and V, Group I, may bo

stored, and which should not be under magazine conditions.

" Cartridge Store."—A chamber in a work in which filled cannon

cartridges forming the equipment of a gun or group of guns are

stored, and which should be under magazine conditions.

" Shell Store."—A chamber in a work in which filled shells cr

explosives in Division III, Group II, p. 444, are stored, and which

should not be under magazine conditions, unless it and adjacent

cartridge Btores have a common entrance.

" Fuze and Tube Store."—A chamber appropriated for storing

fuzes and tubes, or other explosives given in Division I, Group II,

p. 444.

" Potcder Passage."—A passage along which powder or cordite (in

cartridges or in bulk) is transported.

" Shell Passage."—A passage along which shells are transported.

" Ammunition Passage."—A passage along which both natures of

ammunition are transported.
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11 Lighting Passage."—A passage by which access is gained to the

lamp recesses.

"Cartridge Serving Room."—A chrmber on or about the same

level as the gun, into which the cartridge lifts lead, and from which'

the service of cartridges is conducted.

" Shell Serving Room."—A chamber on the same level as the gun,

into which the shell lifts lead, and from which the service of shells is

conducted.

" Cartridge Recess."—A small receptacle for the storage of a few

cartridges for the immediate service of a gun.

" Shell Recess."-—A small receptacle for the storage of a few shel's,

fuzes, and tubes for the immediate service of a gun.

"Issue Hatch."— An opening through which filled shells or

cartridges are passed.

" Shell Issuer."—A hatch or opening in a wall through which shells

are passed.

" Cartridge Lift."- -A lift up which cartridges are hoisted.

" Shell Lift."—A lift up which shells are hoisted.

" Ammunition Lift."—A lift up which both cartridges and shells

are hoisted.-

" General Lift."—A larger description of lift, through which

powder in bulk may be passed, and projectiles returned to store after

drill.

" Laboratory."—A building or buildings, with passages leading

thereto, in which all the operations connected with the examination,

filling or emptying of shells or cartridges are carried on, and which

should be under magazine conditions.

"Head Quarter Laboratory."— A laboratory, the operations in

which are carried out under the superintendence of an inspecting

ordnance officer or such other lal oratories as may be so classed under

special W.O. authority.

"Inner Room of Laboratory."—A room in the laboratory in which

shells or cartridges are filled or examined.

" Outer Room of Laboratory."—A chamber attached to the inner

room in which shells or empty cartridges are finally examined before

filling, shells are marked after filling, or packages are closed, secured

and marked.

" Shell Emptying Room."—A building under magazine conditions

in which shells are emptied.

" Receiving Hatch."—An opening in the door or wall of a

cartridge or shell-filling room, through which empty shell or powder

or cordite in bulk is passed.

"Examining Room."—A chamber at, or near, the entrance to the

enclosure surrounding the magazine, through which all barrels,

cases, &c, are passed for external inspection, previous to their

admission into the magazine, and which should be under magazine

conditions.

" Empty Barrel Store."—A chamber for the storage of empty

barrels and cases.

" Lamp Store."—A chamber or place hi a fort or battery allotted

for the storage of lamps, and for the use of the lampman.

"Cooperages, Workshops, fyc."-—Such buildings connected with

magazines, where explosives are not dealt with, are not to be kept

under magazine conditions.

" Tropical Stations."—The following are tropical stations:—

Barbados. Mauritius

Bermuda. St. Helena.
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Ceylon. St. Lucia.

China. Straits Settlements.

Egypt. West Coast of Africa.

Jamaica.

The following instructions, although not actually forming part of

the Regulations for Magazines, Ac, are of such importance that it is

considered desirable to make them as widely known as possible, and

they are therefore embodied herein as a prefaco to these Regulations

for the information of all concerned :—

Locality of Store Magazines.

The general principles that should govern the arrangement of

new establishments are as follows :—

A site should be chosen remote from residences and populations,

and from embankments for preventing inundations, as well

as from property of value which might be injured by an

explosion ; the site should also afford easy communication

to and from it by water.

No public thoroughfares, or buildings having chimneys, should

be permitted in the vicinity of the magazines or works ; and

such an extent of land should be acquired round the

magazines as would preserve the isolation of the site and

prevent danger from extraneous causes.

Two points should be considered in the question of isolation

of magazines, and their distance from other buildings,

viz. :—

I. The danger to a magazine arising from too close proximity of

other buildings.

II. The danger to those buildings from the effect of the explosion

of the magazine.

In certain favourable conditions as regards freedom in selection

of sites and proper extent of land available, the best pro

tection is afforded by intervening heights of ground ; or

failing that, much protection is afforded by massive traverses

of earth ; and lastly, close plantation of trees will consider

ably reduce the effects of explosion.

Care should be taken that the subsoil is not of a slippery or

treacherous character, particularly when heavy traverses

have to be constructed.

As regards the distance at which houses or buildings in which

fires are used should be permitted, 200 yards may be generally

assumed sufficient. In all new storage magazines, however,

except under special conditions where the exigencies of the

service do not permit, the rules and regulations of the

Home Office regarding the distances of such buildii'gs

from one another and from other buildings should be

adhered to.

Store magazines should not be within a fort or battery,

except for special reasons dictated by the requirements of

security.

Construction of Store Magazines for Gunpoivder.

The number of barrels each separate magazine should contain

should not exceed 8,000, the bays being constructed to take, say,

228 barrels, viz., 8 high, 10 in length, and 3 in depth ; provision

being made for travellers to stack the barrels. The passages should
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be of sufficient width to allow of a narrow tramway being laid down,

so as to lessen the amount of handling as far as possible. In store

magazines in which packages exceeding 200 lb. in weight have to be

dealt with, special arrangements for lifting, moving, and storing

must be provided.

The bnildings should be solidly constructed with an arched roof,

the sides and ends of the magazines should bo battened up to spring

of arch, and the roof rendered in cement. In any new storage

magazine for gunpowder, wood should enter into the construction as

little as possible. A suitable asphalt, devoid of grit, is well adapted

for floors, and a rendering of " neat " cement for linings. Removable

wooden dados may be provided to prevent the cement becoming

detached by packages knocking against the walls.

Store Magazines for Cordite in bulk.

As a general rule the quantity of cordite to be stored in any one

magazine building should be limited to 100 tons.

The magazines for cordite in bulk in wooden boxes should be of

as light a form of construction as possible compatible with sufficient

strength for stability, resistance to weather and unlawful entry; and

tbe material used must not be of an inflammable character. The

buildings should be also of such construction that the internal

temperature can be maintained between 45° and 120° Fahrenheit.

Magazines in Fcrtrcsees and Defensive Works, including Expense

Magazines.

These magazines from their position must usually be more or less

exposed to an enemy's fire. They must therefore be of sufficiently

strong construction to keep out projectiles. If not so exposed, and if

*paco allows, the instructions laid down for store magazines will

Apply equally to them. They should be traversed so far as possible.

The use of Iron in or near Magazines or Laboratory Buildings.

In buildings classed as " clean," that is, which are under magazine

conditions, all rails and their fastenings, as also the fastenings of

floor?, all hinges, bolts, locks, keys, and window fastenings should

be of wood, copper, or copper alloy, but bars outside windows may be

of iron. Precautions should be taken to prevent metal fastenings of

loof from falling accidentally into the buildings.

Trucks when used in such buildings should have wheels and their

fastenings of copper or copper alloy.

All rails inside a magazine enclosure, but outside of the "clean"

buildings, may be made of iron. All trucks used on these rails may

have iron wheels and fastenings, provided arrangements are made to

prevent them entering the "clean" buildings.

Travellers or cranes :■—■

Inside.—Standing parts may be of iron, but in the case of new

travellers and cranes, the iron will be galvanized. All

working parts should be of copper or copper alloy, or of

wood or rope. Where iron work is galvanized, it should bo

frequently inspected, in order to detect any wearing away

of the outer surface.

Outside.—On piers, wharfs, &c, iron may be used for both

standing and working parts.
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Steam or Hot-Water Apparatus.

Steam at a pressure not exceeding 15 lb. to the square inch or

hot-water warming apparatus may be used in magazines and

laboratories. The pipes may he of iron, but they should, if possible,

he fixed at a height of not less than 6 feet 6 inches above the floor.

They need not bo gilvanized, nor otherwise coated, nor boxed in with

wood, but should bo quite detached from the walls, and not less than

6 inches from any timber work. They should be frequently wiped

so as to prevent an accumulation of dust.

Doors and Windows.

All doors and windows of buildings under magazine conditions

shonld be made to open outwards.

Copper sheeting for magazine doors and windows may be dispensed

with, provided that the portion of the platform abntting npon the

door be made removable for a length of 6 feet. When doorways are

protected by rope mantlets the latter will be soaked with a solution

of chloride of calcium.

Regulations regarding construction of Magazines and Partitioned-off

Spaces for transpoH of combustibles on board ship.

Magazines and partitioned-off spaces must be so placed that their

doors open out to a hatchway.

No iron of any sort is to be used in their construction, and no

fastenings but copper or metal nails. All iron inside is to be carefully

covered with wood.

All feather-edge boarding is to be an inch on one edge and J of an

inch on the other, and to lap over 2 inches.

When any part of the ship's side is in the magazine or partitioned-

off space and there are cargo battens fitted, feather-edge hoarding is

to be nailed against them, but in their absence, uprights 3 inches

square are to be fitted against the side 3 feet apart, and the feather-

edge boards nailed against them.

The whole of the floor is to be covered with feather-edge

boarding.

The top is to be made of feather-edge hoarding securely nailed,

running along under the beams, and secured as directed by the

Surveyors.

Magazines.

The bulkheads are to be made of fir uprights 3 inches square,

placed 3 feet apart, running from deck to deck, firmly secured top and

bottom, covered on the inside with 1-inch boards placed close together,

running from upright to upright, and securely nailed with 3-inch

nails, three to each board on each upright. The outside to be covered

with feather-edge boards. The covering is to be from deck to deck,

and to fit closely between beams.

Scuttle to magazine to be 3 feet by 3 feet in the clear, sliding

door to be 3 feet 8 inches by 3 feet 8 inches, made of two parts of

1-inch boarding crossed and nailed with 2^-inch copper nails through

and turned.

Door to work between two rabbeted cant pieces of 3 inches by 3

inches, to be fitted on outside of bulkhead with four 5-inch copper

nails to each cant piece, driven through and turned before the inside

1-inch boards are put up.

Two earns of 3 inches by 3 inches secured as above to act as stops.
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A hinged metal hasp to be well secured to door, and a meta! eye

to be clinched through stanchion, with a good metal padlock and key

to secure it.

A hinged metal handle to be fastened on outside of sliding door

for opening and shutting.

When any quantity over 30 tons is to be placed in one magazine,

uprights, 3 inches wide and 2 inches thick, are to be fitted from deck

to deck, and so placed, 3 feet apart, that not more than about 20 tons

(as near as can be managed without breaking stowage) is in one

undivided space. ,

When a magazine runs right across the vessel, uprights must be

placed 3 feet apart along the centre line (fore aud aft), and across

the deck from side to side every 12 feet of the length.

Should the height of the proposed magazine exceed 8 feet, the

construction will be specially determined by the Surveyors.

Partitioned-off Spaces.

In partitioned-off spaces, the uprights will be just the same as for

magazines, but they will be boarded up on the inside with 1-inch

boards, placed close together, running from upright to upright, and

securely nailed with three 3-iuch copper nails to each board, to each

upright. Doorwaj to be 2 feet 10 inches wMe, 3 feet 3 inches high,

and door of 3 feet by 4 feet, made of two parts of 1-inch boards,

crossed and fastened with 2^-lnch copper nails, points well turned,

to work between two uprights in a groove nt the upper end formed

between the lining, and an inch board 9 inches wide securely fixed to

uprights, the lower end secured by a metal hasp and lock. In the

case of filled shells-, 3-inch deals are to be used, and extra deals for

side supports are to be added when necessary, these to be properly

cleated and secured to the satisfaction of the Surveyors.

Magazines and Partitioned-off Spaces built on Cargo.

When it is nece-sary to build magazines or partitioned-off spaces

on the cargo, the selected space is to be levelled off and the bottom

formed of 3-ineh by 3-iuch quartering, placed 2 feet 6 inches apart,

covered with 1-inch boarding securely nailed and then covered v.itti

feather-edged boards properly nailed. Uprights, 3 inches by 3 inches,

3 feet apart runuing from the boards to the deck above, to fit taut

aud to be well driven in, cleated at the bottom and well tommed off

at the top.

Kemainder of magazine or partitioned-off space to be as detailed

above.

Box or Portable Magazine for any Quantities up to two tons.

(Size in accordance with the dimensions of the packages to go

into it.)

A frame to be made with 2-inch by 3-inch quartering, floored and

boarded up on the inside with 1-inch boarding, nailed with metal

nails. Lid to be fitted with cleats cn the inside to keep it in its place

when shipped.

Classiucatiox of Explosives.

For purposes of storage aud transport all service explosives are

classified as in the following table, and all packages* containing

* By package is meor.t :—

',1) Boxes or packing cases containing cylinders, boxes, or cases of explosives.

(2) Barrels, boxes, cases, und cylinders containing cartridges, shells, rockets,

or any explosive in bulk.
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explosives will have a classification label showing the group and

division to which the contents belong, and also one with " Government

Explosives " in red round a broad arrow, which should be placed so

that it will be torn or removed in opening the package. Packages

with this " Government Explosives " label are not subject to the

Explosives Act as regards packing or quantity of explosive in a

package. Any packages that are not already labelled will have the

labels attached to them before issue from any store.

Classification of E.rplosiues.

Group. Division. Stores.

Explosives which must be placed in a magazine, each division

in a separate compartment, in which magazine conditions

must be observed, except that Divisions I and 7~may be

placed in the same compartment, and Divisions HI, IV,

and V mag be placed in an ammunition store {vide

pane 437) not undir magazine conditions.

Cordite in bulk.

Ballistite.

Gunpowder, except that which lias been wetted.

Cannon cartridges filled with gunpowder or cordite, cicopt

Q,.F. carlridges but including Q.F. saluting charges.

Pulls, powder.

Bags, primer, filled.

Charges and primers, impulse torpedo.

Fuze, instuntuncous.

Quick match.

Stars, incendiary.

II. | Guncotton, dry.

Picric powder.

Dynamite.

Blasting gelatine.

Tonite.

Gelignite.

III. | Guncotton, wet (ex<epi in mine?).

Picric acid.

Lyddite.

IV. | Filled Q.F. cartridges, 6-pr., and 3-pr., 1-pr., ami 2'95-inih,

service and saluting, when complete.

V. | Filled QF. cartridges, 12 pr., and above, packed in metal

or metal-lined cases or boxes, and cartridges, impels.;

torpedo.

II. | . . | Explosives that must be stored in shell, small-arm, mine, or

fuze and tube stores, but not in magazines.

Balls, light, parachute.

hich arc safety cartridge;,

Bursters, segment shell.

Caps, pereusfion.

Carcasses.

Cartridges, small-arin

„ machine gun

,, aiming tube

„ signal, Very.

Cases, cartr.dge, quick-filing, capped and empty.

Composition, priming.

Fuzes, time.

„ percussion.

,, time and percussion.
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Clarification of Explosives—continued.

O roup. Division. Stores.

Fuzes, electric.

„ safety.

Mat oil, slow.

Portfires.

Primers, light, G.S., and portfires, life-saving.

„ electric.

„ shrapnel shell.

[ „ rent.

Rockets (except war and life-saying).

Service lights of sorts.

Tubes, electric.

„ friction.

„ percussion.

II. 1 Gunpowder, wetted.

Mines and countermines, containing wet guncotton only.

III. Shells, filled and fuzed.

Rockets, war and life-saving.

1 Shells, filled, but not fuzed.

IV. Detonators.

Matches, Vesuvian.

Classification On the classification labels Group I will be denoted by a red disc,

labels. nn(j Group II by a red diamond, the number of the division being in

each case 6hown in the centre the same colour as the paper on 'which

the group mark is printed. For naval explosives the labels will bo

printed on white, for land service on blue paper.

A list of the explosives which may be placed in each compartment

of a magazine or store will be attached to a board and hungup at the

entrance of the compartment. Copies for this purpose, printed on

Army Form G 884, will be supplied on demand.

General Regulations for Magazines and Ammunition Stores.

Explosives in Divisions I and II, Group I, will always be stored

in magazines or buildings under magazine conditions, which will be

vigilantly guarded by day and night.

Explosives in Group II are not to be stored in magazines, but in

ammunition stores which are not under magazine conditions ; paras.

13, C, and J will, however, apply to all such buildings, and no

unauthorized person will be allowed to enter them. Local arrange

ments will be made for the safe custody of these buildings. Explosives

in Divisions III, IV^ and V, Group I, may be stored the same as

Group II, or in magazines, whichever is most convenient.

No two divisions in either group are to be placed in the same

compartment of a magrazine or store without special authority, except

Divisions I and V, Group I, which may be stored in the same

compartment of a magazine, and fuzes and tubes for the equipment

of guns, which may be kept in the expense shell stores adjoining the

guns, provided that a cupboard or box, to contain them only, is fixed

in the expense shell store above the shells.

Different compartments of a store or of a magazine containing

different divisions, may be under one roof, provided they are

separated by a substantial brick wall, without any opening in the

same.

The variuus explosives in any one division may all be stored in
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the same magazine, compartment, or store, as the case may be. The

maximum amount of explosives of Divisions I and II, Group I, to be

stored in any magazine must be determined locally, with regard to

surrounding buildings, &c, and must in no case be exceeded. It

should be posted in a conspicuous place in the magazine.

The following explosives, being affected by high temperature,

should not be stored in magazines the temperature of which exceeds

120° F. :—

Dynamite.

Blasting gelatine.

Ballistite.

Tonite.

The following, though capable of standing considerably higher

temperature, should not be stored in magazines, the temperature of

which habitually exceeds the undermentioned :—

Cordite. 100° F.

Dry ffuncotton. 120° F.
mi_ i- i • i r * • »Tj- Mnpazino
ine regulations which refer to safety contained in paras. A to K conditions,

are termed " magazine conditions.'"

A. No one, except those employed therein, will be permitted to

pass the entrance barriers, except in the presence of the

Officer or other person in local charge, who will be respons

ible that all who enter comply with the necessary precautions

hereinafter detailed.

B. Lighting fires or smoking is strictly prohibited in or near any

of theso buildings ; any person employed on the premises

infringing this rule, or attempting to enter with tobacco

pipes, lucifer matches, or with any combustible, or exposed

iron or steel articles in his possession, or having the least

appearance of intoxication, will, if a soldier or sailor, be

made a prisoner, and if a civilian employed by the Naval

Ordnance Department he will be excluded and immediately

dismissed.

B i. Civilians employed in the Army Ordnance Department, if

guilty of 8ny of the offences specified in paragraph B, will

also be immediately excluded and dismissed, unless in the

opinion of the officer in charge there may be extenuating

circumstances. Should the officer in charge, after very

careful consideration, be of opinion that such extenuating

circumstances exist, he will cause the man to be suspended

in place of being dismissed, and bring his case in writing

to the notice of the General Officer Commanding, who, if he

approves, will submit it to the War Office with a view to

the man being allowed to resign his position instead of being

dismissed ; but this will not apply to men employed in

magazines, laboratories, or ammunition stores of the Naval

Ordnance Department.

B ii. The whole of the men employed in magazines, laboratories,

ammunition stores, and other buildings under magazine

conditions, or to which the general regulations are to be

applied, will be subjected to a thorough search at the

entrance gate, both at morning and afternoon calls. This-

search will be made by the police, leading hands, or warder

detailed for the purpose, in presence of the storeholdeiv

or foreman in charge of civilians, or non-commissioned

officer in charge of military party.
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B iii. The private clothing of the men—taken off and left in the

shifting room—will further be carefnlly examined after each

muster by the storeholder, foreman, or non-commissioned

officer in charge. In cases where the Metropolitan Police

are employed to guard the establishment this examination

will be made in presence of the police, by whom examina

tions may also be made in the presence of the storeholder or

other responsible person.

B iv. Officers in charge are responsible that all men, whether

military or civilian, employed in the laboratories or

magazines are acquainted with the foregoing regulations.

C. Oiled cotton, rage, and waste, and any articles whatever liable

to spontaneous ignition, will net be taken into these build

ings, except for the purpose of immediate use therein, and

upon the cessation of such use will be forthwith removed.

D. The interior, benches, shelves, and fittings in such building,

will be so constructed, or so lined or covered, as to prevent

the exposure of any iron or steel, and the detaching of any

grit, iron, steel, or similar substance, in snch manner as to

come into contact with the explosive in such building.

E. No cultivation is to be permitted inside magazine yards, nor

are any animals to have access to them.

F. All persons employed will, before entering, change their

outer clothes, viz., overcoat, c^at, waistcoat, trousers and

boots, for the special clothing, consisting of jacket, trousers,

cap, and shoes (also woollen jersey and drawers where

especially authorised), provided for them, in the following

or.ler :—

(a) Before passing the barrier, boots to be wiped on mat

and taken off. Uniform or private clothing to be

taken off and hung up.

(b) Pass through barrier and put on magazine clothing

and shoes.

G. Uniform, private clothing, or boots must never be taken

inside, nor magazine clothes or shoes outside, the barrier,

but the non-commissioned officers will be permitted to wear

their forage caps inside the barrier. It will not be sufficient

for men to put the magazine clothing over their own

garments.

H. Officers and visitors will, at the barrier, step into special

overshoes provided for them, and leave there any tobacco-

pipes, lucifer matches, combustibles, or exposed iron or steel

articles, in their possession.

I. The diagram and instructions (Plate XXXIII) show the place

where the change of clothes should be effected. Copies of

this form will be attached to boards and hung up in con

venient positions for the information of those concerned.

J. The floors and platform will be kept scrupulously clean, and

the latter frequently watered in dry weather. Tho interior,

benches, shelves, and fittings will, so far as is reasonably

practicable, also be kept free from grit and otherwise clean.

K No person whatever is to be permitted to walk upon any

clean floors or platforms (that is such as are within the

barrier and under magazine conditions), unless wearing the

special shoes above referred to ; nor, while wearing these

sho^s, arc they to walk anywhere except upon the clean floors

and platforms.
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Whenever powder ia to be moved, or cartridges and shells filled Hides or

or examined, hides or wadmiltilts will be laid down : these should Wadmiltilta.

be frequently dusted.

• The door mats are for use solely outsido the barriers of the Door mat*,

magazines; they should therefore be placed at the entrance in the

most convenient places for use, and sheltered from the weather.

They should frequently be taken up and shaken, at a distance from

the barriers, to prevent any accumulation of mud and grit.

No package containing explosives in Group I will ever be opened Packages not

in any magazine or store in which such explosives are kept. to be opened

Should no examining room or lobby be available for use in ln m>lgazmes.

opening packages of filled cartridges, such packages may be opened

in expense magazines for inspection or issue.

Great care is to be taken that all doors and shutters are kept Doors,

closed, unless it be considered necessary to open them to carry on

such operations as may be required in accordance with these regu

lations, and a responsible person will then always be left in charge

of the building. When practicable the entrance door or gate is to

be closed before the magazine door is opened.

Any defects or necessary repairs either to the interior or exterior Repairs to

of the buildings will be promptly reported and receive immediate 'juildings.

attention; all explosives being first removed and the interior

thoroughly washed. Cranes and lifting apparatus should be

examined and tested periodically at intervals of not more than six

months to ascertain that they are in a safe and efficient condition.

Inventory boards, showing the contents of the magazines will be

hung up in convenient positions.

The keys will be labelled, and deposited in a secure place when

not in use.

Every package will be carefully examined externally on arrival Defective

to ascertain that it is perfectly closed, and to discover if its exterior packages,

presents any objectionable substances (such as iron nails or grit).

If necessary, the contents should be shifted, and a defective package

must not be admitted into the magazine.

All packages will have the contents properly marked thereon, and Con'cnts to

will be so stacked that the marking may be seen as far as practicable ; be marked

they will also have classification and explosive labels on, the latter on Pac^age9-

sealing the lid, and all Naval packages will be marked with the

letter " N."

When emptied, packages which have contained explosives in Empr.v

Group I, will have a label, giving the station, date, and name of package?,

person responsible for seeing that the package is empty, secured to

the package so that it cannot be opened without tearing the label.

Empty cases and barrels will not be allowed in a magazine in which

explosives are stored.

When powder barrels are emptied, all hoops which remain

serviceable are to be replaced on the barrels. Such hoops as are

broken or damaged will be returned into store with the empty barrels.

Under no circumstances are powder barrels to be stripped of their

wooden hoops.

All empty packages will be carefully examined externally and

internally before being used for packing any explosives whatever, to

ascertain that there is no foreign matter nor objectionable article

inside. A similar examination will be made of all packages contain

ing explosives returned from the troops, which have been opened by

them, before they are re-admitted into magazines or stores.

Packages will be securely stacked in the several bays, and a clear Sta king

pao1: a ~es.
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Wet

gunpowder.

Implements

of iron or

steel pro

hibited in

magazines.

space left between them and the walls, to allow of the free circulation

of air and prevent injury from damp. All packages containing'

cordite should be so stacked that at least one end or side is free from

contact with other packages, or with a wall or partition. The

interval or space so required need not exceed three inches.

Filled cartridges will be stacked separate from powder or cordite

in bulk, and each particular kind of powder or cordite, and each

nature of filled cartridges, will be kept together, where practicable.

Gunpowder which has been wetted should not be placed in

powder magazines, but stored in a cool place, and, if possible, upon

a stone floor.

No implements of iron or steel are admissible for use in magazines

or laboratories, and the use of iron or steel in any form is strictly

forbidden in the construction of packages intended for explosives

which are placed in magazines. Any exception to this rule mu3t be

specially authorized. The hoops of powder barrels will be secured

with copper rivets only.

When defects are found in any stores of sufficient importance to

form the subject of a separate report, samples of the defects should

always accompany such report when such samples are not so

dangerous, bulky or heavy as to entail undue difficulty in transport.

Whenever a magazine, or other place used for the storage of

explosives, is emptied for any purpose, it will, without delay, be

thoroughly washed out and cleaned, so that all trace of explosives

may be removed.

To be observed when explosives in Divisions I and II, Group I, are

necessarily kept in buildings other than regular Magazines.

Every building in which explosives in Divisions I and II, Group

I, are kept, will be under magazine conditions, and will be used only

for the keeping of such explosives, and of receptacles for them, or

tools or implements for work connected therewith.

Before repairs are done to, or in, any room in such a building or

other part of it, that room or part will, as far as practicable, be

cleaned by the removal of all explosives, and the thorough washing

out of such room or part.

There will be constantly kept affixed in every such building, on

the inside of the door in such manner as to be easily read, a statement

of the quantities of explosives allowed to be in the building, which

must not exceed 200 lbs.

Due provision will be made, by searching or otherwise, for

preventing the introduction into any such building of fire, lucifer

matches, or any substance or article likely to cause explosion or fire,

and for preventing the introduction of any iron, steel, or grit, into

any part of such building where it would be likely to come into

contact with explosives; but this rule will not prevent the introduc

tion of an artificial light of such construction, position, or character,

as not to cause any danger of fire or explosion.

A person under the age of 16 years will not be employed in or

enter any such building, except in the presence and under the

supervision of some authorised adult person.

All explosives will be kept in substantial cases, bags, canisters,

or other receptacles, made and closed so as to prevent any from

escaping.
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Precautions agaikst Fike.*

Local regulations will be invariably drawn up showing the duties

allotted to each person in case of fire, and such persons will be

occasionally exercised in the performance of their duties.

When an alarm of fire has been given, every person connected

with the magazines will repair at once to his appointed post. The

same precaution will be adopted in the event of a fire breaking out

in the neighbourhood of (£ie magazine, <fec.

The fire engines, hydrants, engine hose, ladders, fire hooks and

other appurtenances, will be kept in perfect repair," and so placed that

they may be at all times ready and fit for use.

The person in charge of the fire engine house should know perfectly

the arrangement of its contents, and the whereabouts of each article,

so as to be able to find it at once in the darkest night.

The supply of water for the extinction of fire is at all times to be

ready for immediate use.

The lightning conductors are to be frequently examined, as any

imperfection will be a source of danger. They will be thoroughly

overhauled by the Royal Engineers or Admiralty Works Department

once a year.

Should any repairs be needed to the fire engines, or apparatus,

the water service, or lightning conductors, an immediate requisition

will be made for the performance of the work.

Every magazine or other building containing explosives will be

closed during thunderstorms.

Ventilation.

The dryness of any building depends greatly upon its proper

ventilation, and as gunpowder possesses in a high degree the

property of absorbing moisture, great attention should be paid to this

subject.

For ventilation purposes magazines will be divided into two

classeB, viz. :—

Class A.—Magazines, the walls of which are exposed to the

outer air on all sides.

Class B.—Magazines, any wall of which is not exposed to the

outer air.

At every station where there are magazines, and in every Artillery

Sab-District, there will be provided one or more sets of common and

wet and dry bulb thermometers or hygrometers, according to the

extent and distribution of the magazines. If a magazine is artificially

heated or liable to rise above 100 F., or is used for cordite in bulk, a

maximum and minimum thermometer will be substituted for the

common thermometer. Commanding Officers concerned should

demand as many as may be necessary to meet the requirements of

each station or district.

The wet and dry bulb thermometers will be permanently placed

in the open air. They should be protected from direct, and as far as

possible from reflected rays of the sun, also from rain and wind. The

latter especially may cause the wet bulb to read lower than it should,

making the air appear drier than it really is.

A common or maximum and minimum thermometer will be

• Further instructions for military precautions will be found in the King's

Regulations.

(5581) 2 o
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placed inside every magazine ; it should be, if possible, so plac.-d that

a reading may be taken without opening the inner doors.

One thermometer per work will also be issued to the R.A. for use

in one of the cartridge stores of the work. The cartridge store

selected should be one with the least favourable conditions for

ventilation, and the readings of the thermometer in it will govern the

ventilation of all the cartridge stores in the work.

Before using the thermometer it should be compared under the

same circumstances with the dry bulb of the hygrometer, to see if

any correction is necessary, which should be recorded and invariably

applied to the common thermometer when taking a reading. If this

is neglected, errors in ventilating may occur.

The scale attached to the dry bulb thermometer of the hygrometer

will show the temperature of the external air, while that of the wet

bulb will read more or less below the other, accordingly as the air is

dry or damp.

The ratio of the amount of moisture in the air to that which it is

capable of containing at any given temperature is called its degree of

humidity, or of moisture, or its percentage of moisture.

The percentage of moisture in the air is decreased by a rise and

increased by a fall of temperature, the weight of water vapour per

cubic foot remaining the same unless the dew point is reached.

The dew point is that temperature at which air containing any

given weight of water vapour per cubic foot is saturated, when any

reduction of temperature will cause the excess of vapour to be

precipitated as fog or deposited as dew.

Care must be taken to keep the wet bulb well supplied with

water, and to see that its muslin covering and strands of wick are

-always wet. The water should be the purest obtainable; clean rain

water will generally be most suitable, if distilled water cannot be

procured. The muslin should cover the bulb completely, and notice

should be taken that it is wet before taking a reading.

No accurate readings can be taken if the muslin on the wet bulb

is frozen, and under no circumstances, if the thermometer is in a

serviceable condition, can the reading of the wet bulb be above that

of the dry. Should the muslin or wick become unserviceable from,

dirt or any other cause, it should be removed and replaced by new

material.

With a view to the magazines being open as long as possible on

favourable days, the wet and dry bulb thermometers should be

■observed twice a day, morning and afternoon, and the readings

recorded in Army Form 6 944. A record will also be kept of the

readings of the thermometer inside the magazine; also the maximum

and minimum temperatures when a maximum aud minimum thermo

meter is used, such being set after the reading. Copies of this form,

attached to boards, will be hung up in each magazine and signed

weekly by the Officer in charge.

The actual times at which the wet and dry bulb thermometers

are to be read, and the details of the arrangements for opening the

various magazines, must depend, more or less, on local conditions.

It will be necessary for the Officer Commanding to issue his own

orders to meet the circumstances of each case.

Dampness in magazines is generally due to one or both of the

following causes:—

(a) Condensation, on the cold walls, of moisture held in sus

pension by warm damp air when sush air is introduced

into the magazines by the opening of doors and ventilators.
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This moisture collecting on the floors in a Class B maga

zine keeps the air locked np in it in a state of saturation

until it is again ventilated under favourable conditions,

when the moisture collected will be again evaporated. Iu a

Glass A magazine the walls will be of nearly to the same

temperature as the outside air and any difference will

quickly disappear when opened, so that any moisture which

may be at first deposited will rapidly evaporate.

(6) Percolation of moisture through the walls. In many

magazines under ground or under earth traverses, moisture

from the damp earth outside will be drawn through the walls

and will be taken up by the interior air which will thus

become saturated unless ventilation is resorted to.

Class A magazines should be ventilated whenever the weather

is fine, but should the temperature of the outside air be over 40°,

there must be a difference of 3° or more between the wet and dry

bulbs.

Class B magazines should be opened for ventilation—

(a) When the reading of the thermometer inside the magazine

is higher than the reading of the wet bulb thermometer

outside and the difference between the wet and dry bulbs is

not less than 3°.

(fc) When the temperature of the air outside is at or below 40°

and the day is fine,

(c) When a magazine has been left closed for a month owing to

the conditions in (a) and (b) not having been satisfied, and

the walls, roof or floor are found to be damp, it should be

ventilated on all subsequent fine days when there is at least

6° difference between the wet and dry bulb thermometers.

If, after being closed for a month, the walls, floor, and roof

are found to be dry, the magazine may remain closed for

another month, or until there are suitable conditions for

ventilation. At the end of each succeeding month it should

be examined again and similarly treated.

Great care must be taken that the magazine is securely closed as

soon as the above conditions cease to apply, or when that point is

approached.

Snbject to the conditions above detailed, magazines should be

opened as often and for as long a timo as possible, and every

means should be adopted to secure a thorough circulation of air.

But care must be taken to provide for their being immediately

closed, in case a sudden change of temperature renders it necessary

to do so.

The provision of quick-lime in magazines is of no practical use,

and is to be discontinued.

A copy of the foregoing regulations will be attached to a board,

and hung up in a convenient position for the information of those

concerned. Copies for this purpose, printed on Army Form G 879,

can be obtained on demand. The strictest care is to be taken by

Officers in charge of magazines or laboratories to keep these regula

tions up to date, recording every alteration which may be made in

them from time to time.

Lighting.

On no account will any but the authorised lamps be used for the

purpose of lighting magazines, cartridge and shell stores, laboratories,

and their passages.

(5581) 2 g 2
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Such lamps will be lighted only when absolutely necessary.

A magazine copper lantern will be used for the inspection of the

cartridge and shell stores and underground passages, and on no

account will the passage lamps be used for the purpose.

One or more men, as may be required, will be specially detailed

as " lampmen " for each work, to attend to all the lighting arrange

ments and stores connected therewith.

Before the lamps are used, lampmen will be careful to ascertain

the length of candle in each lamp, so that the possibility of the whole

of the lamps going out at the same time may be avoided.

As all lamps required for lighting magazines and cartridge stores

can be placed in position without entering the " clean " portions of

the buildings, the lampmen will on no account pass beyond the

barrier?.

When it is impossible to clean the glass of the lamp recess from

the passage, such glass will bo cleaned by one of the magazine men

from the inside. This may in some cases necessitate unscrewing and

removing the frame ; if so, care must be taken that it is properly

replaced. This operation will be effected in the presence of the

Officer or other person in charge.

Chimneys should not be used with the lamps if the candles burn

regularly without them, but only if from want of air, or too much

draught, the candles show a tendency to smoke or gutter, and the

chimneys will be likely to improve the burning. No detailed in

structions can be given regarding their use, which must be regulated

by local circumstances.

Lamp barrows and trays are provided for the carriage of the lamps

to and from the lamp room ; care must be taken that they are always

used, and that the lamps are not placed on the ground or floor, as

the glasses are thus likely to be broken.

All lamps, when not in nse, and stores required for them, will be

kept in the lamp room.

Should special instructions be required in any particular work or

magazine, for the guidance of the lampmen in the management of

any peculiar lamp recess, they will be added in manuscript.

A copy of these instructions, attached to a board, will be hung

up in each lamp room. Copies for this purpose, printed on Army

Form G 877, can be obtained on demand. The strictest care is

to be taken by Officers in charge of magazines or laboratories to keep

these Regulations up to date, recording every alteiation which may

be made in them from time to time.

Laboratory Operations.

The operations of filling, examining, and emptying shells or

cannon cartridges and work connected with dry gnncotton are carried

on in a laboratory under magazine conditions. The examination,

weighing, and rewetting of wet guncotton need not be carried out in

a laboratory, but if wet guncotton be repacked, the operation must be

done under magazine conditions. This does not apply to the opera

tions of loading and unloading snbmariue mines by the Royal

Engineers, but the precautions specified on page 445, paras. B, C, and

J, are to bo adopted in the place set apart for the purpose.

Laboratory. Laboratories will vary in size according to the work to be per

formed in them, but will, as a rule, consist of one or more buildings

for filling and examining shells and cartridges, and, at headquarters,
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a building for emptying shells, all being under magazine conditions

and connected with the shifting lobby and barrier by platforms under

magazine conditions, or each building may have a shifting lobby with

barrier attached to it.

A building for filling and examining shells and cartridges will

consist of an inner and an outer room, both under magazine con

ditions, with entrance, shifting lobby, and barrier. In these rooms

eitlier shells or cartridges may be dealt with, but on no account are

both to be in the building at the same time. Great care must be

taken to thoroughly clean the rooms when changing from shells to

cartridges, or vice versa, and shells must be carefully cleaned

externally before being taken into the outer room.

The inner room will communicate with the outer room byadoor,the

former being for the actual operations of filling or examining, the

latter for examining before filling, marking, and securing packages.

The inner room will be fitted with a receiving hatch for receipt of

powder or cordite for filling and filled cartridges for examination.

The outer room will be fitted with a receiving hatch or door for the

receipt of shells and empty packages, and an issuing hatch or door

for the issue of filled shells and packages, doors being used only when

there is a clean platform outside on to which they open.

In some stations the laboratories will be supplied with heating or

drying apparatus to ensure the rooms being dry.

Where no laboratory exists a tent may be used which must be

situated at a safe distance (not less than 400 yards unless effectively

traversed) from the magazine and ammunition stores.

The destruction of combustible stores by fire, or other means, will

in no case be effected within the precincts of a laboratory.

Laboratory operations will be carried on under magazine con

ditions in accordance with the following instructions, although the

details may necessarily be modified according to circumstances, and

the means available.

The work will be under the superintendence of an Officer,

Manager, Master Gamier, or Foreman, who muEt satisfy himself that

the several men understand the duties entrusted to them.

Only steady and intelligent men will be employed, preference

being given to those who have passed through a course at Woolwich.

The men will be detailed—

(a) As magazine men to issue and receive gunpowder and filled

cartridges in packages at the magazine.

(6) For conveying gunpowder, filled cartridges and shells to and

from the laboratory.

(c) For the inner room, to open the packages, weigh out charges,

fill cartridges or shells, as required.

(d) For the outer room, to receive shells, examine if empty, and

pass them to the inner room, and mark and issue filled shells

and packages.

The number of men employed in any building used for laboratory

operations is not to exceed 8, and the quantity of gunpowder or

cordite in the building at any time is not to exceed 500 lbs.

If a laboratory building is divided by a substantial brick or stone

wall, without any opening or access through it from one part to tho

other, each part will be considered as a separate building as regards

the restrictions as to shell and cartridge filling, number of men

employed, and in tho following paragraph.

Gunpowder and cordite will never be allowed in the filling room

Buildings for

examining

shells or

cartridges.

Inner and

outer room*

Stores not to

be destroyed

in labora

tories.

Work under

magazine

conditions.
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required.

Number of

men.

Gunpowder

and cordite
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not ulloweu

together.

Air to be dry.

Cleanliness o!
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cnrtridf;es or

filled slieUs.

Gunpowder

from broken

up cartridges.

at the same time, evcept such small quantities of gunpowder as are

required for priming cordite cartridges when the latter are being

filled.

Whenever a change. is made from gunpowder to cordite or nee

versa, the filling roomR (inner and outer) will be emptied and

thoroughly cleaned before the new explosive is introduced.

No greater quantity of gunpowder or cordite than is absolutely

necessary to keep the work going will be at any time allowed in any

laboratory building, or in transit to or from the magazine.

Laboratory operations with gunpowder will only be carried on

when the air in the room or tent used is sufficiently dry. This is

ascertained by means of a wet and dry bulb thermometer, which

should show a difference of at least 5° at 60° F., increasing or

decreasing with the temperature to 10° at 100° F., or 2° at 35° F.,

while in fine frosty weather operations may always be proceeded

with.

Material, such as serge, silk cloth, &c, liable to absorb moisture,

will be thoroughly dried by artificial heat or exposure to the sun

before use, and great care must bo taken that shells, cartridge cases,

Ac. are thoroughly dry inside before filling, and that they are not

colder than the air in the filling room, or moisture is liable to be

deposited in them when they are brought in to be filled.

The greatest attention will be paid to cleanliness in all parts of

the laboratory, and the ways leading thereto, also in the wagons and

barrows used for the conveyance of the explosives to or from the

laboratory. Special care will be taken to clean any beams or ledges

where powder or gnncotton dust is likely to lodge.

Any loose grains of powder or gnncotton dust spilt on the floor or

otherwise exposed to possible admixture with iron filings, grit or dirt

of any kind, and any dust or grit will at once be swept up and

thrown into a bucket or tub containing water, which, with a stick

for the purpose of stirring, is to be kept just outside the laboratory.

No barrow, tool, or tackle uted outside, will be admitted within

the barrier at the entrance of the laboratory.

Nothing will be kept inside the barrier of the laboratory but the

necessary articles for a labor-atory, and no stores, such as barrels,

cases, cylinders, &c, will be admitted without being thoroughly

cleaned externally.

Made-up cartridges, or filled shells, will not be issued by the same

door or hatch through wh'ch the loose powder or empty shells are

passed in.

Gunpowder packages will be conveyed to the laboratory, and cases

or cylinders to the magazine or cartridge store, in covered barrows

or trucks, in order to keep them free from dirt or grit ; if uncovered

barrows are used, the packages must be protected by wadmiltilts.

The floor of the inner room when in use will be covered with

hides or wadmiltilts.

During laboratory operations the doors and windows of both inner

and outer rooms must not be fastened in any way.

Empty powder packages will be passed out at once, and stored in

a clean place ; and in the event of a package not being emptied, it

will be re-closed and returned to the magazine.

Gunpowder from broken up cartridges will in all cases be sifted

before being returned into store, so that extraneous articles may be

detected. Moulded powders will be picked over by hand.

When gunpowder or cartridges are packed or repacked at a station;

a label will be affixed to the inside of the lid, showinj—
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(1) Station.

(2) Date of packing.

(3) Names of foreman and men who packed and closed the

package.

These men will be made responsible should any extraneous sub

stance be found in a barrel packed by them. Should such barrels be

opened for iuspection at any time, an additional label will be added,

giving—

(1) Station.'

(2) Date of inspection.

(3) By whom inspected and reclosed.

Similar labels will be affixed on inspection of new gunpowder, or

on any occasion of breaking bulk.

The operation of wetting gunpowder will be carried on in the

most convenient place where a supply of clean fresh water can be

obtained, and where the barrels in which the gunpowder has been

stored can be kept clean.

The gunpowder to be wetted will be poured slowl)' into a barrel, weUing

which has been previously cleaned and well wetted. Old powder or gunpowder,

saltpetre barrels are always to be used when available. A stream of

water from a watering pot with rose should be kept playing on the

gunpowder, which should be stirred with a stick, so that all the

grains may be wetted, and prevented from floating on the top of the

water. About three gallons of water thus applied will be found

sufficient for a barrel of 100 lbs. of gunpowder.

When time is an object, the surest method of wetting gunpowder

is to continue pouring water on it gradually until the water rises on

the top of the gunpowder. Five gallons applied in this manner will-

be required for a barrel of 100 lbs. of gunpowder. It must be

remembered that gunpowder thus wetted, will, on drying, recover

some of its explosive power, the wetting should therefore be repeated

when necessary.

Gunpowder that has been wetted will still be treated as an explo

sive, it will not be retained on EA. charge, but will be issued to the

Chief Ordnance Officer at the station for disposal.

A copy of the regulations for laboratory operations will be attached q 0j

to a board and hung up in a convenient position for the information foregoing

of those concerned. Copies for this purpose printed on Army Form regulations to

G 940 can be obtained on demand. The strictest care is to be taken bc lu;nJ UP-

by Officer in charge of magazines or laboratories to keep these regu

lations up to date, recording every alteration that may be made in

them from time to time.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE DISABLEMENT OR DESTRUC

TION OF GUNS BY MEANS OF GUN-COTTON.

1. Ihe Destruction of Heavy Guns when lime is immaterial. A.C. 1886,

2. The Hasty Disablement of Siege Guns and of Field Guns. °^ 137-

1. The Destruction of Heavy Guns when Time is Immaterial.

1. This duty will be performed by the Royal Artillery the stores

marked (a) in the following list being obtained from the Royal

Engineers ; and the remainder taken from the siege train equipment.
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2. The materials required are as follows :—

Gun-cotton (1 lb. slabs), perforated, to receive a dry primer,

two slabs for each charge, and spare slabs at the rate of

two spare for every five (or less number) of guns to be

destroyed.

The wet gun-ootton (1 lb. slabs) mentioned above, is the " Gun-

cotton Wet, Slab B."

(a) Gun-cotton primers, dry, weighing 1 oz., inches in

diameter, coated with paraffin ; one primer for every two

slabs.

Bags, gun-cotton, waterproof, to contain 2 lb. of gun-cotton,

one for every two slabs carried.

(a) Exploder, dynamo-electric, F.S.

(a) Solution, india-rubber, in tin cylinder.

(a) Twine, stout, 1 lb.

This is sufficient for about 20 charges.

la) Detonators, No. 13, in a cylinder containing 25 detonators,

with a rectifier.

Each cylinder will suffice for 20 charges, with 5 spare deto

nators.

(a) Wire, insulated, lengths of 40 yards each.

Five additional yards are required for each charge after the

first operation, to replace the wire blotcn away by a discharge.

Tackle and selvagees, with rollers, skidding, handspikes, &c, for

lowering the gun into a pit, or up-ending it under the branch

of a tree.

The exact proportion of these cannot be given. It will depend

upon the size of the guns to be destroyed, upon local circum

stances, §'C.

Directions fur carrying out the Operations.*

3. Plug up, with a peg of wood, the vent of the gun to be disabled,

■driven well in eo as to make the vent watertight.

4. Up-end the gun on its breech, either by digging a pit for its

reception, or by other convenient means.

5. The officer in charge of the operations must be guided by local

circumstances, but the more the gun is raised vertically on its breech

the better.

6. Clean the terminals of the insulated wire, and of the wires

attached to the detonators, by scraping. The detonator is then to be

connected with the insulated wires. To secure perfect electrical

circuit the junctions must be insulated from each other by smearing

them over with india-rubber solution, and wrapping them with tape

(india-rubber or calico).

7. Insert the detonator, after seenring it to the wires, into a dry

primer, first using the rectifier to ensnre the hole in the primer being

of a proper sizo to admit the detonator, which should be set home to

the head.

8. On no account whatever should a detonator be twisted or roughly

forced into a primer.

* See note at end.
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9. Insert the dry primer, fitted with detonator, into the perforation

in one of the 1 lb. slabs, pushing it gently in until the hole in the slab

is quite filled by it.

10. Place the slab thus prepared, together with another slab, in a

waterproof bag.

11. Choke the neck of the bag with twine closely round the

insnlated wires; plaster the inner portion of the choke round the

wires with the india-rubber solution, and choke again round and above

the solution, so as to make the whole as watertight as possible.

12. Attach to the wires a small sinker of any heavy material, so

that its weight comes on them above the choke. The sinker should

be small in bulk, so as to allow the charge to settle home to the

bottom of the bore ; and, when hanging freely from its point of

support, it should be just below the bottom of the bag.

13. Attach to the choke a piece of stout twine long enough to

reach to the bottom of the bore of the gun, and lower the charge by

it carefully to the bottom of the bore, pajing out the insulated wires

at the same time and taking care that no strain comes on them.

14. In operating upon guns of the heavier natures, it is advisable,

in order to ensure their destruction, to employ two charges, to be

fired simultaneously in different parts of the gun's bore. These

charges should be prepared ns directed, and should then be firmly

attached to a stick of such length that, when inserted into the gun

one of the charges shall be at the breech of the gun while the other

should be just above the trunnions. One of the wires from the

exploder should be attached to the detonator in the lower charge, the

other wire from the exploder being attached to one of the wires of the

detonator in the upper charge. The other wires of the detonators

should be connected together by a piece of insulated wire. The whole

of the connections must be carefully insulated as in para. 6.

(The sinker, which should be attached to the stick, or the lower

charge, must be sufficiently heavy to prevent the charges floating.)

15. Fill up the bore with water; connect the free ends of the

insulated wires with the binding screws of the exploder, and after

seeing that all is clear, fire the charge by turning, or pressing down,

sharply the handle of the exploder.

16. This should be done immediately after lowering the charges

into the gun, so as to give the water as little time as possible to

effect an entrance into the bag.

17. The operator should be careful to place himself and his party

under cover, and the terminals of the conducting wires are not to be

connected to the exploder until all present have placed themselves

tinder cover.

18. In the event of a detonator failing, at once disconnect the

wires from the exploder. The charge must then be taken up and

re-made with a fresh detonator. Great caution must be exercised

in slowly extracting the detonator from the primer.

Cautions.

19. Care should be taken to see that the insulation of the wire is

perfect, that the connections are clean and good, and that they are

afterwards thoroughly insulated, according to the directions given at

para. 6.

20. If any part of the wire is accidentally denuded of its insulation,

prop up the adjacent insulated portion, so that the bared portion

will not touch the ground. If time allows, it is better to wrap the

defective place thoroughly in india-rubber tape.
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21. Detonators by themselves mast always be handled with the

greatest care and freedom from rough usage and still more so when

they are fitted into gun-cotton. The latter by itself is harmless.

22. Immediately after an explosion, detach the wires from the

exploder, and do not re-attach them till just before firing the next

charge, as directed at para. 17.

2. The Hasty Disablement of Siege Guns and Field Gchs.

23. The hasty disablement of siege guns will be carried out hy

the Royal Artillery, and of field guns by the Royal Horse Artillery.

Stores Required.

24. The necessary supplies of gun-cotton for the disablement of

siege guns will be obtained from the Royal Engineer Siege Park.

25. The following stores will bo carried with each unit of the

Siege Train :—

f gun-cotton slabs, to hold 16 half slabs* . . . . 1

Boxes . . < stores, disabling, ordnance, siege . . . . . . 1

I vesuvian matches . . . . . . . . . . 1

f detonator, for 8f . . . . . . . . . . 2

Cases . . i gun-cotton priiueraf . . . . . . . . . . 2

I gun-cotton slubsf . . • . . ■ ■ ■ . . 4

Cylinders •[ dctonator. No. 8, for 8 ^ 2

» \ gun-cottou primer, dry, H" x 1 J", for 8 .. .. 2

Detonators, No. 8 .. .. 16

Gun-cotton ( dr? pnmerf, 1 perforation H" x U" . . . . 16

1 wet slabs, 2 perforations, 6 J x 6J x If ,. 8J

Pouches, matoh-boxf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Rectifiers, gun-cotton primers . . . . . . . . . . 2

Twine, choking, 3-thread . . . . . . . . . . pieces 1

Instuctions for carrying out the Operatiotis.§

26. In the case of guns of C4-pr. and larger calibres two slabs

must be employed.

27. Insert a detonator into a dry primer.

28. On no account should a detonator be twisted or roughly forced

into a primer.

29. Insert the dry primer fitted with detonator into the perforation

in one of the slabs, pusliing it gently in until the hole in the slab is

quite filled by it.

30. Tie a piece of twine round the detonator, pass the ends round

the slab, and then tie them together ; the object being to prevent

the primer slipping out of the slab.

31. Place the slabs lengthways on the chase, their long sides

touching, about a foot from the muzzle. Tie them on tightly with

twine to pi-event them slipping from wind or other disturbing cause.

32. The exact position must depend on the form of the gun. The

great thing is to have as much of the surface of the cotton in actual

contact with the gun as possible. Henco the slabs should not ride

on an astragal or moulding, but should always bo placed on a plain

part of the chase.

33. Observe the direction of the wind, and arrange the slab con

taining the detonator so that the tail of the safety fuze is away

from the slab and to leeward of it. This is to lessen the chance of

* Copper, tinned. t Leather.

X In half slabs, 1 perforation in each. § See note at end.
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a spark igniting the gun-cotton before the detonator is Bred, in which

case, in all probability, no effect whatever would be produced on the

gun-

34. If projectiles belonging to the gun are available, and time

allows, it is advisable to rani one up the bore ; so that when the gun

is dented by the explosion' it may be imprisoned there and prevent

the gun from being used even to fire a bag of bullets. •

35. Tear or cut the little calico cap off the end of the safety fuze

and ignite the fuze by the vesuvian matches provided, or other con

venient means. An ordinary flame does not readily ignite it. The

fuze ignites most easily when cut obliquely with a sharp knife.

36. Retire under cover, and await the explosion. The length of

safety fuze will burn about 45 seconds.

37. Should circumstances permit, the effect of the detonation will

be increased by placing a filled sand bag or a sod of turf on the gun-

cotton, when lashed in position on the chase. Great care should be

taken in this operation not to strike or bend the detonator.

38. It is also advisable, after the explosion, to try if the gun is so

dented as to prevent loading. If the dent is not sufficient, the

39. Never roughly bend or kink the safety fuze. If it has appa

rently gone out without firing the detonator, allow at least half an

hour to elapse before meddling with it, if time will admit, but if not,

the greatest care must be taken in touching it, to avoid accident by

a " hang-fire."

40. The above instructions apply equally to the hasty disablement

of field guns, but with them only one slab of gun-cotton need be used.

Note.—The above instructions have been prepared with special

reference to the disablement or destruction of mnzzle-loading guns.

Breech-loading guns can generally be temporarily disabled by the

removal or destruction of portions of the breech apparatus. In

destroying such guns, or rendering them permanently disabled,

officers will, while being gaided generally by these instructions, use

their discretion as to the application of the charges in such positions

as may appear most suitable, according to the particular construction

of the gun to be operated upon.

It is probable that revised instructions having reference to breech-

loading guns will be issued shortly.
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Table No. 1.

Det Guxcotton Charges and Primers.

§ 4883.

§ 4883.

§ 4883.

§ 10120.

§ 4883.

§ 4883.

§ 9670.

§ 9670.

§ 9670.

§ 4883.

§ 4883.

§ 4883.

§ 4883.

§ 1038H.

8195.

Designation.

GlTJfCOTTOjr, Dby.

Charges, priming—

A

B ..

C, 2i lb. . .

2j.lb., Mark I

Primers

A

B

C

1)

E

. F

a

H

J

E

Primers, torpedo

A, 12ioz. ..

8

CO

L

L

N

N

L

0

X

N

N

L

0

0

N

N

IS"

Detail.

In tin cylinder.

3 primers A ; S.M. . .

4 „ B; „ ..

4 „ B; Naval

* E; „

Cylindrical.

Diameter, thickness.

6 in. x 1 95 in.; two

perforations ; S.M.

31 in. x 195 in.; two

perforations; Naval

and S.M.

1*5 in. x l'97in., un-

porforated.

1*5 x 197 in.; one

perforation ; for

Marks I and II

plugs.

15 in. x 197 in. ; one

perforation ; for

Mark III plug.

1 75 in. x 1 375 in.;

one perforation ;

G.S.

125 in. x 1-25 in.,

unperforated.

125 in. x 1-25 in.;

ouo perforation ;

Gr.S.

1*26 in. x 1*28 in. ;

partial perforation.

3'1 in. x 1-95 in.; one

partial preparation

for boat mine.

In case.

5 C and 1 Dprimers ;

R.G.F. and Fiume

short torpedoes.

Weight

dry.
Remarks.

lb. oz.

4 8

8

9

2

2

1

0

0

0

0 2

0 2

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 9

0 12J

In cvlindcr

"G." '

In cylinder

" H."

In cylinder

"J."

In brass ease ;

for boat

mine.

In tinned brass

cylinder.
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Table 1—continued.

Designation.

Sorrice.

Detail.
Weight

dry.
Remarks.

lb. oz.

B, lib. lot. N 7 C and 1 D primers

18-in. E.G.F, and

1 1 In tinned brass

Fiume (exceptshort)

cylinder.

14-in. Berlin, E.G.F.

Mark X, and Wey

mouth, Mark I tor

pedoes, for primers

with Marks I and

II plugs.

C, 1 lb. 1 or. N 7 C and 1 E primers ;

18-in. E.G.F., and

Fiume (except short)

14-in. Berlin, E.G.F.

Mark X and Wey

mouth, Mark I tor

1 1 do.

pedoes, for primer

with Mark III

plugs.

D, 6 ox. N. 5 G and 1 J primers ;

16 and 14-in. E.L.,

E.G.F. and Leeds

Marks IV* to IX,

and 14-in. Fiume

0 6 In copper cyl

inder.

torpedoes, except

Mark I Fiume.

Breiman . . L Brennan torpedo — In brass cylin-

der.
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Table No. 1(a).

Wet Guxcottox, Torpedo Charge!

Designation.
i

Detail.
Weight

dry.
Remarks.

GrsfoTTON, Wet.

Charge?, boat mine [ N

16J lb.

Charges, naval, 161 'b. j N

Charges, torpedo —

Berlin, 1-1-inch—

Long-head, Mark I . . N

Short-head, „ I.. N

Fiome, 14-ineh—

Mark I . . . . H

„ II .. .J N

„ III .. .J N

„ IV .. ..i N

Finme, 18-inch—

T , , /Mark I I N
Long-head i U N

f Mark I i N

Short-hiad { „ U W

I Hi N

R.L 14-inch—

Marks i, I» I*» . . N

„ If, 1 1* TIL. N

„ IV, IV» V, N

V», VI, VI"

„ VII .. ..I N

, VII*.. ..| N

VIII.. .. N

RX, 16-inch, Mark I.. | N

R.L., 14-ineh—

Mark VI»A . . N

VIIa .. .. N

VII»a .. N

VIIIa.. .. N

IX .. .. N

R.G.F., 18-inch—

Long-head—

Mark I .. .. H

Ix .. N

II .. N

III and IV . . N

Shorthead—

Mark I .. .. N

Ia .. .. N

II .. N

Brennan, Mark I, !ong L

„ short L

Slabs, in brass case

with brass packing

piece.

In tin case. Out

rigger torpedoes.

Whitehead.

In torpedo head

In torpedo head

r

torpedo head j

In torpedo head

Also Leeds, Mark

VII* in toipec'o

head.

Also Leeds, Mark

VIII in torpedo

head.

In torpedo head

In torpedo head

^In torpedo head

j In torpedo head

J- In torpedo head

§ 10522.

16 4



Table No. 1(b)

Wet Guncottox, Slabs.
 

Slabs—

A

li

C

J)

E

F

a

H

J

E

M

X

O (torpedo)

P ..

Q ■■

R

8

T

V

I.

L

L

L

L

L

L

C

X

L

h

C

L

L

L

I,

X

") Shapes cut from

slabs 0 locally for

S.M. Not supplied

from W oolunch ;

the descriptive let

ters are used in

S.M. Manual.

6| * S^i x 1J in. ;

unperforuted ; Naval

and S.M.

(See remarks A to O)

Slab O with quadrant

cut to radius, 2 7 in ,

S.M.

Slab O with semi

circle cut to radius

1 8 in., Naval.

(•See remarksA to (?)

Slab O with quadrant

cut to radius l"7in.,

S.M.

6| x 6£ x 13 in.,un-

perforated ; Naval

ar.d S.M.

6J x x 1} in., un-

perforated.

6\ x x 1\ in.; two

perforations, for

primer H, R.E.

6\ x 6\ x / J in.; two

perforations, for

primer II, R E.

6j x S^j x If in. ; one

perforation, forpri-

mer H, B.A.

6 J x 6^ x 1' in. ; one

2-in. perforation,

and one perforation

for primer H, R.E.

<H x 6j x 1| in. j one

2-in. perfor.ition,

and one perforation

for primer IT, R.E.

6i x fly', x li in. j

with semi-circle cut

to radius 1*8 in ,

Naval.

6£ x 3T'S x If in.; one

perforation for pri

mer F; Cat airy

Pioneers.

r

2 2

2 2

2 5

2 8

I

2 8 I

1 12

0 14

0 14

§ 9670.

§ 488S.

§ 8313.

§ 4S83.

§ 9670.

§ 9670.

§ 4883

§ 4883,

10704.

No more of P

and Q will be

made. When

existing stock

is used up

they will be § 4883.

r> placed by

S and T.

§ 9670.

§ 841?,
10705.

8415.

9370.

8313.

—
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LE No. 3.

ss, B.L. Guns, Service.

47

•

Cues, t'owder.

Metal-lined. Pentagon. Cyliudrical.

ie. I Half, j Quarter.! Whole. Half. L. S. T. u. w.

—•—

£ 2

| 1

I ... | ...

« i ■= ! ■§,§ « a 1 if

u I § ~- a .*> 3 1
is | ss , S 5 if 2! , Ee

4 684

Mirk I in being made of No. 3
las* silk clotb.
Mark II in baTing a lining of
2 Clam silk clotb.

6 79

67

ao I ... is

4 684

4 I 2 I .S ■ 2 2.2;ji

a > £ ( 3 I ' s I £ S
&5 B=(SEl& Si5|^ S5

2 463

I

...
|

I I
I

17* ' ... I

I

170 I '

37

•1 , ... , *A

I !

2 4

467 :!)i

447 4 446 4 528

450 4 449 4 532

363

371

70 ... [196 143 ... '148 ! ... (147 ! ... 230 ... 293

3-

"6004, 6997, 7658. W 5784, 6216, the ei
"i the Land Senrice, §6346.
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Number Packed, and Weight of Killed Package in Pound?. (Approximate.)
Casep. Powder.

!l UccloiiKiilar. Cylindrical.

1 CorruKMc.1. (») <-)
1 PI.U

1 A ■ C 1) E F 0 X 7.

!l

■w
i i

,
1

b

2
if
«

J3 _-.

, I
-j a a

i

he
a as a | §

1

c

1 _M

£ 'A 55 * * SB £
p
2

1 i

 --

... ...

1

...

1

! 2

...

...

... ... ... ... ... ...

 

1
... 4 1

... ... ... ...

...

i

;;;

— ... ... ... ... ... 4 3'3 ...

!

...
,-

6 3:>o

... ... ... ... 6 181 ...

... ... ... ... ... 292 ... 2 295 ...

... ... 1 ... ... 2 226 3 329 ... 1 130 3 336 ._ ...

1

:::

...

1

I... 3 22. ... ... ... ... ... >•■

i ... ... - ... ... ... ... 2 227 ... ...

■
— ... ... ... 3 237 ... ... ... ... ...

" 2 191 ...

HI 3 183
1

I

'**

1

I

...

...

196

...
1
i

...

3

...

178

... tt

...

...

...

...

...

... , ... ...

I ! I

...

... •••

4 ...

... -

... ...

1

... I 1 I I I I

1 -

• 174

1 6

1 151 ... ...

1 3

...
1

172 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

159

1 5

4 lea ...
I

... ... , ... ...  ... ... ...

...

1 7

156 I-... ... ...  ... ... ...

... 163 -
1 °"

... : ... 1 ... 1 ••■ ... ._

60
1

1

M M
1 -

M 72 57 ! ... , T5 ...

1

293

i1 1

ally become obsolete, being superseded by 50 lb. E.X.E. % 7659.
i tiers to hold two of these ^-charges arc supplied for special use in the fort at Dover.



2C I
26]

246

full



><i Package in Ponnds. (Approximate.)
L Powder.

Rectangular.

Corrugated.

C. D. G. L.

a I if

S5 i S:

I ... 1 ... '

! i i

i - I

i ::: i :::

i 1 ...
i "

1 I •■:

... |

]

i'fi 20 18 852 20 257 so 375
219 hi 'J1S 24 3li0 19 2B:'. 24 363

... 1
1

... | ...

375ill 20 250 •ii 362 20 2»7 30

216 24 244 36 961 24 255 35 364

220* 30 253 46 371 311 252 47 391

29

30

40

52

381

411

414

261 16 296 25 447 ii 312 26 465

261 16 296
T\

IS 327 27 480

240 16 283 22 402 15 282 23 420

246 16 283 22 402 1 i'e 282 23 420

"ii ... "ee ... "72

1

1

"S7 75

170

182

174

24

30

2U0

268

255

91

370

367

363

70

ftridges.
lull charge for 7-pr. steel gun of 200 lb., for uutructional purpoaes in the K B., when specially authorised.
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TableNo.9.

PowderCartridges,B.L.,Saluting.

Numberand Description
ofHoops.

4narrow.

c„ 3„

2„tobecome

obsolete.

3„

Diameter,filled. FromTo
inches.

•• •• •{ 3

i

inches.

60

rai
]bottomf
I3-6J

_

4o 3-3 •

,filled.
To

inches.

7-8
675

130
625

4-7 5-5

Lengtli

From
inches.

73
6-25

12-0 575 ••

Charges

inlb.,
Blank,

L.G. 7lb. 3lb. 4lb. lilb. 1lb. lilb.

§inChanges

of

WarStores
f8438"I

J42131

11369f
I1415J '43131

5636 5743\-7074|

„8458J /82231 15527J /83111 110541J

Calibre,Nature,andMark.

\

4805 10427

•Packedforordinarytransportandstorageincase,powder,M.L.,whole90,half40,quarter18(withoutpapercorers).
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Table No. 11.

Cylinders, Zinc, for Cartridges.

Description

of

Cylinder.

ii

n

IV

ii

in

in

{65131

7078 I

8917 f

9233J

f 8917 1

I 9233 1

{6513T

7078 I

8047 f

9233 J

f 89 17 1

1 9233 J
f-llOoi

J 7078 I

] 8947 f
I 9233J

f-1195-|
J 7078 I

1 89-17 f

1.9233J
(65131

7078 I

8947 f

9233J

/ 8917 "I

19233/

f4773T

J 7078 I

1 8917 f

L9233J

f6513T

J 7078 I

I 8917 f

19233 J

J 8917 1

1 9233 J
("6393^

J 7078 I

1 8917 f

19238J

TG393 1

J 7078 I

1 89-17 f

1.9233J
; 8917 1

1 9233 J"
riipsi

J 7078 I

I 8917 f

19233J

Cartridges packed in each.

Cordite. Powder.

1 • • •

B.L., 16 25-inch, one 120-

)b., S.B.C.

B.L., 13'5-inch, one 157 i-

lb., S.B.C.

R.M.L., 17 72-inch, or 16-

inch, one 112.J-lb., Prism.

»> »» 11 )i

B.L., 12-inch, one 73';-ll>.,

l'rism1, brown.

B.L., 10-inch, one G3-ll>.,

Prism1, brown.

R.M.L., 12-5-inch, two 52J-

lb., Prism or one 82J-lb.,

Priam, or one 80-lb.,

P5, or two 50-lb.,E.X.E.
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Table No. 11—continued.

Cylinders, Zinc, for Cartridges—continued.

Description

of

Cylinder

-i -

n

Cylinder

carl ridge.

No. G .. II

„ c .. III

„ 6(«) IV

„ 7 .. I

7(o) II

„ 8 .. II

„ 8 .. III

,. 8 .. IV

,. 8(a) V

II

„ 9 .. III

„ 9(«) IV

„ 10 .. II

„ 10 .. III

„ 10(a) IV

„ 11 •• IV

>, H(a) V

 

1 891

1 923;

T47091

I 7078 I

1 8917 f

1.9233 J

r 8947 1

I 9233 J

{ 8947 I

[ 9233 J

f 8947 \

{ 9233 J

Cartridges packed in each.

r47'"9T

I 7o78 I

1 8947 f

I 9283J

fC-Wl

J 7078 [

I 8917 II

I 9233 J
/ 8947 1 I

\ 9233 J
fC,5l3T

J 7078 I

1 8917 fi

1.9233 J

f 8947 \

\ 9233 r

f4195~|
J 7078 I

1 8947 f

[9233 J

("4709")

J 7078 I

) 891- r

1 9233 J

| 89 17 I

{9233},

Cordite. Towder.

R.M.L., 12-5-inch, tvto52;-

lb., Prism or one 82l-!b,

Prifm, or one 80-lb-,
PJ,ortwo 50-lb., E.X.E.

B.L., P'2-inch, 83-lh,

Prism1, brown.

E.M.L., 12-incli, one 110-

lb., P= or P, or two 35-lb,

blank, L.a.

E.M.L., 12-inch, one 85-lb,

P! or P.

E M.L.,12-inch,onc55-lk,

P., or one 35-lb., blank,

L.G.

E.M.L., 12-inch, one 55-lb,

P., or one 35-lb., blank,

L.G.

E.M.L., 11-inch, one 85-lh.

P.
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Table No. 11—continued.

Cylinders, Zixc, for Cartridges—continued.

Description

of

Cylinder.

a ji

II

{41951

7078 I

8017 f

"233J

, T1709T

III J 7078 I

111 1 8917 f

1.9233 J

AV , \ 9233 /

{(5513 T

7078 1

8947 f

9233 J

II

IT

III

/ 89 17 1

I 92)3/
r5215T

J 7o73 I

] 8917 f

(.9233 J
f 8917 1

I 9233 J
(-1195-)

J 7078 I

1 8917 f

1.9233 J

TV J 7078 LiV li 8947 I

I (.9233J

tV.:J 707H1V ,1 8917 f:

1.9233J .(■70781

v 1 i set- y

[9233 J !

VI '{ 8917 1

f 87281

' '-U917 1,

I 9233 J

18113]

{ 8947 y

[ 9233 J

J 8947 1

1 9233 J
f 5241 "I

J 7078 I

1 8917 I I
1.9233 J 1

II U*9"\\11 19233/ 1

Cartridges packed in each.

Cordite. Powder.

/ R.M.L., 11-inch, one 60-lb.

I P.

ii it ii 11

11 11 11 11

B.L., 8-inch, two 29J-lb.,

Prism1 brown, or one

451b., or two 221-lb.,

Prism1 black.

To bo converted, as re

quired, to No. 37.

11 11

/ E.M.L.,

t; P-

10 inch, one 70-lb.,

II

B.L., 12-inch, 44i-lb.,

cordito, or two 22-lb.

2-oz.

B.L., 12-ineh, wire, one

431-lb. cordite, or one

41-lb. 14-oz.

B.L., 8-inch, one

2-oz., cordite.

14-lb. I
B.L., 8-inch, two 221-Xb.,

E.X.E., or one 45-lb., or

two 22} -lb., Prism1 black.
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Table No. 11—continued.

Cylinders, Zinc, fob Cartridges—continued.

Description "3

of I S

CjliMtirr. I |

I ^

Cylinder

cartridge.

No. 19 . .

 

Cartridge? packed in each.

Cordite. Powder.

R.M.L., 10-inch, 44- lb, P.

„ 20 ..

„ 20 ..

IV

IV*

V

J

111

,i I

47091

7078 [

8917

9233J
65171

707s [

8917

9233J

7078

8917

9233

8947 \

0233 J
65471

7078 I

8947 f

9233 J
8947 1

9233 J
532rn

7078 [

8917 f

9233 J
65131

7078 I

8947 f

9233 J

89 17 1

9233 |

53051

7078 I

8947 f

9233J
8917 1

9233 J

89171

9233 /

89471

9233 J

B.L., 10-inch, one 38-ll>.

cordite ; or R.M.L., |
12 ■5.inch, one 29J.lb. , v R Mj 9.inc, ^ j,

cordite, or one 24-lb. | '

cordite, or B.M.L., 9-

inch, 14-lb. cordite.

 

E.M.L., 9-inch, 25-lb, P.

, m BX., 8 inch, two 225-lb.,
B.L., 9 -2-mch, one 26}. | | E 'x E ^ B L

four 12-lb., E.X.E, Or

two 22i-lb. Prism1 black.

n w

B.M.L., 8-inch, 35-1 b, P.

,1 » If t»

B.M.L., 8-incli, 2Ub, P.

B.M.L., 8 inch, 21-n>, P-
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Table No. 11—continued.

Cylinders, Zinc, for Cartridges—continued.

Description

of

Cylinder.

1) 31 .. Ill

91 32 .. IV

32 .. V

Cartridges packed in each.

Cordite.

IV

£233 j
• 4773 "I

7078 \

0233 J

4105

7078

9233

f 4709 1
< 7078 )■

[ 9233 J

/4193 1

t 9233 J

j 4709 1
\ 9233 /

/ 94731

\9M2f

/9389\

\ 9352 J

; 9307 1

\ 9832 J

9931

B.L., 10-incb, one 38-lb.,

cordite, or two 19-lb., or

B.L.9-2-iiieb,ninel6-lb.

12-oz. conlile.

E.M.L.,ll-int-l),ono 2G-lb.

4-oz., cordite, or R.M.L.,

10-inch, one 201b. 0-oz.

cordite.

f B.L., 12-inch, one 83-lb.

12-oz. cordite or two

j 41-lb. 14-oz. cordite or

| one 87-lb. or two 13-lb.

^ 8-oz. cordite.

fB.L.. 0-inch, Marks VII

and VII guns, two i

I charges.

j B.L., G-ineh, Marks IX

I and X guns, one full

I. charge.

Powder.

B.M.L., 7-inch, 30-]b.,'P.,

or two 17-lb., P.

B.L., 9-2-inch, one 82-lb.,

Prism1 brown, or two 41-

lb., Prism1 brown, or two

35-lb., Prism1 brown.

B.L., 12-incb, ono 732-ll>.,

Friem1 brown.

B.L., 6-inch, four 12-lb.,

E.X.E., without wood disc.

R.M.L., 11-inch, 83-lb., P..

n ji »,

K.M.L. 9-inch, one 331b.,.

» y> u a

(" B.L., 9'2 inch, one 51-lb.

I 8-oz. cordite, or two

j 25-lb. 12-oz. cordite, or

one 50-lb. or two 23-

[_ lb. cordite.

K.M.L. , 10-inch, one

lb . S T.

4*.

• cjlini™rs have a ring of zinc '019-inch thick, roldercd round the in3ide

of the mouth.
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Table No. 11a.

Internal Dimensions ok Cartridge, Cylinders, Zinc.

Mark. Service.
Diameter,

inches.

Length,

inches.
Remarks.

1 I and II N 21 -025 10 -5

2 I and II C 17-9 16 0

3
ri, ii, in, ivi

0 15 9 14-76
1 and V J

4 II and III c 15-9 11-5

5a II c 14 -4 12-5

5 III and IV c 14 15 12 5

C.A I and II c 12 15 21 -5

6 III and IV c 12-4 21 -55

7 I and II c 11-9 18 75

8 II, III, IV and V L 11-65 28-5

9 II, III and IV c 11 -65 22 -5

10 IT, III and IV c 11-65 15-25

11 IV and V c 10 9 26-0

12 II, III and IV c 10-65 19-35

13 I and II c 10 -4 10-75

14 I and II L 1015 27 -45

15a III and IV and IV* C 9-65 26-0

15 V and VI C 9-9 26 -0

16 I L 9-9 23 -25

17 I and II N 9-9 16 -85

18 I and II C 9 9 16-6

19 III, IV and V 0 9-65 17-3

20a III and IV and IV* 0 8-65 23-35

20 V and VI c 8-9 24 0

21 I and II L 8-65 12-25

22 I, II and III C 7-9 27 -15

23 Hand III c 7 65 22 0

2-1 I and II c 7 65 ]5-7

25a HI and IV c 6-65 30 -0

25 V and V[ c 6 9 30-0

26 I c 11-65 19-5

27 I N 8-65 27 37

28 I L 8-9 27 75

29 I c 14 15 11 -5

30 I 0 79 24 -75

31 II and III 0 10-65 27 25

32 IV and V c 8-65 18 -0

33 I N 9-9 33-5

34 I c 6-6 24-0

35 I — — —

36 I c 8-9 33 -5

87 I 10 16 19 0 Converted from No. 14.
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Table No. 12.

Cases, Cartridge.

T

Description

of case.

§ Changes in
war stores.

Cartridges that may be carried in each.

Cordite. Powder.

Case, cartriJge.
II (L)

II w

HO
11(C)

1(C)

1(C)

1(C)
I (S)
I (N)
I(N)
I (N)

us)
I(N)
I (N)
I(N)

II (N)

I(N)

I(N)

I(N)
KN)
KN>
II (N)

IflO

I(X)
I(N)
I (N)
I(N)

I(N)

l(N)

I(N)

I(N)

I(N)
1(N>

I(N)

I(N)

§§ 977, 1316, 3811

§§ 1021, 1672, 3811

3672, 3811

{8811

S§ 1021,

§3811

§3811

3811
2076,2575,3811
2076, 2576, 3811
2076, 2575,3811
2076,2575,3811
2816,3811
1794,2076,3811
2645, 3811 ..
3039, 3811 ...

l| 3658,3811,5945

H 5785, 6270

ff 5785, 6270

) 4553
) 4553
4553

)§ 4553, !

J 6271

i 7224
[ 7224

§ 8574
$ 8674

§ 10118

10119

§ 10251

§ 10340

10310
10340

§ 10340

§ 10912

B.L. 9 2 inch, Mark
VIII gun.

B.L. 6 inch, Mark
VII.
B.L. 6-inch, Mark
VII.

B.L. 12-inch, Mark
VIII and IX guns.

B.L. 12-inch, Marks
III to V.
B.L. 10-Inch.
B.L. 8-inch, Marks
III to VI.

B.L. 9 2-inch, Mark
X.
B.L. C. 5-inch.

13-inch L.S. m«rtar,
10-inch S.B. gun,
howitzer or mortar.
B.B.L. 7-inch, S.B.
68-pr., and 42-pr.,
and R.M.L. 8-inch
howitzer.

S.B. 8-inch tun.
R.M.L. 80-pr., 64-pr.,
25-pr., and 66-inch
guns, and 6-3 howit

zers, R.B.L. 40-pr.,
S.B. 32-pr. from 56
cwl. to 63 cwt.
R.B.L. 20-pr., S.B.
32-pr., 60 cwt. to
29 cwt. and 24-pr.,
50 cwt. or 48 cwt.
R.M.L. 9-pr. and 7-
pr.. R.B.L. 12-pr.
and 9-pr., S.B. 32-
pr. of 32 cwt. or 35
cwt., 24-pr. 20 cut.,
24 and 12-pr. howit
zer*, all carronades
and smaller natures
of guns.

S.B. 100-pr.

R.M.L. 7-inch.
B.M.L. 8-lnch.
R.M.L. 9 inch.
B M.L. 10-inch.
R.M.L. 11 inch.
R.M.L. 12-inch. 85-11).
R.M.L.12-inih,110-lb.
R.M L. 12-5 -Inch,
Mark I.

R.M.L. 12-5-inch two
52J-lb., and B.L. 10-
Inch two 63-lb. cart
ridges.
B.L. 6-incb four 12-
1b. cartridges.
B.M.L. 12 o-inch 210-
lb. prism or 200-lb.
E.X.E. in four

qu irtcr charges.
B.L. 4 Inch.
B.L. 5-inch.
B.L. 8-inch.
B.L. 9 2 inch, Marks
I to V guns.

B.L. 4-inch and 5-

incb.
B.L. 12-inch.
B L. 13-5-inch.
B.L. 16 25-inch.

Cases, cartridge, Nos. 17a, 20, and 21 are obsolete.
Cases, cartridge, Nos. 1 to 7, and 25 are made of leather.
Cases, cartridge, Nos. 8 to 36, except No. 30, are made of Clarkson's material.

Cases, cartridge, Nos. 30 and 37, are made of K.A. canvas.

(5581) 2 l
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TableNo.15.

Tubes,Vent-Sealixg(Drill).

TubCF.

Daitx.

Tube,V.S.,Percussion,Drill,MarkI „„Electric,P,„„I
„„„P,.>„H

„„,.p,„„ni

p, p. p,

Naval,MarkIV

P,Wireless,P,Drill,Mark

I(N).

P,Wireless,P,Drill,Mark

II(N).

,.Friction,V,Drill,MarkI „Electric,V,„„I V,„„II
v,„„in vrv „Friction,M,„,,I „Electric,M,.,„I...

Friction,T,Drill.MarkI

■I7BO 4780 5869

f6072"I16143yL9G76J

7601 8112

f102341

\10312/10256

J102561

\10312J

4762 4762 607 9366

I102341

\10312/4762 476'i

7S67

Priming.

Whereused.

Guneottondustandmealedpowder Guncottondustandmealedpowder Guncottondustandmealedpowder

Gunswithpercussionlocks...

!Gunswithlocksi(exceptwireless'

\locks)andsteelconevents.

Bemarks.

Gun-metal.

Gunawithwirelesslocks Gunswithtubeholders

Gunswithvent-maskingslides

GilnswithT-vents

Wiresprotectedandwhippedatsideofhead.

/1Lengthofwiresincreasedfrom18inchesto 22inches.Tobecomeobsoletewhenusedup.

Samelengthasservicetube,doublebiidge.

5inchesofoiledsilkinsulationonleadsnearthe

head,doublebridge.

Singlebridge,withnoguncottonyarnround.

Doublebridge.

Singlebridge,andcontactdiscofpuretin.

...Gun-metal.MarkIisobsolete.

...Gun-metal.

...Lengthofwiresincreasedfrom18*5inchesto

21-5inches.

...SsmelengthasServiceTube,doublebridge.

Singlebridge.

Gun-metal. Gun-metal.

Hardenedsteel.
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Table No. 16(a).

FUZKS USED WITH CERTAIN GUNS.

Distin-
Nature of fuze. 1 guishing

No.

Paragraph
in Lift of
Changes in

War i'

Xatfh.il. Nature of Ordnance with which used.

PERCUSSION.

Direct - action, with
cap.s

B.L., plain

Dire t - action, with

plug.5

Pettman'sG.S...

H.I

Small

Direct-action, delay ..

Base, largef ...

Base, medium ...

Direct-action, impact!

Base, Hotchkiss

i* i-m
6740

II. 6216
9906
10087
10172
16173

I." 10*97

IV. 2020

III. 5593
5788
0*71
i.7 4i>

7634
9906
101,2

II. 3*00

II. 2621

II* 5270
III. 5270
III.* 7175
IV. 7175

7635
8801

III. * 7230
IV. 7280

7635
8807

1017*

111.

UKIS

72*11

7035
MM71

80110

N ..V*

06 7 4

HI 011
S.l 15

ut;?i

Metal

II. 86M
9.;*0
967.1
9721

I. 9854
10172

I. * 10321
III. 103*1

II. 5944
7009

II.* 82*9
III. 7490

82*9
IV. 9451

9814

R.M.L. 64-pr. and upwards, except
9-inch II. A. guns. All rifled howit
zers. B.L. 5-inch and upwards.
R.B.L. 7-inch. See i 6740, LUt of

R.B.L. 20, 12, and 9-pr«.

R.M.L. 64-pr. and upwards. B.L.
5-inch anil upwards. B.B.L. 7-inch.
See 5 6740, LUt of Change*.

R.M.L. 12 (of 2."> and 35 tons), U, 10,
9, and 7-lnch, when firing full

charges.
To become obsolete as expended.
R.M.L. 7-pr. to 40-pr. it. B.L. 40-pr.

See § 5270, Lift of Change*. To be
replaced, so soon as existing stock
has l>ecome exh:.u*ted, by tmall

percussion.
For-'5-pr. and 40-pr. M L. and 40-pr.
R.B.L. cominon sholl, the primer,
R L. percussion, Mark I, to be used.

K.M.L. 25-pr. and under. B B.L.
40-pr. B.L. 30-pr. and 4-inch. This

fuze will take the place of the R.L.
percussion fuze when the slock of

the latter is exhausted.

Rifled howitzers, except 5-inch and

5 "4-inch.

R.M.L. 9 inch and upward*, including
9-Inch H.A. B.L. and Q.F. guns of
6-inch calibre and upwards, for use
in common pointed and armour-

piercing shells.

B.L. and Q.F. (runs, I2-pr. to 5-inch
calibre, for nse in common pointed
and armour-piercing shells, and
2 -95-inch for use in double shell.

B.L. 5-inch to K'-inch, and 10-lnch
II. A. lyddite shells.

3-pr. and G-pr. Q.F. shell.

t Mark 1. is not suitable for use with reduced charges. Set § 8652, Li*t nf Change.
% Mark I. for lyddite shells, for direct Arc. Sn § 9851, Lirt of Change*. Mark II. for lyddite

shells of 10-inch H.A. guns. See S 8630, Lift of Change*.
§ No. 1 is to be used on land fronts and No. 3 on sea fronts. •
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Table No. 16(a)—continued.

Fuzes used with Certain Guns—continued.

Distii.-
guishing

Paragraph
in List of
Changes in
War Stores.

| Nature of Ordnance with which used.Katun of fuze.

No.

Material

i

TIME.

.Armstrong, E 22 2496 Metal B.B.L. 20-pr. to9-pr. (segment).

Sensitive, middle 24 5638
5982

■ 7046

72.>1
7305
8417

■i B.M L. 12 -5-inch to 25-pr.
H.L. 12-inch to 5-inch.
R.B.L. 7-inch. All

howitzers. All star
shell. To l>e replaced,
when existing stock has
become exhausted, by
middle time and percus
sion fuze,No. 54, except
for star shells.

30-secondi H L. 40 3458 Wood All ordnance with which
15-seionds M.L. is used,
except 7-pr. shrapnel.

15-seconds MX. 41 4045
4684
4685
9621
10268

M
B.M.I.. 12-5-lniih to

11-inch, 7-inch, 80-pr.
and 64-pr., 25-pr. to
7-pr. (except 13-pr.).

Until
. stock is
expended.

1 .Vsecond« M.I,., specia 1

priming.
42 4686

4824
5061
9621

11 All R.M.I.. star shell, and
7-pr. double shell.

15-srconds, with de
tonator, Marks II.
and III.

43 4045
III. 4496

4685
9521
10268

11 R.M.L. 10 and 6 -6-inch,
40 and 13-pr. 80-pr , and
9-inch studies*, also
studded with gascheck.
R.B.L. 7-inch, 40, 12,
and 9-pr. shrapnel.

15-seconds, with de
tonator, Mark II.*

43 10353 It R.M.L. 12-5 to 10-inch, 7-inch, 64, 25,
and 7 pr. ; also 80-pr. and 9-inch,
studded. R.B.L. 7-inch, 40, 12, and

9-pr.

TIME AND I■ERCUSSK)N.

Middle 54 L» 8417
II. 8417

III. 6912
9809
9866

Metal. B.L. howitzers, 5-inch, 5 4-inch, and
6-inch, and for guns with which the
middle sensitive time fuze Is at
present used, w hen existing stock of
the latter has been expended.

Short 55 H. 5574
5982

III. 7176
7305

it R.M L. 2 5-lnch. B.L. 4-inch and
30-pr., Q.K. 12-pr., until s:ock is
expended. To be replucid by No.

56, Mark IV.

Mark IV 56 7716
9rs8

9194
9809
9856

n
B.L. 12-pr. to 4-inch Q.F. 12-pr. :ind

2-95-inch. R.M.L. 2-5-inch to

16-pr.

I

22-Mconis 57 10174 it Has been issued for special service.
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Table No. 19.

Bursting Charges of Common, Double, Armour-piercing, and

Nino Shells.

N.B.—The following are the proportions of P. and F.G. powders, to

be inserted at one time into the undermentioned shells :—

Natures. Proportion!.

13-5-inch and above about 8-lb. P. then 20-oz. F.G.

12 -5-inch to 11-inch „ 5 lb. P. „ 12-ox. F.G.

10-inch to 8-inch „ 4-lb. P. „ 10-oz. F.G.

7-inch to 4-inch „ 2-lb. P. „ S-oz. F.G.

Under 4-inch, with bag .. .. ., 1-lb. P. „ 2i-oz F.G.

111 i u I F'l' witl» P- O' Q F- »n<i then
All without bag j m, up the inter8£oe, with F <j

Nature of Shell.
Approximate

bursting charges.

B.L., 18 25-

inch

B.L., 135-

inch

B.L., 12-inch

B.L., 10-inch i

B.L., 9-2-inch

B.L., 8- inch

feast steel, Mark III ■• •■

i forged steel, Mark II .. ..

I pointed, cast steel, Mark I . . . . . .

" cast steel, Mark I and II.. .. .. ..

pointed, cast steel, Marks I, II, III, and IV ..

A.P., Mark I

iron, light, Mark II

forged steel, light, Mark III

cast steel, light, Mark IV

,, „ Mark V . .

pointed, cast tteel, light, Mark I .. ..

„ Marks III, IV

A.P. light, Murk I

pointed, cast steel, heavy, Marks I and III

„ Marks IV and V . .

L A.P. heavy, Mark I

cast steel, Mark I . .

pointed, cast steel, Marks I, III, and IV

A.P., Mark I

iron, Mark VII

forged steel, Mark III

cast steel, Mark IV .. .. .. ..

„ Mark V

pointed, cast steel, Marks I, II, III, IV, and V

I A.P., Marks I and II

iron, Mark II .. >• .. . . «.

forged steel, Mark III .. ..

cast steel, Mark IV

pointed, cast steel, Marks I, II, III, IV, and V

A.P., Mark I

C.S. special for Marks VII and VIIa, guns

Mark II and III.

pointed C.S. special for Marks VII and VIIa

guns Mark I.

A.P., Mark I

( iron, Mark III .. ..

cost Bteel, Mark V. .

Marks VI and VIII

B.L., Q.F., or ; pointed, cast steel, Marks I, II, and III
Q.F.C.,6-inch'i " ' "

B.L., 5-4-inch

Marks IV and V

steel A.P., Mark I.,

i, » n II and III

|_ howitzer, cast steel, Mark I

lb. OK,

17'J 4

1S7 8

1*2 0

85 9

84 8

62 8

:tL 8

'.'5 0

711 0

79 0

77 4

76 13

33 0

80 4i

S3 4

42 8

37 12

37 5

25 O

IS 8

33 0

31 14

SI 14

80 0

18 0

18 8

29 O

18 8

18 5

10 8

IS 131

16 ct

0 0

7 »;

0 l

9 13

9 4

8 It

4 4

5 8

14 7

6 m
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Table No. 19—continued.

Bursting Charges of Common, Double, Armour-piercing, ixl> King

Shells—continued.

Nature of Shell.
Approximate

bursting charges.

{iron, Mark III

forged steel, Mark IV

Marks V and VII ..

pointed, cast steel, Marks I and II

fforged steel, A.P.. Mark III

Marks IV and V ..

Q.F. 4 7-inch -! iron, Mark II

I cast steel, Mark III

l_ „ Marks IV and VI ..

B.L. 30-pr , cast steel, Mark I

{iron, Mark III

forged steel, Mark IV

Marks V, VI, VII ..

pointed, east steel, Marks I, II, and III

Q.F. or Q.F.C., 4-inch, forgdd steel, A.P., Marks II and III

nT ,„ / cast steel, Mark I
Q.F.12-pr. | n Marks II, III, and IV

R.M.L.

17 72-inch iron, Mark I

C.S., Mark II

16-inch iron, Mark II

C.S., pointed, Mark III

fstudded, iron, Mark I . .

studless, iron, Mark I . .

125-inch-1 C.S., Mark II

| C.S., Mark III

^pointed, Mark I. .

rne l \ studded, iron, Mark III
f35-ton ^ stndleM) ir0lli Mart i

Jstudded, Mark I and II

studies?, iron, Mark I
12-inch

1 C.S., Mark II.

I pointed, Mcrk I

f studded, iron, Mark I ..

I studless, iron, Mark I ..

11-inch J. „ C.S., Mark II

Mark III

pointed, Mark I. . .. ..

studded, Mark II

Mark III

studies?, iron, Mark I ..

10-inch -j „ C.S., Mark IT

„ Mark III

pointed, Mark I. . .. ..

H.A. iron, Mark I . . . •

studded; iron, Mark VI

studless, iron, Mark I .. .. ..

9-inch.. ■{ „ cast steel, Mark II ..

„ pointed, heavy, Mark I

(^pointed, Mark I. .

Ib. oz.

4 131

1 12

C, 15

6 3

1 15

1 IS

2 16}

4 4

4 Sj

,'i 0

1 (i

2 9i

3 8

2 0

0 131

1 8

1 3

106

194

75

112

35

37

95

88

75

49 12

34 10

47 0

28 2

03 61

61 11

37 9

27 0

65 8

61 10

52 8

27 0

26 15

23 8

48 0

46 0

42 12

23 14

16 15

17 0

27 12

24 8

27 8

(5581)



'J able No. 19—continued.

Bursting Charges ok Common', Douhle, Armour-piercing and Rim;

She i.i.s — continued.

Nature of Shell.

(" gun, studded iron, Mark IIT ..

gun, pointed, Mark I . . . . . .

.„ - , gun, studded, iron, Mark III ..
-mc ,. . now[(.zer> 46 cwt, etudded iron, Mark II

howitzer, iron, studless, Mark II ..

Jiowitzer, cast steel, studless, Mark III

— . k r common, studded, iron, Mark VI

\ double, ntudded, iron, Mark IV ..

■C'6-inch gun or howitzer, studless, iron, Mark II

6'3-inch howitzer, studless, iron, Mark II

J studded, iron, Mark HI .. ..
ou-pr. .. ^stlldIe38) iroll) Mark n

•G4-pr., Btudded, iron, Mark VII . .

40-pr., „ „ Maik II

40-pr., „ ,, Mark III

25-pr., „ ,, Mark II .. .. ..

16-pr., studded, iron, Mark lit

13-pr., „ iron, Mark I

3-pr., studded, iron, Mark V

— J common, iron, Mark IV .. . ■

" I double, iron, Mark V .. ..

2'5-inch, ring shell, Mark I*

K.B.L.

- ■ , f iron, 98 lb
/-men .. g3 lb M>j.k j ^ n

40-pr... {"on.MarkKO.O. ..

1 l_iron, Mark II . .

20-pr., iron, N.8., Mark III

• E.L.G.5 and R.F.G. powders.
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Forgedsteel,B.C.in

shalloonbug.

Forgedsteel,B.C.loose

intincup.

Forgedsteel.Groovefor

D.B.undercut. F.S.baseburster.

Forgedsteel.Bullets

inwirecage.

Forgedsteel.Bullets

inwirecage.

Forged-teei.Bullet-*

intincage.

Forgedsteel.Groove GrooveforD.B.under

cut.

Toliecomeobsolete

whenusedup.

Materialand
Remarks.

lorD.B.undercut. Bulletsinwirecage.

Tincage.

Narrowband.
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Table No. 27.

Common and Doodle Shell (Studded) R.M.L. Heavy Guns.

(5S€1) 2 l 2



Table

Common and Double Shell

Calibre and Mark.

12 -5-inch, Mark I ...

12-inch, 35-ton, Mark I

.. II

., HI

12-inch, 25-ton, „ I

„ II
11-inch, Mark I

10-inch 1 M 1

M II

9-inch, Mark
III

I

*• ii II

• • ii III

>i IV

" ii V

u 'i VI

8- inch, ii I

M n II

ii n III

7-inch, ii I

„ ii II

,. III

t. " IV

., M V

11 VI

Double, Mark I

., II

I"

., IV

a

u
S3

5

.1375

30.15

JUS

2557
2055

3378

1766
2655
m!>7
2378
2655

252 I
2655

:(l!'7

:

:!7P0

1338 and

2356
1518 and
2356

1765 and
2655

1188 and

2.150

1210 and
2356

1341 and
2356

1518 and
2356

1765 and
2055
5370

1339 and
2356

1518 and
2356

1705 and
2055

M70

— .-

inches.

36 03

34 -45

34'45

34 -45

90 -0

80 0
34 -•

30-55

30 55

Diameters.

± -01
12 :l

11 -92

11-92

11-92

11-92

11 -92
10 -92

9-0!

9-92

24-5

24-0

24-0

24-17

20-05

20-05

20 05

20-1

20-4

20 '4

27-2

27-2

27-2

27-2

7 -92

7-92

7-92

6-92

6-92

6-92

6-92

6-92

6-92

6-92

6-92

6-92

6-92

Thickness of Metal. £3 =

;

Walls.

inches, im-hcs. indies'.

a it ^

± -05
12 -85

12-35

12-35

12-35

12-35
11-35

II '31

6-61

8 -SI

8-31

7-31

7 31

7-31

7-31

7-81

7-81

7-31

7-81

7'81

7-31

2 M

2 '2

2-2

2-2

1 W
2-15

10 35 1 -95

10-35 ! 1-95

ii".

.135

335

335

IB

15

15

15

15

16

0

0

1-0

1-0

inches, inches. lb. oz.

3-1 3-4 780 8

2-4 1 3-0

2 1

2-4

12-35 1-96 1-96

3-0

a -o

3 0

575 0

575 3

573 0

4.59 6

1-96 3 0 457 6

2-4 j 2-75 506 4
To be brok en up.

2 15 2 15 377 12

2-15 ' 2-15 I 376 5

To be brok en up.

2-0

1-335

1 335

1-336

1-18

1-16

116

115

115

1-19

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

2 m

2-0

2-0

2-0

1 -75

1-78

1-75

1-78

1-78

1-78

2-0

2-0

2-0

2-0

238 0

167 0

167 0

166 0

106 12

100 12

106 12

106 12

106 14

106 12

146 12

146 12

145 6

146 12

N.B.— x indicates that the studs are formed to correspond to the curve of the groove instead of
being concentric with the projectiles as in previous patterns, and in all but 7-inch projectiles previous
to 8,3/72; it also indicates that they are of hard alloy, viz. : 7 of copper to 1 of tin. Soft alloy, viz, :
10 of copper to 1 of tin was approved for all natures on the above date. Soft studs are indicated by the
date marked on them being subsequent to the above date.

On 20, 12, 72 it was ordered that all common shell for the Woolwich guns should be marked on the base
with the day and month of casting, and calibre ; the 12-inch being followed with " 25 ton," or " 35 ton,'"
the date when finished being marked on the stud as usual.
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No. 27.

(Stodded) R.M.L. Heavy Guns.

£
:-=■<

lb. oz.

35 4*

38 4

38 4

49 12«

47 0*

47 0*
37 9*

W.O.

27 0*

26 16*

g S«
goJ-

v iJ g
" * K

j, ^
" 'S■3 >. C
3 o 3

53

lb. oz.

809 12 Swedged

C13 4 „

811 7 | „

614 0 I „

497 2 j t.

! 496 0
530 6 , »

24/' 5/81.

398 0

397 5

W.O. [Appl., 24/5/81

16 15* 12 „

14 9 181 9 Screwed

14 9 181 • Swedged

17 12* 181 2 ii

9 4 116 2 Strewed

9 4 116 0 ii

9 4 116 0 ii

9 4 116 0 Swedged

9 4 116 2 it

11 1» 116 2 n

13 3 159 15 Screwed

13 3 159 IS Swedged

12 12 158 12 n

15 11" 159 8

Yes

Marks on One Bear
Stud are the Date of

Manufacture.

Remarks.

Date and x

Date and x
("35 ton "on every
alternate stud.)
Date and x
('* .15 ton" on ever)'
alternate stud.)
Date and x
(4t 35 ton "on every

alternate stud.)
Date and x

Date and x
Date and x

Date and x

Date and x

V L'S

Date and x

Nil

Date and x

Date and x

Nil

Nil

Nil

Date and x

Date and x

Date and x

Nil

Date and x

Date and x

Date and x

Three rings of studs. Has bands front and
rear. Diameter over bands 12'425 inches. Is
fitted for gas-check.

Two rings of studs. Since converted to If.

Three rings of studs. Altered to take gas-
check.

Three rings of studs. Fitted for gas-check
with hole through base.

Altered to take gas-check.

Fitted for gas-check with hole through base.
Altered to take gas-check.

Thicker walls. Altered to take gas-check.

Fitted for gas-check with hole through base.

Has bands, front and rear. Diameter over
bands, 8 925 inches. Is fitted for gaa-clicck.

Studs placed at a constant distance apart.

Unloading hole.

Three extractor holes. Thisshell hasthe Moor-
son, bush, and requires a O S. adapter. For
practice only.

Three extractor holes, countersink '1 inch, and
G.S. bush.

Two extractor holes and countersink *2 inch.

Studs placed at < anstant distance apart.

Unloading hole.

..' Gun-metal bush extended over nose, no un

loading hole.

Studs placed at constant distance apart.

Unloading hole.

Gun-metal bush extended over nose, no un

loading hole.

Unloading holes discontinued 27 1/73 § 2426, without a change of pattern.
Some Mark II 7-inch double shell were made with rounded base, and advance numeral stamped on

a front stud. § 1776.

Each shell is marked on one front stud with its numeral: thus £

The weights of filled shell do not include gas-checks, plugs, nuts, bags, or fuze-hole plugs, Ac.
Shells altered to take gas-checks have a star in addition to original numeral : thus II*.
• P. mixture.
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Strongerbush.Fittedforgas-check.

Threeringsofstuds.Diameteroyer

bands11925inches.

i
Tworingsofstuds.

Threeringsofstuds.

MarkonaBear

Stud.

TheDatereferring

tothe

Manufactureof eachindividual

Date,xandI Date,xandII
Date,xandIII...

"35-ton,"onevery

alternatestud Date,xandII...

"35-ton,"onevery

alternatestud Date,xandIII...

"35-ton,**onevery

alternatestud Date,xandIV...

"35-ton,"onevery

Date,xandII...
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TableNo.30.

Shell,R.M.L.,Palliser,Studless.

Remarks.

Forbasefuze.

tl•!

tl>»

IIIt

II»!

ItIt

Total Weight. lb.oz. 1,7000 8180 6140 5480 4100 2560

Bursting
Charce.

P.andF.G.
lboz. 218 106 73 711 411 33

ThicknessofMetal.
Base.

inches.
4-0 30 30

2-88
2-7 25

Walls(mini-

niam;.
inches. 3-948

3-2 31 2-8 2-7
2115

Diameters.

Bands. Inches. 15-955
12-44 11-94

10955 9-955 8-955

Lengthin
inches.

Body.
inches. litis

12-3 11-8
10-88 9-88 8-87

§Changesin WarStores.

43'45 34'45
29-0 30-0

27-00 21-65

8438
...

8438 8438 8438

Dateof Approval.

1/1,95. 1/1/95 1/1/95 1/1/95 1/1/95 1/1/95

Mark. Ill
IV IV IV :v IV

Calibre.

10-Inch

12-5-inch

12-inch,35-ton 12-inch,25-ton

11-inch...« 10-inch
9-Inch
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Table No. 32.

Pai.usek Shot (Studded), R.M.L. Heavy Gcns.
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Table

Pallisee Shot (Studded),

 

la fi
Diameters.

Thickness
of Metal.

f

ApproximateCapa cityforBursting Churge,Shell
Q

Calibre and Hark.

a
%

■H

Wulls
(minimum).

i LI,

it
A

5 35
Body. m

i
i!3i
<3

J
■

ina. ins. ina. Ins. ins. lb. oi. lb. 01.

± -01 ± -005 ± 1-5

to -015 percent.

12-inch, 25-ton, Mark 1* 1707 26-0 11-92 12-35 4-935 2-3 COO 0 ...

ii ii ii H 1872 26-2 11-92 12-35 4-935 2-3 CC0 0 -

i» n n HI 2038 28-15 11-925 12-35 3-0 2-85 COO 9 ...

ii ii »i IV 2203 28-15 11-925 12-35 3 0 2-85 596 4 7 12

ti i» *i \ ... 3379 2815 12-35 596 4 7 12

10 inch, Mark !• 1678 24-5 9 92 10-35 3-935 2-3 400 0 ...

ii ii II 1872 24-5 9-92 10-35 3-935 23 400 0 ...

., in 2039 25 8 9 -925 10 35 2-8 2-5 400 0

„ IV 2107 25-8 9-925 10-35 2-8 2-5 400 8 4 0

ii ii v... ... 3379 25-8 9-925 10-35 ... 400 8 4 0

9-inch, Mark 1* 1518 18-8 8'92 9-31 250 0 ...

., H« 1765 19 0 8-92 9-31 ... 250 0 ...

., I"t 1872 19-1 8-92 9-31 250 0 ...

„ ivt M. 8-92 9-31 250 0 ...

11 11 V 2222 20 85 8-925 9-31 2-15 2 0 244 8 3 12

VI... 3379 20-85 8-925 9 31 ... ... 244 8 3 12

•inch, Mark I 1518 17-15 7-92 8-31 ... ... 180 0 ...

„ II 17G5 17-39 7 92 8-31 ... ISO 0 ...

,. "I 1872 17-4 7-92 8-31 180 0 ...

„ IV 2222 18-8 7-925 8-31 1 92 2-0 176 0 2 10

7-inch. Mark I ... ... E xperiment al, only

., II 1340 14-0 6-92 7-31 115 0 ...

„ I" 1518 14-55 6-92 7-31 115 0 "'

,, .. iv 1765 14-7 6-92 7-31 116 0

„ V 1872 14-7 6-92 7-31 ... 115 0 ...

.. VI 2222 16-1 6-925 7-31 1-685 1-6 112 0 1 10.

By § 3560. Palliser shot 12-inch Mark VI, 10-inch Mark VI, 9-inch
7-lnch Hark VII are introduced.

• To be broken up, W.O. Appl. 24/5/81. Those in E.A. charge to

73/3/4867.
t Take special wrought-iron gas-check plug.

Mark VII, 8-inch Mark V.

be kept as a reserve. W.O.
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No. 32

R.M.L. Heavy Guns.

 

1

Baseroundedoff.

BandroundShoulder

andBase.

BodiescastinSand.
Mark on

a Bear Stud, the

■
Studs.

Date
referring to the
Manufacture

of each
individual Shot.

Remarks.

I

diameter.

11

11

11

Hard Tea

it

Yes

No

No

Yes

Date and x Base closed with a wrought-iron pin*
swedged into an undercut: requires
strengthening plug. 8 2040.

11 Date, x, and II ... Base closed with a bush and screw
plug of wrought iron. No key
hole in plug.

Soft Date, x, and III ... Do., and enlarged core.

n ii

m

ii ti tt

it

Date, x , and IV ...

Date, x , and V ...

Do., do., and gun-metal plug with

n

keyhole. Red lacquer.
Stronger bush in base.

H Hani i. Yes No Date and x Base closed, same as 12-inch, I.

11 it it No Yes Date, x , and II ... It

11 Soft .. it Tt Dale, x , and III ... in.

H it it tl Date, x.and IV ... IV.

11 Date, x , and V ...

Date and x

,, ,, stronger
bush in base.

Base closed, same as 12-inch, I.n Hard No Yes No

'i n Yes n ti Date and x

u ii ii No Yes Date, x, and III ... II.

ii ... It 1!  II.

14 Soft it 11 11 Date, x, and V ... IV.

ii

U

Date, x , and VI ...

Date and x

„ stronger

Hard No Yes No
bush in base.

u It Yes it .1 Date and x Base closed, same as 12-inch, I.

1] I, it No Yes Date, x , and III ... II.

1} Soft ti ii It Date, x , and IV ... IV.

a few is sues.

1 Soft No No No Nil Solid shot, practice only.

■1 it ti Yes tl Date and x Base closed,same as 12 inch, I.

u it Yes ft 11 Date and x I.

li ii 11 No Yes Date, x , and V ... n.

11 •■ » Date, x , and VI ... ii ,i IV.

N.3.—The marks on the rear stud are similar to those on the Palliser shell, table p. 523 tt no.,
and have the same meaning. On the base of Palliser shot manufactured since 1872 will be found the
mark, Palliser shot, followed by the caltbre, K.L., date, numeral indicating pattern, and letter
indicating the nature of iron used. Thus a 10-ineh Palliser shot cast on the 1st January would be
marked: Pal', shot, 10-in., B.L. {. B.C. IV. The letters B.C. standing for Bidsdale and
Cwmbran.
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Table No. 47.

Combustible Compositions for Laboratory Stores.

Carcass Composition :— ]j, 0I_ Stars for all Star Shell :— Jb oz

Saltpetre, ground . . . . 0 4

Sulphur, ground . . . . 2 8

Kosin, pounded . . . . 1 14

Antimonv, Sulphide of .. 0 10

Tallow, Russian .. .. 0 10

Turpent ne, Venice .. .. 0 10

Nitrate of Baryta .. .. 1 11

Nitrate of Potash .. .. 12

Magnesium Powder coated

with Paraffin* . . . . 18

Add 3 per cent, boiled Linseed Oil.

P0BTFIBB8.

Common Port firrs :— lb. oz.

Saltpetre, ground . . . . 6 0

Sulphur, ground .. .. 2 0

Powder, mealed, cjlinder . . 14

Long, Short, and Coast Guard Lights,

and Lights for Wrecks .— jD ot

Saltpetre, ground .. ,. 17 8

Sulphur, ground .. .. 4 6

Orpiment, red . . . . 14

Light, Illuminating Wrecks, Mark Fr/zs Composition.

1V :~ lb. or.

Saltpetre, ground . . . . 0 0

Sulphur, ground .. .. 1 12

Orpiment, red . . . . 0 9

15 Seconds:— j0 oz

Saltpetre, ground . . . . 3 0

Magnesium Light for | lb. Light

Rocket:— lb oz

Powder, mealed, R.F.G.= . . 2 3

Magnesium powder . . . . 18

Chlorate of Potash . . . . 12

Nitrate of Baryta .. .. 1

30 Seconds:- lb. oz.

Saltpetre, ground . . . . 4 7

Sulphur 1 Hi

Oil, Linseed, boiled . . .. 0 3
Powder, mealed, R.F.G.J . . 2 2

Fdzes, Metal.

Nature.

Powder,

Prism1, Brown,

Waltliam

Abbey, about.

Time Sensitive Middle I . .

„ and Percussion, Middle I ..

„ „ Short II . .

"I ••

No. 5fi IV

Powder,

R.F.G.2,

Mealed,

about.

lb. oz. lb. ox.

5 10 6 8

6 0 4 0

•1 6 3 3

4 11 3 3

4 11 3 3

* The Magnesium Powder is immersed in melted paraffin so as to coat each

grain of the powder. The paraffin so taken up amounts to about i of the weight

of the unprepared powder. The wsights given above are the weights of the

prepared powder.
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Table No. 47—continued.

Combustible Compositions for Laboratory Stores—continued.

Rockets.

War Rocket:—
24- pb.

lb.

Saltpetre, ground .. 64 '75

Sulphur, ground .. 14'75

Charcoal, Alder, ground 20 "5

9-PB.

lb.

8-75

2 0

2'5

Signal Rocket Composition :—

Saltpetre, ground

Sulphur, ground

Charcoal, Dogwood

lb. oz.

8 0

2 0

3 0

Tor Quick Pellet for Rocket, Life-

Sa"ne :- lb. oz.

Saltpetre, ground .. .. 8 SH

Charcoal, Alder, ground .. 2 1

Sulphur, ground . . . . 1 13i

Rocket, Life-Saving :— QZ

Saltpetre, ground .. .. 7 0

Ohorcoil, Alder, ground . . 3 4

Sulphur, ground . . . . 2 0

Rocket, Buoyant :— Qz

Sa'tpelru, ground .. .. 7 12

Charcoal, Alder, ground .. 3 0

Sulphur, ground . . , . 2 0

Composition for

Rocket :—

Stars of Signal

lb. oz.

Saltpetre, ground . . . . 8 0

Sulphur, ground . . . . 2 0

Antimony, Suiphidc of ..20

Isinglass 0 3}

Spirits, methylated . . . . pint 1

Vinegar .. . . . . qrt. 1

Powder, L.G., mealed for lb. oz.

priming .. . . .. 10

Star?, Incendiary, for Shells : —

lb. ox.

India-rubber solution .. 0 2

Powder, mealed .. 0 6

Saltpetre, ground .. 0 1

Ok

Naphthalene . . . . .. 0 ot

1

Match.

Slow Match :—

Hemp, Yarn, pure, Russian lb. 100

Ashes, "Wood.. .. bushel 1

Water . . . . gals. 50

<}uick Match :—

Cotton Wick

Gum Arabic . .

Powder, mealed, L.G.

Water, distilled

2tlircads.

lb. oz.

2 0

0 10i

18 0

8 pints

3 threads,

lb. oz.

3 0

1 0

26 0

12 pints

4 threads,

lb. oz.

1 10

0 11

20 0

8 pints

6 threads. 10 thread?.

lb.

2

0

20

oz.

2

12

0

lb.

2

0

24

oz.

7

13

0

0 pints 10 pints

Coloured Fibbs.

Blue:— „ .

Chlorate of Potash 50 l)er <*nt-

Gum 8'iellac, prepared 10 Por

Basic Carbontte of Copper 8 Per cent-

4 G per cent, copper.

Calomel 32 Per cent-

Green - »>■ «■ *■

Chlorate of Baryta

„ „ Vo.ash 3 0 0

Gum Shellac, prepared .. .. •* l v v

Nitrate of Strontic, pulverised 2?2

Calomel •• •■ J » *

Dextrine S in

Gum Shellac, pale <| 9 0

Sulphide of Copper, fused ° 2 U

Chlorate of Potash, ground Z 7 0
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Table No. 47—continued.

Combustible Compositions fob Laboratory Stores—continued.

Detokatinq Compositions.

Ferris.

Detonating Composition for Boxer, 5,

9, and 15 seconds Time - Fuze,

B L- :_ Parts.

Potash, Chlorate of . . . . 6

Antimony, Sulphide of . . 4

Mercury, Fulminate of . . 4

Damped with vamieh, of spirits,

methylated, I pint, shellac 645 grains,

in the proportion of 24 minims to 100

grains of composition.

Composition for Percussion Caps for

8. A., M.G., and aiming rifle powder

cartridges, ETime, B.L. sma II, B.L.

plain, Direct Action, D.A. Delay,

and Base Percussion, and Time and

Percussion Fuies :— jb oz

Mercury, Fulminate of ..06

Potash, Chlorate of .. .. 0 6

Antimony, Sulphide of . . 0 4

Composition for Percussion Caps of

C and 8-pr. Q.F. :— parts

Potish, Chlorate of . . . . 12

Antimony, Sulphide of . . 18

Mealed powder . . . . 1

Sulphur . . , . . . 1

Ground glass. . . . . . 1

for Pettman

Parts.

12

Detonating Composition

Percussion Fuzes :—

Potash, Chlorate of . .

Antimony, Sulphide of . . 12

Sulphur, ground . . . . 1

Powder, mealed, L.G. , . 1

Damped with varnish, of spirits,

methylated, 1 pint, shellac 112 grains,

in the proportion of 40 minims to 100

grains of composition.

Tubes.

Detonating Composition for Copper

Friction Tube :— jb 0I

Potash, Chlorate of .. .. 0 6

Antimony, Sulphide of .. 0 6

Sulphur, ground . . . . 0 01

Damped with spirits, methylated, 1

quart, shellac 44S grains, in the propor

tion of 200 minims to 1,003 grains of

composition.

Detonating Composition for Quill and T,

V., and M. Friction Tubes :—

lb. oz.

Potash, Chlorite of .. .. 0 6

Antimony, Sulphide of . . 0 6

Sulphur, ground . . . . 0 0}

Powder, mealed . . . . 0 04

Glass, ground. . . . .. 0 Oj

Damped with spirits, methylated, I

quart, shellac 44S grains, in the propor

tion of 200 minims to 1,000 grains of

composition.

Composition for Percussion Caps for

Cordite S.A., and M.G. Car-

tridges :—
Parts.

Chlorate of Potash .. 14

Sulphide of Antimony .. 18

Fulminate of Mercury 8

Mealed powder 1

Composition for Caps and Detonator

Parts.
of Fuze, 1-pr. Q.F. :-

Potash, Chlorate of . . . . 18

Antimony, Sulphide of .. 12

Mealed powder .. .. 1

Sulphur .. .. .. 1

Ground Glass . . . . 1
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Table No. 48.

Paints and other Non-combustible Compositions fob Laboratory

Stores.

Taint for Projectiles :— Red for Lyddite Shells : - lb. oz.

Varnish, gold size . . . . 0 3J

First Coal. lb. oz.

Magnetic oxide . . . . 7 0

Lead, red, dry .. .. 7 0

Oil, linseed, boiled . . . . qrts. 2J

Turpentine, spirits . . . . „ If
Black for 6 and 3-pr. Q.F. Shells :—

Second Coat. lb. oz.

Magnetic oxide . . . . 14 0
lb. Oi.

Driers, pitent .. .. 1 12

Oil, linseed, boiled .. . . qrts. 2J

Turpentine, spirits .. „ If

Vegetable Black . . . . 10

„ gold size 1

Turpentine pint 1

Lead colour for 15-pr. B.L. Shrapnel

Shells :—

Stone, Colour for Brass Pentagon,-

Plain and Corrugated Rectangular

Powder Cases, and Zinc Cylin

der- lb. oz.

lb. oz.

White lead, ground . . . . 14 0

Lamp, black, dry . . . . 0 8

Driers, patent . . . . 18

Oil, linseed, raw . . pints 2}

Turpentine H
Varnish, copal . . . . qrts. 3

White :— lb. oz.

Lead, white, ground. . . . 16 12

Driers, patent .. .. 1 12

Oil, linseed, raw . . . . qrt. 1

Turpentine, spirits . . . . pint $

Turpentine, spirits . . . . „ 2

Black for B.L. plain Percussion

Fuze, Bodies of Quill, and Copper

Friction Tubes :—

lb. oz.

Red for heads of Shrapnel :— jD oz

Lead, red, dry .. .. 11 4

Driers, patent , . . . 1 12

Oil, linseed, raw . . . . pints It

Turpentine, spirits . . „ j

Black, vegetable . . . . 0 8

Litharge .. .. 0 8

Varnish, copal . . . . qrte. 3

Turpentine, spirits 2

Gold size pints 1*

Red for Marking :— lb. oz.

Vermilion .. .. .. 10

Thick Brown Varnish :— lb. oz.

Shellac, gum 16 0

Red lead 10
Spirits, methylated . . . . gals. 2

Driers, patent . . . . 0 4

Oil, linseed, raw . . . . pint i

Turpentine 4 Thin Brown Varnish :— -lb. oz.

Spirits, methylated . . . . gals. 2

Yellow for Practice :— lb. oz.

Driers, patent .. .. 0 4

Chrome, lemon . . . . 0 1

Oil, linseed, raw . . . . pint 1

Shfllac Putty :— lb. oz.

Spirits, methylated . . . . qrt. 1

Yellow for Lyddite Shells :—

lb. oz. Paste :— lb. or..

Alum, pounded . . ■ . 0 1

Ochre, yellow stone . . . . 0 10

Varnish, copal . . . . gills 1J

Turpentine i
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Table No. 48—continued.

Paints and other Non-combustible Compositions for Laboratory

Stores—continued.

Flesh Colour for Common Portfire,

Ac. :—

lb. oz.

Lead, white, ground . . ..20 0

„ red, dry . . . . 0 4

" Shellac, gum 10 0

Spirits, methylated gals. 3

Drab Colour for Long. Short, Signal, and

Coast Gunrd Lights, and 1 lb. and

i lb. Signal Coloured Rockets :—

lb. ox.

Lead, while, ground.. ..20 0

Shellac, gum 10 0

Spirits, methylated .. .. gals. 3

Biajk for Body of Wood Fuze :

Black, lamp ..

Shellac', gum . .

Spirits, methylated

lb. oz.

2 0

10 0

gale. 3

eads of Signal Coloured

1 lb. and i lb. :—

/Vermilion . . . .

. Shellac, gum . .

I Spirits, methylated

f Ultramarine . .

< Shellac, gum

|_ Spirits, methylated

f Green, Brunswick. .

Green < Shellac, gum

(.Spirits, methylated

Red

Blue

Kockets,

lb. oz.

. 3 0

4 0

gal. 1

lb. oz.

0 8

1 4

qrt. 1

lb. oz.

3 0

5 0

gal.l

List of Ingredients used for the

Paint of M.L. and B.L. Wood Time

Fuzes :—

("Lead, white lb. 10

_ , , f J Shellac „ 5
BodyofFuze«jSpirit8j methj.

t lalcd .. gals. H

iVermilion lb. 3

Shellac „ 4

Spirits, methy

lated gal. 1

("Blue, ultra-

For J marine. oz. 4

! figures j Oil, raw pint 1

(.Turpentine gill 01

6B J! J
a SH

en u S
= 3 .

Red for outside of Ca?e of Hale's

War, Boxer Life-SaTing and

Buoyant Rockets and Light-

Illuminating Wrecks :—

lb. oz.

Lead, red 3 0

„ white 10

Litharge . . . . ..04

Copperas . . . . ,.02

Oil, Linseed, boiled . . . . pint 1

Luting, Mark I :—

Tallow "I _ , .
Beeswax }E1uo1 Par'9-

Luting, Mark III :— Parts

Whiting 80

Mineral jelly .. .. .. 20

Castor oil .. .. . . 1

Black Paii;t for Iron Burster :—

lb. oz.

..3 0

.. 1 0

. . pints 3

.. ,. 3

Black, lamp . . ..

Litharge . . . .

Oil, linseed, boiled ..

Turpentine, spirits ..

The second coat is Brunswick black.

Thick Black Paint for Ring round

Cap of Wood Fuze :—

lb. oz.

Shellac, gum . . . . . . 10

Black, lamp 0 8

Sp rits, methylated .. ..pints 1J

and Silk over

of Pettman

Vnrnish for the Gut

Detonating Ball

Fuzes :—

lb. oz.

Shellnc, gum 0 8i

Spirits, methylated . . . . qrt. I

Transparent Lacquer for Brass Work :—

lb. oz.

Seed lac 6 0

Turmeric .. .. .. 2 8

Spirits, methylated . . . . gals. 5

Thinned luting equal parts, Mark III, luting and mineral jelly.
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Table No. 48—continued.

Paints and other Non-combustible Compositions fob Laboratory

Stores—continued.

Fuze Grease :—
■Anti-rorrosive for inside of Boxer

Life-Saving Rocket Case, and

Lights Illuminating Wrecks :—

lb. oz.

Tallow, Russian . . . . 3 0

Beeswax 3 4
Copal Tarnish .. .. pints Ok

Lacquer for inside of Shells for

Billed Guns :—

Turpentine, spirits . . . . „ 1 1

Lead, while, dry .. .. lb. 7

lb. oz.

Brown, Spanish . . . . 2 0

Plaster of Paris . . . . 10

Turpentine, spirits . . . . pint Oi

White, for Case of Signal Rocket : —

lb. oz.

Lead, white, ground . ■ . tiO 0

Ultramarine . . . . ..04

Shellac, gum 10 0

Varnish, for insido of Lyddito Shell :— Spirits, methylated . . . . gals. 3

lb. oz.

Methylated spii its .. . . qrts. 5

Composition for Lubricating Fuzes,

Shell Plugs, «fcc. :—

Lubricant for Lids, Q.F. cartridges and

R.B.L. guns Lubricator :—

Luting oil .. .. .. 17 parte.

Pet'man cement for waterproofing

purfoscs:-
Waterproof Varnish for Percussion

Caps :—

lb. oz.

lb. oz. Methjlated f-pirits (1 gal.) .. 8 4

Tar Storkl olm (J gal.) .. 5 0

Red Venetian . . . . 20 12Spirits, methylated . . . . gal. 1

Kit Composition No. 1 (for use hot) :—

lb. Kit composition No. 2 (for use oold) :—

Tar, Stockholm . . . . qrt. 1
Pitch, Swedish .. .. 30

Tallow, Russian . . . . 7i

Beeswax .. .. .. 30
Spirits, methylated. . .. gal. i

Paint for Lyddite Shells.

1st Coat. 2nd Coat.

3 lbs.

1} pints.

1} giH».

li gills.

mi.

2 lbs.

li gills.Oil, linseed, boiled (special, without lead)

mi.

If gilU.

1 lb.

mi. 2j pints.

It is very important that the ingredients employed in paints for lyddite shell

should be quite free from lead, and supplies obtained at Woolwich for this

purpose are chtmically analysed to guard against tLe presence of lead. Paint, or

the ingredients for making up paint for lyddite shells, should, therefore, only be

obtained from Woolwich.
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Analysis of Mktals.

No. 1. GuHmelal.

I'sed for bodies, of fuzes :—

Parts.

Copper . . . . . . 87

Tin 3-6

Zin; 6 0

Lead . . . . . . 3 "3

So. 3. Gunmetal.

Used for fillings of Q.F. boxes :—

Parts.

Copper not less than . . 84

Tin 9 ± 1

Zinc not more tlinn . . . . 3

Lead 3

Drawn Gunmetal.

An alternative with No. 1 :—

Parts.

Copper !>0

Tin 7

Zinc 3

Iron and 1 ea I traces.

Torgeable Alloy.

Uted for composition ring T and P

fiues : —

Parts.

Copper . . . . . . 60

Zinc I)

Lead 2

Aluminium .. .. . . 0 '25

Brass.

For lubes :—

lb.

Copper 70

Zinc 30

Brass.

For parts of fuzes, i.e., dome, &c : —

Parts.

Copper . . . . . . 65 t j 70

Spelter 95 to 30

White Metal.

Lids, Q.F. cartridges :—

Parts.

Tin 4

Zinc . . . . . . . . 1

Mixed Metal.

For shrapnel bulleto :—

Parts.

Lead . . . . . . . . 4

Antimony .. .. .. 1

12 and 15-pr., 7 parts lead, i ^-inch

Mark III, 9 parts.
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INDEX.

* This sign shows that the store in question is illustrated by a woodcut.

t This sign shows that the store in question is illustrated by a plate.

A.

Page

Adapters, fuze-hole, G.S. • 1*3

• „ for base of shell 205, 206

• „ for Q.F. or Q..F.C. cartridges 316

Air-spacing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 37

Ammunition for Q.F. and Q.F.C. guns 299-338

„ aiming rifles, machine guns and small arms .. .. 384-413

Antimony, sulphide of . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • 30

Apparatus, cutting cordite .. .. .. .. . - •• •■ 58

,, cutting wet guncotton .. .. .. .. .. •• IS

„ filling cartridges with prism powder . . . . . . . . 50

t ,, mixing fulminate of mercury .. .. .. .. 32

Armour-piercing shell .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 211,212

„ shot 219,220

Attachment of lead coats, R.B.L. projectiles . . .. .. .. 281,282
•Augmenting strips for B.L. projectiles.. .. .. .. .. •• 199

B.

Bags, burster, common, common ptd. A.P. and Palliser shells . . 352, 333

shrapnel 353

„ primer, 7 drs. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3d3, 354

„ „ lOozs 354

,, powder barrel . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 07

„ 10 lb 7*

„ extractor 356, 357

„ protecting Palliser projectiles . . . . . . . . . . 220, 251

Ballistite 27

•Bands, driving , 195-202

Band, lifting cartridge (J. case) .. .. .. • . .. •• 78
•Bar, lifting shell 340

•Barrels, ammunition, gun . , . . . . . . . . . . • • '0

„ powder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 06

,, transporting cordite .. .. .. .. .. .. •■ 25

„ cartridge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 409

Batteries, improvised . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 96

Bearers, shot, B.L. 6-inch 354

•Bits, hook borer 340

Blasting gelatine .. .. .. .. .. .. •• •■ 27

Blind shell, causes of 150, 151

Blocks, wood, strading shell, 8-inch and under .. .. .. .. 341

„ Nos. 1 and 2 311
•Bolts, eye, lifting projectiles, large and small . . . . . . . . 351, 355

Borers, gimlet .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. •• 341

Bearers, cartridge cylinders .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 92
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Page

Boxes, ammunition, Q.F. 6-pr. and 3-pr 320, 321

' „ „ small anus, Marks XI and XII 409

„ Marks XIII, XIV and XV .. .. 410

„ „ „ old patterns . . . . . . . . . . 410

„ „ „ -£03 inch, half naval 410

„ „ „ pistol, Euficld, 600 rds 410

240 rds 410, 411

,, „ ,, ran cl and bullock .. .. .. . . 411

* ,, „ „ distinguishing marks .. .. 411,412

' „ cartridge, Q.F. 4'7-incb, naval, transpoit and outnt . . .. .. 323

' „ „ „ „ Marks I to IV, guns L.8 323-326

„ 12-pr., 8 and 12 cut. N 826

„ 12cwt., L.S 326

„ „ „ 6-pr. and 3-pr., faluting tools and eases .. .. 327

„ „ 4-mch 326

„ 6-inch 326,327

, exploders, lyddite .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 28

,, guncoiton, wet, 50 lb. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 14,15

„ „ 15 1b. and 16 lb 15

„ „ eight i slabs, and one I slab . . . . . . • • IS

,, life-saving fuie, Mark III .. .. .. .. .. .. 423

lights 423,424

portfires, Mark I 424

„ pack, transport . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ • 73

,, tubes, rent-scaling, garrison . . . . . . . . . . ■ • 139

Bi ace, magazine and bit . . .. .. .. .. .. ■■ •• 72

Bridges, resistances, etc.. . . . . . . . ■ . . . • • • • 95, 96

Brushes, fuze hole, Mark I .. .. .. .. .. .. .• 327

,, primer hole, Mark I .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 327

,, -K uril . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 352

Buoys, life, night . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. •• 431

13 timing of fuzes, cauios affecting .. .. .. .. 147,148

Bursters, R.B.L. segment shell . . .. .. .. .. ■• ■• 283

c.

•Cages, cartridge, cylinder . . . . . . • • • • • • • • 92-94

„ shell, K.B.L. 7-inch 355

„ projectile, B.L. or Q.F., 6 inch 35o

Calcium, phosphide of . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • 31

Calibres of R.B.L. guns 281

K.M.L. guns, heavy. . .. 241

„ ,, medium and honitzeii .. .. •• •• ■**

„ „ field and mountain . . . . . . • • • • 269

Q.Fguns 299

Cartouche, pack transport, R.M.L. .. .. .. .. •• •■ **

4_'u i tridges for ordnance .. .. .. .. •• ■■ •• •• 3*-0o

cordite 53-6°

„ „ examiration .. .. .. .. •• •• ■• *>0

„ ,, materials . . . . . . . ■ ■ • • ■ • ■ "™

„ Marking 60

,, ,, fractions, divided into .. . . •• •• •■ 53

„ B.L. 10, 12-pr., 6 cwt,, 15-pr 54

* „ „ „ 20-pr. and 5-inch 55

* „ „ „ heavy 55-57

+ „ „ ,, composite .. .. .. •• •• •• i>8

„ „ 6-inch, Marks TII and VIII, guns 58

i „ „ „ howitzers 59,60

„ K.M.L. guns 59

* „ drill 68-65

„ powder .. .. .. .. .. ■• •• •• 39-51

„ „ blank and sa'.uting . . . . . . • • • • • • 38

* ., „ choking and l ooping .. -- •• •• •• 47-49

,, ,, directions for making cmply •■ •• •• •• 44-46

,, „ divided into fractions .. .. •• •• •• ™

„ „ effect of shape .. .. .. •• •• •• 36
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Page

Cartridges, powder, effect of position of vent. . . . . . . . . . 3S

„ „ examination .. .. .. .. 53

„ „ filling grain and cubical . . . . . . . . . . 46-50

• „ „ prism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 51

„ „ gravimetric density . . . . . . . . . . 36, 37

„ „ general description of cert lia .. .. .. .. 40-42
• „ „ limits in filling .. .. .. .. ,. .. 46

„ „ materials used . . . . . . . . . . . . 35

„ „ marking .. .. .. .. .. .. 51

„ „ methods of air-spacing . . . . . . . . . . 37

„ „ shape . . . . . . . . . . . . , . 34

„ silk braid for hoop", &c. .. .. .. .. .. .. 36

„ use . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

„ qualifications of . . . . . . . , . . . . . . 34, 35

,, stores used with . . . . . . . . . . • . 47, 60-62

„ aiming rifle, M.G. end S.A 384-336

„ calibres 384

„ initials of manufacturers . . . . . . . . . . . . 412
• „ aiming rifle, l-inch~ electric. . .. .. .. .. 384-386

• „ „ „ „ percussion 886,387

„ „ „ „ for instruction . . . . . . . . 387
• „ aiming tube , . . . . . . . . . ■ ■ • . . . 405

• „ M.G., ball Nordenfelt, 1-ineh 387-389

„ „ „ „ practice . . . . . . . . 389
• „ M.G., blank Nordenfelt, 1 -inch 389

,, „ dummy drill, Nordenfelt, 1-inch .. .. .. .. 889

„ M.G., ball, Gatling, 65 and 45 390, 391
• „ „ -45-inch, Mark IV | C | 891

• „ „ „ cordite, Mark I, G.G. |N| .. .. 391

• „ „ M.H., chamber cordite 393

„ M.G., blank, M.H. chamber 896
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Charcoal .. .. .. .. t. .. .. .. .. 31
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(5581) 2 0
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Genoral remarks on . . . > . . . . . ■ • • ■ • 10
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Igniting point . . . . . . . • . ■ • ■ • ■ ■ • ■ ■ 'I
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R.L.G.4 7
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light, G.S *3'2' J*f
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•Itolder, shell, studded f**

• „ B.L. and studless J4?

• „ for laboratories 3^>
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I) e.Hridg., o/V. .. .! 329
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„ for metal-lined oases . , . . . . . . • . • ■ • • 73

• „ fuze, Hotchkiss . . . . . . . . . . • • ■ • 350

L.

Labels 84,85

,, miscellaneous (see various chapters).

Laboratory compositions, mixing of .. .. .. .. •• ..31,32

„ „ burning under water . . . . . . • . 33

„ „ regularity of burning . . . . . . . . 32, 33

„ operations . . . . . . . . . . . . • ■ 152-455

Lanyards, friction tubes, Ac. .. .. .. .. .. 139, 140

„ cocking. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • ■ 140

„ for vent servers . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 1 41

„ rocket machine .. .. .. .. •• '40
•Lead discs.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ■• 211,374

,. rings 205, 374

„ coating, for K.B.L. projectiles . . . . . . . . . 281, 282
•Leader, rocket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 429

Length and weight of projectiles .. •■ . 183 185

Lever, extractor, Ordnance B.L. . . . . . 138

„ extracting, oyebolt . . . . • • 359

„ grummets . . . . . . . . . • • 359

„ cases, brass, cylindrical . . . . . . . . • . 87

„ „ pentagon, and rectangular. . . . . . 74
•Light, coastguard. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 431,432

• „ long, G.8 432, 133

„ short 433

„ signal, magnesium . . . . , . . . . . . . • • 433
• „ illuminating wrecks .. .. .. .. .. .. 433.434

„ examination of (tee Regulations for A.O. Services),

„ long, blue, green, and red . . . . . . . . 433

Lighting magazines .. .. .. .. .. •■ 451,452

Lubricators . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ • . . 42, 43

Lubricant, for plugs, fuzes, &c. . . .. .. .. .. •■ 369

Luting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73, 74

Lyddite 88

„ .hell 190, 191, 208

M.

Machine, extracting shell, 6-pr. or 3-pr. . . ' . . . . ■ • 329, 330

„ indenting . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 330

,, gun ammunition .. .. .. •• .. •• 384-413

„ rocket, war 419,420

„ „ life-saving Boxer . . . . . . . . . • 422, 423

„ „ „ buoyant. . . . . . . . . • ■ • 425

„ signal 428,429

(5581) 2 0 2
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Magnesium .. .. .. .. .. . • 30

Magazines, regulations for .. .. .. .. •• •• 444—449

„ ventilation of 449-451

lighting of 451,452

t Magazine, nomenclature of, and Btores. . .. .. .. .. 437,438

,, position and construction . . . . . . . . . . 439-442

conditions 445-447

„ use of iron, steel prohibited .. .. .. •• 448

„ division into classes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 451

Mandrils .. .. .. . . .. .. .. •• •• •• 329

Mallets, tent 340

Marking on base of Q.F. cases . . . . . . . . • • 333

„ ,, packages containing cannon cartridges .. .. .. ..84,85

" „ ~ Q.F. 337, 338

„ filled cartridges, powder .. .. .. .. 51

„ „ „ cordite . . . . . . ■ • . . . . 60

„ on shells .. .. .. .. .. •• 377,378
•Marks, distinguishing, on S.A. A. boiee .. .. .. .. 411,412

„ pnpowder barrels . . . . . . . . . . . . 68

Match or Fynmore'B tube . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 18

„ quick, and slow . . . . . . . . ■ . • • . • 434, 435

Mealed powder . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ • ■ • • • 31

Millboard 3G3

Mothylated spirit . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • 30

fMixing laboratory compositions. . .. .. .. .. .. ■ 31, 32

Monogram of stations . . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • 52

N.

Needles, magazine, 4-inch and 9-inoh . . . . . . . . . . . . 47

„ „ l*-inch 60

Nitrate of baryta . . . . 30

„ of potash or nitre .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 29

Nitro-glyeerine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

Nomenclature of magazine and stores . . . . . . . . . . 437, 438

o.

Oiling projectiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 370

Ordnance, B.L., lever, extractor. . .. .. .. .. ,. .. 138

,, disablement or demolition of, by guncotton . . . . 456—459

Orpiment, red . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . 30

P.

Packages, not to be opened in magazine . . . . . . . . . . 447

,, defective . . . . . . . . ■ . . . . . . 447

„ contents to be marked on . . . . . . . . . . . . 447

„ empty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 447

„ stacking 447, 448

Packing shells for transport and storage . . . . . . . . 378, 379

Packing pieces for rectangular powder cases . . . . . . . . . . 78, 79

„ Q.F. cartridges 336, 337

,, fuzes, general question of .. .. .. .. .. .. 146

„ and issue (see under heading of individual stores.)

Paints, table of 565-557

Paper tube.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 118

Papier muche and paste board . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 863

f*Percussion fuzes . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 164-168

Phosphide of calcium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31

Picric acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

,, powder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
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Piling projectiles . . . . . • . . . . ■ . • • • • • • 368

Pincers, shrapnel primers •• .. .. •• •• 350

Pioueers, cavalry, guncotton equipment

Pistol, B.L., safety fine 436

Planks, stacking projectiles .. .. .. ■■ .. •• •• 359

Plaster of Paris models of broken points, Palliser projectile s . . . . 252

Plates, stencil 352

Platinum wire . . . . . . • ■ • • • . . ' . • • 96

Plug, vent, Hayes' pattern . . . . • ■ • • 141

T . . . . • • • • • • ■ • • • 141

" base, shell, Not. 1 and 2 ■ • 860-

" „ „ No. 3 360

„ Nos. 4 and 5 360,361

;, „ „ Q.F. 4-7-inch 210,211,212

„ fuze-hole, G.S., with loop 360

„ ,, without loop .. .. .. . •• •• 360

„ Naval «6fr

" „ drill 360

„ „ E.B.L., field service 360

,, „ Bpecial .. .. ,. .. •• ■ • •■ •• 360
• ,, gas check, Mark II, with nut .. .. .. •• •• 233

„ wood, covered with serge . . .. »■ .• •• ■• 283

Pocket fuze 361

Portfire, common 42P, 430-

„ life-saving . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 430

Practice shell, 13. L . •• 210.211

Premature explosions, causes of. . . . . . . . • • 151-153

Preparing and fixing fuzes . . . . . . • • • • • ■ 382, 383

Presses, sorew, and hydraulic . . . . . . . . • ■ • • 329

Pricker, cartridge. .
•Primer, cartridge, Q.P., saluting, 6 and 3-pr 303, 304

„ vent piece . . . . . . . . . . ■ ■ • • • • 114

„ B.L., and sordite 130,131

„ eight drum . . . . . . . . . . . . • ■ • • 28
• ,, fuze, percussion, B.L. . . .. .. .. .. •• •• 163

• „ electric, Q.F. or Q.F.C., large. . .. 313-316

„ dummy drill .. .. .. .. •• .. • •• 320
• „ shrapnel shell 361,362

• „ light, G.S 432

,, portfire, life-saving . . . . . . . . . . . . 430, 431

,, guncotton .. .. .. .. .. •• ■• 16

Projectiles, general remarks on . . . . . . . . 182-194

,, length and weight of . . . . . . . . 183-185

„ armour-piercing .. .. 185-188

„ „ caps for . . . . . . . . . • ■ • 188

,, penetration of .. .. .. .. 188,189

Palliser 186,187

„ fired from B.L. and Q.P. guns and howitzers . . . . 195-230

„ rotation of . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • 182

,, position of driving band . . . . . . • . • • • • 195

„ heavy and light, distinction . . . . . . • • • • 185

,, altered to take gas- checks .. .. .. .. •• •• 233

„ taking automatic gas-checks . . . • • ■ • 235

,, for heavy K.M.L. guns . . . . . . . . • • 241-256

„ form of base . .. .. .. .. .. ■• •• 235-

„ for medium and siege guns and howitzers 257-267

„ for field and mountain K.M.L. guns . . . . . . 268-280

for R.B.L. guns 281-286

„ short notes on . . . . . . . . • • • ■ 286-295
• „ distinguishing marks on .. ., .. .. 295-298

• „ storage and transport of . . . . . . . . • ■ 378, 379

„ recovery and destruction .. .. .. .. •• 381,382

„ piling. . . . . . . . . . . . • • ■ ■ • • 368-

Proof {see Regulations for A.O.8.).

Protectors, armour-piercing projectiles, B.L. .. .. •• 362

„ projectile . . . . . . . . . . • • • 362

Protection of driving bands with gas-checks . . 36T
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Puffs, powder, for proof of tubes . . . . . . . . . . . . 443

„ „ 4 nr.., also pin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 362

Pump, air testing powder cases . . . . . . . . . . • ■ . . 77

Quick-firing ammunition. . .. .. • • .. . . .. 299-320

„ filling cartridges, 12-pr. and above . . . . . . 334, 336

„ 6 and 3-pr 335, 336

„ labels and stencilling . . . . • • . . . . 337, 338

f n 6-pr 299-306

„ 3-pr 306
• 1-pr 306-308

• „ 295-inch 808-310

12-pr., 8 cwt. and 12 cwt 317,318

„ 4-inch . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ • . . 318

-t» „ 47-inch 310-318

6-inch 319,320

Drill . 320

„ Examination (tee Regulations for A.O.S.).

,, packing .. .. .. .. -. •- 836.337

„ storage .. .. .. .• .. ■• •• 330,831

,, treatment of empty cases . . ■ . . . . • ■ • • • 331

„ rectifying, filling, and packing of. . .. .. .. 881-338

Quiekmatch 434, 435

Realgar of red orpiment. . . . . . . . ■ . • • . . . . 30

Re-closing cylinders (with description of cylinder) .. .. .. 111,112

Recovery and destraetion of projectiles .. .. -. .. 881,382

Rectifier, guncotton primers and rimer rectifying .. .. .. .. 108

gas check, R.M.L., 18-pr 350

Rectifying Q.F. cases, 6-pr. and 3-pr 332, 333

„ 12-pr. and abor 831,332

Regulations for magazines and ammunition stores . . . . . . 444 et teq.

Re-painting, 6-pr. and 3-pr. Q.F. ammunition 833, 334

filled shell 370

„ shot and empty shell . . . . . . . . . . 868, 369

Rifling, systems of . . . . . . . . . . • . • ■ • • 182

„ French systems of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183

•Rimer, vent, axial, short . . .. .. .. .. 136,137

„ „ long 137

„ T 137

Rings, lead, base plug .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 206

Ring, shell, remarks on .. .. .. .. .. •■ ■- ■• 191

• „ „ 2 5-inch. R.M.L 272

„ gauges, B.L , B.L. or Q.F., B.L., QF. or Q.F.C 357
• „ „ ., R.M.L. body and studs 357

,. „ „ „ body and gas-check .. .. .. ■■ 357

, R.B.L 358

„ „ cylinder, R.M.L. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 357

„ „ supply of .. .. . . .. .. •• 358

Rockets, causes of motion . . . . . . . . . . . 414, 415

« „ war, 24-pr 416, 417

„ 9-pr 418

,, ,, age and issue . . .. •• •• •• •• 418

„ „ examination, 4c. (see Regulations for A.O.8.) .. .. 418

• „ „ machines 419,420

„ „ range of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 418

,. „ stations, where kept .. .. .. .. .. 417,418
• „ life-saving, Boxer 420-422

„ „ „ stores connected with . . . . . . 422-424
• „ „ buoyant 424,425
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Page

Rockets, signal. 1 lb. service .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 425

„ i lb. 425,426

„ red, blue, or green , . . . . , . . . . . . 426

„ red and white . . . . . . . . , . . . . . 426

^d :: :: :: :: :: :: } 426>427

sound, Trinity House and detonator. . , . , . . . . . 428

signal, machine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 428, 429

leader 429

examination (see Regns. for A.O.S.).

Rods (driving primer from case 6-pr. and 3-pr.) . . . . . . . . 330

„ filling shell .. .." .. , 350

Rosin or colophony . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31

R.L. caps 160

S.

Safety clips for 6-pr. and 3-pr. Q.F. cartridges . . . . . . ■ ■ 303

„ „ „ 1-pr. and 2 96-inch Q.F. cartridges 308

Saltpetre 29

Scraping and painting shell, Ac. . . . . . . . . . . 368-370

Scrapers, shell 350, 351

Screws, preserving, eyebolt holes . . . . . . . . . . . . 362

Scissors, magazine . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 47

Selvagees 362,363

Serge, shalloon, and silk cloth . . . . . . . . . . ■ ■ . . 35

Sets, Q.F 329

Shell, armour-piercing .. .. .. .. .. .. ■■ 211,212

„ penetration of . . . . . . . . . . 188, 189

„ caps for . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 188

common, use of . . . . ■ . . . • • • • ■ • 189

„ cast-steel and cast-iron . . . . . . . . 189, 190

„ forged steel 190

„ pointed 190

Lyddite 190, 191

double 190

shrapnel, classes of . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 191

„ bursting charge . . . . . . . . . . ■ • 192

„ size of bullets . . , . . . . . . ■ • • 192

„ use of 192,193

star 194

incendiary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190

Palliser 187

B.L., Q.F., or Q.P.C., common C.S., description . . . . 203-205

„ „ „ closing bases .. .. . . 205

„ „ common pointed C.S., description . . 205-207

„ „ P.8., description . . . . 207, 208

„ „ C.I., description . . . . 208-210

„ ,, „ „ closing bases .. .. ■■ 211

„ lyddite.. 208

„ „ „ pointed practice . . . . . . 210

,, „ armour-piercing, description .. .. 211,212

„ „ shrapnel (heavy), description. . .. 213,214

„ „ „ Boxer,field Service type.description 214,215

„ „ 10, 12, 16, and 30-pr., description . . 216, 217

„ ,, head burster, description .. .. 217,218

B.L. star, 5-inch, 5'4-inch, 6-inch howitzers, and 10-pr., description 218, 219

„ Palhser, O.P 220

„ N.P 221

practice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 210

drill 227, 228

Q.F. drill 229

storage and transport . . . . . . . . . . . . 378, 379

filling 370-377

emptying . . • • . • . . , . • . . . . . 879-381

destruction of, by guncotton .. .. .. .. 381,382
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Shell, mark* on 377, 378
•Shell, R.B.L., segineut 283

common 281,282

„ shrapnel .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 284

Shell, R.M.L., common, studded, 7-inch and upwards .. .. .. 24-1

+ „ „ studless, 9-inch and upwards, cast-iron . . . . 245

* ,, „ „ „ „ cast-steel . . 246

„ ,, „ pointed, cast-steel . . .. .. 246,247

„ lyddite, common, 10-inch .. .. .. .. 247

„ double, 7-inch, and 7-pr. .. .. .. .. 247,269

„ shrapnel, studded, 7-inch and upwards .. .. 248

t „ „ studlen, cast-iron, 9-inch and upwards . . 248, 249

* „ „ „ cast-steel, 9-inch and upwards .. 250,251

PaUiser, studded 252

„ that may be fired with full charges .. .. .. .. 247
• „ common, for howitzers, medium and siege gun* . . 257-259

• ,. shrapnel, ,, „ „ .. 260-262

„ „ shooting . . . . . . . . . . 262-264

* „ star, for 6'3-inch, 6 6-inch, and 8-inch howitzers . . 264-266

,, common, studded, for field and mountain guns . . 268, 269
• „ shrapnel, „ „ „ .... 270

* „ common, studless, for „ „ .... 271

* „ ring, 2'5-inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 272

* „ shrapnel, studless, for field and mountain guns . . 272-276

* „ star, for field and mountain guns . . . . 275-279

drill, 13-pr 280

„ effect produced by pressure of charge .. .. .. 247

„ incendiary . . . . . . . . . . . . 259, 260

Shellac 31

Shot, rase, remarks on .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 193,194

„ B.L., case, 13 5-inch 222,223

„ „ 8-inch 223, 224

„ 4-inch 224
• 10, 12, and 15-pr 225, 226

,, „ „ 5 inch howitzer .. .. .. .. .. .. 226

„ paper 229,230
• „ „ PaUiser .. .. .. 220,221

„ „ ,, exceptional .. .. .. ., .. .. . . 220

„ „ armour-piercing . . . . . . . . . . . . 219, 220
• „ B.B.L., case 285

solid 285

„ „ drill and paper . . . . . . . . . . . . 285, 286
•t- „ R.M.L., Palliser, O.P 251

• ,, „ case, 7-inch and upwards .. .. .. .. 254,255

„ ,, „ special .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 255
• „ „ Palliser, 80-pr. and 6 6-inch guns 266

„ „ case, for howitzers, medium and siege n»"' ■• •• •• 267
• „ „ ,, field and mountain guns .. .. .. 279,280

„ „ paper for medium guns and howitzers .. .. .. 267

„ S.B., B.L., 32-pr 226

Short notes on projectiles for rifled gum . . . . . . . . 286-295

Signal, fog, Mark 1 429, 430

Slings, lifting projectiles, B.L. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 363

Slow-match 43?,

t'Small arm ammunition (tee alio Cartridges). . .. .. .. 392-413

Sockot, R.B.L. cartridges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43

* „ gas-check nut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 351

plug» 351
•Stand, light, illuminating wrecks . . . . . . . . . . . . 434

Stars, incendiary 259, 260

Stencil plates .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 352

Stick, cartridge, cordite charges. . .. .. .. .. . . .. 59

Stations, home and abroad, naral dep6ts . . . . . . . . (2

Store magazines, locality of, &c. . . . . . . . . 439-4*2

„ „ conditions for gunpowder .. .. .. 439,440

„ „ „ for cordite . . . . . . . ■ . . 440

Storage of Q.F. ammunition, 6-pr. and 3-pr. . . . . . . . . . . 930
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Storage of Q.F. ammunition, 12-pr., 4-inch, 4'7-inch, and 6-inch .. .. 331

„ explosives (with v-rious explosives) .. .. .. H2 et teq.

Strap, carrying, projectiles, B.L 5-inch and 5'4-inch howitzers .. .. 363

Strij>s, augmenting, B.L.. . .. .. .. •■ .. •• •■ 109
• „ „ „ moJe of using .. .. .. .. .. 200

*Stttdl, a:tion of .. .. .. ■• ■■ -- -■ •• •■ 241

„ material of . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . ■ - 241

„ how fixed in she 1 . . . . . . . . ■ - ■ . . . ■ 241

„ position of 241-243

„ loading and driving edges of . . . . . . . . • . 242

Studless projectiles, » hen and why introduced .. 234,235

,, „ const ruction of .. .. .. .. . . . . 235

Sulphur 29

Sulphide of antimony . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

Systems of rilling , , ,, ,, ,, ,, ., ., 182

Tables (tee list at beginning).

Testing, powder cases and cartridge cylinders . . • • . . • • 77

Thermometers, use of, &c 440, 450

Tin cups for R.B.L. guns .. .. .. .. .. .. 43

Tonitfl or cotton powder . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • 26

Tool, opening cartridges, Q.F. , . . . ■ . . . . . ■ . • • 329

„ extracting bullets, small-arm .. .. .. .. .. 412,413

Tools, reforming cartridges, Q.F 329, 330

Torpedo, primers for .. .. .. .. .. .. ■■ ..17,18

Treatment of empty Q.F. cases . . . . . . . . . . . ■ 331

Tropical stations, list of 438, 439

Tubes, use of HO
• „ friction, copper, solid drawn .. .. .. . . .. 110,111

„ „ „ special .. .. .. . . .. Ill

„ „ short, long, 7-pr. and naval long .. .. .. Ill

„ „ issue and storage .. .. .. .. 111,112
• „ friction, quill, short .. .. .. .. ■• .. H2

„ „ long .. .. .. .. .. •• H3

„ „ issue and storage .. .. ■■ 113

„ „ time gun,. .. .. .. .. .. 113,114
• „ electric, No. 10 and 10a 114,115

• „ No. 11 116-118

t» „ friction, T 127-129
• ,. T, drill 135

• „ „ drill 116

„ common quill .. .. .. •• •• •■ "8

„ match, or Fynmore'a .. .. .. .. . • •• H8

„ paper .. .. .. 118

,, vent-sealing, reason of introduction . . . . • • • . 118, 119

+ ., „ percussion .. .. .. . . .. 119-121

• , „ drill .. "I

+ „ „ electric P 121, 122
• I, „ „ drill 131,133

t ,. ,, wireless P.. .. .. .. .. .. 122
• „ „ „ „ drill 133

„ 6-inch B.L., with needle holder ., .. 121
• „ „ friction V 122-144

• „ „ „ drill 133,135

• „ „ electric V 124-126

• :, ;: .. **a 135

friction M . . l*K

drill 133,135

J " electric M 126
• „ „ electric T, double wired 128, 129

ii Peking ..' .. 12«
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Tube, rent-sealing, instructions for use . . . . . . . . . . 127

„ „ „ for re-bridging 135,136

Turpentine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SO

u.

Undercut method of attaching lead coat to R.B.L. projectiles .. .. 283

Unloading holes, R.M.L. common shell . . . . . . • . . . 244

Use and classes of fuses . . . . . . ■ . • • • • 142, 148

V.

'Vavasseur driving bands . . .. -. •• .. .. 196-202

'Vent servers : 140,141

'Vent-sealing tubes .. .. .. . . .. .. 118-135

Vent, position of, in gun, effect of, on charge . . . . . . . . . . 88

Ventilation of magazines, regulations for . . . . ■ . . . 449-461

Veeuvian matches. . .. .. . . •• 444

w.

Wads, fuie hole, 2'5-inoh shrapnel 364
• „ „ B.B.L. sockets 363

naval, with loop 363,

I! ,; OA .. .. 364

„ grummet, R.M.L. 7-pr 864
• „ wedge .. .. •. •• •• •• •• •• 364

^ 16-inch 864,365

„ 17 -72 -inch 366

War rockets *16-*«?

Waterproof bags . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • °7

covers 62

Wetting gunpowder . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • JJJ

Windage «■

Wrench, base plug •

„ opening fuses 351,
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